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PREFACE

The third volume of the present series was pubhshed in 1940.

The manuscript of the fourth volume was largely ready at that

time and it would have been possible to send it for publication at

least by 1942. But the second world-war commenced in 1939 and

although the Cambridge University Press was prepared to accept

the manuscript even during war-time, the despatch of the manu-

script from Calcutta to Cambridge and the transmission of proofs

to and fro between England and India appeared to me to be too

risky. In 1945, after retiring from the Chair of Philosophy in the

Calcutta University, I came to England. But shortly after my arrival

here I fell ill, and it was during this period of illness that I revised

the manuscript and offered it to the University Press. This explains

the unexpected delay between the publication of the third volume

and the present one. The promises held out in the preface to the

third volume, regarding the subjects to be treated in the present

volume, have been faithfully carried out. But I am not equally

confident now about the prospects of bringing out the fifth volume.

I am growing in age and have been in failing health for long years.

The physical and mental strain of preparing a work of this nature

and of seeing it through the Press is considerable, and I do not

know if I shall be able to stand such a strain in future. But I am
still collecting the materials for the fifth volume and hope that I

may be able to see it published in my life-time.

The present volume deals with the philosophy of the Bhdgavata-

purdna, the philosophy of Madhva and his followers, the philosophy

of Vallabha and the philosophy ofthe Gaudiya school of Vaisnavism.

So far as I know, nothing important has yet been published on the

philosophy of the Bhdgavata-purdna and that of Vallabha. Two

important works by Mr Nagaraja Sarma of Madras and by Professor

Helmuth von Glasenapp on the philosophy of Madhva have been

published in English and German respectively. But so far nothing

has appeared about the philosophy of the great teachers of the

Madhva school such as Jaya-tirtha and Vyasa-tirtha. Very little is

known about the great controversy between the eminent followers

of the Madhva school of thought and of the followers of the
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Sarikara school of Vedanta. In my opinion Jaya-tirtha and Vyasa-
tirtha present the highest dialectical skill in Indian thought. There

is a general belief amongst many that monism of Sahkara presents
the final phase of Indian thought. The realistic and duahstic

thought of the Sarnkhya and Xh€.yoga had undergone a compromise
with monism both in the Puranas and in the hands of the later

writers. But the readers of the present volume who will be intro-

duced to the philosophy of Jaya-tlrtha and particularly of Vyasa-
tirtha will realize the strength and uncompromising impressiveness
of the dualistic position. The logical skill and depth of acute

dialectical thinking shown by Vyasa-tlrtha stands almost unrivalled

in the whole field of Indian thought. Much more could have been

written on the system of Madhva logic as explained in the Tarka-

tdndava of Vyasa-tlrtha. In this great work Vyasa-tlrtha has

challenged almost every logical definition that appears in the

Tattva-cintdmani of Gahgesa, which forms the bed-rock of the new

school of Nyaya logic. But this could have been properly done

only in a separate work on the Madhva logic. Of the controversy

between the monists of the Sahkara school and the dualists of the

Madhva school, most people are ignorant of the Madhva side of

the case, though there are many who may be familiar with the

monistic point of view. It is hoped that the treatment of the

philosophy of Madhva and his followers undertaken in the present

volume will give new light to students of Indian thought and

will present many new aspects of dialectical logic hitherto undis-

covered in Indian or European thought.

The treatment of the philosophy of Vallabha which is called

visuddhddvaita or pure monism, presents a new aspect of monism

and also gives us a philosophical analysis of the emotion of devotion.

Though readers of Indian philosophy may be familiar with the

name of Vallabha, there are but few who are acquainted with the

important contributions of the members of his school.

I have not devoted much space to the philosophy of the

Bhdgavata-purdna. Much of its philosophical views had already

been anticipated in the treatment of the Sarnkhya, yoga and the

Vedanta. As regards the position of God and His relation to the

world the outlook of the Bhdgavata-purdna is rather ambiguous.

The Bhdgavata-purdna has therefore been referred to for support

by the Madhvas, Vallabhas and thinkers of the Gaudlya school.
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The Gaudlya school seems to make the Bhdgavata-purdna the

fundamental source of its inspiration.

The chief exponent of the Gaudlya school of thought is Caitanya.

He, however, was a religious devotee and very little is known of his

teachings. He did not produce any literary or philosophical work.

But there were some excellent men of letters and philosophers

among his disciples and their disciples. The treatment of the

Gaudiya school of Vaisnavism thus gives a brief exposition of the

views of Rupa GosvamI, Jiva Gosvami and Baladeva Vidyabhusana.
Dr S. K. De has contributed a numoer of important articles on the

position of Jiva Gosvami, though it does not seem that he cared

to put an emphasis on the philosophical perspective.

In writing the present volume I have been able to use the huge
amount of published materials in Sanskrit as well as a number of

rare manuscripts which I collected from South India on my
journeys there on various occasions.

My best thanks are due to my old friend, Dr F. W. Thomas,

who, in spite of his advanced age and many important pre-

occupations, took the trouble to revise some portions of the manu-

script and of revising and correcting the proofs, with so much care

and industry. But for his help the imperfections of the present

work would have been much greater. I also have to thank Dr E. J.

Thomas for the many occasional helps that I received from him

from the time of the first inception of the present series. My best

thanks are also due to my wife, Mrs Surama Dasgupta, M.A.,

Ph.D. (Cal. et Cantab), Sastri, for the constant help that I received

from her in the writing of the book and also in many other works

connected with its publication. I am also grateful to Dr Satindra

Kumar Mukherjee, M.A., Ph.D., my former pupil, for the help

that I received from him when I was preparing the manuscript
some years ago. I wish also to thank the Syndics of the University

Press for undertaking the publication of this volume at a time when

the Press was handicapped by heavy pressure of work, and by

great difficulties of production.

SURENDRANATH DASGUPTA
Trinity College, Cambridge

August, 1948
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CHAPTER XXIV

THE BHAGAVATA-PURANA

The Bhagavata-purana.

The Bhdgavata-purdna shares with the Bhagavad-gitd a unique

position in the devotional hterature of India. It cannot however

claim the same antiquity: before the tenth century a.d. no references

to it have been discovered by the present writer. Even Ramanuja

(born in a.d. 1017) had not mentioned its name or made any

quotations from it. But by the time of Madhva the work had become

famous : one of the principal works of Madhva (thirteenth century

A.D.) is called the Bhdgavata-tdtparya, in which he deals with the

principal ideas of the Bhdgavata-purdna, and lays emphasis on

them so far as they support his views. The thoughts of the

Bhdgavata-purdna are loftily poetic, but the style is more

difficult. The present writer is of opinion that it must have been

composed by a Southerner, as it makes references to the Alvars,

who have probably never been referred to by any writer in Northern

or Upper India. The Bhdgavata-purdna, however, was so much

appreciated that immediately commentaries were written upon it.

Some of these commentaries are :

Amrta-ranginl, Atmapriyd, Krsna-padt, Caitanya-candrikd, Jaya-

mangald, Tattva-pradipikd, Tdtparya-candrikd, Tdtparya-dipikd,

Bhagavalllld-cintdmani, Rasa-manjart, Sukapaksiyd Prabodhini, a

tikd by Janardana Bhatta, a tikd by Narahari, Prakdsa by Srinivasa,

Tattva-dlpikd by Kalyana Raya, a tikd by Krsna Bhatta, a tikd by
Kaura Sadhu, a tikd by Gopala CakravartI, Anvaya-bodhinl by
Cudamani CakravartI, Bhdva-prakdsikd by Narasimhacarya, a tikd

by Yadupati, Subodhini by Vallabhacarya, Pada-ratndvall by

Vijayadhvaja-tlrtha, a tlkdhy Vitthala Diksita, Sdrdrtha-darsinl by
Visvanatha CakravartI, a tikd by Visnusvamin, Bhdgavata-candrikd

by Viraraghava, Bhdvdrtha-dlpikd by Sivarama, Bhdvdrtha-dipikd

by SrIdhara-svamI, Sneha-purani by Kesavadasa, a tikd by Srivasa-

carya, a tikd by Satyabhinava-tirtha, a tikd by Sudarsana Suri,

a tikd by Braja-bhusana, Bhdgavata-purdndrka-prabhd by Hari-

bhanu, Bhdgavata-purdna-prathama-sloka-tlkd by Jayarama and

D IV I
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Madhusudana SarasvatI, Pancama-skandha-tlkd by Vallabhacarya,

Subodhini by Balakrsna Yati, Vaisnava-tosini by Sanatana GosvamI,

Budharanjinl by Vasudeva, Nihandha-prakdsa by Vitthala Diksita,

Anukramanikd by Vallabhacarya, Ekddasa-skandha-tdtparya-cand-

rikd by Brahmananda, Anukramanikd by Vopadeva. Many other

works also have been written on the diverse subjects of the

Bhdgavata-purdna and some have also summarized it. Some of

these works are by Ramananda-tirtha, Priyadasa, Visvesvara,

Purusottama, Srinatha, Vmdavana Gosvami, Visnu Puri and

Sanatana.

Dharma.

The word dharma, ordinarily translated as "religion" or

"virtue," is used in very different senses in the different schools

and religious traditions of Indian thought. It will be useful to deal

with some of the more important of these notions before the reader

is introduced to the notion of dharma as explained in the Bhdgavata-

purdna. The Mimdmsd-sutra begins with an enquiry regarding the

nature of dharma, and defines it as that good which is determinable

only by the Vedic commands.^ According to Sahara's and

Kumarila's interpretation, the good that is called dharma means

the Vedic sacrifices that lead to good results—the attainment of

Heaven and the like. The fact that the Vedic sacrifices may bring

about desirable results of various kinds can neither be perceived

by the senses nor inferred from other known data: it can be knowTi

only from the testimony of the Vedic commands and directions.

Dharma, therefore, means both the good results attainable by the

Vedic sacrifices and the sacrifices themselves, and, as such, it

is determinable only by the Vedic injunctions. Desirable results

which are attained by rational and prudent actions are not dharma:

for by definition dharma means only those desirable results which

are attainable by operations which are performed strictly in ac-

cordance with Vedic injunctions. But in the Vedas are described

various kinds of sacrifices by the performance of which one may
take revenge on his enemies by destroying them or causing grievous

injuries of various kinds to them, but action causing injury to any

fellow-being is undesirable, and such action cannot be dharrna.

* athdto dharma-jijndsa. Mhndtnsd-sutra, i. i. i.

codana-laksano'rtho dharmah. Ibid. i. 1.2.
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Dharma in this sense has nothing to do with God, or with ordinary

or customary morality, or any kind of mystical or religious fervour

as we understand it now. It simply means Vedic rituals and the

good results that are supposed to follow from their performances ;

it has but little religious or moral application ; and such a dharma

can only be known through scriptural injunctions^. It contains

however just a little germ of the idea of non-injury, inasmuch as the

performance of rituals for injuring others is not included within its

content. Dharma also definitely rules out all kinds of emotion,

mystic feeling, and exercise of intellect or thought of any descrip-

tion, and merely presupposes a strict loyalty to external scriptural

commands; there is not the slightest trace here of any internal

spiritual law, or rational will, or loyalty to God's will. The scrip-

tural command however is categorically imperative in some cases,

whereas in others it is only conditionally imperative, i.e. conditioned

by one's desire for certain good things. Kumarila, in interpreting

this idea, says that any substance (dravya), action (kriyd) or quality

(guna) which may be utilized to produce happiness, by a particular

kind of manipulation of them in accordance with Vedic commands,
is called dharma^. Though these substances, qualities etc. may be

perceived by the senses yet the fact that their manipulation in a

particular ritualistic manner will produce happiness for the per-

^ ya eva sreyas-karah, sa eva dharma-sabdena ucyate; katham avagamyatdm;
yo hi yagam anutisthati, tarn dhdrmika iti samdcaksate; yasca yasya kartd sa tena

vyapadisyate; yathd pdvakah, Idvaka iti. tena yah purusam nihsreyasena samyu-
nakti, sa dharma-sabdena ucyate . . . ko'rthah—yo nihsreyasdya jyotistomddih.
ko'narthah—yah pratyavdydyah. Sabara-bhdsya on Mimdmsd-sutra, i. i. 2.

Prabhakara however gives a different interpretation of this rule, and suggests
that it means that every mandate of the Vedas is always binding, and is called

dharma even when by following it we may be led to actions which are injurious
to other people:

tatah sarvasya veddrthasya kcryatvam arthatvam ca vidhiyata iti syenddi-

niyogdndm api arthatvam sydt.

^dstra-dipikd, p. 17, Nirnaya-sagara Press, Bombay, 1915.

Kumarila, further interpreting it, says that an action (performed according to the

Vedic commands) which produces happiness and does not immediately or

remotely produce unhappiness is called dharma.
*

phalarn tdvad adharmo'sya syenddeh sampradhdryate

yadd yenesta-siddhih sydd anusthdndnubandhini

tasya dharmatvam ucyeta tatah syenddi-varjanam

yadd tu codand-gamyah kdrydkdrydnapeksayd
dharmah priti-nimittam sydt tadd syene'pi dharmatd

yadd tvaprtti-hetur yah sdksdd vyavahito'pi vd
so'dharmas codandtah sydt tadd syene'py adharmatd.

Sloka-vdrttika, on sutra 2, sloka 270-273.

r-2
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former can be known only by Vedic injunctions ;
and it is only with

regard to this knowledge that the dharma is dependent on the

Vedas ^ Doing an injury to one's enemy may immediately give one

happiness, but by its nature it is bound to produce unhappiness in

the future, since it is prohibited by the Vedic injunctions. [But

injury to the life of animals in the performance of sacrifices does

not produce any sin, and must be regarded as being included

within dharma.^
On the other hand, there are actions performed with the motive

of injuring one's enemies, which are not commanded by the Vedas,
but the methods of whose performance are described in the Vedas

only in the case of those who are actuated by such bad motives ;

these actions alone are called adharma. Thus not all injury to life

is regarded as sinful, but only such as is prohibited by the Vedas:
whereas those injuries that are recommended by the Vedas are not

to be regarded as sin {adharma) but as virtue {dharma). By nature

there are certain powers abiding in certain substances, actions or

qualities which make them sinful or virtuous, but which are sinful

and which can only be known by the dictates of the scriptures 2.

Dharma and adharma are thus objective characters of things,

actions, etc., the nature of which is only revealed by the scriptures.
It has already been noted above that Prabhakara gave an

entirely different meaning of dharma. With him dharma means
the transcendental product {apurva) of the performance of

Vedic rituals which remains in existence long after the action is

completed and produces the proper good and bad effects at the

proper time^.

The smrti literature is supposed to have the Vedas as its sources,
and therefore it is to be regarded as authoritative ; even when its

contents cannot be traced in the Vedas it is inferred that such Vedic
*

drarya-kriyd-gundditultn dharmatvarn sthdpayisyate
tesam aindriyakatve'pi na tddrupyena dharmatd
sreyah-sddhanatd hy esdm iiityatn 7eddt pratlyate
tddrupyena ca dharmatvain tasrndn nendriya-t;ocarah.

Sloka-vdrttika, sfitra z. 13, 14.
*

dharmddharindrthibhir nityam mrt^yau vidhi-msedhakau
kvacid asyd nisiddhatzdc chaktih sdstrena bodhitd . . .

vidyamdnd hi kathyante saktayo dravya-karmandni
tad era cedam karmeti sdstram evdnudhdvatd .

Ihid. 249, Zji.
tui In jyolistmnddi-ydf^asydpi dliantuitidm asti. dpimasya dluirmatvd-

hliyupai:iimdt. Sdstra-dipil.d, p. -^3, Hoinlxu-, 1915.
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texts must have existed i. It is only when the smrti is directly

contradicted by the Vedas in any particular injunction or statement

of fact that the former is to be regarded as invalid. The smrti works

are therefore generally regarded as a continuation of the Vedas,

though as a matter of fact the smrti works, written at different times

at a later age, introduce many new concepts and many new ideals ;

in some of the smrtis, however, the teachings of the Puranas and

Smrtis are regarded as possessing a lower status than those of the

Vedas ^. On the relation of the Smrtis and the Vedas there are at

least two different views. The first view is that, if the Smrtis come

into conflict with the Vedas, then the smrti texts should be so in-

terpreted as to agree with the purport of the Vedic texts
; and, if that

is not possible, then the smrti texts should be regarded as invalid.

Others hold that the conflicting smrti text should be regarded as

invalid. Mitra Misra, commenting on the above two views of the

Savara and Bhatta schools, says that, on the first view, it may be

suspected that the author of the conflicting smrti texts is not free

from errors, and as such even those non-conflicting smrti texts

which cannot be traced in the Vedas may be doubted as erroneous.

On the second view, however, smrti is regarded as valid, since no

one can guarantee that the non-conflicting texts which are not

traceable to the Vedas are really non-existent in the Vedas. Even

in the case of irreconcilably conflicting texts, the smrti directions,

though in conflict with the Vedic ones, may be regarded as

optionally valid 3. The Vedic idea of dharma excludes from its

concept all that can be known to be beneficial, to the performer or

to others, through experience or observation; it restricts itself

wholly to those ritualistic actions, the good effects of which cannot

be known by experience, but can only be known through Vedic

commands^. Thus the digging of wells, etc., is directly known by

experience to be of public good (paropakdrdya) and therefore is

not dharma. Thus nothing that is drstdrtha, i.e. no action, the

^ virodhe tvanapeksyam sydd asati hyanumdnam. Mimdrnsd-sutra, i. 3. 3.
* atah sa paramo dharmo yo veddd avagamyate
avarah sa tu vijneyo yah purdnddisu smrtah

tathd ca vaidiko dharmo mukhya utkrstatvdt, smdrtah armkalpah apakrstatvdt.

Vydsa-smrti as quoted in Vtramitrodaya-paribhdsdprakdsa, p. 29.
* See Viramitrodaya, Vol. i, pp. 28, 29.
* tathd pratyupasthita-niyamdndm dcdrdndrn drstdrthatvdd eva prdmdnyam . . .

prapds taddgdni ca paropakdrdya na dharmdya ity evd'vagamyate.

3abara-bhdsya on Mimdmsd-sutra, i. 3. 2.
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beneficial eflFects of which may be known through experience, can

be called dharma. The Angirah smrti echoes this idea when it says

that, excepting eflForts for attaining self-knowledge, whatever one

does out of his own personal desire or wish is like child's play and

unnecessary^.

Many of the important Smrtis however seem to extend the limits

of the concept of dharma much further than the pure Vedic com-

mands. As Manu's work is based entirely on the purport of the

Vedas, he is regarded as the greatest of all smrti writers
;
whatever

smrti is in conflict with Manu's writings is invalid 2. Manu defines

dharma as that which is always followed by the learned who are

devoid of attachment and antipathy, and that to which the heart

assents^. In another place Manu says that dharma is of four kinds;

the observance of the Vedic injunctions, of the injunctions of smrti,

the following of the customary practices of good people, and the

performance of such actions as may produce mental satisfaction

{dtmanas tiistih) to the performer*. But the commentators are very

unwilling to admit any such extension of the content and meaning
of dharma. Thus Medhatithi (9th century), one of the oldest com-

mentators, remarks that dharma as following the Vedic injunctions

is beginningless ; only the Vedic scholars can be said to know

dharma, and it is impossible that there should be other sources from

which the nature of dharma could be known. Other customs and

habits and disciplines of life which pass as religious practices are

introduced by ignorant persons of bad character (murkha-duhsila-

purusa-pravarttitah): they remain in fashion for a time and then

die out. Such religious practices are often adopted out of greed

{lobhdn mantra-tantrddisu pravarttate) ^. The wise and the good are

*
svdbhiprdya-krtam karma yatkimcij jndna-varjitam
kridd-karmeva bdldndrn tat-sarvam ni^-prayojanam.

Vtramitrodaya-paribhdfdprakdJa, p. ii.
*

veddrthopanibandhrtvdt prddhdnyam hi manoh smrtam

manvartha-ziparitd tu yd stnrtih sd na prasa^yate.

Brhaspati quoted in Vlramitrodaya, ibid. p. 27.
* vidvadbhih sevitah sadbfiir nityam adve^a-rdgibhih

hrdayendbhyanujndto yo dharmas tarn nibodhata.

Manu-samhitd, 11. i.

* vedo'khilo dharma-mulam smrti-slle ca tadviddm
dcdras caiva sddhundm dtmanas tustir eva ca. Ibid. 11. 6.

* Medhatithi says that such practices as those of besmearing the body with

ashes, carrying human skulls, going about naked or wearing yellow robes, are

adopted by worthless people as a means of living. Ibid. 11. i.
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only those who know the injunctions of the Vedas, who carry them

into practice out of reverence for the law, and who are not led

astray into following non-Vedic practices out of greed or antipathy

to others. And, though a man might be tempted in his mind to

perform many actions for his sense-gfatification, real contentment

of the heart can come only through the performance of Vedic

deeds ^. Consistently with his own mode of interpretation

Medhatithi discards not only the Buddhists and the Jains as being

outside the true Vedic dharma, but also the followers of Pancaratra

(i.e. the Bhagavatas) and the Pasupatas as well, who believed in the

authority of the authors of these systems and in the greatness of

particular gods of their own choice. He held that their teachings

are directly contrary to the mandates of the Vedas: and as an

illustration he points out that the Bhagavatas considered all kinds

of injury to living beings to be sinful, which directly contradicts the

Vedic injunction to sacrifice animals at particular sacrifices. Injury

to living beings is not in itself sinful : only such injury is sinful as is

prohibited by the Vedic injunctions. So the customs and practices

of all systems of religion which are not based on the teachings of the

Vedas are to be discarded as not conforming to dharma. In in-

terpreting the phrase smrti-stle ca tad-viddm, Medhatithi says that

the word stla (which is ordinarily translated as "character") is to

be taken here to mean that concentration which enables the mind

to remember the right purports of the Vedic injunctions 2. By
customary duties (dcdra) Medhatithi means only such duties as are

currently practised by those who strictly follow the Vedic duties,

but regarding which no Vedic or smrti texts are available. He

supposes that minor auspices and other rituals which are ordinarily
^ In interpreting the meaning of the word hrdaya (heart) in the phrase

hrdayena abhyanujndta Medhatithi says that the word hrdaya may mean " mind "

{manas, antar-hrdaya-varttlni buddhyddi-tattvdni) ;
on this supposition he would

hold that contentment of mind could only come through following the Vedic
courses of duties. But, dissatisfied apparently with this meaning, he thinks that

hrdaya might also mean the memorized content of the Vedas (hrdayam vedah, sa

hy adhlto bhdvand-rupena hrdaya-sthito hrdayam). This seems to mean that a

Vedic scholar is instinctively, as it were, led to actions which are virtuous,
because in choosing his course of conduct he is unconsciously guided by his

Vedic studies. A man may be prompted to action by his own inclination, by the

example of great men, or by the commands of the Vedas
; but in whichever way

he may be so prompted, if his actions are to conform to dharma, they must

ultimately conform to Vedic courses of duties.
^ samddhih sllam ucyatc.yac cetaso'nya-visaya-vydksepa-parihdrena sdstrd-

rtha-nirupana-pravat}atd tac chilam ucyate. Medhatithi's commentary, ii. 6.
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performed by the people of the Vedic circle have also ultimately

originated from the Vedic injunctions. Similarly it is only the

feeling of self-contentment of those persons who are habituated to

work in accordance with the Vedas that can be regarded as indi-

cating the path of dharma. It simply means that the instinctive

inclination of the true adherents of the Vedas may be relied on
as indicating that those actions to which their minds are inclined

must be consistent with the Vedic injunctions, and must therefore

conform to dharma. Other commentators however take a more
liberal view of the meaning of the words sila, dtmanas tusti and

hrdayena ahhyanujndta. Thus Govindaraja explains the last phrase
as meaning "absence of doubt" (antah-karana-cikitsd-sunya), and

Narayana goes so far as to say that, unless the heart approves of the

action, it cannot be right: Ramananda says that, when there is any
doubt regarding two conflicting texts, one should act in a way that

satisfies his own mind. The word stla has been interpreted as

"character" {vrtta or caritra) by Ramananda in his Manvartha-
candrikd and as dissociation of attachment and antipathy by
Govindaraja: Kulluka takes it according to Harita's definition of

sila as involving the qualities of non-injury to others, absence of

jealousy, mildness, friendliness, gratefulness, mercy, peace, etc.

Self-satisfaction can in practice discern the nature of dharma, but

only when there are no specified texts to determine it. Thus, though
the other later commentators are slightly more liberal than Med-
hatithi, they all seem to interpret the slight concession that Manu
had seemed to make to right character and self-contentment or

conscience as constituent elements of dharma, more or less on
Medhatithi's line, as meaning nothing more than loyalty to

scriptural injunctions.

It has been pointed out that Medhatithi definitely ruled out the

Paficaratra and the Pasupata systems as heretical and therefore

invalid for inculcating the nature of dharma. But in later times

these too came to be regarded as Vedic schools and therefore their

instructions also were regarded as so authoritative that they could

not be challenged on rational grounds i.

' Thus Yogi-ydjnavalkya says: Sdmkhyam yogah paiica-ratram veddh
pdsupatam tathd ati-pramdndnyetdni hetubhir na virodhayet, quoted in Vlra-

mitrodaya, p. 20, but not found in the printed text, Bombay. This Yogi-ydjiia-
valkya is a work on yoga and the other a work on smrti, and it is the former text
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It is however a relief to find that in some of the later Smrtis the

notion of dharma was extended to morality in general and to some

of the cardinal virtues. Thus Brhaspati counts kindness {dayd,

meaning a feeling of duty to save a friend or foe from troubles),

patience {ksamd, meaning fortitude in all kinds of difficulty), the

qualities of appreciating others' virtues and absence of elation at

others' faults {anasuyd), purity {sauca, meaning avoidance of vices,

association with the good and strict adherence to one's caste duties),

avoidance of vigorous asceticism {sannydsa), performance of

approved actions and avoidance of disapproved ones (mangala),

regular charity even from small resources (akdrpanya), contentment

with what little one may have and want of jealousy at others'

prosperity {asprhd), as constituting the universal dharma for all^,

Visnu counts patience (ksamd), truthfulness for the good of all

beings (satya), mind-control {dama), purity {sauca as defined above),

making of gifts (ddna), sense-control {indriya-sarnyama), non-

injury (ahimsd), proper attendance to teachers (guru-susrusa),

pilgrimage, kindness (dayd), straightforwardness (drjava), want of

covetousness, adoration of gods and Brahmins, as constituting

universal dharma. Devala considers purity {sauca), gifts {ddna),

asceticism of the body {tapas), faith {sraddhd), attendance to

teachers {guru-sevd), patience {ksamd), mercifulness in the sense of

pity for others' suff^erings, showing friendliness as if these were

one's own {dayd), acquirement of knowledge, Vedic or non-Vedic

{vijndna), mind-control and body-control {vinaya), truthfulness

{satya), as constituting the totality of all dharmas {dharma-

samuccaya). Yajnavalkya speaks of ahirnsd, satya, asteya (avoid-

ance of stealing), sauca, indriya-nigraha (sense-control), ddna,

dama, dayd, and ksdnti as constituting universal dharma for all.

The Mahdbhdrata counts truthfulness {satya), steadiness in one's

caste duties {tapas as sva-dharma-vartitva), purity {sauca), con-

that has been printed. The present writer has no knowledge whether the latter

text has been published anywhere.
Visnudharmottara also speaks of Pancaratra and Pasupata as means of

enquiry into Brahman:

sdmkhyam yogah paHcardtram veddh pdsupatam
tathd krtdnta-pancakam viddhi brahmanah parimdrgane. Ibid. p. 22.

But Mitra Misra on the same page distinguishes between Pasupata as a Vedic

dgama and as a non-Vedic dgama. Similarly there was a Vedic and non-Vedic

Pancaratra too. Ibid. p. 23.
^ Ibid. pp. 32-4.
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tentment, meaning sex-restriction to one's own wife and also

cessation from sense-attractions {visaya-tydga), shame at the com-

mission of evil deeds (hri), patience as capacity in bearing hardships

{ksamd), evenness of mind (drjava), philosophic knowledge of

reality (jndna), peace of mind {soma as citta-prasdntatd), desire to

do good to others (dayd), meditation, meaning withdrawal of the

mind from all sense objects (dhydna as nirvisaya), as universal

dharmas. Yajfiavalkya says that the highest of all dharmas is self-

knowledge through yoga.

These universal dharmas are to be distinguished from the special

dharmas of the different castes, of the different stages of life

(dsrama), or under different conditions. We have thus three stages

in the development of the concept of dharma, i.e. dharma as the

duty of following the Vedic injunctions, dharma as moral virtues

of non-injury, truthfulness, self-control etc., dharma as self-

knowledge through yoga.

But the Bhdgavata presents a new aspect of the notion of dharma.

Dharma according to the Bhdgavata consists in the worship of God
without any ulterior motive—a worship performed with a perfect

sincerity of heart by men who are kindly disposed towards all, and

who have freed themselves from all feelings of jealousy. This

worship involves the knowledge of the absolute, as a natural conse-

quence of the realization of the worshipfulness of the spirit, and

naturally leads to supreme bliss ^. The passage under discussion

does not directly refer to the worship of God as a characteristic of

the definition of dharma as interpreted by Sridhara^. The dharma

consists of absolute sincerity
—absolute cessation of the spirit from

all motives, pretensions and extraneous associations of every

description : and it is assumed that, when the spirit is freed from all

such extraneous impurities, the natural condition of the spirit is its

natural dharma. This dharma is therefore not a thing that is to be

attained or achieved as an external acquirement, but it is man's

own nature, which manifests itself as soon as the impurities are

removed. The fundamental condition of dharma is not therefore

something positive but negative, consisting of the dissociation

(projjhita) of extraneous elements (kitava). For, as soon as the

extraneous elements are wiped out, the spirit shows itself in its own

^
Bhdgavata-purdna, I. 1.2, interpreted according to ^ridhara's exposition.

* komalam Isvardrddhana-lakfano dharmo nirupyate. ^rldhara's comment on
the above passage.
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true nature, and then its relation to absolute truth and absolute

good is self-evident: the normal realization of this relationship is

what is called dharma or worship of God, or what Sridhara calls

the tender worshipfulness towards God. The primary qualifications

needed for a person to make a start towards a true realization of the

nature of dharma in himself are, that he should have no jealousy
towards others, and that he should have a natural feeling of friendli-

ness towards all beings. The implications of this concept of dharma

in the Bhdgavata, which breaks new ground in the history of the

development of the notion of dharma in Indian Philosophy, are

many, and an attempt will be made in the subsequent sections to

elucidate them. That this dissociation from all extraneous elements

ultimately means motiveless and natural flow of devotion to God

by which the spirit attains supreme contentment, and that it is

supreme dharma, is very definitely stated in I. 2. 6: If anything
which does not produce devotion to God can be called dharma,
such a dharma is mere fruitless labour ^. For the fruits of dharma

as defined by the Vedic injunctions may lead only to pleasurable

consequences which are transitory. The real dharma is that which

through devotion to God leads ultimately to self-knowledge, and

as such dharma cannot be identified with mere gain or fulfilment of

desires. Thus dharma as supreme devotion to God is superior to

the Vedic definition of dharma, which can produce only sense-

gratification of various kinds.

Brahman, Paramatman, Bhagavat and Paramesvara.

The opening verse of the Bhdgavata is an adoration of the

ultimate {param) truth {satya). The vford para however is explained

by Sridhara as meaning God {paramesvara). The essential {sva-

rUpa) definitive nature of God is said to be truth {satya). Truth is

used here in the sense of reality ;
and it is held that by virtue of this

supreme reality even the false creation appears as real, and that on

account of this abiding reality the entire world of appearance
attains its character of reality. Just as illusory appearances (e.g.

silver) appear as real through partaking of the real character of the

real object (e.g. the conch-shell) or the substratum of the illusion,

so in this world-appearance all appears as real on account of the

underlying reality of God. The fact that the world is produced from

^ Ihid. I. 2. 7.
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God, is sustained in Him and is ultimately dissolved in Him, is but

an inessential description of an accidental phenomenon which does

not reveal the real nature of God.

God is called by different names, e.g. Brahman, Paramatman

and Bhagavat, but, by whatever name He may be called, His pure

essence consists of pure formless consciousness {arupasya ciddt-

manahy. He creates the world by His ma^'fl-power, consisting of

the three gunas. Underlying the varied creations of mdyd. He exists

as the one abiding principle of reality which bestows upon them

thfir semblance of reality. The mdyd represents only His external

power, through which He creates the world with Himself as its

underlying substratum. But in His own true nature the mdyd is

subdued, and as such He is in His pure loneliness as pure conscious-

ness. Sridhara in his commentary points out that God has two

powers called vidyd-sakti and avidyd-sakti. By His vidyd-sakti God
controls His own mdyd-sakti in His own true nature as eternal

pure bliss, as omniscient and omnipotent. Thtjiva or the individual

soul can attain salvation only through right knowledge obtained

through devotion. On this point Sridhara tries to corroborate his

views by quotations from Visnusvamin, who holds that Isvara a

being, intelligence, and bliss {saccid-dnanda isvara) is pervaded with

blissful intelligence {hlddini samvit), and that the mdyd is under his

control and that his difference from individual souls consists in the

fact of their being under the control of mdyd. The individual souls

are wrapped up in their own ignorance and are therefore always

suffering from afflictions {klesay. God in His own nature as pure
consciousness transcends the limits of mdyd and prakrti and exists

in and for Himself in absolute loneliness
;
and it is this same God

that dispenses all the good and bad fruits of virtue and vice in

men under the influence of mdyd^. That God in His own true

^
Bhdgavata-purdna, i. 3. 30.

* Ibid. I. 7. 6 (^ridhara's comment):
tad uktam visnu-svdmind

hlddinyd samviddslistah sac-cid-dnanda Isvarah

svdvidyd-samvrto jtvah samklesa-nikardkarah

tathd sa Iso yad-vase mdyd sa jlvo yas taydrditah, etc.

Jiva quotes the same passage and locates it in Sarvajna-sukti Sat-sandarbha,

p. 191.
' tvam ddyah puru^ah sdksdd tsvarah prakrteh parah
mdydrn vyudasya cic-chaktyd kaivalye sthita dtmani

sa eva jlva-lokasya mdyd-mohita-cetaso
vidhatse svena vlryena sreyo dhamiddi-lak^anam. Ibid. i. 7. 23, 24.
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nature is pure consciousness and absolutely devoid of all duality

and all distinctions is emphasized again and again in numerous

passages in the Bhdgavata. In this He is ultimate and trans-

cendent from all: the individual souls also lie dormant, and in

this stage all the guna reals exist only in their potential forms
;
and

it is by His own power that He rouses the prakrti which is His mdyd

by which the individual souls are being always led into the ex-

perience of diverse names and forms. God in His own nature is

therefore to be regarded as absolutely formless pure consciousness ;

by His power of consciousness {cic-chakti) He holds the individual

souls within Him and by His power of materiality He spreads out

the illusion of the material world and connects it with the former

for their diverse experiences ^.

It is thus seen that God is admitted to have three distinct

powers, the inner power as forming His essence (antaranga-

svarupa-sakti), the external power {bahiranga-sakti) as mdyd and

the power by which the individual souls are manifested. This con-

ception however may seem to contradict the view already explained

that Brahman is one undifferentiated consciousness. But the in-

terpreters reconcile the two views by the supposition that from the

ultimate point of view there is no distinction or difference between

"power" and "possessor of power" {sakti and saktimdn). There is

only one reality, which manifests itself both as power and possessor

of power^. When this one ultimate reality is looked at as the

possessor of power, it is called God; when, however, emphasis is

laid on the power, it is called the great power which is mytho-

logically represented as Maha laksml^. Thus the terms Brahman,

Bhagavat and Paramatman are used for the same identical reality

according as the emphasis is laid on the unity or differencelessness,

the possessor of power, or the transcendent person. The antar-anga,

or the essential power, contains within it the threefold powers of

bliss {hlddini), being {sandhinl) and consciousness (satnvit), of which

the two latter are regarded as an elaboration or evolution or

1 anantdvyakta-rupena yenedam akhilam tatam

cid-acic-chakti-yuktdya tasmai bhagavate namah.

Bhdgavata, vii. 3. 34.
* atha ekam eva svarupam saktitvena saktimattvena ca virdjati.

Sat-sandarbha, p. 188 (byamalal Gosvami's edition).
^
yasya sakteh svarupa-bhutatvam nirupitam tac-chaktimattva-prddhdnyena

virdjamdnam bhagavat-samjiidfn dpnoti tac ca vydkhydtam; tad eva ca saktitva-

prddhdnyena virdjamdnam laksmi-samjndm dpnoti. Ibid.
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manifestation of the former (the hlddini power, or bliss). This

threefold power is also called cic-chakti or dtma-mdyd (essential

mdyd), and, as such, is to be distinguished from God's external

power of mdyd (bahiranga-mdyd), by which He creates the world.

His other power, by which He holds the individual souls (which
are but parts of Himself) within Himself and yet within the grasp

and influence of His external power of mdyd, is technically called

tatastha-sakti. The individual souls are thus to be regarded as the

parts of God as well as manifestations of one of His special powers

{tatastha-sakti). Though the individual souls are thus contained in

God as His power, they are in no way identical with Him, but are

held distinct from Him as being the manifestations of one of His

powers. The unity or oneness (advaya-tattva) consists in the facts

that the ultimate reality is self-sufficient, wholly independent, and

standing by itself; and that there is no other entity, whether similar

(e.g. the individual souls) or dissimilar to it (e.g. the matrix of the

world, the prakrti), which is like it
;
for both the prakrti and the

jivas depend upon God for their existence, as they are but mani-

festations of His power. God exists alone with His powers, and

without Him the world and the souls would be impossible^. The
nature of His reality consists in the fact that it is of the nature of

ultimate bliss {parama-sukha-rupatva), the ultimate object of all

desires (parama-purusdrthatd) and eternal (nitya). It is this

ultimate eternal reality which has formed the content of all

Vedanta teachings. Thus the Bhdgavata-purdna points out that it

is this reality which is the cause of the production, maintenance and

destruction of all
;
it is this that continues the same in deep sleep,

dreams and in conscious life
;

it is this that enlivens the body,

senses, life and mind, yet in itself it is without any cause. It is

neither bom, nor grows, nor decays, nor dies, yet it presides over

all changes as the one constant factor—as pure consciousness
;
and

even in deep sleep, when all the senses have ceased to operate, its

own self-same experience continues to be just the same^.

Now this reality is called Brahman by some, Bhagavat by some

and Paramatman by others. When this reality, which is of the nature

'
advayatvam ca asya svayam-siddha-tddridtddrsa-tattvdntardbhdvdt sva-

iaktyeka-sahdyatvdt, paramdsrayam tarn vind tdsdm asiddhatvdc ca.

Tattva-sandarbha, p. 37.
^
Bhdgavata-purdna, xi. 3. 35-39.
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of pure bliss, is experienced by sages as being identical with their

own selves, and when their minds are unable to grasp its nature as

possessing diverse powers, and when no distinction between itself

and its powers is realized, it is called Brahman. In such ex-

periences this reality is only grasped in a general featureless way in

its abstractness^. But when this reality is realized by the devotees

in its true nature as being possessed of diverse powers in their

distinction from the former. He is called by the name Bhagavat.
In this it is the pure bliss which is the substance or the possessor,
and all the other powers are but its qualities. So, when the reality

is conceived in its fulness in all its proper relations, it is called

Bhagavat : whereas, when it is conceived without its specific rela-

tions and in its abstract character, it is called Brahman^. So far as

this distinction between the concepts of Brahman and Bhagavat is

concerned it is all right. But in this system philosophy is super-
seded at this point by mythology. Mythologically Krsna or the lord

Bhagavan is described in the Purdnas as occupying His throne in

the transcendent Heaven (Vaikuntha) in His resplendent robes,

surrounded by His associates. This transcendent Heaven (Vaikuntha)
is non-spatial and non-temporal; it is the manifestation of the

essential powers (svarupa-sakti) of God, and as such it is not

constituted of the gunas which form the substance of our spatio-

temporal world. Since it is non-spatial and non-temporal, it is just

as true to say that God exists in Vaikuntha as to say that He Himself

is Vaikuntha. Those who believed in this school of religion were

so much obsessed with the importance of mythological stories and

representations that they regarded God Himself as having par-

ticular forms, dress, ornaments, associates etc. They failed to think

that these representations could be interpreted mythically, alle-

gorically or otherwise. They regarded all these intensely anthro-

pomorphic descriptions as being literally true. But such admissions

would involve the irrefutable criticism that a God with hands, feet,

^ tad ekam eva akhanddnanda-rupam tattvam...parama-haTnsdndm sddhana-

vasdt tdddtmyam anupapamyam satydm api tadiya-svarupa-sakti-vaicitrydm tad-

grahana-sdmarthye cetasi yathd sdmdnyato laksitam tathaiva sphurad vd tad-vad
eva avivikta-sakti-saktimattdbhedatayd pratipddyamdnam vd brahmeti sabdyate.

Sat-sandarbha, pp. 49—50.
^ evam ca dnanda-mdtram visesyam samastdh saktayah visefandni visisto

bhagavdn itydydtam. tathd caivam vaisistye prdpte purndvirbhdvatvena akhanda-

tattva-rupo'sau bhagavdn brahma tu sphutam aprakatita-vaisistydkdratvena

tasyaiva asamyag-dvirbhdvah. Ibid. p. 50.
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and drc ^ would be destructible. To avoid this criticism they held

that God's forms, abode, etc., were constituted of non-spatial and

non-temporal elements of His non -material essential power. But

forms involve spatial notions, and non-spatial forms would mean

non-spatial space. They had practically no reply to such criticism,

and the only way in which they sought to avoid it was by asserting
that the essential nature of God's powers were unthinkable

{acintya) by us, and that the nature of God's forms which were the

manifestations of this essential power could not therefore be

criticized by us on logical grounds, but must be accepted as true on

the authoritative evidence of the Purdnas.

This notion of the supra-logical, incomprehensible or un-

thinkable {acintya) is freely used in this school to explain all

difficult situations in its creeds, dogmas, and doctrines. Acintya is

that which is to be unavoidably accepted for explaining facts, but

which cannot stand the scrutiny of logic {tarkdsaham yaj-jndnam

kdrydnyathdnupapatti-pramdnakam), and which can account for all

happenings that may be deemed incomprehensible or impossible

(durghata-ghatakatvam). How the formless Brahman may be

associated with the three powers by which it can stay unchanged in

itself and yet create the world by its external power of mdyd or

uphold the individual souls by its other power is a problem which

it is attempted to explain by this concept of incomprehensibility

{acintyay. The mdyd which is the manifestation of the external

power of God is defined in the Bhdgavata as that which cannot

manifest itself except through the ultimate reality, and which yet

does not appear in it, i.e. mdyd is that which has no existence

without Brahman and which, nevertheless, has no existence in

Brahman^. This mdyd has two functions, viz. that with which it

blinds the individual souls, called jiva-mdyd, and the other by
which the world transformations take place, called the guna-mdyd.

Jiva Gosvami argues in his Sarva-satnvddim, which is a sort of

a running commentary on Tattva-sandarbha, that the followers of

Saiikara consider ultimate reality to be pure consciousness, one and

' In che Visnu-purdna these three powers are called para, avidyd-karma-

sarnjnd and ksetrajfidkhya. This pard mdyd or the srarupa-sakti is also sometimes

called yoga-mdyd.
* rte'rtham yat pratlyeta na pratJyeta cdtmani

tad vidydd dtmano mdydm yathdbhdso yathd tamah.

Bhdgavata, n. 9. 33.
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undifferentiated. There exists no other entity similar or dissimilar

to it, and it is this fact that constitutes its infinitude and its reaUty.

According to them such a reaHty cannot have any separate power
or even any power which may be regarded as its essence {svarupa-

bhuta-sakti). For, if such a power were different from reaHty, it

could not be its identical essence
;
and if it were not different from

reality, it could not be regarded as being its power. If such an

essential power, as distinct from reality, be admitted, such a power
must be of the same nature as reality (i.e. of the nature of pure

consciousness); and this would make it impossible to conceive of

this power as contributing God's diverse manifestations. His

transcendent forms, abode and the like, which are admitted to be

the principal creed of the Vaisnavas. But against the views of the

followers of Sahkara it may be urged that even they have to admit

that the Brahman has some power by which the world-appearance

is manifested; if the world is wholly a creation of mdyd and

Brahman has nothing to do in it, there is no good in admitting its

existence, and the mdyd would be all in all. This power cannot be

different in nature from the reality that possesses it, and, since the

nescience or avidyd cannot exist without Brahman, it is an addi-

tional proof that the avidyd is also one of his powers. The power of

any entity always exists in it as its own self even when it is not

manifested. If it is argued that the Brahman is self-shining and

that it does not require any power, it may be replied that the

very reason by virtue of which it is self-shining may be regarded

as its power. In this way Jiva follows some of the fundamental

points in Ramanuja's argument in favour of the doctrine that

ultimate reality, the Brahman, is not formless and qualityless, but

a qualified being, having its powers and qualities. In attempting
to prove this view Jiva follows briefly the central argument of

Ramanuja. But Jiva introduces the notion that the relation of the

qualities and powers of ultimate reality is supra-logical, inexplain-

able on logical grounds, and that therefore in a mysterious manner

the powers are different from reality and yet one with it
;
so that in

spite of the manifestation of ultimate reality as concrete God with

human forms, dress etc., He is, at the same time, unchanged in His

own changeless existence as Brahman. The introduction of the

mystic formula of incomprehensibility seems to discharge the

Vaisnavas of this school from all responsibility oflogically explaining

D IV 2
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their dogmas and creeds, and, thus uncontrolled, they descend

from the domain of reason to the domain of the purdnic faith of a

mythological character.

In describing the special excellences of God, Jiva follows

Ramanuja in holding that He has none of the evil qualities that

are found in the world, but possesses all the excellent characters

that we can conceive of. In the light of the concept of incompre-

hensibility (actntya) all these excellent characters are regarded as

somehow manifestations of His essential power and therefore

identical with Him. The introduction of the supra-logical concept
of actntya enables JIva and other interpreters of the Bhdgavata of

his school to indulge in eclecticism more freely than could other-

wise have been possible; and thus it is that, though JIva follows

Ramanuja in admitting ultimate reality to be qualified, he can in

the same breath assert that ultimate reality is formless and character-

less. Thus he says that, though the followers of Ramanuja do not

accept the view of Brahman as characterless, yet admission of

characters naturally presupposes the admission of the characterless

also^. The idea of introducing the concept of the supra-logical in

order to reconcile the different scriptural texts which describe

reality as characterless (nirvisesa), qualified {viHsta) and many, can

be traced to the introduction of the concept of visesa in the philo-

sophy of Madhva, already described in a previous chapter, by
which Madhva tried to reconcile the concept of monism with that

of plurality. The Bengal school of Vaisnavism, introduced by

Caitanya, is based principally on the Bhdgavata-purdna, and of the

many writers of this school only two are prominent as authors of

philosophical treatises, Baladeva Vidyabhusana and Jiva Gosvami.

Of these Baladeva has again and again referred to the indebtedness

of this school to the philosophy of Madhva, and to the initiation of

Caitanya as an ascetic by a follower of the Madhva school of

Vaisnavism. Though he was a junior contemporary of JIva

Gosvami and a commentator of the latter's Tattva-sandarbha, yet
he often reverts to Madhva's doctrine of visesa in reconciling the

monistic position with the positions of qualified monism and

pluralism. Had he adhered to Jiva's concept of the supra-logical, the

1
yadyapi irl-Rdmdnujlyair nirviiefam brahma na manyate tathdpi savidefarfi

manyamdnair visefdtiriktam mantavyam eva.

Jiva's Sarva-samvddiril, p. 74 (Nityasvarupa Brahmacari's edition).
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concept of visesa would have been entirely unnecessary. Baladeva,

however, uses not only the concept of visesa^ but also the concept
of the supra-logical {acintyd), and he characterizes the concept of

visesa as being itself the concept of the supra-logical. Thus in his

Siddhdnta-ratna he says that the qualities of consciousness, bliss,

etc., do not differ/rom the nature of Brahman, and yet Brahman

is consistently described as possessing these different qualities

because of the supra-logical functions of visesa (acintya-visesa-

mahimnd). This assertion does not involve the doctrine that reality

is from a particular point of view different from its qualities and

from another point of view identical with them {na caivatn

hhedabhedau sydtdm), and the only solution of the difficulty is to

assume the doctrine of the supra-logical [tasmad avicintyataiva

saranam). In this connection Baladeva further says that the doctrine

oi visesa must be accepted as something which even in the absence of

difference can explain the phenomena of difference^. This concept of

visesa, however, is to be applied only in reconciling the simultaneous

plurality and unity of ultimate reality. But so far as the relation be-

tween reality and individual souls is concerned, their difference is

well known, and therefore the application of the principle of visesa

would be unjustifiable. The principle of visesa is, however, applied

not only in reconciling the unity of Brahman with the plurality of

his qualities and powers, but also with his divine body, divine dress,

his divine abode and the like, so that though these appear to be

different from him they are at the same time identical with him^.

Speaking on the same topic, Jiva holds that God Visnu's power
of consciousness {cic-chakti) is identical with His ov^^ essence.

When this essence is on the way to produce effects, it is called

power {sva-rUpam eva kdryyonmukhatn sakti-sabdena tiktam). Now
this special state of reality cannot be regarded as different from it,

and can have no separate existence from it, since it can never be

regarded {cintayitum asakyatvdd) as different from the essence of

reality; since moreover difference itself cannot be regarded as being

in any way different, the difference between the power and its

possessor is unthinkable, incomprehensible and supra-logical. This

view is not that of Ramanuja and his followers, who regard the

^ Siddhanta-ratna, pp. 17-22 (Benares, 1924)'
- tathd ca vigrahddeh sva-rupdnatireke'pi viiefdd eva bheda-vyavaharah.

Ibid. p. 26.

2-2
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power as different from its possessor; yet, since they also believe

that God's powers are essentially contained in Him, there is a good
deal of similarity between the Ramanuja school and the Bengal
school of Vaisnavism^. Arguing against the followers of Sahkara,

Jiva says that even in the Upanisad passage on pure consciousness,

bliss, the Brahman (vtjndnam dnandam Brahma), the consciousness

and the bliss cannot be identical, for then the two words would be

mere repetition ; they cannot be different, for then Brahman would

have two conflicting qualities within himself. If the two words

vijndna and dnanda mean the negation of ignorance and of sorrow,

then these two negations, being two different entities, are co-

existent in Brahman. If the two negations mean one entity, how
can one entity be the negation of two different things? If it is said

that only agreeable consciousness is called bliss, then again the

quality of agreeableness stands out as a separate quality. Even if

these words stood merely as negations of ignorance or sorrow, then

these also would be specific characters
;
if it is urged that these are

not specific characters, but represent only special potencies

(yogyatd) by virtue of which ignorance and sorrow are negated,

then nonetheless those special potencies would be special characters.

Thus the theory that ultimate reality is characterless is false. The
characters of Brahman are identically the same as his powers,
and these are all identical with his own self.

On the subject of the nature of self, Jiva says that individual

selves are not pure consciousness, but entities which are charac-

terized by self-consciousness as "ego" or "I." Individual souls

are on no account to be regarded as being identical with God or

Paramatman, and each individual self is different from every other^.

These individual souls are of atomic size and therefore partless.

The atomic self resides in the heart, whence it pervades the whole

body by its quality of consciousness, just as sandal paste pervades
the whole neighbourhood by its sweet smell. Just so, individual

selves are atomic, but they pervade the bodies in which they are

located by their power of consciousness. Consciousness is called a

quality of the self because it is always dependent on that and serves

its purpose {nitya-tad-dsrayatva-tac-chesatva-nibandhanahf. Again,

^
Sania-samvddinl, pp. 29, 30.

^ tasmdt prati-ksetram bhinna evajlvah. Ibid, p, 87.
^ Ibid. p. 94.
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consciousness, being thus dependent on the self, expands and

contracts in order to pervade the different bodies in which it may
be operating at the time. Being thus different from God, individual

selves, even in emancipation, remain separate and distinct. They
are thus produced from the highest self (Paramatman or God), and

they are always under His absolute control and pervaded by Him.

It is on this account that God is called Paramatman as distinguished

from individual souls [dtman). They are like rays emanating from

Him and are therefore always entirely dependent on Him and

cannot exist without Him^. They are also regarded as God's

disengaged power {tatastha-sakti), because, though they are God's

power, yet they are in a way disengaged and separately situated

from Him, and therefore they are under the delusion of God's other

power, maya, which has no influence on God Himself; and there-

fore, though individual selves are suffering under the blinding

operation of ignorance {avidyd), the highest self (paramatman) is

absolutely untouched by them. As individual souls are the powers
of God, they are sometimes spoken of as identical with Him and

sometimes as different from Him. Of these individual selves some

are always naturally devoted to God, and others are dominated by

ignorance and are turned away from Him; it is the latter that are

the denizens of this world and suffer rebirth.

Maya, the external power {bahiranga-sakti) has two functions,

creative {nimitta) and passive (updddna); of these, time {kdla),

destiny {daiva), and actions {karma) represent the former, and the

three gunas the latter. Individual selves contain within them as

integral parts elements of both these functions of tndyd. The
creative function of mdyd has again two modes, which operate

either for the bondage or for the liberation of man. This creative

mdyd also typifies the cosmic knowledge of God, His will and His

creative operation^. Knowledge of God is also regarded as twofold
—that which is His own self-knowledge and which forms a part of

His essential power {svarupa-sakti), and that which is turned

^
tadiya-rahni-sthdrilyatve'pi nitya-tad-dsrayitvdt, tadvyatirekena vyatirekdt.

Sat-sandarbha, p. 233.
^ tad evam saktitve'pi anyatvam asya tatasthatvdt, tatasthatvam ca mdyd-

sakty-atttatvdt, asya avidyd-pardbhavddi-rupena dosena paramdttnano lopd-
bhdvdc ca. Ibid. p. 234.

^
nimittdmsa-rupayd mdydkhyayaiva prasiddhd saktis tridhd drsyate jndne-

cchd-kriyd-rupatveTia. Ibid. p. 244.
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towards cosmical operation for the good of the individual selves.

It is this cosmic knowledge of God that falls within the creative

function of His power of mdyd. This cosmic knowledge is again

twofold—that which abides in God as His omniscience, His desire

of creation, and his effort of creation (otherwise called time (kdla)) ;

and that which He passes over to individual selves as their desire

for enjoyment or liberation from their works {karma), etc. ;
these in

their turn are regarded as their ignorance (avidyd) and wisdom

{vidydy. Mdyd according to this view does not mean ignorance,

but power of manifold creation (miyate mcitram nirmiyata anayd
iti vicitrdrtha-kara-sakti-vacitvam eva), and therefore the world is

to be regarded as a transformation of Paramatman [paramdtma-

parindma eva)^. By the supra-logical power of God, He remains

unchanged in Himself and is yet transformed into the manifold

creations of the world. According to Jiva, parindma does not mean

the transformation of reality {na tattvasya parindma), but a real

transformation {tattvato parindmah)^. The manifestation of God in

Himself in His own essential power {svarupa-sakti) remains how-

ever always untouched by His transformations through His supra-

logical mdyd power unto the world. This does not mean that God
has two distinct forms, but merely that what appears contradictory

to our ordinary reason may yet be a transcendental fact ; and in the

transcendental order of things there is no contradiction in supposing
God as unchanged and as at the same time changeable by the

operation of His two distinct powers. Mdyd in this system is not

something unreal or illusory, but represents the creative power of

God, including His omniscience and omnipotence, the entire

material substance of the world in the form of the collocation and

combination of the gunas, and also the totality of human experience
for good and for evil in all its diverse individual centres of ex-

pression. But in spite of all these transformations and manifesta-

tions of Himself through His supra-logical power of mdyd. He
remains entirely complete and unchanged in the manifestations of

His supra-logical essential power. On the one side we have God
as the creator and upholder of the universe, and on the other we
have the God of religion, the object of the mystic raptures of His

'
Sat-sandarbha, p. 244.

^ Ibid. p. 247.
' tattvato'nyathd-bhdvah parindma ityeva laksanam na tu tattvasya.

Sarva-samvddint, p. 121.
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devotees. The world is produced by the mdyd power of God and is

therefore not identical with Him. The gross and the impure selves

and the world, all that is conscious and unconscious, the cause and

the subtle pure element of the self—none of them are different from

God, because the subtler ones are of the nature of His power, and

the grosser ones are the modification or effects of His power; and

though the world is one with Him, yet the defects and impurities
of the world do not affect Him in the least, for in spite of these

transformations He is untouched by them ;
such is the supra-logical

character of His power^.

Jiva then proceeds to show that the ultimate substance of the

gross physical world, of the five elements and their modifications,

is none other than the highest self, Paramatman or God. There is

nothing in gross physical objects which can explain their appearance
of unity as concrete wholes. For these wholes cannot be wholes in

the same sense as forests made up of trees; these latter, indeed,

cannot properly be called wholes, for, if one pulls a tree, the forest is

not pulled; whereas in the case of a concrete object, when one pulls

at one end, the object itself is pulled. If it is argued that there is a

whole distinct from the parts, then its relation to the latter would

be incomprehensible, for it is never experienced as entirely different

from the parts ;
if the whole is supposed to be connected with each

of the parts, then even a finger may be felt as a whole body ;
if it is

supposed that a whole exists in parts only, in parts, then the same

difficulty will again arise, and there will be a vicious infinite. So no

concrete whole as distinct from the parts can be admitted to exist,

and for the same reason the separate concrete existence of the

elements may be denied. If the existence of wholes is denied in

this way, then the existence of parts must also be denied; for, if

there are no wholes, then there cannot be any parts, since it is only
the wholes that are directly experienced, and parts are only ad-

mitted to account for the experience of the wholes. So the only

assumption that remains is that God is the ultimate substance.

Jiva refers to the Bhdgavata-purdna, m. 6. 1-3, which seems to hold

that the discrete elements of God's own powers form the twenty-
three Sarnkhya categories, which are combined and united into

wholes through the element of time, which is but another name for

His transcendent effort. The curious doctrine here put forth is

^ Ibid. p. 251.
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rather very new in the history of Indian philosophy, though it is

unfortunate that it has not been further developed here. It seems

to maintain that the discrete elements of the substantial part

{upaddnamsa) of mdyd derive their appearance of reality from God,
and that through God's elan or activity as time these elements are

held together and produce the notion of wholes, since there is no
other whole than God. How time is responsible for the combina-

tion of atoms into molecules and of molecules into wholes is not

explained.

Kapila's philosophy in the Bhagavata-purana.

The Bhdgavata-purdna gives an account of Samkhya which is

somewhat different from the account that can be got from the

classical Sarnkhya works. There is one beginningless qualityless

purusa, which shines forth as all the individual souls, self-shining,

which transcends the sphere of the prakrti^. It is this purusa that

playfully (lilayd) accepts the prakrti that approaches it of its own
accord

;
it is this purusa that is probably regarded as Isvara or God ^.

He however, having perceived xht prakrti as producing diverse kinds

of creation out of its own stuff, was Himself blinded (vimudha) by
the veiling power of ignorance {jfidna-guhaya) of this prakrti^.

By a false imposition the purusa conceives itself to be the agent in

the changes that take place by the natural movement of the gunas
of prakrti ;

and hence it exposes itself to births and rebirths and

becomes bound by the laws of karma. In reality the prakrti itself

is the cause and agent of all its own self-abiding effects, and purusa

is only the passive enjoyer of all pleasures and pains. In describing

the evolution of the categories we have the five gross elements or

mahdhhiitas, the five tanmdtras, the ten senses and the microcosm

(antardtmaka)
—

consisting of manas, buddhi, ahamkdra and citta.

^ anddir dtmd puruso nirgunah prakrteh parah

pratyag-dhdmd svayam-jyotir visvam yena samanvitam.

Bhdgavata-purdna, in. 26. 3.

* ayam isvara ity ucyate. Subodhinl commentary on ibid.

' Subodhinl points out here that in this state, in which the purusa bhnds him-

self, he is called jlva. Vijaya-dhvaji, however, takes it in the sense that the

transcendent purusa or isvara which had accepted the prakrti as its own thus

blinds the individual souls through it. isridhara says that there are two kinds of

purusa, isvara and jlva; and, further, that according to its blinding power

(dvarana-sakti) and creative power (viksepa-sakti) prakrti is twofold; and that

purusa also is twofold, according as it behaves as individual souls or as God.
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In addition to these there is the twenty-fifth category, called time

{kdla), which some regard as a separate category, not as an evolute

ot prakrti, but as the transcendental effort of purusa (used in the

sense of God)^. It is said that God manifests Himself in man

internally, as his inner self, as the controller of all his experiences,

and externally, as time in the manifold objects of experience. Thus

there are twenty-five categories if time, individual soul, and God
are taken as one

;
if time is taken separately and God and purusa are

taken as one, there are twenty-six categories ;
and if all the three are

taken separately, there are twenty-seven categories^. It is the purusa
which is to be taken as being under the influence of prakrti and as

free of it in its transcendent capacity as God (in an implicit manner).
It is by the influence of time {kdla) that the equilibrium of the

gunas in the prakrti is disturbed and that their natural transforma-

tions take place; and through the direction of laws of karma

superintended by God the category of mahat is evolved^. It is

curious that, though mahat is mentioned as a stage of prakrti, it is

only regarded as a creative state (vrtti) or prakrti, and not as a

separate category. In another passage in the Bhdgavata it is said

that in the beginning God was alone in Himself with His own
dormant powers, and not finding anything through which He could

reflect Himself and realize Himself, He disturbed the equilibrium

of His mdyd power through the functioning of time and through
His own seM {purusa), impregnating it with consciousness; and thus

the process of creation started through the transformations of the

prakrti^. In another passage the question is raised how, if God is

free in Himself, can He put Himself in bondage to mdyd; and

the reply given is that in reality there is no bondage of God, but,

just as in dreams a man may perceive his own head to be struck off

his body, or may perceive his own reflection shaking in water on

account of its ripples, so it is but the reflection of God that appears

as individual souls suffering bondage to world-experiences. It

follows therefore, according to this view, that individual souls are

illusory creations, and that both they and their world-experience

must consequently be false *, In another passage which immediately

^
prabhavam paurusam prahuh kdlam eke yato" bhayam. Ibid. iii. 26. 16.

^ Prakrti is not included in this enumeration; if it were, there would be

twent^'-eight categories.
* Ibid. II. 5. 22, 23.

* Ibid. iii. 5. 22-27.
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follows the previous one it is definitely stated that the world only

appears in consciousness, but that in reality it does not exist^. It is

clear that these passages of the Bhagavata distinctly contradict the

interpretation of its philosophy given by Jiva in the previous section,

as they deny the reality of individual souls and the reality of world-

appearance.^ But this is just what we may expect if we remember

that the Bhagavata is a collection of accretions from different hands

at different times and not a systematic whole. If the Samkhya

theory described in ii. 5, III. 5, ill. 7 and ill. 26 be interpreted

consistently, then the result is that there are two fundamental

categories, God and His own maya, the prakrti; that God, in His

desire to realize Himself, reflects Himself in the prakrti, which is

but His own power, and it is through this impregnation of Himself

in His own power that He appears as individual souls suffering the

bondage oiprakrti; it is again through this impregnation of Himself

thzt prakrti is enlivened by consciousness; and then, through His

creative effort, which is designated as time, the equilibrium of

the gunas of prakrti is disturbed, the transformatory movement is

set up in the prakrti, and the categories are evolved.

In a passage in the fifth chapter (v. 12. 6-9) the existence of

wholes is definitely described as illusory. There are no entities but

the partless atoms, and even these atoms are imaginary construc-

tions without which it would not be possible to conceive of wholes.

All our conceptions of the external world start with atoms, and all

that we see or feel gradually grows through a series of accretions.

This growth in accretion is not a real growth, but is only an

application of the time-sense. Time is therefore co-pervasive with

the universe. The conception of an atom is but the conception of

the smallest moment, and the entire conception of wholes of atoms

as developing into dyad molecules, grosser specks and so on is

nothing but advancing temporal construction and the growing
combination of time-moments. The ultimate reality underiying all

these changes is one all-pervasive unchanging whole, which

through the activity of time appears as moments and their accre-

tions (corresponding to atoms and their combinations)^. Time is

*
Bhdgavata-purdna, in. 7. 9-12.

*
arthdbhdvarfi viniscitya pratttasydpi ndtmanah. Ibid. ill. 7. i8.

andtmanah prapancasya pratttasydpi arthdbhdvam artho'tra ndsti kintu

praflti-mdtram. (^ridhara's comment on Bhagavata, in. 7. 18).
* Ibid. III. II. 1-5.
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thus not a product of prakrti but the transcendent activity of God,

through which the unmanifested prakrti is transformed into the

gross world and by which all the discrete entities appear as wholes^.

In God this time exists as His inherent power of activity. It has

been pointed out in the last section how Jiva considered time to be

the active element of the mdyd and the gunas the passive element.

The first category evolved from the prakrti is mahat, which

contains the germs of the entire universe; it is pure translucent

sattva (also called citta and Vdsudeva according to the terminology

of the Bhagavata cult). From the category of mahat the threefold

aharnkdra, viz. vaikdrika, taijasa and tdmasay was produced. In the

terminology this aharnkdra is called Samkarsana. All activity,

instrumentality and transformatory character as effect is to be

attributed to this aharnkdra. The category of manas is produced
from the vaikdrika aharnkdra, and it is called Aniruddha in the

terminology of the Bhagavata cult. The Bhagavata cult here

described believed in three vyuhas of Vdmadeva, Samkarsana and

Aniruddha, and therefore there is no mention here of the production

of the Pradyumna-vyuha. Pradyumna in this view stands for

desire
;
desires are but functions of the category of manas and not

a separate category^. From the taijasa-ahamkdra the category of

huddhi is evolved. It is by the functions of this category that the

functioning of the senses, the cognition of objects, doubts, errors,

determinateness, memory and sleep are to be explained^. Both the

conative and cognitive senses are produced from the taijasa-

ahamkdra. From the tdmasa-ahamkdra the sound-potential {sabda-

tanmdtra) is produced, and from it the element of dkdsa is pro-

duced. From the element of dkdsa the heat-light-potential {rupa-

tanmdtra) is produced, and from that the element of light, and so on.

The purusa is immersed in the prakrti, but nevertheless, being

unchangeable, qualityless and absolutely passive, it is not in any

way touched by the qualities oiprakrti. It has already been pointed

^ This view of time is different from the yoga view of time as moments (as

explained by Vijnana-bhiksu in his Yoga-vdrttika, iii. 51). There a moment is

described as the movement ofaguna particle through a space of itsown dimension,

and the eternity of time is definitely denied. Time in that view can only be the

discrete moments.
* Ibid. III. 26. 27. yasya manasah sankalpa-vikalpdbhydm kdma-sambhavo

varttata iti kdma-rupd vrttilaksanatvena uktd na tu pradyumna-vyuhotpattih

tasya sankalpddi-kdryatvdbhdvdt. (^rldhara's comment on the above.)
* Those who believe in four vyuhas call this the pradyumna-vyuha.
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out that the influence of the prakrti is limited to the image of

purusa in the prakrti, and that, being reflected in the prakrti, the one

purusa throws a shadow of infinite selves. These selves are deluded

by egoism and consider themselves to be active agents, and, though
there are no real births and rebirths, yet they continue to suffer the

bondage of the samsdra cycle like a man who suff^ers from bad

dreams.

Those who wish to be emancipated should therefore steadily

practise disinclination from worldly joys and keen devotion. They
should take to the path of self-control, make their minds free of

enmity to all beings, practise equality, sex-control and silence,

should remain contented with anything that comes in their way,

and should have a firm devotion to God. When they leave their

false self-love and egoism and can realize the truth about prakrti

and purusa, viz. that the latter is the unconditioned and underlying

reality of all, as the one Sun which creates illusions like its re-

flections in the water; when they understand that the real self, the

ultimate reality, is always experienced as the underlying being

which manifests our biological, sensory and psychical personality

or egohood, and that this reality is realized in deep dreamless sleep

(when this egohood temporarily ceases to exist), they attain their

real emancipation^. The well-known yoga accessories mentioned

by Patanjali, such as non-injury, truthfulness, non-stealing, con-

tentment with the bare necessities of life, purity, study, patience,

control of the senses, are also regarded as a necessary preparation

for self-advancement. The practice of postures (dsana), breath-

control {prdndydma), and that of holding the mind steadily on

particular objects of concentration, are also advised as methods of

purifying the mind. When the mind is thus purified and concentra-

tion practised, one should think of God and His great qualities^.

Devotion to God is regarded as the second means of attaining right

knowledge and wisdom about the oneness of the ultimate and the

relation between the prakrti and the illusory individual selves.

Thus it is said that, when one meditates upon the beautiful tran-

scendent and resplendent form of Hari and is intoxicated with love

for Him, one's heart melts through devotion, through excess of

emotion one's hair stands on end, and one floats in tears of excessive

delight through yearning after God
;

it is thus that the hook of the

^
Bhdgavata-purdna, in. 27.

^ Ibid. m. 28.
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mind is dislodged from the sense-objects to which it was attached^.

When through such excess of emotion one's mind becomes dis-

inclined to all other objects, and thus there is no object of medita-

tion, the mind is destroyed like a flame extinguished, and the self,

returning from the conditions imposed upon it by the transforma-

tions of the gunas, finds itself to be one with the transcendent and

the highest self'^. Devotion is said to be of four kinds, sdttvika,

rdjasa, tdmasa and nirguna. Those who want God's grace and are

devoted to Him in order to satisfy their personal jealousy, pride or

enmity are called tdmasa, those who seek Him for the attainment of

power, fame, etc. are called rdjasa, and those who are devoted to

Him or who renounce all their kamias and their fruits to Him

through a sense of religious duty or for the washing away of their

sins are called sdttvika. But those who are naturally inclined towards

Him without any reason save deep attachment, and who would not

desire an\thing but the bliss of serving Him as His servants, it is

they who may be said to possess the nirguna devotion (bhakti). But

this nirguna devotion must manifest itself in realizing God as per-

vading all beings: devotees of this t}'pe would consider all beings
as their friends, and with them there is no difference betvveen a

friend and a foe. No one can claim to possess this high devotion

merely by external adorations of God; he must also serve all

humanity as a friend and brother^. Thus either by yoga methods of

self-purification and concentration of the mind on God and His

super-excellent qualities, or by a natural love for Him, one may
attain the ultimate wisdom, that the one realits' is God and that

individual selves and their experiences are but mere reflections in

prakrti and its transformations.

It may however be pointed out that even the first method oiyoga

* ezam harau bhagavati prati-labdha-bhdvo

bhaktyd drazad-hrdaya utpulakah pramoddt
autkanthya-vdspa-kalayd muhur ardyamdnas
tac cdpi citta-badisam sanakair viyunkte. Ibid. ill. 28. 34.

•
muktdsrayam yan nirvisayam. viraktam

nirvdnam rcchati manah sahasd yathd'rcih
dtmdnam atra puruso'vyazadhdnam ekam
amlksa'e prati-nivrtta-gtina-prazdhah. Ibid. III. 28. 35.

'
yo mdm sartesu bhUtesu sdntam dtmdnam Isvaram

hitvd'rcdm bhajate maudhydd bhasmany ez-a juhoti sah

aham uccdzacair drcnyaih kriyayotpannayd'naghe
naiva tusye'rcito'rcdydm bhuta-grdmdtamdninah.

Ibid. III. 29. 22, 24.
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is associated with some kind of bhakti or devotion, as it involves

meditation upon God and the bUssful feeHng associated with it.

The word yoga is not used in this connection in Patanjali's technical

sense (from the root yuj samddhau), but in the more general sense

oi yoga {yoga as "connection," from the root yujir yoge). Though
this system involves most of the accessories of yoga for the puri-

fication of mind and as preparation for concentration, yet the

ultimate aim is the realization of unity of the phenomenal self with

God, which is entirely different from the yoga of Pataiijali. So, as

this yoga essentially aims at a unification with God through
meditation upon Him, it may also be called a sort of bhakti-yoga,

though it in its turn is different from the other bhakti-yoga, in which

all the purposes of yoga discipline are served by an excess of

emotion for God*.

Kapila has been described as an incarnation of God, and the

philosophy that is attributed to him in the Bhagavata forms the

dominant philosophy contained therein. All through the Bhagavata
the philosophy of theistic Samkhya as described by Kapila is again

and again repeated in different passages in different contents. Its

difference from the classical Samkhya as expounded by Kvara-

krsna or by Pataiijali and Vyasa is too patent to need explanation

at any length. In the Bhagavata, xi. 22 a reference is made to

different schools of Samkhya which count their ultimate categories

as three, four, five, six, seven, nine, eleven, thirteen, fifteen, six-

teen, seventeen, twenty-five and twenty-six, and it is asked how
these differences of view can be reconciled. The reply is that these

differences do not involve a real difference of Sainkhya thought;
it is held that the difference is due to the inclusion of some of

the categories within others {paraspardnupravesdt tattvdndm); for

instance, some of the effect categories are included within the cause

categories, or some categories are identified from particular con-

siderations. Thus, when one thinks that the purusa, being always
under the influence of beginningless ignorance {anddyavidyd-

yuktasya), cannot by itself attain the knowledge of ultimate reality,

it becomes necessary to conceive the existence of a super-person,

different from it, who could grant such knowledge; according to

*
yatah sandhdryamdndydm yogino bhakti-lakfanah
dsu sampadyate yoga dhayatn bhadram ik^atah.

Bhdgavata-purdna, il. i. 21.
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this view there would be twenty-six categories. But, when one

thinks that there is not the sHghtest difference between the purusa

(or the individual soul) and God, the conception of the latter as

separate from the former becomes quite unnecessary ; on this view

there would be only twenty-five categories. Again, those who
reckon nine categories do so by counting purusa, prakrti, mahat,

ahamkdra and the five tanmdtras. In this view knowledge (jnana)
is regarded as a transformation of the gunas, and (prakrti being

nothing more than the equilibrium of the gunas) knowledge may
also be regarded as identical With. prakrti', similarly actions are to be

regarded as being only transformations of rajas and ignorance
as transformation of tamas. Time {kdla) is not regarded here as

a separate category, but as the cause of the co-operative movement
of the gunas, and nature (svabhdva) is identified with the mahat-

tattva. The cognitive senses are here included within the cognitive

substance of sattva, the conative senses within the rajas, and the

cognitions of touch, taste, etc. are regarded as the fields of the

manifestations of the senses and not as separate categories. Those

who reckon eleven categories take the cognitive and conative

senses as two additional categories and, considering the sensations

of touch, taste, etc. as being manifestations of the senses, naturally

ignore their claim to be considered as categories. In another view

prakrti, which is moved into activity by the influence of purusa, is

regarded as different from it, and thus there are the two categories

of purusa and prakrti, then are the five tanmdtras, the transcen-

dental seer and the phenomenal self; thus there are nine categories

in all. Upon the view that there are six categories, only the five

elements and the transcendent self are admitted. Those who hold

that there are only four categories admit only the three categories of

light-heat (tejas), water and earth, and accept the transcendent self

as the fourth. Those who hold that there are seventeen categories

admit the five tanmdtras, five elements and five senses, manas and

the self. Those who hold that there are sixteen categories identify

manas with the self. Those who hold that there are thirteen

categories admit the five elements (which are identified with the

tanmdtras), the five senses, manas, and the transcendent and the

phenomenal selves. Those who admit only eleven categories accept

only the five elements, five senses and the self. There are others,

again, who admit eight prakrtis and the purusa, and thus reduce the
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number to nine. The eclectic spirit of the Bhagavata tried to recon-

cile the conflicting accounts of the Samkhya categories by explaining

away the diff^erences ; but to an impartial observer these diff^erences

are sometimes fundamental, and at least it is evident that, though
these difi"erent lines of thought may all be called in some sense

Sarnkhya, they signify the existence of a good deal of independent

thinking, the exact value of which, however, cannot be determined

for want of detailed and accurate information regarding the de-

velopment of these schools ^.

The fundamental diflference of the Bhagavata school of Samkhya
from that of the classical Sarnkhya is that it admits one puriisa as

the real all-pervading soul, which is the real seer of all our ex-

periences and the basic universal being that underlies all things

of this universe. The individual phenomenal selves appear as real

entities only by the delusive confusion of the universal purusa with

the transformations of the prakrti and by the consequent false

attribution of the movements and phenomena of the prakrti to this

universal purusa. The false individual selves arise out of such false

attribution and there is thus produced the phenomenon of birth

and rebirth, though there is no association of the prakrti with the

universal purusa. All our world-experiences are mere illusions, like

dreams, and are due to mental misconceptions. The emphasis on

the illusory character of the world is very much stronger in the

passages that are found in the Bhagavata, xi. 22 than in the passages
that deal with Kapila's philosophy of Samkhya just described; and

though the two treatments may not be interpreted as radically

different, yet the monistic tendency which regards all worldly

experiences as illusory is so remarkably stressed that it very nearly

destroys the realistic note which is a special feature of the Samkhya
schools of thought^.

^ In Asvagho§a's Buddha-carita there is an account of Samkhya which counts

prakrti and vikdra. Of these prakrti consists of eight categories
—the five

elements, egoism (ahatnkdra), buddhi and avyakta, and the vikdra consists of
seventeen categories

—the five cognitive and the five conative senses, manas,
buddhi and the five kinds of sense-knowledge. In addition to these there is a

category of ksetrajna or self or dtman.
*

yathd mano-ratha-dhiyo visaydnubhavo mrsd

svapna-drstds ca ddsdrha tathd samsdra dtmanah
arthe hy avidyamdne'pi sarnsrtir na nivartate

dhydyato visaydn asya svapne'narthdgamo yathd.

Bhdgavata, xi. 22. 55, 56.
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In XI. 13 this monistic interpretation or rather this monistic

transformation of Samkhya reaches its culmination ;
it is held that

ultimate reality is one, and that all differences are but mere dif-

ferences of name and form. Whatever may be perceived by the

senses, spoken by words or conceived in thought is but the one

reality, the Brahman. The gunas are the product of mind and the

mind of the gunas, and it is these two illusory entities that form the

person; but one should learn that both of them are unreal and that

the only reality, on which both of them are imposed, is Brahman.

Waking experiences, dreams, and dreamless sleep are all functions

of the mind
;
the true self is the pure seer {sdksin), which is entirely

different from them. So long as the notion of the "many" is not

removed by philosophical reasonings, the ignorant person is simply

dreaming in all his waking states, just as one feels oneself awake in

one's dreams. Since there is nothing else but the self, and since all

else is mere illusion like dreams, all worldly laws, purposes, aims

and works are necessarily equally false. One should observe that

we have the notion of the identity of our selves, in our wakeful and

dream experiences and in our experiences of dreamless deep sleep,

and one should agree that all these experiences in all these three

stages of life do not really exist, they are all but the manifestations

of mdyd on the ultimate reality, the Brahman
;
and thus by such

inferences and considerations one should remove all one's attach-

ments and cut asunder all one's fetters by the sword of knowledge.

One should regard the entire world and its experiences as nothing

more than the imagination of the mind—a mere appearance which

is manifested and lost
; all experiences are but mdyd and the only

underlying reality is pure consciousness. Thus it is through right

knowledge that true emancipation comes, though the body may
hold on so long as the fruits of karma are not exhausted through

pleasurable and painful experiences. And this is said to be the

secret truth of Samkhya and Yoga. It may generally appear rather

surprising to find such an extreme idealistic monism in the

Bhdgavata, but there are numerous passages which show that an

extreme form of idealism recurs now and then as one of the

principal lines of thought in the Bhdgavata ^.

The first adoration verse is probably the most important passage

in the Bhdgavata. And even in this passage it is said (in one of its

^ Ibid. XI. 13.

DIV
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prominent and direct interpretations) that the creation through

gunas is false and that yet, on account of the all-pervading reality

that underlies it, it appears as real; that the production, mainte-

nance and destruction of the universe all proceed from the ultimate

reality, Brahman, and that it is through the light of this reality that

all darkness vanishes^. In another passage, in vi, 4, 29-32, it is said

that Brahman is beyond the gunas, and that whatever may be pro-

duced in the world, or as the world, has Brahman for its ground and

cause, and that He alone is true
; and that both the atheistic Samkhya

and the theistic Yoga agree in admitting Him as the ultimate

reality.

It was pointed out in a previous section that according to Jiva

the mdyd had two parts, formative and constitutive, and it was the

latter that was identified with prakrti or the three gunas. But this

mdyd was regarded as an external power of God as distinguished
from His essential power. The Visnu-purdna, however, does not

seem to make any such distinction; it says that the great Lord

manifests Himself through His playful activity as prakrti, purusa,

the manifold world and time, but yet it considers the prakrti and the

purusa to be different from the essential nature of the Lord, and

time as that which holds these two together and impels them for the

creational forms 2. Thus, since time is the cause which connects the

prakrti and the purusa, it exists even when all creational modes have

shrunk back into the prakrti in the great dissolution. When the

gunas are in equilibrium, the prakrti and the purusa remain dis-

connected, and it is then that the element of time proceeds out of

the Lord and connects the two together 3. But the prakrti in both

its unmanifested and manifested forms or its contraction and

dilation (samkoca-vikdsdbhydm) is a part of God's nature; so in

disturbing the equilibrium of prakrti it is God who disturbs His
^

janmddyasya yato'nvaydd itaratas cdrthesv abhijnah svardt

tene brahma hrdd ya ddikavaye muhyanti yat surayah.

tejo-vdri-mrddm yathd vinimayo yatra trisargo'mrfd
dhdmnd svena soda nirasta-kuhakam satyam param dhlmahi.

Bhdgavata, i. i. i.

*
vyaktam vi^nus tathdvyaktam purusah kdla eva ca.

kridato bdlakasyeva cestdm tasya nisdmaya.

vifnoh svarupdt parato hi te'nye rupe pradhdnam purusas ca viprds

tasyaiva te'nyena dhrte viyukte rupddi yat tad dvija kdla-samjnam.

Visnu-purdna, i. 2. 18, 24.
'

guna-sdmye tatas tasmin prthak pumsi vyavasthite

kdla-svarupa-rupam tad visnor maitreya vartate. Ibid. 27.
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own nature {sa eva ksobhako brahman ksobhyas ca purusottamah),

and this He does through the instrumentality of time. Through His

will He penetrates into the prakrti and the purusa, and sets off the

creative operation of the prakrti, though this operation of the will

does not involve any notion of ordinary physical activity^. Time is

thus regarded as the spiritual influence of God, by which the

prakrti is moved though He remains unmoved Himself. From

prakrti there is the threefold evolution of mahat (sdttvika, rdjasa

and tdmasa) by a process of differentiation and development of

heterogeneity 2. By the same process the differentiation of mahat

into vaikdrika, taijasa and bhutddi takes place as integrated within

the muhat as integrated within the prakrti^. Being similarly inte-

grated in the mahat, the bhutddi is further differentiated into the

tanmdtric stage and produces first the sound-potential {sabda-

tanmdtra). From the sabda-tanmdtra the element of dkdsa was

produced from the relevant matter of bhutddi; this sabda-tanmdtra

and dkdsa was further integrated in bhutddi and in this integrated

state the element of dkdsa transformed itself into the touch-

potential (sparsa-tanmdtra) ;
then from this touch-potential air was

produced by its transformation (through accretion from bhutddi).

Then in association of the integration of the element of dkdsa and

sabda-tanrndtra with the touch-potential [sparsa-tanmdtra) the

element of air produced the heat-light-potential {rupa-tanmdtra)

in the medium of the bhutddi, and from that the element of heat-

light was produced by an accretion from bhutddi. Again in associa-

tion of the integration of touch-potential, the element of air and the

heat-light-potential, the element of heat-light transformed itself

into the taste-potential in the medium of the bhutddi, and in a

similar way water was produced by an accretion from the bhutddi.

Again, from the integration of taste-potential, heat-light potential

and water, the smell-potential was produced by a transformation

of the element of water in the medium of the bhutddi, and out of

this smell-potential in integration with the above the element

of earth was produced by an accretion from bhutddi. Out of the

^ pradhdnam purusam cdpi pravisydtmecchayd harih

kfobhaydmdsa samprdpte sarga-kdlevyaydvyayau Ibid. 29.
^ This view of the evolution of three different kinds of mahat is peculiar to

the Viptu-purdna, which is different from the classical SSmkhya.
* This second stage is in agreement with the doctrine of Samkhya as explained

in the Vydsa-bhdsya on the Yoga-sutra, 11. 19 of Patanjali.

3-2
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taijasa-ahamkdra the ten conative and cognitive senses were pro-

duced, and manas was produced out of the vaikdrika-ahamkdra.

The five tanmdtras are called the unspecialized modifications

\avisesd), and the senses and the gross elements are regarded as

fully specialized modifications (visesa) *.

It will appear from the above and also from what has already

been said in the chapter 6n the Kapila and Patanjala school of

Samkhya in the first volume of the present work that the system
of Samkhya had undergone many changes in the hands of various

writers at diff"erent times. But it is difficult to guess which of these

can be genuinely attributed to Kapila. In the absence of any proof
to the contrary it may be assumed that the account of Samkhya
attributed to Kapila in the Bhdgavata may generally be believed to

be true. But I^varakrsna also gives us an account of what can be

called the classical Sarnkhya in his Sdrnkhya-kdrikd, which he says

was first taught by Kapila to Asuri and by him to Pancasikha, and

that his account of Sarnkhya was a summary of what was contained

in the Sasti-tantra with the exception of the polemical portions and

fables
;
also that he himself was instructed in the traditional school

of Samkhya as carried down from Asuri through generations of

teachers and pupils. But the Bhdgavata account of Kapila's

Sarnkhya materially differs from the Samkhya of the Sdmkhya-
kdrikd, for, while the former is definitely theistic, the latter is at least

tacitly atheistic, for it is absolutely silent about God; apparently
God has no place in this system. But the theistic Samkhya as

described in the Bhdgavata, which is of course quite different and

distinct from the theistic Sarnkhya of Patanjali and Vydsa-bhdsya,
is not an isolated instance which can easily be ignored ;

for most of

the Purdnas which have a Vaisnava tradition behind them generally

agree in all essential features with the theistic element of the

Kapila Samkhya of the Bhdgavata, and some of the important
Pancaratra dgamas also in some ways support it. Thus the

Ahirbudhnya-samhitd describes the Sarnkhya system as that which

believes the prakrti to be the cause of the manifold world and that

this prakrti is moved into creative transformations through the

^
Vifnu-purdna, 1. 2. See also Dr Sir B. N. Seal's interpretation of this

passage in P. C. Ray's Hindu Chemistry, Vol. 11, pp. 90-5.
The same verses occur in the Padma-purdna {Svarga-khanda) regarding the

evolution of the Sarnkhya categories.
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influence of time by the will of Lord Visnu. There is but one

purusa, who is the sum-total of all purusas and who is absolutely

changeless {kutastha) ;
there is the prakrti, constituted of the three

gunas in equihbrium ;
and there is also the element of time (kdla),

through which by the will of the Lord (visnu-samkalpa-coditdt) the

purusa and the prakrti are connected and the creative movement of

the prakrti set up. The purusa, prakrti and kdla are in their turn

but special manifestations of Lord Visnu ^. The evolution of the

gross elements is also described here as being directly from their

respective tanmdtras. It also believes that the powers of the Lord
are supra-logical {acintya), and therefore cannot be contested on

purely formal grounds of reason or logical principles of self-

contradiction. It holds however the rather unique view that from

time the sattva-guna springs into being and from sattva rajas and

from rajas tamos, and it also gives a different interpretation of the

vyuha doctrine—but these have already been discussed in the

chapter on the Paficaratra philosophy. The Ahirbudhnya, however,
ascribes this Sarnkhya philosophy to Kapila (the incarnation of

Visnu) who wrote the Sasti-tantra, and it also enumerates the

names of the chapters or tantras of this work 2. The work is divided

into two books; in the first book there is one chapter (tantra) on

Brahman, one on purusa, three on power (sakti), destiny (niyati)

and time (kdla), three on the gunas, one on the changeless (aksara),

one on prdna and one on the agent {kartf), one on the Lord, five on

cognition, five on actions, five on tanmdtras and five on the five

gross elements
;
thus altogether there are thirty-two chapters in the

first book. In the second book there are twenty-eight chapters
—

five on duties, one on experience, one on character, five on afflic-

tions, three on the pramdnas, one on illusions, one on dharma, one

on disinchnation, one on miraculous powers, one on guna, one on

lif^a or signs, one on perception, one on Vedic performances, one

on sorrow, one on fiinal achievement, one on removal of passions,

one on customs and one on emancipation^. Thus we have a theistic

^
purusas caiva kolas ca gunas ceti tridhocyate
bhutih suddhetard vifnoh. . . . Ahirbudhnya-sarnhita, vi. 8.

samkhya-rupena samkalpo vaisnavah kapilad rfeh

udito yddrsah purvam tddrsam srnu me'khilam

sasti-bhedam smrtam tantram sdmkhyam ndma mahdmune
prdkrtam vaikrUim ceti mandale dve samdsatah. Ibid. xil. 19.

* Ibid. xii. 20-30.
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and an atheistic account of Samkhya, both alleged to be based on

the Sasfi-tantra Nostra, both described as the philosophy of

Kapila and both derived from authoritative ancient texts. Not only
does the Bhagavata refer to Kapila as an incarnation of God, but

many of the Pancaratra texts also allude to him as an incarnation

of God Visnu; the Mahdhhdrata describes him as Bhagavan Hari

and Visnu (in. 47. 18), with Vasudeva (iii. 107. 31) and with

Krsna, and also describes him as a great rsi who reduced the sons

of Sagara into ashes by his wrath. In the Bhagavad-gltd also

Krsna says that of the seers he is the sage Kapila (x. 26), but in the

Mahdbhdrata (in. 220. 21) Kapila is identified with the Fourth

Fire. A sage Kapila is also mentioned in the Svetdsvatara

Upanisad (v. 2), and Saiikara says in the commentary on the

Brahma-sutra that this Kapila must be different from the Kapila

(who reduced the sons of Sagara to ashes) and the Kapila who
wrote the Samkhya philosophy cannot be ascertained. Thus we
have at least three Kapilas, the Kapila who reduced the sons of

Sagara into ashes, and who is regarded by the Mahdbhdrata as an

incarnation or manifestation of Visnu, Hari or Krsna, a Kapila who
is regarded as an incarnation of Fire, and the Upanisadic sage

Kapila, who is regarded there as mature in wisdom. The first two

are definitely reputed to be authors of Samkhya philosophy, and

Nllakantha, the commentator on the Mahdbhdrata, says that it is

Kapila (
= the incarnation of Fire) who was the author of the

atheistic Samkhya*. In the Mahdbhdrata (xii. 350. 5) it is said that

the sage Kapila based his Samkhya philosophy on the doctrine that

it is the one purusa, the great Narayana, who in himself is absolutely

qualityless and untouched by all worldly conditions and is yet the

superintendent of all phenomenal selves associated with their subtle

and gross bodies, and is the ultimate ground of all the cognitional

and sense-experiences enjoyed by them, the absolute and ultimate

reality which appears as the subjective and the objective world and

yet behaves as the cosmic creator and ruler in his four-fold

personality as Vasudeva, Sarnkarsana, Aniruddhaand Pradyumna^.
Before examining other accounts of Sarnkhya as found in the

Mahdbhdrata we may point out that Pancasikha himself was not

only called Kapileya from his sucking the breasts of a woman called

^
Nllakantha's commentary on the Mahdbhdrata, iii. 220. 21.

* See the Mahdbhdrata, xii. 35 1 . See also the commentary of Nllakantha on it.
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Kapila while an infant, but was also called Paramarsi KapilaV

It seems practically certain that there had been a number of

pantheistic, theistic and atheistic varieties of Samkhya. Since the

Ahirbudhnya-samhitd gives the names of the chapters of the Sasti-

tantra, it is almost certain that the author had seen this work, and

that his account of Sarnkhya is in the main in agreement with it.

The table of subjects enumerated shows that the work contained

a chapter on Brahman, purusa, sakti (power), niyati (destiny), and

kdla (time), and it is these elements that occur in the Ahirbudhnya

account of Sarnkhya. It therefore seems very probable that the

Ahirbudhnya account of Sarnkhya is largely faithful to the Sasfi-

tantra. We know that the Samkhya philosophy of Kapila had begun

to change its form in some of its most important features, and it is

quite probable that it had changed considerably by the time it was

traditionally carried to Isvarakrsna. It might still have been re-

garded as containing the essential instructions of the Sasti-tantra

and yet be very diiTerent from it; there is no proof that Isvarakrsna

had a chance of reading this original Sasti-tantra, and it is reason-

able to suppose that he had access only to a Jater
version of it or

to a revised compendium supposed to be based on it ;
it may be that

the Sasti-tantra, being an ancient work, was probably so loosely

worded that it was possible to get different interpretations from it

—like the Brahma-sutra of Badarayana
—or even that there were

two Sasti-tantras^.
• •

^ yam dhuh Kdpilam sdmkhyam paramarsim prajdpatim. Ibid. xn. 218. 9,

This Pancasikha is also described as panca-rdtra-visdrada, well-versed in the

panca-rdtra rites.

2 In the Mdthara-vrtti of Matharacarya on the Sdmkhya-kdrikd of Isvara-

kr§na it is said that Sasti-tantra means a tantra or work dealing with sixty

subjects and not a work containing sixty chapters (tantryante vyutpddyante

paddrthd iti tantram). These sixty subjects are : five viparyayas or errors, twenty-

eight defects (asakti), nine false satisfactions (tusti), and eight miraculous

achievements (siddhi)
—

altogether fifty items (kdrikd 47)
—the other ten subjects

being the existence of prakrti as proved by five reasons (called the category of

astitva), its oneness (ekatva), its teleological relation to purusas (arthavattva and

pdrdrthya), tlie plurality of the purusas (bahutva), the maintenance of the body
even aiter jlvan-mukti {sthiti), association and dissociation oi prakrti with punisa

(yoga and viyoga), difference oi prakrti and purusa (anyatva), and final cessation

of prakrti {nivrtti). Ma^hara quotes a Kdrikd enumerating the latter ten subjects :

astitvam, ekatvam, arthavattvam, pdrdrthyam, anyatvam, arthanivrttih. yogo

viyogo, bahavah pumdrnsah, sthitih, sarirasya visesa-vrttih. Mdthara-vrtti, 72.

This enumeration, however, seems to be entirely arbitrary, and apparently

there is nothing to show that the Safti-tantra was so called because it treated of

these sixty subjects.
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According to the interpretation of the Ahirbudhnya-samhitd God
or I^vara is above all, and then there is the category of the un-

changeable, the Brahman (consisting of the sum-total of the

purusas), the prakrti as the equilibrium of the gunas, and time

(kdla), as has already been explained i. Time is regarded as the

element that combines the prakrti with the purusas. It is said that

the prakrti, the purusas and time are the materials which are led to

their respective works in producing the manifold universe by the

development of the categories through the will-movement of God

(Sudarsana).
^ It is thus one unchangeable purusa that appears as

the many individuals or parts of the Lord Visnu or Isvara*. The
will of Isvara, otherwise called Sudarsana or samkalpa, which is

regarded as a vibratory (parispanda) thought movement {jndna-

mula-kriydtma), is the dynamic cause of the differentiation of

prakrti into the categories {mahat and the rest). Time is not identi-

fied here with this power, but is regarded as a separate entity, an

instrument through which the power acts. Yet this "time" has to

be regarded as of a transcendental nature, co-existent with purusa
3nd prakrti, and distinguished from "time" as moments or their

aggregates, which is regarded as the tamas aspect of the category of

mahat. The sattva aspect of the mahat manifests itself as definite

understanding (buddhir adhyavasdyini), and the rajas aspect as life-

activity (prdna). The sattva aspect oi mahat as buddhi also manifests

itself as virtue, wisdom, miraculous powers and as disinclination

from worldlyjoys (vairdgya), and the tamas aspect as vice (adharma),

ignorance, attachment and weakness. In the category of mahat the

general sense-power is generated, by which objects are discerned as

cognitional modes; the ego {ahamkdra) is also generated in the

mahat, involving the notion of integrating all experience which

•
anyundnatiriktarn yad guna-sdmyam tamomayam
tat sdmkhyair jagato mulam prakrtis ceti kathyate.

kramdvatlrno yas tatra catur-manu-yugah pumdn
samoftih purufo yonih sa kutastha itlryate

yat tat kdlamayam tattvam jagatah samprakdlanam
sa tayoh kdryam dsthdya sarnyojaka-vibhdjakah.

Ahirbudhnya-samhitd, vii. 1-3.
• mrt-pindf-bhutam etat tu kdlddi-tritayam mune

vifnoh sudarsanenaiva sva-sva-kdrya-pracoditam

mahadddi-prthivyanta-tattva-vargopapddakam. Ibid. 4.
• kutastho yah purd proktah pumdn vyomnah pardd adhah

mdnavo devatddydi ca tad-vya^taya itiritdh.

jlva-bhedd mune sarve vifnu-bhuty-dmsa-kalpitdh. Ibid. 58.
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belongs to a person {abhimdna) as a cognizer and enjoyer of all

experiences. The implication seems to be that the category of

mahat manifests itself as the sense-faculties and the person who
behaves as the cognizer, because these are the modes through which

thought must interpret itself in order to realize its own nature as

thought. The sdttvika aspect of the ahamkdra is called vaikdrika,

the rdjasa character taijasa and the tdmasa aspect bhutddi. It is well

to point out here that this account greatly differs from the classical

Samkhya in this respect, that the sense-power is here generated

prior to ahamkdra and not from ahamkdra, and that, while the

evolution of ahamkdra is regarded as the evolution of a separate

category by the thought-movement of God, the sense-power is

regarded only as modes or aspects of buddhi or mahat and not as

separate categories. The only sense-faculty that is evolved through
the thought-activity of God out of ahamkdra is manas, the reflective

sense {cintandtmakam ahamkdrikam indriyam). From the tamas

aspect of ahamkdra as bhutddi the infra-atomic sound-potential

(sabda-tanmdtra) is produced and from this the element of dkdsa.

Akdsa here is supposed to be of two kinds, as the maintainer of

sound and as manifesting vacuity, unoccupation or porosity

{avakdsa-praddyi). From the vaikdrika ahamkdra the organs of

hearing and speech are produced as categories through the thought-

activity of God. In a similar manner the infra-atomic touch-

potential (sparsa-tanmdtra) is produced from the bhutddi, and from

this again air, as that which dries up, propels, moves and con-

glomerates, is produced; again, through the thought-activity of

God the organ of touch and the active organ of grasping are pro-

duced, and in a similar manner the infra-atomic heat-light-potential

(rupa-tanmdtra) is produced from bhutddi and from that the

element of heat-light ;
from the vaikdrika also the visual organ and

the conative organs of the two feet are produced, from the

bhutddi the infra-atomic taste-potential (rasa-mdtra) is produced
and from it water, and from the vaikdrika ahamkdra the organ of

taste and the genitals are produced ;
from the bhutddi true infra-

atomic smell-potential {gandha-mdtra) is produced, and from it

earth; from the vaikdrika-ahamkdra the organs of smell and of

excretion are produced. Will, energy, and the five kinds of bio-

motor activities (prdna) are produced jointly from manas, ahamkdra
and buddhi. The power {sakti) of Hari or Visnu or Isvara is one,
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but it is not a physical power, a power that involves mechanical

movement, but it is in a sense homogeneous with God, and is of

the nature of pure self-determined thought {svacchanda-cinmayd) ;

it is not however thought in the ordinary sense of thought
—with

particular contents and object
—but it is thought in potentiality,

thought that is to realize itself in subject-object forms, manifesting
itself as a spiritual thought movement (jnana-mula-kriydtma). It is

this spiritual movement of that which by self-diremption splits

itself up {dvidhd-bhdvam rcchati) as the thought of God {samkalpa),
the determiner {bhdvaka) and the passive objectivity {bhdvya) called

the prakrtt, and it is through the former that the latter developed
and differentiated itself into the categories mentioned above. What
is meant by the vibratory movement of the thought of God is

simply its unobstructed character, its character of all potentiality

for actuality without any obstruction. It is the pure unobstructed

flow of God's thought-power that is regarded as His will, idea or

thought {sudorsanatd)^. The prakrtt is thus as much spiritual as

God's thought; it represents merely objectivity and the content of

the thought of God, and it only has an opportunity of behaving as

an independent category of materiality when by the self-diremption
of God's power the thought-energy requires an objective through
which it can realize itself.

In another chapter of the Ahirbudhnya-samhitd it is said that

the power in its original state may be conceived to be pure stillness

(staimitya-rupa) or pure vacuity (sunyatva-rupini), and it is out of

its own indescribable spontaneity that it begins to set itself in

motion 2. It is this spontaneity, which springs out of itself and is its

own, that is described as the thought of God or its self-dirempting

activity, its desire for being many. All creation proceeds out of this

spontaneity; creation is not to be described as an event which

happened at a particular time, but it is the eternal spontaneity of

this power of God that reveals itself as eternal creation, as eternal

and continuous self-manifestation ^. Whatever is described as move-
ment (kriyd), energy {vtrya), self-completeness (tejas) or strength

(bald) or God are but different aspects of this power. The strength
^

avydghdtas tu yas tasya sd sudarsanatd mune

jndna-mula-kriydtmdsau svacchah svacchanda-cinmayah.

Ahirbudhnya-samhita, vii. 67.
*

svdtantrydd eva kasmdccit kvacit somnesam rcchati. Ibid. v. 4.

satataip. kitrvato jagat. Ibid. u. sg.
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{bala) of God consists in the fact that He is never tired or fatigued

in spite of His eternal and continuous operation of creation; His

energy (znrya) consists in this, that, though His own power is split

up as the material on which His power acts, He does not suffer any

change on that account 1. His lustre of self-completeness {tejas)

consists in this, that He does not await the help of any instrument of

any kind for His creative operations ^r and it is the self-spontaneity

of this power that is described as His agency (kartrtva) as the creator

of the world. God is described as being both of the nature of pure

consciousness and of the nature of power. It is the all-pervasive

consciousness of Himself that constitutes the omniscience of God,

and, when this stillness of omniscience and self-complete steady

consciousness as pure differenceless vacuity dirempts itself and

pulsates into the creative operation, it is called His power. It is on

this account that the power (sakti) of God is described as thought-

movement {jndna-mula-kriydtmaka). This power or consciousness

may be regarded both as a part of God, and therefore one with

Him, and also as His specific character or quality ;
it is this power

which dirempts itself as consciousness and its object (cetya-cetana),

as time and all that is measured by time (kalya-kdla), as manifest

and unmanifest {vyaktdvyakta), as the enjoyer and that which is

enjoyed (bhoktr-bhogya), as the body and that which is embodied

{deha-dehinY . The conception oipurusa seems to indicate the view

of a conglomeration of the individual selves into a colony or

association of individual selves, like the honeycomb of the bees*.

They are regarded as unchangeable in themselves (kutastha), but

yet they are covered over with the dusty impurities of beginningless

root-desires (vdsand), and thus, though pure in themselves, they may
be also regarded as impure^. In themselves they are absolutely un-

affected by any kind of affliction, and, being parts of God's nature,

are omniscient and eternally emancipated beings. These purusas are,

however, through the will of God or rather of necessity through the

creative operation of His power, differently affected by ignorance

^
tasyopdddna-bhdve'pi vikdra-viraho hi yah
vlryam ndma gunah so^yam acyutatvdpardhvayam. Ibid. ii. 60.

*
sahakdry-anapeksd yd tat tejah satnuddhrtam. Ibid. 11. 61.

* Ibid. V. 6-12.
* sarvdtmandm samastir yd koso madhu-kftdm iva. Ibid. VI. 33.
*

suddhyasuddhimayo bhdvo bhuteh sa purusah stnrtah

anddi-vdsand-renu-kunthitair dtmabhis citah. Ibid. vi. 34.
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{avidya)y whichmakes them subject to various kinds of affliction, and,

as a result thereof, their own natures are hidden from themselves

and they appear to be undergoing all kinds of virtuous and sinful

experiences of pleasures and pains ; and, being thus affected, they are

first associated with the creative power {sakti) of God, and then,

as this power first evolves itself into its first category of time as the

all-determining necessity {niyati), they become associated with it;

and then, as the third movement posits itself as all-grasping time,

they become associated with that category, and then, as the sattva-

gunas gradually evolve from kdla, the rdjasa gunas from sattva and

the tdmasa gunas from rajas, the colony oipurusas is associated first

with sattva, then with rajas and then with tamas. When all thegunas
are evolved, though the thrttgunas are then all disturbed for further

creative operation, they are not disturbed in all their parts; there

are some parts of the guna conglomeration which are in equilibrium
with one another ;

and it is this state of equiUbrium of the gunas
that is called prakrti^. The account of the evolution of the various

categories from the creative will of God up to the prakrti does not

occur in the seventh chapter of the Ahirbudhnya, which is definitely

described as the Sarnkhya philosophy of Kapila; it is only a

Paiicaratra account given to supplement that of the Sarnkhya,

which starts from the evolution of the categories from the prakrti—^the equilibrium of the gunas. According to the Paiicaratra

account of the Ahirhudhnya-sarnhitd the colony or the honeycomb
of the purusas thus forms a primal element, which is associated with

the self-evolving energy of God from the first moment of its move-

ment, continues to be so associated with each of the evolving

stadiums of categories up to the evolution of the prakrti, and later

on with all the other categories that are evolved from the prakrti.

In the account of Kapila Sarnkhya as found in the Ahirbudhnya-
samhitd this conglomeration of the purusas is admitted to be the

changeless category that is associated with the evolution of the

categories and descends gradually through the successive stages of

their evolution until we come to the complete human stage with the

evolution of the different senses and the gross elements. Unlike

the account of purusa that is found in the classical Sarnkhya

*
codyamdne'pi srftyartham purnam guna-ymgam tadd

amiatah samyam dyati vipm-samkalpa-coditam.

Ahirbudhnya-samhitd, VI. 62.
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treatises, which regards the purusas as being absolutely untouched

by the instinctive root-desires {vdsand) and the afflictions, it con-

siders (like the Jains) that the purusas are coated with the im-

purities of vdsands and klesas, though in themselves they are

essentially pure; again, the classical Samkhya considers that the

vdsands are produced in a beginningless way, through karma,

through an endless series of births and rebirths, whereas the

Pancaratra holds that di^trtnt purusOs are originally associated with

different vdsands according to the will of God. Unlike the account

of the classical Samkhya, where the vdsands are regarded as a part

oiprakrti as huddhi or citta, in this it is an original extraneous im-

purity of the purusas. It is probable, however, that this account of

vdsands and their original association with the purusas through the

will of God did not form any part of the philosophy of Kapila's

Sasti-tantra, but was a supplementary doctrine introduced by the

author of the Ahtrbudhnya, as it is not mentioned in the seventh

chapter of the work, which is definitely devoted to the account of

Samkhya.
The Samkhya thought described in the Gttd has been explained

in the second volume of the present work, and it will be seen that,

though the Gttd account is unsystematic and nebulous, with

significant details missing, it is essentially theistic and intimately

associated with this Ahtrbudhnya account of Kapila Sarpkhya; and

as such is fundamentally different from the classical Samkhya of

the Sdrnkhya-kdrikd.

In Chapter 22 of the nth book of the Bhdgavatd a reference is

made to various schools of Sarpkhya admitting different categories

of being or evolutes ^. Thus some Sarnkhyists admitted nine cate-

gories, some eleven, some five, some twenty-six, some twenty-five,

some seven, some six, some four, some seventeen, some sixteen and

some thirteen. Uddhava requested Lord Krsna to reconcile these

diverse opposing views. In reply Lord Krsna said that the different

enumeration of the categories is due to the varying kinds of sub-

sumption of the lower categories into the higher or by the omission

of the higher ones, i.e. by ignoring some of the effect entities (as

^ kati tattvdni visvesa samkhyatany rsibhih prabho

nava-ekadasa-panca-triny atha tvam iha susruma

kecit fodvimsatim prdhur apare pancavimsatim

saptaike nava-sat kecic calvary ekddasdpare
kecit saptadasa prahuh fodasaike trayodasa. Slokas 1,2.
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being already contained in the cause) or by ignoring some of the

successive causal entities (as being present in the effect)^. Thus,

there may be systems of Sarnkhya schools where the tanmdtras are

not counted or where the gross elements are not counted as cate-

gories. The explanation in all such cases is to be found in the

principle that some thinkers did not wish to count the tanmdtras,

as they are already contained in the gross elements {ghate mrdvat) ;

whereas others did not count the gross elements, as these were but

evolutes in the tanmdtras {mrdi ghatavai). But there are differences

of opinion not only as regards the evolutionary categories oi prakrti,

but also as regards the souls or the purusas and God. Thus there are

twenty-four evolutionary categories (including prakrti) ; puriisa is

counted as the twenty-fifth category, and according to the theistic

Sarnkhya God or Isvara is counted as the twenty-sixth. It may be

objected that the above principle of reconciliation of the diverse

counting of categories by subsuming the effect under the cause, or

by ignoring the former, cannot apply here. The theistic Sarnkhya

admits Isvara on the ground that there must be some being who

should communicate self-knowledge to individual souls, as they

cannot, by themselves, attain it. If on such a view the theistic

school of twenty-six categories is regarded as valid, the other school

of twenty-five categories becomes irreconcilable. To this the reply-

is that there is no intrinsic difference in the nature of purusa and

Isvara, as they are both of the nature of pure consciousness. The

objection that even on the above supposition the self-knowledge

communicated by Isvara has to be counted as a separate category

is invalid, for self-knowledge, being knowledge, is only the

heightening of the sattva quality of the prakrti and as such falls

within prakrti itself. Knowledge is not a quality of the purusa, but

of the prakrti. The state of equilibrium in which the gunas are not

specifically manifested is called prakrti. An upsetting of the

equilibrium leads to the manifestation of the gunas, which have,

therefore, to be regarded as attributes of the prakrti. The purusa,

not being an agent, cannot possess knowledge as an attribute of its

own. So, all activity being due to rajas and all ignorance being due

to tamos, activity and ignorance are also to be regarded as con-

*
anupravesam darsayati ekasminnaplti purvasmin kdranabhute tattve

sukpna-rupena pravistdni mrdi ghatavat. aparasmin kdrya-tattve kdrana-tattvdm

anugatatvena pravistdni ghate mrdvat. isridhara's commentary on sloka 8.
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stituents of prakrti. Time (kdla) also is to be identified as God,

because it is by the agency of God that the gunas combine, that He

is regarded as the cause of the combination of the gunas. The view

which regards kdla as the cause of the combination of the gunas is

grounded on this fact, and it is for that reason that in the scriptures

kdla has been regarded as the name of Isvara. As everything pro-

ceeds from the category of mahat, that itself is called svahhdva or

nature. Thus the two apparently conflicting views that kdla and

svahhdva are to be regarded as the ultimate causes of the world may
well be reconciled with the Sarnkhya according to the above

interpretation.

The school of Sarnkhya which reckons nine categories counts

merely purusa, prakrti, mahat, aharnkdra and the five elements.

Those who reckon eleven count the five cognitive and conative

senses and the manas only. Those who reckon five categories count

the five sense objects only. Those who reckon seven count the five

sense-objects, the soul and God. Those who reckon six include

within them the five sense-objects and the purusa. There are others,

however, who regard earth, water, fire and the soul as four cate-

gories. Others take the five sense-objects, the eleven sense-organs

and the purusa as categories. By excluding manas some hold that

there are only sixteen categories. Others take the five sense-objects,

the five cognitive senses, manas, soul and God, and thus arrive at

the thirteen categories. Others take the five sense-objects, the five

cognitive senses and the sense as the eleven categories. Others count

prakrti, mahat, aharnkdra, the five tanmdtras and the purusa as the

nine categories.

It is regrettable that apart from a reference to the above schools

of Sarnkhya and the attempts at their reconciliation found in the

Bhdgavata, it is not possible to trace these doctrines to the original

works, which must have long preceded the period of the composi-
tion of the Bhdgavata. The Bhdgavata is interested in the theistic

Sarnkhya doctrine, as has already been shown, and attempts to

reconcile the conflicting schools of Sarnkhya as being substantially

one school of thought. It further holds that the prakrti and its

manifestations are produced through the operation of the diverse

power of the mdyd of Isvara. At the time of dissolution {pralaya)

God remains in absolute identity with Himself, and the gunas,

which are the various manifestations of His mdyd power, remain in
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equilibrium
—a state in which all His energies are sleeping as it

were. By His own inherent energy He breaks the equilibrium of

His sleeping energy and sets Himself to the work of the creation—
the prakrti with its evolutes—and thereby associates them with

jivas, which are merely His parts, and which thus are deluding the

dualistic experience of the world, which they enjoy and for which

they suffer; and He also shows them the right way by instructing

them through the Vedas^. The self in its transcendent nature is

pure experience and as such is devoid of and is absolutely un-

associated with any kind of objective form. The association of

objectivity and of content is as illusory as creations in dreams, and

must be regarded as products of mdyd^.
Purusa as pure experience (anubhava-svarupa) is to be dif-

ferentiated and comprehended as different from passing mental

states, as the content of the waking, dream and dreamless stages by
the method of agreement and difference (anvaya-vyatireka). For,

through the contents of experience in the various constituents

involved in the mental states, that which remains constant, like a

thread in a garland of pearls, is the pure experiencer, the self.

Self is therefore to be regarded as different from the contents of

the mental states which it illuminates^.

1 sa vat kildyam purusah purdtano

ya eka dsld aviiesa dtmani

agre gunebhyo jagad-dtmanlsvare
nimtlitdtman nisi supta-saktisu
sa eva bhuyo nijamrya-choditam

sva-jlva-mdydm prakrtim sisrksatlm

andma-rupdtmani rupa-ndmanl
vidhitsamdno'nusasdra sdstrakrt.

Bhdgavata, i. lo. 21, 22.
' dtma-mdydm rte rdjan parasydnubhavdtmanah

na ghatetdrthasambandhah svapnadrastur ivdnjasd.
Ibid. II. 9. I.

Illusion or mdyd is defined as that which manifests non-existent objects but

is not manifested itself.

rte'rtham yat pratlyeta na prattyeta cdtmani

tad vidydd dtmano mdydm yathdbhdso tathd tamah.

Ibid. II. 9. 33.
•

anvaya-vyatirekena vivekena satdtmand

sarga-sthdna-samdmndyair vimrsadbhir asatvaraih

budher jdgaranam svapnah susuptir iti vrttayah
td yenaivdntibhuyante so'dhyaksah purusah parah.

Ibid. VII. 7. 24, 25.
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Eschatology.

In the Bhdgavata-purdna, in. 32, it is held that those who

perform sacrifices and make offerings to gods and forefathers pass

after death to the lunar world, from which they return to earth

again. Those, however, who follow their own duties and surrender

all their actions to gods, pure in mind and heart and unattached to

worldly things, pass after death to the solar sphere and thence to

the Universal Being Who is the cause of the world. Those, how-

ever, who are obsessed with the notion of duality pass into the

nature of qualified Brahman, and are then bom again in the world

in accordance with their past deeds. Those again who lead an

ordinary life of desires and make offerings to their forefathers have

first to go by the southern way of smoky path to the land of the

forefathers, and are again bom in the line of their own progenies.

In XI. 22. 37, however, we find a more rational view. It is said

there that the manas of men is permeated by their deeds and their

causes, and it is this manas that passes from one body to another.

The dtman, the soul, follows this manas. Sridhara, the well-known

commentator on the Bhdgavata-purdna, regards manas here as the

Itnga-sarira, and holds that the self follows the manas infested by

egoism. The Bhdgavata-purdna further holds that through the

destiny of karma the manas meditates over the things seen and

heard and gradually loses its memory with regard to them. This

manas entering into another body thus ceases to remember all the

experiences of the previous bodies and thus death may be defined

as absolute forgetfulness {mrtyuratyanta-vismrtih, xi. 22. 39).

Birth is regarded as the acceptance of new experiences. Sridhara

points out that this takes place with the cessation of the functioning

of egoism with reference to the experiences of past bodies and the

extension of the function of egoism with reference to the ex-

periences of the new body. Just as one does not remember one's

dreams, so one ceases to remember one's past experiences, and this

is conditioned by death. At birth the self that was always existent

appears to be bom anew. By identifying the self with the body one

divides one's experiences as internal and external. As a matter of

fact the body is being continually destroyed and generated, but

such changes, being of a subtle nature, are overlooked. Just as

DIV
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there cannot be the same flame in two moments, or one flowing

river in two diflferent moments, so the body also is different in two

different moments, though on account of our ignorance we suppose
that the same body is passing through various stages and condi-

tions. But in reahty no one is bom and no one dies through the

agency of karma. It is all a panorama of illusions, just as the fire,

as heat, exists eternally and yet appears to be burning in association

with logs of wood. All the phenomena of birth, infancy, youth,

old age and death as different stages of the body are but mere

fancies. They are but stages of primal matter, the prakrti, which are

regarded through illusion as different stages of our life. One notices

the death of one's father and the birth of a son and so may speak of

the destruction and generation of bodies, but no one experiences

that the experiencer himself undergoes birth and death. The self

thus is entirely different from the body. It is only through inability

to distinguish properly between the two that one becomes attached

to sense-objects and seems to pass through the cycle of birth and

death. Just as a man seeing another man dance or sing imitates his

action, so does the purusa, which has no movement of itself, seehi

to imitate the qualities of huddhi in the operation of these move-

ments. Again, just as when one looks at the images of trees in

flowing water, the trees themselves seem to be many, so does the

self regard itself as implicated in the movement of the prakrti. This

gives us the world-experience and the experience of the cycles of

birth and death, though none of them really exists. Thus we see

that the Bhdgavata-purdna agrees with the general Samkhya and

the Vedanta view regarding birth and death. It no doubt accepts

the ordinary view of the Upanisads that a man, like a caterpillar,

does not leave one body without accepting another at the same time

{Bhdgavata-purdna, x. i. 38-44); but at the same time it holds that

such birth and re-birth are due to one's own illusion or mdyd.



CHAPTER XXV

MADHVA AND HIS SCHOOL

Madhva's Life.

Bhandarkar in Vaisnavtsm, ^aivaism and Minor Religious

Systems says that in the Mahdbhdrata-tdtparya-nirnaya, Madhva

has given the date of his birth as Kali 4300. The Kali age, ac-

cording to Bhaskaracarya, begins with the year 3101 B.C. The date

of Madhva's birth would thus be A.D. ii99orii2i saka. Bhandarkar

says that, as some use the current year of an era and some the past,

the saka era 1121 may be regarded as equivalent to 11 19. But the

present writer has not been able to discover it in the only printed

edition of the text of Mahdbhdrata-tdtparya-nirnaya (1833 saka,

published by T. R. Krsnacarya). Bhandarkar, however, approaches

the problem by another path also. He says that the list preserved

in several of the Mathas gives the date of Madhva as saka 1 1 19, and,

as Madhva lived for 79 years, the date of his birth was 1040 saka.

Bhandarkar, however, regards saka 11 19 as the date of his birth,

and not of his death as given in the Matha list. He says that the

inscription in the Kurmesvara temple at Srikurma is in a Taluka

of the Ganjam district in which Narahari-tlrtha is represented to

have constructed a temple and placed in it an idol of Narasirnha

dated saka 1203 {Epigraphica Indica, Vol. vi, p. 260). The first

person therein mentioned is Purusottama-tirtha, who is the same as

Acyutapreksa, then his pupil Ananda-tlrtha, then Narahari-tlrtha,

the pupil of Ananda-tlrtha. Narahari-tlrtha was probably the same

as Narasirnha, the ruler of the Taluk mentioned above, from saka

1 191 to 1225. He is mentioned in inscriptions at Srikurman bearing

the date saka 121 5, which is represented as the eighteenth year of the

king's reign. He was Narasirnha H, who was panegyrized in the

Ekdvali. From other inscriptions we get Narahari's date as be-

tween 1 1 86 and 12 12 saka. These records confirm the tradition that

Narahari-tlrtha was sent to Orissaby Ananda-tlrtha. Now Narahari-

tirtha's active period ranged between 1186 to 1215. His teacher

Madhvacouldnothavediedin5aAaiii9,i.e. sixty-seven years before

him. Bhandarkar therefore takes 1 1 1 9 (as mentioned in the Matha Hst)

4-a
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as the date of the birth of Madhva, not as the date of his death. This

date of Madhva's birth, saka 1 1 19 or a.d. i 197, has been accepted by
Grierson and Krisnasvami Aiyar, and has not so far been challenged.

We have no authentic information about the life of Madhva.

All that we can know of him has to be culled from the legendary and

semi-mythical lives of Madhva, called the Madhva-vijaya, arid

the Mani-tnanjari of Narayana Bhatta, son of Trivikrama, who was

an actual disciple of Madhva. Some information can also be

gathered from the adoration hymn of Trivikrama Pandita. Madhva
seems to have been a born enemy of Sahkara. In the Mani-tnanjari,

Narayana Bhatta gives a fanciful story of a demon, Manimat, who

interpreted the Vedanta. Manimat was born as a widow's bastard,

and therefore he was called Sahkara; with the blessing of Siva he

mastered the sdstras at Saurastra, invented the doctrine of surya-

mdrga, and was welcomed by persons of demoralized temperament.
He really taught Buddhism under the cloak of Vedanta. He re-

garded Brahman as identified with Surya. He seduced the wife of

his Brahmin host, and used to make converts by his magic arts.

When he died, he asked his disciples to kill Satyaprajna, the true

teacher of the Vedanta; the followers of Sahkara were tyrannical

people who burnt down monasteries, destroyed cattle and killed

women and children. They converted Prajiia-tlrtha, their chief

opponent, by force. The disciples of Prajiia-tlrtha, however, were

secretly attached to the true Vedantic doctrine, and they made one

of their disciples thoroughly learned in the Vedic scriptures.

Acyutapreksa, the teacher of Madhva, was a disciple of this true

type of teachers, who originated from Satyaprajiia, the true Vedic

teacher, contemporary with Sankara.

Madhva was an incarnation of Vayu for the purpose of destroying

the false doctrines of Sahkara, which were more like the doctrines

of the Lokayatas, Jainas and Pasupatas, but were more obnoxious

and injurious.

Madhva was the son of Madhyageha Bhatta, who lived in the

city of Rajatapltha, near Udipi, which is about 40 miles west of

Srhgeri, where there was a celebrated matha of Sarnkara. Udipi is

even now the chief centre of Madhvism in South Kanara. The
ancient name of the country, which now comprises Dharwar, the

North and the South Kanara, and the western part of the State of

Mysore, was Tuluva (modern Tulu), which is mostly inhabited
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by the Madhvas. Grierson, writing in 1915, says that there are

about 70,000 Madhvas in the locality. Elsewhere they are more

distributed. It must, however, be noted that from the South of

Hyderabad to Mangalore, that is, the whole of the North and the

South Kanara, may also be regarded as the most important centre

of Vira-Saivism, which will be dealt with in the fifth volume of the

present work. The village of Rajatapltha, where Madhva was born,

may probably be identified with the modern Kalyanapura. He was

a disciple of Acyutapreksa, and received the name of Purnaprajna
at the time of initiation and later on another name, Ananda-tirtha

;

he is known by both these names. He at first studied the views of

Sarikara, but soon developed his own system of thought, which was

directly opposed to that of Sarikara. He refuted twenty-one Bhdsyas
which were written by other teachers who preceded him

;
and Sesa,

the disciple of Chalari-nrsirnhacarya, the commentator on the

Madhva-vijaya of Narayana Bhatta, enumerates the designations of

these commentators on the Brahma-sutra as follows; Bharativijaya;

Samvidananda
; Brahmaghosa; Satananda; Vagbhata; Vijaya;

Rudra Bhatta; Vamana; Yadavaprakasa ; Ramanuja; Bhartrpra-

parica; Dravida; Brahmadatta; Bhaskara; Pisaca; Vrittikara;

Vijaya Bhatta; Visnukranta; Vadindra; Madhavadesaka
;
Sarikara.

Even in Rajatapithapura he once defeated a great scholar of the

Sarikara school who came to visit Madhva's teacher Acyutapreksa.
He then went to the South with Acyutapreksa and arrived at the

city of Visnumarigala^. From here he went southwards and arrived

at Anantapura (modern Trivandrum). Here he had a long fight

with the Sarikarites of the Srrigeri monastery. Thence he proceeded
to Dhanuskoti and Ramesvaram, and offered his adoration to Visnu.

He defeated on the way there many opponents and stayed in

Ramesvaram for four months, after which he came back to Udipi.

Having thus established himself in the South as a leader of a new

faith, Madhva started on a tour to North India, and, crossing the

Ganges, went to Hardwar, and thence to Badarika, where he met

Vyasa. He was here asked by Vyasa to write a commentary on the

Brahma-sutra repudiating the false Bhdsya of Sarikara. He then

returned to Udipi, converting many Sarikarites on the way, such as

Sobhana Bhattaand others residing near the banks of the Godavarl^.

He at last converted Acyutapreksa to his own doctrines. In the

^
Madhva-viyaya, v. 30.

' Ibid. ix. 17.
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eleventh and the thirteenth chapters of the Madhva-vijaya we read

the story of the persecution of Madhva by Padma-tlrtha, the head of

the Srhgeri monastery, who tried his best to obstruct the progress
of the new faith initiated by Madhva and even stole away Madhva's

books, which were, however, returned to him through the inter-

cession of the local Prince Jayasimha of Visnumahgala ;
the faith

continued to grow, and Trivirama Pandita, the father of Narayana
Bhatta, the author of Mani-mafijari and Madhva-vijaya, and many
other important persons were converted to the Madhva faith. In his

last years Madhva again made a pilgrimage to the North and is

said to have rejoined Vyasa, and to be still staying with him. He is

said to have lived for seventy-nine years and probably died in 1 198
saka or a.d. 1276. He was known by various names, such as

Purnaprajna, Ananda-tirtha, Nandl-tirtha and Vasudeva^.

The treatment of the philosophy of Madhva which is to follow

was written in 1930; and so the present writer had no opportunity
of diving into Mr Parma's excellent work which appeared some
time ago, when the manuscript of the present work was ready for

the Press. Padmanabhasura's Madhva-siddhdnta-sdra contains a

treatment of Madhva's doctrines in an epitomized form. Madhva
wrote thirty-seven works. These are enumerated below 2;

(i) The Rg-hhdsya a commentary to the Rg-veda, i. 1-40;

(2) The Krama-nirnaya, a discussion on the proper reading and

^ A few works in English have appeared on Madhva. The earhest accounts
are contained in "Account of the Madhva Gooroos" collected by Major
MacKenzie, 24 August 1800, printed on pp. 33 ff. of the "Characters" in the

Asiatic Annual Register, 1804 (London, 1806); H. H. Wilson's "Sketch of

the religious sects of the Hindus," reprinted from Vols. XVI and xvii of Asiatic

Researches, London, i86i, i, pp. 139 ff.; Krishnaswami Aiyar's ^rl Madhva and

Madhvaism, Madras; R. G. Bhandarkar's Vaisnavism, Saivaism and Minor

Religious Systems; Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. xxii, "Dharwar," Bombay, 1884;
G. Venkoba Rao's "A sketch of the History of the Maddhva Acharyas," be-

ginning in Indian Antiquary, XLin (1914), and C. M. Padmanabhacar>a's Life of

Madhvacdrya. S. Subba Rao has a complete translation of the commentary of

Sri Madhvacar>a on the Brahma-sutra and a translation in English of the

Bhagavad-gttd with the commentary according to Sri Madhvacarya's Bhdsya.
The preface of this Bhagavad-gltd contains an account of Madhva's life from
an orthodox point of view. There is also P. Ramchandra Roo's The Brahma
Sutras, translated literally according to the commentary of Sri Madhvacarya
(Sanskrit, Kumbakonam, 1902); G. A. Grierson has a very interesting article on
Madhva in the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, Vol. viii ; Mr Nagaraja barma
has recently published a recondite monograph on the philosophy of Madhva.

^ See Helmuth von Glasenapp's Madhvas Philosophic des Vishnu-Glaubens,

P- 13-
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order of the Aitareya-Brdhmana, iv. i-^, Attareya-Aranyaka.iw. i,

and the Vedic hymns cited therein; (3) The Aitareya-upanisad-

bhdsya; (4) The Brhaddranyaka-upamsad-bhdsya; (5) Chdndogya-

upanisad-bhdsya; (6) Taittiriya-upanisad-bhdsya; (7) Isdvdsya-

upanisad-bhdsya; (8) Kdthaka-upanisad-bhdsya; (9) Mundaka-

upanisad-bhdsya; (10) Mdndukya-upanisad-bhdsya; (11) Prasno-

panisad-bhdsya; (12) Kenopanisad-bhdsya; (13) Mahdbhdrata-

tdtparya-nirnaya\ (14) Bhagavad-gitd-bhdsya; (15) Bhagavad-gitd-

tdtparya-nirnaya; (16) Bhdgavata-tdtparya-nirnaya; (17) Brahma-

sutra-bhdsya; (18) Brahma-sutrdnubhdsya; (19) Brahma-sutrdnu-

vydkhydna; (20) Brahma-sutrdnuvydkhydna-nirnaya; (21) Pm-

mdna-laksana; (22) Kathd-laksana; (23) Upddhi-khandana; (24)

Mdydvdda-khandana; (25) Prapanca-mithydtdnumdna-khandana;

(26) Tattvoddyota; (27) Tattva-viveka; (28) Tattva-samkhydna;

(29) Visnu-tattva-nirnaya; (30) Tantra-sdra-samgraha; (31) Krsnd-

tnrta-mahdrnava; (32) Yati-pranava-kalpa; (33) Sadacdra-smrti;

(34) Jayanti-nirnaya or the Jayanti-kalpa; (35) Yamaka-bhdrata;

(36) Nrsimha-nakha-stotra; (37) Dvddasa-stotra.

In the Hst given in the Grantha-mdlikd-stotra of Jaya-tlrtha

we have Sannydsa-paddhati instead of Brahma-sutrdnuvydkhyd-

nydya-nirnaya. The Catalogus Catalogorum of Aufrecht refers to

the report on the search for Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Bombay
Presidency during the year 1882-3 by R. G. Bhandarkar, and

enumerates a number of other books which are not mentioned in

the Grantha-mdlikd-stotra. These are as follows:

Atmajndna-pradesa-tikd, Atmopadesa-tlkd, Arya-stotra, Upade-

sasahasra-tikd, Upanisat-prasthdna,Aitareyopanisad-bhdsya-tippani,

Kdthakopanisad-bhdsya-tippani, Kenopanisad-bhdsya-tippani, Kau-

sitakyupanisad-bhdsya-tippani, Khapuspa-tlkd, Guru-stuti, Govinda-

bhdsya-pithaka, Govinddstaka-tikd, Gaudapddiya-bhdsya-tikd,

Chdndogyopanisad-bhdsya-tippani, Taittiriyopanisad-bhdsya-tippani,

Taittiriya-sruti-vdrttika-tikd, Triputiprakarana-tlkd,Ndrdyanopani-

sad-bhdsya-tippani, Nydya-vivarana, Panclkarana-prakriyd-viva-

rana, Prasnopanisad-bhdsya-tippani, Brhajjdbdlopanisad-bhdsya,

Brhaddranyaka-bhdsya
-
tippani, Brhaddranyaka - vdrttika -

tikd,

Brahma-sutra-bhdsya-tlkd, Brahma-sutra-bhdsya-nirnaya, Brahmd-

nanda, Bhakti-rasdyana, Bhagavad-gltd-prasthdna, Bhagavad-

gltd-bhdsya-vivecana, Mdndukyopanisad-bhdsya-tippani, Mita-

bhdsini, Rdmottara-tdpanlya-bhdsya, Vdkyasudhd-tikd, Visnusaha-
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srandma-bhdsya, Veddnta-vdrttika, Safikara-vijaya, ^ankardcdrya-
avatdra-kathd, §atasloka-tlkd, Satnhitopanisad-bhdsya, Samhito-

panisad-bhdsya-tippani, Sattattva, Saddcdra-stud-stotra, Smrti-

vivarana, Smrti-sdra-samuccaya, Svarupa-nirnaya-tikd, Harimlde-

stotra-fikd.

Succession List of Madhva Gurus.

Bhandarkar in his search for Sanskrit MSS. in 1882-3 gives the

names of teachers with the dates of their deaths. Thus Ananda-tlrtha

or Madhva was succeeded by Padmanabha-tlrtha 1 126 saka, and he

byNarahari-tirtha 1 135 ia/ea; Madhava-tlrtha 1 152 ; Aksobhya-tlrtha
1 169; Jaya-tirtha 1190; Vidyadhiraja-tlrtha 1254; Kavlndra-tlrtha

1 261; Vagisa-tlrtha 1265; Ramachandra-tlrtha 1298; Vidyani-
dhi-tirtha 1306; Raghunatha-tirtha 1364; Raghuvarya-tirtha 1419;

RaghQttama-tirtha 1457; Vedavyasa-tlrtha 1481 ; Vidyadhlsa-tlrtha

1493; Vedanidhi-tlrtha 1497; Satyavrata-tirtha 1560; Satyani-

dhi-tirtha 1582; Satyanatha-tlrtha 1595; Satyabhinava-tirtha 1628;

Satyapurna-tlrtha 1648; Satyavijaya-tirtha 1661; Satyapriya-tirtha

1666; Satyabodha-tirtha i705;Satyasannidhana-tirthai7i6; Satya-

vara-tirtha 1719; Satyadhama-tlrtha 1752; Satyasara-tirtha 1763;

Satyaparayana-tirtha 1785; Satyakama-tlrtha 1793; Satyesti-tlrtha

1794; Satyaparayana-tirtha 1801
; Satyavit-tlrtha was hving in 1882,

when the Search for Sanskrit MSS. was being written. Thus we
have a Hst of thirty-five Gurus, inckiding Madhva, from 1198 saka

(the year of the death of Madhva) to Satyavit-tlrtha, who was Hving in

saka 1804 or a.d. 1882. This hst was drawn up in consonance with

the two hsts procured at Belgaumand Poona. It is largely at variance

with the list given in the introduction to the commentary on the

Brahma-sutra by Baladeva. Baladeva gives the list as follows:

Madhva, Padmanabha, Nrhari, Madhava, Aksobhya, Jaya-tirtha,

Jnanasirnha, Dayanidhi, Vidyanidhi, Rajendra, Jayadharma,

Purusottama-tirtha, Brahmanda-tirtha, Vyasa-tirtha, Laksmipati,

Madhavendra, Isvara. Isvara was a teacher of Caitanya. We see that

the list given by Baladeva is right as far as Jaya-tirtha; but after

Jaya-tirtha the list given by Baladeva is in total discrepancy with

the two lists from the Madhva Mathas in Belgaum and Poona.

Under the circumstances we are unable to accept the list of Gurus

given by Baladeva, which has many other discrepancies into details

whereof we need not enter.
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Important Madhva Works.

The Mahdhhdrata-tdtparya-nirnaya. This work of Madhva
consists of thirty-two chapters and is written in verse. In the first

chapter Madhva begins with a very brief summary of his views.

He says there that the four Vedas, the Pancardtras, the Mahd-
bhdrata, the original Rdmdyana, and the Brahma-sutras are the only
authoritative scriptural texts, and that anything that contradicts

them is to be regarded as invalid. The Vaisnava Purdnas, being

essentially nothing more than an elaboration of the Pancardtras,
should also be regarded as vaUd scriptures. The smrti literature of

Manu and others is valid in so far as it does not come into conflict

with the teachings of the Vedas, the Mahdbhdrata, the Pancardtras

and the Vaisnava Purdnas^. Other sdstras such as those of Buddhism
were made by Visnu to confuse the Asuras, and $iva also produced
the i^aiva Sdstra for the same object at the command of Visnu.

All the sdstras that speak of the unity of the self with Brahman
either in the present life or at liberation are false. Visnu is the true

Lord, and is also called Narayana or Vasudeva. The process of the

world is real and is always associated with five-fold differences, viz.

that between the self and God, between the selves themselves,

between matter and God, between matter and matter, and between

matter and self^. It is only the gods and the best men that may
attain salvation through knowledge and grace of God

; ordinary men

pass through cycles of births and rebirths, and the worst are cursed

in hell. Neither the demons nor those who are eternally liberated

have to go through a cycle of birth and rebirth. The demons cannot

^
rg-adayas catvdrah panca-rdtram ca bhdratam

mula-rdmdyanam Brahma-sutram mdnam svatah smrtam.

Mahdbhdrata-tdtparya-nirnaya, i. 30.
a-vtruddham tu yat tv asya pramdnam tac ca ndnyathd
etad-viruddharn yat tu sydn na tan mdnam kathancana
vaisnavdni purdndni pdncardtrdtmakatvatah

pramdndny evam manvddydh smrtayo'py atmkulatah.

Ibid. I. 31-32.
*

jagat-pravdhah satyo'yam pafica-bheda-samanvitah

jlvesayor bhidd caiva jiva-bhedah paras-param
jadesayor jaddndm ca jada-jlva-bhidd tathd

pafica bhedd ime nitydh sarvdvasthdsu nityasah
muktdndm ca na hlyante tdratamyam ca sarvadd.

Ibid. I. 69-71.
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under any circumstances attain salvation. The theory of eternal

damnation is thus found only in Madhva, and in no other system
of Indian philosophy. Men can attain salvation when they worship
God as being associated with all good qualities and as being blissful

and omniscient. Even in the state of liberation there are individual

differences between the selves, and the perfect and desireless

(niskama) worship of God is the only means of salvation. It is

only through devotion (bhakti) that there can be liberation; even

the emancipated enjoy the eternal flow of pleasure through

devotion; bhakti, or devotion, is here defined as an affection with

the full consciousness of the greatness of the object of devotion^,

and it is regarded as the universal solvent. Even the performance
of all religious duties cannot save a man from hell, but bhakti can

save a man even if he commits the worst sin. Without bhakti even

the best religious performances turn into sin, and with bhakti even

the worst sins do not affect a man. God is pleased only with bhakti

and nothing else, and He alone can give salvation.

In the second chapter Madhva says that in the Mahdbhdrata-

tdtparya-nirnaya he tries to summarize the essential teachings of

the Mahdbhdrata, the text of which in his time had become

thoroughly corrupt ;
and that, difficult as the Mahdbhdrata itself is,

it had become still more difficult to get to the root of it from these

corrupt texts. He further says that in order to arrive at the correct

reading he had procured the text of the Mahdbhdrata from various

countries and that it is only by comparison of these different texts

that he made his attempt to formulate its essential teachings in

consonance with the teachings of other sdstras and the Vedas^.

According to Madhva the Mahdbhdrata is an allegory, which shows

a struggle between good and evil; the good representing the

Pandavas, and the evil representing the sons of Dhrtarastra. The

object of the Mahdbhdrata is to show the greatness of Visnu.

Madhva does not follow the order of the story as given in the

Mahdbhdrata, he omits most of the incidental episodes, and

supplements the story with others culled from other Purdnas and

^
bhaktyarthdny akhildny eva bhaktir moksdya kevald

muktdnam apt bhaktir hi nitydnanda-sva-rupinl

jndna-purva-para-sneho nityo bhaktir itlryate.

Mahdbhdrata-idtparya-nirnaya, i. 106—7.
* sdstrdntardni sanjdnan veddms cdsya prasddatah

dese dese tathd granthdn drstvd caiva prthagvidhdn. Ibid. 11. 7.
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the Rdmdyana. Thus he gives a summary of the Rdmdyana and

also the story of Krsna in the Bhdgavata-purdna as being a part of

the Mahdbhdrata. In his treatment of the general story ulso he

insists on the super-excellence of Bhima and Krsna.

There are several commentaries on this work of Madhva, viz.,

that by Janardana Bhatta, called the Paddrtha-dlpikd; by Varada-

raja, called the Mahdsubodhini or the Prakdsa; by VadirajasvamI ;

by Vitthalacarya-sunu ; by Vyasa-tlrtha; the Durghatdrthaprakdsikd,

by Satyabhinava Yati : the Mahdbhdrata-tdtparya-nirnaya-vydkhyd

(called also the Paddrthadipikd) ;
the Mahdbhdrata-tdtparya-

nirnaya-vydkhyd (called also Bhdvacandrikd), by Srinivasa
;
and the

Mahdbhdrata-tdtparya-nirnaydnukramanikd, which is a small work

giving a general summary of the work in verse. There were also

other commentaries by Krsnacarya, Laksmana Simha and Jaya-

khandin Simha.

In the Bhdgavata-tdtparya-nirnaya Madhva selects some of

the important verses from the twelve skandhas of the Bhdgavata-

purdna, and adds short annotations with the selected verses from

the selected chapters of each of the skandhas. These are not con-

tinuous, and many of the chapters are sometimes dropped alto-

gether ; they are also brief, and made in such a manner that his own
dualistic view may appear to be the right interpretation of the

Bhdgavata. He sometimes supports his views by reference to the

other Purdnas, and in conclusion he gives a short summary of his

view as representing the true view of the Bhdgavata. The Bhdgavata-

tdtparya-nirnaya is commented upon by various writers
;
some of

the commentaries are Bhdgavata-tdtparya-vydkhyd (called also

Tdtparya-bodhini),Bhdgavata-tdtparya-nirnaya-vydkhyd-vivarana,

Bhdgavata-tdtparya-nirnaya-vydkhyd-prabodhini, Bhdgavata-tdt-

parya-nirnaya-vydkhyd-padya-ratndvali, Bhdgavata-tdtparya-nir-

naya-vydkhyd-prakdsa, by Srinivasa (a brief work in prose), and

Bhdgavata-tdtparya-ntrnaya-tikdy by Jadupati, Chalari and Veda-

garbhanarayanacarya.
The Gttd-tdtparya of Madhva is a work in prose and verse,

giving a summary of the essence of the Gitd as understood by
Madhva. It is a continuous summary of all the eighteen chapters

of the Gitd in serial order. The summary, however, often quotes

verses from the Gitd, which, however, are sometimes interrupted

by small prose texts serving as links, sometimes of an explanatory
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nature, sometimes referring to purdnic and other texts in support
of Madhva's interpretations, and sometimes introducing the con-

text and the purpose of the verses of the Gitd—they sometimes

introduce also discussions in prose against the monistic interpreta-

tion of the Gttd by Saiikara. The Tdtparya^ a work of about 1450

granthas, is commented upon by the famous Madhva author Jaya-

tirtha
;
the commentary is called Bhagavad-gltd-tdtparya- nirnaya-

vydkhyd or Nydya-dipikd. This Nydya-dipikd was commented

upon by Vitthala-suta-srinivasacarya or Tamraparnl-srinivasacarya
in a work called Tdtparya-dlpikd-vydkhyd-nydya-dipa-kirandvall.
The Bhagavadgltd-tdtparya had at least two other commentaries,

the Tdtparya-tippani, by Padmanabha-tirtha, and the Nydya-dipa-

bhdva-prakdsa, by Satyaprajiia-bhiksu. In addition to this Madhva
wrote also a work styled Gitd-bhdsya, in which he takes up the

important slokas, chapter by chapter, and in the course of com-

menting on them discusses many important problems of a contro-

versial nature. Thus, following Kumarila, he says that it is because

the sdstra is aparijneya (of transcendent origin) that there is an

absolute validity of the sdstras. Regarding the performance of

karmas he says that they are to be performed because of the

injunctions of the sdstras, without any desire for fruit. The only

desires that should not be abandoned are for greater knowledge
and a greater rise of bhakti; even if the karmas do not produce

any fruit, they will at least produce the satisfaction of the Lord,

because in following the injunctions of the sdstras the individual

has obeyed the commands of God. He also controverts the

Sahkara-view of monism, and says that, if God reflects Himself

in men, the reflection cannot be identified with the original. The
so-called upddhi or condition is supposed to make the diflPerence

between the Brahman and the individual. It is not also correct to

say that, as water mixes with water, so also the individual at the

time of salvation meets with God and there is no diff^erence between

them; for even when water mixes with water, there is difference,

which explains the greater accumulation of water. So, in the state

of salvation, the individual only comes closer to God, but never

loses his personality. His state of moksa is said to be the most

desirable because here one is divested of all sorrowful experiences,

and has nothing to desire for oneself. It is in accordance with the

difference in personality of different individuals; the state of
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salvation differs with each person. The common element in the

state of salvation is the fact that no emancipated person has to

suffer any painful experience. Madhva also takes great pains to

show that Narayana or Visnu is the greatest or the highest Lord.

In dealing with the third chapter he says that in the beginningless

world even one karma may lead to many births and the accumulated

store of karmas could never have yielded their full fruits to any person ;

therefore, even if one does not do any karma, he cannot escape the

fruits which are in store for him as the result of his past karmas;

consequently no good can be attained by the non-performance of

karma. It is only the karma performed without any motive or

desire that associates with knowledge and leads to salvation
;
so the

non-performance of karma can never lead to salvation by itself.

Madhva repudiates the idea that salvation can be attained by death

in holy places, as the latter can only be attained by knowledge of

Brahman. One is forced to perform the karmas by the force of

one's internal samskdras or sub-conscious tendencies. It is un-

necessary to show in further detail that in this way Madhva

interprets the Gltd in support of his own doctrines; and he also

often tries to show that the view propounded by him is in con-

sonance with the teachings of other Purdnas and the Upanisads,
There is a number of works on Madhva's interpretation of the

Gitd: Gitdrtha-samgraha by Raghavendra, Gltd-vivrti by Ragha-
vendra Yati, Gitd-vivrti by Vidyadhiraja Bhattopadhyaya, and

Prameya-dipikd by Jaya-tirtha, which has a further commentary
on it, called Bhdva-prakdsa. Madhva wrote another commentary
on the Brahma-sutra, the Brahma-sutra-hhdsya. It is a small work
of about 2500 granthas, and the commentary is brief and sug-

gestive^. He wrote also another work, the Anubhdsya, which is a

brief summary of the main contents and purport of the Brahma-
sutra. This has also a number of commentaries, by Jaya-tirtha,

AnantaBhatta, Chalari-nrsirnha, Raghavendra-tirtha and Sesacarya.
There is also a work called Adhikarandrtha-samgraha, by
Padmanabhacarya. The Brahma-sutra-hhdsya of Ananda-tlrtha has

a commentary by Jaya-tirtha, called Taitva-prakdsikd. This has a

number of commentaries : the Tdtparya-prakdsikd-bhdva-bodha and
the Tdtparya-prakdsikd-gata-nydya-vivarana by Raghuttama Yati,

and Bhdva-dipikd or Tattva-prakdsikd-tippant, the Tantra-dipikd,
^ A verse containing thirty-two letters is called a grantha.
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by Raghavendra Yati, Tdtparya-candrikd, by Vyasa-tirtha, which

had other commentaries, viz. the Tdtparya-candrikd-prakdsa by
Ke^ava Yati, Tdtparya-candrikd-nydya-invarana by Timman-

nacarya (or Timmapura-raghunathacarya), and Tdtparya-candriko-

ddharana-nydya-vivarana. Besides these the Tattva-prakdsikd had

other commentaries; the Abhinava-candrikd by Satyanatha Yati,

one by Srinivasa called Tattva-prakdsikd-vdkydrtha-manjari, and

also the Vdkydrtha-muktdvali by the same author. The Tdtparya-
candrikd had another commentary, by Gururaja, and the Tattva-

prakdsikd had another, the Tantra-dtpikd. The Bhdsya of Madhva
was also commented upon by Jagannatha Yati (the Bhdsya-dipikd),

by Vitthala-suta-srinivasa (the Bhdsya-tippanl-prameya-muktdvali),

by Vadiraja (the Gurvartha-dipikd), by Tamraparni-srinivasa, and

by Sumatlndra-tlrtha. There are also two others, the Brahma-sutra-

bhdsydrtha-samgraha and the Brahma-sutrdrtha. The Anuhhdsya
of Madhva was commented upon by Nrsirnha, Jaya-tlrtha,

Ananta Bhatta, Chalari-nrsirnha, Raghavendra-tlrtha and Sesacarya.

Further, Madhva wrote another work on the Brahma-sutra called

the Anuvydkhydna. This was commented upon by Jaya-tirtha in his

Panjikd and Nydya-sudhd, and also by Jadupati and Srinivasa-

tirtha. There is also another commentary on it, called Brahma-

sutrdnuvydkhydna-nydya-sambandha-dipikd. Of these the Nydya-
sudhd of Jaya-tlrtha is an exceedingly recondite work of great

excellence. Anuvydkhydna is commented upon by Raghuttama in

his Nydya-sutra-nibandha-pradipa and also in his Anuvydkhydna-
tikd. The Nydya-sudhd itself was commented on by several writers.

Thus we have commentaries by Srinivasa-tlrtha, Jadupati, Vitthala-

sutananda -tirtha, by Kesava Bhatta (the $esa-vdkydrtha-candrikd),

by Ramacandra-tlrtha, Kundalagirisuri, Vidyadhisa, Timmannarya,

Vadiraja, and Raghavendra Yati. We have also the Nydyasudho-

panydsa, by Srlpadaraja. The Anuvydkhydna is a small work in

verse which follows chapter by chapter the essential logical position

of all the Brahma-sutras. Madhva says there that in rendering the in-

terpretations he followed the trustworthy scriptural texts—the Vedas
—and also logical reasoning^. He further says in the introduction

that it is for the purpose of clearing his views in a proper manner that

* dtma-vdkyatayd tena sruti-mulatayd tathd

yukti-mulatayd caiva prdmdnyam trividham mahat.

Anuvydkhydna, i. i.
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he writes the Anuvydkhydna, though he had already written a hhdsya

on the Brahma-sutra. He says in the first chapter that the Ornkara

which designates the Brahman and which is also the purport of

Gayatri is also the purport of all the Vedas and one should seek to

know it. Those who seek to know the Brahman please God by such

an endeavour, and by His grace are emancipated. The existence of

all things, actions, time, character and selves depends upon God,

and they may cease to exist at His will. God gives knowledge to the

ignorant and salvation to the wise. The source of all bliss for the

emancipated person is God Himself. All bondage is real, for it is

perceived as such
;
nor is there any means by which one can prove

the falsity of bondage, for if there were any proofs of its falsity, the

proofs must be existent, and that would destroy the monistic view.

The mere one cannot split itself into proof and the object of proof.

So all experiences should be regarded as real. That which we find

in consonance with practical behaviour should be regarded as real.

The monists assert that there are three kinds of existence, but they

cannot adduce any proofs. If the universe were really non-

existent, how could it affect anybody's interests in a perverse

manner? Brahman cannot be regarded as being only pure "being,"

and the world-appearance cannot be regarded as false, for it is never

negated in experience. If this world is to be known as different

from pure non-being or the non-existent, then the non-existent has

also to be known, which is impossible. It has been suggested that

illusion is an example of non-existence, viz., the appearance of a

thing as that which it is not. This virtually amounts to the assertion

that appearance consists only of a being which does not exist, and

this is also said to be indefinable. But such a position leads to a

vicious infinite, because the reality of many entities has to depend

on another and that on another and so on. Existence of a thing

depends upon that which is not being negated, and its not being

negated depends upon further experience and so on. Moreover, if

the pure differenceless entity is self-luminous, how can it be covered

by ajndna} Again, unless it is possible to prove the existence of

ajfidna, the existence of falsehood as a category cannot be proved.

It is needless, however, for us to follow the whole argument of the

Anuvydkhydna, as it will be dealt with in other forms as elaborated

by Vyasa-tlrtha in his Nydydmrta in controversy with the Advaita-

siddhi.
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Madhva also wrote a Pramdna-laksana, Kathd-laksana,

Mithydtvdnumdna-khandana, Upddhi-khandana, Mdyd-vdda-khan-

dana, Tattva-samkhydna, Tattvoddyota, Tattva-viveka, Visnu-

tattva-nirnaya, Karma-nirnaya^ . The Pramdna-laksana has a

number of commentaries: Nydya-kalpalatd, by Jaya-tirtha,

Sannydya-dipikd, and others by Kesava-tlrtha, Pandurahga, Pad-

manabha-tirtha, and Candakesava. The Nydya-kalpalatd of Jaya-

tlrtha is a work of 1450 granthas; it has a commentary called

Nydya-kalpalatd-vydkhyd, by two other authors. One of them

is a pupil of Vidyadhlsa Yati, but nothing is known about the

author of the other work. There are also two other commentaries,

the Prabodhini and the Nydya-manjari, by Candakesavacar^^a.

Other works relating to the same subject (the Madhva logic) are the

Nydya-muktdvali, by Raghavendra Yati, Nydya-mauktikd-mdld, by

Vijayindra, and Nydya-ratndvali, by Vadiraja. Jaya-tlrtha himself

wrote a work called Pramdna-paddhati, which has a large number

of commentaries (by Ananta Bhatta, Vedesa-bhiksu, Vijayindra,

Vitthala Bhatta, Satyanatha Yati, Nrsirnha-tirtha, Raghavendra-

tirtha, Narayana Bhatta, Janardana Bhatta, and two others by un-

known authors, the Bhdva-dipa and the Paddrtha-candrikd). The

Kathd-laksana of Madhva was commented on by Padmanabha-tlrtha,
Kesava Bhattaraka, and Jaya-tlrtha. The Mithydtvdnumdna-khan-
dana of Madhva has at least four commentaries, by Jaya-tlrtha,

the fourth being the Manddra-manjari. The Upddhi-khandana
has at least three commentaries, by Jaya-tirtha, Ananta Bhatta

and Srinivasa-tlrtha. Both Srinivasa-tirtha and Padmanabha-tlrtha

wrote commentaries on Jaya-tlrtha's commentary named Upddhi-

khandana-vydkhyd-vivarana. The Mdyd-vdda-khandana ofMadhva

was commented upon by Jaya-tlrtha, Srinivasa-tlrtha, Vyasa-tirtha,

Kesavamisra, Ananta Bhatta and Padmanabha-tlrtha. The Tattva-

samkhydna of Madhva was commented upon by Jaya-tlrtha,

Srinivasa-tirtha, Ananta Bhatta, Verikatadrisuri, Satyaprajna Yati,

Satyaprajiia-tlrtha, Maudgala Narasirnhacarya, Timmannacarya,

Gururaja and Yadupati. The commentary of Jaya-tirtha, the

Tattva-sarnkhydna-vivarana, was commented upon by Satya-

dharma Yati {Satya-dharma-tippana). The Tattvoddyota of Madhva

* These ten works of Madhva are called the dasaprakarana. Sometimes,

however, the Mithyatvdmimdna-khandana is replaced by Rgveda-brahma-

pancikd.
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was commented upon by Jaya-tirtha, Yadupati, Vede^a-bhiksu,

Padmanabha-tlrtha, Srinivasa-tlrtha, Narapandita, Raghavendra-

tirtha, Vijayindra, Gururaja (or Ke^ava Bhattaraka). The Tattva-

viveka of Madhva was commented upon by Jaya-tlrtha, Ananta

Bhatta and Srinivasa-tirtha.

In the Kathd-laksana, Madhva tries to give an estimate of the

nature of various wholesome discussions {vdda) as distinguished
from unwholesome discussions (wrangling, vitandd). Vdda is

discussion between the teacher and the pupil for the elucidation of

different problems or between two or more pupils who are interested

in the discovery of truth by reasoning. When this discussion, how-

ever, takes place through egotism, through a spirit of emulation,

for the sake of victory through controversy, or for the attainment

of fame, the discussion is called jalpa. Unwholesome discussion,

vitandd, is undertaken for the purpose of discrediting the true points
of view by specious argument. There may be one or more presidents

(prasnika) in a discussion, but such a person or persons should be

strictly impartial. All discussions must be validly based, on the

scriptural texts, and these should not be wrongly interpreted by

specious argument 1. The Kathd-laksana of Madhva seems to have

been based on a work called Brahma-tarka. The nature of vdda,

jalpa, and vitandd according to the Nyaya philosophy has already
been treated in the first volume of the present work 2.

It is unnecessary to enter into the Prapanca-mithydtvdnumdna-

khandana, Upddhi-khandana and Mdydvdda-khandana, because the

main subject-matter of these tracts has been dealt with in our treat-

ment of Vyasa-tlrtha's Nydydmrta in controversy with the Advaita-

siddhi.

The Tattva-samkhydna is a small tract of eleven verses which

relates in brief some of the important tenets of Madhva's doctrines.

Thus it says that there are two categories
—^the independent and

the dependent; Visnu alone is independent. The category of the

dependent is of two kinds—the existent and the non-existent.

The non-existent or the negation is of three kinds—negation before

production (prdgabhava), negation by destruction {dhvamsd-
^ Mr Nagaraja Sarma has summarized the contents of the Kathd-laksana,

utilizing the materials of the commentators Jaya-tirtha, Raghavendrasvami and
Vedesa-tirtha, in the Reign of Realism.

* On the subject of the nature of kathd and the conditions of disputation see

also Khandana-khanda-khadya, pp. 20 ff., Benares, 1914.

D IV
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bhdva), and universal negation (atyantdbhava). The existents

are again conscious or unconscious. The conscious entities are

again twofold, those who are associated with sorrows and those who
are not so. Those who are associated with sorrows are again two-

fold, viz., those who are emancipated and those who are in sorrow.

Those who are in sorrow are again twofold, viz., those who are

worthy of salvation and those who are not. There are others who
are not worthy of salvation at any time. The worst men, the demons,
the rdksasas and the pisdcas are not worthy of salvation at any time.

Of these there are two kinds, viz., those who are already damned in

hell and those who pursue the course of samsdra but are doomed to

hell. The unconscious entities are again threefold, the eternal, the

non-eternal, and the partly eternal and partly non-eternal. The
Vedas alone are eternal. The sacred literature of the Purdnas,

time and prakrti are both eternal and non-eternal; for, when
in essence the teachings of the Purdnas are eternal, time and

prakrti are eternal; in their evolution they are non-eternal. The
non-eternal again is twofold—the created and the uncreated

{samslista and asamslista). The uncreated ones are mahat, aham,

buddhi, manas, the senses, the tanmdtras and the five bhutis. The
world and all that exists in the world are created. Creation really

means being prompted into activities, and as such the created

entities undergo various stages: God alone is the inward mover

of all things and all changes. The Tattva-viveka of Madhva
is as small a work as the Tattva-samkhydna, consisting only of

a dozen granthas, and deals more or less with the same subject:

it is therefore unnecessary to give a general summary of its

contents.

The Tattvoddyota, however, is a somewhat longer work in

verse and prose. It starts with a question, whether there is a

difference between the emancipated souls, and Madhva says that the

emancipated souls are different from God because they had been

emancipated at a particular time. They cannot be both different and

non-different from God, for that would be meaningless. The con-

cept of anirvacaniya of the Vedantists has no illustration to support
it. Madhva takes pains to refute the theoiy of anirvacaniya with

the help of scriptural texts, and he holds that the so-called falsity of

the Sahkarites cannot be supported by perception, inference or

implication. There is no reason to think that the world-appearances
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as such cannot be negated^. He further says that, if everything in

the world were false, then the allegation that the world would be

contradicted in experience would also be false. If the contradiction

of the world be false, then virtually it amounts to saying that the

world-experience is never contradicted. If it is said that the world-

appearance is different from being and if the predicate "being"
means the class-concept of being, then it is a virtual admission of a

plurality of existents, without which the class-concept of being is

impossible. If however the predicate "being" means pure being,

then, since such a pure "being" is only Brahman, its difference

from the world would be an intelligible proposition, and it would
not prove the so-called anirvacamya. It is said that falsity is that

which is different from both being and non-being, and that would

virtually amount to saying that that which is not different is alone

true^. On such a supposition the plurality of causes or of effects or

the diversities of grounds in inferences must all be discarded as

false, and knowledge would be false. Knowledge implies diversity;

for the knower, the knowledge and the object of knowledge cannot

be the same. Again, it is wrong to hold that ignorance rests in the

object of knowledge or the Brahman; for the ignorance always

belongs to the knowledge. If on the occasion of knowledge it is

held that the ignorance belonging to the objects is removed, then,

the ignorance being removed in the object by one person's know-

ledge of it, all persons should be able to know the object. If any

knowing of the jug means that the ignorance resting in the jug is

removed, then, the ignorance being removed, the jug should be

known even by persons who are not present here^. Again, if by the

knowledge of any object the ignorance resting in another object be

removed, then by the knowledge of the jug the ignorance in other

objects could be removed.

Again, a material object is that which never can be a knower.

* na ca bddhyam jagad ity atra kincin mdnam.

Tattvoddyota, p. 242.
- sad-vilaksanatvam a-sad-vilaksanatvatn ca mithyd ity a-vilaksanam eva

satyam sydt. Ibid. p. 242(a).
* nahi jndna-jneyayor ekdkdratd nahi

ajnasya ghatdirayatvam brahmdsrayatvatn vd

asti; pumgatam eva hi tamojndnena
nivartate; visaydsrayamced ajnanarn
nivartate tarhi ekena jndtasya ghatasya

anyair ajndtatvam na sydt. Ibid. p. 242.

5-2
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For that reason the self, as a knower, can never be regarded as

material. But according to the monists the dtman which is equalized

with Brahman, being without any quality, can never be a knower,

and, if it cannot be a knower, it must be of the nature of a material

object, which is impossible. Also the self, or the dtman, cannot be

a false knower, for the category of falsehood as the indefinable

(or anirvacaniya) has already been refuted. If materiality means

non-luminousness {aprakdsatva), then we have to admit that

the self, which is differenceless, is unable to illumine itself or any-

thing else; and thus the self would be non-luminous. The self

cannot illumine itself, because then it would itself be the subject

and object of its work of illumination, which is impossible. The
other objects, being false (according to the monists), cannot be

illuminated either. If they are no objects and if they are only false,

they cannot be illuminated. Thus the monists fail to explain the

nature of the self-luminousness of Brahman. Again, the argument
that things which are limited in time and space are false does not

hold either; for time and the prakrti are not limited by time and

space, and therefore they cannot be regarded as false, as the

monists wish to think. Again, if it did hold, things which are

limited by their own nature and character would consequently be

false. Thus, the selves would be false, since they are different from

one another in their character.

Moreover, the world is perceived as true and real, and there is

no one who has experienced it to be false (the perception of the

smallness of the sun or of the moon is an illusion, due to the distance

from which they are seen; such conditions do not hold regarding

the world as we perceive it). There is no reason which supports the

view that the world is the product of ignorance. Again, the analogy

of a magician and his magic is inapplicable to the world
;
for the

magician does not perceive his magic creation, nor is he deluded by
it. But in the case under discussion God (the Isvara) perceives His

own creation. Therefore the world cannot be regarded as magic or

maya; for God perceives everything directly. Thus, from whatever

point of view one may discuss the doctrine of mdyd, one finds it

untenable, and there are no proofs which can support it.

Madhva further holds that in the Brahma-sutra, Book ii,

not only are various other philosophies refuted but that even the

monistic doctrine has been refuted. The refutation of Buddhism
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is in reality also a refutation of the monists, who are in reality

nothing but crypto-Buddhists or Buddhists in disguise^. The

sunyavddi Buddhists hold that truth is of two kinds, that which is

samvrta, or of limited or practical importance only, and that which

isparamdrtha, or ultimately real. If one truly discusses the nature of

things, there is no reality, and what is perceived as real is only an

appearance. What is called the pdramdrthika reality means only the

cessation of all appearance 2. There is no difference between the

qualityless Brahman and the sunya of the Buddhists. The quality-

less Brahman is self-luminous and eternal; the sunya of the

Buddhists is unknowable by mind or speech, and is also difference-

less, self-luminous, and eternal. It is opposed to materiality, to

practicality, to pain and suffering, and to cessation and the defects

of bondage^. It is not actually a real-positive entity, though it

supports all positive appearance ; and, though in itself it is eternal,

from the practical point of view it appears in manifold characters.

It is neither existent nor non-existent, neither good, nor bad—it is

not a thing which one should either leave aside or take, for it is the

eternal sunya*. It may be observed in this connection that the

monists also do not believe in the reality of the characters of being
and non-being, because the Brahman is devoid of all characters and

qualities. Like sunya of the Buddhists, it is unspeakable, though it

is referred to by all words, and it is unknowable, though all know-

ledge refers to it. Neither the Sahkarites nor the Sunyavadins
believe in the category of being or positivity as characters. The

^ na ca nir-visefa-brahma-vddinah sunyat kas cid visefah;

tasya nirvisesarn svayambhutam nirlepam ajardmaram
sunyam tattvam vijneyam manovdcdm agocaram.

Tattvoddyota, p. 243(a).
2
satyam ca dvividham proktam samvrtam pdramdrthikatn
sarnvrtam vyavahdryam sydn nirvrtam pdramdrthikam

vicdryamdnena satyan cdpi prattyate yasya tat samvrtam jndnam vyavahdra-

padan ca yat. Ibid. p. 243(a).
' nir-visesam svayarn bhutam nirlepam ajardmaram

sunyam tattvam avijneyam manovdcdm agocararn

jddya-saTnvrti-duhkhdnta-purva-dosa-virodhi yat

nitya-bhdvanayd bhdtarn tad bhdvam yogindm nayet

bhdvdrtha-pratiyogitvam bhdvatvam vd na tattvata

visvdkdranca samvrtya yasya tat padam ak^ayam.
Ibid. p. 243(a).

*
ndsya sattvam asattvam vd na doso guna eva vd

heyopddeya-rahitam tac chunyam padam aksayam.
Ibid. p. 243.
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Sunyavadin does not regard the sunya or the void as a character.

The view of the Saiikarites, therefore, is entirely different from

belief in a personal God, endowed with characters and qualities

(which is the general purport of all valid scriptural texts). If the

Brahman be void of all characters, it is beyond all determination.

The monists think that the Brahman is absoluteless, differenceless,

and this precludes them from resorting to any argument in support
of their view

;
for all arguments presuppose relativity and difference.

In the absence of any valid argument, and in the face of practical

experience of the reality of the world, there is indeed nothing which

can establish the monistic view. All arguments that would prove
the falsity of the world will fall within the world-appearance and

be themselves false. If all selves were identical, then there would be

no difference between the emancipated and the un-emancipated
ones. If it is held that all difference is due to ignorance, then God,
who has no ignorance, would perceive Himself as one with all indi-

vidual selves, and thus share their sufferings; but the scriptural

text of the Gitd definitely shows that God perceives Himself as

different from ordinary individual selves. The experience of

suffering cannot also be due to upddhi (or condition) which may
act as a limit

;
for in spite of diversity of conditions the experiencer

remains the same. Moreover, since God is free from all conditions,

the difference of conditions ought not to prevent Him from per-

ceiving His equality with all beings in sharing their sufferings.

Those also who hold that there is only one individual and that

all misconceptions are due to Him are wrong; for at his death

there should be cessation of the differences. There is also no proof
in support of the view that all notion of difference and the ap-

pearance of the world is due to the misconception of only one

individual. Thus there are no proofs in support of the monistic

view as held by the Sankarites. It is therefore time that the up-
holders of the mdyd doctrine should flee, now that the omniscient

Lord is coming to tear asunder the darkness of specious arguments
and false interpretations of spiritual texts ^.

The Karma-nirnaya of Madhva deals with the nature of karma

or scriptural duties, which forms the subject-matter of the

^ paldyadhvam paldyadhvatn tvarayd mdyi-ddnavdh
sarvajno harir dydti tarkdgama-dardribhid.

Tattvoddyota, p. 245(a).
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Parva-mimdmsd. The Purva-mimdmsd not only practically ignores

the existence of God but also denies it. Madhva was himself a great

believer in a personal God and therefore wished to interpret the

Mimarnsa in an authentic manner. He held that the various

gods, e.g., Indra or Agni, stood for Visnu or Narayana. The

Purva-mimdmsd was satisfied with providing for heaven as the

object of all performance of sacrifices, but with Madhva the

ultimate goal was true knowledge and the attainment of emancipa-

tion through the grace of God. He disliked the idea that the

scriptural sacrifices are to be performed with the object of attaining

heaven, and he emphasized his notion that they should be per-

formed without any motive; with him they should be performed

merely because they are religious injunctions or the commands of

God. He further held that it is only by such motiveless performance

of actions that the mind could be purified for the attainment of the

grace of God. The motiveless performance of sacrifices is therefore

in a way preliminary and accessory to the attainment of wisdom

and the grace of God.

Thus, as usual, Madhva tries to refute the argument of the

monists against the possibility of possession by God of infinite

attributes and in favour of a differenceless Brahma. He further

says that the texts such as satyam, jndnam, anantanty Brahma, which

apparently inspires a qualityless Brahman, are to be subordinated

to other texts which are of a dualistic nature. Proceeding by way
of inference, he says that the world, being of the nature of an effect,

must have an intelligent cause—a maker—and this maker is God.

The maker of this world must necessarily be associated with

omniscience and omnipotence. Madhva cites the evidence of the

Bhdgavata-purdna in favour of a saguna Brahma, a Brahma

associated with qualities. Where the texts refer to Brahman as

nirguna, the idea is that the Brahman is not associated with any
bad qualities. Also the Brahman cannot be devoid of all determina-

tion, visesa; the denial of determination is itself a determination,

and as such would have to be denied by the monists
;
and this would

necessarily lead to the affirmation of the determination. Madhva

then resorts to his old arguments against mdyd, mtthyd, and

anirvacantya, and points out that the logic of excluded middle

would rule out the possibility of a category which is neither sat nor

asat. There is really no instance of a so-called anirvacantya. An
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illusion, after it is contradicted, is sometimes pointed out as an

instance of anirvacanlya, but this is wholly wrong ;
for in the case

of an illusion something was actually perceived by the senses but

interpreted wrongly. The fact that something was actually in

contact with the visual sense is undisputed ; and, when the illusion

is contradicted, the contradiction means the discovery that an object

which was believed to be there is not there. The object that was

erroneously perceived
—

e.g., a snake—^was a real object, but it did

not exist where it was thought to exist. To say that the illusion is

false {mithyd) only means that the object illusorily perceived does

not exist there. The mere fact that an object was illusorily per-

ceived cannot mean that it was really existent
;
and nevertheless its

non-existence was contradicted
;
so it was neither existent nor non-

existent. The only legitimate point of view is that the illusorily

perceived object did not exist while it was perceived, i.e. it was

asat. The rope which was perceived as "snake" is later on contra-

dicted, when the perception of "snake" disappears; but the world

as such has never been found to disappear. Thus there is no

similarity between the perception of the world and the perception

of the illusory snake. Moreover that which is anirvacaniya is so

called because it is hard to describe it on account of its uniqueness,

but that does not prove that it is a category which is neither

existent nor non-existent. Though it may be sufficiently described,

still one may not exhaust its description. A jar is different from a

cloth and also different from the merely chimerical hare's horn,

viz., a jar is different from an existent cloth and a non-existent

hare's horn; but that does not make a jar anirvacaniya, or false.

The jar as shown above is sadasad-vilaksana, but it is not on that

account non-existent.

Again, the meaning of the phrase sadasad-vilaksana is very

vague. In the first place, if it means the conception of a difference

(bheda), then the meaning is inconsistent. The monists hold that

only the Brahman exists, and therefore, if the difference between

the existent and the non-existent exists, there will be dualism. But

in reply it may be held that the affirmation of dualism is only

possible as a lower degree of reality which is called the vydvahdrika.

The meaning of this word is not clear. It cannot mean a category

which is different from both being and non-being, since such a cate-

gory is logically invalid. If it means only conditional being, then
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even the conception of the highest reality is conditioned by human

knowledge, and is therefore conditional {vydvahdrika); and the

application of the term to illusory perception or normal perception
alone is doubtful. In the second place, the term sadasad-vilaksana

also cannot mean identity between the Brahman and the world; for

such identity is open to contradiction. The monists can therefore

affirm neither the reality of difference nor the reality of absolute

identity between the world and Brahman.

The view of the monists that there are different degrees of

reality, and that there is identity between them in essence and

difference only in appearance, cannot be established, unless the

truth of degrees of reality can be established. They hold that the

world (which has an inferior degree of reality) is superimposed on

the Brahman, or that Brahman has manifested Himself as the

world
;
but such an expression is invalid if there is absolute identity

between the world and the Brahman. The phrase "absolute

identity" would be merely a tautology, and the scriptural texts so

interpreted would be tautological. The monists argue that even

identical expressions have satyam jndnam anantam, and are not

tautological, because they serve to exclude their negatives. To style

Brahman "satya" or "jndna'' means that Brahman is not asatya
and ajndna. But such an interpretation would destroy their con-

tention that all the scriptural epithets have an akhanddrtha, i.e., refer

to one differenceless Brahman
;
for according to their own interpre-

tation the scriptural epithets do not have only one significance

(viz., the affirmation of pure differenceless being), but also the

negation of other qualities ;
and in that case the final significance

of all scriptural epithets as referring to the differenceless Brahman
is contradicted. Again, the anirvacaniyatd of the world depends

upon a false analysis of illusion; and so the statement that the

differencelessness of Brahman depends on the very illusoriness of

the world is not established by any monist by any valid argument.
The difference between the world-appearance and Brahman
cannot be regarded by the monists as ultimately real; for in

that case "difference" is a category having a co-existent reality

with Brahman. Again, the concept of difference between the

existent and the non-existent requires classification
; and, unless this

is done, the mere assertion that the world-appearance is both

identical with and different from Brahman would have no meaning.
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That which is different from the non-existent is existent and that

which is different from the existent is non-existent or chimerical.

The non-existent has no determination
;
for it cannot be known by

any means, and as such its difference from the existent cannot be

known either, since to know the difference between two entities one

must know the two entities fully. No one can argue about whether

the hare's horn is different or not different from a tree. Again, if

sat or "existent" means the ultimately differenceless real, then,

since such a difference has no character in it, it is not possible to

form any concept of its difference from any other thing. Thus it is

not possible to form any concept of anything which is different

from the existent and also from the non-existent; if the world is

different from the non-existent, it must be real
;
and if the world is

different from the existent, it must be the hare's horn. The law of

excluded middle again rules out the existence of anything which is

neither existent nor non-existent; in a pair of contradictory judg-
ments one must be right. Thus the reality of Brahman is endowed

with all qualities and as a creator and sustainer of the world He
cannot be denied.

Madhva then contends with the Prabhakaras, who hold that

the ultimate import of propositions must lead to the performance
of an action. If that were the case, the Vedic propositions would

never have any import implying the reality of Brahman; for

Brahman carmot be the object of the activity of man. Madhva
holds that the purpose of all Vedic texts is the glorification of

God
; and, further, that what is effected by activity among finite

human beings is already pre-established with infinite God. All

actions imply istasddhanatd (pleasurable motive) and not mere

activity. Nothing will be put into action by any man which is

distinctly injurious to him. If the chief emphasis of all actions thus

be istasddhanatd, then the assertion of the Mimamsa school, that

the import of all possibilities is kdryatd, is false; istasddhanatd

includes kdryatd. The supreme istasddhanatd of all actions is the

attainment of emancipation through the grace of God. It is there-

fore necessary that all sacrificial actions should be performed with

devotion, since it is by devotional worship alone that one can attain

the grace of God. The Karma-nirnaya is a small work of less than

400 granthas.

In the Visnu-tattva-nirnaya, a work of about 600 granthas.
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Madhva discusses a number of important problems. He declares

that the Vedas, the Mahdbhdrata, the Pancardtras, the Rdmdyana,
the Visnu-purdna and all other sacred literature that follows them

are to be regarded as valid scriptures (sad-dgama). All other texts

that run counter to them are to be counted as bad scriptures {dur-

dgama), and by following them one cannot know the real nature of

God. It is neither by perception nor by inference that one can

know God ;
it is only by the Vedas that one can know the nature of

God. The Vedas are not produced by any human being {apauru-

seya) ;
unless the transcendental origin of the Vedas is admitted,

there can be no absolute validity of religious duties
;
all ethical and

religious duties will be relative. No human commands can give

the assurance of absence of ignorance or absence of false know-

ledge; nor can it be supposed that these commands proceed from

an omniscient being, for the existence of an omniscient being can-

not be known apart from the scriptures. It will be too much to

suppose that such an omniscient being is not interested in deceiving

us. But, on the other hand, if the Vedas are regarded as not having

emanated from any person, we are not forced to make any other

supposition ;
the impersonal origin of the Vedas is valid in itself,

because we do not know of any one who has written them. Their

utterances are different from other utterances of an ordinary nature,

because we know the authors of the latter. The Vedas exist in their

own nature and have been revealed only to the sages, and their

validity does not depend on anything else; for, unless this is ad-

mitted, we can have no absolute criterion of validity and there will

be infinite regress. Their validity does not depend on any reasoning;

for good reasoning can only show that the process of thought is

devoid of logical defects, and cannot by itself establish validity for

anything. Since the Vedas are impersonal, the question of the

absence of logical defects does not arise. All validity is self-evident
;

it is non-validity which is proved by later experience. Nor can it

be said that the words of Vedic utterances of one syllable are pro-

duced at the time of utterance; for in that case they would be

recognized as known before. Such recognition cannot be due to

similarity ;
for in that case all recognitions would have to be con-

sidered as cases of similarity, which would lead us to the Buddhist

view; recognitions are to be considered as illusory. Thus the self-

validity of the Vedas has to be accepted as the absolute determinant
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of all important problems^. These Vedas were originally perceived

by God
;
He imparted them to sages, who at the beginning of each

creation, remembered the instructions of their previous birth. The

alphabets and words are also eternal, as they are always apparent
in the mind of the eternal God

; so, though the syllables appear in

the dkdsa, and though the Vedas consist of a conglomeration of

them, the Vedas are eternal. The Mimamsa view that the acquire-
ment of words is associated with activity is wrong ;

for words and

their meanings are already definitely settled, and it is only by physical

gestures that meanings are acquired by individual people. The

purpose of a proposition is finished when it indicates its meaning,
and the validity of the proposition is in the realization of such a

meaning. While one is acquainted with such a meaning and finds

that the direction involved in it, if pursued, will be profitable, one

works accordingly, but when one finds it to be injurious one desists

from it. All grammars and lexicons are based on the relation

already existent between words and their meanings, and no action

is implied therein.

All the scriptures refer to Narayana as omniscient and the creator

of all things. It is wrong to suppose that the scriptures declare the

identity of the individual selves with God
;
for there is no proof for

such an assertion.

The existence of God cannot be proved by any inference; for

inference of equal force can be adduced against the existence of

God. If it is urged that the world, being an effect, must have a

creator or maker just as a jug has a potter for its maker, then it may
also be urged on the contrary that the world is without any maker,

like the self; if it is urged that the self is not an effect and that

therefore the counter-argument does not stand, then it may also be

urged that all makers have bodies, and since He has no body, God
cannot be a creator. Thus the existence of God can only be proved
on the testimony of the scriptures, and they hold that God is

different from the individual selves. If any scriptural texts seem

to indicate the identity of God and self or of God and the world,

this will be contradicted by perceptual experience and inference,

and consequently the monistic interpretations of these texts would

*
vijneyam paramam Brahma jndpikd paramo, srutih

anddi-nityd sd tac ca vind tdm na ca gamyate.

Vifnu-tattva-virnrnaya, p. 206.
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be invalid. Now the scriptures cannot suggest anything which is

directly contradicted by experience ; for, if experience be invalid,

then the experience of the validity of the scriptures will also become

invalid. The teaching of the scriptures gains additional strength by
its consonance with what is perceived by otherpramdnm; and, since

all the pramdnas point to the reality of diversity, the monistic in-

terpretation of the scriptural texts caimot be accepted as true.

When any particular experience is contradicted by a number of

other pramdnas, that experience is thereby rendered invalid. It is

in this manner that the falsity of the conch-shell-silver is attested

What was perceived as silver at a distance was contradicted on closer

inspection and by the contact of the hand, and for that reason

the conch-shell-silver perceived at a distance is regarded as invalid.

An experience which is contradicted by a large number of other

pramdnas is by reason of that very fact to be regarded as defective*.

The comparative value of evidence can be calculated either by its

quantity or its quality^. There are two classes of qualitative proofs,

viz., that which is relative (upajivaka) and that which is inde-

pendent (upajivya); of these the latter must be regarded as the

stronger. Perception and inference are independent sources of

evidence, and may therefore be regarded as upajivya, while the

scriptural texts are dependent on perception and inference, and are

therefore to be regarded as upajivaka. Valid perception precedes
inference and is superior to it, for the inference has to depend on

perception; thus, if there is a flat contradiction between the

scriptural texts and what is universally perceived by all, the

scriptural texts have to be so explained that there may not be any
such contradiction. By its own nature as a support of all evidence,

perception or direct experience, being the upajivya, has a stronger
claim to validity^. Of the two classes of texts, viz., those which are

monistic and those which are dualistic, the latter is supported by

perceptual evidence. If it is urged that the purpose of the sruti

^
bahu-pramdna-viruddhandtn do^ajanyatva-niyarndt; dosa-janyatvarn ca

halavat-pramdna-virodhdd eva jndyate.
adustam indriyam tv aksam tarko'dustas tathdnumd

dgamo'dustavdkyam ca tddrk cdnubhavah smrtah

balavat-pramdnatas caiva jneyd dosd na cdnyathd. Ibid, p. 262a (4).
* dvi-vidham balavatvan ca bahutvdc ca svabhdvatah. Ibid.
^ Madhva here states the different kinds of pramdnas according to Brahma-

tarka. The account of the pramdnas is dealt with in a separate section.
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texts is to transcend perception and that it is by perception alone

that we reahze pure being, then it follows that the dualistic texts,

which contradict ordinary perception, are to be regarded as more

valid on the very ground that they transcend perception. So, which-

ever way we look at it, the superiority of the duality texts cannot

be denied. Again, when a particular fact is supported by many
evidences that strengthens the validity of that fact. The fact that

God is different from the individual and the world, is attested by

many evidences and as such it cannot be challenged ;
and the final

and ultimate import of all the Vedic texts is the declaration of the

fact that Lord Visnu is the highest of all. It is only by the know-

ledge of the greatness and goodness of God that one can be

devoted to Him, and it is by devotion to God and by His grace that

one can attain emancipation, which is the highest object of life.

Thus it is through the declaration of God and His goodness that

the sruti serves to attain this for us.

No one can have any attachment to anything with which he

feels himself identical. A king does not love his rival; rather he

would try to inflict defeat on him by attacking him
;
but the same

king would give away his all to one who praised him. Most of the

ascriptions of the texts endow God with various qualities and

powers which would be unexplainable on monistic lines. So

Madhva urges that the ultimate aim of all sruti and smrti texts is

to speak of the superexcellence of Visnu, the supreme Lord.

But his opponents argue that ascription or affirmation of quali-

ties to reality depends upon the concept of difference
;
the concept

of difference again depends upon the separate existence of the

quality and the qualified. Unless there are two entities, there is no

conception of difference; and, unless there is a conception of

difference, there cannot be a conception of separate entities. Thus
these two conceptions are related to each other in a circular manner

and are therefore logically invalid^. Madhva in reply says that the

above argument is invalid, because things are in themselves of the

nature of difference. It is wrong to argue that differences are

meaningless because they can only be realized with reference to

^ na ca visesana-vise^yatayd bheda-siddhih, visesana-vise^ya-bhdvas ca

bheddpeksah dharmi-pratiyogy-apek^ayd bheda-siddhir bheddpeksam ca dharmi-

pratiyogitvam ity anyonydsrayatayd bhedasydyuktih. Visnu-tattva-vinirnaya,

p. 264.
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certain objects; for, just as unity has a separate meaning, so the

difference is also realized by itself. It is wrong to think that first

we have the notion of the differing objects in themselves in their

unity and that then the differences are realized; to perceive the

object is to perceive the difference. Difference is as simple and

analysable as unity. Unity is also a simple notion, yet it can be

expressed in the form of a relation of identity
—such as that of

Brahman and individual self, as the monists say. In the same way
difference is a simple notion, though it may be expressed as sub-

sisting between two entities. It is true that in cases of doubt and

illusion our notion of difference is arrested, but so it is also in the

case of our notion of unity. For to perceive an object is not to

perceive its unity or identity; to perceive objects is to perceive their

uniqueness, and it is this uniqueness which constitutes difference^.

The expression "its difference" signifies the very uniqueness of the

nature of the thing; for, had it not been so, then the perception of

the object would not have led us to realize its separateness and

difference from others. If such a difference was not realized with

the very perception of the object, then one might easily have con-

fused oneself with a jug or with a piece of cloth
;
but such a con-

fusion never occurs, the reason being that the jug, as soon as it is

perceived, is perceived as different from all other things. Difference

therefore is realized as the very nature of things that are perceived ;

doubts occur only in those cases where there is some similarity,

while in most other cases the difference of an entity from other

entities is realized with the very perception of the entity. Just as,

when a number of lights are seen at a glance, they are all known in

a general manner, so difference is also known in a general manner,

though the particular difference of the object from any other

specific object may not be realized immediately upon perception.
When a number of articles is perceived, we also perceive at once

that each article is different, though the specific difference of each

article from the other may not be realized at once. We conclude

therefore that perception of difference is dependent upon a prior

perception of multiplicity as a series of units upon which the notion

^

paddrtha-sva-rupatvdd bhedasya na ca dharmi-pratiyogy-apeksayd bhedasya
svarupatvam aikyavat-svarupasyaiva tathdtvdt, sva-rupa-siddhd vox tad asid-

dhis ca jivesvaraikyam vadatah siddhaiva, bhedas tu sva-rupa-darsana eva siddhih,

prdyah sarvato vilaksanam hi paddrtha-sva-rupam drsyate. Ibid.
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of difference is superimposed. That in the perception of each entity-

its specific nature and uniqueness is perceived cannot be denied

even by the Vedantists, even by the monists, who regard each

entity as being different from the Brahman. Thus the circular

reasoning with which the monists associate the perception of dif-

ference is a fallacy and is untenable. If an object in the very revela-

tion of its nature did not also reveal its special difference or

uniqueness, then the perception of all things would be identical.

Moreover each difference has its own unique character; the

difference from a jug is not the same as the difference from a cloth.

Thus the perception of difference cannot be challenged as invalid ;

to say that what is perceived in a valid manner is false is a denial of

experience, and is invalid. The illusory perception of the conch -

shell silver is regarded as illusory only because it is contradicted by
a stronger perceptual experience. No syllogistic reasoning has the

power to challenge the correctness of valid perceptual experience.

No dialectical reasoning can prove the invalidity of direct and

immediate experience. Upon this reasoning all arguments denying
the differences of things are contradicted by the scriptural texts,

by perception and by other arguments ;
the arguments of those who

challenge the reality of difference are absolutely specious in their

nature. It is idle to say that in reality there is no difference though
such difference may be realized in our ordinary practical experience

(vydvahdrika). It has already been demonstrated that falsehood

defined as that which is different from both the existent and the

non-existent is meaningless. To attempt to deny the non-existent

because it is unworthy of experience is meaningless ; for, whether

it was or was not experienced, there would be no need to deny it.

The difference of anything from the non-existent would not be

known without the knowledge of the non-existent. The appearance
of the silver in the conch-shell cannot be described as something
different from the existent and the non-existent; for the silver

appearance is regarded as non-existent in the conch-shell
;
it cannot

be argued that, since such an appearance was realized, therefore it

could not have been non-existent. The perception of the non-

existent as the existent is the perception of one thing as another :

it is of the nature of illusion. It cannot be said that the non-existent

cannot be perceived even in illusion; for it is admitted by the

monists that the anirvacaniya, which has no real existence, can be
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perceived. Nor can it be held that such a perception is itself

anirvacaniya (or indefinable); for in that case we should have a

vicious infinite, since the first anirvacaniya has to depend on the

second and that on the third and so on. If the silver appearance was
in reality anirvacaniya by nature, it would have been perceived as

such, and that would have destroyed the illusion; for, if the silver-

appearance was known at the time of perception as being anirva-

caniya (or indefinable), no one would have failed to realize that he

was experiencing an illusion. The word mithyd, "false", does not

in reality mean anirvacaniya ;
it should mean non-existence. Now

there cannot be anything which is neither existent nor non-existent
;

everyone perceives that either things are existent or they are not;
no one has perceived anything which is neither existent nor non-

existent. Thus the supposition of the so-called anirvacaniya and

that of the perception of the non-existent are alike invalid; the

perception of difference is valid, and the monistic claim falls to the

ground.
The scriptures also assert diff"erence between the individual

selves and the Brahman
;
if even the scriptural texts are false, then

it is idle to preach monism on scriptural grounds. It is on scrip-
tural grounds that we have to admit that Brahman is the greatest
and the highest; for the purport of all the valid scriptures tends to

such an assertion—^yet no one can for a moment think that he is one

with Brahman; no one feels "I am omniscient, I am omnipotent,
I am devoid of all sorrows and all defects"; on the contrary our

common experience is just the opposite, and it cannot be false, for

there is no proofof its falsity. The scriptures themselves never declare

the identity of the self with the Brahman
;
the so-called identity

text {tat tvam asi, "That art thou") is proclaimed with illustra-

tions which all point to a dualistic view. The illustration in the

context of every "identity
"
(or monistic) text shows its real purport,

viz., that it asserts the difference between Brahman and the selves.

When it is said that, when one is known, everything is known, the

meaning is that the chief object of knowledge is one, or that one

alone is the cause; it does not mean that other things are false.

For, if that one alone were the truth and everything else were false,

then we should expect the knowledge of all falsehood to be derived

from the knowledge of the truth, which is impossible (nahi satya-

jndnena mithyd-jndnam hhavati). It cannot be said that the know-
D IV
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ledge of the conch-shell leads to a knowledge of the silver ;
for the

two awarenesses are different. It is only by knowing "this is not

silver" that one knows the conch-shell; so long as one knows the

silver (which is false), one does not know the conch-shell (which is

true). By knowing an entity one does not know the negation of the

entity. The knowledge of the non-existence of an entity is preceded

by the knowledge of its existence elsewhere. It is customary for

people to speak of other things as being known when the most

important and the most essential thing is known
;
when one knows

the principal men of a village, one may say that one knows the

village. When one knows the father, one may say that he knows the

son; "O ! I know him, he is the son of so and so, he is known to

me"; from one's knowledge of one person one may affirm the

knowledge of other persons like him
; by knowing one woman one

may say "O ! I know women." It is on the basis of such instances

that the scriptural texts affirm that by the knowledge of one every-

thing else is known. There is no reason for saying that such

affirmations declare the falsity of all other things except Brahman.

When the texts assert that by knowing one lump of earth one knows

all earthen-wares, the idea is that of similarity, since surely not all

earthen-wares are made out of one lump of earth; the text does

not say that by knowing earth we know all earthen-wares
;
what it

does say is that by knowing one lump of earth we know all earthen-

wares. It is the similarity between one lump of earth and all other

earthen-wares that justifies the text. The word "
vdcdrambhanam'*

does not mean falsehood, generated by words, for in that case the

word ndmadheya would be inapplicable. We conclude that the

scriptures nowhere declare the falsehood of the world; on the

contrary, they abound in condemnation of the view that the world

is false ^.

The highest self, the Brahman, is absolutely independent,

omniscient, omnipotent and blissful, whereas the ordinary self,

though similar to Him in character, is always under His control,

knows little and has little power. It is wrong to suppose that self

is one but appears as many because of a false upddhi or condition,

* asatyam apratiftham te jagad dhur attlsvaram

a-paras-para-sambhutarn kim anyat kdma-haitukam

etdm drffim ava§tabhya noftdtmdno'lpa-buddhayah.

Gltd, XVI. 8. 9, as quoted by Madhva.
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and impossible to conceive that the self could be misconceived as

not-self. The so-called creation of illusory appearance by magic,
in imitation of real things, is only possible because real things
exist

;
it is on the basis of real things that unreal illusions appear.

Dreams also occur on the basis of real experiences which are

imitated in them. Dream creations can take place only through the

functioning of the subconscious impressions {vdsand) ; but there is

no reason to suppose that the world as such, which is never

contradicted and which is truly experienced, is illusory, like dream
creations. Moreover the Lord is omniscient and self-luminous, and

it is not possible that He should be covered by ignorance. If it is

argued that the one Brahman appears as many through a condition

(or upddhi) and that He passes through the cycles of birth and

rebirth, then, since these cycles are never-ending. Brahman will

never be free from them and He will never have emancipation
because His association with upddhi will be permanent. It is no

defence to say that the pure Brahman cannot have any bondage

through conditions; that which is already associated with upddhi
or condition cannot require a further condition for associating the

previous condition with it; for that will lead to a vicious infinite.

Again, the thesis of the existence of a false upddhi can be proved

only if there is a proof for the existence of ignorance as an entity ;

if there is no ignorance, there cannot be any falsehood. Again, as

upddhi cannot exist without ignorance, nor ignorance without

upddhi, this would involve a vicious circle. According to the

hypothesis omniscience can be affirmed only of that which is

unassociated with a false upddhi; so that, if the pure Brahman is

itself associated with ignorance, there can never be emancipation ;

for then the ignorance will be its own nature, from which it cannot

dissociate itself. Moreover, such a permanent existence of ignorance
would naturally lead to a dualism of the Brahman and ignorance.
If it is held that it is by the ajndna of the jtva (soul) that the false

appearance of the world is possible, then it may be pointed out that

there is a vicious circle here also
;
for without the pre-existence of

ajndna there is no jtva, and without jiva there cannot be ajndna ;

without ajndna there is no upddhi, and without upddhi there is no

ajndna. Nor can it be held that it is the pure Brahman that

appears as ignorant through illusion; for, unless ajndna is estab-

lished, there cannot be illusion, and, unless there is illusion, there

6-a
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cannot be ajndna. From another point of view too it may be urged
that the monists support an impossible proposition in saying that,

when all the individuals are emancipated, the Brahman will be

emancipated, since the living units or the souls are far more numerous

than even the atoms
;
on the tip of an atom there may be millions

of living units, and it is impossible to conceive that they should all

attain salvation through the knowledge of Brahman. It also cannot

be said that there is nothing to be surprised at the logical certainty

of falsehood; for it must be a very strong argument against our

opponent, that they cannot prove the falsehood of all things which

are immediately and directly perceived ; and, unless such proofs are

available, things that are perceived through direct experience cannot

be ignored. We all know that we are always enjoying the objects of

the world in our experience, and in view of this fact how can we say

that there is no difference between an experience and the object

experienced? When we perceive our food, how can we say that

there is no food? A perceptual experience can be discarded only
when it is known that the conditions of perception were such as to

vitiate its validity. We perceive a thing from a distance; we may
mistrust it in certain respects, since we know that when we perceive

a thing at a distance the object appears small and blurred
; but, unless

the possibility of such distorting conditions can be proved, no per-

ception can be regarded as invalid. Moreover, the defects of a per-

ception can also be discovered by a maturer perception. The
falsehood of the world has never been proved as defective by any

argument whatever. Moreover the experience of knowledge,

ignorance, pleasure and pain cannot be contradicted
;
so it has to be

admitted that the experience of the world is true, and, being true,

it cannot be negated; therefore it is impossible to have such an

emancipation as is desired by the monists. If that which is directly

experienced can be negated merely by specious arguments without

the testimony of a stronger experience, then even the perception
of the self could be regarded as false. There is no lack of specious

arguments about the existence of the self; for one may quite well

argue that, since everything is false, the experience of the self also is

false, and there is no reason why we should distinguish the

existence of other things from the experience of the self, since as

experience they are of the same order. It will be an insupportable

assumption that the experience of the self belongs to a different
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order, wherefore its falsity cannot be affirmed. Nor is it possible

to affirm that all illusions occur on the basis of self-experience;

for, in order to assert that, one must first prove that the experience

of the self is not illusory, while all other experiences are so—
which is exactly the point contested by the Madhvas. If it is

urged that illogicality only shows that the experience is false, then

it may also be urged that the illogicality or the inexplicable nature

of the experience of the self in association with the objective ex-

perience only proves the falsity of the experience of the self and

can lead to nothing ;
for the monists urge that all experiences may

be mere semblances of experience, being only products of avidyd.

The avidyd itself is regarded as inexplicable, and all reality is

supposed to depend not on experience, but on the logical arguments ;

in which case one may as well say that objects are the real seers

and the subject that which is seen. One may say too that there may
be false appearances without a seer; the illogicality or inexplica-

bility of the situation is nothing to shy at, since the mdyd is illogical

and inexplicable; a fact which makes it impossible to indicate in

what manner it will create confusion. Creating confusion is its sole

function, and therefore one may say that either there are appear-

ances without any seer, illusions without a basis, or that the objects

are the so-called seers and the self, the so-called seer, is in reality

nothing but an object.

Again, if all differences are regarded as mere false appearances

due to upddht, why should there not on the same analogy be

experience of reality? Though feelings of pleasure and pain appear in

different limbs of one person, yet the experiencer is felt as the same.

Why should not experiences in different bodies or persons be felt

as belonging to the same individual?—the analogy is the same. In

spite of the difference of upddhis (such as the difference between the

limbs of one person), there is the feeling of one experiencer; so in

the different upddhis of the bodies ofmore than one person there may
be the appearance of one experiencer. And again, the destruction of

one upddhi cannot liberate the Brahman or the self; for the Brahman

is associated with other upddhis and is suffering bondage all the same.

Again, one may ask whether the upddhi covers the whole of the

Brahman or a part of it. The Brahman cannot be conceived as made

up of parts ;
if the association of upddhi were due to another upddhi,

then there would be a vicious infinite. Again, since the Brahman
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is all-pervading, there cannot be any difference through upddhi,

and no conception of a part of the Brahman is possible ; upddhi is

possible only of things that are limited by time or place. Again,
for the same reason experiences through different upddhis must be

of one and the same Brahman, and in that case there ought to be

the appearance of one experience through all the different bodies,

just as the experience of pleasure and pain in the different limbs of

a person are attributed to him alone.

Again, the pure Brahman cannot pass through cycles of births

and rebirths, because it is pure. Then the birth, rebirth and bondage
of the monists must be of Brahman as associated with upddhi and

mdyd. Now the question is : is the Brahman associated with mdyd
different from pure Brahman or identical with it? If it be identical

with pure Brahman, then it cannot suffer bondage. If it is not

identical, then the question is whether it is eternal or non-eternal:

if it is not eternal, then it will be destroyed, and there will be no

emancipation ;
if it is eternal, then one has to admit that the mdyd

and Brahman remain eternally associated, which virtually means

the ultimate reality of two entities. If it is urged that Brahman in

pure essence is one, though He appears as many in association with

the upddhi, the simple reply is that, if the pure essence can be

associated with upddhi, the essence in itself cannot be regarded as

pure. To say that the upddhi is false is meaningless, because the

concepts of falsehood and upddhi are mutually interdependent.

Nor can it be said that this is due to beginningless karma ; for, unless

the plurality of the upddhis can be proved, the plurality of the karma

cannot be proved either, as the two concepts are interdependent.

So the monistic view is contradicted by all our means of knowledge ;

and all the sruti texts support the pluralistic view. Both the mdyd
and the Brahman are incapable of description on a monistic view

;

it is difficult too to realize how the Brahman or the monist can

express Himself; for, if He is one and there is no activity, He ought
not to be able to express Himself. If He cannot express Himself to

others who do not exist, He cannot express Himself to Himself

either; for self-action is impossible {na ca svendpi jneyatvam
tair ucyate kartr-karma-virodhdt). There cannot be any knowledge
without a knower ;

the knowledge that is devoid of the knower and

the known is empty and void, since none of us has experienced any

knowledge where there is no knowledge and the knower.
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The Visnu-tattva-nirnaya of Madhva had a comment called the

Visnu-tattva-nirnaya-tikd by Jaya-tirtha, Visnu-tattva-nirnaya-tikd-

tippani by Kesavasvamin, Visnu-tattva-nirnaya-ftppant by ^rmivsisai

and Padmanabha-tirtha, Bhaktabodha by Raghuttama; it had

also another commentary, called Vimu-tattva-nirnaya-tlkopanydsa.

Besides these there were independent works on the lines of

Visnu-tattva-nirnaya called Visnu-tattva-nirnaya-vdkydrtha and

Vanamali Misra's Visnu-tattva-prahdsa^.

The Nydya-vivarana of Madhva is a work of more than six

hundred granthas, which deals with the logical connection of the

different chapters of the Brahma-sutra. A number of commentaries

was written on it, by Vitthala-sutananda-tirtha, Mudgalananda-

tlrtha, and Raghuttama; Jaya-tirtha also wrote on it the Nydya-

vivarana-panjikd. Raghavendra, Vijayindra and Vadiraja wrote

respectively Nydya-muktdvall, Nydya-mauktikamdld, and Nydya-

ratndvalt, on the lines of Madhva's Nydya-vivarana. Madhva wrote

it after he had finished his Bhdsya, Anubhdsya and Anuvydkhydna;
it is needless for us to follow the work in detail, but we may briefly

indicate Madhva's manner of approach. He says that the Brahma-

sutra was written in order to discredit the monistic interpretations

of the Upanisads. Thus with the monist Brahman cannot be a

subject of enquiry, because He is self-luminous; in opposition to

this view the Brahma-sutra starts with the thesis that Brahman,

being the supreme person who is full of all qualities, can hardly be

known by our finite minds. There is then a natural enquiry

regarding the extent of the greatness of the supreme being, and in

the second sutra it is shown that Brahman cannot be identical with

the individual selves, because He is the source from which the world

has come into being and it is He who supports the world also. In the

third siLtra we learn that the Brahman-causality of the world cannot

be known except through scripture ;
in the fourth we read that the

scriptures from which we can know the Brahman cannot be any
other than the Upanisads. In this way, all through his first chapter,

Madhva tries to show that, if we interpret the doubtful sruti texts

on the basis of those whose meanings are clear and definite, we find

that they too declare the superiority and transcendence of the

supreme Lord. The same process of reconciling the sruti texts with

^ ato jndtr-jneyabhdvdt jndnam apt sunyataiva; ataih sUnya-vdddn na kascid

visesah; na ca jndtr-jneya-rahitam jndnam kvacid drstam. Op. cit. p. 275 (17).
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the idea of showing the transcendence of God over individual selves

goes on through the remaining chapters of the first book. In deaUng
with the fourth book Madhva discusses his pet view that not all

persons can be liberated, since only a few can be worthy of libera-

tion^. He further says that God must be worshipped continually

by chanting His excellent qualities every day. The scriptural duties

as well as meditation {dhydna) and its accessories (postures, etc.)

are to be carried out
;
without meditation there cannot be a direct

intuition of God^. It cannot be urged that with the rise of know-

ledge all karmas are destroyed and salvation comes by itself; for

knowledge can remove only the unripe {aprdrabdha) karmas. The
fruit of the prdrabdha or ripe karmas has to be enjoyed till they are

exhausted. Thus Madhva favours the doctrine of jivanmukti.

Though it has been said that the rise of true knowledge removes

the aprdrabdha karmas, yet the real agency belongs to God; when
the true knowledge rises in a man, God is pleased, and He destroys

the unripe karmas^. At the time of death all wise persons pass on

to fire and from there to vdyu, which takes them to Brahman, since

it is only through vdyu that one can approach Brahman. Those who
return to the world pass through smoke

;
and there are others who

because of their sinful character pass on to the lowest world. Even
in the state of salvation the emancipated beings enjoy devotion as

pure bliss.

The Tantra-sdra-samgraha of Madhva is a work of four chap-
ters on ritual, which deals with the methods of worshipping Visnu

by the use of mantras
;
and various processes of ritualistic worship

are described. It is commented upon by Chalari-nrsirnhacarya,

Chalari-sesacarya, Raghunatha Yati and Srinivasacarya. Jaya-tirtha

wrote in verse a small work called Tantra-sdrokta-pujdvtdhi;

Srinivasacarya also wrote a small work on the same lines, the

Tantra-sdra-mantroddhdra.

Madhva wrote also another small work, called Saddcdra-smrti,

in forty verses
;
this too is a work on rituals, describing the normal

duties of a good vaisnava There is a commentary by Dronacarya

(Saddcdra-smrti-vydkhyd )
.

*

mahd-phalatvdt sarxesdm asaktyd eva upapannatvdt ; anyathd sarva-purusdsa-

kyasyaiva sddhanatayd sarvesdm moksdpatteh. Nydya-vivarana, p. i6(a).
*
dhydnam vind aparoksa-jndndkhya-visesa-kdrydnupapatteh. Ibid.

* karmdni ksapayed visnur aprdrabdhdni vidyayd

prdrabdhdni tu bhogena ksapayan svam padam nayet. Ibid. i6.
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He wrote also another small work, called Krsndmrta-mahdrnava.

The present writer has not been able to trace any commentary on

it. It consists of two hundred and forty-two verses, describing the

forms of worshipping Visnu, and emphasizes the indispensable

necessity of continual meditation on the super-excellent nature of

God and of worshipping Him; it speaks also of repentance and

meditation on God's name as a way of expiation of sins. Madhva
further says that in this present Kali age bhakti of God is the only

way to emancipation. Meditation on God alone can remove all

sins^; no ablutions, no asceticism are necessary for those who
meditate on God; the name of God is the only instrument for

removing sins. So the whole of the Krsndmrta-mahdrnava describes

the glory of God, as well as the methods of worshipping Him ; and,

further, the duties of the good vaisnavas during the important tithis.

Madhva wrote another small work, the Dvddasa-stotra, con-

sisting of about one hundred and thirty verses. No commentary on

this has been traced by the present writer.

He wrote also another very small work, in two verses, the

Narasimha-nakha-stotra, and another, the Yamaka-bhdrata, of

eighty-one verses. This latter was commented upon by Yadupati
and Timmanna Bhatta; and in it Madhva describes the story of

Krsna in brief, including the episodes of Vmdavana and that

of Hastinapur in association with the Pandavas.

He wrote also the Rg-bhdsya, i.e., a commentary on some selected

verses of the Rg-veda, which was commented upon by Jaya-tirtha,

Srinivasa-tirtha, Verikata, Chalari-nrsimhacarya, Raghavendra,

Kesavacarya, Laksminarayana and Satyanatha Yati. Two anony-
mous works are known to the present writer which were written

on the lines of the Rg-bhdsya; they are Rg-artha-cuddmani and

Rg-arthoddhdra. Raghvendra Yati also wrote a work on the same

lines, called Rg-artha-manjari. Madhva's commentary on the

Isoponisat was commented on by Jaya-tlrtha, Srinivasa-tirtha,

Raghunatha Yati, Nrsimhacarya and Satyaprajiia Yati, and

Raghavendra-tlrtha wrote a separate work on Isa, Kena, Katha,

Prasna, Mundaka and Mdndukya Upanisads, which follows

Madhva's line of interpretation of these Upanisads. Madhva's

* smarandd eva krsnasya papasamghattapanjarah
satadhd bhedam dydti girir vajrdhato yathd.

Krsndmrta-mahdrnava, verse 46.
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commentary on the Aitareyopanisad was commented upon by

Tamraparnl Srinivasa, Jaya-tirtha, Vi^ve^vara-tlrtha and Nara-

yana-tirtha; and Narasimha Yati wrote a separate treatise, the

Aitareyopanisad-khanddrtha, on which a commentary, the Khanddr-

tha-prakdsa, was written by Srinivasa-tlrtha. The Kafhopanisad-

bhdsya of Madhva was commented upon by Vedesa. Vyasa-tirtha

wrote' a commentary, the Kenopanisad-bhdsya-fikd, on Madhva's

Kenopanisad-hhdsya, while Raghavendra-tirtha wrote a separate

work (the Kenopanisad-khanddrtha). The Chdndogyopanisad-bhdsya
of Madhva was commented upon by Vyasa-tlrtha ;

Vedesa and

Raghavendra-tirtha wrote a separate work, the Chdndogyopanisad-
khanddrtha. The Talavakdra-hhdsya of Madhva had the following

commentaries: the Talavakdra-bhdsya-ttkd, by Vyasa-tirtha, and

Talabavdra-tippaniy by Vede^a-bhiksu
;

Nrsirnha-bhiksu wrote

the Talavakdra-khanddrtha-prakdsikd. The Prasnopanisad-bhdsya

of Madhva was commented upon by Jaya-tirtha in the Prasno-

panisad-bhdsya-tikd, which had two commentaries, the Prasno-

panisad-bhdsya -tikd-tippana by Srinivasa-tirtha. The Brhadd-

ranyaka-bhdsya of Madhva had commentaries {Brhaddranyaka-

bhdsya-tikd) by Raghuttama, Vyasa-tirtha and Srinivasa-tirtha, and

Raghuttama Yati wrote a separate work on it, called the Brhaddran-

yaka-bhdva-bodha. The Mdndukyopanisad-bhdsya of Madhva had

two commentaries on it, by Vyasa-tirtha and Krsnacarya, and

Raghavendra Yati wrote a separate work on it, the Mdndukya-
khanddrtha. The Mundakopanisad-bhdsya of Madhva has the

following commentaries: the Mundakopanisad-bhdsya-tikd by

Vyasa-tirtha and Narayana-tirtha ; Mundakopanisad-bhdsya-tikd-

tippanl by Krsnacarya; and Mundakopanisad-bhdsya-vydkhyd by
Nrsirnha-bhiksu.

Teachers and Writers of the Madhva School.

Historical enquiry about the Madhvas was probably first

started by Krsnasvami Ayer, with a paper in which he tried

to solve the question of the age of Madhva^: but he was not in

a position to utilize the archaeological data as was done by
H. Krsna Sastri^. The conclusions at which he arrived were in some

'
Madhvdcdrya, a Short Historical Sketch, by C. N. Kr?nasvami Ayer, M.A.

^ See his article, Epigraphica Indica, vol. vi, pp. 260-8.
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cases against the records of the Madhva mathas, and the Madhva-

Siddhanta Unnahini Sabha, which is annually held at a place near

Tirupati, took serious objections to his statements; Subba Rao,

in the introduction to his translation of the Gttd-bhdsya of Madhva,

severely criticized Krsna Sastri for his orthodox bias, stating

that he was not posted in all the facts of the question^. Later on

C. M. Padmanabhacarya also tried to deal with the subject, utilizing

the epigraphical data, but only partially
^

;
his book deals with all the

central facts of Madhva's life according to the traditional accounts.

We have already dealt with the outline of Madhva's life.

Madhva, on his way from Badarika^ram to South India, had met

Satya-tlrtha and had journeyed together with him through the

Vahga and Kalihga countries. In the Telugu country Madhva was

challenged by Sobhana Bhatta, a famous monist, who was defeated

and converted to Madhva faith. This Sobhana Bhatta was then

styled Padmanabha-tirtha. Madhva had dispute with another

scholar who was a prime minister in the Kalihga country; he

too was converted by Madhva, and was called Narahari-tirtha.

In the meantime the Kalihga king had died, leaving an infant son,

and Narahari-tirtha was asked to take charge of the child and

administer the state on his behalf. At the instance of Madhva
Narahari carried on the regency for twelve years and brought out

for him the images of Rama and Sita which were in the treasury of

the Kalihga kingdom. Madhva at one time had a hot discussion

leading to a dispute with Padma-tirtha, a prominent monist of the

locality, who, upon being defeated, fled, carrying with him the

library of Madhva; at the intercession, however, of a local chieftain,

Jayasimha, the books were restored. Later on Madhva defeated

another monist, Trivikrama Pandita, who became converted to the

Madhva faith, and wrote the Madhva-vijaya. After the death of

Madhva Padmanabha-tirtha became pontiff and was succeeded by

Narahari-tirtha; we have already given the list of the pontiffs in

succession, with their approximate dates as far as they are available

from the list of the Madhva gurus in the Madhva mathas of the

South. In an article on the outline history of the Madhvacaryas

^ See The Bhagavadgltd, by Subba Rao, M.A., printed at the Minerva

Press, Madras.
^ The Life of Madhvdcdrya, by C. M. Padmanabhacarya, printed at the

Progressive Press, Madras.
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G. Venkoba Rao gives the following chronology of the principal

facts of Madhva's life: birth of Madhva, saka 1118; assumption of

holy orders, saka 11 28; tour to the South; pilgrimage to Badari;

conversion of Sobhana Bhatta, Syama^stri and Govinda Bhatta;

second tour to Badari
; beginning of Narahari's regency, saka 1 186

;

end of Narahari's regency, saka 11 97; death of Madhvacarya and

accession of Padmanabha, saka 11 97: death of Padmanabha-tlrtha,

saka 1204; Narahari's pontificate, saka 1204-5.

Grierson, in his article on the Madva-charita in the Encyclo-

paedia of Religion and Ethics (vol. viii), thinks that the influence of

Christianity on Madhvism is very apparent ;
he says that Madhva's

birth-place was either in the ancient city of Kalyanapura or close

to it. Kalyanapura has always been reputed one of the earliest

Christian settlements in India; these Christians were Nestorians.

Again, among the legends described in Narayana's Madhva-vijaya
there is one which holds that the spirit of the deity Anantesvara

appeared to a Brahman and made him a messenger of good news to

proclaim that the kingdom of Heaven was at hand. The child,

Madhva, was being led through a forest by his parents when their

passage was obstructed by evil spirits, who, being rebuked by
Madhva, fled away. The child Madhva was at one time missed by
his parents at the age of five and he was found teaching the way to

worship Visnu according to the sdstras. In his tour in the Southern

districts Madhva is said to have increased the store of food to meet

the needs of his followers. In his Northern tour he walked over

water without wetting his feet, and on another occasion he pacified the

angry sea by his stern look. From these miracles attributed to him,
and from the facts that there is great similarity between the hhakti

doctrine of Madhva and the devotionalism of the Christians, and

that Madhva flourished in a place where there were Christians,

Grierson thinks that Madhvaism had an element of Christian

influence. The fact also that according to Madhva salvation can be

secured only through the intermediary of the wind god Vdyu has

been interpreted in favour of the above thesis. I think, however,
that there is not sufficient ground in these arguments for tracing

a Christian influence on Madhva. The doctrine of bhakti is very old,

and can be traced in a fairly developed form even in some of the

Vedic and Upanisadic verses, the Gitd, the Mahdbhdrata and the

earlier Purdnas. There may have been some Christians in
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Kalyanapura, but there is no evidence that they were of such im-

portance as to influence the orthodox faith of Madhva. He, like all

other teachers, urges again and again that his doctrines are based on

the Vedas, the Gltd, the Pancardtras and ihtMahdbhdrata ;
nor dowe

find any account of discussion between Madhva and the Christians ;

and he is never reported to have been a polyglot or to have had access

to Christian literature. Though occasionally vdyu is accepted as an

intermediary, yet the main emphasis is on the grace of God,

depending upon the knowledge of God
;
there is not the slightest

trace of any Trinity doctrine in Madhva's school of thought. Thus

the suggestion of a probable Christian influence seems to be very

far-fetched. Burnell, however, supports the idea in his paper in

The Indian Antiquary, 1873-4 ;
but Garbe considers it probable that

Kalyanapura might have been another Kalyana, in the north of

Bombay, while Grierson thinks that it must have been the Kalyana

in Udipi, which is close to Malabar.

Burnell again points out that before the begirming of the ninth

century some Persians had settled at Manigrama, and he further

suggests that these Persians were Manicheans. But Burnell's view

was successfully controverted by Collins, though he could not deny

the possibility that "Manigrama" was derived from the name

Manes (want). Grierson supports the idea of Burnell, and co-relates

it with the peculiar story of Manimat, the demon supposed to have

been bom as Sahkara, a fabulous account of whom is given in the

Manimanjart of Narayana. It cannot be denied that the introduc-

tion of the story of Manimat is rather peculiar, as Manimat plays

a very unimportant part as the opponent of Bhima in the Mahd-

bhdrata; but there is practically nothing in the philosophy or

theology of Sankara, which is a form of dualism wherein two

principles are acknowledged, one light (God) and the other

darkness.

Padmanabha-tirtha succeeded Madhva in the pontificate in

A.D. 1 197 and died in 1204 ;
he wrote a commentary on the Anuvydk-

hdna, the Sannydya-ratndvali. Narahari-tirtha, who is said to have

been apersonal disciple of Madhva, held the pontificate from 1204 to

1 213 1; he wrote a tippani on the Brahma-sutra-hhdsya of Madhva.

We do not know of any work by Madhava-tirtha, the next pontiff

^ For a discussion on Narahari's career and date see Epigraphica Indica,

vol. VI, p. 206, etc.
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(1213-30). Aksobhya-tirtha held the pontificate from 1230 to 1247,
and then Jaya-tlrtha from 1 247 to 1 268. It is held by some that hewas

a pupil not only of Aksobhya-tirtha, but also of Padmanabha-tirtha^
;

he was the most distinguished writer of the Madhva school, and

composed many commentaries of a very recondite character, e.g.,

Rg-bhdsya-tikd on Madhva's Rg-bhdsya, Vydkhydna-vivarana on

Madhva's Isopanisad-bhdsya, Prasnopanisad-bhdsya-tikd, Prameya-

dipikd on the Gttd-bhdsya, Nydya-dipikd on the Gitd-tdtparya-

nirnaya, and Tattva-prakdsikdon the Brahma-sutra-bhdsya. His most

learned and incisive work, however, is his Nydya-sudhd, which is a

commentary on the Anuvydkhydna of Madhva; it is a big work.

He begins by referring to Aksobhya-tirtha as his teacher. The work

forms the principal source-book of most of the writers of the

Madhva school
;

it was commented upon by Raghavendra Yati in

a work called Nydya-sudhd-parimala. C. M. Padmanabhacarya says

of the Nydya-sudhd that in the whole range of Sanskrit literature

a more masterly commentary is unknown.

Ramanuja and Madhva.

We know that the system of Madhva, being a defence of

dualism and pluralism, regarded Sahkara and his followers as its

principal opponents, and therefore directed its strongest criticism

against them. Madhva flourished in the thirteenth century, and

by that time many of the principal exponents of monism, like

Vacaspati, Praka^atman, Suresvara and others, had written

scholarly treatises in support of the monistic philosophy of

Sankara. Madhva and his followers, Jaya-tirtha, Vyasa-tlrtha and

others, did their best to refute the monistic arguments for the

falsity of the world, and to establish the reality and the plurality of

the world and the diff"erence between self and Brahman, which

latter was conceived as a personal God. They in their turn were

attacked by other writers of the Sankara school, and we have a long

history of attacks and counter-attacks between the members of

these two important schools of thought. But readers may naturally

be curious about the relation between the school of Madhva and

the school of Ramanuja. Madhva himself says little or nothing

* Helmuth von Glasenapp, Madhva's Philosophie des Vishnu-Glaubens, 1923,

P- 52-
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which may be interpreted as a direct attack upon his predecessor

Ramanuja ;
but in later times there is evidence of recondite disputes

between the followers of the Ramanuja school and those of the

Madhva. For instance, Parakala Yati, in the sixteenth century,

wrote Vijayindra-pardjaya, which is evidently a treatise con-

taining refutations of some of the most important doctrines of the

Madhva philosophy. It seems desirable to give a short account

of this treatise, which is rare and available only in a manuscript
form.

Parakala Yati takes his views from Vehkata's Tattva-muktd-

kaldpa, and often quotes verses from it in support of his own
views. His attack is made upon Madhva's view which discards the

Ramanuja division of categories (dravya,
"
substance," and adravya,

"non-substance") and his view of the qualities as constituents of

the substance; and this forms the subject-matter of the first

two sections of the Vijayindra-pardjaya.
In describing Madhva's position upon the question of dif-

ference between substance and qualities, the writer says that the

Madhvas think that the expression "the blue jug" is justified by
the fact that the "blueness" enters into the "sufficient description"

of the jug and has no separate existence from it. It is wrong, they

say, to affirm that the qualities of the jug stood apart from the jug
and entered into it at any particular moment ;

the conception of the

jug carries with it all of its qualities, and these have no separate

existence, that is, they are a-prthak-siddha from the jug. Parakala

Yati points out that, since we know that the unqualified jug assumes

a blue colour by heat, the blue colour may be regarded as diff^erent

from the jug^. The qualities, colour etc., have the substance as their

support, and they may flow into it or not according to circumstances

or conditions. It cannot be said that the determining condition for

the influx of qualities is nothing but the nature of the substance,

consisting of inseparability from the qualities; for the possibility

of such an inseparable association is the matter under dispute and

cannot therefore be taken as granted ; moreover, the existence of an

upddhi is relevant only when the entities are different and when
the association of the hetu with the sddhya is true only under certain

•
ghate pdkena nailyam utpannam ityananyathd-siddha-pratyakfotn ca tatra

pramdnam kinca rupddi svddhikaranad bhitmam svasraye sphdre asya agamopddhi-
dharmatvat. Vijayindra-pardjaya, p. 3 (MS.).
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circumstances; in which case these circumstances are called the

determining condition of association [upddhiy.

But, if the Madhvas argue that even the Ramanujas admit the

inseparable nature of substance and qualities, to this the reply
would be that according to Ramanuja a-prthak-siddhatva or "in-

separability" only means that at the time of the union (of the

quality and the substance) the constituent elements cannot be

separated 2. The mere fact that the expression "bluejug" apparently
means the identity of the blueness and the jug without any quali-

fying suffix denoting "possession" should not be regarded as

actually testifying to the identity of "blue" and the jug. The
Madhvas themselves do not regard the blueness and jugness as the

same and so they have to admit that blueness somehow qualifies

the jug. Such an admission would repudiate their own theory 3.

If blueness as something different from blue be associated with

lotus-ness, then the admission of the fact that, when the words blue

and lotus are used adjectivally and substantively with the same

suffix, they mean one and the same identical thing is by itself

no sound logic. If they are understood as different, then one is

substance and the other is not.

As a matter of fact our perceptual experience discloses a quali-
fied character of all substances and qualities. No true follower of

the Upanisads can believe that perception reveals the pure inde-

terminate nature of being. If no distinction can be made out

between characters and substances, then it will not be possible
to distinguish one substance from another; for one substance is

distinguished from another only by reason of their characters.

Moreover, the distinction between substance and qualities is

evident from other pramdnas also. Thus a blind man can dispute
about the touch-feeling of an object, but he cannot do so about the

colour. So the colour and touch-feeling have to be regarded as

distinct from the object itself. Moreover, we speak of a jug as

having colour, but we do not say that a jug is colour. So it must be
* na ceha aprthak-siddhatvam upadhistasya sddhyarupatve

sddhana-vydpakatvdd bheda-ghatito hi vydpya-iydpaka-hhdvah.
Vijayindra-pariijaya .

*
rupdder madlyam aprthak-siddhatvam samsaktam pate anyatra netum

asakyatvam eva. tac ca tadrupdbhdve'pi rupdntarena dharma-sattayd axnrodhitayd
na prthaksiddhatvena virudhyate. Ibid.

'
tasya tvayd'pi akhanddrthatzdnabhyupagamdt visistdrthatve tvad-abhimata-

iiddheh. Ibid. p. 4.
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admitted that a denial on Madhva lines of the classification of

categories as dravya and adravya is illogical ;
it must be held that

the adravya, though entirely different from dravya, remains in

association with it and expresses its nature as characters of qualities.

Parakala Yati then takes up a number of Upanisad passages and

tries to show that, if distinction of qualities and substances is

not admitted, then most of the sruti texts are inadmissible.

There are some Madhvas who hold that there is both difference

and identity, and that even with careful observation the dravya and

the adravya cannot be distinguished, and therefore no distinction

can be made between dravya and adravya as the Ramanujas make.

To this Parakala Yati replies that the rule that determines the reality

of anything must be based upon the principle of non-contradiction

and then unconditional invariability^. The expression "blue jug,"
wherein the "jugness" and "blueness" may appear in one, may be

contradicted by other equally valid expressions, such as "blueness

in jug," "blue-coloured jug," and it would thus be ineffective to

determine the nature of reality merely by following the indication

of the expression "blue jug", which may show an apparent identity

between the blue and the jug. The very fact that the jug appears as

qualified shows that it has a distinction in the quality that qualifies

it. Nor can it be said that because a particular colour is always
associated with a particular substance that colour and substance are

one and the same; for a conch-shell associated with white colour

may also sometimes appear as yellow. Moreover, when one sub-

stance carries with it many qualities, it cannot be regarded as being
at the same time identical with all the manifold qualities 2. The
distinction of substances on the basis of qualities will also be

erroneous, if, like qualities, the special natures of the substances be

themselves naturally different^. If a thing can be at the same time

identical with many qualities, then that involves acceptance of the

Jaina view of saptahhangi. Thus, from whatever point of view

the Madhva attempt to refute the classification of dravya and

adravya is examined, it is found to be faulty and invalid.

^
yastu abddhito ndnyathd-siddhas ca pratyayah sa evdrtham vyavasthdpayati.

Ibid, p. 30.
^ kinca paraspara-bhinnair gunair ekasya guninah abhedo'pi na ghatate iti

tad-abhedopajlvanena ity uktir api ayuktd Ibid. p. 33.
^
gunagata-bheda-vyavahdro nir-nibandhanasca sydt yadi gunavat gunidharma-

visefah svata eva sydt. Ibid.

DIV T
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One of the important doctrines in which Madhva differs from

others is that the experience in emancipation is not the same with

all saints or emancipated persons. This view is supported by some

of the Purdnas and also accepted by the Vaisnavas of the Gaudlya
school

;
but the Ramanujas as well as the Sarikarites were strongly

against it, and therefore the - followers of the Ramanuja school

criticized Madhva strongly on this point. Thus Srinivasa Acarya
wrote a separate prakarana work called Ananda-tdratamya-
khandana. But a much longer and more critical attempt in this

direction was made by Parakala Yati in the fourth chapter of his

Viyajindra-pardjaya. Both these works exist in manuscript.
In the fourth chapter of the fourth book of the Brahma-sUtra

the question of how the emancipated ones enjoy their experience
after emancipation is discussed. It is said here that it is by entering
into the nature of the supreme Lord that the emancipated beings

participate in the blissful experiences by their mere desire {sam-

kalpd). There are however others who hold that the emancipated

enjoy the blissful experiences directly through themselves, through
their bodies, as mere attempts of intelligence. It is because

in the emancipated state one is entitled to all kinds of blissful

experiences that one can regard it as a state of summum honutn or the

highest good. But the emancipated persons cannot have all the

enjoyable experiences that the supreme Lord has
;
each individual

soul is limited by his own rights and abilities, within which alone his

desires may be rewarded with spontaneous fruition. Thus each

emancipated person is entitled to certain types of enjoyment,
limited by his own capacity and rights.

Again, in the third chapter of the third book of the Brahma-sutra

different types of worship are prescribed for different people : and

such a difference of worship must necessarily mean difference in

the attainment of fruits also. Thus it must be admitted that in the

state of emancipation there are grades of enjoyment, experienced by

emancipated persons of different orders.

This view is challenged by the Ramanujas, who refer to the

textual quotations of the Upanisads. The passages in the Brahmd-

nanda-valli of the Taittiriya Upanisad, where different kinds of

pleasures are associated with men, gandharvas and other beings,

are not to be interpreted as different kinds of pleasures enjoyed by
different kinds of emancipated beings. According to the Ramanuja
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view individuals in an unemancipated state are under the complete
control of the supreme Lord. But in the emancipated state, when

they become free, they are all in harmony with God and share and

participate in all His joys ; they are parts of Him. The emancipated

person is like a good wife who has no separate will from her

husband and enjoys with her husband all that he does or feels.

Thus the emancipated souls, being completely associated with God,

enjoy and participate in all His joys: and there cannot be any

degrees of enjoyment among the different emancipated persons^.

Sense-enjoyment, however, is not possible, as such enjoyment of

Brahman at the time of emancipation would have to be the ex-

perience of the nature of Brahman, and Brahman Himself also has

the self-realizing experience ;
this enjoyment, therefore, being only

of the nature of the self-realizing experience of Brahman, cannot

have any degrees or grades in it. The enjoyment of ordinary men,

being of a sensuous nature, is only the contraction and expansion
of their intelligence, and is therefore distinguishable into higher
or lower, greater or smaller grades or degrees of enjoyment. The
Madhvas think that in the stage of emancipation there are many
diverse kinds of experiences, and consequently that there are

degrees or grades of enjoyment associated with such experience in

accordance with the capacity of the saint; but all the scriptural

texts indicate that at the time of salvation one has the experience
of the nature of Brahman, and, if this were admitted, there could

not possibly be degrees or grades in emancipation.
In the fifth chapter Parakala Yati, continuing the discussion, says

that there is no difference in the enjoyment attained at emancipation
on the ground that the methods of approaching God may be

different with different persons ; for, however different the methods

may be, the results attained are the same, viz., the realization of the

nature of Brahman. There may be some beings who are capable of

greater bhakti or devotion and some who are capable of less, but

that does not make any difference in the attainment of the final

*
pdratantryam pare puntsi prapya nirgata-bandhanah

svdtantryam atularn prapya tenaiva saha modate

iti muktah svadehatyaye kartna-ndsdc ca svatantrases atvena sarlratayd bhoktur

brahmana era icchdm anusrtya svdnusangika-tulya-bhoga phalaka-tad-bhaktyaivo-

pakarana-bhutdh yathd patnl-vydpdrddayah patyur evarn muktdndm sdstra-siddhdh

parasparavydpdrd apt brahmana eva sarvasarlrakatayd sarlriny eva sarira-bhoga-

nydydt. Vijayindra-pardjaya, p. 43.

7-2
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mukti, and, mukti being the same for all, its enjoyment must also be

the same. The analogy of the different kinds of sacrifices leading to

different results does not apply to this case
;
for these sacrifices are

performed by external means and therefore their results may be

different; but emancipation is attained by spiritual means, viz.,

hhakti. The argument that the bliss of the emancipated, being the

bliss of an individual self, cannot be of the same nature is not valid

either; for in the emancipated state the individuals enjoy the bliss

of the realization of Brahman, which is homogeneous and ubiquitous.
It is wrong too to argue that the bliss of the emancipated, being like

the bliss that we experience in our worldly lives, must be capable
of degrees of enjoyment. The argument that, since we have a

sufficient description or definition of Brahman in regarding it as

superlatively blissful, individuals cannot in the same sense be

regarded as superlatively blissful, is invalid
; for, since the Brahman

is limitless (ananta), it will be wrong to limit it by such a defini-

tion as the above, since it is inapplicable to Him. The question of

its conflict with the individuals who are superlatively blissful in the

state of emancipation does not arise. It is also wrong to say that

the bliss of Brahman, being possessed by Brahman, cannot be

enjoyed by anybody else, since enjoyment (bhoga) really means

favourable experience; the wife may thus enjoy the good qualities

of her husband, the teacher of his pupil, the parents of their son.

The emancipated person realizes the identity of Brahman in him-

self, and this realization of the nature of Brahman in himself is

bliss in the superlative degree. It does not imply any decrease of

qualities of Brahman, but it means that in realizing the qualities in

oneself one may find supreme bliss*.

^
yady atra tadlyatvena tacchesatvam tarhi rdjapurufa-bhogy e rdjni vyabhi-

cdrah, bhogo hi svdnukulatva-prakdraka-sdksdtkdrah tadvisayatv am eva bhogy-

atvam, tac ca ddsam prati svdmini sifyam praty dcdrye putram prati mdtarai pitari
ca sarvdnubhava-siddham. Vijaylndra-pardjaya, p. 124.



CHAPTER XXVI

MADHVA'S INTERPRETATION OF THE
BRAHMA-SUTRAS

Madhva not only wrote a Bhdsya on the Brahma-sutras, but also

described the main points of his views regarding the purport of the

Brahma-sutras in a work called the Anuvydkhydna. Jaya-tlrtha

wrote a commentary on the Bhdsya of Madhva, known as Tattva-

prakdsikd. Vyasa Yati wrote another commentary on the Tattva-

prakdsikd, the Tdtparya-candrikd, in which he draws attention to

and refutes the views of the Vedanta writers of other schools of

interpretation and particularly of the Sahkara school^. Ragha-
vendra Yati wrote a commentary on the Tdtparya-candrikd, the

Candrikd-prakdsa. Ke^ava Bhattaraka, a pupil of Vidyadhlsa, wrote

another commentary on it, the Candrikd-vdkydrtha-vivrti, but it

extends only to the first book. Raghavendra Yati wrote another

commentary on the Tattva-prakdsikd, the Bhdva-dipikd, in which

he answered the criticisms of his opponents and explained the

topics in a simpler manner. In the present section I shall try to

trace the interpretation of the Brahma-sutras by Madhva in the

light of these commentaries, noting its difference from the in-

terpretation of Sankara and his commentators. There are, of course,

several other commentaries on the Brahma-sutra-bhdsya and its

first commentaries, as also on the Anuvydkhydna. Thus Trivi-

krama Panditacarya wrote a commentary, the Tattva-pradipikd, on

Madhva's Bhdsya. Nrsirnha wrote a Bhdva-prakdsa and Vijayindra
Yati a Nydyddhva-dipikd thereon. Again, on the Tattva-prakdsikd
of Jaya-tlrtha there are at least five other commentaries, e.g., Bhdva-

candrikd, Tattva-prakdsikd-bhdva-hodha, Tattva-prakdsikd-gata-

nydya-vivarana, Nydya-mauktikd-mdld and Prameya-muktdvali

by Narasimha, Raghuttama Yati, Vijayindra Yati and Srinivasa.

On the Tdtparya-candrikd there are at least two other commentaries,

by Timmanacarya and Vijayindra Yati, called Candrikd-nydya-
vivarana and Candrikddarpana-nydya-vivarana. On the Anu-

vydkhydna there is the Nydya-sudhd of Jaya-tlrtha and Sudhd

^ See Helmuth von Glasenapp's Madhva's Philosophic des Vishnu-Glaubens,
Bonn and Leipzig, 1923, pp. 51-64.
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of Vijayindra Yati
;
and on the Nydya-sudhd there is a number of

commentaries such as that by Narayana, Nydya-sudhd-tippani by

Yadupati, Vdkydrtha-candrikd by Vidyadhiraja, and the com-

mentary by Srinivasa-tirtha^.

Interpretation of Brahma-sutra i. i. i.

In commenting on the first sutra of Badarayana's Brahma-sutra

(athdto brahma-jijndsd, "now therefore Brahma-enquiry"), Sahkara

holds that the word "now" {atha in Sanskrit) does not refer to any

indispensable necessity for previous ritualistic performances of

Vedic observances in accordance with Vedic injunctions as in-

terpreted by the Mimarnsa canons, but that it refers only to the

previous possession of moral qualifications, such as self-control,

etc., after which one becomes fit for the study of Vedanta. The word

"therefore" refers to the reason, consisting in the fact that the

knowledge of Brahman alone brings about the superior painless

state of all-blessedness, and justifies the enquiry of Brahman. As

Brahman is the self, and as the self stands immediately revealed in

all our perceptions. Brahman is also always directly known to us.

But, as there are divergences of opinion regarding the nature of

self, there is scope for Brahma-enquiry, So, though by the general

knowledge of self, Brahman is known, the enquiry is necessary for

the special knowledge of Brahman or the nature of self.

Madhva explains the reason (atah) for Brahma-enquiry as

being the grace of the Lord Visnu—as greater favours from the

Lord Visnu can be acquired only by proper knowledge of Him,

Brahma-enquiry, as a source of Brahma-knowledge, is indispensable

for securing His favours. Brahma-enquiry is due to the grace of the

great Lord; for He alone is the mover of all our mental states 2,

There are, according to Madhva, three stages of fitness for the

study of Vedanta. A studious person devoted to the Lord Visnu

is in the third, a person endowed with the sixfold moral qualifica-

tions of self-control, etc., is in the second, and the person who is

solely attached to the Lord and, considering the whole world to be
^ See Helmuth von Glasenapp's Madhva's Philosophic des Vishnu-Glaubens ,

Bonn and Leipzig, 1923, pp. 51-64.
2 atha-sabdasyatah-sabdo hetv-arthe samudlritah.

parasya brahmano Visnoh prasdddd iti vd bhavet.

sa hi sarva-mano-vrtti-prerakah samuddhrtah.

Brahma-sutra-bhdfya, i. i. i.
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transitory, is wholly unattached to it, is in the first stage of fitness^.

Again, the performance of the Vedic observances can entitle us only

to the inferior grace of the Lord, listening to the scriptural texts

to a little higher degree of grace ;
but the highest grace of the Lord,

leading to mukti, can be secured only through knowledge^. Right

knowledge can be secured only through listening to scriptural texts

(sravana), reflection (manana), meditation {nididhydsana) and de-

votion (bhaktt) ;
no one acquires right knowledge without these. The

word "Brahman", Madhva holds, means the great Lord Visnu.

One of the most important points which Madhva wishes to empha-
size against Sahkara in regard to the first sutra, as he brings out

clearly in his Nydya-vivarana, consists in his belief that even the root

meaning of Brahman means "the great" or "endowed with all

qualities of perfection", and hence it cannot be identified with the

imperfect individual souls, since we know from the Upanisads that

the world sprang forth from it^. Our object in getting ourselves

employed in Brahma-enquiry is the attainment of knowledge of

Visnu as the all-perfect One, from whom we imperfect beings are in

a sense so different
;
Lord Visnu will be pleased by this our know-

ledge of Him, and He will release us from our bondage. In the

Anuvydkhydna Madhva tries to emphasize the fact that our bondage
is real, and that the release is also real, as effected by the grace of

the Lord Visnu. Madhva argues that, if sorrow, pain, etc.—all that

constitutes bondage
—^were false and unreal, there would be some

proof {pramdna) by which this is established. If such a proof exists,

the system naturallybecomes dualistic. The form-less and difference-

less Brahman (according to Sankara's view) cannot itself participate

in any demonstration of proof. Also the falsehood of the world-

appearance cannot be defined as that which is contradicted by

knowledge (jndna-bddhyatva) ; for, if the concept of Brahman is pure
and differenceless intelligence, it cannot involve within it the notion

that it is different from the world-appearance {anyathdtva) or that

it negates it, which is necessary if the Brahma-knowledge is said to

1 IbU.
2 karmandtrddhamah proktah

prasddah sravanddibhir

madhyamo jndna-sampattyd

prasddas tuttamo matah. Ibid.
' Brahma-sabdena purna-gunatvoktendnubhava-siddhdlpaguno jlvdbhedah.

Nydya-vivarana of Madhva, i. i. i.
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contradict the world-appearance. When the Brahman is considered

to stand always self-revealed, what is the ajndna of Sahkara going
to hide? If it is said that it hides the false differences of an ob-

jective world, then a further difficulty arises—that the false

differences owe their existence to ajndna, but, in order that ajndna

might hide them, they must be proved to have a separate existence

independent of ajndna, so that it may hide them. Here is then a

clear case of a vicious circle
;
the very name ajndna shows that it can

yield no knowledge of itself and it is therefore false
;
but even then

such a false entity cannot have any existence, as the want of know-

ledge and ajndna are so related that we have either a vicious infinite

(anavasthd) or a vicious circle (anyonydsraya) ;
for in any specific case

ignorance of any entity is due to its ajndna, and that ajndna is due

to a particular ignorance, and so on. Sahkara's interpretation thus

being false, it is clear that our sorrow and bondage are real, and the

Vedas do not hold that the Brahman and the individual souls are

identical—for such an explanation would openly contradict our

experience^.

The Tdtparya-candrikd, a recondite commentar}"^ by Vyasa
Yati on the Tativa-prakdsikd of Jaya-tlrtha, not only explains the

purport of the Bhdsya of Madhva, but always refers to and tries to

refute the views of opponents on most of the disputed points 2. It

raises a few important philosophical problems, in which it criticizes

the views of the followers of Sankara—Vacaspati, Prakasatman and

others—which could hardly be overlooked. Thus it refers to the

point raised by Vacaspati in his Bhdmati, a. commentary on the

Bhdsya of Saiikara, viz., that there is no validity in the objection that

there is no necessity of any Brahma-enquiry on the ground that the

individual soul, which is identical with Brahman, is directly and

immediately experienced by us, and that even the extinction of

nescience [avidyd) cannot be considered as the desired end, since,

though the self is always experienced as self revealed, such an

experience does not remove the avidyd; and that, since the notion

of the ego is implied even in studying and understanding Vedantic

^
satyatvdt tena duhkhddeh pratyak^ena virodhatah

na brahmatvarn vaded vedo jivasya hi kathamcana.

Anuvydkhydna, I. i. i.

^
prati-sutram prakdsyeta ghatandghatane mayd
svlydnya-pakfayoh samyag viddmkurvantu surayah.

Op. cit. verse 10.
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texts, the Vedantic passages which seem to describe Brahman as the

pure identity of subject-objectless intelligence, being and blessed-

ness, have to be otherwise explained to suit our ordinary experience.

For it is certain that the self-revealed Vedanta passages denote the

Brahman of the above description, and, since these cannot have any

other meaning, our so-called experience, which may easily be

subject to error, has to be disbelieved. The result arrived at ac-

cording to the Bhdmati then is that the unmistakable purport of

the Vedanta texts is the differenceless reality, the Brahman, and

that, since this pure Brahman is not directly revealed in experience

{suddho na bhdti), an enquiry regarding the nature of pure Brahman

is justified^.

The objection which Vyasa-tirtha raises against the above view

of Vacaspati is that, if in our ordinary experience the "pure" does

not reveal itself, what could this mean? Does it mean that that

which does not reveal itself is a difference from the body, the

negation of our character as doer and enjoyer, or non-difference

between Brahman and dtman, or the negation of mere duality? But

is this non-revealing entity different from the self? If so, then it is

contrary to the general monistic Vedantic conclusion
; and, if it is

urged that the existence of a negative entity will not involve a sacri-

fice of the monistic principle, it can be pointed out that such a view

of negation has already been refuted in the work called Nydydmrta.
If such a non-revealing entity is false, then it cannot for the scrip-

tures be the subject of instruction. If, again, it is held that it is the

self (dtman) that does not reveal itself in experience, then this can

be held only in the sense that dtman has two parts, that one part is

revealed while the other is not, and that there is some imaginary or

supposed difference {kalpita-bheda) between the two, such that,

though the self is revealed (grhtta), its non-revealing (abhdsamdna)

part {amsa) does not seem to have been revealed and experienced

{agrhita iva bhdti). But, if even this is the case, it is acknowledged
that there is no real difference between any two supposed parts of

the self; the non-appearing part must be endowed with an unreal

and illusory difference {kalpita-bheda), and no Vedanta can under-

take the task of instructing in the nature of such an illusory and

non-appearing self. The non-appearing part may be either real or

unreal; if it is unreal, as it must be on such a supposition, it cannot

^ Ibid. pp. 15-17.
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be an object of the Vedanta to instruct about its nature. For, if the

illusory non-appearing remains even when the self is known, this

illusion can never break
;
for all illusory images break with the true

knowledge of the locus or the support (adhisthdna) of such illusions

(e.g. with the knowledge of the conch-shell the illusory image of

silver vanishes) i. Moreover, the dtman is self-revealed, and so it

cannot be said that it does not appear in experience as self-revealed

{svaprakdsatvena bhdvayogdt). If it is argued that, though self-

revealed, yet it may be covered by avidydy the answer to such an

objection is that, if the avidyd could cover the revelation of the self,

the avidyd itself and its products such as pain, sorrow, etc., could

not be revealed by it
;
for it is acknowledged that the revelation of

these is effected by the self-revealing self 2. It is also evident that

intelligence {cit) or the being self-revealed (sphurati) cannot also

remain not-revealed (asphurati). Nor can it be held that, though

pure intelligence is itself in its purity self-revealed {sva-prakdia),

yet, since it is opposed to ajndna only through the mental states

{vrtti) and not by itself, and since ordinarily there is no vrtti for

itself, it can lie covered by the ajndna and, being thus hidden in

spite of its self-revealing character, can become a fit subject of

enquiry. Such a supposition is not true
; for, if the pure intelligence

is not opposed to nescience {ajndna), the sorrow, etc. which are

directly known by pure intelligence should have remained covered

by ajndna. The view is that pleasure, pain, etc. cannot be considered

to have a reality even while they are not perceived. A mental state

or vrtti of the form of an object is only possible when the object

is already existent; for according to Vedanta epistemology the

antahkarana or mind must rush out through the senses and get

itself transformed into the form of the object, and for this the

object must exist previously; but feelings such as pleasure, pain,

etc., have no existence except when they are felt; and, if it is said

that a vrtti is necessary to apprehend it, then it must be admitted

to have a previous objective existence, which is impossible^. It

must be admitted, therefore, that feelings are directly known by
^
adhifthdna-jndnasyaiva bhrama-virodhitayd tasmin saty apt bheda-bhramasya

tan-nimittakdgrhttdropasya vd abhyupagame nirvartakdntarasydbhdvdt tad-

anivrtti-prasahgdt. yad uktam abhdsamdno'msa dtmdtiriktas cet satyo mithyd vd
iti tatra mithyd-bhuta iti brumah. Candrikd-vdkydrtha-vivrti, p. i8.

^
sva-prakdsasydpi avidyd-vasdd abhdne avidydder duhkhddei ca prakdso na

sydt, tasya caitanyaprakdsddhJnaprakdsdc copagantdt. Tdtparya-candrikd, p. 19.
' sukhdder jndtaikasattvdbhdvdpdtdt. Op. cit. p. 20.
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pure intelligence, without the intervention of a vrtti or mind-state,

and that would be impossible if the cit had no opposition of

ajndna; for then the cit by itself would always have remained

hidden, and there could not have been any apprehension of pain,

etc.^ Another point also arises in this connection in our considera-

tion of the theory of perception of ordinary objects according to the

^ahkara school of Vedanta. For it is held there that even in the

mind-states corresponding to the perception of objects (such as

"this jug") there is the revelation of pure intelligence as qualified

by the mind-state-form of a jug; but if this is so, if our perception
of jug means only the shining of pure intelligence (cit) with the

mind-state-form of a jug added to it, then it cannot be denied that

this complex percept necessarily involves the self-revelation of pure

intelligence 2.

Further, it cannot be suggested that there is an appearance of

an element of non-self {andtman) and that this justifies our enquiry ;

for, if this non-self shines forth as an extraneous and additional

entity along with the self-revealing intelligence, then, since that

does not interfere with the revelation of this pure intelligence, there

is no occasion for such an enquiry. It is evident that this non-self

cannot appear as identical {tdddtmya) with the self; for, when the

pure intelligence shines as such, there is no room for the appearance
of any element of non-self in this manner {adhisthdne tattvatah

sphurati andtmdropdyogdc cd). An analogy has been put forth by
Vacaspati in his Bhdmatly where he wishes to suggest that, just as

the various primary musical tones, though intuitively apprehended
in our ordinary untutored musical perception, can only be properly
manifested by a close study of musical science (gandharva-sdstrd),
so the true Brahma-knowledge can dawn only after the mind
is prepared by realizing the purport of the Vedanta texts and
their discussions, and so, though in the first instance in our

ordinary experience there is the manifestation of the self-revealing

cit, yet the Brahma-enquiry is needed for the fuller realization of

the nature of Brahman. But this analogy does not apply; for in the

case of our knowledge of music it is possible to have a general

apprehension which becomes gradually more and more differenti-

^
sva-rupa-cito'jndna-virodhitve tad-vedye duhkhdddv ajndna-prasangdt.

Candrikd, p. 20.
- tvan-mate ayam ghata ityddy-aparokfa-vrtterapt ghatddyavatchinna-cid-

vifayatvdc ca. Ibid.
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ated and specially manifested with the close study of the musical

science; but in the case of our knowledge of Brahman, the self-

revealing intelligence, the self, this is not possible ;
for it is absolutely

homogeneous, simple and differenceless—it is not possible to have

a general and a special knowledge. It is the flash of simple self-

revelation, absolutely without content, and so there cannot be any

greater or lesser knowledge. For the very same reason there is no

truth in the assertion contained in the Bhdmati, that, though by a

right understanding of the great Vedantic text "that art thou" one

may understand one's identity with Brahman, yet owing to the

objections of disputants there may be doubt about Brahman which

might justify a Brahma-enquiry, For, when the simple contentless

pure intelligence is once known, how can there be any room for

doubt? So, since the pure monistic interpretations of certain

Upanisad texts are directly contradicted by ordinary experience,

some other kinds of suitable interpretations have to be made which

will be in consonance with our direct experience.

The general result of all these subtle discussions is that the

Sahkara point of view (that we are all identical with Brahma, the

self-revealing cit) is not correct; for, had it been so, this self-

revealing must be always immediately and directly known to us,

and hence there would have been no occasion for the Brahma-

enquiry ; for, if the Brahman or the self is always directly known to

us, there is no need for enquiry about it. As against the Sahkara

point of view, the Madhva point of view is that the individual souls

are never identical with Brahman
;
the various ordinary concepts of

life are also real, the world is also real, and therefore no right

knowledge can destroy these notions. If we were identical with

Brahman, there would be no necessity for any Brahma-enquiry;
it is only because we are not identical with Brahman that His

nature is a fit subject of enquiry, because it is only by such know-

ledge that we can qualify ourselves for receiving His favour and

grace, and through these attain emancipation. If the self is

identical with Brahman, then, such a self being always self-revealed,

there is no need of enquiry for determining the meaning of the

Brahma part (Brahma-kdnda) of the Vedas, as there is for de-

termining the meaning of the karma part {karma-kdnda) of the

Vedas
;
for the meaning of the Brahma-kdnda does not depend on

anything else for its right comprehension {dharmavad brahma-
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kdnddrthasydtmanah paraprakdsyatvdhhdvdty. Though such a

Brahman is always self-revealed in our experience, yet, since by the

realization of such a Brahman we are not in any way nearer to

liberation (moksa), no benefit can be gained by this Brahma-

enquiry. So the explanations of this sutra, as given by Sahkara, are

quite out of place. By Brahman is meant here the fullness of quali-

ties (guna-pUrtti), which is therefore different from jtva, which is

felt as imperfect and deficient in qualities {apurnay.

Madhva also disapproves of the view of Sahkara that Brahma-

enquiry must be preceded by the distinction of eternal and non-

eternal substances, disinclination from enjoyments of this life or of

the other life, the sixfold means of salvation, such as self-control,

etc., and desire for liberation. For, if we follow the Bhdmati, and

the eternal (nityd) and not-eternal {anitya) be understood as truth

and falsehood, and their distinction, the right comprehension of

Brahman, as the truth, and everything else as false {brahmaiva

satyam anyad anrtam iti vivekah), then it may very well be objected

that this requirement is almost the ultimate thing that can be at-

tained—and, if this is already realized, what is the use of Brahma-

enquiry? Or, if the self is understood as nitya and the non-self as

anitya, then again, if this distinction is once realized, the non-self

vanishes for good and there is no need to employ ourselves in

discussions on the nature of Self. The explanation of the Panca-

pddikd-vivarana is that the word nitydnitya-viveka means the

comprehension that the result of 5ra/fwa-knowledge is inde-

structible, whereas the result of karma, etc. is destructible (dhvamsa-

pratiyogi). But this is not justifiable either
;
for the appearance of

silver in the conch-shell being always non-existent (atyantdbhdva),

the word "destructible" is hardly applicable to it. If it is said that

in reality the conch-shell-silver is non-existent (pdramdrthikatvd-

kdrena atyantdbhdvah), but in its manifested form it may be said

to be destroyed (svarupena tu dhvamsah), this is not possible either
;

for no definite meaning can be attached to the word "in reality"

{pdramdrthika), which is explained as being "non-contradiction"

(abddhyatva); "non-contradiction" means "in reality"; and thus

we have an argument in a circle (anyonydsraya). Brahma, being

^
Tdtparya-candrikd, p. 36.

^
jijndsya-brahma-sabdena guna-purty-abhidhdyina

apurnatvendnubhutdj jivdd bhinnam pratlyate. Ibid. p. 46.
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formless (nirdkara), might itself be considered as non-existent

{atyantdbhdva-pratiyogitvasya nirdkdre hrahmany apt sambhavdty .

Again, if, as the Vivarana has it, even sense-objects {visaya)
serve only to manifest pleasure, which is but the essence of self

(dtma-svarupa), then there is no reason why the enjoyment of sense-

objects should be considered different from the enjoyment of

liberation. Again, the desire for liberation is also considered as a

necessary requirement. But whose is this desire for liberation

(mumuksutva)} It cannot belong to the entity denoted by ego

(aham-artha) ;
for this entity does not remain in liberation {aham-

arthasya muktdv ananvaydt). It cannot be of the pure intelligence

{cit) ;
for that cannot have any desire. Thus the interpretations of the

word "now" (atha), the first word of the sutra, were objected to

by the thinkers of the Madhva school. Their own interpretation,

in accordance with the Bhdsya of Madhva as further elaborated by

Jaya-tirtha, Vyasa-tlrtha, Raghavendra Yati and others, is that the

word atha has, on the one hand, an auspicious influence, and is also

a name of Narayana^. The other meaning of the word atha is that

the enquiry is possible only after the desired fitness {adhikdrdnan-

tarydrthah)^. But this fitness for Brahma-enquiry is somewhat

different from that demanded by the Sahkara school, the views of

which I have already criticized from the Madhva point of view.

Madhva and his followers dispense with the qualifications of

nitydnitya-vastu-viveka, and they also hold that desire for liberation

must be illogical, if one follows the interpretation of Saiikara, which

identifies 7f?;a and Brahman. The mere desire for liberation is not

enough either; for the sutras themselves deny the right of Brahma-

enquiry to the Sudras*. So, though any one filled with the desire

for liberation may engage himself in Brahma-enquiry, this ought pro-

perly to be done only by those who have studied the Upanisads with

devotion, and who also possess the proper moral qualities of self-

control, etc. and are disinclined to ordinary mundane enjoyments^.

•

Tdtparya-candrika, p. 69.
'* evam ca atha-sabdo mangaldrtha iti bhd^yasya atha-iabdo vighnotsdrana-sd-

dhdranakaram dtmakdnanustheya-viptu-STnarandthasabdoccdranarupa-mangala-

prayojanakah prasastarupdnanu§theya-rupa-viptv-abhidhdyakas ca iti artha-

dvayam drastavyam. Ibid. p. 77. The same view is also expressed in the

Tattva-pradipa, a commentary on Madhva's Bhdsya by Trivikrama Panditacarya.
^
Anubhdsya.

*
Brahma-sutra, i. 3. 34-8.

"
mukti-yogyatva-bhakti-purvakddhyayana - sama-damddi -

vairdgya-sampatti-

rupddhikdrdrpanena, etc. Tattva-prakdsikd-bhdva-dtpikd, p. 12.
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The word "therefore" {atah) in the sutra means "through the

grace or kindness of the Lord Visnu"; for without His grace the

bondage of the world, which is real, cannot be broken or liberation

attained. Jaya-tlrtha in his Nydya-sudhd on the Anuvydkhydna of

Madhva here anticipates an objection, viz., since liberation can be

attained in the natural course through right knowledge, as explained

by Sankara and his followers on the one hand and the Nydya-sutra

on the other, what is the usefulness of the intervention of I^vara

for producing liberation? All sorrow is due to the darkness of

ignorance, and, once there is the light of knowledge, this darkness

is removed, and it cannot therefore wait for the grace of any

supposed Lord^. The simplest answer to such an objection, as

given in the Nydya-sudhd, is that, the bondage being real, mere

knowledge is not sufficient to remove it. The value of knowledge
consists in this, that its acquirement pleases the Lord and He.

being pleased, favours us by His grace so as to remove the

bondage ^.

The word "Brahman" (which according to Sahkara is derived

from the root brhati-, "to exceed" (attsayana), and means eternity,

purity and intelligence) means according to the Madhva school the

person in whom there is the fullness of qualities {hrhanto hy asmin

gundh). The argument that acceptance of the difference of Brahman

and the souls would make Brahman limited is not sound ;
for the

objects of the world are not considered to be identical with

Brahman nor yet as limiting the infinitude of Brahman; and the

same sort of answer can serve in accepting the infinitude ofBrahman

as well as in accepting His difference from the souls^. The infinitude

of Brahman should not therefore be considered only in the negative

^ tathd ca jndna-svabhava-labhydydm muktau kim tsvara-prasddena; na hi

andhakdra-nibandhana-duhkha-nivrttaye pradlpam upddaddndh kasyacit prabhoh

prasddam apeksante. Nydya-sudhd, p. i8.
^ The Tattva-prakdsikd says that the letter a means Visnu, and atah there-

fore means through the grace of Vi§nu: akdra-vdcydd visnos tat-prasdddt, p. 4.

The Bhdmati, however, following ^ahkara, explains the word atah as meaning
"since the Vedas themselves say that the fruits of sacrifices are short-lived,

whereas the fruits of Brahma-knowledge are indestructible and eternal ". So that

through the Vedas we have disinclination from mundane and heavenly joys

(ihdmutra-phala-bhoga-virdgah), and these through Brahma-enquiry. But the

Candrikd points out that such a connection with vairdgya, as signified by atah,

is remote and, moreover, the connection with vairdgya was already expressed

by the word atha.
'

Tdtparya-pkd, pp. 89-93.
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way, as not being limited by difference, but as being fullness in

time, space and qualities ;
for otherwise even the Buddhist momen-

tary knowledge would have to be considered as equal to Brahman,

since it is limited neither by time nor by space i.

Coming to the formation of the compound Brahma-enquiry

(brahma-jijndsd), the Candrikd points out that neither Sahkara nor

his followers are justified in explaining Brahman as being in the

objective case with reference to the verb implied in "enquiry"

(jtjndsd); for Brahma—being pure and absolute intelligence, open

only to direct intuition—cannot be the fit object of any enquiry

which involves discussions and arguments^. But, of course, in the

Madhva view there cannot be any objection to Brahma being taken

as the object of enquiry. According to both the Nydya-sudhd and

the Tdtparya-candrikd the word "enquiry" (jijndsd) in Brahma-

enquiry (brahma-jijndsd) means directly [rudhi) argumentative

reasoning (manana) and not desire to know, as the followers of

Sahkara would suggest^. The object of Brahma-enquiry involving

reasoned discussions is the determination of the nature of Brahman,

whether He possesses the full perception of all qualities, or has only

some qualities, or whether He has no qualities at all*.

Not only did the followers of Madhva try to refute almost all the

points of the interpretation of this siltra by Sankara and his fol-

lowers, but Madhva in his Anuvydkhydna, as interpreted in the

Nydya-sudhd and Nydya-sudhd-parimala, raised many other im-

portant points for consideration, which seem to strike the position

of Sahkara at its very root. A detailed enumeration of these dis-

cussions cannot be given within the scope of a single chapter

like the present; and I can refer to some only of the important

points. Thus the very possibility of illusion, as described by

Sankara, is challenged by Jaya-tirtha, following the Anuvydkhydna.

^
bauddhdbhimata-ksanika-vijndndder api vastutah kdlddy abhdvena apari-

cchinnatva-prasangdc ca; tasmdd desatah kdlatas caiva gunatas cdpi purnatd

brahmatd, na tu bhedasya rdhityam brahmatesyate. Tdtparya-ttkd, p. 94.
*
para-pak§e vicdra-janya-jndna-karmano brahmano vtcdra-karmatvdyogdt,

aparokfa-vrtti-vydpyasya phala-vydpyatva-niyamdc ca. Ibid. p. 95.
' The Bhdmatt, however, holds that the primary' meaning of the word

jijndsd is
"
desire to know "

; but, since desire to know can only be with reference to

an object which is not definitely known (jiidtum icchd hi sandigdha-vi^aye nirnaydya

bhavati), it means by implication reasoned discussion (vicdrd), which is necessary
for coming to any decided conclusion.

* tasmdd veddntddind'pdta-prattte brahmani saguna-nirgundlpagunatvddind

vipratipatter jijndsyatvam. Tdtparya-candrikd, p. 109.
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He says that the individual is by nature free in himself in all his

works and enjoyments, and is dependent only on God. That such

an individual should feel at any time that he was being determined

by some other agent is certainly due to ignorance {avidydy.

Ignorance, so far as it may be said to be existent as such in the

self, has real being [avidyddikam ca svarupendtma-samhandhitvena
sad evd). So the intellect {buddhi), the senses, the body and external

sense-objects {-visaya) are really existent in themselves under the

control of God; but, when through ignorance they are conceived

as parts of my self, there is error and illusion (avidyddi-vasdd

dtmiyatayd adhydsyante). The error does not consist in their not

having any existence
;
on the contrary, they are truly existent enti-

ties, and sorrow is one of their characteristics. The error consists

in the fact that what belongs distinctly to them is considered as

belonging to an individual self. When through ignorance such a

false identification takes place, the individual thinks himself to be

under their influence and seems to suffer the changes which actually

belong to them; and, being thus subject to passions and antipathy,

suffers rebirth and cannot get himself absolutely released except

by the worship of God. Those who believe in the mdyd doctrine,

like Sankara and his followers, however, hold that the sorrow does

not exist in itself and is false in its very nature [duhkhddikam

svarupendpi mithyd). Saiikara says that we falsely identify the self

with the non-self in various ways ;
that may be true, but how does

that fact prove that non-self is false? It may have real existence and

yet there may be its false identification with the self through

ignorance. If the very fact that this non-self is being falsely identified

with the self renders it false, then the false identification, on the

other side, of the self with the non-self ought to prove that the self

also is false 2. As the selves, which are bound, are real, so the sense-

objects, etc., which bind them, are also real; their false identifica-

tion through ignorance is the chain of bondage, and this also is

^
tasya pardyattatvdvabhdso'vidyd-nimittako hhramah. Nydya-sudhd, p. 26.

*
atrahipramdtr-pramdna-prameya-kartr-karma-kdrya-bhoktr-bhoga-laksana-

vyavahdra-trayasya idrirendriyddisu aham-mamddhydsa-purahsaratva-pradar-
sanena vyavahdra-kdrya-lihgakam anumdnam vyavahdrdnyathdnupapattir vd

adhydse pramdnam uktam. na cdnendntahkarana-iartrendriya-visaydndm tad-

dharmdndm duhkhddtndm ca mithydtvam sidhyati svarupa-satdm apt tdddtmya-
tatsambandhitvdbhydm dropenaiva z>yavahdropapatter . na ca dropitatvamdtrena

mithydtvam; dtmano'pi antahkaranddisu dropitatvena mithydtva-prasangdt.
Ibid.

DIV 8
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real, and can be removed only through knowledge by the grace
of God.

The idea suggested by the Saiikara school, that the notion of an

individual as free agent or as one enjoying his experiences is in-

herent in the ego (ahatn-kdra), and is simply associated with the

self, is also incorrect; for the notion of ego (ahatn-kdra) really

belongs to the self and it is present as such even during deep sleep

(susupti), when nothing else shines forth excepting the self, and we
know that the experience of this state is "I sleep happily". This

notion "I," or the ego, therefore belongs to the self^.

If everything is false, then the very scriptures by which Sahkara

would seek to prove it would be false. The answer to such an

objection, as given by Sahkarites, is that even that which is false

may serve to show its own falsehood and the truth of something

else, just as in the case of acquired perception, e.g. in the case of

surabht-candana, "fragrant sandal," the sense of sight may reveal

the smell as well as the colour. But the counter-reply to this answer

naturally raises the question whether the false scriptures or other

proofs are really existent or not; if they are, then unqualified

monism fails
;
for their existence would necessarily mean dualism.

If, on the other hand, they do not exist at all, then they cannot prove

anything. The answer of Sahkara, that even the false can prove the

true, just as a line (a unit) by the side of zeros might signify various

numbers, is incorrect
;
for the line is like the alphabet signs in a word

and like them can recall the number for which it is conventionally

accepted {sanketita), and is therefore not false (rekhdpi varnepaddm-
iva arthe sanketite tam smdrayatiti no kitncid atra mithyd astiy.

Nor can it be maintained that the bondage of sorrow, etc, is not

real; for it is felt to be so through the direct testimony of the

experience of the spirit (sdksiny. Its unreality or falsehood cannot

be proved by the opponent; for with him truth is differenceless

(nirvisesa): but any attempt to prove anything involves duality

between that which is to be proved and that whereby it is to be

^
aham-pratyayasya dtma-visayatvdt. Nydya-sudhd, p. 27. It also dis-

tinguishes two words of the same form, aham, though one is an avyaya word
and the other the nominative singular of the word asmad. It is the former that is

used to denote an evolutionary product of prakrti, whereas the latter denotes

the self.

* Several other examples of this type furnished by Sankara and his followers

are here given and refuted in the same manner.
'
duhkhddi-bandha-satyatdydm sdksi-pratyaksam eva upanyastam. Ibid. p. 30.
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proved, and that a differenceless entity may be the proof cannot be

established by the differenceless entity itself; for this would involve

a vicious circle. If the world were false, then all proofs whereby
this could be established would also by the same statement be false

;

and how then could the statement itself be proved ?

As has just been said, the opponents, since they also enter into

discussions, must admit the validity of the means of proof (pramdna
or vyavahrti); for without these there cannot be any discussion

(kathd); and, if the proofs are admitted as valid, then what is proved

by them as valid (prameya or vydvahdrika) is also valid ^. In this

connection Jaya-tirtha raises the points contained in the preliminary

part of the Khandana-khanda-khddya of Sriharsa, where he says
that it is, of course, true that no discussions are preceded by an

open non-acceptance of the reality of logical proofs, but neither is

it necessary to accept the validity of any proof before beginning any
discussion. Those who begin any discussion do so without any

previous forethought on the subject; they simply do not pay any
attention to the ultimate existence or non-existence of all proofs,

but simply begin a discussion as if such a question did not need

any enquiry at the time^. In a discussion what is necessary is the

temporary agreement {samaya-handhd) or the acceptance for the

purpose of the discussion of certain canons of argument and proofs;
for that alone is sufficient for it. It is not necessary in these cases

that one should go into the very nature of the validity or invalidity,

existence or non-existence of the proofs themselves^. So even

without accepting the ultimate existence and validity of the

pramdnas it is possible to carry on a discussion, simply through a

temporary mutual acceptance of them as if they did exist and were

valid. So it is wrong to say that those who do not believe in their

existence cannot legitimately enter into a proper discussion. After

referring to the above method of safeguarding the interests of the

upholders of the mdyd doctrine, Jaya-tlrtha says that, whatever may
be mutual agreement in a discussion, it remains an undeniable fact

^
vyavahdrikam vyavahdra-visayo duhkhddi. Ibid. p. 31.

^ na brumo vayam na santi pramdnddini iti svikrtya kathdrabhyeti kim ndma
santi na santi pramdnddini ityasydm cintdydrn uddstnaih yathd svikrtya tdni

bhavatd vyavahriyante tathd vyavahdribhir eva kathd pravartyatdm. Ibid. p. 32.
' tac ca vyavahdra-niyama-bandhdd eva...sa ca pramdnena tarkena ca

vyavahartavyam ityddi-rupah; na ca pramdnddlndrn sattdpi ittham eva tubhyam
angtkartum ucitd, tddrsa-vyavahdra-myama-mdtrenaiva kathd-pravrtteh. Ibid.

8-2
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that, if the proofs do not exist, nothing at all can be proved by such

non-existing entities. Either the pramdnas exist or they do not;

there is no middle course. If they are not admitted to be existent,

they cannot prove anything. You cannot say that you will be

indifferent with regard to the existence or non-existence of

pramdnas and still carry on a discussion merely as a passive

debater
;
for our very form of thought is such that they have either

to be admitted as existent or not. You cannot continue to suspend

your judgment regarding their existence or non-existence and still

deal with them in carrying a discussion^. You may not have

thought of it before starting the discussion; but, when you are

carrying on a discussion, the position is such that it is easy to raise

the point, and then you are bound to admit it or to give up the

discussion. Dealing with the pramdnas by mutual agreement

necessarily means a previous admission of their existence 2.

The Sankarites generally speak of three kinds of being, real

(pdramdrthika), apparent (vydvahdrika) and illusory {prdtihhdsika).

This apparent being of world-appearance [jagat-prapanca) is neither

existent nor non-existent {sad-asad-vilaksana). The scriptures call

this false, because it is not existent
;
and yet, since it is not absolutely

non-existent, the proofs, etc. which are held within its conception
can demonstrate its own falsehood and the absolute character of the

real'. Such a supposition would indeed seem to have some force,

if it could be proved that the world-appearance is neither existent

nor non-existent; which cannot be done, since non-existence is

nothing but the simple negation of existence {tasya sattvdhhdvdvya

tirekdt). So that which is different from existent must be non-

existent, and that which is different from non-existent must be

existent; there is no middle way. Even the scriptures do not

maintain that the world-appearance has a character which is

different from what is existent and what is non-existent {sad-asad-

vilaksana).

With regard to the question what may be the meaning of the

^ sattvdsattve vihdya pramdna-svarapasya buddhau dropayitum asakyatvena

uddsinasya tat-svlkdrdnupapatteh. Nydya-sudhd, p. 34.
*
pramdnair vyavahartavyam iti ca niyama-bandhanatn pramd-karana-

bhdvasya niyamdntarbhdvdn niyata-purva-sattva-rupam karanatvam pramd-
ndndm andddya na paryavasyati. Ibid. p. 34.

' tatra vydvahdrikasya prapancasya sad-asad-vilaksanasya sad-vilaksanatvdd

upapannam srutyddind mithydtva-samarthanam asad-vilaksanatvdt tad-antar-

gatasya pramdnddeh sddhakatvam ca iti. Ibid. p. 35.
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phrase "different from existents" {sad-vilaksana), after suggesting
numerous meanings and their refutations, Jaya-tlrtha suggests an

alternative interpretation, that the phrase might mean "difference

{vailaksanya) from existence in general {sattd-sdmdnya)" . But surely

this cannot be accepted by the opponent ;
for the acceptance of one

general existence would imply the acceptance of different existents,

from which the abstraction can be made^. This cannot be accepted

by a Sahkarite, and, as for himself, he does not accept any general

existence apart from the individual existents {dravyddy-atirikta-

sattva-sdtndnyasyaiva anangikdrdt). The Sahkarites say that the

indefinable nature of this world-appearance is apparent from the

fact that it is ultimately destructible by right knowledge and that

this world-appearance is destructible by right knowledge and that

this world-appearance is destructible is admitted even by the

Madhvas. To this objection Jaya-tlrtha replies that, when the

Madhvas say that the world is destroyed by the Lord, it is in the

same sense in which a jug is reduced to dust by the stroke of a heavy
club 2. But even such a destruction, in our view, is not possible

with regard to prakrti; and this destruction is entirely different

from what a Sankarite would understand by the cessation (bddha)

through knowledge {jndna). For that, as Prakasatman writes in his

Vivarana, means that the nescience {ajndna) ceases with all its

effects through knowledge {ajndnasya sva-kdryena vartamdnena

pravilinena vd saha jndnena nimttir bddhah). Cessation {bddha),

according to the Madhvas, proceeds through right knowledge

{samyag-jndna) regarding something about which there was a

different knowledge {anyathd-jndna). The existence of any such

category as
"
different-from-existent and non-existent" {sad-

asad-vilaksana) cannot be defined as corresponding to that which

ceases through right knowledge ; only that which you falsely know
about anything can cease through right knowledge : the example of

conch-shell-silver does not prove anything; for we do not admit

that there is anything like conch-shell-silver which existed and was

destroyed through right knowledge, since in fact it never existed at

all. Not only in the case of conch-shell-silver, but in the case of the

^

sattd-sdmdnydngikdre ca sad-bhedo durvdra eva; na hy ekdsrayam sdmdnyam
asti. Ibid. p. 38.

^
mudgara-prahdrddind ghatasyeva tsvarasya jndnecchd-prayatna-vydpdrair

vindsa eva. Ibid. p. 39.
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dkdsa, etc., too, the assertion that it is sad-asad-vilaksana is utterly \

wrong; for, being eternal, it can never cease.

Error or illusion consists in knowing a thing differently from

what it is [anyathd-vijndnam eva bhrdntih). Now conch-shell-silver

is a simple case of anyathd-vijndna or anyathd-khydti, and there is

nothing here of sad-asad-vilaksanatva or jndna-nivartyatva (possi-

bility of being removed by knowledge) ;
for it does not exist. It may

be objected that, if it did not exist, one could not have the notion

[pratlti) of it : no one can have any notion of that which does not

exist; but the conch-shell-silver is to all appearance directly per-
ceived. The answer to this is that even the opponent does not admit

that there is any such concomitance that what does not exist cannot

yield any notion of it
;
for when the opponent speaks of anything as

being asad-vilaksana, i.e. different-from-the-non-existent, he must

have a notion of what is non-existent; for, if any one is to know

anything (e.g., a jug) as being different from some other thing (e.g.,

a piece of cloth), then, previously to this, in order to know this

difference he must have known what that thing (a jug) is^. This

again raises the epistemological problem, whether it is possible to

have knowledge of the non-existent. Thus it may be asked whether

the sentence "There are horns on the head of the man" conveys

any meaning; and, if it does, whether it is of any existing or of a

non-existing entity. It cannot be the first
;
for then we should have

actually seen the horns
;
there must be notion of the non-existent

entity of the horn, and so it has to be admitted that we can know
non-existent entities. It cannot be said that this is not non-

existent, but only that it is indefinable {anirvacanlyd) ; for, if even

entities like the hare's horn or man's horn should not be regarded
as non-existent, then from what is it intended to distinguish conch-

shell-silver? for asad-vilaksana must be admitted to have some

meaning; asat cannot mean "indefinable"; for in that case conch-

shell-silver, which is described as being different from asat, would

be definable^. Not only can the non-existent be the object of know-

ledge, but it can also be the subject or the object of a verb. Thus,
when it is said "the jug is being T^xodnctd, ghatojdyate" this refers

* yo yadvilaksanarh pratyeti sa tat-pratltimdn yathd ghata-vilaksanah pata iti

pratttimdn devadatto ghata-pratltimdn ityanumdndt. Nydya-sudhd, p. 57.
^
nirupdkhydd iti cet tarhi tad-vailaksanyarh ndma sopdkhvdnatvam eva.

Ibid. p. 58.
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to the non-existent jug, as being the subject of the verb "to be

produced, yoya/e"; for it will be shown later that Sahkara's theory
of the previous or simultaneous existence of effects, even before the

causal operation (sat-kdrya-vdda), is false. Therefore, since the non-

existent may be known, the objection that conch-shell-silver cannot

be non-existent, because it is known, is invalid.

But a further objection is raised, that, while it is not denied that

the non-existent may be known, it is denied that the non-existent

cannot appear as directly perceived and as existent {aparoksatayd
sattvena ca) ;

as if one should find horns on the head of a man, as he

finds them on the head of a cow. But in the case of the conch-shell-

silver what is perceived is directly perceived as existent; so the

conch-shell-silver must be non-existent. In answer to this the

following may be urged: those who do not regard conch-shell-

silver as non-existent, but as indefinable {anirvacamya), have to

accept the appearance of identity of "this" and the silver {idarn-

rajatayoh). Illusion, according to these Sahkarites, is the appearance
of something in that which is not so {atasmims tad iti pratyaya iti).

This is not, of course, anyathd-khydti (a different appearance from

the real) ;
for the basis of the illusion {adhisthdna, as the conch-shell

of the illusory silver) is not here false in itself, but only false in its

appearance as silvery or associated with a false appearance

(sarnsrsta-rupa) ;
but the illusory appearance (adhydsta) is false both

in itself (svarupa) and also as associated with the object before the

observer; this is admitted by the holders of the mdyd doctrine. The
holders of the anyathd-khydti view of illusion think that both the

conch-shell and the silver are real, only the appearances of identity

of conch-shell with silver and of silver with conch-shell are false ^.

This appearance of the false or the non-existent is both immediate

(aparoksa), as is well known to experience, and endowed with real

existence; for otherwise no one could be moved by it (sattvend-

pratltdu pravrttyanupapattes ca). Until the illusion is broken this

association of the non-existent silver with the "this" does not differ

in the least from the perception of real silver before the observer.

The opponents would say that this is not a false and non-existent

association {anyathdtvam yady asat sydt), as the Madhvas hold
;
but

it is difficult to understand what they can mean by such an objec-

^
anyathd-khydti-vddibhir adhisthdndropyayor ubhayor apt samsrsta-rupenaiva

asattvam svarupena tu sattvam ity ahglkrtam. Ibid. p. 58.
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tion; for such an association of silver with the conch-shell cannot be

real {sat), since, if it was so, why should it appear only in the case of

illusions {bhrdnti), where the first perception is contradicted, as in

"this is not silver"? Again, those who think that in the case of

illusion the silver is indefinable {anirvacanlya) may be asked what

is the nature of that which appears as indefinable. Does it appear

as non-existent or as illusory? It cannot be so; for then no one

would trouble about it and try to pick it up, knowing it to be non-

existent or illusory. So it has to be admitted that it appears as

existent. This agrees with our experience of the illusion ("this

silver"). The mere notion of silver is not enough to draw us

towards it, apart from our notion of it as existing. But this has no

real existence, since then it cannot be indefinable ;
if this is non-

existent, then it has to be admitted that the non-existent appears in

immediate perceptual experience and as endowed with existence.

The opponents however may point out that this is not a right

analysis of the situation as they understand it. For in their view the

true "this" in the conch-shell and its association with silver is as

indefinable as the indefinable silver itself, and so the silver in the

appearance of silver is indefinable, and so their mutual connection

also is indefinable. It is the reality in the conch-shell that becomes

indefinably associated with the silver. The answer to this is that

such a view is open to the serious defect of what is known as the

vicious infinite {anavasthd). For, when it is said that the mutual

association {samsarga) of "thisness" and "silverness" and the

association of the reality of the conch-shell with the silver are both

indefinable, it may be asked what exactly is meant by calling them

indefinable. It is not of the nature of ordinary phenomenal ex-

perience {vydvahdrika) ;
for the illusory silver is not of any ordinary

use. If it is illusory {prdtibhdsika), does it appear to be so or does

it appear as if it was of the nature of ordinary phenomenal ex-

perience? If it did appear as illusory, no one would be deluded by

it, when he knows it to be illusory, and he would not trouble to

stoop down to pick it up. If it did appear as if it was of the nature

of ordinary phenomenal experience, then it could not be really so ;

for then it could not be illusory. If it was not so and still appeared

to be so, then the old point, that the non-existent can appear to

immediate perception as existent, has to be admitted. If this

appearance of silver as being of the nature of an object of ordinary
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phenomenal experience is itself considered as being indefinable,

then the same sorts of questions may again be asked about it, and

the series will be infinite; this would be a true case of a vicious

infinite, and not like the harmless infinite of the seed and the shoot;

for here, unless the previous series is satisfactorily taken as giving
a definite solution, the succeeding series cannot be solved, and that

again depends in a similar way on another, and that on another and

so on, and so no solution is possible at any stage ^. Therefore the old

view that even the unreal and the non-existent may appear as the

real and the existent has to be accepted ;
and the world-appearance

should not be considered as indefinable {anirvacantya).

Interpretation of Brahma-sutra i. 1.2.

The literal translation of the second sutra, janmddy asya yatah,
is "from which production, etc., of this". The purport of Sahkara's

commentary on this sutra may briefly be stated as follows :

"
Produc-

tion, etc." means production, existence and destruction. Produc-

tion, existence and destruction of this world-appearance, which is

so great, so orderly and so diversified, is from that ultimate cause,

God (Isvara); and neither the paramdnus nor the inanimate prakrti
can be its cause. This rule is not intended to stand as an inference

in favour of the existence of God, but is merely the description of

the purport of the Upanisad texts on the nature of Brahman ^
;
for

the ultimate grasp of the nature of Brahman, which is beyond the

range of our sense-organs, can only come through the right com-

prehension of the meaning of Upanisad texts.

Jaya-tlrtha, in commenting on the Bhdsya of Madhva and the

Anuvydkhydna, follows Madhva in explaining this sutra as a

definition (laksana) of Brahman, intended to diff"erentiate Him from

beings of His class, viz., the souls (jiva), and inanimate objects,

which belong to a different class. The idea is that that from which

the production, etc., of the world takes place is Brahman, and there

are important srutt texts which say that the world was produced
from Brahman^. It has already been pointed out that by "pro-

^ Nydya-sudhd, p. 59.
^
janmddi-sutram ndnumdnopanydsdrtham kim tarhi veddnta-vdkya-pradar-

sandrtham.
*
Jaya-tirtha refers to another interpretation of the sutra as janrna ddyasya

hiranyagarbhasya yatas tad brahma. The Tdtparya-candrikd discusses the points
of view raised in the Nydya-sudhd and elsewhere with regard to the meaning of
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duced, etc." in the sutra Sarikara understood production (srsti),

existence {sthiti) and destruction {laya or bhanga), and he there

reconciled the six stages of existent things {bhdva-vtka) referred to

by Yaska in the Nirukta, such as being produced, to continue to

exist, to grow, to change, to decay and to be destroyed, as being
included within the three stages referred to by him

;
for growth and

change are included within production (janma), and decay is in-

cluded within destruction. Madhva, however, includes eight

different categories in the term "production, etc."; these with him

are production {srsti), existence {sthiti), destruction {samhdra),

control {niyama), knowledge {jndna), ignorance {ajndna), bondage

{bandha) and release {moksa)^. The existence of all these qualities

implies the fullness of qualities signified by the name Brahman.

That single being in whom all the above-mentioned eightfold

qualities exist is called Brahman,

Generally two kinds of definitions are distinguished from each

other, viz., essential {svarUpa-laksana) and accidental {tatastha-

laksana). Prakasatman, the writer of the Panca-pddikd-vivarana,

speaks of this definition of Brahman as being of the latter type, since

it is only in association with mdyd that Brahman can be said to be

the cause of the production, etc., of the world-appearance. In itself

Brahman as referred to by the word yatah. Brha, a constituent of the word
brahman, has several technical meanings {rudhi), such asjdti (class-notion), jiwa,
Kamaldsana or Brahma. But the word is not used here in its technical sense, but
in the etymological sense, which signifies the entity in which there is a fullness

of qualities; for it is only in this sense that the Upanisad texts alluded to in

connection with this sutra and the previous one become significant. Again, on
the basis of other texts, which speak of Him (from which everything is produced)
as lying in the ocean, Brahman here means Visnu (as in the Samakhya-sruti,

dydvdprthivt param mama yonir apsu antah samudre), because it is only in Him
that there is the fullness of all qualities. This characteristic would not apply to

any of the other technical (rudhi) senses, such asjdti or jtva; and so it is that,

though the rudhi sense is stronger than the etymological sense (yaugika), yet the

latter has preference here : brahma-sabdasya jive riidhatve'pi bddhaka-sadbhdvdt
tad brahma iti sruty-uktam brahma visnur eva (Tattva-prakdsikd). It may also be
added that, according to the Tattva-prakdsikd, Tdtparya-candrikd and other

Madhva works, it is held that, though ordinarily brahma has the technical sense

oi jlva, yet with scholars the word always has the technical meaning of Vi§nu.
Thus a distinction is drawn between the ordinary technical sense {rudhi) and the

technical sense with scholars (vidvad-rudhi), and preference is given to the latter:

vidufdm brahma-sabdena visnu-vyakti-pratiteh {Tdtparya-candrikd, p. 120).
*
Anubhdsya of Madhva or Brahma-sutra, i. 1.2. Madhva quotes for his

authority a passage from the Skanda-purdna:
utpatti-sthiti-sarnhdra-niyatir jfidnam dvrtih

bandha-moksam ca purusdd yasmdt sa harir ekardt.
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it is of the nature of pure bliss (dnanda), which is also identical in

its nature with pure knowledge 1. Madhva and his followers, how-

ever, consider the characteristics mentioned in the sutra as essential

and do not think that the essences of dnanda and jiva are in any
sense anything else but qualities, in which case they would not be

essences identical with Brahman, as would be required by what may
be called a svarupa-laksana ;

for dnanda is as much a characteristic as

any other characteristic is, and, if dnanda could be regarded as a

defining essence, then the characteristic of being the cause of the

world might also be regarded as a defining essence 2. If His being
the cause involves qualities unessential to Himself, then in His

purity He could neither be dnanda, whether as a class notion, as

a desirable feeling (anukula-vedand), as being the dearest one

(parama-premdspada), or as being opposed to sorrow; for, if these

be the nature of dnanda, it must by its very nature be associated

with inessential traits (sopddhikatvdt). So knowledge also must

express something and must therefore by its very nature be con-

nected with something outside of itself {artha-prakdsdtmakatvena

sopddhikam eva) ;
for knowledge is inseparably connected with the

knower and the known {jndnasya jndtr-jneya-sdpeksatvdt). It has

been urged in the Panca-pddikd-vivarana that the knowledge which

forms the essential defining characteristic of Brahman is all-

illuminating revelation which is not in any way conditioned by its

being dependent on, or its being inseparably connected with,

objects^. But the fact that it can reveal everything implies posses-
sion of power, and this power is necessarily connected with the

object with reference to which it is effective. Moreover, if any

power can be considered as being an essential defining charac-

teristic, then the power of producing the world and of aflPecting it

in other ways (as referred to in the sutra) might also be considered

as an essential defining characteristic*. The objection, that the

essence {svarupa) of anything cannot be expressed by a reference to

anything other than itself, is not valid
;
for a thing wholly unrelated

^
Panca-pddikd-vivarana, pp. 222-3.

- dnandam laksanam iti cet tarhi jagat-kdranam laksanam astu.

Tdtparyd-candrikd, p. 140.
' anena sarvajna-sabdena sarvdvabhdsa-ksamam vijnapti-mdtram ddityddi-

prakdsavad avisayopddhikatn vijndnam eva brahma-svarupa-laksanam.

Panca-pddikd-vivarana, p. 210.
*
sdmarthyasya sakti-rupatvdd, visaya-nirupyatvdc ca, jagaj-jananddi-

sdmarthyasyaiva svarupa-laksanatvopapattes ca. Tdtparya-candrikd, p. 141.
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to, and devoid of all reference to, any other thing cannot be known

{svarupasya sva-vedyatvdt). It is further held by the opponents that

an accidental defining characteristic like that of the Brahman being

the cause of the world {tatastha-laksana)
—

as, for example, indi-

cating a house by a temporary association, as that of a crow sitting

on the roof of it—is not an inherent and intrinsic characteristic

{ananvayl), whereas an essential characteristic like dnanda is an

inherent and intrinsic constituent (kdrydnvayi) of the thing. But

such an objection cannot rule out the causality, etc., of Brahman as

being inessential
;
for we want to know Brahman in its essence as the

cause or kdrana of the world, as much as by any other characteristic.

The essential feature of Brahman is its fullness of qualities, as the

ultimate cause of production, etc., and these are in no sense less

essential than His nature as dnanda. Like the power of burning in

fire, these powers of world-creation, etc., are coextensive with the

essence of Brahman. It is indeed surprising, says Vyasa-tirtha, that

the Sahkarites should enter into any long discussion with regard to

the distinction of essential and accidental definitions
;
for all defini-

tions mean the making known of object by its distinctive charac-

teristics such as are well known^. But, as the Sahkarites believe in

absolutely unqualified Brahman, how do they undertake to define

it? All definitions must proceed through the means of known

qualities^. Whether a definition (laksana) be svarupa or tatastha,

it must proceed by way of enumerating distinctive characteristic

qualities; and, as the Brahman of the opponents has no qualities, it

cannot be defined at all.

Ramanuja in his interpretation of this sutra asserted that the

characteristic qualities and powers of Brahman referred to in the

sutra belong to Brahman as He is immanent; but the Upanisads also

define Him in His essential characteristic features, as transcendent,

by speaking of Him as being truth, knowledge, the infinite {satyarn

jfidnam anantam brahma); and this distinguishes Him from the

souls and inanimate objects, which also are held within Him. But

Vyasa-tlrtha points out that Madhva has by implication denied this

in his Anuvydkhydna, where he distinctly asserted the causality of

^
prasiddhasya asddhdrana-dharmasya laksanatvena; also asddhdrana-dharmo

hi laksanam pariktrtyate. Tdtparya-candrikd, pp. 140, 143.
^

svarupam vd tatastham vd laksanam bhedakatn matam
sajdtiydd vijdtiydt tac-cddvaiti-mate katham. Ibid. p. 143.
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Brahman as its own intrinsic constitutive definition^. Vyasa-tlrtha

says that in defence of the Ramanuja point of view it may be urged

that, as a special form of a jug would differentiate it from all other

things, yet its possession of smell constitutes its nature as earth,

so, though causality, etc., differentiate Brahman from others, yet it

is His nature as truth, knowledge and infinite that really dif-

ferentiates Him from souls and inanimate objects. But Vyasa-tirtha

contends that this is wrong, since the special form of a jug dif-

ferentiates it from cloth, etc., and not from earth; an earthen jug
is itself earth

;
but the special form which distinguishes an earthen

jug from other objects (such as cloth, etc.) also by that very fact

shows that it belongs to a class different from them. Here also the

causality which differentiates Brahman from souls, etc., also shows

that He is different in nature from them. So the fact that Brahman
is the ultimate cause of production, etc., constitutes its essential

defining characteristic. He, Brahman, not only possesses these

qualities, but in reality His qualities are infinite, and their possession

forms His defining characteristic {ananta-guna-sattvam eva

brahmano laksanam)^.

The two principal Vedanta texts by which the Sankarites seek

to establish their theory of absolute monism (advaita) are "that art

thou" (tat tvam asi) and "Brahma is truth, knowledge, infinite"

{satyam jndnam anantam brahma). Now Madhva urges that, since

these may also be otherwise interpreted directly {mukhydrthd) on

the basis of difference, it is not proper to explain them on the basis

of non-difference with an indirect and distant meaning (laksand)^.

The Nydya-sudhd points out that with the monistic interpretation

the difficulty arises, how to identify the qualityless (nirgund) with

the qualified (saguna), as in the case of the souls; the qualityless is

indeterminable by itself (nirguna syaiva nirupayitum asakyatvdt)*.

If this nirguna brahma were entirely different from the saguna
Brahma or Isvara acknowledged by the Sahkarites, then there would

be a duality; if the relation is held to be indefinable (anirvacaniya),

^
asyodbhavddi-hetutvarn sdksdd eva sva-laksanatn. Op. cit.

*
Nydya-sudhd, p. 107.

' bhedenaiva tu mukhydrtha-sambhave laksanam kutah. Anuvydkhydna, p. 5.

nanu abhedam updddya sutra-laksanam vd dsrayanlya-bhedam updddya
mukhya-vrttir na iti sandihyate ; vayam tu bruntah, dvittya eva paksah sreydn.

Nydya-sudhd, p. loi.
* Ibid. p. 102.
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then the criticisms against the indefinable suggested in the first

sutra apply to it^. If, however, it is urged that the unity or

identity referred to in the above passages is with regard to the

Brahman as pure self-revealing intelligence and the same element

as forming the principal reality ofjiva, then it becomes difficult to

understand how the Upanisads can have the presumption of re-

vealing the self-revealing intelligence 2. Moreover, it may be

objected that, if the Brahman is nothing else but pure intelligence,

then its "unity*' with jtva as taught by the Upanisads, being
different from Brahman, is false

;
for "unity

"
is not pure intelligence,

and, if unity is false, then duality becomes true. If the "unity
"
was

identical with pure intelligence, then with the self-shining of pure

intelligence there would be the self-shining of "unity" too, and

even for expressing the "unity" it would not be necessary to take

the help of the Upanisads or of anything else.

Another question of importance arises in connection with the

attribution of the epithets "truth," "knowledge," "infinite" to

Brahman. Is Brahman, to whom all these qualities are attributed,

a simple unity in Himself, or is He a complex of many qualities,

truth, knowledge, infinite, etc., which have differejit connotations

and are not synonymous? Pure intelligence (caitanya) is one, but

these epithets are many. How can we conceive the one caitanya to

coexist in itself with the many attributes which are said to belong
to it? How is the plurality of these attributes to be implied in the

unity of the one^? To this the answer that Madhva gives in his

Anuvydkhydna, which is further explained by Jaya-tlrtha, is that it

has to be admitted that in the unity of Brahman there is some special

virtue (atisaya) which represents difference and serves its purpose ;

there is no other way of solving the difficulty, and this is the only
solution left {gaty-antardbhdvdd arthdpattyd). This special virtue,

which serves to hold and reconcile plurality without sacrificing its

* In such Upani§ad passages as sdkst cet kevalo nirgunas ca {Svet. vi. ii) the

word nirguna, "qualityless," could be given a modified meaning, in view of the

fact that the strict direct meaning is not possible even in the context of the

sentence
;
for in the very passage itself the brahman is said to be not only nirguna,

but sdksl (direct perceiver) also, and this is evidently a guna. It is not possible
to attribute a guna and to call it nirguna at the same time. Nydya-sudhd, p. 102.

^
svaprakdsa-caitanydtmakam ca sdstra-pratipddyam ceti vydhatam.

Ibid. p. 103.
'
caitanyam ekam satyatvddtny anekdni iti satnkhyd-vailaksanyam ityddi-

bhedakdrydni cdvagamyante. Ibid. p. 106.
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unity, is called by the Madhvas visesa
;
this visesa exists not only in

Brahman, but in all other things. Thus, for example, a cloth is not

different from its whiteness, since both of them form one indis-

soluble whole. So it has to be admitted that there is in cloth such

a special virtue, a visesa, by which it remains one with itself and yet

shows the plurality of qualities with which it is sure to form a whole.

These visesas are infinite in number in the infinite number of

objects, though there is no intrinsic difference in the nature of these

visesas. Each whole or unity may be said to possess as many
visesas as there are qualities through which it expresses itself, and

each of these visesas is different from the others according to the

difference of the quality with which it is associated; but these

visesas are not considered as requiring other visesas for their con-

nection with the thing, and so there is no vicious infinite {ana-

vasthd). So there is not only one visesa in each thing, but there are

as many viiesas as there are different qualities unified with it^.

The result attained by the first two sutras, then, is that Brahman,
as defined by the second sUtra, is the object of enquiry for those

who seek release.

Interpretation of Brahma-sutra i. i. 3-4.

Sahkara gives two interpretations of this siltray sdstra-yonitvdt

("because of its being scripture-cause"), expounding the com-

pound "scripture-cause" in two ways, first, as "the cause of the

scriptures," secondly as "that of which the scripture is the cause or

source of revelation or pramdna." The force of the first meaning is

that Brahman is omniscient not only as being the cause of the pro-

duction, etc., of the world, but also as being the cause of the

revelation of the Vedas, since no one but an omniscient being could

be the source of the Vedas, which are the greatest repository of

knowledge unfathomable by human intellect. The second meaning

suggests that it is the Vedas only which can prove to us that Brahman

is the cause of the production, etc., of the world ^.

^
tepy ukta-laksana-visesd asesato'pi vastusu pratyekam anantdh santy ato

nokta-dosdvakdsah; anania iti upalaksanam; yatra ydvanto vyavahdrds tatra

tdvanto visesd iti jndtavyam. Ibid. p. io6.

It may be noted in this connection that the Madhvas were more or less forced

to this position of accepting the visesas, as they could not accept the samavdya
relation of the Nydya-vaise^ika, which is rejected by the Brahma-sutras.

^ sdstrdd eva pramdndj jagato janmddi-kdranam brahma adhigamyate.

Bhdsya of ^ahkara, I. i. 3.
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The Madhvas accept the second meaning and object to the

first, on the ground that His being the source of the Vedas does not

in any way add anything to His omniscience beyond what was

implied in His being the cause of the production, etc., of the world,

as described in the first sutra^. The commentators on Madhva's

Bhdsya and Anuvydkhydna, Jaya-tlrtha, Vyasa-tlrtha and others,

following Madhva's explicit statements, argue in detail that the

word "scripture" {sdstra) in the sutra means the Vedas Rk,

Sdman, Yajus and Atharva, and not the ^atva dgamas, which hold

that Siva is the cause of the production, etc., of the world 2. The

Madhva commentators try to emphasize the fact that inference by
itself is helpless to prove Brahman to be the cause of the production,

etc., of the world.

Sutra I. 1.4. Sankara here supposes a mimdrhsd objection that

the Vedas cannot have for their purport the establishing of Brahman ,

since they are always interested in orders and prohibitions with

reference to some kind of action. He refutes it by saying that a

proper textual study of the Upanisads shows that their principal

purport is the establishing of pure Brahman, and that it has no con-

nection whatever with the performance of any action.

Madhva holds that this sutra {tat tu samanvaydt, "that however

through proper relationing") means that it is intended to indicate

that all the scriptures (sdstra) agree in holding Visnu as Brahman

and the ultimate cause, and not Siva or any other gods, as held by

* katham ca ananta-paddrthakasya prapancasya kartrtvena na sphufam
tad-eka-desa-veda-kdranatvena sphutlbhavisyati sarvajnam. Jaya-tlrtha further

argues that there is no such concomitance whereby from the authorship of the

Vedas omniscience can be inferred. Again, if the authorship of the Vedas means

the hterary composition representing facts known by sense experience or

inference, it must be admitted that the Vedas have been composed like any other

ordinary book (pauruseya); and, if the authorship means only utterance like that

by a teacher, that may not mean even a thorough knowledge of the contents of

the Vedas. Nydya-sudhd, pp. iir, 112.
* The other scriptures which the Madhvas admitted as authoritative are the

Pancardtra, Mahdbhdrata and Rdmdyana and not the Sdmkhya, Yoga or

Pdsupata. Thus Madhva says in his Bhdsya: Rg-yajuh-sdmdtharvas ca bhdratam

panca-rdtrakam, mula-rdmdyanam caiva sdstrdnlty abhidhtyate. Whatever else

agrees with these has to be accepted as valid, and the otlier so-called scriptures

have to be rejected. The Pancardtra and the Vedas are in thorough agreement,
and therefore the word sdstra in the sutra refers to the Pancardtra; so that by

declaring the validity of the Pancardtra alone the Vedas, which agree with it,

are also accepted as valid, but everything else which is in disagreement with it is

rejected. Thus Madhva says in his bhdsya on this sutra: veda-pancardtrayor

aikydbhiprdyena panca-rdtrasyaiva prdmdnyam uktam.
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others. The mimdrnsd objection and Sahkara's own views are, of

course, all rejected on grounds similar to those already dealt with

in the first sutra^.

A general review of the other important

topics of the Brahma-sutras.

On the topic {adhikarand) contained in siitras 5-1 1 Sahkara

suggests the following argument against the supposed Samkhya
claim that the ultimate causality is attributed in the Upanisads

to prakrii and not to Brahman : he says that prakrti is foreign to the

Upanisads; for they speak of perceiving {Iksater ndsabdamY, and

perceiving can only be true of an intelligent agent. Brahman being

all-revealing eternal intelligence, omniscience and perceiving

(iksati) can very well be attributed to it. The word "perceiving"

{iksati) of the text cannot be otherwise explained ;
for its reference

to an intelligent agent is further emphasized by its being called

dtman (self), a word whose application to conscious agents is well

known ^; and we are certain that the word dtman cannot mean

prakrti; for the instruction of liberation is given to it*. Moreover,

the whole chapter ends in the same vein, and there is no further

correction of the sense in which the dtman, etc., have been used, as

might have been the case, if this dtman had been rejected later on

as bearing a meaning irrelevant to the teaching of release''. More-

over, the cause referred to in the above passages is also spoken of in

the same textual connection as being the last place of dissolution,

to which everything returns^. Moreover, there is in all Vedanta

texts' a complete agreement in regard to such an interpretation,

and there are also explicit statements of the Upanisads {srutatvdc

ca Brahma-sutra, i. i. 11), which declare an Isvara to be the ulti-

mate cause of the world ^. So according to Sahkara the purport of

this topic is that according to these sutras Brahman is the ultimate

cause and not prakrti.

^ See Tdtparya-candrikd (on i. i. 4), pp. 201-4.
^ The Upanisad passage referred to is tad aiksata bahu sydm, etc. Chdndogya,

VI. 2. 3.
'
gaunas cet ndtma-sabddt, Brahma-sutra, i. i. 6; see also anena jivena

dtmand anupravisya {Chdndogya, VI. 3. 2).
*

tan-nisthasya moksopadesdt. /6i(i. i. i. 7; also text referred to. Chdndogya,

VI. 14. 2.
*
heyatva-vacandc ca. Ibid. i. 1.8.

*
svdpyaydt, ibid. I. i. 9; also Chdndogya, vi. 8. i.

'
gati-sdmdnydt. Ibid. I. i. 10.

*
^vetdsvatara, vi. 9.

D IV
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Madhva and his followers do not find any reference to a refuta-

tion of the Sarnkhya doctrine, but a simple assertion of the fact that

Brahman is not undescribed by the sdstras, because they themselves

enjoin that He should be perceived^. Unless Brahman could be

described by the sdstras, there would be no meaning in their

reference to the possibility of discussing it. This refers to the highest

soul, Brahman, and not only to the lower and qualified soul, because

it is said that liberation depends on it, and it is also said that the

final return of all things in the great dissolution takes place in it;

the nirguna Brahman is also definitely described in the Upanisad
texts.

On the sixth topic {sutras 12-19) Sankara tries to prove, by a

comparison of the several passages from the Taittiriya Upanisad
and the supposed objections from the other Upanisads, that the

word "blissful," dnandamaya (in Taittiriya, 11. 5) refers to the

supreme soul or Brahman
;
Madhva and his followers contend that

the word dnandamaya refers to Visnu and to him alone, and not to

any other deity. All the other sutras of this adhikarana are ex-

plained as giving contextual references and reasons in support of

this interpretation^.

*
Brahma-siitra, i. i. 5. This is quite a different interpretation of the rule

and surely not less cogent. The objection raised against ^aiikara's interpretation

is that his reference to the Sarnkhya as being foreign to the Vedas (asabda) is not

accepted by the adherents of the Sarnkhya, and there are certainly passages in

the Upanisads (e.g. ^vet. IV. 51) which have to be taken as distinct references to

the Sarnkhya. Moreover, if Brahman could not be grasped and described by any
of the pramdnas, there would be hardly any proof of its existence

;
it would be

like the hare's horn.
* The Nydya-sudhd points out that Sahkara's commentary is based on an

untenable hypothesis that two kinds of Brahman are referred to in the Upani$ads,
Brahman as under the cover of avidyd, and as pure Brahman. Of the Upani$ad

passages (those which refer to the former), some are said to be for purposes of

worship and consequent material advantage {updsandni abhyudaydrthdni), some
for attaining gradually the progressive stages towards liberation (krama-mukty-

arthdni), etc. Jayatirtha says that this theory is wholly wrong, since it is quite

unwarrantable to hold that Brahman is of two kinds {brahmano dvairupyasya

aprdmdnikatvdi) ; for all the Vedanta texts refer to Narayana, the repository of all

qualities, but some describe him as being endowed with omniscience, omni-

potence, all-controlling power, beauty, etc., some with the negative qualities of

being devoid of sin, sorrow, ordinary elemental bodies {prdkrta-bhdntikara-

vigraha-rahitatva), and others describe Him as unspeakable and beyond speech
and thought (to show His deep and mysterious character) ; others again leave out

all the qualities and describe Him as the one, and yet others as the soul of all

{sarvdtmaka) ;
but these are all but different descriptions of the supreme person

Vi?nu (parama-purusa), and do not in any way refer to two different kinds of

Brahman. It is only through a misconception (that Brahman has only a unitary
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On the seventh topic {sutras 20, 21) Saiikara discusses the

meaning of a passage {Chdndogya, i. 6, 6, 7, 8), and comes to the

conclusion that the person referred to as being in the orb of the

sun and the eye is supreme Brahman. But Madhva refers to a quite
different passage and quite a different relation of contexts

;
and he

holds that the indwelling person referred to in that passage is

Narayana, the supreme lord^. On the eighth topic (sutra 22)
Sankara discusses Chdndogya, i. 9. i, and concludes that the word
dkdsa there does not mean elemental dkdsa, but supreme Brahman.
Madhva also takes the same passage as being indicated by the sutra

and comes to the same conclusion; but with him supreme Brahman

always means Visnu. On the ninth topic {sutra 23) Sankara dis-

cusses Chdndogya, i. 11. 4, 5, and concludes that the word prdna
there is used to denote Brahman and not the ordinary prdna, which
is a modification of vdyu. Madhva, however, comes to the same
conclusion with reference to the use of the word prdna in another

passage of the Taittirlya Aranyaka^. On the tenth topic {sutras

24-27) Sahkara discusses Chdndogya, ill. 13. 7, and concludes that

the word jyotih there means Brahman and not ordinary light.

Madhva does not discuss this topic in the Anuvydkhydna; in his

Bhdsya he comes to the same conclusion, but with reference to a

quite different text. The 25th sutra, which according to Sahkara

belongs to the tenth topic, is considered by Madhva as forming a

separate topic, where the word chandas, meaning gdyattri {Chdn-

dogya, III. 12. I, gdyattri vd idarn sarvarn hhutam, ''gdyattri is all

this"), means Visnu and not the metre of that name or the com-
bination of letters forming that metre. The next and last topic of

the first chapter of the first book {sutras 28-31) is explained by
Saiikara as referring to the Kausitaki passage ill. i. 2, 3, where the

word prdna is said by him to refer to Brahman, and not to any air

current. Madhva, however, takes this topic in reference to a

nature) that these have been so interpreted by ^ankara, who had no previous
teachers who knew the Vedas to guide him {tato vydkula-buddhayo guru-
sampraddya-vikald asruta-veda-vydkhydtdrah sarvatrdpi veda-rupatdm anusanda-
dhdnd vedam chindanti). Nydya-sudhd, p. 124.

^
According to Madhva doubt occurs in regard to the following passage of

the Taittirlya, whether the word antah-pravista in it refers to the supreme self or
to some other being: antah-pravistarn kartdram etam antas candramasi manasd
carantam sahaiva santam na vijdnanti devdh. Taittirlya Aranyaka, in. 11. 5.

^ tad vai tvam prdno' bhavah; mahdn bhagati; prajdpateh; bhujah karifya-
mdnah; yaddevdn prdnayanneveti. Ibid.

9-2
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number of other passages occurring in the Aitareya, where the

word prdna occurs, and holds that textual comparisons show that

the word in those passages refers to Visnu and not to ordinary air

currents, or souls, etc.

The second chapter of the first book has altogether seven topics

or subjects of discussion according to both Sahkara and Madhva.

On the first topic Madhva, referring to certain Vedic passages, seeks

to establish that they refer to Narayana as the culmination of the

fullness of all qualities ^ Though He is capable of rousing all the

powers of all objects even from a distance, yet He in a sportive way

(lilayd) is present everywhere and presides over the budding

energies of all objects. It is further pointed out that the succeeding

passages distinguish the all-pervading Brahman homjivas, or souls,

by putting the former in the accusative and the latter in the

nominative case in such a way that there ought not to be any doubt

that the references to the qualities of all-pervadingness, etc., are to

Brahman and not to the jivas^. Saiikara, however, refers to an

altogether different text {Chdndogya, iii. 14. i) as hinted at by
the topic and concludes, after a discussion of textual comparisons,
that the passage alludes to Isvara and not to jlva. On the second

topic Madhva raises with reference to Brhad-dranyaka, i. 2. 5, the

doubt whether the "eats" (atti) refers to the destructive agency
of Visnu or of Aditi, and decides in favour of the former, and states

that Visnu is also often called by the name Aditi ^. Saiikara, how-

^
Aitareya-Aranyaka, 111. 2. 3.

^ Ibid.
' Some interesting points on this topic are here noted by Jaya-tirtha in his

Nydya-sudhd on the Anuvydkhydna. Thus Jaya-tlrtha says that an objection may
be made that God, being the producer and the destroyer of the universe, is

consequently eternal, but actions (kriyd) are non-eternal: and how then can the

two contradictory' qualities reside in God (nitydnityayoh katham abhedah sydt)}
The answer to the objection is that even actions in God are static {na kevalam
tsvarah sthirah apt tu sa tadtya-visesa-dharmo'pt kryd-rupah sthirah) ;

and this is

not impossible, since there is no proof that all actions must be of a vibratory

(parispanda) nature (which may not exist in God). Again, there can be no

objection to admitting vibrations to be eternally existing in God. As motion or

action can as a result of continuous existence for many moments produce contacts

and so forth, so eternally existing motion or action could produce contacts and

separations at particular moments (yathd aneka-kdla-vartiny apt kriyd kaddcit

samyogddi drabhate na ydvat sattvam, tathd nitydpi kaddcit samyogddy drabhatdm
ko virodhah). All actions exist eternally in God in potential form as sakti, and it is

only when this is actualized (vyakti) that real transformations of energy and per-
formance of work happen {sakti-rupena sthirah sa yadd vyajyate, tadd vyavahdrdl-

ambanam) ; actuality is but a condition or special state of potential power {vyakti-
sabdena sakter eva avasthdvisesasya vivaksitatvdt). In this connection Jaya-tirtha
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ever, holds that the topic relates to Katha, i. 2. 24, and concludes

that the "eater" there alluded to is Isvara and noX. jiva or agni^.

The third topic relates according to both Madhva and Sahkara to

Katha, i. 3. i, and the dual agents alluded to there are according to

Madhva two forms of Isvara, while according to Sahkara they are

jiva and Isvara. Madhva wishes to lay stress on what he thinks the

most important point in relation to this topic, viz., that brahtna and

jiva are, upon the cumulative evidence of the^ Upanisad texts,

entirely distinct^. On the fourth topic Madhva alludes to a passage
in Chdndogya, iv. 15, where a doubt seems to arise about the

identity of the person who is there alluded to as being seen in the

eye, i.e., whether this person is fire (agni) or Visnu, and Madhva
concludes on textual grounds that it is Visnu^. ^ahkara also alludes

to the same passage here; he comes to a similar conclusion, and

holds that the person referred to is Isvara. The fifth topic is said,

according to both Sahkara and Madhva, to allude to Brhad-

dranyaka, iii. 7. i. 2, where an inner controller (antar-ydmin) of the

world is referred to, and it is concluded that this inner controller is

Visnu (Isvara according to Sahkara) or jiva. One of the sutras of

this topic (sariras-cobhaye'pi hi bhedenainam adhiyate) points out

clearly that in both recensions of the Brhad-dranyaka, ill. 7. 22 (the

Kanvas and the Madhyandinas), the soul (sdrtra) is distinctly said

to be different from the inner controller. Sahkara could not ignore

this
;
but he, of course, thinks that the difference is due to the fact

that theyfz;^ is limited by the limitation of ajndna, as the unlimited

dkdia is by a jug {ghatdkdsavad upddhi-paricchinnatvdt). Vyasa-

tlrtha, in his Tdtparya-candrikd, makes this an occasion for a severe

criticism of the adherents of the theory of Advaita Vedanta.

also indulges in a long argument and discussion to prove that karma or actions

are directly perceived and not merely inferred (pratyaksdsritam karma praty-

ak^am eva).
* The Tdtparya-candrikd objects to ^ahkara's interpretation, pointing out

that the word cardcara in the sutra is not mentioned in the text referred to, and
the word odana in the text ought to mean destruction (samhdrya). Madhva
quotes the Skanda and Brahma-vaivarta purdnas in support of his view.

* Madhva quotes in support of his view Brahma-purdna, Paingi-sruti,

Bhdllaveya-sruti, etc. ^ahkara, however, seems to be fighting with an opponent
(dkseptr) who held that the dual agents alluded to in the passage cannot be either

buddhi and jiva or Jiva and Isvara.
*

Jaya-tirtha, in his Nydya-sudhd on this topic, points out that the quality
that we possess of being controlled by God and the necessity that He should

always remain as the controller have also been so ordained by God.
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He says that, if, in spite of such manifest declarations of duality,

these sutras are otherwise explained, then even the Buddhists may
be considered to be making a right interpretation of the sutras, if

they explain their purport to be the unreality of everything except
the sunya ("the Void"). The Buddhists make their opposition from

outside the Vedas, but the holders of the mdyd doctrine do it from

within the Vedas and are therefore the more dangerous^. The sixth

topic is said to relate to the Mundaka, i. i. 6 (according to both

Madhva and Sahkara), and it is held by both that bhuta-yoni there

and aksara in Mundaka, i. 1.7, refer to Visnu (Isvara according to

Sahkara) and not to prakrti or jiva. In sutra 26 {rupopanydsdc ca)

of this topic Sahkara first tries to refute a previous interpretation

of it, attributed to Vrttikara, who is supposed to hold here (on the

ground of the contents of the Mundaka passages (11. i. 4) immedi-

ately following it) the view that Isvara has for His self the entire

changing universe {sarva-vikdrdtmakarh rupam upanyasyamdnam

pasydmah). With reference to sutra 21 of this topic, Vyasatlrtha

points out in his Tdtparya-candrikd that, in opposing the supposi-
tion that, since only inanimate things can be the cause of other

immediate things, it is only prakrti that can be the cause of this

immediate world; Vacaspati points out that in the occurrence of

illusions through illusory superimpositions without real change

(vivarta) there is no condition that there should be any similarity

between the basis of illusion {adhisthdna) and the illusion imposed

(dropya) on it. There is nothing to prevent illusions taking place

through the perceiver's mental deficiencies, his ignorance or

passions, without any similarity. The world is an illusory imposition

on Brahman, the pure and unchangeable:

vivartas tu prapanco'yam brahmano parindminah
anddi-sddhanodbhuto na sdrupyam apeksate.

Vyasa-tlrtha, of course, cannot agree to this interpretation of

Sahkara, and tries to argue on the basis of other Upanisad texts,
* advaitibhir vydkriyate katham vd dvaitadufanam sutrayatdm savsiddhdnta-

-tydgarn vinaiva tu yadi mithydrthavddlni sutranltyeva kartavyam, sutra-vydkhyd
tarhi veda-bddhya-mithydtva-bodhako bauddhdgamo'pi vedasya vydkhyd-rupah

prasajyate, bauddho'pi brahma-sutram vydkhydyate yathd tathd bhavamiva

mithyaifo'rthah kimtu tattvarn sunyameveti klrttayet, asad-vetyddivcanam tasya

sydt tattva-vedakam. svoktam srutibhih sutre yatnena sddhitarn mithydrthatdm
katham bruydt sutrdndtn bhdsyakrt svyam. saugatd veda-bdhyd hi veddprdmdnya-
vddinah, avaidikd iti jhdtvd vaidikaih parivarjitdh. veddn pravisya veddndm

aprdmdnyam prasddhayan mdyl tu yatnatas tyajyah.
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and also on the analogy of creation given there as of a spider (and
not of the rope-snake, as would be the case with vivarta), that it

should be admitted that the qualified Visnu is referred to here^.

The seventh topic is said to relate to Chdndogya, v. 1 1
,
and the doubt

arises whether the word Vatsvdnara used there refers to fire or to

Visnu
; Madhva, upon a comparison of contextual passages, decides

in favour of the latter (Sahkara prefers Isvara)^.

The first topic of the third chapter of the first book is said to

allude to Mundaka, 11. 11. 5, and it is held by Madhva that the

"abode of Heaven and earth" {dyu-bhv-ddy-dyatana) refers to

Visnu and not to Rudra. Sahkara holds that it signifies Isvara and

not prakrti, vdyu or jlva^. The second topic is said to relate to

certain passages in the Chdndogya (such as vii. 23, 24, vii. 15, i,

etc.), where prdna is described as great, and the conclusions of

Madhva and ^ahkara respectively are that prdna here means Visnu

and Isvara. The third topic is said to relate to Brhad-dranyaka, in.

8, 7, 8, where the word aksara is said to mean Visnu according to

Madhva and Brahman according to Sankara, not "alphabetic sign,"

which also is ordinarily meant by that word. The fourth topic

alludes, according to Madhva, to Chdndogya, vi. 2. i, and it is held

that the word sat, there used, denotes Visnu and not prakrti, as the

word aiksata ("perceived") occurs in the same context. With
Sahkara the topic alludes to Prasna, V. 2, 5. This is opposed by

Vyasa-tirtha in his Tdtparya-candrtkd on textual grounds*. The fifth

topic is said to allude to Chdndogya, viii. 1,1, and the word dkdsa

there used is said to refer to Visnu ^. The sixth topic is said to relate

to the Mundaka, and the light there alluded to is said to be the light

of brahman and not some other light or soul. The seventh topic is

^
Jaya-tirtha discusses on this topic, in accordance with the discussions of the

Anuvydkhydna, the reality of negative qualifications, and argues that negation,
as otherness from, has a full substantive force. Thus such qualifications of
Brahman as adrsya, etc., are real qualities of Him.

* With reference to rule 26 of this topic (i. 2. 26) Sahkara notes a different

reading (purusavidham api cainam adhtyate) for that which he accepts (purufam
apt cainam adhtyate). The former, however, is the reading accepted by Madhva.

' In the concluding portions of the first rule of this topic ^ahkara refers to

the views of some other interpreter as apara dha. It is hard to identify him;
no clue is given by any of the commentators on ^ankara.

*
Tdtparya-candrtkd, pp. 610-12. In the first rule of this topic ^ahkara

quotes the view of some other interpreter, which he tries to refute.
* In sutra 19 of this topic a different interpretation of Chdndogya, viii. 11,

by some other interpreter is referred to by Sahkara. He also refers in this sutra

to more than one interpretation of the Brahma-sutra.
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said to allude to Katha, 11. 4. 13, and Madhva holds that the word

"Lord" (Isvara), there used, signifies not air, but Visnu. Sahkara,

however, thinks that the difficulty is with regard to another word of

the sentence, viz., purusa, which according to him means Isvara and

not jiva. The eighth topic purports to establish that even the gods
are entitled to higher knowledge. The tenth topic is said to allude

to Katha, 11. 6. 2, and it is held that the prdna, which is there re-

ferred to as shaking the world, is neither thunder nor wind, but

God. The eleventh topic, according to Madhva, alludes to Brhad-

dranyaka, iv. 3. 7, and it is held that the word jyotih used there

refers to Visnu and not to Jiva. Sankara, however, thinks that the

topic alludes to Chdndogya, viii. 12, 3, and maintains that the word

jyotih used there means Brahman and not the disc of the Sun. The
twelfth topic is said to allude to Chdndogya, viii. 14. i, and dkdsa,

as there used, is said to refer to Visnu according to Madhva and to

Brahman according to Sarikara. The thirteenth topic, according to

Madhva, alludes to Brhad-dranyaka, iv. 3. 15, and it is held that

asanga ("untouched") in this passage refers to Visnu and not to

Jiva. Sahkara, however, thinks that the allusion is to Brhad-

dranyaka, IV. 3. 7, and that vijndnamaya (" of the nature of conscious-

ness") refers to Brahman and not to Jiva.

The fourth chapter of the first book is divided into seven topics.

Of these the first topic discusses the possible meaning of avyakta
in Katha, i. 3. 1 1, and Sahkara holds that it means "human body,"
while Madhva says that it means Visnu and not the prakrti of the

Samkhya^. The second topic, containing three sutras, is supposed
to allude to ^vetdsvatara, iv. 5, according to Sarikara, who holds that

it refers to the material principles of fire, water and earth and not to

* The word avyakta, ordinarily used to denote prakrti on account of its

subtleness of nature, can very aptly be used to denote Brahman, who is the

subtlest of all and who by virtue of that subtlety is the ultimate support (dsraya)

of prakrti. ^ahkara's interpretation of avyakta as the subtle material causes of

the body is untenable ; for, if the direct meaning of avyakta is forsaken, then there

is nothing to object to in its referring to the prakrti of the Sarnkhya. The supposed

Samkhya argument—that the assertion contained in the passage under discussion

(that avyakta is superior {para) to mahat and purusa is superior to avyakta) can

be true only if by avyakta prakrti is meant here—is not true; for since all quali-

ties o{ prakrti are dependent on God, attributes which could be applied to prakrti

could also be applied to God its master {pradhdnddigata-pardvaratvddi-dhar-
mdndm bhagavad-adhlnatvdt). Tdttva-prakdsikd, p. 67.

In this topic the sutra, vadatiti cen na prdjno hi prakarandt (i. 4. 5), as read by
bahkara, is split up by Madhva into two sutras, vadatiti cen na prdjno hi and

prakarandt, which are counted as I. 4. 5 and i. 4. 6 respectively.
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prakrti^; according to Madhva it is more an extension of the

previous topic for the purpose of emphasizing the fact that, like

many other words (camasa, etc.), avyakta here means Visnu and

not prakrti.

With Madhva, however, the second topic begins with sutra i.

4. 9, and not with i. 4. 8 as with Sahkara. With Madhva the second

topic is restricted to I. 4. 9 and i. 4. 10, and it alludes to a passage

beginning vasante vasante jyotisd yaja, which is regarded by others

as alluding to the Jyotistoma sacrifice
;
Madhva holds that the word

jyotis here used does not refer to the Jyotistoma sacrifice, but to

Visnu. The third topic with both Madhva and Sahkara consists of

sutras 12, 13 and 14, and they both allude here to the same passage,

viz., Brhad-dranyaka, iv. 4. 17; Sankara thinks that it refers to the

five vdyus, not to the twenty-five categories of the Samkhya, but

Madhva holds that it refers to Visnu. He has been called "five"

(panca-jandh), possibly on account of the existence of five important

qualities, such as of seeing (caksustva), of life (prdnatva), etc. The
fourth topic according to Sankara conveys the view that, though there

are many apparently contradictory statements in the Upanisads,
there is no dispute or contradiction regarding the nature of the

creator. Madhva, however, holds that the topic purports to establish

that all the names, such as dkdsa, vdyUy etc., of things from which

creation is said to have been made, refer to Visnu. Madhva con-

tends that the purport of the Samanvaya-sutra (i. i . 4) is that all

words in the Upanisads refer to Visnu and Visnu alone, and it is in

accordance with such a contention that these words {dkdsa^ etc.),

which seem to have a diff"erent meaning, should prove to refer to

Visnu and Visnu alone. These proofs are, of course, almost always
of a textual character. Thus, in support of this contention Madhva
here quotes Brhad-dranyaka, in. 7. 12, etc. The fifth topic, con-

sisting of I. 4. 16
(i. 4. 15 according to Sahkara), 23 (i. 4. 24

according to Sahkara) according to Madhva, is to the effect that

there is no difficulty in the fact that words which in the Upanisads
are intended to mean Visnu are seen to have in ordinary linguistic

usage quite different meanings. Sankara, however, counts the

topic from i. 4. 15-18 and holds that it alludes to Kausttaki

Brdhmana, iv. 19, and that the being who is there sought to be

known is not Jiva, but Isvara
;
this is opposed by Vyasa Yati in his

^
ajam ekam lohita-sukla-krpiam, etc. ^vetdsvatara, iv. 5.
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Tdtparya-candrikd on grounds of sutra context, which according
to him does not justify a reference to the meanings of passages after

the concluding remarks made shortly before in this very chapter^.

The sixth topic, consisting with Sahkara of i. 4. 19-22, alludes to

Brhdd-dranyaka, iv. 5. 6 and concludes that dtman there refers to

Brahman and not to jiva enduring the cycles of samsdra. Madhva,

however, thinks that the sixth topic (i. 4. 24-28) concludes after

textual discussions that even those words, such as prakrti, etc.,

which are of the feminine gender, denote Visnu; for, since out

of Visnu ever)^ing is produced, there cannot be any objection to

words of feminine gender being applied to him. With Saiikara, how-

ever, the seventh topic begins with i. 4. 23-27 (Sahkara's number-

ing), and in this he tries to prove that Brahman is not only the

instrumental cause, but also the material cause (updddna-kdrana)
of the world. To this the obvious Madhva objections are that, if

the material cause and the instrumental cause of the universe could

be identical, that could also have been the case with regard to a

jug; one could assume that the potter and the mud are identical.

Stray objections are also taken against the Bhdmati, which supposes
that material cause here means "the basis of illusion" {bhramd-

dhisthdnd). Sahkara, however, has an eighth topic, consisting of

only the last sutra of I. 4, which corresponds to the seventh topic

of Madhva. Madhva holds that the import of this topic is that such

words as asat ("non-existent") or sunya also denote Visnu, since

it is by His will that non-existence or even the hare's horn is what

it is. Sankara, however, holds that the topic means that so far the

attempts at refutation were directed against the Samkhya doctrine

only, because this had some resemblance to the Vedanta doctrines,

in that it agreed that cause and effect were identical and also in that

it was partly accepted by some lawgivers, for instance Devala and

others—while the other philosophical doctrines such as the Nyaya,

Vai^esika, etc., which are very remote from the Vedanta, do not

require any refutation at all.

The first chapter of the second book contains thirteen topics.

The whole chapter is devoted to refuting all objections from the

point of view of the accepted works of other schools of thinkers.

Madhva holds that the first topic is intended to refute the objections

*
Tdtparya-candrikd, p. 821. Other objections also are made to ^ahkara's

interpretation of this topic.
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of other schools of beUevers, such as the Pa^upata, etc., who deny

that Visnu is the uhimate cause of the world 1. But these views have

no validity, since these teachings are not in consonance with the

teaching of the Vedas
;
all such doctrines are devoid of validity. The

Vedas are not found to lend any support to the traditional canonical

writings (smrti) known as the Pancardtra or to those of the

Pasupatas or of the Yoga, except in certain parts only. Sankara,

however, takes this topic as refuting the opinion that the Vedic

texts are to be explained in consonance with the Samkhya views on

the ground that the Sarnkhya represents some traditional canonical

writings deserving of our respect ;
if models of interpretation were

taken from the Samkhya, that would come into conflict with other

canonical writings such as Manu, the Gitd, etc., which deserve even

greater respect than the Sarnkhya. That the Samkhya is entitled to

respect is due to the fact that it is said to represent Kapila's view ;

but there is no proof that this Kapila is the great sage praised in the

Upanisads ; and, if this is not so, the Samkhya's claim to respect

vanishes.

The second topic of Madhva (third of Sankara) is supposed by
him to import that no one could, on account of the unfruitfulness of

certain Vedic sacrifices in certain cases, doubt the validity of the

Vedas, as one could the validity of the Pa^upata texts
;
for the Vedas

are eternal and uncreated and, as such, are different from other

texts. The authority of the Vedas has to be accepted on their own

account and is independent of reference to any other text^. If under

the circumstances, in spite of the proper performance of any

sacrifice, the desired results are not seen to follow, that must be

explained as being due to some defects in the performance^. The
^
According to Madhva the topic consists of the first three sutras, while

^ahkara has one topic for the first two sutras and another for the third sUtra

(etena yogah pratyuktah), and the latter merely asserts that the arguments given
in the first topic against the Sariikhya refute the Yoga also.

^ Madhva mentions here the following text as being alone self-valid, quoting
it from the Bhavisyat-purdna in his Bhdsya (ii. i. 5).

rg-yajus-sdmdtharvds ca mula-rdmdyanam tathd

bkdratam panca-rdtram ca veda ity eva sabditah

purdndni ca ydnlka vaisnavd nivido, viduh

svatah-prdmdnyam etesdm ndtra kirhcid vicdryate.
' There is not only a discrepancy in the division of topics, and the order of

sutras, between Madhva and ^ahkara, but also addition of a new sutra in Madhva's

reading of the text of the Brahma-sutras. Thus the second topic with Madhva
consists of the fourth and the fifth sutras only, and the third topic of the sixth and

the seventh sutras. But the fifth sutra is the sixth in the ^ahkara's text and the
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main points of the third topic of Saiikara {sutras 4-12) are as follows :

It may be objected that the unconscious and impure world could

not have been produced from the pure Brahman of the pure in-

telligence, and that this difference of the world as impure is also

accepted in the Vedas; but this is not a valid objection; for the

Upanisads admit that even inanimate objects like fire, earth, etc.,

are presided over by conscious agents or deities
;
and such examples

as the production of hair, nails, etc., from conscious agents and of

living insects from inanimate cow-dung, etc., show that it is not

impossible that the unconscious world should be produced from

Brahman, particularly when that is so stated in the Upanisads.
There cannot be objection that this would damage the doctrine of

coexistence or pre-existence of effects (sat-kdrya-vdda); for the

reality of the world, both in the present state and even before its

production, consists of nothing but its nature as Brahman. In the

state of dissolution everything returns to Brahman, and at each

creation it all joins the world cycle, except the emancipated ones,

as in the awakened state after dreams
;
and such returns of the world

into Brahman cannot make the latter impure, just as a magician is

not affected by his magic creations or just as the earth-forms of jug,

etc., cannot affect their material, earth, when they are reduced

thereto. Moreover, such objections would apply also to the ob-

jectors, the Samkhyas. But, since these difficult problems which

cannot be settled by experience cannot be solved by inference—
for, however strongly any inference is based, a clever logician may
still find fault with it—we have to depend here entirely on Vedic

texts.

The third topic of Madhva {sutras 6, 7) is supposed to raise the

objection that the Vedas are not trustworthy, because they make

impossible statements, e.g., that the earth spoke (mrd abravit); the

objection is refuted by the answer that references to such conscious

actions are with regard to their presiding deities [abhimdni-devatd).

The fourth topic of Madhva {sutras 8-13) is intended to refute other

supposed impossible assertions of the Vedas, such as that con-

cerning the production from non-existence {asat)\ it is held that,

sixth of Madhva is the fifth of Sahkara. The seventh siitra of Madhva is alto-

gether absent in Sankara's text. The third topic of Sahkara consists of sutras 4-1 1 .

But the topics of Madhva are as follows: second topic, sutras 4, 5; third topic,

sutras 5, 6, 7; fourth topic, sutras 8—13, the thirteenth being the twelfth of

^ahkara's text. Sahkara has for his fourth topic this sutra alone.
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if it is urged as an answer that there may be some kind of non-

existence from which on the strength of Vedic assertions production

is possible (though it is well-known that production is impossible

from all kinds of non-existence, e.g., a hare's horn), yet in that case

the state of dissolution (pralaya) would be a state of absolute non-

existence {sarvd sattva), and that is impossible, since all produc-

tions are known to proceed from pre\'ious states of existence and all

destructions must end in some residue^. The answer given to these

objections is that these questions cannot be decided merely by

argument, which can be utilized to justif\' all sorts of conclusions.

Sahkara's fourth topic consists of only the uvelfth sutra, which says

that the objections of other schools of thought which are not

generally accepted may similarly be disregarded.

The fifth topic of Sahkara {siltra 11. i. 13) is supposed by him

to signify that the objection that the enjoyer and the enjoyable

cannot be identified, and that therefore in a similar way Brahman

cannot be considered as the material cause of the world, cannot

hold, since, in spite of identity, there may still be apparent dif-

ferences due to certain supposed limitations, just as, in spite of the

identity of the sea and the waves, there are points of view from

which they may be considered diff'erent. According to Madhva,

however, this topic means that those texts which speak of the union

of jiva with Brahman are to be understood after the analogy of

ordinars' mixing of water with water; here, though the water is

indistinguishably mixed, in the sense that the two cannot be

separated, still the tvvo have not become one, since there has been

an excess in quantity' at least. By this it is suggested that, though the

jtva may be inseparably lost in Brahman, yet there must be at least

some difference between them, such that there cannot be anything
like perfect union of the one with the other^.

The sixth topic, consisting of the same siitras in ^aiikara and

Madhva {siitras 14-20), is supposed by Sahkara to affirm the

identity' of cause and effect, Brahman and the world, and to hold

that the apparent differences are positively disproved by scriptural

texts and arguments. Sahkara holds that Chdndogya, vi. i. i,

^ sata utpattih sasesa-vindsas ca hi loke drftah. Madhva-bhd^ya, ii. i. lo.
' It is pointed out by Vyasa-tJrtha that Sankara's interpretation is wrong, both

with regard to the supposed opponent's %-iew {purva-paksa) and as regards the

answer (siddhdnta). The illustration of the sea and the waves and foam {phena-

taranga-nydya) is hardly allowable on the vivarta view. Tdtparya-candrikd, p. 872.
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definitely asserts the identity of Brahman with the world after the

analogy of clay, which alone is considered to be real in all its

modifications as jug, etc. So Brahman (like clay) alone is real and

the world is considered to be its product (like jug, etc.). .There are

many Upanisad texts which reprove those who affirm the many as

real. But this again contradicts ordinary experience, and the only

compromise possible is that the many of the world have existence

only so long as they appear, but, when once the Brahma-knowledge
is attained, this unreal appearance vanishes like dream-experiences
on awaking. But even from this unreal experience of the world and

from the scriptures true Brahma-knowledge can be attained; for

even through unreal fears real death might occur. The practical

world (vydvahdrika) of ordinary experience exists only so long as

the identity of the self with Brahman is not realized
; but, once this

is done, the unreal appearance of the world vanishes. The identity

of cause and effect is also seen from the fact that it is only when the

material cause (e.g. clay) exists that the effect (e.g. ghata) exists, and

the effects also ultimately return to the cause. Various other reasons

are also adduced in 11. i. 18 in favour of the sat-kdrya-vdda.

Madhva, however, takes the topic in quite a different way. Brahman

creates the world by Himself, without any help from independent
instruments or other accessories

;
for all the accessories and instru-

ments are dependent upon Him for their power. Arguing against

^ahkara's interpretation, Vyasa-tlrtha says that the unreal world

cannot be identified with Brahman {anrtasya visvasya satya-

brahmdbheddyogdt). Moreover, abheda cannot be taken in the sense

in which the Bhdmati takes it, namely, as meaning not "identity",

but simply "want of difference
"

;
for want of difference and identity

are the same thing [bheddbhdve abhedadhranuydt). Moreover, if

there is no difference {bheda), then one cannot be called true and

the other false {bheddbhdve satydnrta-vyavasthdyogdc ca). The
better course therefore is to admit both difference and non-

difference. It cannot be said that ananyatva ("no-other-ness") is

the same as imposition on Brahman {brahmany dropitatvam). What

Vyasa-tTrtha wants to convey by all this is that, even if the Upanisads

proclaim the identity of Brahman and the world, not only does such

an identity go against Sahkara's accepted thesis that the world is

unreal and untrue and hence cannot be identified with Brahman,
but his explanation that "identity" means illusory imposition
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(dropd) is unacceptable, since no one thinks the conch-shell to be

identical with its illusory imposed silver. There are no grounds for

holding that knowledge of the basis should necessarily involve

knowledge of the imposed, and so the former cannot be considered

as the essence of the latter; and the knowledge of earth does not

remove the knowledge of jug, etc., nor does knowledge of earth

imply knowledge of its form as jug 1. Jaya-tlrtha in his Nydya-sudhd
on this topic formulates the causal doctrine of the Madhva school

as being bheddhheda theory, which means that effect is in some ways
identical with cause and in other ways different. Thus it opposes
both the extremes—the complete difference of cause and effect as

in Nyaya, and their complete identity as in Sahkara or the

Samkhya. He argues that, if the effect were already existing

identical with the cause, then that also would be existent previously
in its cause, and so on till the original root cause is reached. Now,
since the root cause is never produced or destroyed, there could be

no production or destruction of ordinary things, such as cloth, jug,

etc., and there could be no difference between eternal entities, such

as soul, etc., and non-eternal entities, such as jug, etc., and causal

operations also would be useless. Moreover, if the effect (e.g.,

cloth) is previously existent in the cause (e.g., threads), it ought to

be perceptible ;
if the existence of anything which is in no way per-

ceptible has to be accepted, then even the existence of a hare's horn

has to be admitted. If the effect (e.g., cloth) were already existent,

then it could not be produced now; the effect, again, is largely

different from the cause
; for, even when the effect is destroyed, the

cause remains; the causes are many, the effect is one; and the

utility, appearance, etc., of them both also widely vary. It is urged
sometimes that production of the effect means its manifestation

(vyakti) and its destruction means cessation of manifestation

{avyakti). This manifestation and non-manifestation would then

mean perception {upalahdhi) and non-perception {anupalahdhi).

That would mean that whatever is perceived at a particular time is

produced at that time. If the effect were previously existent, why
was it not perceived at that time? In case everything must exist,

if it is to appear as produced, then it may be asked whether the

manifestation {abhivyakti) was also existent before the appearance

^

mrt-tattva-jiidne^pi tat-samsthdna-visesatva-rupa-ghatatvd-jndnena ghatas
tattvato najndta iti vyavahdrdt. Tdtparya-candrikd, p. 879.
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of the effect
;
if so, then it ought to have been visible at the time

;

if the manifestation also requires another manifestation and that

another, then there is infinite regress. The point cf view of causal

conception accepted by Jaya-tirtha is that, if the cause of production

exists, there is production, and if sufficient cause of destruction

exists, there is destruction. A hare's horn is not produced, because

there is not a sufficient cause for its production, and dtman is not

destroyed, because there is not a sufficient cause for its destruction^.

The seventh topic with Saiikara {sutras 21-23) is said to answer

the objection that, if Brahman andjiva are identical, then it is curious

that Brahman should make Himself subject to old age, death, etc.,

or imprison Himself in the prison-house of this body, by pointing
out that the creator and the individual souls are not one and the

same, since the latter represent only conditional existence, due to

ignorance ;
so the same Brahman has two different forms of existence,

as Brahman and asjiva. According to Madhva the topic is intended

to introduce a discussion in favour of Isvara being the creator, as

against the view that individuals themselves are the creators.

According to him this topic consists of sutras 21-26; with Sankara,

however, of sutras 24 and 25, which according to him mean that,

on account of the existence of diverse powers, it is possible that

from one Brahman there should be the diversified creation. Again,
sutras 26-28 form according to Sahkara the ninth topic, which

purports to establish that it is possible that the world should be

produced from the bodiless Brahman. The eighth topic begins with

Madhva from the 28th sutra, as counted by him, and extends to

the 32nd. According to Madhva the object of this topic is to refute

the arguments urged against the all-creatorship of Visnu. Thus it

refutes the objections that, if Brahman worked without any instru-

ment. His whole being might be involved even in creating a single

straw, etc. Everything is possible in God, who possesses diverse

kinds of power. According to Sarikara sutras 30, 31, forming the

tenth topic, maintain that Brahman possesses all powers and can

perform everything without the aid of any sense organs. Sutras 33
and 34 (32 and 33 of Sarikara's counting) form a new topic, which

maintains that, though all His wishes are always fulfilled, yet He

*

yasya ca vinaia-kdranam vidyate tat sad apt nirudhyate, tia ca khara-vifdna-
janmani dtmavindse vd kdranam asti iti tayor janana-vindsdbhdvah.

Nydya-sudhd, p. 302.
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creates this world only in play for the good of all beings. The same

is also here the purport of Sahkara's interpretation of this topic.

The tenth topic, consisting of sutras 34-36, is said to maintain that

the rewards and punishments bestowed by God upon human

beings are regulated by Him in accordance with the virtuous and

sinful deeds performed by them, and that He does so out of His

own sweet will to keep Himself firm in His principle of justice, and

therefore He cannot be said to be in any way controlled in His

actions by the karma of human beings, nor can He be accused of

partiality or cruelty to anyone. The same is also the purport of

Sankara's interpretation of this topic. The chapter ends with the

affirmation that the fact of Visnu's being the fullness of all good

qualities (sadd-prdpta-sarva-sad-gunam) is absolutely unimpeach-
able.

In the second chapter of the second book, which is devoted to

the refutation of the views of other systems of Indian thought,
Madhva and Sahkara are largely in agreement. It is only in con-

nexion with the twelfth topic, which Sahkara interprets as a

refutation of the views of the Bhagavata school, that there is any
real divergence of opinion. For Madhva and his followers try to

justify the authority of the Pancardtra and interpret the topic

accordingly, while Sahkara interprets it as a refutation of the

Bhagavata school.

The third chapter of the second book begins with a topic intro-

ducing a discussion of the possibility of the production of dkdsa,

since two opposite sets of Upanisad texts are available on the sub-

ject. Madhva's followers distinguish two kinds of dkdsa, dkdsa as

pure vacuity and dkdsa as element
; according to them it is only the

latter that is referred to in the Upanisad texts as being produced,
while the former is described as eternal. The second, third, fourth,

fifth and sixth topics relate to the production of air, the being (sat)

or Brahman, fire and earth, and it is held that Brahman alone is

originless and that everything else has come out of Him. These

topics are almost the same in Sahkara and Madhva. The seventh

topic maintains according to Madhva that Visnu is not only the

creator, but also the destroyer of the world. According to Sankara,

however, this topic asserts that the successive production of the

elements from one another is due not to their own productive

power, but to the productive power of God Himself. The eighth
DIV 10
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topic holds that the destruction of elements takes place in an order

inverse to that in which they were produced. Madhva accepts the

same meaning of the topic. The ninth topic, according to Madhva,
discusses whether it is true that all cases of destruction must be in

inverse order to their production, and it is decided in the affirmative ;

the objection that, since vijndna is produced from manas and yet

the latter is destroyed first, tlfese two must be considered as excep-

tions, is not correct, since in reality vijndna is not produced out of

manas. Manas has two senses, as "category" and as "inner organ"

(antahkarana), and the word vijndna also means "category" and

"understanding" (avabodha). Where vijndna is said to rise from

manas, it is used only in a general way, in the sense of understanding
as arising from grasping (dlocana); Sankara, however, interprets

this topic as consisting only of the i6th sutra (while Madhva takes

the 15th and i6th sutras from this topic), asserting that the pro-

duction of the sense faculties does not disturb the order of the

production of the elements. The tenth topic of Madhva, the 17th

sutra, is supposed to hold that there cannot be any destruction of

Visnu. With Sankara this topic, the i6th sutra, is said to hold that

birth and death can be spoken of only with regard to body and not

with regard to the soul. The eleventh topic (the 17th sutra with

Sankara) means that the birth oijiva is true only in a special sense,

since in rtdWty jiva has neither birth nor death. The eleventh topic,

consisting of the i8th and 19th sutras, gives according to Madhva
the view that the individual souls have all been produced from God.

According to Madhva the twelfth topic {sutras 20-27) deals with the

measure of jtvas. The topic gives, according to him, the view that

the jtva is atomic in size and not all-pervading. Being in one place,

it can vitalize the whole body, just as a lamp can illuminate a room

by its light, which is a quality of the lamp ;
for a substance may be

pervading by virtue of its quality^. The thirteenth topic (27th

sutra), according to Madhva, is supposed to affirm the plurality of

souls. The fourteenth topic (sutras 28, 29) demonstrates that

Brahman and jiva are different. The fifteenth topic of Madhva
shows that, though the souls are produced from God, yet they are

not destructible. The souls are like reflections from the Brahman,
and they therefore must persist as long as the Brahman remains and

' A discussion is raised here by Jaya-tirtha regarding the nature of light, and

it is held that light is of the nature of a quality and not a substance.
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must therefore be eternal. The conditions (upddhi) through which

these reflections are possible are twofold, external (bdhya) and

essential (svarupa). The external condition is destroyed, but not the

essential one^. The souls are thus at once one with the Brahman and

different; they depend on God for their existence and are similar

to Him in nature. The sixteenth topic seeks to establish the nature

of souls as consciousness and pure bliss, which are however revealed

in their fullness only in the state of emancipation by the grace of

God, while in our ordinary states these are veiled, as it were by

ignorance {avidydy. The seventeenth topic seeks to reconcile the

freedom of action of xh&jwa with the ultimate agency of God. It is

God who makes the jivas work in accordance with their past

karnias, which are beginningless (anddi). Thus, though God makes

z\\jivas perform all their works, He is guided in His directorship by
their previous karmas. The eighteenth topic seeks to establish that,

though the jivas are parts of God, they are not parts in the same

sense as the part-incarnations, the fish-incarnation, etc., are; for

the latter are parts of essential nature (svarupdmsa), whereas the

former are not parts of an essential nature (jivdndm asvarupdth-

satvam); for, though parts, they are different from God. The
nineteenth topic asserts that the jtvas are but reflections of God.

With Sahkara, however, these sUtras yield quite different in-

terpretations. Thus the twelfth topic {sutra 18) is supposed to assert

that even in deep sleep there is consciousness, and the circumstance

that nothing is known in this state is due to the fact that there is no

object of which there could be any knowledge {visaydbhdvdd iyam

acetayamdnatd na caitanydhhdvdt). The thirteenth topic {sutras 19-

32) discusses upon his view the question whether, in accordance

with the texts which speak of the going out of self, the self should

be regarded as atomic, or whether it should be regarded as all-

pervasive; and he decides in favour of the latter, because of its

being identical with Brahman. The fourteenth topic {sutras 33-39),

after considering the possible agency of mind, senses, etc., denies

them and decides in favour of the agency of soul, and holds that the

^
jtzopddhir dvidhd proktah svarupam bdhya eva ca,

bdhyopddhir layam ydti muktdv anyasya tu sthitih.

Tattva-prakdsikd, p. 119.
* evarn jiva-svarupatvena mukteh purvam apt sato jndndnanden Isvara-

prasddendbhivyakti-nimittena dnandl bhavati; prdg anabhivyaktatvena anubhavd-

hhdva-prasangdt. Ibid. p. 120.

10-2
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huddhi and the senses are only instruments and accessories. Yet in

the fifteenth topic [sutra 40) Sarikara tries to estabUsh this

agency of the self, not as real, but as illusory in presence of the

conditions of the sense-organs, intellect, etc. [upddhi-dharmd-

dhydsenaiva dtmanah kartrtvam na svdbhdvikam). Upon the

sixteenth topic {sutras 41-42) Saiikara tries to establish the fact that

God helps persons to perform their actions in accordance with their

previous karma. The seventeenth topic [sutras 43-53) is interpreted

by Saiikara as stating the view that the difference between the

selves themselves and between them and Brahman can be under-

stood only by a reference to the analogy of reflection, spatial

limitations or the like; for in reality they are one, and it is only

through the presence of the limiting conditions that they appear to

be different.

In the fourth chapter of the first book the first topic of both

Sahkara and Madhva describes the origin of the prdnas from

Brahman^. The second topic of Madhva, containing the 3rd sutra

of Sarikara's reading, describes the origin of manas from Brahman.

The 4th sutra, forming the third topic of Madhva, holds the

view that speech (vdk) also is produced from Brahman, though we

sometimes hear it spoken of as eternal, when it is applied to the

Vedas. The 5th and the 6th sutras, forming the fourth topic, discuss

the purports of various texts regarding the number of the prdnas,

and hold the view that they are twelve in number. The fifth topic

of Madhva, consisting of the 7th sutra, states the view that the

prdnas are atomic by nature and not all-pervasive, and that hence

there cannot be any objection to the idea of their being produced
from Brahman. The sutras 8 and 9, forming the sixth topic, show

the production oi prdnas from Brahman. The sutras 10 and 11,

forming the seventh topic, show that even the principal (mukhya)

prdna is dependent on Brahman for its production and existence.

In the eighth topic, consisting of the 12th sUtra, it is held that the

modifications (vrtti) of the principal prdna are like servants, so their

functions are also in reality derived from Brahman. The ninth

topic, consisting of the 13th siltra, repeats textual proofs of the

atomic character oi prdna. The tenth topic, consisting oi sutras 14-

* This topic consists according to ^ahkara of only four sutras, and according
to Madhva of the first three sutras. Of these the third sutra {pratijndnuparodhdc

ca) happens to be absent in ^ahkara's reading of the Brahma-sutras.
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16, states the view that the senses are instruments of Brahman,

though in a remote way they may also be regarded as instruments

of the jiva. The eleventh topic, consisting of the 17th to the 19th

sutras, states the view that all the other twelve prdnas, excepting the

thirteenth or the principal {mukhya) prdna, are so many senses. The

difference between these and the principal prdna consists in this,

that the work of these other prdnas, though depending principally

on Brahman, also depends on the effort oi jiva {isvara-paravasd hi

indriydndm pravrttir jiva-prayatndpeksaiva), but the functioning

of the mukhya prdna does not in any way depend on the individual

souls {mukhyaprdnasya pravrttir na purusa-prayatndpeksayd). The

twelfth topic (20th siitra) shows that all our bodies also are derived

from Brahman. The last topic (21st sutra) instils the view that our

bodies are made up not of one element, but of five elements.

According to Saiikara, however, the chapter is to be divided into

nine topics, of which the first has already been described. The

second topic [sutras 5-6) holds the view that there are eleven

senses, and not seven only as some hold, after the analogy of seven

prdnas. The third topic (7th sutra) states that the senses are not all-

pervasive, as the adherents of Sarhkhya hold, but are atomic by
nature. The fourth topic (8th siitra) states that the mukhya prdna
is a modification of Brahman, like any other prdna. The fifth topic

{sutras 9-12) states that prdna is not simply vdyu, but a subjective

modification of it in the fivefold form, and its general function

cannot be properly explained by reference to the individual actions

of the separate prdnas, like the movement of a cage by a concerted

effort of each one of the birds encaged therein
;
for the actions of

the prdnas do not seem to be in any way concerted. As there are

five states of mind, desire, imagination, etc., so the five prdnas are

but modifications of the principal prdna. The sixth topic (13th

sutra) states that this principal prdna is atomic by nature. The

seventh topic {sutras 14-16) states that the prdnas in their func-

tioning are presided over by certain deities for their movement and

yet these can only be for the enjoyment of the jtvas. The eighth

topic {sutras 17-19) states that the senses (conative and cognitive)

are different categories {tattvdntara) from the principal prdna. The

ninth topic {sutras 20-22) states that the jiva is not the creator, who

is Isvara.



CHAPTER XXVII

A GENERAL REVIEW OF THE PHILOSOPHY
OF MADHVA

Ontology.

The philosophy of Madhva admits the categories, viz., substance

{dravya), quality (guna), action (karma), class-character {sdmdnya),

particularity [visesa), quaHfied {visista) whole {arnsi), power (saktt),

similarity [sddrsya) and negation {abhdvay. Dravya is defined as

the material cause (updddna-kdrana)^. A dravya is a material cause

with reference to evolutionary changes (parindma) and manifesta-

tion {ahhivyakti) or to both. Thus the world is subject to evolutionary

changes, whereas God or souls can only be manifested or made

known, but cannot undergo any evolutionary change; again,

ignorance [avidyd) may be said to undergo evolutionary changes

and to be the object of manifestation as well. The substances are

said to be twenty, viz., the highest self or God {paramdtman),

Laksmi, souls [jiva), unmanifested vacuity (avydkrtdkdsa), prakrti,

the three gunas, mahat, ahamkdra, buddhi, manas, the senses

(indrtya), the elements {bhuta), the element-potentials {mdtra),

ignorance (avidyd), speech-sounds (varna), darkness (andha-kdra),

root-impressions (or tendencies) (vdsand), time (kdla), reflection

(pratibimba).

The qualities of Madhva are of the same nature as those of the

Vaisesika ;
but the inclusion of mental qualities, such as self-control

^ In the Tattva-samkhydna (p. lo) it is said that reality (tattva) is twofold,

independent (svatantra) and dependent (asvatantra), and elsewhere in the

Bhdsya it is said that there are four categories (paddrtha), viz., God, prakrti, soul

(jlva) and matter (jac/a) :

isvarah prakrtir jlvo jadarn ceti catustayam

paddrthdndm sannidhdndt tatreso visnurucyate.

But the present division of Madhva's philosophy, as admitting of ten categories,

is made in view of similar kinds of division and classification used by the

Vaise?ika and others.
^ There is another definition of dravya, when it is defined as the object of a

competitive race in the second canto of Bhdgavata-tdtparya, also referred to in

the Madhva-siddhdnta-sdra. Thus it is said: dravyam tu dravana-prdpyam
dvayor vivadamdnayoh purvarn vegdbhisambandhdddkdsas tu, pradesatah. But this

does not seem to have been further elaborated. It is hardly justifiable to seek any
philosophical sense in this fanciful etymological meaning.
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(sama), mercy (krpd), endurance (titiksd), strength {hala), fear

(bhaya), shame (lajjd), sagacity (gdmbhirya), beauty (saundarya),
heroism (saurya), Hberality (auddrya), etc., is considered indis-

pensable, and so the quaUties include not only the twenty-four

qualities of the syncretist Vaisesika, but many more.

Actions (karma) are those which directly or indirectly lead to

merit (punya) or demerit (pdpa). There are no actions which are

morally absolutely indifferent; even upward motion and the like

—which may be considered as indifferent (uddsina) karmas—are

indirectly the causes of merit or demerit. Karmas are generally
divided into three classes, as vihtta, i.e., enjoined by the sdstra,

nisiddha, prohibited by it, and uddsina, not contemplated by it or

indifferent. The latter is of the nature of vibration (parispanda), and

this is not of five kinds alone, as the Vaisesika supposes, but of

many other kinds 1. Actions of creation, destruction, etc., in God
are eternal in Him and form His essence (svarUpa-bhutdh) ;

the

contradictory actions of creation and destruction may abide in

Him, provided that, when one is in the actual form, the other is in

the potential form 2. Actions in non-eternal things are non-eternal

and can be directly perceived by the senses.

The next question is regarding jdti, or universals, which are

considered by the Nyaya-Vaisesika as one and immutable. These

are considered in the Madhva school as eternal only in eternal

substances like the jtvas, whereas in non-eternal substances they
are considered to be destructible and limited specifically to the

individuals where they occur. There are in destructible individuals

no such universals, which last even when the individuals are

destroyed. An objection is raised that, if the existence of permanent
universals is not agreed to, then the difficulty of comprehending
concomitance (vydpti) would be insurmountable, and hence in-

ference would be impossible. The answer that is given on the side

of Madhva is that inference is possible on the basis of similarity

(sddrsya), and that the acceptance of immutable universals is not

^ The syncretistic Vaisesika view, that action is of five kinds, is described

here; for it is held that the Vaisesika view that by simple rectilineal motion

(gamana), circular motion {bhramana) or other kinds of motion could be got, is

strongly objected to, because circular motion is not a species of rectilinear

motion; and hence the Vaise§ika classification of karma into five classes is also

held to be inadequate.
* srsti-kdle srsti-kriyd vyakty-dtmand vartate, anyadd tu sakty-dtmand,

evatn samhdra-kriydpi. Madhva-siddhdnta-sdra, p. 4.
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necessary for that purpose; and this also applies to the compre-
hension of the meaning of words : when certain objects are pointed
out as having any particular name, that name can be extended to

other individuals which are extremely similar to the previous

objects which were originally associated with that name^. A dif-

ference is also drawn between jdti ("universal") and upddhi

("limiting condition ") in this, that the latter is said to be that which

depends for its comprehension upon the comprehension of some

other primary notion, while the former is that whose comprehension
is direct and does not depend upon the comprehension of some

other notion 2. Thus the universal of cow (gotva) is known im-

mediately and directly, whereas the notion of the universal of
"
cognizability

"
(prameyatva) can only be known through the

previous knowledge of those things which are objects of knowledge.
So the universal of cognizability is said to be upddhi, and the former

jdti. It is further objected that, if objections are taken against an

immutable universal existing in all individuals of a class at one and

the same time, then the same objection may be taken against the

acceptance of similarity, which must be supposed to exist at one

time in a number of individuals. The answer to this is that the

relation of similarity between two or three individuals is viewed in

Madhva philosophy as existing uniformly between the number of

individuals so related, but not completely in any one of them.

When two or three terms which are said to be similar exist, the

relation of similarity is like a dyadic or triadic relation subsisting

between the terms in mutual dependence^; the relation of simi-

larity existing between a number of terms is therefore not one, but

many, according as the relation is noted from the point of view of

one or the other of the terms. The similarity of A to B is different

from the similarity of B to A, and so forth {bhinndbhinnam

sddrsyam iti siddham).

'
anugata-dharmam vindpi sddrsyena sarvatra vydpty-ddi-graha-sambhavdt ,

ayam dhumah etat-sadrsas ca vahni-vydpya ity evam-kramena vydpti-grahah,
"even without the basis of the existence of identical characteristics, compre-
hension of vydpti is possible on the basis of similarity, e.g., 'This is smoke and

entities similar to these are associated with fire, etc.'" Madhva-siddhdnta-sdra,

'
itara-nirupanddhlna-nirupanakatvam upddhi-lak^anam and anya-nirupand-

dhlna-nirupanatvam jdtitvam. Ibid. p. 7.
^
eka-nirupitdparddhikarana-vrttitvena tri-vikrama-nydyena tat-svlkdrdt,

pratiyogitvdnuyogitvddivat. Ibid. p. 6.
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We next come to the doctrine of specific particulars (visesa) in

the Madhva school. It supposes that every substance is made up
of an infinite number of particulars associated with each and every

quality that it may be supposed to possess. Thus, when the question

arises regarding the relation of qualities to their substances (e.g., the

relation of colour, etc., to a jug) if any quality was identical with the

substance, then the destruction of it would mean destruction of the

substance, and the words denoting the substance and the quality

would mutually mean each other; but that is not so, and this dif-

ficulty can be solved only on the supposition that there are specific

particulars corresponding as the basis to each one of the qualities.

As to the exact relation of these to their substance there are

divergences of view, some holding that they are identical with the

substance (abheda), others that they are different (bheda), and

others that they are both identical and diff^erent (bheddbheda).

Whatever view regarding the relation of the qualities to the sub-

stance is accepted, the doctrine of specific particulars (visesa) has

to be accepted, to escape the contradiction. Thus visesas in each

substance are numberless, corresponding to the view-points or

qualities intended to be explained ;
but there are no further visesas

for each visesa, as that would lead to an infinite regress. For a

satisfactory explanation of the diverse external qualities of God it

is necessary to admit eternal visesas in Him. In order to explain

the possibility of a connection of the continuous eternal space or

vacuity (dkdsa) with finite objects like jug, etc. it is necessary to

admit the existence of visesas in dkdsa^. It will be seen from the

above that the acceptance of visesas becomes necessary only in those

cases where the unity and difference of two entities, such as the

substance and the qualities or the like, cannot otherwise be satis-

factorily explained. For these cases the doctrine of visesas intro-

duces some supposed particulars, or parts, to which the association

of the quality could be referred, without referring to the whole

substance for such association. But this does not apply to the

existence of visesa in the atoms; for the atoms can very well be

admitted to have parts, and the contact with other atoms can thus

be very easily explained without the assumption of any visesa. An
atom may be admitted to be the smallest unit in comparison with

^ ato gaganddi-vibhu-dravyasya ghatddind samyoga-tadabhdvobhaya-nirvdhako

viseso'nanya-gatyd svlkaraniyah. Ibid. p. 9.
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everything else : but that is no reason why it should not be admitted

to be bigger than its own parts. If the atoms had not parts, they
could not be held to combine on all their ten sides ^. So the

Vaisesika view, admitting visesas in atoms, has to be rejected. It is

well worth remembering here that the Vaisesikas held that there

were among the atoms of even the same bhutUy and also among the

souls, such specific differences that these could be distinguished

from one another by the yogins. These final differences, existing in

the atoms themselves, are called visesas by the Kanada school of

thinkers. This conception of visesa and its utility is different from

the conception of visesa in the Madhva school 2.

Samavdya, or the relation of inherence accepted in the Nyaya-
Vaisesika school, is discarded in the system of Madhva on almost

the same grounds as in Sankara's Bhdsya on the Brahma-sutras. The
view is that the appearance of the cause in the effect and of the

qualities in the substance is manifestly of the nature of a relation

and, as this relation is not contact (samyoga), it must be a separate

relation, viz., the relation of inherence {samavdya). But in the same

way samavdya (e.g., in the sentence iha tantusu pata-samavdyah)
itself may have the appearance of existing in something else in some

relation, and hence may be in need of further relations to relate it.

If without any such series of relations a relation of inherence can be

related in the manner of a quality and a substance, then that sort of

relatedness or qualifiedness (visistatd) may serve all the purposes of

samavdya. This brings us to the acceptance of "related" or

"qualified" as a category separate and distinct from the categories

of quality (guna) and substance {dravya) and the relation involved

between the two^. So also the whole (arnsi) is not either the rela-

tions or the parts or both, but a separate category by itself.

Power (sakti), as a separate category, exists in four forms:

(i) as mysterious
—

acintya-sakti
—as in God, (ii) causal power

*
anydpeksaya paramdnutve'pi svdvayavdpeksayd mahattvopapatteh : ... kim ca

paramdnor avayavdnanglkdre tasya dasadiksv abhisambandho na sydt. Madhva-
siddhdnta-sdra, p. lo.

* asmad-visistdndm yogindm nityesu tulydkrti-guna-kriyesu paramdnusu
muktdtmasu ca anya-nimittdsambhavdd yebhyo nimittebhyah -pratyddhdram

vilaksano'yam vilaksano'yam iti pratyaya-vydvrittih, desa-kdla-viprakarse ca

paramdnau sa evdyam iti pratyabhijndnam ca bhavati te antyd visesdh.

Prasasta-pdda-bhdsya, pp. 321-2.
' visistam visesana-visesya-tatsambandhdtiriktam avasyam angikartavyam.

Madhva-siddhdnta-sdra, p. 11.
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(kdrana-saktt or sahaja-sakti), which naturally exists in things and

by virtue of which they can produce all sorts of changes, (iii) a

power brought about by a new operation in a thing called the

ddheya-sakti, as in an idol through the ritual operations of the

installation ceremony (pratisthd), and (iv) the significant power of

words {pada-sakti). Negation is said to be of three kinds :
(i) the

negation preceding a production (prdg-abhdva), (ii) that following
destruction {dhvamsdbhdva), (iii) as otherness (anyonydbhdva), e.g.,

there is the negation of a jug in a pot and of a pot in a jug: this is

therefore the same as differences, which are considered as the

essence of all things^. When things are destroyed, their differences

are also destroyed. But the five differences between God and souls,

between souls themselves, between inanimate objects themselves,

between them and God, and between them and the souls, are all

eternal
;
for the differences in eternal things are eternal and in non-

eternal things non-eternal^. The fourth kind of negation, atyantd-

bhdva, is the non-existence belonging to impossible entities like the

hare's horn.

God, or Paramatman, is in this system considered as the fullness

of infinite qualities. He is the author of creation, maintenance,

destruction, control, knowledge, bondage, salvation, and hiding

{dvrti). He is omniscient, and all words in their most pervading
and primary sense refer to Him. He is different from all material

objects, souls and prakrti, and has for His body knowledge and

bliss, and is wholly independent and one, though He may have

diverse forms (as in Vdsudeva, Pradyumna, etc.); all such forms of

Him are the full manifestation of all His qualities.

The souls (jwa) are naturally tainted with defects of ignorance,

sorrow, fear, etc., and they are subject to cycles of transformation.

They are infinite in number. They are of three kinds, viz., those

who are fit for emancipation (mukti-yogya), e.g., gods such as

Brahma, Vayu, etc., or sages, like Narada, etc., or like the ancestors

(pitr), or kings like Ambarisa, or advanced men; these advanced
^ bhedas tu sarva-vastundm svariipam naijam avyayam. Ibid. p. 20.
*

Jaya-tlrtha, however, in his Nydya-sudhd, i. 4. 6 {adhikarana, p. 222), holds
that differences (whether in eternal or in non-eternal things) are always eternal :

na ca kaddpi padarthdndm anyonya-tdddtmyam asti iti anitydndm api bhedo nitya
eva ity dhuh. Padmanabha-tirtha also in his San-nydya-ratndvalt or Anuvyd-
khydna holds exactly the same view on the same topic (i. 4. 6): vindsino'pi

ghatdder dharma-rupo bhedah para-vddy-abhyupagataghatatvddi-jdtivan nityo'-

bhyupagantavyah.
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souls think of God as being, bliss, knowledge and dtman. It is only

the second class of souls that are subject to transmigration and

suffer the pleasures of Heaven and the sufferings of Earth and Hell.

There is a third class of beings, the demons, ghosts and the like.

Each one of these souls is different from every other soul, and even

in emancipation the souls differ from one another in their respective

merits, qualifications, desires, etc.

Next comes the consideration of unmanifested space {avydkrta

dkdso dig-rupah), which remains the same in creation and destruc-

tion. This is, of course, different from dkdsa as element, otherwise

called bhutdkdsa, which is a product of the tdmasa ego and is

limited. Akdsa as space is vacuity and eternal^.

Prakrti also is accepted in the Madhva system as the material

cause of the material world 2. Time is a direct product of it, and all

else is produced through the series of changes which it undergoes

through the categories of mahat, etc. Prakrti is accepted here as a

substance {dravya)^ and is recognized in the Madhva system
as what is called mdyd, 2l consort of God, though it is called impure

{dosa-yukta) and material (jada), evolving (parindminl), though
under the full control of God, and may thus be regarded almost as

His will or strength {Harer icchdthavd balam). This prakrti is to the

world the cause of all bondage [jagabhandhatmikdY . The subtle

bodies (linga-sartra) of all living beings are formed out of the stuff

of this prakrti. It is also the source of the three gunas (guna-

trayddy-updddna-bhuta). It is held that during the time of the great

creation prakrti alone existed and nothing else. At that time God
out of His creative desire produced from prakrti in three masses

sattva, rajas and tamas^. It is said that rajas is double of tatnas

and sattva is double of rajas. Sattva exists by itself in its pure

form : rajas and tatnas are always mixed with each other and with

sattva. Thus sattva exists not only in this pure form, but also as an

element in the mixed rajas variety and tamas variety. In the mixed

rajas there are for each part of rajas a hundred parts of sattva and

one hundredth part of tamas. In the tamas mixture there are for

*
bhutdkdsdtiriktdyd desa-kdla-paricchinndyds tdrkikddy-abhimata-disd evd-

smdkam avydkrtdkdsatvdt. Tdtparya-candrikd, ii. 3. i (p. 932). Also Nydya-
sudhd, II. 3. I.

* sdksdt paramparayd vd visvopdddnam prakrtih. Paddrtha-samgraha, 93.
^
Nydya-sudhd and San-nydya-ratndvali on the Anuvydkhydna, 11. i . 6 (p. 2 1 ).

*
Bhdgavata-tdtparya, ill. 10. 9 (p. 29).

^
Madhva-siddhdnta-sdra, p. 36.
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each part of tamas ten parts of sattva and one-tenth part of rajas.

At the time of the world-dissolution (vilaya) ten pails return to

sattva and one part to rajas with one part in tamas. The evolution

of the mahat-tattva takes place immediately after the production

of the three gunas, when the entire amount of the produced rajas

becomes mixed with tamas
;
the mahat-tattva is constituted of three

parts of rajas and one part of tamas. With reference to the later

derivatives this mahat-tattva is called sattva^. In the category

ahamkdra (that which is derived immediately after mahat) there is

for every ten parts of sattva one part of rajas and a tenth part of

tamas. From the sattva of the tamas part of it the manas, etc., are

produced, out of the rajas part of it the senses are produced, and

out of the tamas the elements are produced. They are at first

manifested as tan-mdtras, or the powers inherent in and manifested

in the elements. As aharnkdra contains within it the materials for

a threefold development, it is called vaikdrika, taijasa and tdmasa

accordingly. In the Tattva-samkhydna huddhi-tattva and manas-

tattva are said to be two categories evolving in succession from

ahamkdra. The twenty-four categories counted from mahat are in

this enumeration mahat, ahamkdra, buddhi, manas, the ten indriyas

(senses), the five tan-mdtras and the five bhutas^. As buddhi is of

two kinds, viz., buddhi as category and buddhi as knowledge, so

manas is also regarded as being of two kinds, manas as category and

manas as sense-organ. As sense-organ, it is both eternal and non-

eternal; it is eternal in God, Laksmi, Brahma and all other souls,

^
Bhdgavata-tdtparya, iii. 14, by Madhvacarya. In this passage the original

sattva is spoken of as being the deity Sri, the original rajas as Bhu, and the

original tamas as Durgd, and the deity which has for her root all the three is

called Mahd-lakpnl. The Lord Jandrdana is beyond the gunas and their roots.

* There seems to be a divergence of opinion regardingthe place of the evolution

oi buddhi-tattva. The view just given is found in the Tattva-samkhydna (p. 41):

asamsrftam mahdn aham buddhtr manah khdrti dasa mdtra-bhutdni panca ca,

and supported in its commentary by Satyadharma Yati. This is also in consonance

with Katha, i. 3. 10. But in the passage quoted from Madhva's Bhdfya in the

Madhva-siddhdnta-sdra it is said that the vijndna-tattva (probably the same as

buddhi-tattva) arises from the mahat-tattva, that from it again there is manas, and

from manas the senses, etc. :

vijndna-tattvarn mahatah samutpannam caturmukhdt,

vijitdna-tattvac ca mano manOs-tattvdcca khddikam.

The way in which Padmanabha Siari tries to solve the difficulty in his Paddrtha-

samgraha is that the buddhi-tattva springs directly from the mahat-tattva, but

that it grows in association with taijasa ahamkdra {taijasdhamkdrena upacita). This

explains the precedence of aharnkdra as given in the Tattva-samkhydna. Buddhi,

of course, is of two kinds, as knowledge (jndna-rupa) and as category (tattva).
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as their own essence (svarupa-bhutam) or self. The non-eternal

manas, as belonging to God, brahma, individual souls, etc., is of

five kinds; manas, buddhi, ahamkdra, citta 2Lnd cetana, which may
also be regarded as the vrttis or functions of manas. Of these manas

is said to be that to which is due imagination {samkalpa) and doubt

(vikalpa) ;
buddhi is that to which is due the function of coming to

any decision {niscaydtmikd buddhi); ahamkdra is that through the

functioning of which the unreal is thought of as real (asvarUpe

svarupa-matih), and the cause of memory is citta. The senses are

twelve, including five cognitive, five conative, manas and the

sdkstndriya, as buddhi is included within manas. The senses are

considered from two points of view, viz., from the point of view of

their predominantly tejas materials, and as being sense-organs.

In their aspects as certain sorts produced in course of the evolution

of their materials they are destructible; but as sense-organs they
are eternal in God and in all living beings. As regards the bodily

seats of these organs, these are destructible in the case of ^1
destructible beings. The internal sense of intuition (sdksi) can

directly perceive pleasure and pain, ignorance, time and space.

The sense-data of sounds, colours, etc., appearing through their

respective sense-organs, are directly perceived by this sense of

intuition. All things that transcend the domain of the senses are

intuited by the sense of intuition (sdksi), either as known or un-

known. To consider the sdksi-jndna as a special source of intuitive

knowledge, indispensable particularly for the perception of time

and space, is indeed one of the important special features of

Madhva's system. In Saiikara Vedanta sdksi stands as the inex-

tinguishable brahma-light, which can be veiled by ajndna, though

ajndna itself is manifested in its true nature, ignorance, by the

sdksi^. Madhva holds that it is through the intuitive sense of sdksi

^
yat-prasdddd avidyddi sphuraty eva divd-nisam tam apy

apahnute'vidyd ndjndnasydsti duskaram.

Advaita-brahma-siddhi, p. 312.
As this work also notices, there are in Sankara Vedanta four views on the

status of sdksi. Thus the Tattva-suddhi holds that it is the light of Brahman,
appearing as if it were in the jiva; the Tattva-pradipikd holds that it is Isvara

manifesting Himself in all individual souls
;
the Veddnta-kaumudt holds that it is

but a form of Isvara, a neutral entity which remains the same in all operations
of the jiva and is of direct and immediate perception, but is also the nescience

(avidyd) which veils it. The Kutastha-dlpa considers it to be an unchangeable light

of pure intelligence in jiva, which remains the same under all conditions and is

hence called sdksi.
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that an individual observes the validity of his sense-knowledge and

of his own self as the ego {aharn). Our perception of self, on this

view, is not due to the activity of mind or to mental perception

(manonubhava) ; for, had it been so, one might as a result of mind

activity or mental functioning have doubted his own self; but this

never happens, and so it has to be admitted that the perception of

self is due to some other intuitive sense called sdkst. Sdksi thus

always leads us to unerring and certain truths, whereas, wherever

in knowledge there is a discriminating process and a chance of

error, it is said to be due to mental perception*.

The tan-mdtras are accepted in Madhvaism as the subtler

materials of the five grosser elements {hhutas). It must be noted

that the categories of ahamkdra and huddhi are considered as being

a kind of subtle material stuff, capable of being understood as

quantities having definite quantitative measurements (parimdnay.

Ignorance {avidyd) is a negative substance (dravya), which by
God's will veils the natural intelligence of us all^. But there is no one

common avidyd which appears in diflFerent individuals
;
the avidyd

of one individual is altogether diff^erent from the avidyd of another

individual. As such, it seems to denote our individual ignorance

and not a generalized entity such as is found in most of the Indian

systems ;
thus each person has a specific (prdtisviki) avidyd of his own.

Time (kdla) is coexistent with all-pervading space {avydkrta

dkdsa), and it is made directly from prakrti stuff having a more

primeval existence than any of the derived kinds*. It exists in itself

^
yat kvacid vyabhicdri sydt darsanam mdnasam hi tat. Anuvydkhyana.

evam sa devadatto gauro na vd paramdnuh gurutvddhikaranam na vd iti

samsayo mdnasah. Madhva-siddhdnta-sdra, p. 44.
^
Manu-brhaspaty-ddayas tu ahamkdrdt parimdnato hinena buddhi-tattvena

svocita-parimdnena parimita-desa-paryantam avasthitam visnum pasyanti soma-

suryam tu buddhi-tattvdt parimdnato hinena manas-tatvena parimita-desa-

paryantam avasthitam visnum pasyatah varunddayas tu dkdsa-vdyv-ddi-bhutaih
kramena parimdnato dasdhlnaih parimita-desa-paryantam avasthitam visttum

yogyatdnusdrena pasyanti.

San-nydya-ratndvalt and Madhva-siddhdnta-sdra, p. 49.
' atah paramesvara eva sattvddi-gunamay-dvidydvirodhitvena avidyayd

svddhinayd prakrtyd acintyddbhutayd svasaktydjlvasya sva-prakdsam api svarupa-

caitanyam apy dcchddayati. Nydya-sudhd on the topic oijijndsa.
* The objection that, if time is made out oi prakrti stuff, from whence would

mahat, etc., be evolved, is not valid; for it is only from some parts oi prakrti that

time is evolved, while it is from other parts that the categories are evolved:

sarvatra vydptdndm katipaya-prakrti-suksmdndm kdlopdddnatvam, katipaydndrn

mahad-ddy-updddnatvam katipaydndrn ca mula-rupena avasthdnam. Madhva-

siddhdnta-sdra, p. 64.
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(sva-gata) and is, like space, the vehicle {ddhdra) of everything else,

and it is also the common cause of the production of all objects.

Darkness [andhakdra) is also considered as a separate substance

and not as mere negation of light. A new conception oi pratibimha

("reflection") is introduced to denote the jivas, who cannot have

any existence apart from the existence of God and who cannot

behave in any way independent of His will, and, being conscious

entities, having will and feeling, are essentially similar to him;

though reflections, they are not destructible like ordinary re-

flections in mirrors, but are eternal {pratibimbas tu bimbdvindbhuta-

sat-sadrsahy.

The system of Madhva admits the qualities (guna) more or less

in the same way as the Nyaya-Vaisesika does; the points of dif-

ference are hardly ever of any philosophical importance. Those

which deserve to be mentioned will be referred to in the succeeding

sections.

Pramanas (ways of valid knowledge).

Pramdna is defined as that which makes an object of knowledge

cognizable as it is in itself (yathdrtham pramdnam) 2. The function

of pramdna consists both in making an entity object of knowledge

through the production of knowledge {jndna-jananad vdva jiteyatd-

sampddakatvena), either directly {sdksdt) or indirectly {asdksdty.

There are two functions in a. pramdna, viz. (i) to render an entity

an object of knowledge (jneya-visayikarana) and (2) to make it cog-

nizable {jneyatd-sarnpddanaY . So far as the function of making an

entity an object of knowledge is concerned, all pramdnas directly

perform it; it is only with reference to the second function that

there is the distinction between the two kinds of pramdnas, kevala

and anu, such that it is only the former that performs it directly and

only the latter that performs it indirectly (parampard-krama)^.
These two functions also distinguish a pramdna from the pramdtd

("subject") and Xht prameya ("object"), since neither the subject
*
Paddrtha-sarngraha, 193.

* Madhva's definition of pramdna in his Pramdna-laksana is elaborated by
Jaya-tirtha in his Pramdna-paddhati as jiieyam anatikramya vartamdnam yathd-
vasthitam eva jiieyam yad vi^aytkaroti ndnyathd tat pramdnam (p. 8).

'
Jaya-tlrtha-vijaya-tippani on the Pramdna-paddhati by JanSrdana.

* Ibid. Also kevalam visayasya jneyatvam jndnam upddhitayd karanam tu taj-

janakatayd sampddayanti ity etdvantam visesam dsritya kevaldnu-pramdna-bhedah
samarthitah. Nydya-sudhd, li. 1.2 (p. 249).
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nor the object can be called the instrumental causes of knowledge,

though they may in some sense be admitted as causes, and they do

not cause an entity to be an object of knowledge either. Our know-

ledge does not in any way modify an object of knowledge, but an

entity becomes known when knowledge of it is produced. Truth,

by which is understood exact agreement of knowledge with its

object, belongs properly to knowledge alone {jndnasyaiva mukhyato

ydthdrthyatn). The instruments of knowledge can be called true

{yathdrtha) only in an indirect manner, on the ground of their

producing true knowledge (yathdrtha-jndna-janaka yathdrtha)^.

But yet the definition properly applies to the instruments as well,

since they are also yathdrtha in the sense that they are also directed

to the object, just as knowledge of it is. So far as they are directed

towards the right object of which we have right knowledge, their

scope of activity is in agreement with the scope or extent of the

object of knowledge. So it is clear that pramdna is twofold:

pramdna as true knowledge (kevala pramdna) and pramdna as

instrument (sddhana) of knowledge {anu pramdna). This kevala

pramdna is again twofold, as consciousness (caitanya) and as states

(vrtti). This consciousness is described by Jaya-tirtha as superior,

middling and inferior (uttama-madhyamddhama), as right, mixed,
and wrong; the vrtti is also threefold, as perception, inference, and

scriptures (dgama). The anu pramdna also is threefold, as percep-

tion, inference and scriptures. A question arises, whether the term

pramdna could be applied to any right knowledge which happens
to be right only by accident (kdkatdltya) and not attained by the

proper process of right knowledge. Thus, for example, by a mere

guess one might say that there are five shillings in one's friend's

pocket, and this knowledge might really agree with the fact that

one's friend has five shillings in his pocket; but, though this

knowledge is right, it cannot be called pramdna ;
for this is not due

to the speaker's own certain knowledge, since he had only guessed,
which is only a form of doubt {vaktur jndnasya samsayatvena

aprasangdt)^. This also applies to the case where one makes an

inference on the basis of a misperceived hetu, e.g., the inference of

fire from steam or vapour mistaken for smoke.

The value of this definition of pramdna as agreement with

objects of knowledge (yathdrtha) is to be found in the fact that it

^ Ibid. 2 Ibid. p. 250.

DIV II
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includes memory (smrti) of previous valid experience as valid,

whereas most of the other systems of Indian philosophy are dis-

posed so to form their definition as purposely to exclude the right

of memory to be counted as pramdna^. Salikanatha's argument, as

given in his Prakarana-pancikd, on the rejection of memory from

the definition of pramdna is based on the fact that memory is

knowledge produced only by the impressions of previous knowledge

{purva-vijndna-samskdra-mdtrajatn jndnam)\ as such, it depends

only on previous knowledge and necessarily refers to past ex-

perience, and cannot therefore refer independently to the ascertain-

ment of the nature of objects 2. He excludes recognition {pratya-

bhijnd) from memory, as recognition includes in its data of origin

direct sense contact; and he also excludes the case of a series of

perceptions of the same object {dhdrd-vdhika jndnd)\ for though it

involves memory, it also involves direct sense contact, but the

exclusion of memory from the definition of pramdna applies only
to pure memory, unasscciated with sense contact. The idea is that

that which depends on or is produced only by previous knowledge
does not directly contribute to our knowledge and is hence not

pramdna.
The reason why Jaya-tirtha urges the inclusion of memory is

that memory may also agree with an object of knowledge and hence

may rightly be called pramdna. It may be that, while I am re-

membering an object, it may not still be there or it may have ceased

to exist, but that does not affect the validity of memory as pramdna,
since the object did exist at the time of previous experience referred

to by memory, though it may not be existing at the time when the

memory is produced. If it is argued that, since the object is not in

the same condition at the time of memory as it was at the time of

experience, memory is not valid, in that case all knowledge about

past and future by inference or scriptures would be invalid, since

the past and future events inferred might not exist at the time of

* Here Jaya-tirtha refers to the definitions of the Mimarnsa as anadhigatdrtha-

gantr pramdnam and as anubhutih pramdnam. The first refers to Kiimarila's

definition and the second to that of Prabhakara. Kumarila defines pramdna (as

found in the Codand-sutra 80, ^loka-vdrttika) as firm knowledge {drdham vijndnam)

produced (utpannam) and unassociated with other knowledge (ndpi j'ndndntarena
samvddam rcchati). The second definition is that of Prabhakara as quoted in

Salikanatha's Prakarana-pancikd, p. 42: pramdnam anubhutih.
^ smrtir hi tad-ity-upajdyamdnd prdctm pratitim anur-'dhyamdnd na svdtan-

tryena artharn paricchinatti iti na pramdnam. Prakarana-pancikd, p. 42.
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experience. If it is argued that the object of previous knowledge

changes its state and so cannot in its entirety be referred to as the

object of memory, then that destroys the vaHdity of all pramdnas;
for nothing can be made an object of all the pramdnas in its

entirety. Also it cannot be objected that, if the thing does not

change its state, then memory should grasp it as an entity which has

not changed its state. This is not valid either; for memory does not

grasp an object as if it had not changed its state, but as "it was so

at that time" (taddsan tadrsa iti). Memory is absolutely indifferent

with regard to the question whether an object has changed its state

or not. Since memory agrees with real objective facts it has to be

considered valid, and it is the special feature of the present definition

that it includes memory as a valid definition, which is not done in

other systems. The validity of memory as a pramdna is proved by
the fact that people resort to it as valid knowledge in all their

dealings, and only right knowledge is referred to by men {loka-

vyavahdra). There is no way of establishing the validity of the

pramdnas of perception, etc., except the ultimate testimony of

universal human experience^.

Moreover, even the validity of the sacred writings of Manu is

based on the remembered purport of the Vedas, and thence they
are called smrtP. Again, the argument that memory has no validity

because it does not bring us any fruit (nisphald) is not right ;
for the

validity depends on correctness of correspondence and not on

fruitfulness. Want of validity {aprdmdnya) is made evident through
the defect of the organs or the resulting contradiction {bddhaka-

pratyaya). It may also be noted that memory is not absolutely

fruitless; thus the memory of happy things is pleasant and

strengthens the root impressions also (samskdra-patana). Again, it

is argued that that alone could be called pramdna which involves

the knowledge of something new, and that therefore memory,
which does not involve new knowledge, cannot be counted as

pramdna. If it is required that an object of knowledge should be

pramdna, then the eternal entities about which there cannot be any
new knowledge cannot be the objects of pramdna. If the require-

^ na hy asti pratyaksddi-prdmdnya-sddhakam anyad loka-vyavahdrdt.

Nydya-sudhd, ii. 1.2 adhikarana, p. 251.
*

te hi srutyddindnubhutdrtham smrtvd tat-pratipddakam grantham dracayati.
Ibid. p. 252.

11-2
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ment of new knowledge is not considered to refer to objects of

knowledge, but only to the method or process of knowledge, then

the knowledge involved in continuous perception of an object

{dhdrdvdhika jndna) could not be considered as pramdna. The
Buddhists might, of course, answer that each new moment a new

object is produced which is perceived; the Sarnkhya might hold

that at each new moment all objects suffer a new change or

parindma\ but what would the Mlmarnsaka say? With him the

object (e.g., the jug) remains the same at all successive moments.

If it is argued that in the knowledge of an object abiding in and

through successive moments we have at each particular moment

a new element of time involved in it and this may constitute a

newness of knowledge in spite of the fact that the object of know-

ledge has been abiding all through the moments, the same may be

argued in favour of memory ;
for it manifests objects in the present

and has reference to the experience as having happened in the past

(smrtir api vartamdna-tat-kdlatayd anuhhutam artham atita-

kdlatayd avagdhate). Jaya-tirtha maintains that it is not possible to

show any necessary cormection between prdmdnya (validity), and

the requirement that the object should be previously unacquired

(anadhigatdrtha) either through association {sdhacdrya), or through
that and the want of any contradictory instance; for on the first

ground many other things associated with prdmdnya would have

to be claimed to be anadhigata, which they are not, and the second

ground does not apply at least in the case of continuous knowledge

{dhdrd-vdhika jndna). For in the case of continuous knowledge
successive moments are regarded zs pramdna in spite of there being
in them no new knowledge.

If it is objected "how could it be the function oi pramdna to

make an already-known object known to us" [adhigatam evdrtham

adhigamayatd pramdnena pistam pistam sydt), what does the objec-

tion really mean? It cannot mean that in regard to a known object

no further cognition can arise ;
for neither is knowledge opposed to

knowledge, nor is want of knowledge a part of the conditions which

produce knowledge. The objection to the rise of a second know-

ledge of a known object on the ground of fruitlessness has already

been answered. Nor can it be said that a pramdna should not be

dependent on anything else or on any other knowledge; for that

objection would also apply to inference, which is admitted by all
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to be a pramdna. So pramdna should be so defined that memory
may be included within it. Chalari-^esacarya quotes an unidentified

scriptural text in support of the inclusion of memory in pramdna^.

Jaya-tlrtha, in a brief statement of the positive considerations which

according to him support the inclusion of memory in pramdna,

says that memory is true (yathdrtha). When an object appears in

consciousness to have a definite character in a particular time and

at a particular place and has actually that character at that time and

at that place, then this knowledge is true or yathdrtha. Now
memory gives us exactly this sort of knowledge; "it was so there

at that time." It is not the fact that at that time it was not so.

Memory is directly produced by the manas, and the impressions

(samskdra) represent its mode of contact with the object. It is

through the impressions that mind comes in contact with specific

objects (samskdras tu manasas tad-arthasannikarsa-rUpa eva). It

may be objected that, the object referred to by memory having

undergone many changes and ceased in the interval to exist in its

old state, the present memory cannot take hold of its object; the

answer is that the objection would have some force if manas,

unaided by any other instrument, were expected to do it; but this

is not so. Just as the sense-organs, which are operative only in the

present, may yet perform the operation of recognition through the

help of the impressions (samskdra), so the manas also may be

admitted to refer by the help of the impressions to an object which

has changed its previous state ^.

The conception of pramdna is considered a subject of great

importance in Indian philosophy. The word pramdna is used

principally in two different senses, (i) as a valid mental act, as

distinguished from the invalid or illusory cognitions; (ii) as the

instruments or the collocations of circumstances which produce

knowledge. Some account of pramdna in the latter sense has

already been given in Vol. I, pp. 330-2. The conflicting opinions

regarding the interpretation of pramdna as instruments of know-
^ smrtih pratyaksam aitihyam anumdnacatustayarh

prarndnam iti vijneyam dharmddy-arthe mwnuksubhih.

Pramdna-candrikd, p. 4.
^ sarnskdra-sahakrtam manah ananubhutdm apt nivrtta-purvdvasthdm vtsayl-

kurvat smaranam janayet iti ko dosah; vartamdna-visaydni api indriydni sahakdri-

samarthydt kdldntara-samhandhitdm api gocarayanti ; yathd samskdra-sahakrtdni

soyam ity atlta-vartamdnatva-visistavi^ayapratyabhijnd-sddhandni prdkrtendri-

ydni mano-vrtti-jndnarh janayanti. Pramdna-paddhati, p. 24.
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ledge is due to the fact that diverse systems of philosophy hold

different views regarding the nature and origin of knowledge. Thus
the Nyaya defines pramdna as the collocation of causes which pro-

duces knowledge (upalabdhi or pramd). The causes of memory are

excluded from pramdna simply on verbal grounds, namely that

people use the word smrti (memory) to denote knowledge produced

merely from impressions {samskdra-mdtra-janmanah) and dis-

tinguish it from pramd, or right knowledge, which agrees with its

objects^.

The Jains, however, consider the indication of the object as

revealed to us (arthopadarsakatva) as pramd, and in this they differ

from the Buddhist view which defines pramd as the actual getting

of the object {artha-prdpakatva). The Jains hold that the actual

getting of the object is a result oipravrtti, or effort to get it, and not

oi pramdna^. Though through an effort undertaken at the time of

the occurrence of knowledge and in accordance with it one may
attain the object, yet the function of jndna consists only in the

indication of the object as revealed by it^. Pramd is therefore

according to the Jains equivalent to svdrtha-paricchitti, or the out-

lining of the object, and the immediate instrument of it, or

pramdna, is the subjective inner flash of knowledge, leading to such

objective artha-paricchitti, or determination of objects*. Of course

svdrtha-paricchitti appears to be only a function oijndna and thus

in a sense identical with it, and in that way pramdna is identical

with jnana. But it is because the objective reference is considered

*
pramd-sddhanam hi pramdnatn na ca smrtih pramd lokddhlndvadhdrano hi

iabddrtha-sambandhah. lokas ca samskdra-mdtra-janmanah smrter anydm upala-

bdhim arthdvydbhicdrinlm pramdm dcafte tasmdt tad-dhetuh pramdnam iti na

smrti-hetu-prasangah. Tdtparya-tlkd, p. 14.
^
pravrtti-muld tupddeydrtha-prdptir na pramdnddhtnd tasydh purusecchd-

dhlna-pravrtti-prabhavatvdt. Prameya-kamala-mdrtanda, p. 7.
*
yady apy anekasmdt jndna-ksandt pravrttau artha-prdptis tathdpi paryd-

locyamdnam artha-pradarsakatvam eva jndnasya prdpakatvam ndnyat. Ibid.

The reflection made here against the Buddhists is hardly fair; for by pravart-

takatva they also me&n pradarsakatva,tho\igh they think that the series of activities

meant by pramdna-vydpara is finally concluded when the object is actually got.

The idea or vijndna only shows the object, and, when the object is shown, the

effort is initiated and the object is got. The actual getting of the object is im-

portant only in this sense, that it finally determines whether the idea is correct

or not; for when the object which corresponds exactly to the idea is got the idea

can be said to be correct. Nydya-bindu-tlkd, pp. 3, 4.
*
anya-nirapek^atayd svdrtha-paricchittisddhakatamatvdd jndnam eva pra-

mdnam. Prameya-kamala-mdrtanda, p. 5.
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here to be the essence oi pratnd, that jndna, or the inner revelation

of knowledge, is regarded as its instrument or pramdna and the

external physical instruments or accessories to the production of

knowledge noted by the Nyaya are discarded. It is the self-

revelation of knowledge that leads immediately to the objective

reference and objective determination, and the collocation of other

accessories {sdkalya or sdmagri) can lead to it only through know-

ledge^. Knowledge alone can therefore be regarded as the most

direct and immediately preceding instrument (sddhakatama). For

similar reasons the Jains reject the Samkhya view oipramdna as the

functioning of the senses {aindriya-vrtti) and the Prabhakara view

of pramdna as the operation of the knower in the knowing process
beneath the conscious leveP.

It is interesting to note in this connection that the Buddhist

view on this point, as explained by Dharmottara, came nearer the

Jain view by identifying pramdna and pramdna-phala in jndna

("knowledge"). Thus by pramdna Dharmottara understands the

similarity of the idea to the object, arising out of the latter's in-

fluence, and the idea or jndna is called the pramdna-phala^ though
the similarity of the idea to the object giving rise to it is not different

from the idea itself*. The similarity is called here pramdna, because

it is by virtue of this similarity that the reference to the particular

object of experience is possible; the knowledge of blue is possibly

only by virtue of the similarity of the idea to the blue.

The Madhva definition of pramdna as yathdrtham pramdnam
means that by which an object is made known as it is. The instru-

ment which produces it may be external sense-contact and the like,

called here the anupramdna corresponding to the sdmagri of the

Nyaya, and the exercise of the intuitive function of the intuitive

sense {kevala pramdna) of sdksi, which is identical with self. Thus
it combines in a way the subjective view of Prabhakara and the

Jains and the objective view of the Nyaya.

^ For other Jain arguments in refutation of the sdmagri theory of pramdtia
in the Nyaya see Prameya-kamala-mdrtanda, pp. 2-4.

*
etenendriya-vrttih pramdnam ity abhidadhdnah sdmkhyah pratydkhydtah . . .

etenaPrabhdkaro'py ortha-tathdtva-prakdsakojndtr-vydpdro'jndna-rupo'pipramd-
nam iti pratipddayan prativyudhah patipattavyah. Ibid. p. 6.

'
yadi tarhi jndnam pramiti-rupatvdt pramdna-phalam kirn tarhi pramdnam

ity aha; arthena saha yat sdrupyam sddrsyam asya jndnasya tat pramdnam iha . . .

norm ca jndndd avyatiriktarn sddrsyam : tathd ca sati tad eva jndnarn pramdnam
tad eva pramdna-phalam. Nydya-bindu-tlkd, p. 18.
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Svatah-pramanya (self-validity of knowledge).

In the system of Madhva the doctrine of self-validity {svatah-

prdmdnya) means the consideration of any knowledge as valid by
the intuitive agent {sdksi) which experiences that knowledge with-

out being hindered by any defects or any other sources of obstruc-

tion^. The sdksi is an intelligent and conscious perceiver which can

intuitively perceive space and distance, and when the distance is

such as to create a suspicion that its defect may have affected the

nature of perception, the intelligent intuitive agent suspends its

judgment for fear of error, and we have then what is called dotibt

{satnsdyay. Vyasa Yati, in his Tarka-tdndava, expresses the idea in

the language of the commentator of the Tattva-nirnaya by saying

that it is the sdksl that is capable of comprehending both the know-

ledge and its validity, and even when obstnicted it still retains its

power, but does not exercise it^. When there is an illusion of

validity (prdnidnya-bhrama), the sdksi remains inactive and the

manaSy being affected by its passions of attachment, etc., makes a

mis-perception, and the result is an illusory perception. The

operation of the sdksi comprehending the validity of its knowledge
is only possible when there is no obstruction through which its

operation may be interfered with by the illusory perceptions of

manas. Thus, though there may be doubts and illusions, yet it is

impossible that the sdksi, experiencing knowledge, should not at the

same time observe its validity also, in all its normal operations when

there are no defects; otherwise there would be no certainty any-

where. So the disturbing influence, wherever that may be, affects

the natural power {sahaja sakti) of the sdksi, and the doubts and

illusory perceptions are created in that case by the manas. But,

*
dofddy-apratiruddhena jndna-grdhaka-sdksind
svatastvam jndnamdnatvamrniti-niyamo hi nah.

Yukti-mallikd, i. 311.
*

yato duratva-dosena sva-grhitena kunthitah,

na niscinoti prdmdnyam tatra jndna-grahe'pi sva desa-stha-viprakarso
hi duratvam

sa ca sdkfindvagra hltum sakyate yasmdd dkdsavydkrto hyasau.
Ibid. I. 313, 314.

'
sdksyena jndnam tat-prdmdnyarn ca visaylkartum kfamah, kintu pratibaddho

jndnamdtram grhltvd tat-prdmdnya-grahandya na kramate. Tarka-tdndava, p. 7.

RSghavendra-tirtha, in commenting on this, writes: prdmdnyasya sahaja-

sakti-vifayatvam pratibandha-sthale yogyatd asti.
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wherever there are no distracting influences at work, the sdksi

comprehends knowledge and also its validity 1.

The problem of self-validity of knowledge in Mimamsa and
Vedanta has already been briefly discussed in the first volume of the

present work 2. A distinction is made between the way in which the

notion that any knowledge is valid arises in us or is cognized by us

(svatah-prdrndnya-jnapti) and we become aware of the validity of

our awareness, and the way in which such validity arises by itself

from considerations of the nature of objective grounds {svatah-

prdmdnyotpatti). The former relates to the subjective and spon-
taneous intuitive belief that our perceptions or inferences are true

;

the latter relates to the theory which objectively upholds the view
that the conditions which have given rise to knowledge also by its

very production certify its truth. The word prdmdnya in svatah-

prdmdnya is used in the sense of pramdtva or true certainty.

According to the difference of epistemological position the

nature of the subjective apperception of the validity of our know-

ledge differs. Thus, the followers of Prabhakara regard knowledge
as self-luminous, meaning thereby that any moment of the revela-

tion of knowledge involves with it the revelation of the object and
the subject of knowledge. Any form of awareness (jiidna-grdhaka),
such as "I am aware of the jug," would according to this view

carry with it also the certainty that such awareness is also true,

independent of anything else (jndna-grdhakdtiriktdnapeksatvam).
The followers of Kumarila, however, regard knowledge {jndna) as

something transcendent and non-sensible (atindriya) which can

only be inferred by a mental state of cognition {jndtatd), such as
"
I am aware of the jug," and on this view, since the mental state is

the only thing cognized, knowledge is inferred from it and the

validity attaching to it can be known only as a result of such

inference. Since there is a particular form of awareness {jndtatd)
there must be valid knowledge. The validity attaching to knowledge
can only be apparent, when there is an inference

;
it is, therefore,

dependent on an inference made by reason of the awareness

{jndtatd) of the particular form {ydvat-svdsraydnumiti-grdhyatvam).
^ manasd kvacid apramdydm apt prdmdnya-grahena sarvatra tenaivaprdmdnya-

grahane asvarasa-prasangena pramd-rupesu grhlta-tat-tat-prdmdnye asvarasya
niyamena yathdrthasya prdmdnya-grdhakasya sdkfino avasyam apekfitatvdt.
Bhdva-vildsini, p. 50 (by Surottama-tlrtha on Yukti-mallikd).

* A History 0/ Indian Philosophy, Vol. i, pp. 268 n., 372-5, 484.
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The analysis of the situation produced when we know an object as

it appears consists on this view in this, that it distinguishes know-

ledge as a permanent unit which in association with the proper

sense-contact, etc., produces the particular kinds of awareness in-

volving specific and individual objectivity {visayatd or karmatd),

such as
"
I know a jug." In this view objectivity, being the product

of knowledge, cannot be identified with knowledge. It should be

noted that, objectivity {visayatd) remaining the same (e.g., "a jug
on the ground" is not the same as "ground on the jug," though the

objectivity of the connected jug and ground is the same), there may
be important differences in the nature of such objectivity through
a difference of relations. In such cases the view held is that

objectivity is different from knowledge; knowledge is the invariant

{nitya) entity; objectivity remaining the same, a difference of rela-

tions (prakdratd) may give rise to a difference in the nature of

awareness (jndtatd); each jndtatd or awareness means therefore

each specific objectivity with its specific relations; it is only this

jndtatd that is directly and immediately perceived. Knowledge is

therefore a transcendent entity which cannot be intuited {atindriya),

but can only be inferred as a factor conditioning the awareness.

The rise of an awareness gives rise to the notion of its validity and

the validity of knowledge (jndna) which has conditioned it^. The

necessity of admitting a transcendent existence oijndna, apart from

the varying states of awareness, is due probably to the desire to

provide a permanent subjective force, jndna, which, remaining
identical with itself, may ultimately determine all states of aware-

ness. Another important Mimarhsa exponent, Murari Misra,

thinks that the objective knowledge (e.g., knowledge of a jug) is

followed by the subjective self-consciousness, associating the know-

ledge of the object with the self [anuvyavasdya), and it is this

anuvyavasdya which determines the final form of knowledge re-

sulting in the intuition of its own validity^. A general definition to

^
Bhdtta-cintdmani, by Gaga Bha^ta, pp. i6—18. The inference, however, as

Mathuranalha points out in his commentary on the Tattva-cintdmani on

prdmdnya-vdda (p. 144), is not of the form, as iyamjndtatdghatatvavati ghatatva-
prakdraka-jiidna-janydghatatvavatighatatva-prakdraka-jndtatdtvdt, but as aham

jndnavdn jndtatdvattvdt.
'
jndnasydtlndriyataydpratyaksd-sambhavenasva-janya-jndtatd-lifigakdnumiti-

sdmagrl sva-niftha-prdmdnya-niscayitd iti Bhdttdh; jndtatd ca jfidta iti pratlti-

siddho jndnoajanya-visaya-samavetah prdkatydparandmd atirikta-paddrthavisesah.

MathurSnatha on Pramdna-vdda-rahasya of the Tattva-cintdmani, p. 126

(Asiatic Society's edition).
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cover all these three types of svatah-prdmdnya of Prabhakara,
Kumarila Bhatta and Murari Mi^ra is given by Garige^a in his

Tattva-cintdmani as follows : the validity of any knowledge (except
in the case where a knowledge is known to be false, e.g., this know-

ledge of silver is false) is communicated by the entire system of

collocations giving rise to that knowledge and by that alone ^.

Vyasa-tlrtha, in discussing the value of this definition, points out

several defects in its wording and criticizes it by saying that the

condition imposed, that the knowledge should be communicated

by the same system of collocating circumstances that produces the

validity, is defective in defining the svatah-prdmdnya position, since

the condition is fulfilled even on the paratah-prdmdnya theory ;
for

there also the conditioning circumstances which communicate to

us the validity of any knowledge are the same which make the rise

of knowledge possible 2. The definition of self-validity proposed by

Vyasa-tlrtha agrees with the second alternative definition given by

Gahgesa in his Tattva-cintdmani: it dispenses with the necessity of

admitting the collocating circumstances or conditions as producing

knowledge; it defines self-validity of knowledge as that charac-

teristic of it which is not grasped by any knowledge having for its

object the matter of which the validity is grasped, i.e., the same

knowledge which grasps an object does in the same act, without

entering into any further mediate process, grasp its validity as

welP. It will be seen that such a view is diflFerent from that of the

Bhatta and Misra views of self-validity ;
for on the Bhatta view self-

validity is affirmed of knowledge which can be inferred only and

not directly taken with a specific awareness (as "I know this jug"),
and in the Misra view self-validity is affirmed only as a result of

anuvyavasdya, associating the cognition with the self (as
"
I know ")*.

*

tad-aprdmdnya-grdhaka-ydvaj-jndna-grdhaka-sdmagfl-grdhyatvam. Ibid.

p. 122. Thejndna-grdhaka-sdmagri is, however, different with the three Mimamsa
views, viz., self-luminous knowledge in the case of Prabhakara, inference in the

case of Bhatfas and self-consciousness as amivyavasdya in the case of Murari
Misra.

* tathd ca ydvati prdmdnyavisayikd sdmagrl tad-grdhyatvam svatastvam ity

uktam syat; tathd ca etddrsasvatastvasya paratastvapakfayd sattvdt siddha-

sddhanam. Tarka-tdndava, p. 12.
*
taj-jndna-visayaka-jndndjanya-jndna-visayatvam eva svatastvam. Tarka-

tdndava, p. 15, and Tattva-cintdmani, p. 122.
* The above definition of svatah-prdmdnya, agreed to by Vyasa-tirtha, has

been given in the Tattva-cintdmani as a definition in which there is a general

agreenient in the views of the three schools of Mimanrisa (mata-traya-sddhdrana) ;

it involves a special interpretation of the v/ord jndna-vifaya in taj-jndna-visayaka
Z.S jndndnubandhi-vifayatdsraya (see Mathuranatha's commentary, p. 144).
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Vyasa-tlrtha emphasizes the view that in the absence of faults and

doubts {dosa-iankddind andskanditah) the subjective realization of

an objective fact carries validity with it. He points out that it is not

correct to say that sense-contact with a larger surface of the object

can be regarded as the cause why the knowledge so produced is

considered as valid
;
for it is well known that in spite of such sense-

contact there may be error, if there are the defects (dosa) which

render mal-observation possible. So it is better to hold that the

validity of knowledge arises from the datum of knowledge (jndna-

sdmagri) itself. Sense-contact is useful only when there are doubts

and other obstructions in the production of knowledge ;
but it does

not by itself produce validity of knowledge i. Even the absence of

defects is not the cause of the validity of knowledge ;
for the absence

of defects is only a negative factor, which is no doubt necessary, but

is not by any means the constitutive element of the positive realiza-

tion of self-validity, which proceeds immediately and directly from

the datum of knowledge 2. Even in spite of the presence of defects

there might by chance be true knowledge^. All illusory knowledge,

however, is due to the presence of defects {dosa) ;
for in that case

the object of which a knowledge is produced is not before us, and

there is no actual sense contact with it. So the followers of Madhva
hold the theory of paratah-aprdmdnya, which in their view means

that all cases of invalid knowledge are due to sources (namely
dosas or defects) other than the datum of knowledge^. Vadiraja

points out in this connection in his Yukti-mallikd that the absence

of defect, being a qualifying characteristic of the datum of know-

ledge, cannot by itself be regarded as an independent cause of right

knowledge. In most cases of perception under normal conditions

we have right knowledge, and it is only in special circumstances

that there comes doubt and the necessity of scrutiny is realized.

If in every step of knowledge there were doubt regarding its

validity, then there would be an infinite regress (anavasthd), and

hence we could never feel the validity and certainty of any know-

ledge^. Vyasa-tirtha also emphasizes the infinite regress on any

*
Tarka-tdndava, pp. 83-90.

*
dofdbhdvasydpek^tatve' pi pramd-janana-saktih sahdyd. Ibid. p. 88.

* uktam hi Visnu-tattva-nirnaya-tikdydrh do^dbhdvo'pi na prdmdnya-kdranam,
yddrcchika-sarhvddddifu saty api dose pramd-jndnodaydt. Ibid. p. 89.

* Ibid. p. 98. Also Visnu-tattva-nirnaya, p. 2.

^
Yukti-mallikd, si. 243-7oaind Bhdva-vildsinl of Surottama-tirthaonthesame.
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view like that of the Nyaya, where the validity of knowledge has

to be determined by subsequent tests from without {paratastvd-

numdna). He points out that the realization of the validity of our

knowledge leads us to action {prdmdnya-niscayasya pravart-

akatvamy. But, if the validity of each knowledge has to be tested

by another, we have naturally an infinite regress 2. The self-

conscious self (sdkst), however, knows its states, its pleasures and

pains directly and immediately, and there is no possibility of doubt

in such cases of undoubted self-validity of knowledge.

Illusion and Doubt.

The above discussion of self-validity of knowledge naturally

leads us to enquire concerning the Madhva theory of illusion and

the way in which it refutes the other theories of illusion accepted

by other schools of Indian Philosophy. Illusion is in Madhva's

system of Philosophy knowing of an object in a manner different

from what it is {anyathd-vijndnam eva hhrdntih), and the contradic-

tion (bddha) of illusion consists in the knowing of the illusory form

as false through the rise of the right knowledge {samyag-jndna).
What this means is that this illusion is a knowledge in which one

entity appears as another; that which is non-existent appears as

existent, and that which is existent appears as non-existent^. The
illusions are produced by the senses affected by the defects. The
defects do not only obstruct; they can also cause a wrong repre-
sentation of the object, so they are not only responsible for

non-observation, but also for mal-observation. Now the point
arises that that alone can be an object of knowledge which can in

some way affect its production ;
in an illusory knowledge of silver

in respect of conch-shell, the silver, being non-existent, cannot

have any part in producing the knowledge and therefore cannot be

an object of knowledge. To this Jaya-tlrtha replies that even a non-

existent entity may be an object of knowledge; we all infer past
events and refer things to persons who have long ceased to exist.

In such cases the non-existent entities may be said not to have

produced the knowledge, but to have determined {nirupaka) it*.

Such determination, it may be held, does not presuppose the im-

mediate existence of that entity, since it may well be considered as

^
Tarka-tdndava, pp. 41-6.

2
jjy^^ pp 46-50.

*
Nyaya-sudhd, p. 46.

* Ibid. p. 48.
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limited to the idea, concept or knowledge produced, without having

reference to the presence or existence of any corresponding ob-

jective entity. It may be objected that in the case of the visual

perception of an object, it is definite that it is produced by the

object through sense-contact
;
but in the case of illusion of silver in

the conch-shell the silver is really absent, and therefore it cannot

have any sense-contact, and consequently no visual perception of

it is possible. The answer given to this objection is that it is the

affected visual organ that, being in contact with conch-shell, causes

the rise of a cognition representing it as a piece of silver which did

not exist at alP. It ought not to be argued, says Jaya-tlrtha, that, if

there can be knowledge without an object, then no knowledge can

be trustworthy; for as a rule knowledge is self-valid {autsargikam

jndndndm prdmdnyam). The self-conscious agent (sdkst) perceives

and certifies to itself the validity of the mental states without the

mediation of any other process or agent. This direct certitude or

"belief as true," realized by ourselves in our capacities as conscious

perceivers in every case where the knowledge produced is not

affected or influenced by defects which cause mal-observation and

non-observation, is what is understood as the self-validity of know-

ledge^. In the case of an illusory perception (e.g., of a piece of

conch-shell as silver) there is an appearance of one thing as another,

and that this is so is directly perceived or felt (avubhava) ;
had it not

been that a piece of conch-shell was perceived as silver, why should

a man who sought silver stoop to pick up the conch-shell? The

illusory perception of silver does not differ in appearance from a

case of a real perception of silver.

Jaya-tlrtha, in arguing against the Mimamsa view of illusion of

conch-shell-silver as consisting of the memory of silver and the

perception of conch-shell and the inability to distinguish between

them, says that the appearance of silver in such cases has none of

the characteristics of memory, and the activity generated by this

false belief cannot be explained merely by the supposition of a

non-distinction of difference between a memory-image and a visual

percept. A mere negation involving the non-distinction of two

entities cannot lead anyone to any definite choice. Moreover, if one

*
suktikd-sannikfftam dustam indriyam tarn eva atyantdsadrajatdtmena

avagrdhamdnam jndnam janayati. Nydya-sudhd, p. 48.
* Ibid. p. 48.
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is conscious of the memory-image as what it is and of the percept
as what it is, then how is it that their difference is not realized?

Against the explanation of illusion by the Sankara school

Jaya-tlrtha urges that the view that conch-shell-silver is inde-

scribable or indefinite {anirvdcya) is also not correct, for such an

indescribable character would mean that it is neither existent, nor

non-existent, nor neither existent-nor-existent. Of these the first

and the last alternatives are accepted on the Madhva view also. The
second view cannot be correct; for it cannot be denied that even

the non-existent silver did appear to us as being before us. It can

be replied that such an appearance was due to the presence of the

defect
;
for that which was non-existent could not be the object of

knowledge, and, as the followers of Sankara think that the know-

ledge of the locus {adhisthdna), the "this," is a true mental state,

how can any defect interfere?^ If it is indescribable, why should

conch-shell-silver appear as existent at the time of perception and

non-existent later on, and why should it not appear as indescribable

at any time? Moreover, the Sankarite will find it immensely dif-

ficult to explain what non-existence is.

Vadiraja points out in his Yukti-mallikd that in ordinary per-

ception the eye comes into contact with an entity, the "this" before

it, which may be regarded as the substantive (visesya), and by
grasping the substantive, the entity, its character as "jug" is also

grasped, because the one is associated in a relation of identity with

the other. But in illusory perception the character "silver" is not

associated with the substantive "this," and hence through sense-

contact with the "this," the conch-shell, the silver cannot be

known; and hence such illusory knowledge can only be explained

by supposing it to be due to the presence of defects. So the data of

knowledge {jndna-sdmagn) in the case of right knowledge and

illusory knowledge are different
;
in the case of the former we have

the ordinary datum of knowledge, whereas in the case of the latter

we have an extraneous influence, namely that of dosa. And absence

of dosa, being but the natural characteristic of any datum of

knowledge, cannot be regarded as an extraneous cause of right

knowledge^.

^
mdyd-vddi-mate adhisthdna-jndnasya antahkarana-vrttitvena satyatvan na

dosa-janyatvam. Ibid. p. 55.
*

Yukti-mallikd, Guna-saurabha, slokas 460-500.
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Right knowledge, it should be observed, is distinguished from

two other kinds of knowledge, namely illusory knowledge {vipa-

ryayd) and doubt (samsaya), by virtue of the fact that it alone can

lead to a definite and settled action^. Some say that doubt may be

considered to be of five kinds 2. The first is due to the observation

of common characteristics of two objects; thus, finding an object

at some distance to be as high as a man, one might be led to re-

member both the stump of a tree and a man, and, not being able to

distinguish the special features of each, viz., the holes, the rough
and hard surface, etc. (in the case of the tree) and the movement of

the head, hands and feet (in the case of a man), one would naturally

doubt "is it the stump of a tree, or a man? "
Again, seeing that the

special characteristic {asddhdrano dharma) of dkdsa is sound, one

might doubt if sound {iahda) is eternal as sound. Again, seeing that

followers of Samkhya and Vai^esika quarrel {vipratipatti) regarding

the physical nature (bhauttkatva) of the senses, there may be doubt

whether the senses are physical or not. Again, when after digging

a well we find {upalabdhi) water, there may be a doubt whether the

water was already there and only manifested by the digging

operation, or whether it was non-existent but produced by the

digging operation. Again there maybe a rumour that a ghost resides

in a certain tree, but, when we go to it and do not see (anupalabdhi)

it, there may be a doubt whether the ghost really was there and was

not seen by reason of its power of rendering itself invisible, or

whether it did not exist at all in the tree. Others, however, include

the fourth and the fifth views, those of finding and not finding

{upalabdhi and anupalabdhi), within the first type, viz., that of the

* avadhdranatvam ca ni§kampa-pravrtti-janana-yogyatvam. Jan3rdana's

Jaya-tlrtha-vijaya (a commentary on the Pramdna-paddhati), p. lo.
*
Vatsyayana, in interpreting Nydya-sutra, i. i. 23, thinks that doubt is of

five kinds, viz., through samdna-dharma, aneka-dharma, vipratipatti, upalabdhi
and anupalabdhi, the first two being objective occurrences of common and
unconunon features, and the last two subjective conditions of presence and
absence of knowledge. The examples as given by him are the same as have been

given below. Uddyotakara, however, interprets the above rule to refer only to

the first three types of doubt, viz., samdna-dharmopapatti, aneka-dharmopapatti
and vipratipatti (Nydya-vdrttika, pp. 87, 96-9). Kanada, in his Vaisefika-sutras,

(11. II. 17, 18, 19, 20) speaks of doubt as being of two kinds, interna' (e.g., when
anyone doubts whether the predictions of the astrologer, which were found true

in some cases and false in others, are likely to be correct in any particular case)

and external (e.g., when one doubts whether a stump before him is a tree or a

man). External doubt is again of two kinds, (i) when the objeC" is seen in totality,

and (ii) when a part of it only is seen. Nydya-kandali, pp. 175-6.
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perception of common characteristics (sddhdrana dharma), and thus

hold that there are only three kinds of doubt ^, Jaya-tirtha, however,

thinks that the other two varieties, that of the special characteristics

{asadhdrana dharma) and that of conflicting views (vipratipatti)

may also be included in the first type; for a special characteristic

cannot by itself lead to the remembering of two objects leading to

doubt. To know that sound is the special characteristic of dkdsa is

not to remember any two objects between which there may be

doubt, and doubt must be preceded by the remembering of two

objects. Common characteristics may either be positive or

negative. Thus space (dkdsa) has a set of characteristics which are

not to be found in eternal things and a set of characteristics which

are not to be found in non-eternal things {nitya-vydvrttatva-

visistam dkdsa-gunatvam and anitya-vydvrttatva-visistam dkdsa-

gunatvam). There may be doubt whether sound, which is a special

characteristic of dkdsa^ is one of those qualities which the dkdsa has

in common with eternal things or with non-eternal things. Thus,

this doubt also is to be classed with doubts of the first type, viz.,

that of the perception of common features. The followers of

Madhva, by virtue of their theory of specific particulars (visesa),

can agree to the existence of two opposite sets of qualities in a thing.

So, in the case of conflicting views (vipratipatti) also, the doubt may
be said to rise through perception of the common qualities in

physical and non-physical objects, so that one might very well

doubt whether the senses, on account of certain qualities which

they have in common with physical objects, are physical or whether,

on account of the other qualities which they have in common with

non-physical objects, are non-physical. So on Madhva's system
doubt is of one kind only. Jaya-tlrtha says that the followers of the

Vaisesika think that apart from doubt and illusion (viparyaya)

there are two kinds of false knowledge, viz., uncertainty (anadhya-

vasdyd) and dreams. Uncertainty is different from doubt; for it is

not an oscillation between two entities, but between an infinite

number of possibilities, e.g., what is this tree called.'' Jaya-tlrtha

says that uncertainty in such cases cannot be called knowledge at

all
;

it is a mere enquiry (samjnd-visayarn jijndsd-mdtram) : thus,

though I know that this tree is different from many other trees

^ This is Uddyotakara's view oi Nydya-sutra, i. i. 23, as has been mentioned
before.

DIV 12
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which I know, I still do not know its name and enquire about it.

Most dreams are due to sub-conscious memory impressions and

so far as these are there they are not false; the error consists in our

conceiving these, which are mere memory images, as actually

existing objectively at the time; and this part is therefore to be

considered as illusion [viparyaya). Probability {sambhdvand, also

called uha) is also to be considered as a kind of doubt, in which the

chance of one of the entities is greater than that of the other (e.g.,

"it is very probable that that is the man who was standing outside

the house ")i.

It is evident from the above that doubt is here considered only
as a mental state of oscillation; its importance in stimulating

philosophical enquiry and investigation, its relations to scepticism
and criticism are wholly missed. The classifications of Vatsyayana,

Uddyotakara and Kanada are of hardly any philosophical im-

portance. This being so, it is much better to take doubt in the way
in which Jaya-tlrtha has done.

Defence of Pluralism (Bheda)^.

The difference between God and the individual (jiva) is per-

ceived on our side by us and on God's side by Him. We know we
are different from Him, and He knows that He is different from us

;

for, even though we may not perceive God, we may perceive our

difference in relation to Him
;
the perception of difference does not

necessarily mean that that from which the difference is perceived

should also be perceived ;
thus even without perceiving a ghost one

can say that he knows that a pillar is not a ghost ^.

Again, the difference of the individuals from Brahman can also

be argued by inference, on the ground that the individuals are

objects of sorrow and suffering, which the Brahman is not*. And,
since the Brahman and the individuals are permanent eternal

entities, their mutual difference from each other is also eternal and

real. It is argued that the suffering of sorrow belongs to the limited

^
Pramdna-paddhati, pp. 10-13; ^so Jaya-tlrtha-vijaya thereon.

* The materials of this section are taken from Vyasa-tirtha's Bhedojjlvana and
the Vydkhyd-sarkard of Srinivasa.

"
sapratiyogika-paddrtha-pratyakse na pratiyngi-pratyakfam tantram...

stambhah pisdco na ity ddau vyabhicdrdt. Bhedojjlvana, p. 13.
*
jlvo brahma -pratiyogika - dharmi -sattd- sanidna - sattdka - bJiedddhikaranam

brahmanyanusamhita-duhkhdnusamdhdtrtvdd vyatirekena brahmavat. Ibid. p. 15.
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soul and not to the pure consciousness
;
it is this pure consciousness

which is the individual (jtva), and, since the suffering exists only
so long as there is limitation, the difference ultimately vanishes

when the limitation vanishes, and cannot therefore be real. But the

Madhvas do not consider such individuals, limited in nature, to be

false, and hence the difference depending on their nature is also not

false. There being an eternal and real difference between the nature

of the individuals and that of God, namely that the former suffer

pain while the latter does not, the two can never be identical. The
individual souls are but instances of the class-concept "soulhood,"

which is again a sub-concept of substance, and that of being.

Though the souls have not the qualities of substances, such as

colour, etc., yet they have at least the numerical qualities of one,

two, three, etc. If this is once established, then that would at once

differentiate this view from the Sahkara view of self as pure self-

shining consciousness, leading to differenceless monism. The self

as a class-concept would imply similarity between the different

selves which are the instances or constituents of the concept, as well

as difference among them (insomuch as each particular self is a

separate individual numerically different from all other selves and

also from God). The supposition of the adherents of the Sankara"

school is that there is no intrinsic difference among the selves, and

that the apparent difference is due to the limitations of the immedi-

ately influencing entity, the minds or antahkaranas, which is

reflected in the selves and produces a seeming difference in the

nature of the selves, though no such difference really exists; but

Vyasa-tlrtha urges that the truth is the other way, and it is the

differences of the selves that really distinguish the minds and

bodies associated with them. It is because of the intrinsic difference

that exists between two individual selves that their bodies and

minds are distinguished from each other. The Upanisads also are

in favour of the view that God is different from the individual

souls, and the attempt to prove a monistic purport of the Upanisad

texts, Vyasa-tlrtha tries to demonstrate, may well be proved a

failure^.

This defence of difference appears, however, to be weak when

compared with the refutations of difference by Citsukha in his

Tattva-pradtpikd, Nrsimhasrama muni in his Bheda-dhikkdra, and

^ He refers to the Upani§ad text dvd suparnd, etc.

12-2
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others. Citsukha goes directly into the concept of difference and

all the different possible ways of conceiving it: difference as the

nature of things {svarupa), difference as mutual negation {anyonyd-

bhdva, e.g., the jug is not cloth, the cloth is not a jug), difference as

distinctness (prthaktva), difference as separateness of qualities

{vaidharmyd), and difference as manifested in the variety of

categories, each of which has its own separate definition {bhinna-

laksana-yogitva-hheda) ;
but Vyasa-tirtha does not make any attempt

squarely to meet these arguments. A typical example of how the

notion of difference is refuted by these writers has already been

given in the first volume of the present work ^.

* A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 462.



CHAPTER XXVIII

MADHVA LOGIC

Perception.

PramAna has already been defined as true correspondence with

objects, and it has also been mentioned that it is divided into two

kinds, kevala-pramdna and anu-pramdna. Kevala-pramdna is that

by which direct and immediate intuition of objects of cognition is

made
;
in fact it is both the intuitive process and the intuition. Four

kinds of such direct intuition are admitted in the Madhva school of

thought, viz., God's intuition, intuition of His consort Laksmi,
intuition of sages (Yogins), intuition of ordinary persons^. God's

intuition is always correct, independent (svatantram), beginningless
and eternal, perfectly clear and has its scope or field everywhere

{sarvdrtha-visayakam). LaksmVs intuition is dependent on Isvara

and inferior in clearness to His knowledge ;
it is equally beginning-

less, eternal, and correct, and has for its object everything except
the entire extent of God Himself.

The specially efficient knowledge attained by yoga is that which

belongs to Yogins: these are of three kinds. The first is of those

straight sages (rju-yogtn) who deserve Brahmahood. Excepting that

this kind knows Isvara and Laksmi only partially, it knows every-

thing ;
this knowledge increases with the increase of yoga, until

mukti is attained. These sages know of God more than other indi-

vidual souls can do. Next to these comes the knowledge of Gods

{tdttvika-yogi-jtidnam); it is inferior in scope to the knowledge of

Yogins. Next comes the knowledge of ordinary persons, and of

these also there are three classes in a descending order of merit;

first, those that deserve liberation, secondly those that suffer re-

birth, thirdly those who are in a still lower state of existence.

Pramdna as intuition (kevala) is to be distinguished from anu-

pratndna, as means of such intuition, which may be of three kinds,

perception, inference, and testimony of the scriptures (dgama).
The contact of any faultless sense-organ with a faultless object.

^
tsvara-jndnam laksmi-jndnam yogi-jndnam ayogi-jndnam ceti. Nydya-

paddhati, p. i6.
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Objects become faulty through excessive remoteness, excessive

nearness, excessive smallness, intervening obstruction, being mixed

up with things similar to them, being manifested, and being similar

to other things (sddrsya). Cognitive senses are of two kinds, the

intuitive faculty of the cognitive agent which is identical with him-

self, and the ordinary cognitive senses of smell, taste, eye, touch,

ear and manas; by the power of the intuitive faculty are per-

ceived the self and its qualities, ignorance, manas and its faculties,

and all sense-knowledge, pleasure, pain, etc., time and space ^.

The visual organ is supposed to perceive large objects having

colour, and manas is the superintendent of all sense-organs and

the faculty of memory. The faults of manas, in consequence of

which errors are committed, are the passions and attachments, and

those of the other senses are diseases like jaundice, etc., and the

distracting influence of intervening medium, such as glass, etc.

The ordinary cognitive senses produce the states of manas. The

sense-organs are like so many instruments which have contact with

the objects of cognition. The intuitive faculty also by virtue of its

functions (existing as identical with itself and yet separately by
virtue of visesa) may be considered to be in contact. The verdict of

intuitive faculty need not necessarily always be objectively valid,

though it is always capable of correctly intuiting the contents of

sense-observations. In God and Yogins it is both subjectivity and

objectivity in agreement with facts; in ordinary persons it may or

may not in any particular case be in agreement with the objective

parts, or, in other words, its contents may or may not correspond

to objective facts, but it is always correct in intuiting what is

brought to it by the senses^.

Jaya-tirtha dispenses with the necessity of sixfold contact as

advocated by the followers of the Nyaya^. This has to be so,

because the samavdya relation is not admitted in the system of

Madhva, nor is it admitted that there is any diff"erence between

things and their qualities [guna-guny-ahheda). Sense-contact there-

fore takes place according to Jaya-tlrtha as one event
;
on the one

^
indriya-sabdena jndnendriyam grhyate, tad dvi-vidham, pramdtr-svarupam

prdkrtam ca tatra svarupendriyam sdknty ucyate; tasya visaya dtma-svarupam

tad-dharmah avidyd-manas-tad-vrttayah bdhyendriya-jndna-sukhddayah kdlavyd-

krtdkdias ca. Pramdna-paddhati, p. 22.

- Ibid. p. 26.
' See A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. i (first edition), p. 334.
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hand, because there is no difference between qualities and things,

on the other because the self and its qualities are directly perceived

by the intuitive entity and there is no necessity of admitting the

contact of manas, and hence no need to admit a sixfold contact as

is proposed by the followers of the Nyaya.

Again, we know that the Nyaya draws a distinction between

indeterminate {nirvikalpd) and determinate (savikalpa) knowledge;

according to this system, indeterminate knowledge means the

simple cognition of the object in itself without any of the eightfold

conceptual determinations as regards substance-concept {dravya-

vikalpo yathd dandi), as "the possessor of a stick," as regards

quality-concept (guna-vikalpo yathd suklah), as "white", as regards

action-concept {kriyd-vikalpo yathd gacchati), as "he goes", as

regards class-concept {jdti-vikalpo yathd gauh), as "cow", as

regards ultimately distinguishing characteristic (visesa-vikalpo

yathd visistah paramdnuh), as "the atoms have ultimate charac-

teristics by virtue of which the sages can distinguish one atom from

another", as regards the concept of relation of inseparable in-

herence {samavdya-vikalpo yathd pata-samavdyavantds tantavah),

as "the threads in a piece of cloth", as regards the concept of name

{ndma-vikalpo yathd Devadatta), as "the man Devadatta", as

regards the concept of negation (abhdva-vikalpo yathd ghatd-

bhdvavad bhu-talam), as in "there is no jug on the ground". But

Jaya-tlrtha says that none of these distinctions between determinate

and indeterminate perceptions can be accepted, as they are based

on the assumption of the two categories of specific ultimate

characteristics {visesa) and the relation of inseparable inherence

(samavdya), both of which are invalid. The name of a percept is

also known by memory operating at a later moment, and the nega-

tion of an entity is known to depend on the memory of the entity

itself. Though not all these concepts are produced at the first

moment of perception, yet, since some of the concepts, such as

substance, quality, action, etc., are grasped at the first moment of

perception, there is no reason to suppose the existence of inde-

terminate perception (nirvikalpa pratyaksa). All perception is

determinate. The Nyaya view that the feeling of usefulness of an

object or of its being undesirable is the result of perception is not

correct: for these are obtained by inference^. When a man avoids

^
Nydya-manjari, pp. 67-71.
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a thorn, it is because of his past experience that he judges that it

would cause him pain; when he turns to something which is

desirable, it is from the inference of the experience of it as having
felt desirable in the past.

Inference (Anumana).

The cause of inference is a faultless reason (through which by
virtue of its association anything can be ascertained). The nature

of this association or concomitance is described by Jaya-tlrtha as

being inseparable concomitance {avindhhdva). Vyasa-tirtha urges
in the Tarka-tdndava that this inseparable concomitance ought

really to mean contradiction of experience leading to inadmissible

assumption or implication (awMpopaWi). When anything experienced
in a particular space-time relation must be invalid except on the

assumption of some other thing, in some other space-time relation,

it must be admitted that such a particular relation subsisting be-

tween the two is a relation of concomitance {vydpti), leading to the

inference of the latter through the former^.

Vyasa-tlrtha urges that this view of. inference has also been

supported by Madhva in his Pramdna-laksana, where he says
that the residual method (parisesa) is the essential method in

all cases of valid inference^. Reduction to absurdity in regard to

any valid experience is what necessitates the supposition in an

act of inference.^ Jaya-tirtha in his Pramdna-paddhati has indeed

defined concomitance {vydpti) as inseparability (avind-bhdva);
this inseparable concomitance cannot be described as being in

all cases agreement in absence, i.e., the absence of the reason,

hetu, in all cases of the absence of the prohandum (sadhya), or the

inferred entity ;
for there are cases where, in spite of the absence of

such negative instances, inference is possible, e.g., sound is ex-

pressible on account of its being an object of knowledge; now here

no such negative instance is available where there would be no

expression; hence in such cases of impossible-negative {kevald-

nvayi) inferences the above definition of concomitance, which

*
yad-desa-kdla-sambaddhasya yasya yad-desa-kdla-sambaddhena yena vind-

nupapattis tasyiva tena saha vydptih. Tarka-tdndava (MS., p. i).
^
pariseso'rthapattir anumdnam ity avise^ah. Pramdna-laksana and Pramdna-

lakfana-tlkd, p. 27.
' anumdnam api dvasyakdnupapattyaiva gamakam. Tarka-tdndava {MS., p. 2).
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requires the existence of negative instances for the ascertainment

of concomitance, would not apply. Also no kind of spatial associa-

tion of the reason and consequence (sadhya) can be urged as being

an indispensable condition of concomitance : for there can be the

inference of rain in the upper part of a country from perceiving a

rise of water in the river in the lower part, and there is no spatial

contiguity between the reason and consequence. So the main point

in concomitance determining inference is the reduction of an incon-

trovertible experience into an impossibility, which necessitates the

assumption of the inferred entity. It is this which has also been

described as the law of unconditional and invariable association

{sdhacarya-niyama). In the well-known example of fire and smoke

what is described as the unconditional and invariable coexistence

of the absence of smoke in all cases of the absence of fire is also a

case of reductio ad ahsurdum {anupapatti). It would apply with equal

force in the cases of impossible-negatives (kevaldnvayi) ;
for there also

the impossible absence of the consequence would render the reason

absurd
;
and hence the assumption of the consequence is necessary.

Vyasa-tlrtha refutes at great length the definition of inference

given by Gaiigesa in his Tattva-cintdmani, where he explains

concomitance as the coexistence of consequence and reason as

qualified by the fact of the absence of the latter in each case of the

absence of the former. Had it not been for the fact that in inferences

of the type of impossible-negatives (kevaldnvayi) no negative

instances are available where we might have been acquainted with

cases of absence of the consequence being also cases of absence of

the reason [sadhydhhavavad-avrttitvam), Gaiigesa would have been

glad to define concomitance (vydpti) as unconditional and invariable

non-existence of the reason in all cases of the non-existence of the

consequence (sddhydbhdvavad-avrttitvam). But owing to the above

difficulty Gahgesa was forced to define concomitance as coexistence

{sdmdnddhikaranya) of the consequence and reason where the

reason is also qualified as the repository of the negation of all

possible conditions which could invalidate its unconditional and

invariable relation to the consequence (sddhyay. The insight of

Gahgesa in formulating such a definition consists in this, that he

^
pratiyogy-asamdnddhikarana-yat-samdnddhikarandtyantdbhdva-pratiyogitd-

vacchedakdvacchinnam van na bhavati tena samarn tasya sdrndnddhikaranyarn

vydptih. Tattva-cintdmani, Part ii, p. loo (ed. 1888, Bibliotheca Indica).
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thinks that universal existence of the reason in case of the conse-

quence is alone sufficient for an inference of the latter from the

former, provided that the reason is pure and unmixed by the

presence of any other entity. It is the presence of other entities

mixed with the reason that may invalidate its universal coexistence

with the consequence; so, if that could be eliminated, then mere

universal existence of the reason in cases of the consequence would

be sufficient to establish a relation of concomitance between the

former and the latter.

Vyasa-tirtha, however, points out that the existence of the reason

in cases of the consequence is not universally valid in all cases of

inference. Thus in the inference of rain in the upper regions from

perceiving a rise of water in the river in the lower regions there is

no spatial coexistence of the reason in the consequence ;
so also in

the inference that the constellation Rohini will shortly rise in the

east because the constellation Krttikd has already risen. In all such

cases and in all cases of inference the view of reductio ad absurdum

{anupapatti) can always define concomitance in the best possible

way and therefore can also serve as the best ground for all kinds of

inference, including the class known as impossible-negatives

{kevaldnvayi). For in the example given of that class, "this is

expressible because it is an object of knowledge", we can argue that

the denial of non-expressibility is a necessary postulate for the

validity of the incontrovertible experience of its being an object

of knowledge^. An objection may be raised that, non-expressibility

being as fictitious an entity as a round square, there would be no

meaning in further denying it. To this Vyasa-tlrtha's reply is that

negation may apply even to the fictitious and the non-existent

{aprdmdnikdf.
It is evident that this view of concomitance is a later develop-

ment of theory by Vyasa-tlrtha. For Jaya-tlrtha, in his Pramdna-

paddhati, describes concomitance as being inseparable existence

[avindhhdvajy which he explains as invariable coexistence {sdha-

carya-niyama) and also as invariable relation {avyabhicaritah

sambandhaJif . Janardana, however, in his commentary on the

* idam vdcyarn jneyatvdt kevaldnvayi anumdnam.
^ tatra sddhydbhdvasya asattvdd eva sddhydbhdve sati sddhanasya yopapattis

tad-abhdva-rupdnupapatteh sattvdt; manmate'prdmdnikasydpi nisedha-prati-

yogitvdt. Tarka-tdndava (MS., p. 6).
^
Pramdna-paddhati, p. 30.
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Pramdna-paddhati, holds that this sdhacarya-niyama of Jaya-tirtha

must be interpreted to mean the reductio ad absurdum of Vyasa-
tirtha

;
otherwise it would be evident to all that his view of conco-

mitance has been intended by the above definition of Jaya-tirtha ;

and he supports his view by pointing out that both in the Pramdna-

laksana and in his commentary on the Pramdna-laksana Jaya-tirtha

has included inference by residues (parisesa) and implication

{arthdpatti) within inference, as he thought that the methods of

these are practically methods of inference itself^. But this only

proves that parisesa and arthdpatti are also kinds of inference and

not that the method of anupapatti involved in them should be

regarded as being the only possible form of inference. Had he

thought this to be so, he would certainly have mentioned it and

would not have Umited his definition of concomitance to invariable

coexistence {sdhacarya-niyama). Chalari-sesacarya, who faithfully

follows the footprints of Jaya-tirtha, often repeating his language

also, explains this invariable coexistence of Jaya-tirtha as "where

there is smoke, there is fire"; but he remarks that this invariable

coexistence means only the existence of an invariable relation of the

reason to the consequence {atra sdhacaryam hetoh sddhyena sam-

bandha-mdtram vivaksitam), and not merely existence in the same

place {sdmdnddhikaranya). Coexistence therefore is said to mean

here unfailing relation to the consequence [avyahhicarita-sddhya-

sariibandho vydptih), and this is vydpti^. He also refers to Gangesa's
definition of vydpti, noted above, and points out that this definition

of vydpti would be inapplicable in those instances of inference

where there is no spatial coexistence (e.g., the inference of rain in

the upper regions from the rise of water in the river in the lower

regions)^. He points out on the strength of such instances that

concomitance cannot be defined as coexistence {sdmdnddhikaranya)^
but is an unfailing relation which may hold between a cause and an

effect existing in different places. On the strength of these instances

Chalari-sesacarya argues in favour of concomitance without co-

^
anupapatter vydptitvam ca pramdna-lak^ane parisefdrthdpattih amimd-visefa

ity atrdrthdpattir iva anumdnam apt dvasyakdnupapattyaiva gamakam ity

uktatvdt. Tarka-tdndava (MS., pp. 1-2). Also Pramdna-laksana-ttkd, pp. 5-7.
* Cf. Gangesa's alternative definition of vydpti in the section on Viiefa-

vydpti: yat-sambandhitdvacchedaka-rupavattvam yasya tasya sd vydptih.

Tattva-cintdmani, Part 11, p. 156.
' na tu samdnddhikaranyam eva. Pramdna-candrikd, p. 8 a.
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existence (vyadhikarana-vydpti) as being possible, and therefore

advocates the dropping of the coexistence as a necessary condition

of concomitance. Vyasa-tirtha seems to have profited by these

remarks and, instead of remaining content with "unfaihng rela-

tion" of Chalari-sesacarya, explained this "unfaihng relation" as

being the definite relation of reductio ad absurdum {anupapattiy.

Tarka (Ratiocination).

The determining oscillation constituent in a mental process

leading to inference is called tarka or uha^. Gautama, in his

Nydya-sutra, describes it as being ratiocination with a view to

knowledge of truth, involving attempt at determination of any fact

as possessing a particular character, based on a proper enquiry

regarding the cause of such a determination. Thus there is a desire

to know the truth about the nature of selves as knowers. Are they

produced or are they uncreated? If they were created, they would

suffer destruction, like all created things, and would not suffer or

enjoy the fruits of their own deeds. If they are uncreated, they may
very well continue to exist for ever to suffer or enjoy the fruits of

their deeds and undergo rebirth. So the self which undergoes
rebirth and enjoys or suffers the fruits of all its deeds must neces-

sarily be uncreated^. Vatsyayana says that tarka is neither included

within the accepted pramdnas nor is it a separate pramdna, but is a

*
Pramdna-candrikd, pp. 8 a, 9

* uhatvam ca manasatva-vydpyo jdti-visesah
"
tarkaydmi" ity anubhava-

siddhah. Visvandtha-vrtti, i, p. 40.
Tarka is used in the sense of uha by Jayanta also in the Nydya-maiijarX,

p. 586. Jayanta says that its function as uha consists in weakening the chances

of the weak alternative, thereby strengthening the probability of the stronger
alternative and so helping the generation of a valid knowledge of the certainty of

the latter alternative. The meaning of tarka here must be distinguished from the

meaning "inference" {anumdna), which it has in Brahma-sutra, 11. i. 12 (tarkd-

pratisthdndt . . .), and also from its use as the science of logic (dnvlkfiki), one of the

fourteen subjects of learning {vidyd-sthdna). Ydjnavalkya-smrti, I. 3; also

Nydya-manjari, pp. 3-4. Uha is with Sarnkhya a quality of buddhi and with the

Mimamsakas it is a process of application of recognized linguistic maxims for

the determination of the sense of words or of sentences {yuktyd prayoga-

nirupanam uhah), ibid. p. 588. Here uha is used practically in the sense of

"inference" and is such a pramdna. But here in the Nydya uha or tarka stands

between right knowledge and doubt. Thus Jayanta says: tad esa mlmdmsaka-

kalpyamdno nohah pramdna-vyatirekam eti pramdna-sandehadasdntardlavartl tu

tarkah kathito'tra sdstre (p. 590).
^
Nydya-sutra, i. i. 40 and VatsySyana's Vrtti on it.
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process which helps the pramdnas to the determination of true

knowledge^. Ke^avaMisra, inhisTarka-bhdsya, is inclined to include

it under doubt^. But Annam Bhatta, in his Tarka-dipikd, says that,

though tarka should properly be counted under false knowledge

(viparyaya), yet, since it helps the pramdnas, it should be separately

counted^. The usefulness of tarka in inference consists in assuring

the mind of the absence of any cases of failure of existence of the

reason in the consequence and thereby helping the formation of the

notation of the concomitance of the reason and the consequence*.

Visvanatha says that tarka clears away the doubts regarding the

possible cases of failure {vyahhicdra) of the reason (e.g., if smoke

existed in any instance where there was no fire, then fire would not

be the cause of smoke), and thereby renders the knowledge of

concomitance infallible and so helps the work of inference not in a

direct, but in an indirect way (pdramparayd)^. Visvanatha further

adds that such a tarka is of five kinds, namely consideration of the

fallacy of self-dependence {dtmdsraya, e.g., if the knowledge of this

jug is produced by the knowledge of this jug, then it should be

diff"erent from it), mutual dependence {anyonydsraya, e.g., if this jug

is the object of the knowledge as produced by the knowledge, then

it should be diff"erent from this jug), circle {cakraka, if this jug is

produced by something else produced by this jug, then it should

be different from anything produced by something else produced

by this jug), vicious infinite {anavasthd, e.g., if the class concept

"jug" refers to all jugs, it cannot refer to things produced by the

jug), contradictory experience (pramdna-bddhitdrthaka-prasanga,

e.g., if smoke exists where there is no fire, then it could not be

produced by fire, or if there was no fire in the hill, there would be

no smoke in it)^.

^ tarko na pramana-samgrhlto na pramandntaram;

pramdndndm anugrdhakas tattva-jndndya parikalpyate.

Vdtsydyana-bhdsya, i. i. i.

2
Tarka-bhdsya, p. 44.

*
Tarka-dlpikd, p. 88.

*
vyabhicdra-jndndbhdva-sampddakatvena tarkasya vydpti-grahe upayogah.

Bhavdnandi on LHdhitt, quoted in Nydya-kosa, footnote, p. 292.
* tathd ca dhftmo yadi vahm-vyabhicdrl sydt vahni-janyo na sydt ity anena

vyabhicdra-sankd-nirdse nirankuiena vydpti-jndnena anumitir iti paramparayd

evdsya upayogah. Visvandtha-vrtti, i. i. 40.
* Each of the first three has three varieties, according as it refers to knowledge

(jnapH), production (utpatti) and existence (sthiti). Thus the threefold example
of dtmdsraya would be (i) etad-ghata-jndnam yady etat-ghata-janyam sydt etad-

ghata-bhinnam sydt, (ii) ghato'yam yady etad-ghata-janakah sydt, etad-ghata-
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Mathuranatha, in explaining the function of tarka in the forma-

tion of the notion of concomitance (vydpti), says that, even when

through noticing the existence of smoke in all known cases of fire

and the absence of smoke in all those places where there is no fire,

one decides that smoke is produced by fire or not, it is there that

tarka helps to remove all legitimate doubts. As Gafigesa shows,

such a tarka would proceed thus: Either smoke is produced by fire

or it is not produced there. So, if smoke is produced neither by fire

nor by not-fire, it is not produced at all. If, however, there are the

doubts whether smoke is from not-fire, or whether it can sometimes

be where there is no fire, or whether it is produced without any

cause (ahetuka), then none of us can have the notion of inseparable

existence of fire in all cases of smoke so as to lead us to action

{sarvatva sva-kriyd-vydghdtahy. A course of thought such as is

called tarka is helpful to the formation of the notion of conco-

mitance only when a large number of positive and negative cases

has been actually perceived and a provisional certainty has been

reached. Even when the provisional certainty is reached, so long

as the mind is not cleared by the above tarka the series of doubts

{samsaya-dhdrd) might continue to rise^. It cannot be urged, says

Gahgesa, that, even when by the above method the notion of

concomitance has been formed, there might still arise doubts

whether fire might not be the cause of smoke or whether smoke

might be without any cause; for, had it been so, you would not

always {niyata) make fire when you wanted smoke, or eat when you
wanted to satisfy your hunger, or use words to carry your ideas to

hhinnah sydt, (iii) ayam ghato yady etad-ghata-vrttih sydt, tathdtvena upalabhyeta.

Example of anyonydsraya in jnapti: ayam ghato yady etad-ghata-jndna-janya-

jndna-vi^ayah sydt etad-ghata-bhinnah sydt. Example of cakraka in utpatti:

ghatoyam yady etad-ghata-janya-janya-janyah sydt tadd etad-ghata-janya-

janya-bkinnam sydt. Madhava, in his Sarva-darsana-samgraha, speaking of older

Nyaya tradition, adds seven others, vydghdta (contradiction), pratibandhi-

kalpand (irrelevant thesis), l^hava (minimum postulation), gaurava (too much

postulation), utsarga (general rule), apavdda (exception), vaijdtya (class-

difference). But Visvanatha, whose list of these varies somewhat from the above,

as he drops vydghdta and has prathamopasthitatva, and vtTtigamana-viraha for

pratibandhi-kalpand, apavdda and vaijdtya, holds that these are not properly

tarka, but are so called only because they help as accessories to pramdnas

(pramdna-sahakdritva-rupa-sddharmydt tathd vyavahdrah). Visvandtha-vrtti,

I. 1. 40.
^
Gahgesa on tarka and Mathui-3natha's commentary thereon. Tattva-

cintdmani. Part 11, pp. 219-28.
' Ibid. p. 220; see also KamakhySnatha's note, also p. 228.
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others. Such regular attempts themselves show that in such cases

there are no doubts [sankd); for, had there been doubts, these

attempts would not be so invariable. It is not possible that you
would be in doubt whether fire is the cause of smoke and yet always
kindle fire when you try to get smoke. The existence of doubt in

such cases would contradict your invariable attempt to kindle fire

whenever you wanted smoke
;
doubts can be admitted only so long

as one's actions do not contradict (sva-kriyd-vydghdta) them^.

Sriharsa, however, arguing from the Vedanta point of view,
denies the power of tarka to dispel doubt. He urges that, if it is

said that tarka necessarily dispels doubts in all cases and helps the

formation of any particular notion of concomitance, then this state-

ment must itself depend on some other notion of concomitance,
and so on, leading us to a vicious infinite (anavasthd). Moreover,
the fact that we know the universal coexistence of fire and smoke,
and do not perceive any other element universally abiding in the

fire which is equally universally coexistent with fire, does not prove
that there is no such element in it which is really the cause of smoke

(though apparently fire may appear as its cause). Our perception
can certify only the existence or non-existence of all that is visible

under the normal conditions of visual perception; it cannot say

anything regarding the presence or absence of entities not controlled

by these conditions, or we could only say that in the absence of fire

there is absence of a specific kind of smoke
;
we could not say that

there would be absence of all kinds of smoke
;
for it is just possible

that there is some other kind of cause producing some special kind

of smoke which we have not yet perceived ;
mere non-perception

would not prove that such a special kind of smoke does not exist

at all, since perception applies only to entities that are perceptible
and is guided by its own conditions, and cannot therefore apply to

entities which cannot be brought under those conditions^. The
tarka which is supposed to dispel doubt by the supposition of

contradiction of experience and which would thus support conco-

^ tad eva hy diankyate yasminn dsaiikyamdne sva-kriya-vyaghdto na bhavatlti;
na hi sambhavati svayam vahny-ddikam dhumadi-kdryyartham niyamata upddatte
tat-kdranam tan netydsankyate ca. Ibid. p. 232.

*
tad-adarsanasya dpdtato hetv-antara-prayojydvdntara-jdty-adarsanena ayo-

gyatayd avikalpyatvdd apy upapatteh; yadd tu hetv-antara-prayqjyo dhumasya
viseso drakryate taddsau vikalpisyate iti sambhdvandyd durrdvdratvdt.

Srlhar$a's Khandana-khanda-khddya, p. 680,
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mitance, not being itself grounded on concomitance, would naturally

fail to do its part ; for, if such groundless tarka could be supposed
to establish concomitance, that would itself be contradiction

[vydghdta). Udayana had said that, if even when no doubt is

present you suppose that doubt might arise in the future, that can

only be due to inference, so inference is valid. No doubts need be

entertained regarding the concomitance underlying tarka, as that

would lead to the contradiction of our own actions
;
for we cannot

say that we believe fire to be the cause of smoke and still doubt it.

Sriharsa had replied to this by saying that, where there is ex-

perience of failure of coexistence, that itself makes the supposition

of concomitance doubtful; when there is no experience of failure

of coexistence, there is no end of indefinite doubts lurking about ;

for these unknown doubts are only put an end to when a specific

failure of coexistence is noticed; so under no circumstances can

doubts be dispelled by tarka^. The main point of the dispute

consists in this, that, while Sriharsa is afraid to trust tarka because

of the supposed doubts, Udayana thinks that, if we are so pessi-

mistic, then we should have to stop all our actions. None of them,

however, discusses the middle course of probability, which may
lead us to action and may yet not be considered as proved valid

inference. Vardhamana, however, in commenting on the above

verse of Udayana, refers to Gangesa as holding that tarka does not

lead to the formation of the notion of concomitance^.

Vyasa-tlrtha, however, in his Tarka-tandava^ urges that tarka is

not an indispensable condition of the notion of concomitance
; by

faith in trusty persons, or from inherited tendencies, as a result of

experiences in past life, or through acquiescence in universally

*
Udayana's verse ran as follows :

iarxkd ced anumdsty ez'a na cec chafikd tatastaram

vydghdtdvadhir dsankd tarkah sankdvadhir matah.

Kusumdnjali, iii. 7.

Srihar^a gave his reply to this by slightly changing Udayana's words as follows :

vydghdto yadi sankdsti na cec chahkd tatastaram

vydghdtdvadhir dsankd tarkah sankdvadhih kutah.

Khandana-khanda-khddya, p. 693.

Gangesa suggests that the word vydghdta in ^rihar?a means failure of coexistence

(sahdnavasthdna-niyama), while in Udayana it means contradiction of one's own
actions (sva-kriyd-vydghdtah). But, as Vyasa-tirtha shows, the word may be

taken in the latter sense even in Srihar§a. Tarka-tdndava (MS., p. 25).
^

atrdsmatpitrcarandh, tarko na vydpti-grdhakah kintu

vyabhicdra-jndndhhdva-saharkrtarh sahacdra-darsanam .

Prakdsa, ill, p. 26.
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accepted views, we may have a notion of concomitance without

going through the process of tarka. He seems, however, to be

largely in agreement with the view of tarka as held by Gange^a

according to the above statement of Vardhamana, in holding that

tarka does not lead directly to the establishment of concomitance.

For he says that tarka does not directly lead us to the establishment

of concomitance, since concomitance is directly grasped by a wide

experience (bhuyo-darsana) of coexistence, qualified by a knowledge
of absence of failure of coexistence^. Vacaspati also holds more or

less the same view when he says that it is the sense-organ, aided by
the memory of wide experience, that grasps this natural relation of

concomitance^. Vyasa-tlrtha says that the determination of absence

of vitiating conditions (upddhi), which is a function of tarka,

becomes necessary only in some kinds of inference
;
it is not always

awaited. If it were always necessary, then tarka being required for

all notions of concomitance and concomitance being the basis of

tarka, there would be a vicious infinite^. If failures of coexistence

are not known, then from cases of coexistence the self may immedi-

ately form the notion of concomitance*. What is necessary therefore

is to dispel the doubts as to failure of coexistence {vyabhicdra-

sankd-nivrtti-dvdra). But such doubts come only occasionally

(kvacitkaiva) and not always ;
and such occasional doubts require to

be dispelled by only an occasional recourse to tarka. It cannot be

argued that the possibility of doubts may remain in all cases and

hence in all cases there is necessity for the exercise of the tarka
;

for it may well be asked, do such doubts arise of themselves in our

minds or are they raised by others? On the first supposition one

may have doubts even as to the perception of one's hands and feet,

or one might even have doubts in regard to one's doubts, which

would render even the doubts invalid. If it is held that doubts

arise only when other possible alternatives are suggested, then it

has to be agreed that there will be many cases where no such

^
api ca tarko na sdkfdd vydpti-grdhakah bhuyo-darsana-vyabhicdrddarsana-

sahakrta-pratyaksenaiva tad-grahandt. Tarka-tdndava (MS., p. 20).
*
bhuyo-darsana-janita-samskdra-sahitam indriyam eva svdbhdvika-samban-

dha-grdhi. Tdtparya-tikd.
^ This has already been pointed out above in dealing with ^rihar^a's

objections.
* adrste vyabhicdre tu sddhakam tad ati sphutam

jnayate sdksinaivdddhd mdnavadho na tad bhavet.

Tarka-tdndava (MS., p. 21).

Div 13
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alternatives would be suggested or the probability of one of them

might be so strongly suggested that there will be no occasion for

doubts. So it must be admitted that in many cases we have a

natural belief in certain orders of coexistence, where no doubts

arise of themselves {sva-rasika-visvdsasydvasyakatvdn na sarvata

sankdY; no one is seen going through a never-ending series of

doubts all his life {na cdvirala-lagna-sankd-dhdrd anubhuyate). On
the second supposition also, no one can suggest that doubts may
always arise : in the relation of smoke and fire one cannot suggest

that there may still be some other entity, different from fire, which

causes smoke
; for, if this were a sensible entity, it would have been

perceived, and, if it were non-sensible, there would be no proof at

all that a non-sensible entity existed or could exist. For, if Sriharsa

should be so doubtful of all things, it might be suggested that in all

the proofs in favour of monism (advaita) there may be a thousand

faults and in the arguments of the dualists there may be a thousand

good points, and so in consequence of these doubts you could not

come to any conclusion establishing your doctrine of monism^.

If a belief in a concomitance arises, the mere indefinite possibility

of doubt does not shake one off his natural conviction of the conco-

mitance as valid ^. If you yourself would eat whenever you had

hunger to appease, you cannot say that you have still doubts that

eating may not after all be the cause of appeasing of hunger.

Moreover, what is gained by urging that possibility of doubts

always remains.^ Is it meant to destroy the validity of all inference

or of all notions of concomitance? No one who wishes to admit the

usefulness of inference would think of destroying the means—the

notion of concomitance—by which it is established. If conco-

mitance is not established, the Vedantist will find that it is im-

possible to understand the meanings of those Vedic monistic words

by which he wishes to establish monism. Again, if inference is to

be valid, that can only be established by inference and not by

perception. Without inference the Vedantist could neither establish

anything nor refute any assertions made by his opponents, contra-

dicting his own doctrines. It seems therefore that Sriharsa would

^ Tarka-tdndava, pp. 22-3.
^ Ibid. p. 24.

' na hi grdhya-samsaya-mdtrani niscaya-pratibandhakam; na ca utpannasya

vydpti-niscayasya balavad bddhakam asti yena autsargikam prdmdnyam apodyeta.
Ibid. p. 24.
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carry out an inference as if there were no fear of the supposed
doubts and yet, merely for the sake of saying it, say that there is a

possibiHty of the existence of doubts in all inferences^.

The main points that arise from the above discussion are that,

while Sriharsa would argue that tarka cannot remove the doubts

threatening the validity of any notion of concomitance and while

the Naiyayikas would hold that tarka, on account of its function of

removing doubts from notions of concomitance, is a necessary

factor of all inferential process, Vyasa-tlrtha argues that, though the

power of tarka in removing doubts is admitted, yet, since in many
of our inferences no doubts requiring the help of tarka would arise,

it is not true that tarka is a necessary factor in all inferences 2.

From what has been said above it will appear that there is some

subtle difference of opinion in the Nyaya school regarding the real

function of tarka. But the general tendency seems to be to restrict

the function of tarka to removing doubts and thereby paving the

way for the formation of the notion of concomitance
;
but it does

not directly produce the notion of concomitance {na tu vydpti-

grdhaka) nor does it verify particular inductions by the application

of general principles of uniformity of nature^.

1 Ibid. pp. 25-31.
^ It cannot, however, be said that the Nyaya would urge the necessity of

tarka in all instances of inference. The older Nyaya writers do not say anything

explicitly on the subject; but Visvanatha, in his Muktdvah, states that tarka is

necessary only in those cases where there are doubts regarding the forming of the

notion of concomitance. Where no doubts naturally arise, there is no necessity

of tarka {yatra svata eva sankd ndvatarati tatra na tarkdpeksdplti). Muktdvah, 137.

Dinakara, however, in his commentary on the Muktdvatl 137, thinks that

there are two kinds of tarka, clearance of doubts and the formation of con-

comitance (tarkas ca divividho samsaya-pariiodhako vydpti-grdhakas ca). This

however is directly opposed to the view of Vardhamana cited above.
* The wording of Dr Seal's brief references to the subject of tarka in

A History ofHindu Chemistry by Dr P. C. Ray (p. 264) is inexact. He says there:
" Tarka or Uha, then, is the verification and vindication of particular inductions

by the application of the general principles of Uniformity of Nature and of

Causality, principles which are themselves based on repeated observation

{bhuyo-darsana) and the ascertainment of innumerable particular inductions of

Uniformity or Causality (Jbhuyo-darsana-janita-sarnskdra-sahitam indriyam eva

svdbhdvika-sambandha-grdhi Vicaspati)." Thus tarka also helps in dispelling

doubt (sandeha).

On its function in clearing the way to the formation of the notion of concom-
itance: mdrga-sddhana-dvdrena tarkasya tattva-jndndrthatvam iha vivak^itam.

Nydya-manjari, p. 586. Mathuranatha also points out that the function of tarka

is to supply such groimds that doubts may not arise, but it is not vydpti-grdhaka

{tarkah sankdnutpattau prayojakah...). Mathuranatha on Tattva-cintdmani,

Part II, p. 240.

13-2
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So far Vyasa-tlrtha has been using the word tarka in the

accepted Nyaya sense and, using it in that sense, he has been

showing that the removal of doubts is not indispensable for the

formation of the notion of concomitance. Tarka consists according

to him, however, in the necessary awakening of the knowledge of

absence of the reason owing to absence of the consequence ;
taken

from this point of view, it becomes identical with inference

(anumdna). Jaya-tlrtha also says in his Pramdna-paddhati that tarka

means the necessary assumption of something else (consequence),

when a particular character or entity (reason) is perceived or

taken for granted {kasyacid dharmasydngikare'rthdntarasydpddanaTn

tarkahy. Granted that there is no fire in the hill, it must neces-

sarily be admitted that there is no smoke in it
;
this is tarka and this

is also inference^. Tarka is thus the process by which the assump-
tion of one hypothesis naturally forces the conclusion as true. This

is therefore a pramdna, or valid source of knowledge, and should

not be considered as either doubt or false knowledge, as some

Nyaya writers did, or, as other Nyaya writers considered it to be,

different from both doubt and decision (ntrnaya). Thus according

to Vyasa-tirtha tarka has a twofold function, one as the dispeller of

doubts and a help to other pramdnas, and the other as inference.

The main point that Vyasa-tlrtha urges against Udayana (who holds

the function of tarka to be merely the removal of undesirable

assumptions) and against Vardhamana (who holds that the function

of tarka is merely the removal of doubt of the absence of the conse-

quence) is that, if tarka does not take account of the material

discrepancy or impossibility of facts involved in the assumption of

the absence of the consequence (fire) when the smoke is present,

then even the doubts or undesirable assumptions will not be

removed; and, if it does take account thereof, then it yields new

knowledge, is identical with inference, and is a pramdna itself^.

Tarka may be treated as a negative inference, e.g., "had it been

^
Pramdna-paddhati, p. 36a. manmate tu anglkrtena sddhydbhdvena saha

ananglkrtasya sddhandbhdvasya vydpakatva-pramd vd sddhydbhdvdnglkdra-

nimittaka-sddhandbhdvasydnglkartavyatva-pramd vd tarkyate'nena iti vyutpattyd
tarkah. Tarka-tdndava (MS., p. 78).

-
parvato nirdhumatvendngtkartavyah niragnikatvena anglkrtatvdd hradavat

ity amimdnam eva tarkah. Ibid. p. 84.
' kim ca para-mate tarkasya kirn visaya-parisodhane upayogah kim Udayana-

rltyd anista-prasanjanatvamdtrena upayogah, kim vd Varddhamdnddi-rttyd

sddhydbhdva-sandeha-nivarttanena. Ibid. p. 92.
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without fire, it would have been without smoke; but it is not so".

Being such a negative inference, it stands as an independent in-

ference, and, as it may also be used to strengthen a positive in-

ference, it may also be considered in that case an additional support
to it (pramdndndm anugrdhaka), just as what is known by perception

may again be strengthened by inference^. Its function in removing
doubts in other cases remains just as it has been shown before; but

everywhere the root principle involved in it is necessary supposition

rendering other alternatives impossible (anyathdnupapatti), which
is the principle also in inference^.

Concomitance (Vyapti).

The word vydpti in Sanskrit is a noun formed from the root

vydpj "to pervade". The consequence (e.g., fire) pervades all cases

of smoke, i.e., the circle of the consequence is not smaller than the

circle of smoke and encloses it
; consequence is therefore called the

pervader {vydpaka) and the reason (e.g. smoke) as the object of this

action of pervading is called the pervaded {vydpya). Thus in the

case of smoke and fire there is an unfailing relation {avyabhicdritd-

sambandha) between them and the former is called vydpya and the

latter vydpaka. This unfailing relation may however be of four

kinds. First, the two circles might coincide {samavrtti), in which
case the reason may be treated as consequence and inferred from
the consequence treated as reason and vice versa. Thus one may
argue both ways: it is sinful because it is prohibited in the Vedas
and it is prohibited in the Vedas because it is sinful; here the two
circles coincide. Secondly, when one circle is smaller than the

other, as in the case of smoke and fire {nyunddhika-vrtti) ;
the circle

of fire is larger than the circle of smoke and so one could infer smoke
from fire, but not fire from smoke—vydpya is smaller than the

vydpaka. Thirdly, where the two circles are mutually exclusive

{paraspara-parihdrenaiva vartate), e.g., the class-concept cow

(gotva) and the class-concept horse (asvatva) ; where there is one,
there is not the other. There is a relation of exclusion here, but not

the relation of a vydpya and vydpaka. Fourthly, where the two are

^ sddhandnumanatn vinaiva yadi ttiragnikah sydt tarhi nirdhumah sydt tathd

cayam nirdhuma iti tarka-rupdnumdnenaiva agnisiddheh. Ibid. p. 90.
* sdksdd anyathdnupapatti-pramdpaka-tarka-visaya-krta-virodhasya sattvdt.

Ibid. p. 89.
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sometimes mutually exclusive, yet sometimes found to be coinci-

dent
;
thus cooking is done by women, yet there are men who cook

;

cook and males are mutually exclusive, though there may be some

males who cook [kvacit samdvista apt kvacit paraspara-parihd-
renaiva vartate). The circle of cooking is divided between males and

females. Here also there is a relation between cooking and males,

but it is not unfailing {avyabhicdritd) ; unfailing relation means that,

where there is one, there must be the other also.

When a man observes the coexistence of fire and smoke, he

naturally revolves in his mind "
is it in this place that fire and smoke

are seen together, while in other places and at other times the

presence of one excludes the presence of the other, or are they

always found together"; then by observing in several instances, he

finds that, where there is smoke, there is fire, and that, where there

is no fire, there is no smoke, and that in some cases at least there is

fire, but no smoke. These observations are followed by a considera-

tion such as this: "since, though in many cases fire coexists with

smoke, in some cases at least fire is found where there is no smoke,

does smoke, although in all the cases known to me it exists with

fire, ever remain without it, or does it always coexist with fire.''"

Then again the consideration arises that the relation of smoke to

fire is determined by the presence of wet wood (ddrendhana), which

may be called a vitiating condition (upddhi), i.e., had this condition

not been there, there would have been unqualified coexistence of

fire with smoke, and vice versa. This vitiating condition {upddhi)

exists in all cases of smoke, but not in all cases of fire^. Where the

coexistence is not determined by any such vitiating condition,

the coexistence is universally mutual. There are some qualities

which are common to both fire and smoke (e.g., both of them are

objects of knowledge: yathd prameyatvam), and these cannot de-

termine the connection. There are other qualities which do not

belong either to smoke or fire, and these also cannot determine the

connection. It is only the vitiating condition of the presence of wet

wood which by its absence can dissociate fire from smoke, but

cannot dissociate smoke from fire. If there were any such condition

which was present in all cases of fire, but not in all cases of smoke,

then the inference of fire from smoke would have been faulty as the

^ This vitiating condition will therefore falsify an inference such as
" There

is smoke in the hill because there is fire."

I
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inference of smoke from fire is faulty. Now, so far as we have

observed, there is no such condition which is present in all cases of

fire, but not in all cases of smoke ;
the fear that there may be some

vitiating conditions which are too subtle for our senses is illegiti-

mate
; for, if it is neither perceived nor known by any other sources

of knowledge {pramdndntara-vedya), the doubt that it may still

somehow exist cannot arise. So, when we are satisfied that there

are no vitiating conditions, there arises the notion of invariable

concomitance {avindbhdva-pramitihy . So the invariable conco-

mitance is grasped by perception aided by wide experience,

associated with absence of any knowledge of exception to co-

existence and ascertainment of absence of vitiating conditions,

operating as accessories. When once the mutual invariable relation

between smoke and fire is grasped, then, wherever smoke is per-

ceived, fire is inferred^. This description of the formation of the

notion of concomitance seems to be more or less the same as the

Nyaya view; there also the perceiving of coexistence, associated

with the knowledge of absence of exception, is said to lead to the

formation of the notion of concomitance^.

^
Vyasa-tirtha remarks here that the ascertainment of the absence of vitiating

conditions is necessary in most cases where there are doubts as to their possible

existence, but should not be insisted upon as indispensable in all cases
;
for then,

this ascertainment of absence of vitiating conditions being dependent on de-

termination of concomitance and that on previous ascertainment of absence of

vitiating conditions, there would be infinite regress {anavasthd) : yd tu Paddhatav

upddhi-niscayasya sahakdritvoktih sd tu upddhi-sankdsthdbhiprdyd na tu sdrva-

trtkdbhiprdyd anyathd upddhy-abhdva-niscayasya vydpti-sdpekfa-tarkddhlnatvend-

navasthdpdtdt. Tarka-tdndava (MS., p. 22).
*
Pramdna-paddhati, pp. 31-5.

*
vyabhicdra-jndna-viraha-sahakrtam sahacdra-darsanam vydpti-grdhakam.

Tattva-cintdmani, p. 210. Legitimate doubts regarding invariable concomitance

may be removed by tarka, as has already been described above.

Vyasa-tlrtha, following the Nydya-sudhd, defines vitiating conditions (upddhi)

as sddhya-vydpakatve sati sddhandvydpaka upddhir iti
;
and he objects to Udayana's

definition of it as sddhya-sama-vydptatve sati sddhandvydpaka upddhih and also to

Garigesa's definition of it as paryavasita-sddhya-vydpakatve sati sddhandvydpaka

upddhih. But the purport aimed at by these various definitions is the same, as

has been explained above. The distinctions are more verbal and scholastic than

logical or philosophical; it will therefore be an unnecessary digression to enter

into these. See the whole discussion on upddhi in Vyasa-tirtha's Tarka-tdndava

(MS., pp. 44-61).
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Epistemological Process in Inference.

The Nyaya holds that, when a person acquainted with the

relation of concomitance existing between smoke and fire sees

smoke on a hill, he remembers the relation of concomitance

(vydpti-smarana), that this smoke is invariably and unconditionally

connected with fire^; then the two ideas are connected, namely,
that the smoke which has unconditional invariable relations with

fire is in che hill. It is this third synthesis of knowledge that leads

us to the inference of fire in the hill. Vyasa-tirtha, following the

Nydya-sudhdy argues that this view may be true in all those cases

where a concomitance {vydpti) is remembered on seeing the reason

(hetu), but, where the concomitance is remembered without seeing

the reason, the threefold synthesis cannot be admitted. Prabhakara,

however, holds that all inference proceeds from two distinct

propositions, and no synthesis is required. The two propositions

are "smoke is pervaded by fire" and "the hill is smoky." Prabha-

kara holds that, since knowledge as formulated in the above two

propositions must invariably and unconditionally precede all

inference, there is no necessity for believing their synthesis to be

the cause of inference, since no such synthesis really happens.

Vyasa-tirtha, however, argues that such a synthesis is a real psycho-

logical state in inference and other mental operations, such as

recognition, etc. Moreover, if the identity of the smoke (with
which fire was found invariably present) with the smoke now per-

ceived in the hill were not established by the synthesis of the two

propositions, it would be a syllogism of four terms and hence

invalid^. Moreover, the movement of thought involved in inference

requires such a synthesis, without which the two propositions would

be unrelated and statical {nirvydpdka) and no inference would follow.

Various Considerations regarding Inference.

Inference is of three kinds: (i) of cause from effect (kdryd-

numdna), as the inference of fire from smoke, (ii)
of effect from

cause (kdrandnumdna), as the inference of rain from gathering
* ayam dhumo vahni-vydpya or vahni-vydpya-dhiimavdn ayam iti. Nyaya view.
* evam ca kimcit prameyam vahni-vydpyam paravatas ca prameyavdn iti

jndna-dvayam iva kascid dharmo vahni-vydpyah parvatas ca dhumavdn iti visa-

iffilitam paraspara-vartandbhijnarji jndna-dvayam api ndnumiti-hetuh.

Tarka-tdndava (MS., p. 68).
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clouds, (iii) inference of a different order from cause-effect types

(akdrya-kdrandnumdna), as the inference of colour from taste {rase

rupasya). From another point of view inference is of two kinds:

(i) drsta, where the inferred object is perceivable (pratyaksa-yogya),

as of fire from smoke, and (ii) sdmdnyato-drsta, where it is not per-

ceivable {pratyaksdyogya), as of the existence of the sense of vision

from the perception of colours. This division of inference into

drsta and adrsta may be made from another point of view. Thus,
when an inference is made on the basis of the concomitance directly

observed between two entities (e.g., fire and smoke), it is called

drsta
; but, when an inference is made on the basis of similarity or

analogy, it is called sdmdnyato-drsta^ as the inference that, just as

ploughing, etc., lead to the production of crops, so sacrifices also

produce heavenly enjoyments, since they have this similarity that

both are results of effort. Inference may again be considered as being
of two kinds: (i) inference of one right knowledge from another

right knowledge (sddhandnumdna), e.g., of fire from smoke, (ii) the

inference of false knowledge {dusandnumdna), e.g., "this cannot

prove its conclusion, since it is contradicted by experience." Again,
some hold that inference is of three kinds: (i) by absolute agree-

ment in presence (where no case of absence is possible), (ii) by
absolute absence (where no outside positive instance is possible),

and (iii) by combination of agreement in presence and absence; in

accordance with this it is kevaldnvayi (impossible-negation),

kevala-vyatireki (impossible-position) and anvaya-vyatireki (joint

positive-negative). Thus the proposition "all objects of knowledge
are expressible" is an example of the first type of inference, since

no negative instance is possible of which we could say that this is

not an object of knowledge and is not also expressible; the proposi-

tion "all living bodies are endowed with souls, since they have

lives" is an example of inference of the second type. This can only

be proved by an appeal to negative instances such as "all those who
are not endowed with souls are not living"; for, since the proposi-

tion comprehends all positive instances, no positive instances apart

from the proposition under consideration are available. The third

type is the ordinary one of inference where concomitance is ex-

perienced through both positive and negative instances.

Inference is said again to be of two kinds : first svdrtha, where

the knowledge of the reason with its concomitance rises in one's
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own mind of itself, and secondly pardrtha, where such a knowledge
is for the instruction of others. As regards the constituent

propositions {avayava) of inference, Vyasa-tirtha discusses the ten-

proposition view of older Nyaya writers (jaran-naiydyika), also the

five-proposition view of the later Nyaya writers^ the three-proposi-

tion view of the Mimamsa, and also the two-proposition view

of example and the application of reason (uddharanopanayar) of

the Buddhists. Vyasa-tirtha urges that, since the value of these

constituent propositions consists in reminding persons of a par-

ticular concomitance or in rousing an enquiry in those who did not

know it before, there is necessity only for as many propositions

as are necessary for the purpose, in accordance with the circum-

stances under which the inference is being made or the state of

mind of the person who makes it—so that there may be cases where

only the enunciating proposition, reason and example are necessary,

there may be cases where only the enunciating proposition com-

bined with the reason is necessary {agni-vydpta-dhumavdn

parvatoi'gnimdn iti hetu-garbha-pratijnd), or, when in certain cases

the discussion presupposes the enunciating proposition, only the

reason may be necessary, and so on^. So there is no fixed rule as

to the number of constituent propositions necessary for inference
;

it all depends upon the nature of the case whether two, three or

more propositions are necessary.

Both Jaya-tlrtha and Vyasa-tirtha devote a long discussion to the

division of fallacies (upapatti-dosa) and criticize the Nyaya division

of the same; but, as these have but little philosophical bearing,

I feel inclined to omit them*.

Testimony.

Madhva and his followers admitted only three kinds of means of

knowledge, namely, perception, inference, and the testimony of the

Vedas. All other kinds of means of knowledge (pramdna) admitted

in other systems, such as arthdpatti, sarnbhava, etc., are shown to

be but modes of inference^. The Vedas are regarded as having by
*
jijn&sd-samiaya-sakya-prdptih prayojana-samsayanirdsdh pratyna-hetUddha-

ranopanaya-nigamandni iti daidvayavd itijaran-naiydyikd dhuh. Tarka-tdndava.
^ vivddenaiva pratijnd-siddhau kutah parvato'gnimdn iti prasne agni-vydpta-

dhumavattvdd iti hetu-mdtrena vd. Tarka-tdndava (MS., p. lo).
' See Pramdna-paddhati, pp. 48-79; also Tarka-tdndava (MS., pp. 1 14 et seq.).
* Pramdna-paddhati, pp. 86-90.
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themselves independent force of knowledge. They are uncreated

(apauruseya) and eternal {nitya). They are valid means of know-

ledge, and yet, since their validity is not derived from the speech
of any person, they must be regarded as uncreated^. No attempt,

however, was made to prove that the Vedas were valid means of

knowledge ; but, as their validity was not questioned by any of the

Hindu schools, that was taken as accepted, and then it was argued

that, since they were not uttered by anyone, they were uncreated

and eternal. It was sought to establish this uncreatedness of the

Vedas as against the Nyaya view that they were created by God

(Isvara). Vyasa-tlrtha argues that it is better to accept the direct

validity of the Vedas on the ground of their being uncreated, than

to do it in an indirect way through the admission of an omniscient

being as their author; for there is no certainty that even such

authors would not try to deceive mankind by false statements.

Buddha himself is an incarnation of God, and yet he deceived the

people by false teachings. Tradition also does not ascribe any
author to the Vedas. If they had been created, they would be of

the same kind as the holy scriptures of the Buddhists or Jains. If

the importance of scriptures were to be judged by the number of

people who followed them, then the Mahomedan scriptures would

have a superior place. God may be regarded as the great teacher

of the Vedas, being the first person who uttered and taught them^.

He did not create them and He remembers them always; so that

there is no chance of the Vedic order of words being destroyed.

Ordinarily the claim of facts to validity is prior to that of the words

which express them, and the latter depends on the former; but in

the case of the Vedas the words and passages have a validity which

is prior to facts and independent of them. The Madhva view thus

combines the Nyaya and the Mimamsa views of the Vedas without

agreeing with either.

^
paurufeya-sabddpramdnakatve sati sapramdnakatvdt.

Tarka-tdndava (MS., p. loo).
*

isvaro'pi hy asman-mate Veda-sampraddya-pravartakatvdn mahopd'
dhydya eva. Ibid. p. 122.



CHAPTER XXIX

CONTROVERSY BETWEEN THE DUALISTS
AND THE MONISTS

Vyasa-tirtha, Madhusudana and Ramacarya on the

Falsity of the World.

The Vedantists urge that the world-appearance is false. But

before entering into any discussion about the nature of falsehood

it is required that the Vedantists should give a definition of false-

hood. Five principal definitions have been adduced by the old

Vedantists
;
of these the first is that falsehood is that which is the

absence of being as well as the absence of non-being {sattvdtyantd-

bhdvattve sati asattvdtyantatd-hhdvavattva-rupam visisfam^). But

Vyasa-tirtha urges that, since one of these is the negation of the

other, joint assertion of them both will be against the Law of ex-

cluded middle and therefore will be self-contradictory; the fact

that both being and non-being may be admitted independently is

no reason for their joint admission (e.g., the hare and horn both

exist separately, but the hare's horn exists nowhere). To this the

reply of Madhusudana is that the Law of excluded middle does not

apply to every case of the relation between being and non-being.
Thus the false-appearances have being so far as they appear and

non-being so far as they are non-existent
;
exclusion of being does

not necessarily lead us to non-being, and zdce versa. To this the

retort given by the author of Taranginl is that the Sankarites them-

selves say that, if a thing has no being, it cannot appear, which

shows that they themselves admit the Law of excluded middle, the

force of which can never be denied, as Logic amply demonstrates

in the examination of any and every specific relation of being and

non-being.
The second definition of falsehood by the Sankarites is that

falsehood is that which can be denied at all times even where

it appears to exist [prati-pannopddhu traikdltka-nisedha-prati-

yogitvam). To this Vyasa-tirtha says that, if the denial is true, then

this true thing would exist side by side with Brahman and thus the

^
Nydydmrta, p. 22.
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theory of extreme monism would break down {nisedhasya tattrikatve

advaita-hdnih) ;
if the denial is false or true only in a limited manner

(vydvahdrika), then the world-appearance would become true.

Again, what does the denial actually mean? These supposed ap-

pearances are said to be produced from a material cause, and they

are perceived as existing at the time of perception ; and, if it is held

that even then they have no existence at all as such, then they must

be absolutely without being, like the chimerical hare's horn. If it

is held that the difference of the world-appearance from chimerical

entities like the hare's horn, etc., is that they are absolutely in-

describable, then the reply is that the very term "indescribable"

describes their nature. Again, that which is absolutely non-

existing cannot in any way appear in knowledge (asatah a-pratttav),

and therefore it is not possible to make reference to it or to relate

it in any way to anything else. The Sahkarites themselves hold that

what is non-existing cannot appear in knowledge {asac cet na

pratlyeta), and thus they themselves deny the possibility of any

being-in-knowledge of that which is non-existing. Again, reality

is not the same as mere appearance in knowledge, and consequently,
if Brahman remained always uncontradicted in knowledge, its

reality could not on that ground be affirmed. Again, it is not true

that words denoting absolutely non-existing and chimerical things,

such as the hare's horn, produce no knowledge; for they also

produce some notion; the difference between ordinary illusions

and the chimerical entities is this that, while the ground of the

ordinary illusions is right and valid, chimerical entities have no

ground at all. Therefore, since chimerical entities can also be made

objects of awareness they appear in knowledge as non-existing.

The Vedic text "non-being alone existed in the beginning" {asad

eva idam agre dsit) also testifies to the fact that "non-being"

may appear as existent. Also non-being cannot be defined as that

which is different from mere "being" {sat) and "the indescribable"

{a-nirvdcyd)\ for the latter can only be understood through the

concept of non-being and vice versa. Thus non-being may be de-

fined as that which is different from that being which cannot at all

times be denied at all places {sdrvatrika-traikdlika-nisedha-prati-

yogitva-rupa-sadanyasyaiva tattvdc ca). If the indescribable

(a-nirvdcya) is defined as that which can be denied at all times, it

is the same as non-being itself. Also non-being cannot be defined
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as that which is incapable of fulfilling any practical purpose; for

even the conch-shell-silver, which is admitted to be false, can serve

to rouse an effort to grasp it in the deluded person and thus be

considered to have some kind of practical efficiency, and the pure

Brahman, which is regarded as ultimately real, is itself unable to

serve any practical purpose of any kind. Again, falsehood or non-

being cannot be defined as that which has no nature of its own ; for,

if that were so, then the denial of falsehood could not be said to be

directed to its own nature as such
;
nor could the nature of false-

hood be regarded as itself false, since such an interpretation would

rest on a mere technical assumption of the meaning of falsehood,

and it would not in the least clear the points at issue; for, if the

nature of the so-called entity persisted in its own time and place,

it would be meaningless to call such a nature false in itself. Such an

assumption would also mean that no distinction is made between

that which can serve practical efficiency and that which cannot;

if that which persists in time and place and can serve a practical

purpose could be called false, then there would be no difference

between being and non-being, and the absence of the real could

be said to be as much a cause of cloth as the thread itself. Thus

absolute non-being may be defined as that which can always be

denied in all places {sarvatra traikdlika-nisedha-pratiyogitvam).

Also it cannot be held that "non-being" {asat) cannot be the object

of an absolute denial simply because it is non-being, as is said in the

Nydya-makaranda of Anandabodha ; for, if an absolute denial can-

not have any object, then the reason "because it is non-being" as

adduced above would have no object itself and would therefore be

inapplicable. Moreover, just as positive entities can be denied, so

the specific negations referring to positive entities may also be

denied and so lead on to their corresponding positive affirmations.

Again, it is also agreed that specific positive entities come into

being through the negation of their corresponding negations im-

mediately prior to their coming into being (prdg-abhdva). This also

proves that denial or negation does not necessarily require positive

characters or entities for the operation and their function of

negation. The whole upshot of this discussion is that, if falsehood

means absolute denial of anything where it appears in knowledge,
then the implication is that no reality can be affirmed; for what

could be affirmed either as false or as true would only apply to
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entities as they are known, and in that case even the reality of

Brahman would be conditional, namely, so far as it is known.

Again, absolute negation {sarvatra traikdlika-nisedha-pratiyogitvam)
cannot be distinguished from what is known as chimerical entities.

And, if the world-appearance could be an object of absolute

negation, its status would be no better than that of chimerical

entities (e.g., the hare's horn).
In reply to the objections of Vyasa-tlrtha against the definition

of falsehood, that, if falsehood be real, then that implies dualism,
and that, if falsehood is false, that implies re-affirmation of the

world as real, Madhusudana says that, since the denial is itself

identical (so far as its ultimate ground is concerned) with Brahman,
the reality of falsehood does not imply dualism

;
for the reality of

the denial does not imply the reality of the phenomenon, denial of

which has been denied by the denial of all phenomena. It has only
so much reality as is implied in the ground of all phenomena, which

is the Brahman. Again, the falsehood of the falsehood does not

imply the affirmation of the reality of the world-appearance ;
for in

the case of the conch-shell-silver, though it is known that not only
was it false, but, since it is never existent, it never exists, and never

will exist, and the attribution of falsity to it is also false, the conch-

shell-silver is not for the matter of that re-affirmed as real. It is

wrong to suppose that the falsity of the falsity or the denial of the

denial is re-affirmation in all cases
; it is only when the reality and

the denial have the same status and identically the same scope that

the denial of the denial means an affirmation
; but, when the scope

of their meaning varies, the denial of the denial does not imply an

affirmation. It may further be pointed out that, when the denial of

the denial is intended to re-affirm the positive entity, the denial of

the denial leads to affirmation. But, when a denial denies both the

positive entity and the denial (which is itself taken as an inde-

pendent entity), the second denial does not lead to affirmation^.

The denial of the world-appearance is the denial of the relaity of

the very world-appearance as such (svarupena), like the denial of

the conch-shell-silver. The fact that the world-appearance is

^ Tatra hi nisedhasya ni^edhe pratijogi-sattvam dyati, yatra nisedhasya

nisedha-buddhyd pratiyogisattvam vyavasthapyate, na nisedha-mdtram nisedhyate,

yathd rajate na idam rajatam iti jndndantaratn idam na arajatam iti jndnena
rajatam vyavasthapyate. yatra tu prati-yogi-nisedhayor ubhayor api nisedhas tatra

na prati-yogi-sattvam. Advaita-siddhi, pp. 105-6.
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believed to be a product of ajndna does not in the least imply that

its very nature cannot be false; for what is by its very nature false

would be so, whether produced or not. The denial of the conch-

shell-silver ("this is not silver") means that the conch-shell-silver

is other than the real market-silver, i.e., the negation here is that of

otherness {anyo-anya-abhdva). But, when it is said that "here is

no silver," the negation is one of non-existence, and the falsity of

the appearance is thereby definitely declared {sd ca purovartti-

rajatasyaiva vydvahdrikam atyanta-ahhdvam visaylkaroti iti kantho-

ktam eva mithydtvam), whereas in the former case falsehood is

only implied {idam sdbda-nirdiste purovarti-prdtitika-rajate rajata-

sabda-nirdista-vydvahdrika-rajata-anyonya-ahhdva-pratiter drthi-

kam mithydtvamy . Now, if the world-appearance be denied

("there is no world-appearance here"), then, since there is no

world-appearance anywhere else, the denial implies the absolute

non-existence of the world-appearance, i.e., world-appearance is

as non-existent as any chimerical entity, e.g., the hare's horn. The

reply to such an objection, that there is a difference between the

absolute negation of the world-experience as indescribable

(anirvdcyd) and the absolute negation as chimerical {tucca), is that

the latter has not even a seeming appearance anywhere, whereas

the former appears as really existent until it is contradicted

{kvachid apy upddhau sattvena pratity-anarhatvam atyanta-

asattvam ydvad bddham pratttiyogyatvam prdtttika-sattvam). It

must further be noted in this connection that the denial which

leads to falsehood must have the same relation and the same extent

and scope as the content which is being denied {yena rUpena yad-

adhikaranatayd yat pratipannam tena rupena tan-nistha-atyanta-

abhdva-pratiyogitvasya pratipanna-padena sucitatvdt ;
tac ca rupam

aynbandha-viseso'vacchedakavisesas caf. The Sahkarites, more-

over, do not admit negation as a separate category, but consider the

negation to be identical with the unqualified nature of the locus

where the negation appears. Brahman has no qualities, and this

does not therefore mean that it has a negative quality; for, there

being more separate negations, the negation of all qualities simply

means the pure nature of Brahman. The attribution of so-called

positive qualities also as infinitude, etc., means the negation of the

opposite qualities of falsehood and limitation, which ultimately

^ Advaita-siddhi, pp. 130-1.
"^ Ibid. p. 151.
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implies a reversion to the pure nature of Brahman, etc. {adhikarana-
atirikta - abhdva - abhyupagamena ukta -

mithydtva
- abhdva -

rupa-

satyatvasya Brahma-svarupa-virodhdty .

Ramacarya, in his Tarangim, refuting the view of Madhusudana,

says that, excepting the case of the negation of the negation-

prior-to-becoming (prdg-abhdva), the negation of negation means

positing and therefore, since no third alternative is possible,
the denial of the denial of an entity necessarily posits. Again, the

assertion of Madhusudana, that the illusion consists in the ap-

pearance of the illusory silver as the real silver of the market, is

groundless ;
for the material cause that produced the illusory silver

is different from the material cause of the silver of the market. The

illusory silver ceases to exist only when there is true knowledge

removing the ignorance which was the material cause of the

illusory silver {prdtibhdsikasya svopdddna-jndna-nivartaka jndna-

visayenaiva vd tdddtmya-pratltesca) : where the same material cause

produces two different appearances (e.g., the cloth and the white-

ness) they may be experienced as identical. But, when the material

causes are entirely different, their products can never be ex-

perienced as identical^. Again, it has been urged by Madhusudana
that the denial that constitutes falsehood must be qualified by the

same conditions and relations whereby the positive entities were

qualified; but this is unmeaning, for no amount of such conditioning
can gainsay the truth that the negation of negations means position,

until some definite proof of the existence of a third alternative

escaping the sphere of the Law of Excluded Middle can be adduced*.

Vyasa-tlrtha says that falsehood moreover cannot be defined as

absolute denial of reality; for, unless the meaning of denial is

understood, the meaning of reality cannot be comprehended and
vice versa. The point at issue here is whether conch-silver is denied

in its very nature as such or whether its reality is denied. The
former alternative is denied on the ground that, if it were accepted,
then it would be difficult to account for the awareness of the conch-

silver as existing in front of the perceiver; for, if it was absolutely

non-existent, it could not be directly perceived. But it may be

pointed out with the same force that the second alternative is also

unacceptable, because, when the conch-silver was perceived, it was

^ Ibid. p. 156.
*
Nydydmrta-tarangita, p. i6(a).

'
Taranginl, p. 20.
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also perceived to be real, and, if that is so, how can that reality be

denied? If in reply to this it is suggested that the reality of the

conch-shell-silver is only a relative reality and not an absolute

reality, then it may be pointed out that, if once a degree of reality

be admitted, then infinite regress will follow; for one may as well

ask whether the absolute reality is absolutely absolute or relatively

absolute and so on. Again, falsehood is defined as that which is

liable to be destroyed by knowledge in its function as knowledge.
But Vyasa-tlrtha does not tolerate such a position and says that

knowledge of past events and things, even though false, ceases by
itself without waiting to be destroyed by the so-called right know-

ledge ;
also it is not felt that the silver is destroyed by the knowledge

of the conch-shell. It is further urged that right knowledge of the

conch-shell also removes the error which, so far as it was an error,

was true, and this shows that knowledge removes not only falsehood,

but also true things, and on that account the definition in question
cannot be a true definition of falsehood. Moreover, when an illusion

is removed, the removal is not due to the function of cognition as

such, but is by virtue of its perceptual immediacy [aparoksa-

adhydsam prati jndnasya-aparoksatayd nivartakatvena jndnatvena
anivartakatvdc cay. Again, if a falsehood is defined as that which

is destroyed by knowledge which destroys the very material cause

of the falsehood (svopdddna ajndna-nivartaka jndna-nivartyatvam),
the objection will be that it does not apply to the beginningless
illusion^. It may similarly be held that the definition of falsehood

as appearance in the place where it does not exist (svdtyanta-
ahhdva-adhikarane eva pratiyamdnatvam) may also be refuted

;
for

many objections occur, as has already been pointed out, according
as we consider the negation to be relatively real or illusory. Again,
if falsehood be defined as that which is diflFerent both from being
and non-being, then, since it has already been pointed out that

non-being means absolute denial, the appearances or illusions

would be inexplicable. If it be defined as that which is destroyed

by knowledge, then that can prove its momentary character, but

not its false nature {dhi-ndsyatve anityatd eva sydt na mrsdtmatdY.
In reply to the objection of Vyasa-tirtha concerning the defini-

tion of falsehood as that which is liable to be destroyed by know-

^
Nydydmrta, p. 39(6).

^ Ibid. p. 40.
^ Ibid. p. 41.
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ledge, Madhusudana says that the real meaning of the definition is

that the entity which is destroyed, both in its causal aspect and the

aspect as effect, on account of the rise of knowledge is false. The

jug though destroyed as effect by the stroke of the club is not

destroyed in its causal aspect as the earthy pot. The hare's horn

does not exist at all: so its non-existence is not due to knowledge.

Again, since the conch-shell-silver appears in consciousness and is

destroyed immediately after the rise of true knowledge, its dissolu-

tion must be due to knowledge. Also it is not wrong to say that

falsehood is negated by knowledge in its function as knowledge;
for the later knowledge does not negate the prior knowledge by its

function as knowledge, but merely on account of its posteriority ;

and therefore the definition of falsehood as that which can be

negated by knowledge only in its function as knowledge clearly

keeps aloof the case of the negation of the prior knowledge by the

later, to which it was supposed that the above definition of false-

hood could wrongly be extended. It is well, however, to point out

that falsehood is negated by knowledge not in an indirect manner?

but directly and immediately {vastutas tu sdksdtkdratvena jndna-

nivartyatvatn vivaksitamy.
To this Ramacarya replies that it is Madhusudana who says

that the definition of falsehood as that which can be negated by

knowledge means the general absence of an entity through the rise

of knowledge {jndna-prayukta-avasthiti-sdmdnya-viraha-pratiyogi-

tvam jndna-nivartyatvam (see Advaita-siddhi, p. 168, and

Tarangini, p. 22)^. It may be asked whether the word "generally"

{sdmdnya) or the negation is qualified by the existence [avasthityd

sdmdnyam vd vtsisyate viraho vd). The first alternative would mean
the negation of the cause of an entity through the rise of know-

ledge; for the word avasthiti-sdmdnya means cause. But in that

case there would be an illicit extension of the definition of falsehood

to the negation of the prior knowledge by the posterior knowledge ;

for the posterior knowledge destroys the cause of the persistence

of the prior knowledge, and it would not apply to the beginningless

avidyd. In the second alternative, i.e., if the word sdmdnya is

^
jndnatva-vydpya-dharmena jiidnamvartyatvatn ityapi sddhu, uttarajndnasya

purva-jndna-mvartakatvam na jndnatvavydpyadhannena kintu icchddi-sddhd-

ranenodlcydtmavisesagunatvena udlcyatvena veti na siddha-sddhanddi.

Advaita-siddhi, pp. 171-2.
^ Ibid. p. 178.
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qualified by the negation, then it may be pointed out that the

Sankarite never admits a general negation as distinguished from

the negation of any special entity. Moreover, since the conch-shell-

silver is denied in its very nature as false, it cannot be said that its

general absence (that is, both as cause and effect) was due to the

rise of knowledge; for it is not admitted to be existent at any time^.

Again, as it has been shown by Vyasa-tirtha that there ought not

to be any difference between the non-existence of the conch-shell-

silver and that of the hare's horn, the non-existence of the hare's

horn might equally be said to be due to knowledge, if the non-

existence of the conch-shell-silver be said to be due to the rise of

knowledge.
In supporting the fourth definition of falsehood as "appearance

in the locus of its own absence" {svdtyanta-abhdva-adhikarane

eva pratlyamdnatvam) or as the "absence in the locus of its

own existence" [svdsraya nistha-atyanta-abhdva-pratiyogitvam),

Madhusudana says that, since an entity may be both present and

absent in one identical time, so it may be both present and absent

in one identical space. To this Ramacarya replies that, if this is

admitted, then there is no difference between existence and non-

existence, and ordinary experience is inexplicable {tathd sati

hhdvdhhdvayor ucchinnakathd sydt iti vydvahdrikyapi vyavasthd
na sydt) ; consequently dualism and its negation, monism, would be

the same, and the monistic knowledge would be unable to dispel

the dualistic consciousness.

In support of the fifth definition of falsehood as difference from

the real {sad-viviktatvam mithydtvam) Madhusudana defines

existence of reality as that which is established by knowledge and

not invalidated by defects. The definition of existence is further

modified by him as that which appears as existent through proofs

not invalidated by defects. By this qualification he excludes

chimerical entities and Brahman; for chimerical entities do not

appear as existent, and Brahman, though it exists in itself, is never

an object to any mind to which it appears as existent {satvd-

prakdraka-pratiti-visayatdhhdvdt).

The existent is defined as that which is established by proof

(pramdna-siddha), and this is again as that which is uncontradicted.

^
sukti-rajatdder-avasthity-anglkdre svarupena nifedhokty-ayogas-ca.

Tarahginl, p. 22.
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To this it is objected by Ramacarya that Brahman is not the object

of any proofs, whereas the world, which is estabUshed by all proofs,

is ultimately contradicted^.

The question is raised by Vyasa-tirtha whether falsehood itself

is contradicted or uncontradicted. If it is uncontradicted, then

falsehood becomes real, and the doctrine of monism fails. If it is

urged in reply that falsehood is identical with the ground of

illusion, the Brahman, then the meaning of the phrase "world-

appearance is false" {prapanco mithya) is that the world-appearance
is identical with Brahman {mithya being identical with Brahman),
and this is not disputed by us

;
for Brahman, being all-pervasive, is

in a sense identical with the world-appearance. Moreover, if

falsehood be identical with Brahman, the general argument that

those things alone are false which are cognizable would be faulty,

because falsity, being identical with Brahman, would itself be un-

cognizable. If falsehood be contradicted, then it is self-false

{bddhya), and the world would become real. Even if it is again

urged that falsehood is not identical with Brahman, but is one with

the reality of Brahman as underlying the second denial or the

falsehood of the falsehood, to this the reply would be that our very

inquiry centres round the question whether the second denial is

itself contradicted or uncontradicted, and it is well known that,

since the underlying reality is everywhere pure consciousness, the

underlying reality of the second falsehood has no separate or inde-

pendent existence regarding which any affirmation could be made.

It is clear that, if in the first case the assertion of falsehood being

identical with Brahman be meaningless, the attempt at an extension

by making it identical with the pure consciousness underlying the

second denial does not in reality lead to any new meaning. If it is

again urged that, since the conch-shell-silver is false, the falsehood

which is a quality of this conch-shell-silver is necessarily false; if

the substance is false, its quality is necessarily false, and therefore

the falsehood of this falsehood does not reaffirm the reality of the

conch-shell-silver. Since both the falsehoods are based on the

falsehood of the substance to which they are attributively associated

the negation of negation does not mean a position. The negation

of a negation can mean a position only if the substance be real. But

this is clearly a confusion
;
for the absence of qualities follows on the

^
Taranginl, p. 23.
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absence of the substance only when such qualities are dependent
on the nature of the substance

;
but falsehood is not so, since it is

naturally opposed to that to which it refers^. Moreover, if the

falsehood of the conch-shell-silver becomes false merely because it

is associated with the illusory silver, though it is affirmed by an

experience of contradiction, then it might equally well be real

because of its ultimate association with Brahman, the ground

reality of all things; or on the other hand the conch-shell might

equally well be false because of its association with the illusory

silver, and the non-existent would also be existent because of its

association with existence, and vice versed. Moreover, the conch-

shell-silver is not regarded by the Sahkarites as absolutely non-

existent, like the chimerical hare's horn, and therefore falsehood

cannot be considered to be so on account of its association

therewith. Again, the argument that falsehood has not the same

status of existence as the world-appearance to which it refers and

therefore the assertion of falsehood does not hurt extreme monism,
is wrong: for, if falsehood has only a relative existence {vydvahd-

riktve), the vi^orld of our daily experience, which is opposed to it

and which is attested by perception, ought to be regarded as ulti-

mately real. Thus our former objection remains valid, that, if false-

hood be uncontradicted, the doctrine of monism fails and, if

contradicted, the world would be reaF.

Madhusudana has the former reply to the above objection that,

when the position and negation have a different order of being,

the negation of the negation does not imply affirmation. If the

negation refers to a relative existence, then such negation does not

take away the assertion of a fanciful existence*. Thus an entity may
be in different senses both true and false. Madhusudana further

says that, when the denial is due to a specific quality, then the

negation of negation cannot be an affirmation. Here both the

conch-shell and its quality are denied on account of their common

^
dharmy-asattve dharmdsattvam tu dharmi-sattvasapeksa-dharma-visayam;

mithyatvam tu tat-pratikulam. Nydydmrta, p. 44.
2 Ibid. p. 45.
*

mithyatvam yady abddhyam sydt syad advaita-mata-ksatih

mithyatvam yadi bddhyam sydt jagat-satyatvam dpatet.
Ibid. p. 47.

*
paraspara-viraha-rtlpatve'pi visama-satvdkayor avirodhdt vydvahdriha-

mithydtvena vydvahdrika-satyatvdpahdre'pi kdlpanika-satyatvdnapahdrdt.

Advaita-siddhi, p. 217.
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attribute of plausibility. Thus it may be said with impunity that

both the horse and the cow may be denied in an elephant^.

To this Ramacarya's reply is that existence and non-existence

naturally exclude each other, and their denial is therefore not due

to any other specific property. That existence and non-existence are

mutually exclusive is acknowledged even by the Sahkarites when

they speak of mdyd as being different both from existence and non-

existence^.

An important argument establishing the falsity of the world

rests upon the fact that the world is cognizable ;
all that is cognizable

is false, like dream experiences. At this point Vyasa-tlrtha seeks to

analyse what may be meant by the word cognizable. Several

alternative meanings are offered, of which the first is termed

vrtti-vydpyatva, i.e., that which is a content of a mental state. The

Sankarites are thus supposed to say that all that can be a content

of a mental state is false. To this Vyasa-tirtha's reply is that Brahman

and the self must also be the content of at least some kind of mental

state, and therefore, if the thesis of the Sahkarites be accepted,

Brahman also would be false. If it is said that Brahman in its

purity can never be the object of any mental state, and it can be so

only when it is associated with ajndna, to this the reply is that, if

Brahman in its purity cannot manifest itself in awareness, it can

never establish itself, and such a theory directly militates against

the self-revealing nature of Brahman. Again, it is urged that,

though Brahman is self-revealing, yet it cannot be the content of

any mental state; for the very expression "Brahman is pure and

self-revealing
" would make it the content of that verbal cognition;

if the expression carries no sense, then there is no meaning in it.

Moreover, if Brahman as associated with ajndna be admitted to be

the content of a mental state, it would through such an association

be a constituent of that mental content and therefore a content in

itself. It cannot, moreover, be said that the objection cannot apply
to Brahman because Brahman can be a content only in association

and not in its nature
; for, since the same conditions apply to eternal

and transcendental entities of an indeterminate character which

1 Advaita-siddhi, p. 213.
2 na tdvat paraspara-viraharupayor ekanisedhyatd-avacchedakdvachinnatvatn

sambhavati tvaydpi satyatvamithydtvayoh paraspara-samuccaye virodhdt bibhyatd

sad-asad-vailaksanyasdrupye'angikdrdcca. Tarangini, p. 36.
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cannot be contents of consciousness in themselves, but only in later

associated forms, Brahman would not be false on that account.

Again, it is wrong to suppose that, when an object is known, the

content of that mental state has the same form as the object of

awareness; for we may know a hare's horn through a verbal cogni-

tion without assuming that the mental state has the same form as

a hare's horn. The assumption therefore that the content of aware-

ness must have the same form as its object is wholly invalid. It is

clearly found to be so in the case of Brahma-knowledge; for no

awareness can have an infinitude as its content. So to say that an

awareness has content as an object simply means that it refers

thereto {tad-visayatvam eva tad-dkdratvamy. Since this is so, the

cotidition of perception that pure consciousness must be reflected

in the mental state in superimposition upon the physical object

is wholly unnecessary. Thus the objection, that all that is cognizable

is on that account false, is invalid.

To this Madhusudana's reply is that the pure consciousness,

which is always self-revealing, is never the content of any aware-

ness. It only appears to be so in association with the ajndna

modifications which alone can become the content of knowledge.

Thus in all circumstances the pure consciousness is self-revealing

and it can never be the content of itself. Madhusudana would

admit all the suggested interpretations of cognizability off^ered by

Vyasa-tlrtha, excepting the second (phala-vydpyatvaY; he, how-

ever, admits that a stricter criticism would require the definition

to be slightly modified by excluding cognizability through verbal

cognition {vastutas tu sdhddjanya-vrtti-visayatvam eva drsyatvam) ;

in this way, though one may be aware of chimerical entities through

verbal propositions, they would not on that account be called false
;

for they are absolutely non-existent entities, which cannot be called

either false or true'. Madhusudana further interprets cognizability

as that which has a definite formal content {sva-prakdraka-vrtti-

visayatvam eva drsyatvam). By the term "formal" {sva-prakdraka)

*
Nydyamrta, p. 57.

'^ The suggested interpretations of cognizability (drsyatva) as given by

VySsa-tirtha are of seven kinds: kim idarn drsyatvam; vrtti-vydpyatvam vd;

phala-vydpyatvam vd; sddhdranam vd; kaddcid-kathamcid-vi^ayatvarn vd; sva-

vyavahdre svdtirikta-sarnvid-antardpekfd-niyatir vd; a-sva-prakdsatvam vd.

Ibid. p. 49.
^

Advaita-siddhi, p. 268.
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he means any describable characteristic {sopdkhyah kascid dharmah)
and thereby excludes Brahman, which means purity having no

describable characteristic: on the other hand, even the cognition

of negations may be described as having the character of negativity.

The effect of this interpretation is that cognizability is limited to all

that comes within the purview of relative and pragmatic experience.

In attempting to clear the meaning of cognizability Madhusudana

defines it as that which is somehow in relation with pure conscious-

ness {cid-visayatva). This, being identical with self, is devoid of

any such two-term relation. In the attempt to classify the meaning

further, cognizability of things is defined as dependence for revela-

tion on an alien consciousness (sva-vyavahdre svdtirikta-samvid-

apeksd-niyaii-rupam drsyatvam) or as the character of being other

than the self-revealing {a-sva-prakdsatva-rupatvam drsyatvam).

It is clear therefore that anything other than pure consciousness

depends on pure consciousness for revelation.

Ramacarya, in attempting to refute Madhusudana, says that

merely from the knowledge of the concomitance of impurity

(asuddhatva) and dependent revelation (a-sva-prakdsatva) one

cannot say that pure consciousness is self-revealed; but such a

conclusion can be arrived at only when it is known that pure
consciousness has no impurity in it. Again, the concomitance of

dependent revelation and impurity can be known only when their

opposites, "purity" and "self-revealingness," are known to coexist

with pure consciousness; thus the knowledge of concomitance of

pure consciousness with self-revealingness and that of impure
consciousness with dependent revelation are mutually independent.
There is therefore no way in which it can be asserted that only pure
consciousness is self-revealing^. The other reason adduced for

falsehood is that the world-appearance is false because it is material.

Now what is this materiality? Its character is given as "non-

knower" (ajndtrtva), "ignorance" {ajndnatva), as "non-self-

revealing" {a-sva-prakdsatva), or "non-self." If the first meaning
of materiality be accepted, then it may be pointed out that according

^ na tdvad a-sva-prakdsatvasuddhatvayor vydpya-vydpaka-bhdva-grahamd-
trena suddhe sva-prakdsatd paryavasyati kintu suddhe asva-prakdsatva-vydpa-

kasya asuddhatvasya vydvrttdu jndtdydm eva. tathd ca vydpaka-vyatireka-

grahdrtham avasyam suddha-jndnam. kimcdsva-prakdsatvdsuddhatvayor vyd-

pya-vydpaka-bhdva-graho 'pi tadubhayavyatirekayoh suddhatva-svaprakdsatvayoh
suddhe sahacdra-grahe saty eveti ghatta-kuti-prabhdta-vrttdntah. Taranginl, p. 3 1 .
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to the Sahkarites the ego is false, and yet it is the knower
;
the pure

consciousness, which according to the Sahkarites is the only reality,

is not itself the knower. If it is suggested that pure consciousness

may be regarded as the knower through false assumption, then it

may well be said that false assumption would validate any false

reasoning, and that would be of no avail. Even the body appears as

the knower when one says, "I, the white man, know," yet on that

account the body cannot be regarded as the knower. The second

interpretation, which defines materiality as ignorance {ajndna),

cannot be held
;
for phenomenal knowledge is partly true and partly

false. Again, it may in this connection be asked whether the know-

ledge of the self (dtman) has any content or not. If it has, then that

content must necessarily be the object of a cognizing activity, and

it is impossible that the cognizing activity of the self should direct

its activity towards the self. If it is urged in reply that the self has

no activity to be directed to itself, but the fact that it is distinguished

as self is its cognition of itself, the obvious reply to this is that the

cognition of all things is nothing more than the fact that they are

distinguished in their specific characters. If again the knowledge
of the self has no content, then it is no knowledge at all. If any

knowledge be admitted which does not illuminate any object, then

even a jug can be called knowledge. Therefore, if materiality be

defined as ajndna or ignorance, then even the self would for the

above reasons be ajndna. In this connection it may well be re-

membered that knowledge requires both the object and the knower :

there cannot be any experience without the experiencer and the thing

experienced. Again, if the self be regarded as mere knowledge,
it may well be asked whether that knowledge is right knowledge
or illusion. If the former, then, since the modifications of the avidyd
are known by the self, these would be true. It cannot be the latter,

because there is no defect associated with the self. Neither can the

self be regarded as bliss: for the phenomenal enjoyment of worldly

objects is not admitted as bliss, and there is no way in which the

degrees of pleasure or bliss which may lead ultimately to the highest

bliss can be admitted
; for, once a degree of pleasure is admitted, an

extraneous element naturally creeps in. Thus falsity of the world on

the ground that it is material is unacceptable in any sense ofthe term^.

* This argument that the world is false on account of its materiality is

adduced in the Tattva-suddhi.
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To this Madhusudana's reply is that the second and third

interpretations of materiahty, i.e., that which is ignorance is

material or that which is non-self is material, would be quite
suitable. In finding fault with Vyasa-tlrtha's exposition of knowledge
Madhusudana says that, if knowledge be defined as that which

illuminates an object, then even during emancipation objects would

be illuminated, which is impossible; the relation of knowledge to

objects is extraneous and therefore illusory. If it is objected that, ifno

objects are revealed during release, then even bliss is not revealed, and

in that case no one would care to attain release, the reply is that the

emancipated state is itself bliss and there is no separate manifestation

of bliss as obtainable therein. The association of an object is per-
ceivable only in sense-knowledge ;

in the knowledge of the self there

is no association with the senses, and it is unreasonable to demand
that even then objects should be manifested in knowledge. When it

is said that self is of the nature of immediate knowledge, the sugges-
tion that then it must be either valid or erroneous is unacceptable.
For the exclusive classification of knowledge as valid or invalid

applies to ordinary experienced knowledge. But the self as knowledge
is like the indeterminate knowledge that is neither valid nor invalid.

Ramacarya, however, says that, if the association of knowledge
with objects be extraneous, then at the time of the dawn of ultimate

knowledge the self should not be regarded as its object. If it is said

that this is only so in the case of perceptual knowledge, where pure
consciousness is reflected through the vrtti of the form of the object,

then the connection of the knowledge with the object would be

false
;
for in that case the necessity of vrtti and the reflection of con-

sciousness through it would have to be admitted at the dawn of the

knowledge of the self in the ultimate stage. The relation of the

object to knowledge therefore cannot be extraneous and therefore

false. In reply to Madhusudana's statement that, just as according
to the Naiyayikas, though universals and individuals are mutually

correlated, yet in the state of ultimate dissolution the universals

remain even though there are no individuals, so there may be a

state where there is knowledge, but no object; for the sphere of

knowledge is wider than that of knowledge with objects. Rama-

carya says that even in the state of pralaya, where there is no

individual, the knowledge of the universals has the individuals

within it as its constituents. Again, the association of objects with
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knowledge does not mean that the objects produce knowledge, but

that knowledge is associated with the objects. Again, if the associa-

tion with the object be regarded as meaning "necessarily produced

by objects," or if it necessarily means "in whichever place or at

whichever time this object exists there is knowledge," then the

Saiikarites would not be able to affirm the unity of the soul. For,

since the unity exists in Brahman, it could not be generated by the

individual soul. And again, if it is affirmed that, whenever there is

unity with Brahman, there is unity with the soul, then, since the

Brahman is always one, all individual souls will be emancipated;
it will also be impossible to determine the unity of individual souls

and the unity of Brahman. So the objects do not generate the

determinate knowledge, but are associated with it.

It is argued that whatever is limited and finite is false
;
now this

limitation may be by time or space or by other entities {paricchin-

natvam api desatah kdlato vastuto vd). Now as to this Vyasa-tlrtha

says that time and space cannot be limited by time and space and

this is so much the case that even the supreme reality, the Brahman,
is often spoken of as existing always and everywhere; time and

space are thus universal characteristics and cannot be denied of

others or of themselves. Thus the observation of Vacaspati, that

whatever does not exist in some places and in some time is on that

account absent everywhere and always, and that what is existent

must always and everywhere be so {yat sat tat sadd sarvatra sad

eva...tathd cayat kaddcit kutracid asat tat sadd sarvatra asadeva),

is wholly invalid; for, if by non-existence at some particular time

existence at any other time can be invalidated, then by existence at

that time non-existence at other times may also be invalidated.

It is as good logic to say that, because it will not exist then, there-

fore it does not exist now, as to say that, because it exists now, it

must exist then^. Again, what is meant by spatial limitation? If it

means non-association with all bodies {sarva-murttdsamyogitvam)
or the non-possession of the supreme measure [parama-mahat-

parimdndnadhikaranatvam), then even Brahman is so; for He is

untouchable (asanga) and He has no measure as His quality; if it

means possession of limited measure (parimdna), then parimdna or

"measure," being a quality, cannot belong to a quality; so qualities

would not be limited (guna-karmddau gundnanglkdrdt). Again,
^
Nydydmfta, p. 79.
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temporal limitation cannot be associated with negation as "other-

ness" ; for, if the limitation as otherness be denied at any time, then

all things in the world would be one. Now limitation by other

entities (which is the third definition of limitation) means "dif-

ference" (bhinnatva); but such a limitation (according to the

Sahkarites) is absent in the world of everyday experience ;
for they

deny the reality of difference. Again, difference from falsehood

exists also in the self: therefore the argument of Anandabodha,

that whatever things exist divided (vibhaktatvdt) are on that account

false, is invalid. It is, again, wrong to suppose that the unlimited

nature of being consists in the fact that it alone remains universal,

whereas everything else changes and must therefore be considered

to be imposed upon it, since, when we say "a jug exists," "a jug

moves," the jug seems to remain unchanged, while its verb changes,

as "exists" and "moves." As "many" is associated with "one,"

so "one" also is associated with "many"; so nothing can be made

of the argument that what remains constant is unlimited and valid

and what is changeful is false.

To this Madhusudana's reply is that, since the Sarikarites do

not admit universals, it is wrong to suppose that in all cases of the

existence of a cow there is something like the cow-universal which

persists, and, if that is not so, then the only other explanation is that

it is the individuals that come and go and are imposed upon the

persistent experience of being, which alone is therefore real. Now,

again, it may be argued, the Brahman, as being, is always covered by

ajndna ;
it has no distinguishable form, and so it is wrong to think

that Brahman is manifested as being in our experience of the world-

objects. To this the reply is that Brahman is itself not covered by

ajndna {sad-dtmand na brahmano muldjndnend-vrtatvarn) : it is only

by the limitations of the specific forms of world-objects that its

nature is hidden ;
when the obstacles of these specific forms are broken

by the function of the vrtti modification of the mind, the Brahman

underlying these objects manifests itself as pure being. It cannot be

objected that Brahman, as such a pure being, has no visual charac-

teristics and therefore cannot be perceived by the eye ;
for Brahman

is not perceivable by any of the senses or by any specific sense ^.

^ Tia ca rUpddi-hlnatayd cdkstisatvddy-anupapattih bddhikd iti vdcyam, prati-

niyatendriya-grdhyesv eva rupddy-apeksd-myamdt sarvendriya-grdhyam tu sad-

rupam brahma ndto rupddi-hlnatve'pi cdksusatvddy anupapattih sattvdydh parair

api sarvendriya-grdhyatva-dbhyupagamdt ca. Advaita-siddhi, p. 318.
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Ramacarya in reply says that the universal (as "cow") has to

be accepted ;
for otherwise how can the so-called universal as being

be sometimes manifested as cow and at other times as other

objects? Again, it is wrong to say that Brahman is not in itself

covered by the avidyd; for it is said that, even when the being-

aspect is revealed, the aspect as bliss may still remain covered;

then, since being and bliss must be one (for otherwise the monism

would fail), the veil must also be over the being-aspect as well.

Again, as Brahman has no form and no characteristic, it cannot be

said to be grasped by all the senses {atyantam avyakta-svahhdvasya

hrahtnanas caksur-ddi-sarvendriyagrdhyatve mdndhhdvdty .

The argument that falsehood consists in the non-existence of

the whole in the parts is attacked by Vyasa-tlrtha. He says that, so

far as concerns the view that, because part and whole are identical,

therefore the whole cannot be dependent on the part, he has no

objection. If the whole is not dependent upon anything else and

not on its parts either, then it may not be dependent on anything

at all
;
but it cannot on that account be called false. But it may be

pointed out that perception shows that the whole is dependent on

the parts and rests in them, and therefore on the evidence of per-

ception its non-existence in the parts cannot be admitted. The

question arises whether "non-existence" or "negation" is valid

or invalid: if it is vaHd, then monism breaks down, and, if it is

invalid, then non-existence is denied, which will be in favour of

Vyasa-tlrtha. Now it cannot be urged that the existence of negation

cannot be fatal to monism: for negation includes position as a

constituent. Again, Brahman is denoted by the term advitiya

("devoid of any second"); this involves a negation, and, if negation

is invalid, then its demolition of Brahman will also be invalid.

Further, the denial of a second to Brahman may mean a denial not

only of positive entities, but of negative entities also; positivity

itself means the negative of the negative. Also, if negation is

admitted, then, since one of its forms is "otherness," its admission

means the admission of otherness and hence of duality. Moreover,

it would be difficult for the Sahkarites to describe the nature of

negation ; for, if no positive entities can be described, it goes with-

out saying -that it will be still more difficult to describe negative

entities. Moreover, not only is the non-existence of the whole in

*
TaranginJ, p. 52.
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the parts contradicted by perceptual experience, but it is opposed to

reason also; for, since the whole cannot be subsistent anywhere

else, if it is not admitted to be subsistent in the parts, its very nature

is inexplicable (anydsamavetasydmsttvam etat-tantu-samavetatvam

vind na yuktamy.

Again, the view that, since without knowledge nothing is

revealed, the so-called things are nothing but knowledge, is wrong ;

for the things are experienced not as being themselves knowledge,
but as those things of which we have knowledge {ghatasya jndnam
iti hi dhth na tu ghato jndnam iti).

In reply to the above Madhusudana says that, since the ex-

perience of cause and effect cannot be explained without assuming
some difference between them, such a difference must be admitted

for practical purposes, in spite of the fact that they are identical.

Discussion regarding the validity or invalidity of negation is

brushed aside by Madhusudana as being out of place. Again, the

opposition of perception is no objection; for perception is often

illusory. Also, the objection that, if the whole, which is not else-

where, is also not in the parts, its existence is inexplicable, is

invalid; for, though the whole may not exist in the parts as an

independent entity, it may still be there as identical with the material

cause, the parts; for being materially identical (etat-samavetatva)
with anything does not necessarily follow from a denial of its

negation therein ; for, if it were so, then all such qualities as are devoid

of negative instances (being on that account present in it) would
be materially identical with the thing^. But what really determines

a thing's material identity with another thing is that the former's

negation-prior-to-existence {prdg-ahhdva) must be in it {hintu

etan-nistha-prdg-ahhdva-pratiyogitvdd aikyam). The objection of

Vyasa-tirtha, that a cloth can have its negation in threads only when
such threads are not its constituent parts, is invalid, for the very
reason that what determines mateiial identity is the existence of the

prior-to-existence negation (prdg-abhdva-pratiyogitva) of the whole

in the part or of the effect in the cause, and therefore it is not proper
to say that a cloth can non-exist only in such threads as are not

^ tatha ca arnsttva-rupa-hetor etat-tantu-nifthdtyantdbhdva-pratiyogitva-

rupa-sadhyena virodhah. Nydydmrta-prakdsa, p. 86.
^
etannisthdtyantdbhdva-pratiyogitvam hi etatsamavetatve prayojakam na

bhavati, paramate kevaldnvayi-dharma-mdtrasya etatsamavetatvdpatte^.

Advaita-siddht, p. 324.
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constituents of it: for the condition of the non-existence of the

cloth in the threads is not the fact of the threads not being a con-

stituent of the cloth, but the absence of the prior-to-existence

negation of the cloth in the threads.

An objection is urged by Vyasa-tlrtha that for the self-same

reasons on account of which the world is called false Brahman as

well may be regarded as false
;
for Brahman is the substratum of all

our experience and therefore may be regarded as false. As to this

Madhusudana says that, so far as Brahman is associated with

ajndna, it is false, but, so far as it is beyond our practical experience,

it is real. Moreover, if no ground-reality be admitted, then, the

whole world-appearance being an illusion, we shall be landed in

pure nihilism. Again, the objection that Brahman, being different

from non-existent entity, is like the conch-shell-silver, which also,

though not real, is different from non-existent entity, cannot be

maintained. For difference from non-existent entity is difference

from that which cannot appear anj^where as existent, and that alone

is different from it which appears somewhere as an existent entity ;

but this cannot apply to Brahman, since pure Brahman does not

appear anywhere as an existent entity.

Vyasa-tlrtha, after adopting a number of tentative definitions of

being, finds fault with them all, and says that, in whatever way being

may be defined by the Saiikarites, that would be applicable in the

same manner to the being of the world. Briefly speaking, the

definition of being comes to be "that which at all times and in

all places cannot be denied" {sarva-desa-kdla-sambandhi-nisedha-

pratiyogitvam sattvam). It may also be defined as that which,

being different from non-being, is not a false imposition, or as that

which at some time or other is directly and rightly felt as existing

[astitva-prakdraka-pramdnam prati kadacid sdksdd-visayatvam).

In reply to the above attempt at a definition of being by

Vyasa-tirtha, Madhusudana says that our perceptual experience is

absolutely illegitimate in discerning truth as distinguished from

falsehood or as opposed to it^. Truth and falsehood being mutually

related, all attempts at defining them by mutual opposition become

circular, and therefore illegitimate ;
definitions of being which refer

in some way or other to the experience of being as such are also

^
cakfurddy-adhyakfa-yogya-mithydtva-virodhi-satvdanirukteh.

Advaita-siddhi, pp. 333-4.
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false, as they involve the very concept of being which is to be

defined. It is also wrong to say that the world has as much reality

of the same order as that of Brahman; for falsehood and reality

cannot have the same order of being. The being of Brahman is of

the nature of one pure luminous consciousness, and it is clear that

the material world cannot have that order of being. Now falsehood

is defined as non-existence at all times and places (sarva-destya-

traikdlika-nisedha-pratiyogitvam); reality is its opposite. Sense-

perception can never bring to us such a negation, and therefore it

also cannot bring to us the opposite of negation, i.e., reality. The
fact that some things are perceived to exist somewhere at some time

is irrelevant
;
for even a false appearance may have such a temporary

perceptual existence. There is a Nyaya view to the effect that there

is a special mode of presentation of universals {sdmdnya-pratyd-

satti), by which all the individuals that come under such universals

are presented in consciousness, and that it is by this means alone

that inductive generalization leading to deductive inference is

possible. On this view the contention is that, though all negations
of an entity at all times and places may not be visually perceived,

they may be presented to consciousness by the above means of

presentation, and, if they are thus presented to consciousness, their

negation, viz., the reality, may also be perceived.

Madhusudana's reply to this is, that there is no such special

mode of presentation of universals by which all the individuals

associated with them are also present in consciousness, i.e., there

is no such sdmdnya-pratydsatti as is admitted by the Nyayayikas.
He then indulges in a polemic against such a sdmdnya-pratydsatti
and tries to show that deductive inferences are possible through the

association of the special characteristics of the universals as de-

termining the concomitance^
; thus, if there is no sdmdnya-pratydsatti

and if all the negations at all times and places cannot be presented
to consciousness, their opposite, reality, cannot be perceived either.

The reply of Ramacarya is that, though such negations at all

times and all places may not be perceived by the senses, yet there

^
vydpti-smrti-prakdrena vd paksadharmatd-jndnasya hetutd; mahdnastya eva

dhumo dhumatvena vydpti-smrti-visayo bhavati, dhumatvena parvattya-dhuma-
jndnam cdpijdtam, tac ca sdmdnya-laksanam vinaiva; tdvataiva anumiti-siddheh;

. . .pratiyogitdvacchedaka-prakdraka-jfidndd eva tat-sambhavena tad-arthatn

sakala-pratiyogi-jndna-janikdydh sdmdnya-pratydsatty anupayogdt.

Advaita-siddhi, pp. 338, 341.
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is no reason why their opposite, reality, cannot be perceived ;
when

one sees a jug, one feels that it is there and nowhere else. One

perceives the objects negated and not the negation itself^ He
further says that, though sdmdnya-pratydsatti may not be admitted,

yet the unperceived negations may be known by inference, and thus

the objection of Madhusudana that, unless sdmdnya-pratydsatti is

admitted, such negations cannot be known and their opposite,

reality, cannot be perceived either, is doubly invalid^.

Madhusudana further says that the testimony of the testifying

consciousness {sdksl) in experience reveals only present entities,

and in that way the world-objects are relatively real. But the testi-

fying consciousness cannot in any way show whether they will be

contradicted in future or not; the testifying consciousness is thus

incapable of defying a future denial of world-experience, when the

Brahma-knowledge is attained.

Vyasa-tlrtha had objected to the Vedanta thesis that there is

one Being, self-identical with pure consciousness, on which all the

so-called forms of object and content of knowledge are imposed,

pointing out that the mere fact that one experiences that a jug

exists does not prove that the jug is imposed upon the pure being;

for pure existence can never be perceived and all the characteristics,

including false appearances, may also be considered to have the

same existential character as existence itself.

Madhusudana's simple reply is that instead of admitting a

number of individual entities it is much better to admit one con-

stant being'on which the various forms of objects are imposed. The

assertion of Vyasa-tlrtha that perceptual evidence is by its very

nature stronger than inference, which is slow in establishing itself

on account of the various conditions that it has to depend on, is

objected to by Madhusudana, who says that, when perceptual

evidence is contradicted by inference and scriptural testimony (e.g.,

as in the perception of the small dimensions of planetary bodies),

it is the former that is negated. So perception has also to depend
for its validity on its non-contradiction and other means of proof,

and the other means of proof have no more to depend on perception

than perception on them. So all these means of proof, being rela-

tively dependent, are of inferior validity to the Vedic testimony,

which, not being a man-made document, has naturally an inalien-

^
Taranginl, p. 6i.

" Ibid. p. 63.
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able claim to validity. It is well known that perception through one

sense, say the visual, has often to be woven together with perception

through other senses, e.g., the tactile, for arriving at valid ex-

perience of facts, as in the perception "fire is hot." Thus perceptual
evidence has no right of superior validity by reason of being per-

ceptible, though it may be admitted that in certain spheres percep-
tion may dispel an ignorance which is not removed by inference^.

The objection that an inferential evidence, because it establishes

itself slowly (on account of its dependence on many facts), is of

inferior validity to perception because this comes quicker is invalid;

for validity depends upon proper examination and discovery of

faultlessness and not on mere quickness. Moreover, since there are

many scriptural texts declaring the oneness of all, which cannot be

justified except on the assumption of the falsity of the world, and

since such an admission would not take away from perception its

natural claim to validity in the relative sphere, a compromise may
well be eff"ected by allowing perceptual validity to remain uncon-

trolled in the relative sphere and admitting the scriptural validity

of oneness in the absolute sphere.

Again, Vyasa-tirtha urges that, since inference and scriptural

testimony both depend on visual and auditory perception, it will

be wrong to think that the former could invalidate the latter. If

perception is not valid in itself, then all inference and scriptural

testimony would be invalid, since their data are supplied by

perception.

To this Madhusudana's reply is that the scriptural testimony
does not challenge the data supplied by perception, but challenges
their ultimate validity, which can never be supplied by perceptual

experience^. The bare fact that one knowledge springs up because

it was preceded by another is no reason why it is to be less valid
;

the judgement "this is not silver, but conch-shell" is not less vaHd
because it could not have come into being unless there had been

a previous error with the perception of conch-shell as silver. It is

said that the validity of sense-evidence is determined by a critical

examination depending on correspondence. To this Madhusudana's

*
ndpi anumdnddy-anivartita-dinmohanddi-nivartakatvena prabalyam; etdvatd

hi vaidharmya-rndtram siddham. Advaita-siddhi, p. 355.
^
yat-svarupcun upayujyate tanna bddhyate, hddhyate ca tdtvikatvdkdrah, sa

ca nopajivyate kdranatve tasydpravesdt. Ibid. p. 363.
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reply is that, so far as concerns the validity of an awareness accor-

ding to correspondence, the Sahkarites have nothing to say against

it. What he challenges is that the ultimate validity or ultimate

non-contradiction cannot be revealed by any critical examination.

It is again argued that, if perception is invalid, the knowledge of

concomitance arrived at through it is invalid, and therefore all

inference is invalid. This is, however, wrong; for even by a false

reasoning a right inference may be possible; from an illusory

reflection it is possible to infer the existence of the thing reflected.

Moreover, falsity of the evidence (inferential or perceptual) does not

imply the falsity of the thing known; so the objection that, if per-

ception is not regarded as valid, then all knowledge becomes invalid,

is illegitimate.

Vyasa-tlrtha urges that, if perceptual testimony cart be contra-

dicted in any place by inference, then any and every inference can

contradict perception, and fire can be regarded as cold and a hare

as having a horn, which is impossible.

To this Madhusudana's reply is that not any and every in-

ference can be regarded as superior to perception, since it is well

known that an illegitimate inference leads to no valid conclusion.

The instances which have been adduced by Vyasa-tirtha are in-

stances of illegitimate inferences, the fallacy of which is apparent.
It is never admitted by anyone that an illegitimate inference is

stronger than perception; but it also cannot be denied that there

are many instances of illegitimate perception which are rightly

denounced by right inferences.

Vyasa-tlrtha further says that the science of mimdmsd itself

admits in various places the superior validity of perception, and

recommends a twisting interpretation of such scriptural passages
as are not in harmony with perception. The scriptural text,

"
That art

thou," is directly contradicted in perceptual experience, and there-

fore should be so interpreted as not to come into conflict therewith.

To this Madhusudana's reply is that it is indeed true that certain

scriptural passages which deal with ordinary mundane aff^airs

are thus brought into harmony with experience and are some-

times interpreted in accordance with perception; but that is no

reason why those texts which refer to ultimate experience and

which do not refer to the accessory details of sacrifices should also

be subordinate to perception.
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Vyasa-tlrtha says that it is wrong to suppose that perception is

invalidated by inference or scriptural testimony; what happens in

the case of perceptual illusions is that in both cases perception is

vitiated by various types of defects, the presence of which is also

known by perception.

To this Madhusudana's simple reply is that the presence of

defects cannot be known by perception itself, and that most cases

of illusory perception are invalidated by stronger inference. When
it is said that the moon is no bigger than a foot the illusory percep-
tion is no doubt due to the defect of the long distance, but that this

is so can be known only by an inference based upon the observation

of the diminution of sizes in trees on distant hill-tops. Thus, though
there are cases in which one perception invalidates another, there

are also cases in which an inference invalidates a perception.

A question arises whether the present perception of the world-

appearance may ultimately be contradicted
;
but to this Vyasa-tirtha

says that such a fear of future contradiction may invalidate even that

knowledge which contradicts this perception. Ordinarily the

waking experience contradicts dream-experience, and, if waking

experience be also contradicted, then there would be nothing to

contradict dream-experience. In this way it will be difficult to find

an instance of false experience. The knowledge that contradicts the

illusory perception comprehends within it things which are not

known at the time of illusory perception (e.g., the knowledge of the

conch-shell which was not present at the time of perception of

illusory shell-silver). But it cannot be urged that the knowledge
that would contradict world-experience would have the specific

nature of not being comprehended within the knowledge of world-

appearance. Again, a knowledge that contradicts another know-

ledge must have a content
;
contentless knowledge has no opposition

to false cognitions, yet Brahma-knowledge is regarded as content-

less. Moreover, contradiction is possible only there, where a defect

is, and that defect lies with the Sahkarites, who give a monistic

interpretation of scriptural texts. Again, if the monistic experience
is certified by monistic texts, the dualistic experience is also certified

by dualistic texts, and a knowledge that would contradict and

negate the world-experience would involve a duality by the very
fact of such negation. Moreover, the last experience which would

contradict the world-experience, being itself an experience, would
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be equally liable to contradiction; and, if uncontradicted experience

be also doubted as being liable to contradiction, then there would

be no end to such doubts.

Madhusudana, in reply to the above objection of Vyasa-tlrtha,

emphasizes the point that it is no essential character of a knowledge

that contradicts another that it should have a content; what is

essential here is that a right knowledge should be grounded in the

realization of the reality and thereby negate the false knowledge.

It is also wrong to think that, when Brahma-knowledge negates

world-appearance, an affirmation of duality is involved; for the

Brahma-knowledge is of the very nature of reality, before which the

falsehood, which has only appearance and no existence, naturally

dissolves away. He further says that doubts regarding validity can

only arise when it is known that there are defects; but, since there

can be no defects in Brahma-knowledge, no doubts can arise. The

assertion of Vyasa-tirtha that, if the world-appearance is false, then

it is wrong to speak of the self as being of the nature of pure bliss

on the ground that the experience of dreamless sleep reveals such

a blissful state, is unwarranted, because the nature of self as blissful

is known directly from scriptural testimony, and the experience of

dreamless sleep is consistent with it.

Nature of Knowledge.

Vyasa-tlrtha argues that, if the reasons, cognizability, etc., are

supposed to indicate the falsity of the world-appearance and if they

are applied to the inferential apparatus, then they also are false;

and, if they are not false, then all the world-appearance is false, and

the argument for the falsity of the world is fallacious. Vyasa-tlrtha

says further that, if the Sahkarite be asked to explain the nature of

true reality, he will naturally be liable to confusion. It cannot be

regarded as an object of awareness, because chimerical entities are

also objects of awareness; it cannot be described as direct aware-

ness, because then it would not belong to any eternal and transcen-

dental entities which are unperceiving, and the world-appearance

also, which is directly perceived, would not be false, and the in-

ference, e.g., of fire based upon an illusory perception of the reason

(e.g., the water-vapour in a lake), would also be true. Knowledge
does not contribute to the existence of things all their properties ;
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even if fire is not known as fire, it can burn all the same. Thus

existence does not depend upon any kind of awareness. It is

also wrong to define reality as practical behaviour; for, unless the

nature of world-appearance is known, the nature of practical

behaviour is not known. The world as such must be either existent

or non-existent, and there is no other third way of subsistence;

the non-existence of the world cannot be proved by any existent

proof, because existence and non-existence are opposed to each

other; nor can it be proved by non-existent proofs, simply because

they are non-existent. There cannot be any being such that it exists

in common with non-being and ultimate being^.

Madusudana says that the false may be distinguished from the

true by exactly the same kind of considerations which lead the

opponent to distinguish between the perception of the blueness of

the sky and the ordinary objects of experience such as a jug, a rope,

etc. The nature of reality that has been conceded to the world-

appearance is that it is not contradicted by anything other than

Brahma-knowledge.

Vyasa-tlrtha points out that the contention of the Sahkarites that

there cannot be any relation between knowledge and its contents is

borrowed from the Buddhists, who consider awareness and its

objects to be the same. The Sarikarites hold that, if the objects are

considered to be real, then it is difficult to show how there can be

any relation between knowledge and the objects revealed by it; for

the two accepted relations of contact and inseparable inherence

(samavdya) cannot hold between them. The relation of objectivity

is also too obscure to be defined
;
and therefore it must be admitted

that the relation between knowledge and the objects is wholly

illusory.

To this Vyasa-tlrtha replies that, though all objects are regarded

by the Sahkarites as illusorily imposed upon the one supreme per-

ceiver, the Brahman, yet for explanation of specific cognitions of

specific individuals, sense-contact, leading to the rise of different

perceptions of diflFerent individuals, is admitted by them. The
Sahkarites are not idealists to the same extent as the Buddhists are.

Even if it be admitted that pure consciousness may appear different

under various conditions, yet there is no reason why the world-

^
ndpi sat-traydnugatam sat-dvaydnugatam vd satva-sdmdnyam tantram.

Nydydmrta, p. 174.
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objects should be considered as impositions upon pure conscious-

ness. Even the admission of the world-objects as illusory imposi-
tions does not help us very much; for there cannot be any know-

ledge of these world-objects without the cognitive function (vrtti)

of the mind. Again, if all world-objects are illusory impositions,
then it is meaningless to put into the modus operandi of the perceptual

process a reflection of the pure consciousness through its specific

functions, or into the specific cognitive senses the consciousness

underlying the objects^. The mere fact that neither contact nor

inseparable relation can be of any avail does not necessarily imply
that perceptual forms are all illusory; for, if there is an actual

experience, then relations have naturally to be imagined to explain
the situation^. Again, if it be admitted for argument's sake that

there is no way of proving the validity of the assumption of a rela-

tion between knowledge and its object, yet that would not prove
the falsity of the objects themselves; what it would do at the utmost

would be to deny the validity of relations subsisting between know-

ledge and its objects. Again, if the Sahkarite finds no difficulty in

admitting the relation of the pure consciousness to the vrtti, why
does he find any difficulty in admitting such a relation to the

objects^? Even if the world-objects be regarded as indescribable,

yet their existence may be regarded as being indescribable in the

same way as that of Brahman. The Sankarite has also to admit the

existence of the objective world and to offer explanations for the

way in which it is perceived. The only difference of this view from

that of the realists is that, while the Sahkarite considers the objects

to be ultimately false, the realist considers them to be real
;
and the

same reason that leads the Sankarites to consider them as having a

higher order of reality than the merely illusory leads the realists

to consider them as ultimately reaH. The Brahman itself is in a

sense as indescribable as the world-objects^. Things, so far as they

*
Nydydmrta, p. 191.

* Ibid. p. 193: pramita-vastvanusdrena hi prakriyd kalpyd na tu sva-kalpita-

prakriydnurodhena pramita-tydgah.
'

yddrsarn vifayatvam te vrttim prati ciddtmanah
tddrsam visayatvam me drsyasydpi drsam prati. Ibid. p. 205 a.

* tava sa dkdrah sad-vilakfanah mama tu sanniti anirucyamdno'pi sa tava

yena mdnena aprdtibhdsikah tenaiva mama tdtviko'stu. Ibid. p. 205.
^ kldrk tat pratyag iti cet tddrsi drg iti dvayam

yatra na prasaraty etat pratyag ity-avadhdraya
iti brahmany apt durnirupatvasya uktatvdc ca. Ibid. p. 206 <2.
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are known and so far as they have certain common characteristics,

can well be described, though in their unique nature each of them

has such peculiarities that they cannot be properly defined and

expressed. Each human face may be well known by the uncontra-

dicted testimony of our senses
;
but still it cannot be described with

its own specific and peculiar characteristics^. So it is difficult to

describe the specific nature of Brahman as the identity of pure

being, bliss and consciousness; yet its reality is not denied. The
same is the case with the world-objects, and, though they are

indescribable in their specific natures, yet their reality cannot be

denied^.

Madusudana generally passes over many of the points of objec-

tion raised by Vyasa-tirtha ;
one of these points is that relations are

grasped directly and that there is no incongruity in thinking that,

if relations cannot be mediated, they can yet be grasped directly by
the senses. Madhusudana's contention is that, if relations be

described as self-subsistent, then they cannot be explained and

must therefore be regarded as false. Vyasatirtha now refers to the

Sahkarite account of perception, and says that in their view the

objects are supposed to be there and the veil over them is removed

by the mind (antahkarana) transforming itself into the form of the

object; he says also, that, if this is so, then the objects of perception

cannot be regarded as mental. If the objects were merely mental,

the application of the sense-organs would be unnecessary for their

perception; in dreams mental objects are "perceived," but the

visual organs are not exercised. The difference between the

ordinary practical experience of the world and that of dreams is

only that the former is longer in duration, and so, if in dream-

experience the mental objects can be perceived without the exercise

of the visual organ, there is no reason why the world-objects also

cannot be perceived in the same way. Moreover, in the case of

non-perceptual cognition {paroksajndna) the Sahkarites themselves

admit that the objects are illuminated without any direct operation

of antahkarana, in association with the senses, involving an actual

* tasmdt pramitasya ittham iti nirvaktum

asakyatvarn pratipunisa-mukham spastd-vddhita
-drstidrstam vilakfana-samsthdna-visefosya vd

sattve'py adbhutatvdd eva yuktam. Ibid. p. 206.
^ tasmdt nirvacandyogyasydpi visvasya iksukslrddi-mddhuryavad brahmavac

ca prdmdnikatvdd eva sattva-siddheh. Ibid. p. 206.
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contact with the objects. There is no reason why the same thing

cannot take place in ordinary perception. The difference of the

antahkarana transformation in the two cases might equally well

explain the difference between the perceptual (a-paroksa) and non-

perceptual {paroksa) cognitions, and for this it is not necessary to

assume that in one case the antahkarana goes out and in another

case remains inside. It cannot be held that an immediate intuitive

character belongs to the antahkarana; for the antahkarana itself

being non-intuitive and non-self-illuminating by nature, its modi-

fications also cannot be intuitive or self-illuminating. The mere fact

that antahkarana has fire elements in it does not make it self-

illuminating; for then many objects which are supposed to be made

up of lire elements would be self-illuminating. Again, it is wrong
to suppose that the manifestation of consciousness must be non-

transitive by nature
; for, though one may speak of the illumination

of an object in non-transitive terms, one speaks of knowing in

transitive terms. If it is not admitted that the transitive or in-

transitive character of an action is often of a verbal nature, it would

be difficult for a Sahkarite to speak of a modification of antahkarana

(which is non-transitive) as equivalent to knowing an object.

Moreover, if it is held that it is only the pure consciousness outside

the vrtti that is illuminated, then the past, wherein there is no pure
consciousness manifesting it, could not reveal itself to us

;
so it is

wholly unwarrantable to conceive of an intermediatory means in

order to explain the relation between knowledge and its objects.

Even if it be admitted that the antahkarana goes outside the body,

yet it is difficult to conceive of the nature of pure consciousness,

which is supposed to illumine the object, either as consciousness

reflected in the vrtti of antahkarana (as stated by Bharatl-tlrtha), or

as the pure consciousness which is the ground of the appearance of

objects manifested by the consciousness reflected in the antahka-

rana-vrtti {vrtti-pratibimbita-caitanydbhivyaktam visayddhisthdnam

caitanyam), as supposed by Suresvara .The question is whether con-

sciousness as manifested in the antahkarana illumines the object or

whether the ground-consciousness underlying the objects manifests

the objects. Neither of these views is tenable. The first view is not

possible because, the consciousness reflected in the antahkarana-

vrtti being false, it is not possible that the world-objects should be

imposed on such an illusory entity; the second view is also im-
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possible; for, if the consciousness reflected in the antahkarana-vrtti

be supposed to remove the veil of the object, it may as well be held

to manifest it, and it is, therefore, unnecessary to suppose that the

ground-consciousness illumines the object.

Further, it cannot be admitted that the vrtti assumes the form

of the gross physical objects; for then it would be as gross and

material as the objects are. Moreover, the existence of an object

assumes therewith the existence of the negation of other entities;

and, if the antahkarana is supposed to take the form of an object,

it must also assume the negative forms; it is, however, difficult to

conceive how the antahkarana can be supposed to assume the

positive and the negative forms at one and the same time. Again,

following the same supposition in the case of the final intuition, it

has to be assumed that the antahkarana-vrtti assumes the form of

Brahman
; this, however, has no form, so that the antahkarana-vrtti

must be supposed to be here both formless and endowed with form
—which is absurd.

Moreover, it is not legitimate to suppose that it is the conscious-

ness underlying the finite seli {jiva-caitanya) that reveals the object;

for, on the supposition that the objects are illusory superpositions
on pure consciousness or on the consciousness underlying the

objects, the Sankarite theory fails; for in this case the perceiving

consciousness, being consciousness underlying the jiva, would be

diff'erent either from pure consciousness or from the consciousness

underlying the objects, which is supposed to be the basis of the

illusory creations. The jiva itself, moreover, cannot be regarded as

the basis of the creation; for it is itself an illusory creation. For the

same reasons also it cannot be asserted that it is the Brahma-
consciousness that illumines the object. Thus the Brahman, being
itself as underlying the objects, an illusory creation, cannot be

regarded as also illuminating the objects. The pure consciousness

underlying the objects, being itself veiled by ajndna, should not

also be able to manifest itself; and thus all knowledge of objects
would be impossible. If it is argued that, though the pure con-

sciousness is veiled, yet the consciousness limited by the object-
form may be manifested by the vrtti of the antahkarana, that is not

correct : for it cannot be admitted that the consciousness limited by
the object-forms is itself the basis of those object-forms, since that

would amount to an admission that the object-forms are their own
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basis, which would be a fallacy of self-dependence {dtmdsraya), and

the original contention of the Sahkarites that the objects are

illusorily imposed upon pure consciousness fails. Moreover, if the

process of knowledge is admitted to be such that the antahkarana-

vrtti manifests the pure consciousness as limited by objective forms,

then the case of final intuition (Brahman-knowledge), where ob-

jective characteristics are absent, would be inexplicable. Again, the

Sahkarites hold that in deep dreamless sleep the antahkarana is

dissolved; and, if that were so, xhe^jtva, which is the consciousness

limited by a particular antahkarana, would be renewed after each

dreamless sleep, and thus the fruits of the karma of one jiva ought
not to be reaped by the new jiva. The view that the pure con-

sciousness is reflected through a vrtti is also inadmissible; for

reflections can happen only between two visible objects. The view

that consciousness is transformed into a particular state is also in-

admissible, since by hypothesis consciousness is unchangeable.
Consciousness being entirely unsupported by anything else

(andsritatvdt), the analogy of the relation of universal and par-
ticular as explaining the conditioning of consciousness is also in-

admissible. Moreover, if the consciousness underlying the jiva be

regarded as manifesting the objects, then, since such a conscious-

ness always exists in an unveiled form, there is no meaning in

saying that in effecting its spontaneous manifestation the operation
of the vrtti is necessary. Also the pure consciousness cannot be

regarded as being limited by the vrtti just as limitless space is

supposed to be Hmited by a jug; for the pure consciousness is all-

pervading and, as such, it must also pervade the vrtti and cannot

therefore be regarded as being inside it. Neither can the pure
consciousness be compared with the ray of light manifesting colour

;

for the ray of light does so only with the help of accessories, whereas

pure consciousness manifests things by itself. Again, if things are

manifested spontaneously by the unveiled consciousness [andvrta-
cit yadi visaya-prakdsikd), then, since such a consciousness is in

touch with objects not only so far as their forms and colours are

concerned, but also with their other characteristics such as weight,

these also ought to be illuminated along with qualities such as

colour, etc. Moreover, the relation of consciousness to the object

cannot be of the nature of eternal contact, but must be of the nature

of illusory imposition upon it (consciousness); this being so, the
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relation of consciousness to the object is already there, since all

things in the world are imposed upon consciousness. The supposi-
tion therefore of a vrtti as an intermediary is quite uncalled for^.

Again, if the Brahma-consciousness stands in need of the help of a

vrtti in order to manifest things, it has no claim to be called by itself

omniscient. If it is suggested that Brahman, being the material

cause of all, is competent without the help of any conditions to

illuminate the world, which is identical with it, then the reply will

be that, if Brahman be regarded as transforming itself under the

limitation of objective forms, then such a transformation of the

limited Brahman does not justify the accepted thesis of the

Sahkarites that all objects are illusorily imposed on the pure
consciousness". It is also not possible to say that it is the pure

consciousness, unconditioned by any object-form, that forms the

ground cause
; for, if that were so, it could not be called omniscient,

since omniscience can be affirmed only in relation to object-forms'.

The supposition that the conception of vrtti is necessary for the

removal of the veil is also wrong ;
for such a veil must attach either

to the pure consciousness or to limited consciousness. The former

is impossible, since the pure consciousness which forms the basis

of all appearances is the intuitive perceiver of all ajndna and its

forms, and as such, being self-luminous, cannot have any veil

attached to it. The second also is impossible ;
for without the help

of the pure consciousness ajndna itself would be without any locus

standi, and without the ajndna there would be no limited conscious-

ness and no veil of ajndna. Again, admitting for argument's sake

that there is a veil of ajndna over the objects, the conception of its

removal by a vrtti is impossible ; for, if the ajndna belongs to the

individual perceiver, then, if it is destroyed for one individual, it

remains the same for another
;
if it belongs to the object, as is sup-

posed, then, when it is removed by the vrtti of one individual, the

^ cito visayopardgas tdvat samyogddi-rupo nasty eva. tasya drsyatvd-prayo-

jakatvdt kintu tatrddhyastatva-rupa eveti vdcyam. sa ca vrttyapekfayd purvam
apy asttti kim cito visayopardgdrthayd vrttyd.

^rinivasa's Nydydmrta-prakdia on the Nydydmrta, p. 226.
^ visista-nisthena parindmitva-rupena sarvopdddnatvena visista-brahmanah

sarvajnatve tasya kalpitatvenddhisthdnatvdyogena tatra jagad-adhydsdsambhavdt
ddhydsika-sambandhena prakdsata iti bhavad-abhimataniyatnabhanga-prasangah.
Ibid. p. 227a.

'
ndpi suddha-nistham adhisthdnatvam sdrvajnydder visista-nisthatvdt.

Ibid. p. 226a.
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object should be manifest to other individuals, so that, when a

person sees an object, that object should be visible also to other

persons at other places. Again, is the ajiidna to be accepted as one,

according to the author of the Vivarana, or as many, according to

the author of the Ista-siddhP. In the former case, when by one

right knowledge ajfidna is removed, there ought to be immediate

emancipation. If the ajfidna is not removed, then the silver-

appearance of conch-shell should not have been contradicted, and

the form of conch-shell could not have been manifested. It cannot

be said that in the case of the perception of conch-shell through

negation of the silver-appearance the ajfidna is merely dissolved

(just as a jug is reduced to dust by the stroke of a club, but not

destroyed), which can only be done through Brahma-knowledge;

for ajndna is directly opposed to knowledge, and without destroying

ignorance knowledge cannot show itself. If the ajfidna were not

removed by the knowledge of the conch-shell, then the manifested

consciousness would have no relation to the conch-shell, and it

could not have been manifested, and in spite of the contradiction

the illusion would have remained. Nor can it be suggested that,

though ajndna may be removed in some parts, it might continue

in others; for ajndna and consciousness are both partless. Nor can

it be suggested that, just as by the influence of certain precious

stones the burning capacity of fire can be stopped, so by the know-

ledge of the conch-shell the veiling power of avidyd is suspended;

for the antahkarana-vrtti in the form of the conch-shell, being

produced through the agency of the visual organ and other

accessories, cannot be in touch with the pure self, which is devoid

of all characteristics, and therefore it cannot remove the veiling

power. If it is suggested that the vrtti of the form of the conch-

shell is in association with the pure consciousness, under the limited

form of the conch-shell, and can therefore remove the veil, then

the underlying pure consciousness ought to be directly intuited.

Avidyd cannot have the material objects as its support ;
for they are

themselves the product of avidyd. So the veiling power of avidyd

also can have no reference to the material objects, since a veil can

hide only what is luminous; the material objects, not being

luminous, cannot be veiled. So there is no meaning in saying that

the veil of the objects is removed in perception. If, again, it is said

that the veil has reference to the pure self, as modified by the
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material characteristic, and not to the material characteristic, then

with the knowledge of the conch-shell the veil of the conch-shell

underlying it might be removed, and this ought to bring immediate

emancipation. If it is suggested that the ajndna which forms the

substratum of the illusory silver is but a special modified state of a

root ajndna which forms the material of the conch-shell, then that

virtually amounts to an assumption of many ajndnas independent
of one another

; and, that being so, it would not necessarily follow

that the knowledge of the conch-shell could dispel the illusory

appearance of silver.

On the view of the author of the Ista-siddhi, if the existence of

many ajndnas is admitted, then the question is whether by the

operation of one vrtti only one ajndna is removed or all the ajndnas.

In the former view the conch-shell could never remain unmani-

fested even in the case of illusion, since vrtti manifesting the

illusory silver would also manifest silver; and on the second view,

there being infinite ajndnas, which cannot all be removed, conch-

shell would never be manifested. This criticism would apply equally

well to the former view that there is only one root ajndna of which

there are many states. Again, it is difficult to understand how the

conch-shell, which has a beginning in time, can be associated with

beginningless avidyd. Further, if it is urged in reply that the be-

ginningless avidyd limits the beginningless pure consciousness and

that later, when other objects are produced, the ajndna appears as

the veil of pure consciousness limited by those object-forms, the

reply is that, if the veil associated with pure consciousness is the

same as the veil associated with consciousness in limited object-

forms, then, with the knowledge of any of those objects, the veil

of pure consciousness would be removed, and immediate emancipa-

tion would result.

Ramadvaya, the author of the Veddnta-kaumudi, suggests that,

just as there is an infinite number of negations-precedent-to-

production {prdg-abhdva), and yet, when anything is produced,

only one of them is destroyed, or just as, when there is a thunder-

bolt falling upon a crowd, only one of them may be killed, while

others may only disperse, so with the rise of knowledge only one

ajndna may be removed, while others may persist. Vyasa-tirtha

replies that the analogy is false, since (according to him) negation-

precedent-to-knowledge is not a veil but merely the absence of the
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causes of knowledge. Knowledge, moreover, is not the cause of the

cessation of such negation, but behaves as an independent entity,

so that one knowledge may produce its effects, while the negation-

precedent-to-production of other cognitions of its class may
remain. The presence of a cause produces the effect, but it does not

involve the condition that for the production of the effect the

negations-precedent-to-production of all causes of the same class

should be removed. In the case of the Vedantists, since the vrtti

removes the veil of one ajndna, there may still be other ajndtia-Ytils

to suspend the operation of cognition. On the view that darkness

is absence of Hght, darkness is not a veil of objects, but merely

absence of the conditions of light; nor is light supposed in its

operation to destroy darkness, but directly to produce illumination.

Darkness, also, should not be regarded as negation of individual

light, but as absence of light in general ;
so that, even if there is one

light, there is no darkness. The ajndnas also possess no constituent

material forms
;
so the analogy of scattering crowds of men cannot

apply to them.

Madhusudana, in replying to the above criticism of Vyasa-tlrtha,

says that the contention of the latter that whatever is imaginary or

mental {kalpita) necessarily has no other being than the percipi

{pratiti-mdtra-sarhatva), is wrong; for in the instance under dis-

cussion, when logic shows that the relation between the perceiver

and the perceived is so absurd that the perceived entities cannot be

anything more than illusory, perception shows that the perceived

entities do persist even when they are not perceived. The per-

sistence of the perceived entities is well attested by experience and

cannot be regarded as imaginary, like the illusory perception of

silver.

But yet it may be objected that, just as in mediate knowledge

(paroksa) no necessity is felt for admitting a vrtti, so in immediate

perception also there may be an illumination of the object without

it. The reply to this is that in mediate knowledge also a mediate

(paroksa) vrtti is admitted; for there also the illumination takes

place by the manifestation of consciousness through a mediate

vrtti^. It is wrong to contend that, since the pure consciousness is

the principle of manifestation in both cases, mediate cognition

*
parok^asthale'pi paroksa-vrtty-uparakta-caitanyasya iva prakdsakatzdt.

Advaita-siddhi, p. 480.
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should, on our theory, be expected to behave as immediate ;
for in

the case of immediate perception there is a direct identity of con-

sciousness and the object through the vrtti, and therefore the object

behaves as the object of cognition in that specific direct relation.

The mediacy or immediacy of cognition depends on the specific

nature of the object, and not on the specific modifications of the f.rWt

in the two cases, nor can the two be regarded as two different classes

of cognition ;
for on such a supposition such cognition or recognition

as "this is the man I knew," where there seems to be a mixture of

mediate and immediate cognition, will involve a joint operation of

two distinct classes of cognition in the same knowledge ;
which is

obviously absurd.

It must be borne in mind that the vrtti by itself is merely an

operation which cannot constitute conscious illumination
;
the vrtti

can lead to an illumination only through its association with pure

consciousness, and not by itself alone. It is wrong to suppose that

there is no diff"erence between a transitive (as when one says
**

I know a jug") and an intransitive (as when one says "the jug has

come into consciousness") operation; for the distinction is well

attested in experience as involving a direct and an indirect method.

The same vrtti (operation), however, cannot be regarded as both

transitive and intransitive at the same time, though with different

and indifferent circumstances an operation may be both transitive

and intransitive. Such instances of experience as "the past is

revealed" are to be explained on the supposition that the pure
consciousness is revealed through a particular modification of the

vrtti as past.

Again, it is contended by the opponents that, though it may be

admitted that pure consciousness manifests the object, yet there is

no necessity why the antahkarana should be supposed to go out of

the body and be in contact with the object of perception. The
difference between mediate and immediate knowledge may well be

accounted for on the supposition of different kinds of mediate or

immediate operation through which the consciousness is revealed

in each case^ : for, just as in mediate knowledge there is no actual

contact of the antahkarana-vrtti with the object, but yet the

cognition is possible through the presence of adequate causes which

^
paroksa-vailaksanydya visayasyabhivydktdparoksa-cid-uparaga eva vakta-

vyah. Ibid. p. 482.

D IV 16
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generate such cognition, the same explanation may be adduced in

explaining immediate cognition of objects. To this the reply is that

the Sarikarites do not consider that the antahkarana-vrtti must

assume the form of the object, but they certainly do consider it

to be indispensable. There should be in immediate cognition an

actual contact between the object and the vrtti. If the vrtti so acts

in any particular case, that does not constitute its essential function

in conditioning the awareness. Thus the function of the ray of light

in illumination is that it dispels darkness
;
that it also spreads over

the object is only an accidental fact^. The mere fact that a vrtti may
be in contact with an object does not necessarily mean that it

assumes its form
; thus, though the antahkarana-vrtti may travel up

to the pole star or be in contact with objects having an atomic

structure, that does not imply that all objects in the space inter-

mediate between the eye and the star or the atoms should be per-

ceived; such perceptions are baffled through the absence of such

accessory causes as might have caused the vrtti to assume their

form. In the case of tactile perception the antahkarana-vrtti comes

into contact with the object through the tactile organ; there is no

restriction such that the antahkargna should come out only through
the eye and not through other organs^. The contention that in the

case of other mental operations, such as desire or aversion, there is

no assumption of the migration of antahkarana outside is pointless ;

for in these cases there is not a removal of a veil as in the case of

cognition.

Madhusudana urges that the basis or the ground-consciousness

[adhisthdna-caitanya) which illumines everything is directly con-

nected with the objects through illusory imposition. This self-

illuminating entity can, indeed, manifest all that is associated with

it
; but, as it is, it is in an unmanifested state, like a veiled lamp, and

the operation of the vrtti is regarded as necessary for its manifesta-

tion. In the case of mediate knowledge this unmanifested con-

sciousness manifests itself in the form of the vrtti; and in the case of

immediate perception through the contact of the vrtti the veil of

ajndna is removed, since the vrtti extends so as to reach the objects.

^

vi^ayesu abhivyakta-cid-upardge na tad-dkdratva-mdtram tantram.

Advaita-siddhi, p. 482.
^ na ca spdrsana-pratyakse caksurddivat niyata-golakadvdrd-bhdvena antah-

karana-nirgaty-ayogdd dvarandbhibhavdnupapattir iti vdcyam. sarvatra tat-tad-

indriyddhisthdnasyaiva dvdratva-sambhavdt. Ibid. p. 482.
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So in the case of mediate cognition the knowledge is of a mental

state, and not of an object, whereas in immediate perception the

illumination is of the object through the association of the vrtti.

In the case of mediate cognition there is no way by which the

antahkarana could go out.

To the objection of Vyasa-tlrtha that it is absurd to think of the

antahkarana as taking the shape of gross physical objects, Madhu-
sudana's reply is that "taking the shape of an object" only means

the capacity of the vrtti to remove the veil of ajndna which had

stood in the way of the affirmation of the existence of the object^ ;

thus the functioning of the mtti consists only in the removal of the

veil of ajndna.

To the objection that, if the pure consciousness is veiled by

ajndna, no cognition is possible, Madhusudana's reply is that,

though ajndna in its extensive entirety may remain intact, yet a part

of it may be removed by coming into association with the vrtti, and

thus the object may be revealed.

To the objection of Vyasa-tlrtha that in the last emancipatory
intuition one would expect that the antahkarana should have the

form of Brahman as object (which is absurd. Brahman being form-

less), the reply of Madhusudana is that the Brahman which forms

the object of the last immediate intuition, being absolutely uncon-

ditioned, does not shine as associated with any particular form.

The manifestation of objects in worldly experience is always with

specific condition, whereas, the object of this last manifestation

being without any condition, the absence of any form is no objec-

tion to it
;
its cognition results in the absolute cessation of all ajndna

and thus produces emancipation. Again, the objection that, if

during dreamless sleep the antahkarana is dissolved, then on re-

awakening there will be new antahkarana, and thus the deeds

associated with the former antahkarana will have no continuity

with the new antahkarana, is invalid; for even in deep sleep the

causal antahkarana remains, what is dissolved being the manifested

state of the antahkarana.

Again, the objection that there cannot be any reflection in the

antahkarana because it has neither manifest colour (udbhutd-

rupatvdt) nor visibility, is invalid
;
for what may be regarded as the

' astitvddi tdd-vi^ayaka - vyavahdra -pratibandhaka -jndna-nivartana -yogy-

atvasya tad-dkdratva-rupatvdt. Ibid. p. 483.

16-2
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necessary qualification for reflection is not visibility or the pos-
session of colour, but transparence, and such transparency is

admitted to belong to antahkarana or its vrtti. The ajndna, which

is regarded as constituted of the three gunas, is also considered to

be capable of reflection by virtue of the fact that it contains sattva

as one of its elements.

The objection that, as a ray of light illuminates not only colours,

but also other entities, so the pure consciousness also should illumi-

nate not only the colour of the object, but also its other properties,

such as weight, is invalid
;
for the pure consciousness is not in touch

with any quality or characteristic, and therefore can illuminate only
those characters which are presented to it through the transparent

vrtti\ this is why, in the case of the illusion "this is silver," the

vrtti implied in the cognition "this" does not manifest the illusory

silver, for the manifestation of which a separate vrtti of avidyd has

to be admitted. The antahkarana-vrttiy however, can directly

receive the reflection of the pure consciousness and therefore does

not require for such a reflection a further vrtti, and there is

accordingly no vicious infinite. The function of the vrtti is to

manifest the identity of the yf«;a-consciousness and the conscious-

ness underlying the object, without which the relation between the

knower and the known as "this is known by me" could not be

manifested 1.

Though Brahman is absolutely untouched by anything, yet,

since all things are illusorily imposed upon it, it can manifest them

all without the aid of mdyd; this justifies the omniscience of

Brahman, and the criticism that the pure Brahman cannot be

omniscient is invalid.

Regarding the destruction of the veil of ajndna it may be pointed

out that the veiling power of the ajndna pertaining to one individual

is destroyed by the functioning of his vrtti, so that he alone can

perceive, and not any other individual in whose case the veiling

power has not been destroyed. The difference between the veiling

power and darkness is this: the veiling power has relation both to

the object and to the perceiver, whereas darkness relates only to the

object; so that, when darkness is destroyed, all can see, but not so

in the case of the veiling power. This refutes the criticism that, if

*
jivacaitanyasyddhifthdna-caitanyasya vdbheddbhivyaktdrthatvdd vrtteh.

anyathd mayedam viditam iti sambandhdvabhdso na sydt. Advaita-siddhi, p. 485.
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there is one ajndna, the perception of one object ought to lead to

immediate emancipation.

The criticism that, since knowledge must necessarily dispel

ignorance, the illusion of silver cannot be destroyed, is invalid
;
for

knowledge destroys ignorance only in the last instance, i.e., only

before emancipation. The knowledge of the conch-shell cannot

destroy the supreme veiling power of the root ajndna covering the

unlimited consciousness, but can only remove the relative ajndna

covering the limited consciousness, thereby opening up the con-

sciousness underlying the limited object-forms, and so producing

the contradiction of the illusory silver and the intuition of the

conch-shell.

The objection that ajndna cannot veil the material objects,

because they are not luminous, is quite beside the point; for the

Sahkarite theory does not assume that the ajndna veils the material

objects. Their view is that the veiling relates to the pure conscious-

ness on which all material objects are illusorily imposed. The

ajndna veiling the underlying consciousness veils also the material

objects the existence of which depends on it, being an imposition

upon it. When by the vrtti the ground-consciousness of an object

is manifested, the result is not the manifestation of the pure con-

sciousness as such, but of the limited consciousness only so far as

concerns its limited form with which the vrttt is in contact. Thus the

objection that either the removal of the veil is unnecessary or that in

any particular cognition it necessarily implies emancipation is invalid .

Again, the states of the ignorance must be regarded as being

identical with it, and the knowledge that is opposed to ignorance is

also opposed to them; so the states of ajndna can very well be

directly removed by knowledge. The objection that there are many

ajndnas, and that even if one ajndna is removed there would be

others obstructing the manifestation of cognition, is invalid; for,

when one ajndna is removed, its very removal is an obstruction to

the spread of other ajndnas to veil the manifestation, so that, so

long as the first ajndna remains removed, the manifestation of the

object continues.

An objection is put forward that, the consciousness being itself

partless, there cannot be any manifestation of it in part, with re-

ference to certain object-forms only. If it is held that such con-

ditioned manifestation is possible with reference to the conditioning
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fact of object-forms, then even previous to the existence of definite

object-forms there cannot be any ajndna, or, in other words, ajndna
cannot exist as a pre-condition, it being only coterminous with

definite object-forms. To this Madhusudana's reply is that the

object-forms, being imposition upon pure consciousness and the

latter being their ground, the manifestation of consciousness with

reference to any object-form depends upon the removal of ajndna
with reference to the illusory creation of that object-form imposed

upon the ground-consciousness. The ajndna itself does not consti-

tute the object-form; therefore the removal of ajndna has reference

not to object-forms as separate and independent entities, but only
to the creation of such object-forms imposed upon the ground-
consciousness. Thus there is no objection; the existence of ajndna
as a pre-condition is such that, when along with itself object-forms
are created, the veil on these is removed by the vrtti contact leading
to their cognition. The position is that, though the ground-
consciousness reveals the object-forms imposed upon it, yet such a

revelation takes place only with reference to that perceiver whose

vrtti comes into contact with the object, and not with reference to

others. The condition of the revelation is that the consciousness

underlying the perceiver, the vrtti and the object-form becomes

identical, as it were, through the imposition of the vrtti upon the

object. This tripartite union being a condition of the manifestation

of an object to a particular perceiver, the object, revealed by the

ground-consciousness underlying it, is not manifested to other

perceivers.

The World as Illusion.

Vyasa-tirtha tried to refute the Sahkarite theory that the world is

an illusory imposition. He contends that, if the world is an illusory

creation, it must have a basis [adhisthdna) which in a general manner

must be known, and must yet be unknown so far as its special

features are concerned. Brahman, however, has no general

characteristic, and, since it is devoid of any specific peculiarities,

any affirmation that it stands as the entity of which the specific

peculiarities are not known would be inadmissible^. To this

^
adhifthdnatva-sdmdnyatve jiidte saty ajndta-vise^avattvasya prayoja-

katvdt. brahmanah sdmdnya-dharmopetatvddind tdvat jndtatvam na sambhavati.

nissdmdnyatvdt. ajndta-visesavattvam ca na sambhavati nirvlsesatvdnglkdrdt.

^rlnivasa's Nydydmrta-prakdsa, on the Nydydmrta, p. 234.
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Madhusudana's reply is that a knowledge of the general charac-

teristic of the locus of illusion is by no means indispensable; what

is necessary is that the true nature of the object should be known

without any of its specific details. In the case of Brahman the

nature is self-luminous bliss, but the specific characters of such

bliss, as greater or less, and any variation in its quality, are not

known; so there is no impropriety in considering Brahman as the

locus of illusion. But the defence may be made in another way;
for Madhusudana says that an imaginary general characteristic and

special features may well be conceived of Brahman without in-

volving the fallacy of the circle [anyonydsraya), if we assume the

beginningless character of all such imaginary qualities. The
characters of Brahman as being and bliss may be regarded as

generic, and the fullness of the bliss may be regarded as specific.

So the quality of existence or being that is found in all things may
be regarded as a generic quality of Brahman, on the basis of which

the illusions take place in the absence of the specific quality of

Brahman as fullness of bliss. The inadequacy of the reply is

obvious; for the objection was made on the ground that all

illusions are psychological in their nature and are possible only

through confusion of individual things, which have both universal

and specific qualities, whereas the Brahman, being the absolute, is

devoid of all characters on the basis of which any illusion is

possible.

Vyasa-tirtha in this connection further points out that, if it is

suggested that an illusion can remain when there is no cognition

antagonistic to illusory perception and that the ajndna in itself is

opposed not to the illusion of world-appearance, but to its form as

vrtti, the reply is that, since the definition of ajndna is "that which

is opposed to consciousness," the above view, which considers that

the ajndna is not opposed to consciousness, would hardly justify

us in speaking of ajndna as ajndna; for, if it is not opposed to

knowledge, it has no right to be so called. Moreover, the self and

the not-self, the perceiver and the perceived, are so different from

each other, that there is no scope for illusion between them. Thus
Vedantists themselves assert that, among entities that are spatially

separated or whose essences are entirely different, the speaker and

the person spoken to, there cannot be any possibility of doubt

about their identity. Moreover, unless the nature of the locus of
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illusion is hidden from view, there cannot be an illusion, and the

pure consciousness, being always self-manifested, is such that its

nature can never be hidden; and so it is difficult to conceive how
there can be an illusion. Again, the "self," which is the nature of

Brahman, is never associated with the objects of world-appearance,

which are always apparent to us as non-self, and, this being so, how
can these objects be regarded as an imposition upon the self, as in

the case of the illusion of silver, which is always associated with

"this" as its locus? The position cannot be justified by saying that

all objects of world-appearance are associated with "being," which

is the nature of Brahman; for this does not imply that these objects

are not imposed upon being as its locus, since in these instances

existence appears as a quality of the objects, like colour, but the

objects do not appear as illusory qualities imposed upon existence,

which should have been the case, if the former are to be regarded
as an illusory imposition upon the latter. Nor can it be asserted

that the "being" is a self-luminous entity underlying the world-

objects; for, if it were so, then these world-objects should have

manifested themselves directly through their association with that

pure consciousness, and the acceptance of a vrtti would be wholly

unnecessary. It is also wrong to say that the manifestation of an

object implies that the object is an imposition upon the fact of

manifestation; for the latter appears as being only qualitative in

relation to the object^. It is sometimes suggested that the know-

ledge of the true basis is not essential for explanation, because even

an illusory notion of such a basis is sufficient to explain illusion, and

therefore, even if the true basis (Brahman) is not apparent in per-

ception, it is no valid objection to the possibility of illusion. But the

reply to such a view is that the infinite occurrences of previous

illusion would then be competent to explain present illusion, and

there would be no point in admitting the existence of the true

Brahman as being the foundation-truth of all illusory appearance ;

which would land us in Buddhist nihilism^.

If the world-appearance, which is supposed to be false, is able

to exert causal efficiency and behave as real, a thing well attested

by scriptural texts affirming the production of sky from the self,

^
ghatah sphurati tasya ca sphurandnubhavatvena ghatdtmbhavatvdyogdt.

Nydydmrta, p. 236.
* Ibid. p. 237a.
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then it is clearly different from ordinary illusions, which have no
such causal efficiency [artha-kriyd-kdritva). Moreover, following
the analogy of the conch-shell-silver, which is regarded as false in

relation to the silver of the silversmith, one may likewise expect
that the world-appearance should be false only in relation to some
other real world-appearance; but no such real entities are known.

Again, it is suggested in the Vivarana that, though there is no

real similarity between Brahman and illusion, yet there is no dif-

ficulty in admitting that even without any real similarity there is

the world-illusion based upon Brahman through some imaginary

similarity. But in reply to these it may be pointed out that such

an imaginary similarity can only be supposed to be due to avidyd;
but avidyd itself, being imaginary, will itself depend on some other

illusion, and such an illusion would demand another similarity, and

thus there would be a vicious circle. It is suggested that illusions

are possible even without similarity, as in the case of red crystal ;

but in reply it may be said, first, that red crystal is a case of a

reflection of the red in the crystal and may hence not stand in need

of any similarity as the cause of the illusion, whereas in all other

cases which are not of this nature an illusion would naturally

require some kind of similarity as pre-condition; secondly, here

also it may be admitted that the red substance and the crystal

substance have this similarity between them, that they are both

made up of the same substance, and such a similarity is not ad-

missible between Brahman and the world. Again, it is well known
that without the agency of extraneous defect there can be no false

knowledge, since otherwise all knowledges may be invalid by them-

selves. So also there cannot be any illusion without a perceiver

able to have both the false knowledge and the right knowledge to

contradict it; and for this the presence of the body and the senses

are indispensable. In the state of dissolution, though there may be

ajndna, yet, there being no body, there cannot be either illusion or

right knowledge.
It cannot be suggested that, just as in ordinary illusions of

conch-shell-silver, ordinary defects of observation having relative

existence are to be admitted, so the world-illusion also is to be

explained on the supposition of the existence of such relative

defects. The reply to such a suggestion is, that, unless the status of

world-illusion is determined, no meaning can be attached to the
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status of the defects producing the world-appearance, which has

a relative existence. The tables cannot be turned on the dualists by

supposing that on their side also the reality of the defects, body and

senses, can be affirmed only when the non-illusory nature of the

world is known, and that the knowledge of the latter is dependent

upon that of the former; for knowledge of the reality of the world

is to be obtained directly from experience, and not through such a

logical quibble. It may also be pointed out that, if the analogy of

the conch-shell-silver be pursued, then, since the defects there have

the same status as the locus of the illusion, viz., the "this" of the

conch-shell, so in the world-illusion also the defects should have

the same status as the locus.

Again, if the defects are not regarded as ultimately real, but

only as illusory, then it must be admitted that there are in the world

no real defects, which would imply that our world-knowledge is

valid. The assumption that defect, the body, the senses, etc., are

all illusory demands that this be due to the presence of other

defects
;
these in turn must depend on some other defects, and thus

we may have a vicious infinite. If the defects are spontaneously

imagined in the mind, then the self-validity of knowledge must be

sacrificed. If it is urged that the avidyd is either beginningless

or self-sustained and immediate (like the concept of difference),

there is no vicious infinite, the reply is that, if avidyd is self-

sustained and beginningless, it ought not to depend upon any
locus or ground of world-illusion. Brahman, as its adhisthdna.

Again, if the experience of avidyd be not regarded as due to some

defects, it could not be regarded as invalid. But it would be difficult

to imagine how avidyd could be due to some defect; for then it

would have to exist before itself in order to produce itself. Again, the

conception that the world is an illusion because it is contradicted

is false, because the contradiction itself is again contradicted; this

may lead to a vicious infinite, since it cannot be admitted that the

knowledge that contradicts is itself contradicted.

Just as in the silver illusion the locus of the illusion has the same

kind of existence as the defect, so in the world-illusion also the locus

of the illusion might have the same kind of relative existence as the

defects
;
which would mean that Brahman also is relative. Moreover,

it is wrong to say that the knowledge of the locus {adhisthdna) of the

world-illusion is ultimately real, while the defects have only a
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relative existence; for such a different treatment would be unjusti-

fiable, unless the defects should be found to be contradicted, whereas

it has been shown above that the very concept of contradiction is

illegitimate. It cannot be said that the falsehood of the defects

constitutes their contradiction; for the concept of defect is unintel-

ligible without the comprehension of falsehood; moreover, in all

illusions the knowledge of the locus seems to have no antagonism
to the defects which cause the illusion. Therefore there is no reason

why, even if the world-appearance be regarded as illusion, the

knowledge of the Brahman as the locus of the illusion should be

able to dispel the defect which has produced it. Therefore, just as

the Brahman is real, so the defects are also real. If bondage were

absolutely false, no one would have tried to be liberated from it;

for that which is non-existent cannot come into being. Again, if

the bondage itself were an illusory imposition upon Brahma, it

could not be expected that the intuitional knowledge of Brahman
should be able to dispel it. Moreover, the supposition that the

world-appearance is illusion is directly contradicted in most of the

sutras of the Brahma-sutra, e.g., the definition of Brahman as "that

which causes the birth, sustenance and dissolution of the world."

So, from whichever way we can look at it, the supposition that the

world-process is illusory is found to be wholly illogical.

Madhusudana's contention that the position that an illusion is

possible only when the locus is hidden only so far as its special

features are concerned holds good in the case of world-illusion also
;

for, though Brahman is manifest so far as its nature as pure being
is concerned, it is hidden in regard to its nature as fullness of bliss.

The condition that illusion is only possible when there is no know-

ledge contradicting the illusion holds good in the case of world-

illusion
;
for the knowledge that contradicts the ajndna constituting

the world illusion must be of the nature of a vrtti cognition. Thus,
so long as there is no vrtti cognition of the pure nature of Brahman,
there is no cognition contradicting the world-cognition; for the

pure consciousness in its own nature is not opposed to ajndna. The

objection that the distinction between the perceiver and the per-

ceived, the self and the non-self, is so obvious that one cannot be

mistaken for the other, is met by Madhusudana with the supposition

that in the case of the silver-illusion also the difference between the

presented "this" and the unpresented "that" (silver) is known and
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yet there is an illusion. Moreover, the difference conceived in a

particular manner cannot thw^art the imposition of identification of

any two entities in other forms; thus, though the opposition be-

tvi^een the perceiver and the perceived, self and the not-self, is quite

obvious in this particular form, yet the distinction between "being"
and "jug" is not at all apparent; for the notion of the jug is perme-
ated through and through by the notion of being, so that there is

no difficulty in conceiving the possibility of false identification

between the being and the jug^. Moreover, nature as being is an

object of all cognition, so that, though formless like time, it can

well be conceived to be an object of visual perception, like time^.

The world-illusions occur in a successive series, the later ones

being similar to the previous ones. This is all the condition that is

needed; it is not at all necessary that the illusory forms that are

imposed should also be real. It is sufficient that there should be

a cognition of certain forms giving place to certain other forms.

What is necessary for a silver-illusion is that there should be a

knowledge of silver; that the silver should also be real is quite

unimportant and accidental. So the reality of the world-appearance
as an entity is never the condition of such an illusion. The objection

that, following the same analogy, it may also be contended that the

reality of the locus of illusion is quite uncalled-for and that an

awareness of such a locus is all that is needed in explaining an

illusion, is invalid; for the locus of illusion is not the cause of

illusion through awareness of it, but through ignorance of it.

Moreover, if the reality of the locus of reality is not demanded as a

pre-condition of illusion, contradiction of illusion will be meaning-
less; for the latter dispels only the illusory notion regarding a real

entity.

The objection that, if the world-illusion is capable of practical

eflSciency and behaviour, it cannot be regarded as invalid, is

untenable; for dreams also have some kind of practical efficiency.

The story in the scriptural texts of the creation of the sky from the

self need not lead us to think of the reality of such scriptural texts;

for the scriptures speak of the dream-creations also. The objection

^ na hi rupdntarena bheda-graho rupdntarenadhydsa-virodht. san-gkata ity-

ddi-pratyaye ca sad-rupasydtmano ghatddy-anuvidhdyatayd bhdndn na tasya

ghatddy-adhydsddhifthdnd-nupapattih. Advaita-siddhi, p. 495.
^
sad-rupena ca sarva-jndna-vi^ayatopapatter na rupddi-htnasydpy dtmanah

kdlasyeva cdkfusatvddy anupapattih. Ibid. p. 495.
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that, if the root-impression of illusion at the beginning of creation

be due to those of other cycles, then the root-impressions of

previous birth ought to manifest themselves in each and every

experience of this life, is invalid; for not all root-impressions of

previous birth are manifested in this life, and the agency of such

root-impressions in influencing the experiences of this life, as in the

case of the instinctive desire of the baby to suck its mother's breasts,

is to be accepted in those cases where they do in fact occur. So also

the objection that illusion cannot be due to the root-impressions of

one's own wrong imagination, because before the erroneous per-

ception takes place there cannot be root-impressions of illusory

perceptions, and therefore the existence of the illusory world

existent as a prior fact and a pre-condition of one's illusory percep-

tions, cannot be regarded as valid
;
for it is just the nature of things

that is responsible for two kinds of illusions such that, though

bangles can be made out of the illusory silver in the silversmith's

shop, nothing can be done with the illusory silver in the conch-

shell. So the root-impressions of one's own illusion may act as

constituent stuff' of the illusion of the world-appearance, and even

before the occurrence of such illusory experience of the world-

appearance the stuff of the world-appearance, derived from the

root-impression of one's own illusion, may already be objectively

there as a pre-condition of the illusory perception. The objection

that, since illusory perceptions must have as their pre-condition
a similarity between the entities falsely identified, and since also no

such similarity can be traced between Brahman and the world-

appearance, there cannot be any false identification between them,
is invalid

; first, because avidyd, being beginningless, does not stand

in need of any similarity. Secondly, the supposition that similarity

is an essential pre-condition of illusion is likewise false; for even

in those cases where similarity seems to induce illusion it does so

by generating a mental state congenial to production of illusion,

and, if such a mental state is produced in other ways, say as a fruit

of one's own karma and adrsta, the necessity that the similarity

should behave as a pre-condition vanishes, and so the indispensable
character of similarity as a pre-condition to illusion cannot be

admitted. Invalid also is the objection that, if there may be an

illusion without defect, then that means that all cognitions are by
themselves invalid and that, if illusions be regarded as due to
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defects, then defects also are results of illusory impositions, and

thus there will be a vicious infinite; for illusion through beginning-

less avidyd does not belong to defects, and, though illusions which

have a temporal beginning are due to the beginningless avidyd-

defect, this does not render all cognitions invalid, since only

illusions which have a temporal beginning are due to the defect of

avidyd, and, since avidyd itself is beginningless, it cannot stand in

need of any defects, and so there cannot be any vicious infinite. It

must be borne in mind that, though illusion in time is due to

defects, or dosa, the beginningless defect of avidyd, it is not neces-

sarily due to any such defect, and therefore stands directly and

spontaneously as an illusory creative agent; and is called illusion,

not because it is produced by defects, but because it is contradicted

by Brahma-knowledge. Thus the objection that avidyd is due to

defect, and defect is due to avidyd, is invalid; that which is a pro-

duct of defects is bound to be contradicted ;
but the converse of this

is not necessarily true.

It cannot be urged that, if avidyd is independent of dosa, the

world-illusion may be regarded as independent of the locus or basis

of illusion, viz., the Brahman; for, though the basis of illusion may
not be regarded as producing illusion, it has to be regarded as the

support and ground thereof and also as its illuminator^.

Again, the objection that illusion must depend on sense-

functioning, on the existence of the body, is invalid
;
for these are

necessary only for intuitive perception. But in the cases of illusion,

of the imposition of the avidyd upon the pure consciousness, the

latter is the spontaneous reflector of the avidyd creations, and so

for the purpose there is no necessity of the sense-functioning.

Again, it is urged that, since the defects are imaginary imposi-

tions, the negation of defects becomes real, and therefore the

defects, being unreal, cannot render the knowledge of world-

appearance unreal; and, if this is so, the world-appearance being

real, this would be our admission of reality (as an illustration of

this, it is urged that the criticism of the Buddhists against the

Vedas, being invalid and illusory, cannot stultify the validity of

the Vedas). To this the reply is that the criticism of the defects

pointed out against the Vedas by the Buddhists is illusory, because

the defects are only imagined by them; the Vedas are not affected

^
Advaita-siddhi, p. 498
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by this, because their truth is affirmed by our practical experience.

The defects imagined are not therefore coterminous with the

reahty of the Vedas; the defect of avidyd and the manifold world-

appearance have the same kind of existence—one is the effect of the

other; and thus, if the defects are illusory, their product (the world)
also becomes illusory, and so the illusory nature of defects does not

prove the reality of the world. The world-appearance is called

relatively true only because it is not contradicted by anything else

except the Brahma-knowledge. Its relative character therefore does

not depend upon the determination of the nature of falsehood,

which in its turn might be conceived to be determinable by the

nature of the world as relative, thus involving a vicious nature of

dependence^. It is urged that the reality of the defects is directly

grasped by the senses, and that therefore they can behave as the

cause of error only if they are ultimately real
;
to this the reply is

that the existence of the defects can be grasped only by the senses,

but that they will never be contradicted at any time {traikdlikd-

bddhyatva) can never be ascertained on any intuitive basis, and so

the reality of the defects can never be affirmed. It must always be

borne in mind that the defects have never the same status as pure

consciousness, upon which illusory conch-shell is imposed. Nor
can it be said that the knowledge which contradicts the world-

appearance is real on the ground that, if it were not real, it would

require some other knowledge to contradict it and this would land

us in a vicious infinite; for this final contradiction of world-

appearance may well be regarded as contradicting itself also, for the

very simple reason that the content of this contradiction applies to

the whole range of the knowable, and this final contradiction, being
itself within the field of the knowable, is included within the

contradiction. It is urged that, if bondage is false in the sense that

it is at all times non-existent, there is no reason why anyone should

be anxious to remove that which is already non-existent; to this the

reply is that the true (Brahman) can never cease to exist—the falsity

of the bondage means that it is an entity which is liable to cease

immediately on the direct intuition of the basic truth. It is like the

case of a man who has forgotten that he has his necklace round his

neck and is anxiously searching for it, and who the instant he is

reminded of it gives up his search. It is wrong to suppose that,

* Ibid. p. 499.
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because no effort could be directed towards the chimerical, which

is non-existent at all times, therefore no effort could be made for

the removal of the illusory; for, though the illusory and the

chimerical may be in agreement so far as their non-existence at all

times is concerned, there is no reason why these two should agree

in other respects also. The concept of the cessation of the bondage

may not have any other content than the intuition of the real, or it

may be regarded as indefinable or of an entirely unique nature.

The illusory bondage and the world-appearance can cease only

when the basic truth, the Brahman, is intuited, just as the silver

illusion ceases with the knowledge of the conch-shell on which it is

imposed. The objection that some of the sutras of Badarayana imply

the existence of a realistic world is invalid, if it is remembered that

the import of those sutras merely points to the existence of a relative

order of things which ceases entirely as soon as the basic truth on

which they are imposed is known.

The drsti-srsti view is the supposition that the existence of all

things consists in their being perceived. Vyasatlrtha says that, if

things existed only so long as they are perceived, then they would

be only momentary; and so all the objections against Buddhist

momentariness, to the effect that they do not admit the permanence
of things as attested by recognition, might equally well be levelled

against the Sahkarites themselves. To this Madhusudana's reply is

that, though the existence of objects as realities is not admitted, yet

their existence in the causal state, as ajndna, is on this view not

denied; this would be its difference from the Buddhist position,

which does not admit any such causal existence of things.

If the world-objects have no existence outside their perception,

then they are plainly independent of definite causes, and, if that is

so, then the definite cause-and-effect relation between sacrifices and

their fruits, and the import of all the Vedantic texts regarding

definite cause and effect, are meaningless. To this Madhusudana's

reply is that the specification of cause-and-effect relation in the

scriptures and the experience of them in mundane life is like cause

and effect in dreams
;
these dream-causes and their effects also have

a certain order among themselves, known by contradiction in

experiences.

It is objected that on the drsti-srsti view (that the objects do not

exist prior to perception) world-experience is inexplicable. It would
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be difficult also to explain how, if the "this" which forms a basis of

illusion is not already there outside us, there can be any sense-

relation to it and to the foundation of the illusory image. To this

Madhusudana's reply is that the ordinary explanation of illusion

depending upon sense-relation and other conditions is only an

explanation for people of the lower order. For people of the higher

order the definition of illusion would be "the manifestation of a

true entity in association with a false one," and such a definition

would hold good even on the drsti-srsti view. The consciousness

underlying the "this" is a substance, and the false silver is mani-

fested in association with it.

It is further objected that at the time of the illusory perception

("this is silver"), if there is no conch-shell as an objective fact, then

the illusion cannot be explained, as is generally done, as effect of

ignorance about the conch-shell. The reply is that, even if the

conch-shell is absent, the ajndna that forms its stuflF is there. To the

objection that the two perceptions "this is silver" and "this is not

silver" are directed to two different perceptions and do not refer

to one common objective fact, and that therefore neither of them

can be regarded as the contradiction of the other, since such a

contradiction is only possible when two affirmations refer to one

and the same objective fact—the reply is that on the analogy of

dream-experiences the contradiction is possible here also. Vyasa-

tirtha further says that, since the contradiction of an illusion is not

an objective fact, but a mere perception, it has no better status than

the illusory perception and therefore cannot be regarded as neces-

sarily truer than the illusion which it is supposed to contradict. He
further says that in dreamless sleep and in dissolution, since there

is no differential perception as between Brahman and thtjtva, such

a difference between Brahman and the nva ceases in each dreamless

sleep and in each cyclic dissolution. Thus in the absence of dif-

ference between Brahman and the jiva there cannot be at the end of

each dreamless sleep and dissolution any return to world-experience.

In the case of a person who is sleeping and whose root-impressions

on that account are not perceivable (and are therefore non-

existent), there is no explanation how the world-experience may

again be started. Emancipation also, being only a perception,

cannot have a better status of existence than the world-experience ;

moreover, if the pure consciousness appeared as all the world-

D IV 17
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objects, then there could not have been any time when such objects

could remain unmanifested.

To this Madhusudana's reply is that the relation oi jiva and

Brahman, being beginningless, does not depend upon perception ;
in

dreamless sleep, though the root-impressions vanish as effect, they
still remain in their causal character; emancipation also, being of the

nature of Brahman, has the pure intuitive character of perception.

An objection is urged that, if pure consciousness is the intuition

of objects, then they should always be manifested. To this the reply

is that perception here means the manifestation of consciousness

through a vrtti which does not stand in need of further vrtti for its

relation to consciousness; the possibility of illusion without bodies

can well be explained by analogy with dreams. Again, the objection

that, since the perception is as much an illusory intuition as the

object of which it is conceived to be the essence, the object in itself

ceases to have its essence as mere intuition, is invalid; because,

though the perception has no other existence than the intuition

itself, that is no bar to the conception of the object as having no

essence but perception. An objection may again be raised that

recognition shows permanent existence of objects; but reply to it

may easily be found in the illustration of dream-experiences, and

also in the possibility of accidental agreement between the mis-

perception of different perceivers. The objection that the notion of

identity of Brahman diwd jiva, being itself mental, cannot contradict

duality is invalid
;
for the notion of such identity is identical with

the self and therefore carmot be called mental. Again, the intuition

of the ultimate truth cannot itself be called invalid because it is

mental; for its validity depends upon the fact that it is never

contradicted.



CHAPTER XXX

CONTROVERSY BETWEEN THE DUALISTS
AND THE MONISTS (CONTINUED)

A Refutation of the definition of Avidya (nescience).

A viD YA is defined as that beginningless positive entity which is

removable by knowledge. The objection to this, as given by

Vyasa-tlrtha, is, first, that, the objects of the world being in time,

the ignorance that limits the consciousness underlying it cannot be

beginningless. Moreover, since according to the Vedantist negation
has no constituent material stuff as its material cause, ajndna cannot

be regarded as its cause. Even on the assumption of illusory nega-
tion ajndna, which is regarded as being in its nature positive, cannot

be regarded as its cause
; for, if negation has for its cause a positive

entity, then the unreal may have the real as its cause. Again, if

ajndna is not the cause of the negation, then knowledge ought not

to be able to dispel it, and the negation of a jug should not be liable

to cease on its negation. Again, on the Sahkarite view the ajndna
is supposed to veil the object; we cannot have any cognition of

Brahman, because it is hidden by ajndna. They also hold that the

vrtti knowledge cannot intuit Brahman. If that is so, then in the last

emancipatory knowledge through vrtti there is no intuition of

Brahman; without this the ajndna concealing Brahman cannot be

removed, and hence emancipation is impossible. Again, if it is

supposed that the ajndna is removed, then in tine jtvan-mukti state

the saint ought to have no experience of worldly things.

Again, it must be admitted that knowledge removes ajndna

directly and spontaneously, without waiting for the assistance of

any accessory cause; for otherwise, when a thing is known, its

ignorance would not have vanished spontaneously with it. But, if

that were so, then in cases where an ajndna is associated with certain

conditions, the removal of the ajndna would not stand in need of

the removal of the conditions also together with it. What is to be

expected is that the ajndna should be removed Irrespective of the

removal of the conditions, and this is not admitted. Again, if it is

held that the removal of the conditions is awaited, then pure

17-2
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consciousness cannot be regarded as capable of removing avidyd

directly. Again, if knowledge can directly and spontaneously

remove ajndna, then it is useless to restrict the scope by saying that

it removes only the beginningless ajndna. The restriction is im-

posed in order to distinguish the cosmic avidyd from the pheno-
menal avidyd of silver-illusion, and if the spontaneous removal of

ajndna serves in both places, there is no utility in restricting the

scope. It cannot be said that the epithet "beginningless" is given

to ajndna because it is the product of beginningless illusory im-

position through defects; for it has already been pointed out that

such a viev^^ would lead to a vicious infinite, because there can be

no defect without avidyd. Again, ajndna cannot be beginningless,

because whatever is different from knowledge and also from

negation cannot be beginningless like the illusory silver. Again, it

is wrong to define ajndna as positive; for on the Saiikarite view

ajndna is different from both positive and negative, and therefore

cannot be negative. If an entity is not positive, it must be negative;

for, being different from positive, it cannot also be different from

negative. Again, if there is an entity which is not a negation and has

no beginning, it is not capable of being negated, but has an un-

negatived existence like the self. The self also cannot be designated

by any predicate explaining its positiveness, except that it is not

negated. It has been pointed out in the Vivarana that it is im-

material whether an entity is beginningless or has a beginning; for

in either case it may be destructible, provided that there is sufficient

cause for its destruction. The general inference that a beginningless

positive entity cannot cease has its exception in the special case of

ajndna, which would cease to exist with the dawn of jndna. If it

is urged that, since ajndna is both beginningless and different from

negation, it ought to persist eternally, like the self, it may also be

urged on the opposite side that, since ajndna is different also from

"positive," it ought to be liable to destruction, like negation-pre-

cedent-to-production. To this the reply is that the inference is that no

beginningless positive entity is confronted with anything which can

oppose or destroy it. Any refutation of this argument must take the

form of citing an instance where the concomitance fails, and not of

any mere opposite assertion. No instance can be adduced to illu-

strate the assertion that the beginningless ajndna can be removed

hyjndna; for the removal of ignorance by knowledge is always with
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reference to such ignorance as has a beginning in time, as in the case

of silver-illusion. So all that could be said would be that whatever

opposes ignorance destroys it, and such a general statement has no

special application to the case of the supposed beginningless ajndna.

Again, if ajndna is regarded as different from positive entity, then

it is like negation, and its cessation would mean position once more.

Again, ajndna (or ignorance) cannot have any existence apart from

its perception, and, since ajndna has always as its basis the pure

consciousness, its perception can never be negative, so that it can

never cease to exist^. Moreover, if ajndna is false in the sense that

it is non-existent in the locus in which it appears, it cannot be

destroyed by knowledge. No one thinks that the illusory silver is

destroyed by the perception of the conch-shell.

The second alternative definition of ajndna is thai it is the

material cause of illusion. But according to the Sahkarite theory

that there are different ajndnas corresponding to the different

jndnas, the knowledge of the conch-shell would remove ignorance

of it, and the knowledge of a negation would remove ignorance of

it
;
but in neither of these cases can ignorance be defined as a con-

stituent of illusion. Negation, in itself, has no constituent material

cause, and thus it cannot have ajndna as a constituent.

There is a Sarikarite view that mdyd is the material cause of the

world and Brahman is its locus. On such a view, mdyd or ajndna

being the material cause of the world, and illusion (bhrama) being
a part of the World, ajndna becomes a constituent cause of bhrama,

and not vice versa. On the other view, that both Brahma and mdyd
are causes of the world-appearance, mdyd cannot by itself become

the cause of illusion. Moreover, an illusion, being itself different

from a positive entity, is more like negation and cannot have any
constituent material of its own, and so it cannot itself be the con-

stituent material of ajndna. Moreover, on the Sahkarite view, the

illusory object, "having no being" (sad-vilaksanatvena), has no

constituent, and so the illusory cannot be a constituent of ajndna.

If anything is to be a constituent of anything, it must be positively

existing, and not merely different from non-existents. Again,

whenever anything is a material stuff of other things, the former

appears as a constant factor of the latter; but neither the illusory

^
pratiti-mdtra-sarlrasya ajndnasya ydvat sva-vi^aya-dhJ-ropa-sakfi-sattvam

anuvrtti-niyamena nivrtty-ayogdc ca. Nydydmrta, p. 304.
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silver nor its knowledge appears as ajndna. Thus the two definitions

of ajndna fail.

In reply to this Madhusudana says that the ajndna which forms

the stuff of the illusory silver is the beginningless ajndna. The

ajndna is called positive in the sense that it is different from the

negative. It is for this reason that the ajndna which is regarded as

the material stuff of the illusory negation can be regarded as

different from negation, and therefore it can be regarded as con-

stituent of the illusory negation. It is by no means true that the

effect must be of exactly the same stuff as the cause. Things which

are absolutely similar in nature or absolutely dissimilar cannot be

related to each other as cause and effect; it is for this reason that

truth cannot be the material stuff of untruth. For in that case,

since truth never ceases to manifest itself, and never suffers change,

untruth also would never cease to manifest itself. The truth, how-

ever, can behave as the cause of untruth in the sense that it remains

as the basis of the illusory changes of the untruth. It is wrong also

to suppose that, since the ajndna of Brahman cannot be removed

through a vrtti, which itself is a manifestation of ajndna, Brahma-

knowledge itself becomes impossible; for, so far as Brahman is a

content, this ajndna (as content) can be removed by a vrtti. In the

case of jtvan-mukti, though the ultimate cessation may be delayed

through absence of the obstructive factors of the right karmas of

the past and other conditions, these may well be regarded as liable

to cessation through knowledge. Certain causes may produce
certain effects; but that such production may be delayed for some

reason does not invalidate the causal character of the cause. It is

well admitted by the Sahkarites that knowledge directly removes

ajndna, the removal being itself a part of ajndna.

It is wrong to suppose that whatever is imaginary must neces-

sarily be an idea due to defects or must have a temporal beginning;

but it must be a product which is simultaneous with the imagination
that produces it^.

It is also wrong to suppose that, if any entity is not positive,

it must be negative or that, if it is not negative, it must be positive;

for there is always scope for a third alternative, viz., that which is

neither positive nor negative. According to the Sahkarites the

^
kcdpitatva-mdtraiji hi na dofa-janya-dhl-mdtra-iariratve sdditve vd tantram.

kimtu prdtibhdsa-kalpaka-samdnakdhna-kalpakattvam. Advaita-siddhi, p. 544.
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principle of the excluded middle is a false premiss of logic, and

thus they admit the possibility of an extra-logical category, that

which is neither positive nor negative. The supposed inference that

beginningless positive entity must necessarily be permanent, like

the self, is false; for it is only in the case of self that beginningless

positive entity is found eternally to persist.

It is also wrong to suppose that, since ajndna is always mani-

fested through pure consciousness, it can never cease to exist; for

there is no law that whatever is manifested by the 5j^«-conscious-

ness must remain during the whole period while the sdksi persists ;

so there is no incongruity in supposing that the ajndna ceases,

while the ^aA«-consciousness persists. Moreover, the avidyd that

becomes manifested is so only through the 5<2A«"-consciousness as

modified or limited by it; such a limited consciousness may cease

to exist with the cessation of the avidyd. It is also wrong to suppose
that through the operation of the vrtti the avidyd ceases to exist;

for even in such cases it persists in its subtle causal form.

When avidyd is defined as being constituted of the stuff of

illusion (bhramopdddna), what is meant is that it is changing and

material. It is not necessary to suppose also that a cause and effect

must necessarily be positive ;
for the self, which is a positive entity,

is neither a cause nor an effect. What constitutes the defining
characteristic of a material cause is that it is continuous with all its

effects {anvayi-kdranatvam updddnatve tantram); and what is an

effect must necessarily have a beginning in time. A negation-

precedent-to-production of knowledge cannot be regarded as the

material cause of illusion
;
for such negation can only produce the

correlative positive entity withwhich it is connected. It cannot there-

fore be the cause of production of illusion
;
so there is no incongruity

in supposing that ajndna or illusion, neither of which is real, are

related to each other as cause and effect. It is also not correct to

contend that a material cause should always be found to persist as a

perceivable continuous constituent of all its effects
;
the colour of the

material cause of a jug is not found in the jug. The fact that, when
the ajndna is removed with the knowledge of the conch-shell, no
illusion is experienced, is no proof that ajndna is not a constituent of

illusion. Not all things that are related as cause and effect are always

experienced as such. Thus the definitions of ajndna as anddi-bhdva-

rupatve satijndna-nivartyatvam or as bhramopdddnatvam are valid.
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Perception of ajnana (ignorance).

The Saiikarites urge that ajnana can be directly intuited by

perception and that therefore its existence is attested by perception.
In regard to this Vyasa-tlrtha says that what is regarded as percep-
tion of ignorance as a positive entity is nothing more than negation
of knowledge. Thus the substratum of the ego (aham-artha) is not

admitted to be a support of the positive entity of ignorance. The

apperception
"

I am ignorant" is to be explained therefore as being
the experience of absence of knowledge and not of a positive

ignorance (ajnana). Again, since neither pleasure, pain, nor the

illusory entities cognized in illusion are directly manifested by the

5a/?^/-consciousness, absence of such knowledge (e.g., "I do not

know pleasure," "I do not know pain," "I do not know conch-

shell-silver") is to be explained as negation of knowledge and not

as due to an experience of positive ignorance. So also, when one

says
"

I do not know what you say," there is only an experience of

negation of knowledge and not of positive ignorance. In mediate

knowledge also, since the illumination does not proceed by direct

removal of the veil of ajnana from the face of the object, the theory
that all knowledge which does not involve the removal of ajnana
involves an intuition of positive ignorance would land us into the

position that, when something is known in mediate knowledge, one

should feel as if he did not know it, since no ajnana is directly

removed here.

On the Saiikarite view it is not admitted that there is any veil

covering material objects; consequently the explanation of the

experience of ignorance in such cases as "I do not know what you

say" is to be found in the supposition, not of a positive ignorance,
but of absence of knowledge. It may be contended that, though
there may not be any ajnana veiling the objects, yet these very
material creations represent the creative [viksepa) part of ajnana
and so the experience of the unknown objects represents an ex-

perience of positive ajnana, since ajnana creations do not always
arrest knowledge. Thus, for instance, when a jug is known as a jug,

if someone says that it is a cloth and not a jug, that does not pro-
duce a confusion in the perceiver of the jug, though the delusive

words of the speaker must be supposed to produce a false im-
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pression
—a viksepa of ajndna. It will be shown later that the

experience "I do not know" with reference to a material object

does not refer to pure consciousness as limited by material qualities^.

On the view which admits the vrtti in order to explain the reflection

of pure consciousness no ajndna can be admitted as veiling the

consciousness under material limitations. Moreover, if the ex-

perience "I am ignorant" {aham ajnah) is explained as being a

direct intuition oi ajndna and, as such, difi"erent from the experience
"there is no knowledge in me" {mayi jndnam ndsti), then the two

propositions "the ground without the jug" and "there is no jug
in the ground" are different in meaning, which is absurd; for

certainly the two propositions do not differ in meaning, any more
than any other two propositions, e.g.,

"
I have a desire" and "

I have

no antipathy." There is no difference between the two concepts of

absence of knowledge and ignorance. Again, when one is engaged
in Vedantic discipline for the attainment of Brahma-knowledge,
there is at that time the negation-precedent-to-the-production of

Brahma-knowledge; for, if it were not so, then there would be the

Brahma-knowledge and there would be no necessity for Vedantic

discipHne. Now a negation-precedent-to-production cannot be

known without the knowledge of the entity to which it refers. If

this is admitted, then without the knowledge of Brahman there

cannot be any knowledge of its negation-precedent-to-production;

and, if there is knowledge, then Brahman becomes known, and, if

it is considered that such a negation of Brahma-knowledge is known
as a positive entity by direct intuition (as it would be on the theory
of the direct intuition of ajndna), then Brahman also would be

known directly at the stage of the negation precedent to it, which

is self-contradictory.

Moreover, the concept of ajndna is clearly that of negation of

knowledge, as in the sentence "I do not know." Even in cases

when one says "I am ignorant" the sense of negation is apparent,

though there is no negative particle. The Vivarana also admits the

opposition of ajndna to knowledge; and, if this were admitted, then

with the knowledge of such opposition there would not be know-

ledge of ignorance as a positive entity, and without such knowledge
of opposition there will be no knowledge of ajndna, that being the

'
jade na jandmity amibhavasya jaddvacchinnam caitanyam visaya iti cert na,

nirasifyamdnatvdt. Nydydmrta, p. 309(c).
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essential concept of ajndna. Even a negation of knowledge which

has a reference to the object of which there is the negation may also

have no such reference when it is taken up as being itself an object

of the enquiry of knowledge. Thus there is no way in wbJch ajndna
can be regarded as anything but a negation of knowledge ;

and the

supposition that ajndna, though in its analytical concept it involves

two constituents—^knowledge and its negation
—

^yet is only a name
for a positive concept which does not involve these constituents,

is wrong^. If ajndna can be removed by vrtti knowledge, it is un-

necessary to suppose that it has any other meaning different from

that involved in its constituent negative particle qualifying know-

ledge. Experience also shows that ajndna has no other meaning
than the negation of knowledge; so, unless the entity which is the

defining reference of ajndna is known, there cannot be any know-

ledge of ajndna. But such a defining reference being Brahma-

knowledge which has no ajndna associated with it, the inclusion of

the defining reference would make the concept impossible: hence

there cannot be any knowledge of ajndna^.

The reply made by the Sankarites is that the defining reference

of ajndna is Brahma-knowledge and this Brahma-knowledge as

5a/wi-consciousness, being the manifester of ajndna, is not opposed
to it; for it is only the vrtti shade mind that is opposed to ajndna.

So, there being no opposition between the Brahma-knowledge as

^<2A«-consciousness and the ajndna, it is quite possible to have a

knowledge of ajndna in spite of the fact that Brahma-knowledge
becomes in a sense its constituent as a defining reference. But it

may be pointed out in reply that the awareness of Brahma-know-

ledge is the ^a^'-consciousness; the experience "I do not know"
is a negation of vrtti knowledge and, as such, it may be referred to

the ^afoi-consciousness even when there is no vrtti knowledge.
Thus the solution in the theory that ajndna is nothing but negation

of knowledge would be just the same as in the theory of ajndna as

positive entity. If it is contended that, though denial of knowledge

may be related to the defining reference in a general manner, yet

it may, in its specific form, appear as a mere positive ignorance

^
jndndbhdvo'pi hi prameyatvddindjndne pratiyogy-ddi-jndndnapeksa etena

nipune kusalddi-iabdavat bhdva-rupa-jndne ajndnasabdo rudha iti nirastam.

Nydydmrta, p. 312.
*
apt ca bhdva-rapdjUdndvacchedaka-vifayasydjndne ajndna-jndndyogdt jndne

ca ajndnasaivdbhdvdt katham bhdva-rupdjndnajndnam. Ibid. p. 313.
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without involving such an explicit relation to the defining reference

—to this the reply is that, even if this contention is admitted, it does

not lend any support to the admission of a positive ignorance ;
for

even in the case of a negation of knowledge one may well admit

that, though it may be generally related to a defining reference, yet

in any specific case it may not always involve such a reference.

It is further urged by some that an entity may be known directly

and that such knowledge may not involve always the specific

defining relations of that entity ;
it is only the latter type of know-

ledge which makes doubt impossible. But the fact that there may
be doubt regarding an object that is known shows clearly that an

object may be known without its specific and negative relations

being manifested at the same time.

Moreover, if ajndna cannot be grasped by the vrtti knowledge,

then there also cannot be any possibility of inference regarding

ajndna. When one says "you do not know the secret," the hearer to

whom the secret is presented through a mediate cognitional state

would not be able to have the av/areness of the ajndna, if the

ajndna could not be presented through a vrtti cognition. It cannot

be said that the mediate cognitional state is not opposed to ajndna;

for, if that were so, then even when an entity was known through
a mediate cognition he might have had the experience that he did

not know it. It is admitted by the Sahkarites that the vrtti of direct

intuition through perception is opposed to ajndna; and, if vrtti of

mediate cognition also is opposed to ajndna, then there is no mental

state through which ajndna can be known.

The experience in deep dreamless sleep, "I did not know any-

thing so long," also refers to absence of knowledge, and not to any

positive ignorance. It cannot be said that, since at that time all

other knowledge has ceased (there being no awareness of the per-

ceiver or of any other content), there cannot be any awareness

regarding the absence of knov/ledge; for the objection would be the

same with regard to the experience of positive ignorance. If it is

urged that in that state ajndna is experienced directly as a positive

entity, but its relationing with regard to its special defining

reference becomes apparent in the waking state, the same explana-

tion may equally well be given if the experience in the dreamless

sleep be regarded as being that of absence of knowledge; for

negation of knowledge may also be experienced as a knowable
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entity without any relation to its defining reference; or the so-called

experience of ignorance may be explained as an inference of the

absence of knowledge, in the dreamless state, made from physical

and physiological conditions in the waking state. In the Sankarite

view also, since the ego cannot be experienced in that state, the

experience "I did not know anything" must be regarded as being
in some sense illusory. If it is urged that in the dreamless state

ajndna, being reflected through a state of avidyd (avidyd-vrtti), is

intuited by the 5a^«-consciousness, then it might equally well be

intuited in the same manner in the waking state also. If it is

regarded as being intuited directly by the ^a/e«-consciousness, then,

being an eternal cognition, it would have no root-impression

{samskdra) and could not be remembered. Moreover, if it is not

agreed that the absence of knowledge in the dreamless state is a

matter of inference from conditions in the waking state, then the

absence of knowledge in the dreamless state cannot in any other

way be proved; for it cannot be inferred from a positive ajndna,

since the negation of knowledge, being material (jada), has no

ajndna associated with it as a veiling factor. Moreover, if from

ajndna, a positive entity, the negation of knowledge can always be

inferred, then from the negation of attachment in the dreamless

state positive antipathy will have to be inferred. Thus the ajndna

can never be regarded as being susceptible of direct intuition.

Madhusudana's reply is that, though the ego perceived cannot

be a support of the ajndna, yet, since the antahkarana in its causal

form is falsely identified with the pure consciousness which is the

support of the ajndna, the ajndna appears to be associated with the

ego perceived. This explains the experience in the dreamless sleep,

"I did not know anything." In the case of the experience "I do

not know the jug" also, though there cannot be any veil on the jug,

yet, since ajndna has for its support consciousness limited by the

jug-form, there is the appearance that the jug-form itself is the

object of the veil of ajndna. The objection that in the mediated

cognition, there being the veil of ajndna on the object, there ought
to be the negation of awareness is also invalid; for, when the

ajndna is removed from the knower, the enlightenment of knowledge
cannot be obstructed by the presence of the ajndna in the object.

The objection of Vyasa-tlrtha that ajndna is only a negation of

knowledge and that therefore, instead of admitting ajndna as
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existing as a positive entity in the perceiver, it is better to admit the

negation of knowledge only, is invalid
;
for the experience of nega-

tion of knowledge is invalid in this form, because negation implies
the defining reference as a constituent. In order to know that

"there is no knowledge in me" there must be a knowledge of

knowledge in me, which is self-contradictory. The experience of

negation of knowledge in the perceiver without involving any
relation to a defining reference can only be valid in the case of

positive ajndna. A specific negation can never appear as a universal

negation; for, if this were admitted, then even when there is a

particular book on the table there may be an experience of there

being no book on the table
;
since according to the proposed theory

of the opponent a specific negation of this or that book is to appear
as universal negation. Madhusudana urges that what constitutes

the difference between negations is not a difference between nega-
tions per se, but is due to the difference among the defining re-

ferences which are a constituent in them. It is thus impossible that

the experience of one's ignorance could be explained on the

supposition that such an experience referred to experience of

negation; for it has already been shown that such negation can be

neither specific nor universal. So the experience of ignorance is to

be regarded as the experience of a positive entity.

It may however be contended that the concept of ajndna also

involves a reference by way of opposition to knowledge and thus

implies knowledge as its constituent, so that all the objections
raised against the concept of negation apply equally well to the

concept of ajndna. The reply is that on the Sankarite view the pure

5a^z-consciousness grasps at the same time both ajndna and the

object as veiled by it without consequent destruction or contraction

of either of them. Thus there is no chance of any self-contradiction
;

for the awareness of ajndna does not involve any process which

negates it^. If it is contended by the opponent that in the case of

the awareness of negation also a similar reply is possible (on the

assumption that the object of negation is directly known by the

sa/wz-consciousness), Madhusudana's reply is that, since ajndna can

be known by 5fl/w/-consciousness, its defining reference is also

^
pramana-vrtti-nivartyasydpi bhdva-rUpdjndnasya sdksi-vedyasya virodhi-

tiirupaka-jndna-tad-vydvartaka-visaya-grdhakena sdksind tat-sddhakena tad-

andsdd vydhaty-anupapatteh. Advaita-siddhi, p. 550.
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intuited thereby
—in the same manner; but, since negations are not

intuited directly by the M/wz-consciousness, but only through the

pramdna of non-perception, the defining reference of ajndna also

cannot be intuited by the sdksi. It cannot be contended that nega-

tion no less than knowledge may be manifested by the sdksi-

consciousness
;
for knowledge implies the non-existence of negation,

and so the two cannot be manifested by 5a/e«'-consciousness at the

same time; but unproduced knowledge may appear in a qualitative

relation to ajndna, since, the relation being qualitative, there is no

contradiction between the two, and this explains the possibility of

the knowledge of ajndna. The Sahkarites do not admit that the

knowledge of a qualified entity presupposes the knowledge of the

quality; and so the objection that, the entity which forms the

defining relation of ajndna not being previously known, ajndna

cannot have such defining reference as its adjectival constituent is

invalid^.

An objection may be raised to the eff"ect that, since Brahma-

knowledge is to be attained by a definite course of discipline, so

long as that is not passed through there is a negation-precedent-to-

Brahma-knowledge; and admission of such a negation exposes the

Sankarites to all the criticisms which they wished to avoid. The

reply is to be found in the view that instead of admitting a negation-

precedent here the Saiikarites assume that there may either be

knowledge of Brahman or ajndna relating to it, i.e., instead of

admitting a negation-precedent-to-Brahma-knowledge, they admit

a positive ignorance regarding Brahma-knowledge; and thus there

is no contradiction.

Vyasa-tirtha's contention is that negation of an entity does not

necessarily imply the knowledge of any particular entity in its

specific relations as a constituent of the knowledge of it, and such

knowledge may arise without any specific reference to the particu-

larities of the defining reference. In such experience as "I do not

know" no specific defining reference is present to the mind and

there is only a reference to entities in general. On such a view,

since the knowledge of the defining reference is not a constituent

of the knowledge of negation, there is no contradiction on the ground

* na ca avacchedakasya visayddeh prdgajndne katham tad-visistdjndna-

jndnam. visesana-jndnddhlnatvdd visifta-jfidnasyeti vdcyam visesana-jndnasya

visifta-jndna-jnanatve mdndbhdvdt. Advaita-siddhi, p. 550.
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that, since negation is affirmed with regard to the defining reference,

its presence as a constituent is impossible. To this Madhusudana's

reply is that no negation of any particular entity can appear merely
in a general reference without regard to the specific relations of that

particular entity. If it is urged that no negation-precedent can

appear in association with the specific particularities of the defining
reference as a constituent and that all negations-precedent can

appear only in a general reference, the criticism is answered by
Madhusudana to the eff"ect that such negations-precedent as are

associated only with the general reference to their defining character

are impossible^. The opponent of Madhusudana is supposed to

argue that the nature of the defining reference in a negation involves

only that particular content which is a character inherent in the

thing or things negated. Such characters, forming the content of

the knowledge of negation, may indeed constitute the defining
limit as such of a thing or things negated; but such an objective
reference is wholly irrelevant for the knowledge of any negation.
What is essential in the knowledge of the negation is the content,

which, indeed, involves the character associated with the things

negated, and so the defining reference involved in the knowledge of

negation has reference only to such characters as are psychologically

patent in experience and do not imply that they are objectively the

defining characters of the things negated. Thus, since on such a

view the knowledge of negation does not involve as a constituent

the things negated, there is no such contradiction as is urged by the

Sahkarites. As to this Madhusudana says that such a reply does

not provide any escape from the strictures already made by him;
for the opponents seem to think that it is sufficient if the defining
reference involved in a negation is regarded as a defining character

of the knowledge of negation and does not involve the supposition
that at the same time it is also the defining character of the objects

negated, and they hold that in a knowledge of negation the par-
ticular entity that is negated does not appear in its specific

character, but only generically, and, if this were so, then, even when
an object is present in a spot as a particular, there may be an

experience of negation of it in a general manner, since according
to the opponents' supposition particular negations always appear

'

pratiyogitdvacchedaka-prakdraka-jndndbhdvena prdg-abhdva-pratltir asid-
dhaiva. Ibid. p. 552.
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only generically. Thus, when one says "I have no knowledge," if

knowledge here has only a generic reference, the proposition is

absurd, since the knowledge of not having knowledge is itself a

knowledge, and in the proposition the negation of knowledge,

having a general reference, contradicts the very supposition of not

having knowledge.
It may be urged that, if the above criticisms against the know-

ledge of negation be valid, then the same would apply to negation-

precedent also. To this Madhusudana's reply is that there is no

necessity to admit "negation-precedent"; for the real meaning of

the so-called negation-precedent is future production, which,

again, means nothing more than that time-entity which is not

qualified by any object or its destruction—such object being that

which is supposed to be the defining reference of the so-called

negation-precedent. This is also the meaning of futurity^. It must

be noted in this connection that production must be defined as a

specific relation which stands by itself; for it cannot be defined in

terms of negation-precedent, since the negation-precedent can be

defined only in terms of production, and thus, if negation-precedent
is made a constituent of the definition of production, this entails a

vicious circle. So, even if negation-precedent be admitted, it would

be difficult to show how it could be intuited; and, on the other

hand, one loses nothing by not admitting negation-precedent as a

separate category. The negation involved in a negation-precedent
is equivalent, so far as merely the negation is concerned, to the

absence of the negated object at a particular point of time, which,

again, has for its content a specific negation limited by a particular

time, where the specific object appears only in a generic relation.

An analysis of this shows that in negation-precedent {prag-abhdvd)
there is negation of a specific object as limited by the present, yet

that specific object does not appear in its character as specific and

particular, but only in a generic manner^. The dilemma here is that

negation of a specific object {visesdbhdva) cannot have for the con-

tent of its defining reference merely the generic character of the

thing negated, without involving any of its particularities; and, if

^
bhavisyatvam ca pratiyogi-tad-dhvamsdnddhdra-kdla-sambandhitvam. Ad-

vaita-siddhi, p. 552.
^ iheddrilm ghato ndstlti pratltis tu sdmanya-dharmdvacchinna-pratiyogitdka-

tat-kdldvacchinna-ydvad-visesdbhdva-visayd. Ibid. p. 553.
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this is so, then there cannot be any negation-precedent involving

this condition. Again, if the possibiUty of such a contingency be

admitted, then general negation [sdmdnydhhdvd) is impossible; for

no negation limited by any kind of particularity either of time or

of object would be entitled to be called a general negation. Thus
both the negation-precedent and the general negation appear to be

interdependent in their conception, and so thwart each other that

neither of them can be admitted. The main contention of Madhu-
sudana in all these cases is that no specific object can as defining

reference in any negation appear only in a generic nature devoid of

relation to particularity. Thus, when one says "I do not know,"
the experience involved in such a proposition is not that of the

negation of a particular object appearing only in a generic aspect.

If this contention is admitted, then the experience involved in

"I do not know" cannot be interpreted as being one of general

negation.

Again, it is a matter of common experience that the mere locus

of the negation can itself furnish the awareness of negation; thus

the bare spot is also the negation of the jug on it. Looked at from

this point of view, even positive entities may yield a comprehension
of negation. It is wrong to suggest that the nature of the defining
reference defines the nature of the negation; for, if this were so,

then it would have been impossible that the diflFerent negations,

such as negation-precedent, destruction, etc., should be classed as

different, since they all have the same defining reference. According
to the view of Madhusudana the differences of negation are due to

illusory impositions no less than are differences in positive entities.

Even if it is held that there is only one negation, which under

different conditions appears as diverse, the Sahkarites will have

nothing to object to; for according to them both negation and

position are but illusory impositions. But Madhusudana points
out that, since the experience "I am ignorant" does not (even
under the trenchant analysis undergone above) disclose as its origin

any negation, it must be admitted that it is due to the experience
of the positive entity of ajndna.

So Madhusudana further urges that the apperception in the

waking state of the experience of the dreamless sleep, viz., "I did

not know anything so long," refers to a positive ajndna. Now, if

this apperception be an inference, the opponent points out that it

DIV i8
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may be an inference of negation of knowledge and not of positive

ignorance. For one may well infer that, since he existed and during
the interval between the two waking stages had a state of mind, that

state must have been a state of absence of knowledge. The apper-

ception cannot be said to be mere memory; for memory can only
be through root-impressions. The intuition of the ^a^-conscious-
ness being eternal, no root-impression can be produced by such

knowledge; for the mechanism of root-impressions is only a

psychological device for producing memory by such cognitions as

are transitory. To this Madhusudana's reply is that the appercep-
tion under discussion cannot be called an inference; for the

inference is based on the ground that the sleeper had a mental

state during the dreamless condition. But, if he had no knowledge
at the time, it is impossible for him to say that he was at that time

endowed with any specific mental state. It also cannot be said that

negation of knowledge during dreamless sleep can be inferred from

the fact that at that time there was no cause for the production of

knowledge ;
for the absence of such cause can be known only from

the absence of knowledge (and vice versa), and this involves a

vicious circle. Nor can it be said that absence of cause of knowledge
can be inferred from the blissful condition of the senses, which

could happen only as a consequence of the cessation of their

operation ;
for there is no evidence that the cessation of the opera-

tion of the senses would produce the blissful condition. It must be

noted in this connection that intuition of ajndna is always associated

with absence of knowledge ;
so that in every case where there is an

intuition of ajndna the inference of absence of knowledge would be

valid. The so-called non-perception is really an inference from

positive ajndna; thus, when one has perceived in the morning an

empty yard, he can infer from the absence of the knowledge of an

elephant in it the fact of his positive ignorance of an elephant there.

Thus the apperception of absence of knowledge can be explained
as inference. It can also be explained as a case of memory. The

objection that the intuition of ajndna cannot have any root-

impression is also invalid; for the ajndna which is the object of the

5afot-consciousness during dreamless sleep is itself a reflection

through a vrtti of ajndna, since it is only under such conditions that

ajndna can be an object of 5aA«'-consciousness. Since a vrtti is

admitted in the intuition of ajndna, with the cessation of the vrtti

I
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there must be a root-impression and through that there can be

memory of the vrtti, as in the case of the memory of any other

cognition^. It cannot be contended that, if ajndna requires for its

cognition a vrtti state, then, if there is no such vrtti, there may be

doubt regarding ajndna; for there cannot be any ajndna regarding

ajndna, and doubt itself, being a modification of ajndna, has the

same scope as ajndna. It cannot be urged that, Hke ajndna, negation

may also be perceived by the 5a/j«-consciousness
; for, since nega-

tion is always associated with its defining reference, it cannot be

intuitively perceived by the indeterminate intuitive ^a^-conscious-
ness. Though ajndna involves an opposition to knowledge, yet the

opposition is not as such intuited in the dreamless state. Madhu-
sudana says that it is contended that, since there is a continuous

succession of ajndna states, from the dreamless condition to the

waking stage (for in the waking state also all cognitions take place

by reflection through ajndna states), there is no occasion for a

memory of the dreamless intuition of ajndna] for through sam-

skdras memory is possible on the destruction of a vrtti state of

cognition. To this the reply is that the ajndna state of dreamless

condition is of a specific nature of darkness (tamasi) which

ceases with sleep, and hence there is no continuity of succession

between this and the ordinary cognitive states in the waking
condition. From one point of view, however, the contention is

right; for it may well be maintained that in the dreamless state

ajndna exists in its causal aspect, and thus, since the ajndna is the

material for experience of both dreamless sleep and waking state,

there is in reality continuity of succession of ajndna, and thus there

cannot be any memory of dreamless experience of ajndna. It is for

this reason that Suresvara has discarded this view. The view taken

by the author of the Vivarana follows the conception of sleep in

the Yoga-sutras, where a separate vrtti in the dreamless state is

admitted. Thus the experience of the dreamless state may well be

described as relating to experience of positive ajndna.

^
ajndnasydjnana-vrtti-prativimbita-sdksi-bhdsyatvena vrtti-ndsdd eva samskd-

ropapatteh. Advaita-siddhi, p. 557.

18-2
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Inference of ajnana.

It is held by Prakasananda in his Vivarana that ajnana can be

inferred; the form of the inference that he suggests is: "A valid

cognition is associated with a positive veil upon its object, which

veil is removable by the cognition itself, and such a veil is different

from the negation-precedent of its self. "^
Vyasa-tlrtha, in refuting

this inference, starts by criticizing the concept of the minor term

(paksa, i.e., pramdna-jndna). He says that according to the above

form of inference consciousness of pleasure, which is a valid

cognition, should also appear after removing the veil on itself, but

the pleasure-consciousness, being of the nature of 5a^^'-conscious-

ness, is unable (according to the theory of the Sahkarites them-

selves) to remove ajnana. If the concept of the minor term is

narrowed to vrtti-jndna, or cognitive states in general, then also it

is not possible; for, if a mediate cognitive state be supposed to

remove the veil upon its object, that would mean that there is a

direct revelation of intuitive consciousness through the object,

which would be the same as saying that mediate cognition is

perception. If the concept of the minor be narrowed down to

immediate perception, then the above definition would not apply
to mediate cognition, which is a valid cognition. Even in the case

of the immediate cognition of error there is an element of the

intuition of "being" to which also the above definition would

apply; for certainly that does not manifest itself after removing a

veil of non-being, since the intuition of being is universal. More-

over, if that could remove the ajnana, then ajnana would have no

being and so could not be the material cause of illusion. The ajnana
which has "being" for its support is regarded as the material cause

of illusion, but is never the object of illusion itself. If the concept
of the minor is further narrowed, so as to mean merely the cognitive

states, excluding the underlying "being," then in the case of suc-

cessive awareness of the same entity the awareness at the second

and third moments cannot be supposed to remove the veil itself,

since that was removed by the first awareness. If the concept of the

^
vivdda-gocardpannam pramdna-jndnam sva-prdg-abhdva-vyatirikta-sva-

visaydvarana-sva-nivartya-sva-desa-^ata-vastv-antara-purvakam bhavitum arhati

aprakdsitdrtha-prakdsakatvdd andhakdre prathamotpanna-pradlpa-prabhdvad iti.

Panca-pddikd-vivarana, p. 13.
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minor term is further narrowed, so as to mean merely the direct

cognition of the material object, then also, since the Saiikarites do

not admit that there are veils on the object, the object-cognition
cannot be regarded as having removed such a veil. If in answer to

this it is held that the mental state, e.g., the cognition of jug,
involves a limitation of the pure consciousness by the jug-form
and, since the ajndna has the same scope as the above limitation,

the removal of the veil on the jug-form limitation means also the

removal of the veil of ajndna to that extent, the reply is, first, that on
the view that there is only one ajndna the above explanation does

not hold; secondly, since the pure consciousness, limited in any
form, is not self-luminous, it cannot, according to the Sahkarites,

be associated with a veil, which can only be associated with the pure
self-luminous consciousness. Moreover, if the removal of the veil

is spoken of as having reference only to material objects, then, since

the verbal proposition "this is a jug" has the same content as the

jug itself, the removal of the veil with reference to the material

object
—the jug

—which has the same content as the mediate verbal

proposition, ought not to take place.

Again, since on the Sahkarite view the wi/i-knowledge is itself

false, there cannot be any possibility that illusory objects should be

imposed upon it. On the other hand, if the pure consciousness, as

manifested by the vrtti, be synonymous with knowledge, then,

since such a consciousness is the support of ajndna, it cannot be

regarded as removing ajndna. Thus the requirement of the in-

ference that knowledge establishes itself by removing ajndna fails
;

further, the requirement of the definition that the veil that is

removed has the same location as the knowledge fails, since the

ajndna is located in pure consciousness, whereas the cognition is

always of the conditioned consciousness.

The inference supposes that there is a removal of the veil

because there is a manifestation of the unmanifested
;
but this can-

not hold good, since the Brahma-knowledge cannot be manifested

by any thing other than pure consciousness, and the self-luminous,

which is the basis of all illusions, is ever self-manifested, and thus

there is np possibility here of the unmanifested being manifested.

Moreover, if the ajndna be a positive entity existing from beginning-
less time, then it would be impossible that it should be removed.

It is also impossible that that which is a veil should be beginning-
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less. So it is possible to have such counter-arguments as that

beginninglessness can never be associated with veils, since it exists

only as beginningless, like the negation-precedent; or that a valid

knowledge can never remove anything else than negation, because

it is knowledge. The manifestation of the unmanifested does not

imply any positive fact of unmanifestation, but may signify only an

absence of manifestation. Moreover, the light manifests the jug,

etc., by removing darkness, because light is opposed to darkness,

but the manifestation of knowledge cannot be opposed to ajndna;

for pure consciousness underlying the objects is not opposed to

ajndna. The opposition of vrtti to ajndna is irrelevant; for vrtti is

not knowledge. What may be said concerning the rise of a new

cognition is that it removes the beginningless negation of the

knowledge of an object of any particular person.

Madhusudana in reply says that the term "valid knowledge,"

\yhich is the minor term, has to be so far restricted in meaning that

it applies only to the vrtti-knowltdge and not to the sdksi-conscious-

ness which reveals pleasure or bliss; the vrtti-knowledge also has

to be further narrowed down in its meaning so as to exclude the

substantive part (dharmy-amsa) of all cognitions, the "this" or

the "being
" which is qualified by all cognitive characters. Pramdna-

jndna, or valid knowledge, which is inferred as removing a veil,

means therefore only the cognitive characters revealed in the vrtti.

Even in the case of paroksa (mediate knowledge) there is the

removal of its veil, consisting in the fact of its non-existence to the

knower; which veil being removed, the object of the mediate

cognition is revealed to the knower. Thus the valid cognition

includes the cognitive characters as appearing both in mediate and

in immediate vrttis. The reason for the exclusion of the substantive

part, or the "this," from the concept of valid knowledge under

discussion is apparent from the fact that there is no error or illusion

regarding the "this"; all errors or doubts can happen only with

regard to the cognitive characters. The "this" is as self-existent

as the experience of pleasure. There cannot, therefore, be any such

objection as that in their case also there is a revelation of the

unknown and therefore a removal of the veil. If, however, it is

urged that, though there may not be any error or doubt regarding

the "this," yet, since there remains the fact that it was first un-

known, and then known, and therefore it involves the removal of a
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veil, there would be objection on the part of the Sankarites to

admitting such a removal, which may well be effected by the

cognitive state or the pramdna-vrtti. In such a case, however, the

removal of the veil is not of the ordinary nature
;
for this ajndna,

which consists only in the fact that the entity is unknown, is dif-

ferent from the ajndna the extent and limit of which can be re-

garded as a positive ignorance having the same defining reference

as the object of cognition. In this view, therefore, the ajndna is to

be defined as that which has the capacity of producing errors, since

there cannot be any error with regard to the substantive part, the

"this," The fact that it remains unknown until cognized involves

no ajndna according to our definition. Thus it may well be supposed
that in the case of the cognition of the "this" there is, according
to the definition contemplated in the scheme of the inference of

ajndna under discussion, no removal of ajndna.
In the case of continuous perception, though the object may

remain the same, yet a new time-element would be involved in

each of the succeeding moments, and the removal of the veil may
be regarded as having a reference to this new factor. It is well

known that according to the Sankarites time can be perceived by
all the pramdnas. Again, the objection that, since material objects
can have no veil and since the ajndna cannot be said to hide pure
consciousness which is its support, it is difficult to say which of

these is veiled by ajndna, is not valid; for, though the pure con-

sciousness exists in its self-shining character, yet for its limited

appearance, as "it exists," "it shines," ajndna may be admitted to

enforce a limitation or veiling and to that extent it may be regarded
as a veil upon that pure consciousness, Madhusudana further adds

arguments in favour of the view that ajndna can be inferred
; these

are of a formal nature and are, therefore, omitted here.

The theory of Avidya refuted.

Vyasa-tirtha says that it cannot be assumed that an entity such
as the avidyd must exist as a substratum of illusion, since otherwise

illusions would be impossible; for it has been shown before that

the definition of avidyd as the material cause of illusion is untenable.

Moreover, if it is held that illusions such as the conch-shell-silver

are made out of a stuff, then there must also be a producer who
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works on the stuff to manufacture the illusions. Neither God nor

the individual can be regarded as being such a producer; nor can

the changeless Brahman be considered to be so. Again, avidyd,

being beginningless, ought to be as changeless as Brahman.

Moreover, if Brahman be regarded as the material cause of the

world, there is no necessity for admitting the existence of avidyd;
for under the Sahkarite supposition Brahman, though not changing,

may nevertheless well be the basis of the illusions imposed upon it.

If that were not so, then avidyd, which needs a support, would

require for the purpose some entity other than Brahman. It may
be suggested that the supposition of avidyd is necessary for the

purpose of explaining the changing substratum of illusion; for

Brahman, being absolutely true, cannot be regarded as the material

cause of the false illusion, since an effect must have for its cause an

entity similar to it. But, if that is so, then Brahman cannot be

regarded as the cause of the sky or other physical elements which

are unreal in comparison with Brahman. It cannot be urged that,

since the individual and the Brahman are identical in essence,

without the assumption of avidyd the limited manifestation of bliss

in the individual would be inexplicable ;
for the very supposition that

Brahman and the individual are identical is illegitimate, and so there

is no difficulty in explaining the unlimited and limited manifestation

of bliss, in Brahman and the individual, because they are different.

Madhusudana in reply to the above says that antahkarana (or

mind) cannot be regarded as the material cause of illusion; first,

because the antahkarana is an entity in time, whereas illusions

continue in a series and have no beginning in time; secondly, the

antahkarana is in its processes always associated with real objects

of the world, and would, as such, be inoperative in regard to

fictitious conch-shell-silver—and, if this is so, then without the

supposition of avidyd there would be no substratum as the material

cause of avidyd. Brahman also, being unchangeable, cannot be the

cause of such illusion. It cannot be suggested that Brahman is the

cause of illusion in its status as basis or locus of illusion
; for, unless

the cause which transforms itself into the effect be admitted, the

unchanging cause to which such effects are attributed itself cannot

be established^, since it is only when certain transformations have

* na ca vivartddhisthdnatvena sukty-dder ivopdddnatvam avidydm antarend-

t&ttvikdnyathd-bhdva-laksanasya vivartasysambhavdt. Advaita-siddhi, p. 573.
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been effected that they are referred to a certain ground or basis as

belonging to it.

Again, if ajndna be itself invalid, as the Sahkarites say, it is

impossible that it should be amenable to the different valid means

of proof. If it is contended that ajndna has only an empirical

existence (vydvahdrika), then it could not be the stuff of the

ordinary illusory experience ;
for the stuff of the empirical cannot

be the cause of the illusory, and there is no evidence that the

avidyd is illusory. If it is contended that the valid means of proof
serve only for negating the non-existence of avidyd, then the reply

is that, since the ajndna is grasped by the faultless ^J^«-conscious-

ness, it must be admitted to be valid. It is wrong also to suppose
that the means of proof negate only the non-existence of ajndna ;

for, unless the nature of ajndna could be known by inference, the

negation of its non-existence could also not be known. It must also

be noted that, when the valid means of proof reveal the ajndna, they
do so as if it were not an illusory conch-shell-silver known by the

^J/wj-consciousness, but a valid object of knowledge, and they also

do not reveal the non-existence of ajndna in the locus of its ap-

pearance. Thus the valid means of proof by which ajndna is sup-

posed to be made known indicate its existence as a valid object of

knowledge. The avidyd, therefore, may be regarded as non-eternal

(being removable by knowledge), but not false or invalid. The
statement of the Sahkarites, therefore, that avidyd is invalid by
itself and yet is known by valid means of proof, is invalid.

If avidyd is apprehended by the pure faultless consciousness, it

should be ultimately true, and it ought to persist after emancipa-
tion. It cannot be said that it may not persist after emancipation,

since, its esse being its percipi, so long as its perception exists (as it

must, being apprehended by the eternal pure consciousness) it also

must exist. If it is held that avidyd is known through a vrtti, then

the obvious difficulty is that the two conditions which can generate
a vrtti are that of valid cognitive state (pramdna) or defects (dosa),

and in the case of the apprehension of avidyd neither of these can

be said to induce the suitable vrtti. There being thus no possibility

of a vrtti, there would be no apprehension of avidyd through the

reflection of consciousness through it. Again, the vrtti, being itself

an avidyd state, would itself require for its comprehension the help
of pure consciousness reflected through another vrtti, and that
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another, and so on
; and, if it is urged that the comprehension of

the vrtti does not stand in need of reflection through another vrtti^

but is directly revealed by 5aA«'-consciousness, then such a vrtti

would be experienced even after emancipation. Moreover, it is

difficult to conceive how an entity like avidyd, whose esse is percipi,

can be regarded as capable of conditioning a vrtti by the reflection

of the consciousness through which it can be known. For there is

no esse of the thing before it is perceived, and according to the

supposition it cannot be perceived unless it has a previous esse.

The reply of Madhusudana is that the above objections are

invalid, since the ajndna, being perceived by the sdksi-conscious-

ness, which is always associated with the perceiver, has no such

ontological appearance or revelation. In reply to some of the other

criticisms Madhusudana points out that, avidyd being a defect and

being itself a condition of its own vrtti, the objections on these

grounds lose much of their force.

Vyasa-tlrtha says that the Sahkarites think that, since everything
else but the pure consciousness is an imaginary creation of avidyd,

the avidyd can have for its support only Brahman and nothing else.

He points out that it is impossible that ignorance, which is entirely

opposed to knowledge, should have the latter as its support. It may
well be remembered that ignorance is defined as that which is

removable by knowledge. It cannot be said that the opposition is

between the vrtti-knowledgQ and ajndna ; for, if that were so, then

ajndna should be defined as that which is opposed to knowledge in

a restricted sense, since z;r«/-knowledge is knowledge only in a

restricted sense (the real knowledge being the light of pure

consciousness). If consciousness were not opposed to ignorance,

there could not be any illumination of objects. The opposition of

ignorance to knowledge is felt, even according to the Sankarites,

in the experience
"
I do not know." It is also well known that there

is no ignorance with regard to pleasure or pain, which are directly

perceived by the sdksi. This is certainly due to the fact that pure
consciousness annuls ajndna, so that whatever is directly revealed

by it has no ajndna in it. It is contended that there are instances

where one of the things that are entirely opposed to each other may
have the other as its basis. Persons suffering from photophobia may
ascribe darkness to sunshine, in which case darkness is seen to be

based on sunshine
; similarly, though knowledge and ignorance are
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so much opposed, yet the latter may be supposed to be based on

the former. To this the reply is that, following the analogy where a

false darkness is ascribed to sunlight, one may be justified in

thinking that a false ajndna different from the ajndna under dis-

cussion may be based on the pure consciousness. Moreover, the

experience "I am ignorant" shows that the ignorance {avidya) is

associated with the ego and not with pure consciousness. It cannot

be suggested that, both the ego and the ignorance being at the same

time illusorily imposed on the pure consciousness, they appear as

associated with each other, which explains the experience "I am

ignorant"; for without first proving that the ajndna exists in the

pure consciousness the illusory experience cannot be explained, and

without having the illusory experience first the association of

ajndna with pure consciousness cannot be established, and thus

there would be a vicious circle. It is also wrong to suppose that the

experience "I am ignorant" is illusory. Moreover, the very ex-

perience "I am ignorant" contradicts the theory that ajndna is

associated with pure consciousness, and there is no means by which

this contradiction can be further contradicted and the theory that

ajndna rests on pure consciousness be supported. The notions of

an agent, knower, or enjoyer are always associated with cognitive

states and therefore belong to pure consciousness. If these notions

were imposed upon the pure consciousness, the ajndna would

belong to it (which, being a false knower, is the same as the indi-

vidual self or jivd), and, so would belong to jiva; this would be to

surrender the old thesis that ajndna belongs to pure consciousness.

It is also not right to say that the ajndna of the conch-shell belongs

to the consciousness limited by it; it is always experienced that

knowledge and ignorance both belong to the knower. If it is con-

tended that what exists in the substratum may also show itself when

that substratum is qualified in any particular manner, and that

therefore the ajndna in the pure consciousness may also show itself

in the self or jiva, which is a qualified appearance of pure con-

sciousness, to this the reply is that, if this contention is admitted, then

even the pure consciousness may be supposed to undergo through
its association with ajndna the world-cycles of misery and rebirth.

The supposition that xh&jiva is a reflection and the impurities

are associated with it as a reflected image and not with the

Brahman, the reflector, is wrong; for, if the ajndna is associated
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with pure consciousness, it is improper to think that its effects

should affect the reflected image and not Brahman. Moreover, the

analogy of reflection can hold good only with reference to rays of

light, and not with reference to consciousness. Again, if the jlvas

be regarded as a product of reflection, this will necessarily have a

beginning in time. Moreover, the reflection can occur only when
that through which anything is reflected has the same kind of

existence as the former. A ray of light can be reflected in the sur-

face of water and not in mirage, because water has the same status

of existence as the ray of light; but, if Brahman and ajndna have

not the same kind of existence, the former cannot be reflected in

the latter. Moreover, ajndna, which has no transparency, cannot

be supposed to reflect Brahman. Again, there is no reason to

suppose that the ajndna should be predisposed to reflect the

Brahman, and, if the ajndna is transformed into the form of dkdsa,

etc., it cannot also at the same time behave as a reflector. Moreover,

just as apart from the face and its image through reflection there is

no other separate face, so there is also no separate pure conscious-

ness, apart from Brahman and ihejiva, which could be regarded as

the basis of ajndna. Also it cannot be suggested that pure con-

sciousness as limited by thejiva-iorm is the basis of the ajndna; for

without the reflection through ajndna there cannot be any jiva, and

without the jtva there cannot be any ajndna, since on the present

supposition the ajndna has for its support the consciousness limited

by jiva, and this involves a vicious circle. Again, on this view, since

Brahman is not the basis of ajndna, though it is of the nature of pure

consciousness, it may well be contended that pure consciousness as

such is not the basis of ajndna, and that, just as the jiva, through
association with ajndna, undergoes the cycles of birth, so Brahman

also may, with equal reason, be associated with ajndna, and undergo
the painful necessities of such an association.

The analogy of the mirror and the image is also inappropriate

on many grounds. The impurities of the mirror are supposed to

vitiate the image; but in the present case no impurities are directly

known or perceived to exist in the ajndna, which stands for the

mirror; even though they may be there, being of the nature of root-

impressions, they are beyond the scope of the senses. Thus, the

view that the conditions which are perceived in the mirror are also

reflected in the image is invalid.
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It cannot be held that, just as in the Nyaya view the soul is

associated with pain only through the intermediacy of body, so the

pure consciousness may be regarded as associated with ajndna in

association with its limited form as jwa; for, since pure conscious-

ness is itself associated with the mischievous element, the ajndna,

the attainment of Brahmanhood cannot be regarded as a desirable

state.

Madhusudana in reply says that pure consciousness, in itself

not opposed to ajndna, can destroy ajndna only when reflected

through modification of ajndna as vrtti, just as the rays of the sun,

which illuminate little bits of paper or cotton, may burn them

when reflected through a lens. It is wrong also to suppose that the

ignorance has its basis in the ego; for the ego-notion, being itself

a product of ajndna, cannot be its support. It must, therefore, have

as its basis the underlying pure consciousness. The experience
"I am ignorant" is, therefore, to be explained on the supposition
that the notion of ego and ignorance both have their support in the

pure consciousness and are illusorily made into a complex. The

ego, being itself an object of knowledge and removable by ultimate

true knowledge, must be admitted to be illusory. If ajndna were

not ultimately based on pure consciousness, then it could not be

removable by the ultimate and final knowledge which has the pure
consciousness as its content. It is also wrong to suppose that the

ajndna qualifies the phenomenal knower; for the real knower is the

pure consciousness, and to it as such the ajndna belongs, and it is

through it that all kinds of knowledge, illusory or relatively real,

belong to it. The criticism that, there being ajndna, there is the

phenomenal knower, and, there being the phenomenal knower,
there is ajndna, is also wrong; for ajndna does not depend for its

existence upon the phenomenal knower. Their mutual association

is due not to the fact that avidyd has the knower as its support, but

that ignorance and the ego-notion are expressed together in one

structure of awareness, and this explains their awareness. The

unity of the phenomenal knower and the pure consciousness

subsists only in so far as the consciousness underlying the phe-
nomenal knower is one with pure consciousness. It is well known

that, though a face may stand before a mirror, the impurities of

the mirror affect the reflected mirror and not the face. The re-

flected image, again, is nothing different from the face itself; so,
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though the pure consciousness may be reflected through impure

ajndna, impurities affect not the pure consciousness, but the jiva,

which, again, is identical in its essence with the consciousness. It

must be noted in this connection that there are two ajndnas, one

veiUng the knower and the other the object, and it is quite

possible that in some cases (e.g., in mediate knowledge) the veil

of the object may remain undisturbed as also the veil of the

subject.

It is wrong to suppose that reflection can only be of visible

objects; for invisible objects also may have reflection, as in the case

of dkdsa, which, though invisible, has its blueness reflected in it

from other sources. Moreover, that Brahman is reflected through

ajndna is to be accepted on the testimony of scripture. It is also

wrong to contend that that which is reflected and that in which the

reflection takes place have the same kind of existence; for a red

image from a red flower, though itself illusory and having therefore

a different status of existence from the reflecting surface of the

mirror, may nevertheless be further reflected in other things.

Moreover, it is wrong to suppose that ajndna cannot be predisposed
to reflect pure consciousness; for ajndna, on the view that it is

infinite, may be supposed to be able to reflect pure consciousness

in its entirety; on the view that it is more finite than pure con-

sciousness there is no objection that a thing of smaller dimensions

could not reflect an entity of larger dimensions; the sun may be

reflected in water on a plate. Moreover, it is not a valid objection

that, if ajndna has transformation into particular forms, it is

exhausted, and therefore cannot reflect pure consciousness; for that

fraction of ajndna which takes part in transformation does not take

part in reflection, which is due to a different part of ajndna. Again,
the criticism that, in contradistinction to the case of reflection of a

neutral face appearing as many images, there is no neutral con-

sciousness, apart from the jiva and Brahman, is ineffective
;
for the

neutral face is so called only because the differences are not taken

into account, so that the pure consciousness also may be said to be

neutral when looked at apart from the peculiarities of its special

manifestation through reflection.

It must be noted that the function of reflection consists in

largely attributing the conditions (such as impurities, etc.) of the

reflector to the images. This is what is meant by the phrase
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upddheh pratibimba-paksapdtitvam (i.e., the conditions show them-

selves in the images). It is for this reason that the impurities of

ajndna may show themselves in the refiected jivas without affecting

the nature of pure consciousness.

Also it cannot be said that mdyd is associated with Brahman;

for, if this mdyd be ajndna, then the possibility of its association

with Brahman has already been refuted. Mdyd, being ajndna,

also cannot be regarded as a magical power whereby it is possible

to show things which are non-existent {aindrajdlikasyeva avidya-

mdna-pradarsana-saktih); for, since ajndna in general has been

refuted, a specific appearance of it, as magic, cannot be admitted ;

also it is never seen that a magician demonstrates his magical feats

through ajndna. If mdyd be regarded as a special power of Brahman

by which He creates the diverse real objects of the world, then we

have no objection to such a view and are quite prepared to accept

it. If it is held that mdyd is a power of deluding other beings, then,

since before its application there are no beings, the existence of

mdyd is unjustifiable. Again, if such a power should be regarded

as having a real existence, then it would break monism. If it be

regarded as due to the false imagination of th&jivas, then it cannot

be regarded as deluding these. If it be regarded as due to the false

imagination of Brahman, then it must be admitted that Brahman

has ajndna, since without ajndna there cannot be any false

imagination.

The view of Vacaspati that avidyd resides in the jlva is also

wrong—for, iijiva means pure consciousness, then the old objec-

tion holds good; li jlva means pure consciousness as limited by
reflection from ajndna or the a/nana-product, the buddhi, then this

involves a vicious circle; for without first explaining avidyd it is not

possible to talk about its limitation. If it is said that avidyd,

standing by itself without any basis, produces th^jtvas through its

reference to pure consciousness, and then, when the jiva is pro-

duced, resides in it, then it will be wrong to suppose that avidyd

resides in the jiva; even the production of the jlva will be in-

explicable, and the old objection of the vicious circle will still be

the same. Nor can it be held that, the jlva and the avidyd being

related to each other in a beginningless relation, the criticism of the

vicious circle through mutual dependence is unavailing is not

correct; for, if they do not depend on each other, they also cannot
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determine each other. If the ajndna and the jiva are not found to

be related to each other in any of their operations, they also cannot

depend upon each other; that which is entirely unrelated to any

entity cannot be said to depend on it. It is held that the difference

between jiva and Brahman consists in the fact of the former

being a product of avidyd, and it is also held that the avidyd has

the jiva as its basis, so that without the knowledge of jiva there

cannot be avidyd, and without the knowledge of avidyd there

cannot be a.ny jiva.

To this Madhusudana's reply is that the so-called vicious circle

of mutual dependence is quite inapphcable to the case under dis-

cussion, since such mutual dependence does not vitiate the pro-

duction, because such production is in a beginningless series. There
is not also a mutual agency of making each other comprehensible;

for, though the ajndna is made comprehensible by pure conscious-

ness, yet the latter is not manifested by the former. There is, further,

no mutual dependence in existence
; for, though the ajndna depends

upon pure consciousness for its existence, yet the latter does not

depend upon the former. Madhusudana further points out that

according to Vacaspati it is the ajndna of the jiva that creates both

the isvara and the jiva.

The ajndna is supposed to veil the pure consciousness
;
but the

pure consciousness is again supposed to be always self-luminous,

and, if this is so, how can it be veiled? The veil cannot be of the

jiva, since thejiva is a product of ajndna ;
it cannot be of the material

objects, since they are themselves non-luminous, so that no veil is

necessary to hide them. The veiling of the pure consciousness

cannot be regarded as annihilation of the luminosity of the self-

luminous {siddha-prakdsa-lopah); nor can it be regarded as ob-

struction to the production of what after it had come into existence

would have proved itself to be self-luminous; for that whose essence

is self-luminous can never cease at any time to be so. Moreover,
since the self-luminosity is ever-existent, there cannot be any
question regarding production of it which the ajndna may be

supposed to veil. Again, since it is the nature of knowledge to

express itself as related to objects, it cannot stand in need of any-

thing else in order to establish its relationing to the objects, and
there cannot be any time when the knowledge will exist without

relationing itself to the objects. Moreover, on the Sahkarite view
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the pure consciousness, being homogeneous in its self-luminosity,

does not stand in need of any relationing to objects which could be

obstructed by the veil. Nor can it be said that the veil acts as an

obstruction to the character of objects as known (prdkatya-

pratibandha) ; even according to the Saiikarites the prdkatya, or the

character of objects as known, is nothing but pure consciousness.

It cannot be said that such awareness as "this exists," "it does not

shine" cannot be said to appertain to pure consciousness; for even

in denying the existence of consciousness we have the manifestation

of consciousness. Even erroneous conceptions of the above forms

cannot be said to be the veil of ajndna; for error arises only as a

result of the veiling of the locus (e.g., it is only when the nature of

the conch-shell is hidden that there can appear an illusory notion

of silver) and cannot therefore be identified with the veil itself.

Citsukha defines self-luminosity as that which, not being an object

of awareness, has a fitness for being regarded as immediate

{avedyatve sati aparoksa-vyavahdra-yogyatvam). The view that the

self-luminosity is the fitness for not being immediate or self-

shining as an explanation of the veil of ajndna that exists in it, is

wrong, for that is self-contradictory, since by definition it has

fitness for being regarded as immediate.

Again, a veil is that which obstructs the manifestation of that

which is covered by it; but, if a self-luminous principle can mani-

fest itself through ajndna^ it is improper to call this a veil.

Again, if a veil covers any light, that veil does not obstruct the

illumination itself, but prevents the light from reaching objects

beyond the veil. Thus a light inside a jug illuminates the inside of

the jug, and the cover of the jug only prevents the light from

illuminating objects outside the jug. In the case of the supposed
obstruction of the illumination of the pure consciousness the same

question may arise, and it may well be asked "To whom does the

veil obstruct the illumination of the pure consciousness?" It can-

not be with reference to diverse jivas ;
for the diversity of jivas is

supposed to be a product of the action of the veil, and they are not

already existent, so that it may be said that the pure consciousness

becomes obstructed from the jivas by the action of the veil. It is

also wrong to suppose that the illumination of the Brahman so far

differs from that of ordinary light that it does not manifest itself to

itself; for, if that were so, it might equally remain unmanifested

D IV 19
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even during emancipation and there would be no meaning in

introducing ajndna as the fact of veiling. It is held that even while

the 5fl^"-consciousness is manifesting itself the ajndna may still be

there, since the 5aA«"-consciousness manifests the ajndna itself. It is

further held that in such experiences as "I do not know what you
said" the ajndna, though it may not veil anything, may yet be

manifested in pure consciousness, as may be directly intuited by

experience. To this the reply is that the conception of the ajndna

aims at explaining the non-manifestation of the unlimited bliss of

Brahman, and, if that is so, how can it be admitted that ajndna may
appear without any veiling operation in the manifested conscious-

ness? Though in the case of such an experience as
"

I do not know

what you said" the ajndna may be an object of knowledge, in the

case of manifestation of pleasure and pain there cannot be any

experience of the absence of manifestation of these, and so no

ajndna can appear in consciousness with reference to these. More-

over, even when one says "I do not know what you say" there is

no appearance of ajndna in consciousness; the statement merely
indicates that the content of the speaker's words is known only in

a general way, excluding its specific details. So far, therefore, there

is thus a manifestation of the general outline of the content of the

speaker's words, which might lead, in future, to an understanding
of the specific details. Anyway, the above experience does not mean

the direct experience of ajndna. Just as God, though not subject

like ourselves to illusions, is yet aware that we commit errors, or

just as we, though we do not know all things that are known by

God, yet know of the omniscience of God, so without knowing the

specific particularities of ajndna we may know ajndna in a general

manner. If the above view is not accepted, and if it is held that

there is a specific cognitive form of ajndna, then this cognitive form

would not be opposed to ajndna, and this would virtually amount to

saying that even the cessation of ajndna is not opposed to jndna,

which is absurd. Moreover, if ajndna were an object of knowledge,

then the awareness of it would be possible only by the removal of

another ajndna veil covering it.

Again, if it is said that ajndna exists wheresoever there is a

negation of the vrtti-jndna, which alone is contradictory to it, then

it should exist also in emancipation. But, again, when one says
"

1 do not know," the opposition felt is not with reference to zrtti-
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knowledge specifically, but with reference to knowledge in general.

Moreover, if caitanya (pure consciousness) and ajndna were not

opposed to each other, it would be wrong to designate the one as

the negation of the other, i.e., as knowledge {jndna) and ignorance

{ajndna). Moreover, if cognitions are only possible and ignorances
can only be removed through the manifestation of the self-shining

pure consciousness, it stands to reason that it is the pure conscious-

ness that should be opposed to ajndna. It is also unreasonable to

suppose that the self could have ajndna associated with it and yet
be self-luminous. There ought to be no specific point of difference

between the vrtti and the saAsZ-consciousness in their relation to

ajndna; for they may both be regarded as opposed to ajndna. If the

5a^«-consciousness were not opposed to ajndna, then it could not

remove ignorance regarding pleasure, pain, etc. There is no reason

to suppose that no ajndna can be associated with whatever is mani-

fested by 5a/wz-consciousness. It is indeed true that there is no

ajndna in the knower, and the knower does not stand in need of the

removal of any ignorance regarding itself. The self is like a lamp
ever self-luminous; no darkness can be associated with it. It is for

this reason that, though ordinary objects stand in need of light for

their illumination, the self, the knower, does not stand in need of

any illumination. It is also wrong to suppose that the pure con-

sciousness is opposed to ajndna only when it is reflected through
a vrtti state, and that in the case of the experience of pleasure the

5a/e«'-consciousness is reflected through a vrtti of the pleasure-
form

; for, if this is admitted, then it must also be admitted that the

pleasure had a material existence before it was felt, and thus, as in

the case of other objects, there may be doubts about pleasure and

pain also
;
and so the accepted view that the perception of pleasure

is also its existence must be sacrificed. Thus it has to be admitted

that pure consciousness is opposed to ignorance regarding pleasure,

pain, etc. There is, therefore, as regards opposition to knowledge
no diflference between pure consciousness and pure consciousness

manifested through a vrtti. Nor can it be said that pleasure, pain,

etc., are perceived by the pure consciousness as reflected through
the vrtti of the antahkarana; for the vrtti of the antahkarana can

arise only through sense-functioning, and in the intuition of in-

ternal pleasure there cannot be any such sense-function. Nor can

it be a reflection through the vrtti of avidyd; for that is possible

19-2
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only in the presence of a defect or defects. If, like things immersed

in darkness, like absence of knowledge, ajmina be utter unmani-

festation, then it cannot be manifested by the 5<2^^'-consciousness.

Again, if it is held that mtti is opposed to ajndna, then, since there

exists the ego-vrtti forming the jiva and the object-formed vrtti

representing the knowledge of the material objects, it might well

be expected that these vrttts would oppose the existence of ajndna

and that there would be immediate emancipation.

To this Madhusudana's reply is that the ajndna is called a veil

in the sense that it has a fitness (yogyatd) by virtue of which it is

capable of making things appear as non-existent or unmanifested,

though it may not always exert its capacity, with the result that in

dreamless sleep the operation of the veil exists, while in emancipa-
tion it is suspended. Generally speaking, the veil continues until

the attainment of Brahma-knowledge. It may be objected that the

concept of a veil, being different from that of pure consciousness, is

itself a product of false imagination (kalpita), and therefore involves

a vicious circle; to this the reply would be that avidyd is beginning-

less, and hence, even if a false imagination at any particular stage

be the result of a preceding stage and that of a still further pre-

ceding stage, there cannot be any difficulty. Moreover, the mani-

festation of the dvarana does not depend on the completion of the

infinite series, but is directly produced by pure consciousness.

It must be remembered that, though the pure consciousness in its

fulness is without any veil (as during emancipation), yet on other

occasions it may through the operation of the veil have a limited

manifestation. Against the objection of Vyasa-tlrtha that pure con-

sciousness, being homogeneous, is incapable of having any
association with a veil, Madhusudana ends by reiterating the asser-

tion that veiling is possible
—for which, however, no new reason is

given. To the objection that the veil, like the jug, cannot avert the

illumination of the lamp inside, and can obstruct only with reference

to the things outside the jug, but that in the case of the obstruction

of pure consciousness no such external entity is perceivable,

Madhusudana's reply is that the obstruction of the pure conscious-

ness is with reference to the jlva. The veiling and the jlva being
both related to each other in a beginningless series, the question

regarding their priority is illegitimate. Madhusudana points out

that, just as in the experience "I do not know what you say" the
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ignorance is associated with knowledge, so also, in the manifestation

of pleasure, pleasure is manifested in a limited aspect with reference

to a particular object, and such limitation may be considered to be

due to the association with ajndna which restricted its manifesta-

tion. Madhusudana contends that in such experiences as
"

I do not

know what you say" the explanation that there is a general know-

ledge of the intention of the speaker, but that the specific knowledge

of the details has not yet developed, is wrong; for the experience of

ajndna may here be regarded from one point of view as having

reference to particular details. If the specific details are not known,

there cannot be any ignorance with reference to them. But, just as,

even when there is the knowledge of a thing in a general manner,

there may be doubt regarding its specific nature, so there may be

knowledge in a general manner and ignorance regarding the details.

It may also be said that ignorance is directly known in a general

manner without reference to its specific details. Vyasa-tlrtha had

contended that the knowledge of ignorance could only be when

the particulars could not be known; thus God has no illusion, but

has a knowledge of illusion in general. Against this Madhusudana

contends that in all the examples that could be cited by the

opponents ignorance in a general manner can subsist along with a

knowledge of the constituent particulars. Again, it is argued that,

since ajndna is an object of knowledge, it would be necessary that

the veil of ajndna should be removed; this is self-contradictory.

To this Madhusudana's reply is that, just as in the case of the

knowledge of specific space-relations the presence of an object is

necessary, but yet but for the knowledge of its negation presence of

the object would be impossible, so also in the case of the knowledge

of ajndna the removal of a further veil is unnecessary, as this would

be self-contradictory.

It may be urged that ajndna is known only when the object with

reference to which the ignorance exists is not known; later on,

when such an object is known, the knower remembers that he had

ignorance regarding the object; and the difference between such

an ajndna and negation oi jndna (jndndbhdva) lies in the fact that

negation cannot be known without involving a relationing to its

defining reference, whereas ajndna does not stand in need of any

such defining reference. To this supposed explanation of ajndna by

Vyasa-tirtha Madhusudana's reply is that the Sahkarites virtually
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admit the difference between ajndna and abhdva, against which they
have been contending so long. Moreover, when one says

"
I do not

know what you say," the ajndna with reference to the speech of the

speaker is directly known at the present time, and this would be

inexplicable if the cognition of ajndna did not involve a cognition

of the defining reference. So, since ajndna is cognized along with

its object, there is no discrepancy in the object being manifested

in its aspect as under the grasp of ajndna as intuited by the sdksi-

consciousness. Madhusudana urges that the pure consciousness

can remove ajndna only by being reflected through the pra?ndna-

vrtti and not through its character as self-luminous or through the

fact of its being of a class naturally opposed to ajndna^. The dif-

ference between the vrttt and the 5flA«-consciousness in relation to

ajndna consists in the fact that the former is opposed to ajndna,

while the latter has no touch of ajndna. The latter, i.e., the sdksi-

consciousness, directly manifests pleasures, pains, etc., not by

removing any ajndna that was veiling them, but spontaneously,

because the veil of ajndna was not operating on the objects that

were being directly manifested by it 2.

Ajfiana and Ego-hood (aharnkara).

The Saiikarites hold that, though during dreamless sleep the

self-luminous self is present, yet, there being at the time no non-

luminous ego, the memory in the waking stage does not refer the

experience of the dreamless state to the ego as the self; and the

scriptural texts also often speak against the identification of the self

with the ego. In the dreamless stage the ego is not manifested; for,

had it been manifested, it would have been so remembered.

To this Vyasa-tlrtha's reply is that it cannot be asserted that in

dreamless sleep the self is manifested, whereas the ego is not: for

the opponents have not been able to prove that the ego is something
different from the self-luminous self. It is also wrong to say that

the later memory of sleeping does not refer to the ego; for all

memory refers to the self as the ego, and nothing else. Even when

*
pramdna-vrtty-tipdrudha-prakdiatvena nivartakatvam brumah, na tu jdti-

visesena, prakdiatva-rndtrena vd. Advaita-siddhi, p. 590.
^ sdksini yad ajiidna-virodhitvam anubhuyate tan ndjndna-nivartakatva-

nihandlmnam, kintu sva-visayecchddau ydvatsattvam prakdidd ajndndprasakti-
nibandhanam. Ibid. p. 590.
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one says "I slept," he uses the "I," the ego with which his self is

associated. The Vivarana also says that recognition is attributed to

the self as associated with the antahkarana. If the ego were not

experienced as the experiencer of the dreamless state, then one

might equally well have entertained doubts regarding it. It is

wrong also to suppose that the entity found in all perceivers is the

self, and not the ego; for, howsoever it may be conceived, it is the

ego that is the object of all such reference, and even the Vivarana

says that the self, being one in all its experiences in separate indi-

viduals, is distinct only through its association with the ego. It

cannot be said that reference to the ego is not to the ego-part, but

to the self-luminous entity underlying it; for, if this be admitted,

then even ignorance would have to be associated with that entity.

The ajndna also appears in experiences as associated with the ego,

and the ego appears not as the sleeper, but as the experiencer of the

waking state, and it recognizes itself as the sleeper. Nor can it be

denied that in the waking state one remembers that the ego during

the sleep has experienced pleasure; so it must be admitted that in

dreamless sleep it is the ego that experiences the sleep. The fact

that one remembers his dream-experience as belonging to the same

person who did some action before and who is now remembering
shows that the action before the dream-experience and the present

act of remembering belong to the same identical ego, the ex-

periencer; even if the underlying experiencer be regarded as pure

consciousness, yet so far as concerns the phenomenal experiencer

and the person that remembers it is the ego to which all experience

may be said to belong. Moreover, if the ego is supposed to be

dissolved in the dreamless sleep, then even the bio-motor functions

of the body, which are supposed to belong to the ego, would be

impossible. Moreover, since our self-love and our emotion for

self-preservation are always directed towards the self as the ego, it

must be admitted that the experiences of the permanent self refer

to the ego-substratum. It cannot be urged that this is possible by
an illusory imposition of the ego on the pure self; for this would

involve a vicious circle, since, unless the pure self is known as the

supreme object of love, there cannot be any imposition upon it and,

unless there is an imposition of the ego upon it, the self cannot be

known as the supreme object of love. Moreover, there is no ex-

perience of a self-love which could be supposed to be directed to
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pure consciousness and not to the phenomenal self. Similar criti-

cisms may also be made in the case of the explanation of such

experience as "I shall attain the ultimate bliss," as based on the

imposition of the ego upon the pure self^. Moreover, if the notion

of the ego has as a constituent the mind, then such experience as

"my mind," where the mind and the ego appear as different, would

be impossible, and the experience of mind and ego would be the

same. Moreover, all illusions have two constituents—the basis and

the appearance; but in the ego no such two parts are experienced.

It is also wrong to suppose that in such experiences as
"

I appear to

myself" {aham sphurdmi) the appearance in consciousness is the

basis and "appear to myself" is the illusory appearance^. For, the

appearance {sphurana) of the ego being different from the ego-

substance (aham-artha), there is no appearance of identity between

them such that the former may be regarded as the basis of the

latter. The ego is, thus, directly perceived by intuitive experience
as the self, and inference also points to the same; for, if the ego is

enjoined to go through the ethical and other purificatory duties,

and if it is the same that is spoken of as being liberated, it stands to

reason that it is the ego substance that is- the self. Vyasa-tlrtha

further adduces a number of scriptural texts in confirmation of this

view.

To this Madhusudana's reply is that, if the ego-substance had

been present in sleep, then its qualities, such as desire, wish, etc.,

would have been perceived. A substance which has qualities can

be known only through such qualities: otherwise a jug with

qualities w'ould not require to be known through the latter. It is

true, no doubt, that we affirm the existence of the jug in the interval

between the destruction of its qualities of one order and the pro-

duction of qualities of another order. But this does not go against

the main thesis; for though a qualified thing requires to be known

through its qualities, it does not follow that a qualityless thing

should not be knowable. So it must be admitted that, since no

qualities are apprehended during deep sleep, it is the qualityless

self that is known in deep sleep; if it had not been perceived, there

would have been no memory of it in the waking state. Moreover,

»
Wydydmrta, p. 283(a).

^ iha tu sphuranamdtram adhifthdnamiti sphurdrnlty eva dhir iti cen na.

Ibid. p. 2^ia).
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during dreamless sleep the self is perceived as supporting ignorance

(as is testified by the experience
"
I did not know anything in deep

sleep"), and hence it is different from the ego. The memory refers

to pure consciousness as supporting ajndna^ and not to the ego.

It is true that the Vivarana holds that recognition [pratyabhijnd)
can be possible only of pure consciousness as associated with the

antahkarana; but, though this is so, it does not follow that the

apprehension (abhijnd) of the pure consciousness should also be

associated with the antahkarana. In the dreamless state, therefore,

we have no recognition of pure consciousness, but an intuition of it.

In the waking stage we have recognition not of the pure conscious-

ness, but of the consciousness as associated with ajndna. The

emphasis of the statement of the Vivarana is not on the fact that

for recognition it is indispensable that the pure consciousness

should be associated with the antahkarana, but on the fact that it

should not be absolutely devoid of the association of any con-

ditioning factor; and such a factor is found in its association with

ajndna, whereby recognition is possible. The memory of the ego
as the experiencer during dreams takes place through the intuition

of the self during dreamless sleep and the imposition of the identity
of the ego therewith. It is the memory of such an illusory im-

position that is responsible for the apparent experience of the ego

during dreamless sleep. It is wrong to suggest that there is a vicious

circle; for it is only when the ego-substratum is known to be

different from the self that there can be illusory identity and it is

only when there is illusory identity that, as the ego does not appear

during dreamless state, the belief that it is different is enforced.

For it is only when the self is known to be different from the ego
that there can be a negation of the possibility of the memory of the

self as the ego. Vyasa-tirtha says that, the ego-substratum

(aham-artha) and the ego-sense {aham-kdra) being two different

entities, the manifestation of the former does not involve as a

necessary consequence the manifestation of the latter, and this

explains how in the dreamless state, though the ego-substratum is

manifested, yet the ego-sense is absent. To this Madhusudana's

reply is that the ego-substratum and the ego-sense are co-existent

and thus, wherever the ego-substratum is present, there ought also

to be the ego-sense, and, if during the dreamless state the ego-
substratum was manifested, then the ego-sense should also have
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been manifested with it. He adds that the same objection cannot

be made in regard to the manifestation of the self during the

dreamless state; for the self is not associated with the ego-sense.

Vyasa-tirtha has said that, just as the Saiikarites explain the mani-

festation of ajndna in the dreamless state as having reference to

objective entities only, and not to the pure 5J/wi-consciousness (as

it could not without contradiction be manifested and be at the same

time the object of ajndna), so the manifestation of the ego-sub-
stratum is not contradicted by the association with ajndna, but may
be regarded as having reference to extraneous objective entities.

To this Madusudana's reply is that there is no contradiction in the

appearance of ajndna in the sa/e^z-consciousness, as it may be in the

case of its association with the ego-substratum, and so the explana-

tion of Vyasa-tlrtha is quite uncalled-for.

Madhusudana says that the ego-substratum may be inferred to

be something different from the self, because, like the body, it is

contemplated by our ego-perception or our perception as "I."

If it is held that even the self is contemplated by the ego-percep-

tion, the reply is that the self, in the sense in which it is contem-

plated by the ego-perception, is really a n'on-self. In its essential

nature the self underlying the ego-perception cannot be contem-

plated by the ego-perception. Again, the view of Vyasa-tlrtha, that

the fact of our feeling ourselves to be the supreme end of happiness
shows that supreme happiness belongs to the ego-substratum, is

criticized by the Sahkarites to the effect that the supreme happiness,

really belonging to the self, is illusorily through a mistaken identity

imposed upon the ego-substratum. This criticism, again, is criti-

cized by the Madhvas on the ground that such an explanation

involves a vicious circle, because only when the supremely happy
nature of the ego-substratum is known does the illusory notion of

identity present itself; and that only when the illusory notion of

identity is present is there awareness of that supremely happy
nature. To this, again, the reply of Madhusudana is that the ex-

periencing of the dreamless stage manifests the self as pure con-

sciousness, while the ego-substratum is unmanifest; thus through
the testimony of deep sleep the ego-substratum is known to be

different from the self. The ego-substratum is by itself unmani-

fested, and its manifestation is always through the illusory imposi-

tion of identity with the pure self. What Madhusudana wishes to
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assert is that the supremely happy experience during deep sleep is

a manifestation of the pure self and not of the ego-substratum; the

ego is felt to be happy only through identification with the pure self,

to which alone belongs the happiness in deep sleep.

The objection of Vyasa-tirtha is that in emancipation the self is

not felt as the supreme end of happiness, because there is no duality

there, but, if such an experience be the nature of the self, then with

its destruction there will be destruction of the self in emancipation.

To this Madhusudana's reply is that the experience of the self as

the end of supreme happiness is only a conditional manifestation,

and therefore the removal of this condition in emancipation cannot

threaten the self with destruction.

It is urged by the Sankarites that the agency (kartrtva) be-

longing to the mind is illusorily imposed upon the self, whereby it

illusorily appears as agent, though its real changeless nature is

perceived in deep sleep. Vyasa-tlrtha replies that there are two

specific illustrations of illusion, viz., (i) where the red-colour of the

japd-ho-wer is reflected on a crystal, whereby the white crystal

appears as red, and (ii)
where a rope appears as a dreadful snake.

Now, following the analogy of the first case, one would expect that

the mind would separately be known as an agent, just as the japd-

flower is known to be red, and the pure consciousness also should

appear as agent, just as the crystal appears as red. If the reply is

that the illusion is not of the first type, since it is not the quality of

the mind that is reflected, but the mind with its qualities is itself

imposed, there it would be of the second type. But even then the

snake itself appears as dreadful, following which analogy one would

expect that the mind should appear independently as agent and the

pure consciousness also should appear so.

Madhusudana in reply says that he accepts the second type of

illusion, and admits that agency parallel to the agency of the mind

appears in the pure consciousness and then these two numerically

different entities are falsely identified through the identification of

the mind with the pure consciousness. As a matter of fact, how-

ever, the illusion of the agency of the mind in the pure conscious-

ness may be regarded as being of both the above two types. The

latter type, as nirupddhika, in which that which is imposed

(adhyasyamdna, e.g., the dreadful snake), being of the Vydvahdrika

type of existence, has a greater reality than the illusory knowledge
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(the rope-snake which has only a prdtihhdsika existence), as has

been shown above. It may also be interpreted as being a sopddhika

illusion of the first type, since both that which is imposed (the

agency of the mind) and that which is the illusory appearance (the

agency of the pure consciousness) have the same order of existence,

viz., Vydvahdrika, which we know to be the condition of a

sopddhika illusion as between ya/)a-flower and crystal.

Madhusudana points out that ego-hood (aham-kdra) is made

up of two constituents, (i) the underlying pure consciousness, and

(ii) the material part as the agent. The second part really belongs

to the mind, and it is only through a false identification of it with

the pure consciousness that the experience "I am the doer, the

agent" is possible: so the experience of agency takes place only

through such an illusion. So the objection that, if the agency
interest in the mind is transferred to the ego-substratum, then the

self cannot be regarded as being subject to bondage and liberation,

is invalid; for the so-called ego-substratum is itself the result of the

false identification of the mind and its associated agency with the

pure consciousness. Vyasa-tlrtha had pointed out that in arguing
with Sarnkhyists the Sahkarites had repudiated {Brahma-sutra,
II. 3. 33) the agency of the buddhi. To this Madhusudana's reply is

that what the Sarikarites asserted was that the consciousness was

both the agent and the enjoyer of experiences, and not the latter

alone, as the Sarnkhyists had declared; they had neither repudiated

the agency of buddhi nor asserted the agency of pure consciousness.

Vyasa-tirtha says that in such experience as
"

I am a Brahmin"

the identification is of the Brahmin body with the "I" and this

"I" according to the Sankarites is different from the self; if that

were so, it would be wrong to suppose that the above experience
is due to a false identification of the body with the "self"; for the

"I" is not admitted by the Sankarites to be the self. Again, if the

identity of the body and the self be directly perceived, and if there

is no valid inference to contradict it, it is difficult to assert that they
are different. Moreover, the body and the senses are known to be

different from one another and cannot both be regarded as identical

with the self. Again, if all difference is illusion, the notion of

identity, which is the opposite of "difference," will necessarily be

true. Moreover, as a matter of fact, no such illusory identification

of the body and the self ever takes place; for, not to speak of men.
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even animals know that they are different from their bodies and

that, though their bodies change from birth to birth, they them-

selves remain the same all through.

Madhusudana says in reply that the false identification of the

body and the ego is possible because ego has for a constituent the

pure consciousness, and thus the false identification with it means

identification with consciousness. Moreover, it is wrong to say

that, if perception reveals the identity between the body and self,

then it is not possible through inference to establish their difference.

For it is well known (e.g., in the case of the apparent size of the

moon in perception) that the results of perception are often revised

by well-established inference and authority. Again, the objection

that, all difference being illusory, the opposite of difference, viz.,

false identification, must be true, is wrong; for in the discussion on

the nature of falsehood it has been shown that both the positive and

the negative may at the same time be illusory. Moreover, the false

identification of the body with the self can be dispelled in our

ordinary life by inference and the testimony of scriptural texts,

whereas the illusion of all difference can be dispelled only by the

last cognitive state preceding emancipation. Madhusudana holds

that all explanation in regard to the connection of the body with

the self is unavailing, and the only explanation that seems to be

cogent is that the body is an illusory imposition upon the self.

Indefinability of World-appearance.

It is urged by Vyasa-tlrtha that it is difficult for the Sahkarites to

prove that the world-appearance is indefinable {anirvdcya), whatever

may be the meaning of such a term. Thus, since it is called in-

definable, that is in itself a sufficient description of its nature; nor

can it be said that there is an absence of the knowledge or the

object which might have led to a definition or description; for in

their absence no reference to description would be at all possible.

Nor can it be said that indefinability means that it is different from

both being and non-being; for, being different from them, it could

be the combination of them. To this Madhusudana's reply is that

the indefinability consists in the fact that the world-appearance is

neither being nor non-being nor being-and-non-being. Inde-

finability may also be said to consist in the fact that the world-
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appearance is liable to contradiction in the context wherein it

appears. It cannot be said that the above position does not carry

us to a new point, since one existent entity may be known to be

different from any other existent entity ;
for the negation here is not

of any particular existence, but of existence as such. If it is possible

to assert that there may be an entity which is neither existence nor

non-existence, then that certainly would be a new proposition.

Madhusudana further points out that "existence" and "non-

existence" are used in their accepted senses and, both of them being

unreal, the negation of either of them does not involve the affirma-

tion of the other, and therefore the law of excluded middle is not

applicable. When it is said that the indefinability consists in the fact

that a thing is neither being nor non-being, that means simply that,

all that can be affirmed or denied being unreal, neither of them can

be affirmed; for what is in itself indescribable cannot be affirmed

in any concrete or particularized form^.

Vyasa-tlrtha contends that the inscrutable nature ofexistence and

non-existence should not be a ground for calling them indefinable;

for, if that were so, then even the cessation of avidyd, which is

regarded as being neither existent nor non-existent nor existent-non-

existent nor indefinable, should also have been called indefinable.

The reply of Madhusudana to this is that the cessation of avidyd

is called unique, because it does not exist during emancipation;

he further urges that there is no incongruity in supposing that

an entity as well as its negation (provided they are both unreal) may
be absent in any other entity

—this is impossible only when the

positive and the negative are both real. Madhusudana further says

that being and non-being are not mutual negations, but exist in

mutually negated areas. Being in this sense may be defined as the

character of non-being contradicted, and non-being as incapability

of appearing as being. It may be argued that in this sense the world-

appearance cannot be regarded as different from both being and

non-being. To this the reply is that by holding the view that being

and non-being are not in their nature exclusive, in such a way that

absence of being is called non-being and vice versa, but that the

absence of one is marked by the presence of another, a possibility

^
tia ca tarhi sad-udi-vailaksanyoktih katham tat-tat-pratiyogi-durnirupatd-

mdtre prakatandya, na hi svarupato durnirupasya kuncid api rupam vdstavam

sambhavati. Advaita-siddhi, p. 621.
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is kept open whereby both may be absent at one and the same time.

Thus, if eternity and non-eternity be defined as being-associated-

with-destmction and being-unassociated-with-destruction, then

they may be both absent in generahty, which has no being; and,

again, if eternity be defined as absence of a limit in the future, and

non-eternity be defined as liabiUty to cessation on the part of

entities other than being, then negation-precedent-to-production

(prdg-abhdva) may be defined as an entity in which there is neither

entity nor non-entity; for a negation-precedent-to-destruction has

a future and at the same time cannot be made to cease by any other

thing than a positive entity, and so it has neither eternity nor non-

eternity in the above senses. So the false silver, being unreal,

cannot be liable to contradiction or be regarded as uncontradicted.

The opponent, however, contends that the illustration is quite out

of place, since generality {sdmdnya) has no destruction and is,

therefore, non-eternal, and negation-precedent-to-production is

non-eternal, because it is destroyed. To this Madhusudana's reply

is that the Sahkarites do not attempt to prove their case simply by

this illustration, but adduce the illustration simply as a supplement

to other proofs in support of their thesis. The reason why the

qualities of being and non-being may be found in the world-

appearance without contradiction is that, being qualities of

imaginary entities (being and non-being), they do not contradict

each other^. If an entity is not regarded as non-eternal in a real

sense, there is no contradiction in supposing it to be non-eternal

only so long as that entity persists. Madhusudana puts forward the

above arguments to the effect that there is no contradiction in

affirming the negation of any real qualities on the ground that those

qualities are imaginary 2, against the criticism of Vyasa-tlrtha that,

if the world-appearance is pronounced by any person for whatever

reasons to be indefinable, then that itself is an affirmation, and hence

there is a contradiction. To be indefinable both as being and as

non-being means that both these are found to be contradicted in

the entity under consideration. When it is said that the imaginary

world-appearance ought not to be liable to being visible, invisible,

^ dharmina eva kalpitatvena viruddhayor api dharmayor abhdvdt. Ibid.

p. 622.
- atdttvika-hetu-sad-bhdvena tdttvika-dharmdbhdvasya sddhanena vydghdtd-

bhdvdt. Ibid. p. 623.
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contradicted or uncontradicted, there is a misunderstanding; for it

is certainly outside such affirmations in any real sense, but there is

no incongruity in the affirmation of these qualities as imaginary

appearances, since they are presented in those forms to all ex-

perience. The whole point is that, when qualities that are contra-

dictory are in themselves imaginary, there is no incongruity in their

mutual negation with reference to a particular entity; if the mutual

negation is unreal, their mutual affirmation is equally unreal.

Vyasa-tlrtha argues that indefinability of the world-appearance

[anirvdcytva) cannot mean that it is not the locus of either being

or non-being; for both non-being and Brahman, being qualityless,

would satisfy the same conditions, and be entitled to be called

indefinable. It cannot be said that Brahman may be regarded as

the locus of imaginary being, for the reply is that the same may be

the case with world-appearance. Again, since Brahman is quality-

less, if being is denied of it, absence of being also cannot be denied;

so, if both being and absence of being be denied of Brahman,

Brahman itself becomes indefinable. The reply of Madhusudana

is that the denial of both being and non-being in the world-

appearance is indefinable or unspeakable only in the sense that such

a denial applies to the world appearance only so long as it is there,

whereas in the Brahman it is absolute. Whereas the main emphasis of

the argument of Vyasa-tlrtha is on the fact that both being and non-

being cannot be denied at the same time, Madhusudana contends

that, since the denial of being and the affirmation of it are not of the

same order (the latter being of the Vydvahdrika type), there is no

contradiction in their being affirmed at the same time. In the same

way Madhusudana contends that the denial of quality in Brahman

{nirvisesatva) should not be regarded as a quality in itself; for the

quality that is denied is ofimaginary type and hence its denial does not

itself constitute a quality. Vyasa-tlrtha further urges that, following

the trend of the argument of the Sahkarites, one might as well say

that there cannot be any contradiction of the illusory conch-shell-

silver by the experiential conch-shell, the two being of two different

orders of existence: to this Madhusudana's reply is that both the

illusory and the experiential entities are grasped by the sdksi-con-

sciousness, and this constitutes their sameness and the contradiction

of one by the other; there is no direct contradiction of the illusory

by the experiential, and therefore the criticism of Vyasa-tlrtha fails.
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Nature of Brahman.

Vyasa-tlrtha, in describing the nature of illusion, says that, when
the subconscious impression of silver is roused, the senses, being
associated with specific defects, take the "thisness" of conch-shell

as associated with silver. There is, therefore, no production of any

imaginary silver such as the Sahkarites allege; the silver not being

there, later perception directly shows that it was only a false silver

that appeared. Inference also is very pertinent here; for whatever

is false knowledge refers to non-existent entities simply because they
are not existent. Vyasa-tlrtha further points out that his view of

illusion {anyathd-khydti) is diflferent from the Buddhist view of

illusion {a-sat-khydti) in this, that in the Buddhist view the ap-

pearance "this is silver" is wholly false, whereas in Vyasa-tlrtha's

view the "this" is true, though its association with silver is

false.

Vyasa-tirtha further points out that, if the illusory silver be

regarded as a product of ajndna, then it will be wrong to suppose
that it is liable to negation in the past, present and future

; for, if it

was a product of ajndna, it was existing then and was not liable to

negation. It is also wrong to say that the negation of the illusory

appearance is in respect of its reality; for, in order that the ap-

pearance may be false, the negation ought to deny it as illusory

appearance and not as reality, since the denial of its reality would be

of a different order and would not render the entity false.

Vyasa-tlrtha had contended that, since Brahman is the subject

of discussion and since there are doubts regarding His nature, a

resolution of such doubts necessarily implies the affirmation of

some positive character. Moreover, propositions are composed of

words, and, even if any of the constituent words is supposed to

indicate Brahman in a secondary sense, such secondary meaning
is to be associated with a primary meaning ;

for as a rule secondary

meanings can be obtained only through association with a primary

meaning, when the primary meaning as such is baffled by the

context. In reply to the second objection Madhusudana says that

a word can give secondary meaning directly, and does not neces-

sarily involve a baffling of the primary meaning. As regards the

first objection the reply of Madhusudana is that the undiff^erentiated

D IV 20
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character of Brahman can be known not necessarily through any
affirmative character, but through the negation of all opposite

concepts. If it is objected that the negation of such opposing

concepts would necessarily imply that those concepts are con-

stituents of Brahma-knowledge, the reply of Madhusudana is that,

such negation of opposing concepts being of the very nature of

Brahman, it is manifested and intuited directly, without waiting for

the manifestation of any particular entity. The function of ordinary

propositions involving association of particular meanings is to be

interpreted as leading to the manifestation of an undivided and

unparticularized whole, beyond the constituents of the proposition

which deal with the association of particular meanings.

Vyasa-tirtha contends that, if Brahman is regarded as dif-

ferenceless, then He cannot be regarded as identical with know-

ledge or with pure bliss, or as the one and eternal, or as the sdksi-

consciousness. Brahman cannot be pure consciousness; for con-

sciousness cannot mean the manifestation of objects, since in

emancipation there are no objects to be manifested. To this

Madhusudana's reply is that, though in emancipation there are no

objects, yet that does not detract from its nature as illuminating.

To Vyasa-tirtha' s suggestion that Brahman cannot be regarded as

pure bliss interpreted as agreeable consciousness {anukula-

vedanatva) or mere agreeableness (anukulatva), since this would

involve the criticism that such agreeableness is due to some

extraneous condition, Madhusudana's reply is that Brahman is

regarded as pure bliss conceived as unconditional desirability

(nirupddhikestarupatvdt). Madhusudana urges that this cannot

mean negation of pain; for negation of pain is an entity different

from bliss and in order that the definition may have any application

it is necessary that the negation of pain should lead to the establish-

ment of bliss. Vyasa-tirtha further argues that, if this unconditional

desirability cannot itself be conditional, then the blissful nature of

Brahman must be due to certain conditions. Moreover, if

Brahman's nature as pure bliss be different from its nature as pure

knowledge, then both the views are partial; and, if they are

identical, it is useless to designate Brahman as both pure knowledge
and pure bliss. To this Madhusudana's reply is that, though know-

ledge and bliss are identical, yet through imaginary verbal usage

they are spoken of as different. He further urges that objectless
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pure knowledge is defined as pure bliss^; pure bliss is nothing but

pure perceiver (drg-anatirekdt). On this view again there is no

difference between bliss and its consciousness. Vyasa-tlrtha con-

tends that, if Brahman is regarded as non-dual, then that involves

the negation of duality. If such a negation is false, then Brahman
becomes dual

; and, if such a negation is affirmed, then also

Brahman becomes dual, for it involves the affirmation of negation.
To this Madhusudana's reply is that the reality of negation is

nothing more than the locus in which the negation is affirmed
;
the

negation would then mean nothing else than Brahman, and hence

the criticism that the admission of negation would involve duality
is invalid.

Regarding the 5a^-consciousness Vyasa-tlrtha contends that

the definition of sdksi as pure being is unacceptable in the technical

sense of the word as defined by Panini. To this Madhusudana's

reply is that sdksi may be defined as the pure consciousness reflected

either in avidyd or a modification of it; and thus even the pure

being may, through its reflection, be regarded as the drastd. The

objection of circular reasoning, on the ground that there is inter-

dependence between the conditions of reflection and the seeing

capacity of the seer, is unavailing; for such interdependence is

beginningless. The 5a^«'-consciousness, according to Madhusudana,
is neither pure Brahman nor Brahman as conditioned by buddhi,

but is the consciousness reflected in avidyd or a modification of it
;

the 5a^«-consciousness, though one in all perceivers, yet behaves

as identified with each particular perceiver, and thus the ex-

periences of one particular perceiver are perceived by the sdksi-

consciousness as identified with that particular perceiver, and so

there is no chance of any confusion of the experience of different

individuals on the ground that the ^a^'-consciousness is itself

universal 2.

^ etena visaydnullekhi-jndnatn evdnandam ity api yuktam. Advaita-siddhi,

p. 751-
*
sarva-jJva-sadharanyepi tat-taj-jlva-caitanydbhedendbhivyaktasya tat-tad-

duhikhddi-bhdsakatayd atiprasar^dbhdvdt. Ibid. p. 754.

20-2
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Refutation of Brahman as material

and instrumental cause.

Vyasa-tlrtha says that a material cause always undergoes trans-

formation in the production of the effect; but Brahman is supposed
to be changeless, and, as such, cannot be the material cause. There

are, however, three views: viz., that Brahman and mdyd are jointly

the cause of the world, just as two threads make a string, or that

Brahman with mdyd as its power is the cause, or that Brahman as

the support of mdyd is the cause. The reconciliation is that the

Brahman is called changeless so far as it is unassociated with mdyd
either as joint cause or as power or as instrument. To this Vya-
satlrtha says that, if the permanently real Brahman is the material

cause of the world, the world also would be expected to be so. If it

is said that the characteristics of the material cause do not inhere in

the effect, but only a knowledge of it is somehow associated with

it, then the world-appearance also cannot be characterized as in-

definable (or anirvdcya) by reason of the fact that it is constituted

of mdyd. Since only Brahman as unassociated with mdyd can be

called changeless, the Brahman associated with mdyd cannot be

regarded as the material cause of the world, if by such material

cause the changeless aspect is to be understood. If it is urged that

the changes are of the character [mdyd), then, since such a character

is included within or inseparably associated with the characterized,

changes of character involve a change in the characterized, and

hence the vivarta view fails. If the underlying substratum, the

Brahman, be regarded as devoid of any real change, then it is

unreasonable to suppose that such a substratum, in association

with its power or character, will be liable to real change; if it is

urged that the material cause may be defined as that which is the

locus of an illusion, then it may be pointed out that earth is never

regarded as the locus of an illusion, nor can the conch-shell be

regarded as the material cause of the shell-silver.

The reply of Madhusudana is that Brahman remains as the

ground which makes the transformations of mdyd possible. The
Brahman has a wider existence than mdyd and so cannot participate

in the changes of mdyd. Further, the objection that, if the Brahman
is real, then the world which is its effect should also be real is not
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valid; for only the qualities of the transforming cause (as earth or

of gold) are found to pass over to the effect, whereas, Brahman

being the ground-cause, we have no analogy which should lead us

to expect that it should pass on to the effect.

Vyasa-tirtha further says that, just as one speaks of the being of

jugs, so one may speak of the non-being of chimerical entities, but

that does not presuppose the assertion that chimerical entities have

non-being as their material cause. Again, if the world had Brahman

for its material cause, then, since Brahman was pure bliss, the

world should also be expected to be of the nature of bliss, which it

is not. Again, on the vivarta view of causation there is no meaning
in talking of a material cause. Moreover, if Brahman be the material

cause, then the antahkarana cannot be spoken of as being the

material and transforming cause of suffering and other worldly

experiences.

Vyasa-tlrtha, in examining the contention of the Sahkarites that

Brahman is self-luminous, says that the meaning of the term "self-

luminous" (svaprakdsa) must first be cleared. If it is meant that

Brahman cannot be the object of any mental state, then there

cannot be any dissension between the teacher and the taught

regarding the nature of Brahman; for discussions can take place

only if Brahman be the object of a mental state. If it is urged that

Brahman is self-luminous in the sense that, though not an object

of cognition, it is always immediately intuited, then it may be

pointed out that the definition fails, since in dreamless sleep and in

dissolution there is no such immediate intuition of Brahman. It

cannot be said that, though in dreamless sleep the Brahman cannot

be immediately intuited, yet it has the status or capacity (yogyatd)

of being so intuited; for in emancipation, there being no characters

or qualities, it is impossible that such capacities should thus exist.

Even if such capacity be negatively defined, the negation, being

a category of world-appearance, cannot be supposed to exist in

Brahman. Moreover,- if Brahman can in no way be regarded as the

result of cognitive action, then the fact that it shines forth at the

culmination of the final knowledge leading to Brahmahood would

be inexplicable. Nor can it be argued that pure consciousness is

self-luminous, i.e., non-cognizable, because of the very fact that it

is pure consciousness, since whatever is not pure consciousness is

not self-luminous; for non-cognizability, being a quality, must
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exist somewhere, and, if it is absent everywhere else, it must by
reduction be present at least in pure consciousness. But it may be

urged that, even if pure consciousness be self-luminous, that does

not prove the self-luminosity of the self. The obvious reply is that

the self is identical with pure consciousness. To this Vyasa-tirtha's

objection is that, since there cannot be any kind of quality in the

self, it cannot be argued that self-luminosity exists in it, whether

as a positive quality, or as a negation of its negation, or as capacity.

For all capacity as such, being outside Brahman, is false, and that

which is false cannot be associated with Brahman. If non-

cognizability is defined as that which is not a product of the

activity of a mental state {phala-vydpyatvatn), and if such non-

cognizability be regarded as a sufficient description of Brahman,

then, since even the perception of a jug or of the illusory silver or

of pleasure and pain satisfies the above condition, the description is

too wide, and, since the shining of Brahman itself is the product of

the activity of the destruction of the last mental state, the definition

is too narrow^. It cannot be said that phala-vydpyatva means the

accruing of a speciality produced by the consciousness reflected

through a mental state, and that such speciality is the relationing

without consciousness on the occasion of the breaking of a veil, and

that such a phala-vydpyatva exists in the jug and not in the self.

Nor can it be said that phala-vydpyatva means the being of the

object of consciousness of the ground manifested through con-

sciousness reflected through a mental state. For the Sahkarites do

not think that a jug is an object of pure consciousness as reflected

through a vrtti or mental state, but hold that it is directly the object

of a mental state. It is therefore wrong to suggest that the definition

oi phala-vydpyatva is such that it applies to jug, etc., and not to

Brahman. By Citsukha pure self-shiningness of consciousness is

regarded as an objectivity of consciousness, and, if that is so.

Brahman must always be an object of consciousness, and the

description of it as non-objectivity to consciousness, or non-

cognizability, would be impossible. Citsukha, however, says that

Brahman is an object of consciousness {cid-visaya), but not an object

*
ndpi phaldvydpyatvam drsyatva-bhange ukta-rltyd prdtibhdsike rupyddau

vydvahdrike avidydntahkarana-tad-dharma-sukhddau ghatddau ca laksanasyd-

thydpteh. tatroktantyaiva brahmano'pi carama-vrtti-pratibimbita-cid-rupa-

phala-vydpyatvendsambhavdc ca. Nydydmrta, p. 507(6).
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of cognizing activity {cid-akarmatva). If, following Citsukha,

avedyatva (or non-cognizability) be regarded as the status of that

which is not the object of a cognitive operation, and if by cognitive

operation one expresses that consciousness is manifested through a

particular objective form, as in the case of a jug, then, since

Brahman also in the final stage is manifested through a corre-

sponding mental state, Brahman also must be admitted to be an object

of cognitive operation; otherwise even a jug cannot be regarded as

an object of cognitive operation, there being no difference in the

case of the apprehension of a jug and that of Brahman. If it is

urged that object of cognizability means the accruing of some

special changes due to the operation of cognizing, then also

Brahman would be as much an object as the jug; for, just as in the

case of the cognition of a jug the cognizing activity results in the

removal of the veil which was obstructing the manifestation of the

jug, so final Brahma-knowledge, which is an intellectual operation,

results in the removal of the obstruction to the manifestation of

Brahman. The objectivity involved in cognizing cannot be regarded
as the accruing of certain results in the object of cognition through
the activity involved in cognizing operation; for, the pure con-

sciousness not being an activity, no such accruing of any result due

to the activity of the cognizing operation is possible even in objects

(as jug, etc.) which are universally admitted to be objects of cogni-

tion. If reflection through a mental state be regarded as the cog-

nizing activity, then that applies to Brahman also; for Brahman

also is the object of such a reflection through a mental state or idea

representing Brahman in the final state.

Citsukha defines self-luminosity as aparoksa-vyavahdra-yogy-

atva, i.e., capability of being regarded as immediate. A dispute

may now arise regarding the meaning of this. If it signifies "that

which is produced by immediate knowledge," then virtue and vice,

which can be immediately intuited by supernatural knowledge of

Yogins and Gods, has also to be regarded as immediate; and, when
one infers that he has virtue or vice and finally has an immediate

apprehension of that inferential knowledge, or when one has an

immediate knowledge of virtue or vice as terms in inductive

proposition (e.g., whatever is knowable is definable, such a proposi-

tion including virtue and vice as involved under the term "know-

able"), one would be justified in saying that virtue and vice are also
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immediate, and thus immediacy of apprehension would be too wide

for a sufficient description of Brahman. Thus, though virtue and

vice are not cognizable in their nature, it is yet possible in the case

of Yogins and of God to have immediate apprehension of them, and

so also in our case, so far as concerns the direct apprehension of

inference of them.

If immediacy signifies "that which may be the object of im-

mediate knowledge," and if the self be regarded as immediate in

this sense, then it is to be admitted that the self is an object of

immediate cognition, like the jug^. Nor can it be urged that the

immediacy of an object depends upon the immediacy of the know-

ledge of it; for the immediacy of knowledge also must depend upon
the immediacy of the object. Again, Vyasa-tlrtha contends that

immediacy cannot signify that the content is of the form of

immediacy (aparoksa-ity-dkdra); for it is admitted to be pure and

formless and produced by the non-relational intuition of the

Vedantic instructions.

Vyasa-tlrtha, in his Nydydmrta, tries to prove that Brahman is

possessed of qualities, and not devoid of them, as the Saiikarites

argue; he contends that most of the scriptural texts speak of

Brahman as being endowed with qualities. God (Isvara) is endowed
with all good qualities, for He desires to have them and is capable
of having them; and He is devoid of all bad qualities, because He
does not want them and is capable of divesting Himself of them.

It is useless to contend that the mention of Brahman as endowed
with qualities refers only to an inferior Brahman; for, Vyasa-tlrtha

urges, the scriptural texts do not speak of any other kind of

Brahman than the qualified one. If the Brahman were actually
devoid of all qualities, it would be mere vacuity or sunya, a nega-

tion; for all substances that exist must have some qualities.

Vyasa-tlrtha further contends that, since Brahman is the creator and

protector of the world and the authorizer of the Vedas, He must
have a body and organs of action, though that body is not an

ordinary material body {prdkrtdvayavddi-nisedha-paratvdt) ;
and it

is because His body is spiritual and not material that in spite of the

possession of a body He is both infinite and eternal and His abode

is also spiritual and eternal 2.

^ vastuna dparoksyam aparoksa-jiidna-visayatvam ced dtmdpi ghatddivad
vedyah sydt. Nydydmrta, p. 511(a).

- Ibid. pp. 496-8.
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Again, it is also wrong to say that Brahman is both the material

cause and the instrumental cause of the world, as the substance-

stuff of the world and as the creator or modeller of the world; for

the material cause undergoes modifications and changes, whereas

the Brahman is unchangeable. Brahman, again, is always the

master, and the individual selves or souls are always His servants:

so God alone is always free {nitya-mukta), whereas individual sOuls

are always related and bound to Him^ Tht gunas belong to prakrti
or maya and not to the individual souls; and therefore, since the

gunas o^ prakrti are not in the individual souls, there cannot be any

question of the bondage of individual souls by them or of liberation

from them. Whatever bondage, therefore, there is by which thtgunas
tie the individual souls is due to ignorance {avidyd). The gunas,

again, cannot affect God; for they are dependent (adhina) on Him.
It is only out of a part of God that all individual souls have come
into being, and that part is so far different from God that, though

through ignorance the individual souls, which have sprung forth

from this part, may be suffering bondage, God Himself remains

ever free from all such ignorance and bondage 2. The maya or

prakrti which forms the material cause of the world is a fine dusty
stuff or like fine cotton fibres [suksma-renumayi sd ca tantu-vdyasya

tantuvat), and God fashions the world out of this stuffs. This

' muktdv api svdmi-bhrtya-bhdva-sadbhdvena bhakty-ddi-bandha-sadbhdvdt

nitya-baddhatvam jlvasya krsnasya tu nitya-muktatvam eva. Bhdva-vildsini

(p. 179) on Yukti-mallikd.

ekasyaiva tnamdmsasya jlvasyaivam mahdmate

bandhasydvidyaydnddi vidyayd ca tathetarah

sva-bhinndmsasya jivdkhyd ajasyaikasya kevalam
bandhas ca bandhdn moksas ca na svasyety dha sa prabhuh.

Yukti-mallikd, p. 179.
The Bhdva-vildsiril (p. 185) also points out that, though God has His wives and

body and His heavenly abode in Vaikuntha, yet He has nothing to tie Himself with
these

;
for these are not of prakrti-stufl, and, as He has no trace of the gunas

oi prakrti, He is absolutely free; only a tie of pra^r^j-stvifTcan be a tie or bondage
But prakrti cannot affect Him; for He is her master—mama gund vastuni ca

sruti-smrtisu aprdkrtatayd prasiddhdh. It may be noted in this connection that

the Madhva system applies the term mdyd in three distinct senses: (i) as God's
will (harer icchd); (ii) as the material prakrti (mdydkhyd prakrtir jadd) ;

and (iii)

mdyd or mahd-mdyd or avidyd, as the cause of illusions and mistakes (bhrama-
hetus ca mdyaikd mdyeyam trividhd matd). Yukti-mallikd, p. 188. There is

another view which supposes mdyd to be of five kinds; it adds God's power
{sakti) and influence (tejas).

^ This stuff is said to be infinitely more powdery than the atoms of the

Naiyayikas {tdrkikdbhimata-paramdnuto'py ananta-gunita-suksma-renumayl).
Bhdva-vildsinl, p. 189. The Srlmad-bhdgavata, which is considered by Madhva
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prakrti is eightfold, inasmuch as it has five modifications as the five

elements, and three as manas, huddhi and ahamkdra. The mdyd, by
the help of which God creates the world, is like the mother of the

world and is called, in the theological terminology of the Madhva

school, Laksmt. The creative mdyd, or the will of God, is also called

the svarupa-mdyd, because she always abides with the Lord. The

mdyd as prakrti, or as her guiding power (maydsrayin), is outside

of God, but completely under His control^.

God is referred to in the Gitd and other sacred texts as pos-

sessing a universal all-pervading body, but this body is, as we have

already said, a spiritual body, a body of consciousness and bliss

[jndndnanddtmako hy asau). This His universal body transcends

the bounds of all the gunas, the mdyd and their effects. All through-

out this universal all-transcending spiritual body of the Lord is full

of bliss, consciousness and playful activity 2. There is no room for

pantheism in true philosophy, and therefore Vedic passages which

seem to imply the identity of the world and God are to be explained

as attributing to God the absolute controlling power ^. Again, when

it is said that the individual souls are parts of God, it does not mean

that they are parts in any spatial sense, or in the sense of any actual

division such as may be made of material objects. It simply means

that the individual souls are similar to God in certain respects and

are at the same time much inferior to Him^.

and his followers to be authoritative, speaks of the four wives of Vasudeva,

Sahkar§ana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha, as Maya, Jaya, Krti and ^anti, which
are but the four forms of the goddess ^rl, corresponding to the four forms of

Hari as Vamadeva, Sahkar?ana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha. Yukti-mallika, p. 1 9 1 .

* It is curious to note that the mdyd which produces illusion and which affects

only the individual souls, counted in one place referred to above as the third

mdyd, is counted again as the fourth mdyd, and prakrti {orjada-mdyd and mdyd-
srl) as the second and the third mdyds. Yukti-mallikd, p. 192 a, b.

^ The Bhdva-vildsinl (p. 198), giving the meaning of the word sarJra (which

ordinarily means "body," from a root which means "to decay") with reference

to God, assigns a fanciful etymological meaning; it says that the first syllable sa

means bliss, ra means "play," and Ira means "consciousness." In another place

Varadaraja speaks of the Lord as being of the nature of the pure bliss of realiza-

tion and the superintendent of all intelligence: vidito'st bhavdn sdksdt purusah

prakrteh parah kevaldnubhavdnandasvarupas sarva-buddhi-drk. Yukti-mallikd,

p. 201.
* atah purufa eveti prathamd pancaml yadd

sadd sarva-nimittatva-mahimd pumsi varnyate.

yadd tu saptaml sarvddhdratvam varnayet tadd

suktasyaikdrthatd caivam satyeva sydn na cdnyathd. Ibid. p. 211.
* tat-sadrsatve sati tato nyunatvam jlvasya amsatvam na tu ekadesatvam.

Nydydmrta, p. 606.
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It may be pointed out in this connection that as God is all-

pervasive, so the individual souls are by nature atomic, though by
their possession of the quality of consciousness, which is all-

pervasive, they can always feel the touch of any part of their body

just as a lamp, which, remaining at one place, may have its rays

illuminating all places around it^

At the end oi pralaya God wishes to create, and by His wish

disturbs the equilibrium of prakrti and separates its three gunas,

and then creates the different categories of mahat, buddhi, manas

and the five elements and also their presiding deities; and then He

permeates the whole world, including the living and the non-

living^. In all the different states of existence (e.g., the waking,

dream, deep sleep, swoon and liberation) it is God who by His

various forms of manifestation controls all individual souls, and by

bringing about these states maintains the existence of the world^.

The destruction or pralaya also of the world is effected by His

will*. Moreover, all knowledge that arises in all individual souls

either for mundane experience or for liberation, and whatever may
be the instruments employed for the production of such know-

ledge, have God as their one common ultimate cause ^.

Liberation (moksa).

Bondage is due to attachment to worldly objects, and liberation

is produced through the direct realization of God {aparoksa-jndnam

Visnoh). This is produced in various ways, viz. : Experience of the

sorrows of worldly existence, association with good men, renuncia-

tion of all desires of enjoyment of pleasures, whether in this world

^
Nydydmrta, p. 612. The view that the atomic soul touches different parts

of the body at different successive moments for different touch-experiences is

definitely objected to.

^ Paddrtha-samgraha-vydkhydna, pp. 106-8.
' The five manifestations of God, controUing the five states above mentioned

(waking, dream, etc.), are called Prdjna, Visva, Taijasa, Bhagavdn and Turlya

Bhagavdn respectively.
* There are two kinds of destruction or pralaya in this system: (a) the

mahd-pralaya, in which everything but prakrti is destroyed, only absolute

darkness remains, and prakrti stops all her creative work, except the production
of time as successive moments; (6) the secondary destruction, called avdntara

pralaya, which is of two kinds, one in which along with our world the two

imaginary worlds are also destroyed, and one in which only the living beings of

this world are destroyed. Ibid. pp. 117-19.
* Ibid. p. 119.
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or in some heavenly world, self-control and self-discipline, study,

association with a good teacher, and study of the scriptures according
to his instructions, realization of the truth of those scriptures, dis-

cussions on the proper meaning for strengthening one's convictions,

proper respectful attachment to the teacher, respectful attachment

to God (paramdtma-bhakti), kindness to one's inferiors, love for one's

equals, respectful attachment to superiors, cessation from works that

are likely to bring pleasure or pain, cessation from doing prohibited

actions, complete resignation to God, realization of the five differ-

ences (between God and soul, soul and soul, soul and the world, God
and the world and between one object of the world and another),

realization of the difference between prakrti and purusa, appreciation
of the difference of stages of advancement among the various kinds

of men and other higher and lower living beings, and proper

worship [updsand). As regards the teachers here referred to, from

whom instructions should be taken, two distinct types of them are

mentioned: there are some who are permanent teachers [niyata

guru) and others who are only occasional teachers {aniyata guru).
The former are those who can understand the nature and needs

of their pupils and give such suitable instructions to them as may
enable them to realize that particular manifestation of Visnu which

they are fit to realize
;
the occasional teachers are those who merely

instruct us concerning God. In another sense all those who are

superior to us in knowledge and religious discipline are our

teachers. As regards worship, it is said that worship {updsand)
is of two kinds: worship as religious and philosophical study, and

worship as meditation [dhydnay ;
for there are some who cannot by

proper study of the scriptures attain a true and direct realization

of the Lord, and there are others who attain it by meditation.

Meditation or dhydna means continual thinking of God, leaving all

other things aside 2, and such a meditation on God as the spirit, as

the existent, and as the possessor of pure consciousness and bliss is

only possible when a thorough conviction has been generated by

scriptural studies and rational thinking and discussions, so that all

false ideas have been removed and all doubts have been dispelled.

*
updsand ca dvividhd, satatam sdstrdbhydsa-rupd dhydna-rupd ca. Madhva-

siddhdnta-sara, p. 500.
^
dhydnam ca itara-tiraskdra-purz'aka-bhagavad-visayakdkhanda-smrtih. Ibid.

p. 502. This dhydna is the same as nididhydsana.
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God alone is the cause of all bondage, as well as of all libera-

tion^. When one directly realizes the nature of God, there arises in

him devotion {bhakti) to the Lord; for without personal, direct and

immediate knowledge of Him there cannot be any devotion.

Devotion {bhakti) consists of a continual flow of love for the Lord,

which cannot be impaired or aff'ected by thousands of obstacles,

which is many times greater than love for one's own self or love

for what is generally regarded as one's own, and which is preceded

by a knowledge of the Lord as the possessor of an infinite number

of good and benign qualities^. And when such a bhakti arises, the

Lord is highly pleased (atyartha-prasdda), and it is when God is so

pleased with us that we can attain salvation.

Though individual souls are self-luminous in themselves, yet

through God's will their self-luminous intelligence becomes veiled

by ignorance (avidyd). When, as a modification of the mind or

inner organ (antahkarana), direct knowledge of God arises, such a

modification serves to dispel the ignorance or avidyd; for, though

avidyd is not directly associated with the mind, yet such a mental

advancement can aff"ect it, since they are both severally connected

with the individual self. Ordinarily the rise of knowledge destroys

only the deeds of unappointed fruition, whereas the deeds of ap-

pointed fruition (prdrabdha-karma) remain and cause pleasure and

pain, cognition and want of cognition. So ordinarily the realization

of God serv^es to destroy the association of prakrti and the gunas
with an individual, as also his kartnas and subtle body (linga-deha),

1 God maintains or keeps in existence all other entities, which are all wholly

dependent on Him. He creates and destroys only the non-eternal and etemal-

non-etemal entities. Again, with reference to all beings except LaksmI, it is He
who holds up the veil of positive ignorance {bhdva-rupd avidyd) of prakrti, either

as the first avidyd, the gunas of sattva, rajas and tamos, or as the second avidyd
of desire (kdma), or as the third avidyd of actions of appointed fruition (prd-

rabdha-karma), or as the subtle body, or finally as His own will. It is the last,

the power of Hari, which forms the real stuff of all ignorance ; the avidyd is only
an indirect agent (paramesvara-saktir eva svarupdvarand mukhyd, avidyd tu

nimitta-mdtrarn) ; for, even if avidyd is destroyed, there will not arise supreme
bliss, unless God so desires it. It is again He who gives knowledge to the

conscious entities, happiness to all except those demons who are by nature unfit

for attaining it, and sorrow also to all except LaksmI, who is by nature without

any touch of sorrow. Tattva-samkhydna-vivarana and Tattva-samkhydna-
nppana, pp. 43-7.

^
paramesvara-bhaktir ndma niravadhikdnantdnavadya-kalydna-gunatvd-

jndnapurvakah svdtmatmlya-samasta-vastubhyah aneka-gunddhikah antar^ya-

sahasrendpi apratibaddhah nirantara-prema-pravdhah. Nydya-sudhd on Anuvyd-
khydna.
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consisting of the senses, five prdnas and manas, until the deeds of

appointed fruition are exhausted by suffering or enjoyment ^

During pralaya the liberated souls enter the womb of God and

cannot have any enjoyment; but again after creation they begin to

enjoy. The enjoyment of liberated souls is of four kinds: sdlokya,

sdmlpya, sdrupya and sdyujya {sdrsti being counted as a species of

sdyujya and not a fifth kind of liberation). Sdyujya means the

entrance of individual souls into the body of God and their identi-

fication of themselves with the enjoyment of God in His own body ;

sdrsti-moksa, which is a species of sdyujya-moksa, means the enjoy-

ment of the same powers that God possesses, which can only be

done by entering into the body of God and by identifying oneself

with the particular powers of God. Only deities or Gods deserve

to have this kind of liberation; they can, of course, at their will

come out of God as well and remain separate from Him; sdlokya-

moksa means residence in heaven and being there with God to

experience satisfaction and enjoyment by the continual sight of

Him. Sdmlpya-moksa means continuous residence near God, such

as is enjoyed by the sages. Sdrupya-moksa is enjoyed by God's

attendants, who have outward forms similar to that which God

possesses^. The acceptance of diff"erence amongst the liberated souls

in the states of enjoyment and other privileges forms one of the

cardinal doctrines of Madhva's system; for, if it is not acknow-

ledged, then the cardinal dualistic doctrine that all individual souls

are always different from one another would fail 3. It has already

been said that liberation can be attained only by bhakti, involving

continuous pure love {sneha)*. Only gods and superior men deserve

it, whereas ordinary men deserve only to undergo rebirth, and the

lowest men and the demons always suffer in hell. The Gods cannot

go to hell, nor can the demons ever attain liberation, and ordinary

persons neither obtain liberation nor go to helP.

'
Bhdgavata-tdtparya, i. 13, where a reference is made also to Brahma-

tarka.
*
Jaya and Vijaya, the two porters of God, are said to enjoy Sdrupya-moksa.

' mtiktdndm ca na hlyante tdratamyam ca sarvadd. Mahdbhdrata-tdtparya-

nirnaya, p. 4. See also Nydydmrta.
* acchidra-sevd (faultless attendance) and niskdmatva (desirelessness) are also

mentioned as defining the characteristic bhakti. Gifts, pilgrimage, tapas, etc.,

also are regarded as secondary accessories of attendance on, or sevd of, God.

Ibid. p. 5.
* Ibid. p. 5.
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As the imperative duties of all men upwards of eight years and

up to eighty years of age, Madhva most strongly urges the fasting

on the Ekddast (eleventh day of the moon), marking the forehead

with the black vertical line characteristic of his followers even to

the present day. One should constantly worship Lord Krsna with

great devotion [bhakti) and pray to Him to be saved from the

sorrows of the world. One should think of the miseries of hell and

try to keep oneself away from sins, and should always sing the name
of Hari, the Lord, and make over to Him all the deeds that one

performs, having no desire of fruits for them^.

^ Krsndmrta-mahdmavcu



CHAPTER XXXI

THE PHILOSOPHY OF VALLABHA

Vallabha's Interpretation of the Brahma-sutra.

Most systems of Vedanta are based upon an inquiry regarding the

ultimate purport of the instruction of the text of the Upanisads
which form the final part of the Vedas. The science of mimanisa

is devoted to the enquiry into the nature of Vedic texts, on the

presumption that all Vedic texts have to be interpreted as enjoining

people to perform certain courses of action or to refrain from doing

others; it also presumes that obedience to these injunctions pro-

duces dharma and disobedience adharma. Even the study of the

Vedas has to be done in obedience to the injunction that Vedas

must be studied, or that the teacher should instruct in the Vedas or

that one should accept a teacher for initiating him to the holy

thread who will teach him the Vedas in detail. All interpreters of

Mimarnsa and Vedanta agree on the point that the study of the

Vedas implies the understanding of the meaning by the student,

though there are divergences of opinion as to the exact nature of

injunction and the exact manner in which such an implication follows.

If the Brahmacarin has to study the Vedas and understand their

meaning from the instruction of the teacher at his house, it may
generally be argued that there is no scope for a further discussion

regarding the texts of the Upanisads ;
and if this is admitted, the whole

of the Brahma-sutra^ whose purpose is to enter into such a discussion,

becomes meaningless. It may be argued that the Upanisad texts

are pregnant with mystic lore which cannot be unravelled by a

comprehension of the textual meaning of words. But, if this mystic
lore cannot be unravelled by the textual meaning of the word, it is not

reasonable to suppose that one can comprehend the deep and mystic
truths which they profess to instruct by mere intellectual discussions.

The Upanisads themselves say that one can comprehend the true

meaning of the Upanisads through tapas and the grace of God^.
^ a-laukiko hi veddrtho na yuktyd pratipadyate tapasd

veda-yuktyd tu prasdddt paramdtmanah.
Vallabha's Bhdsya on Brahma-sutra

(Chowkhamba edition, p. 13).
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To this Vallabha's reply is that, since there are diverse kinds of

sdstras offering diverse kinds of instructions, and since Vedic texts

are themselves so complicated that it is not easy to understand their

proper emphasis, an ordinary person may have legitimate doubt as

to their proper meaning, unless there is a sdstra which itself dis-

cusses these difficulties and attempts to solve them by textual com-

parisons and contrasts; it cannot be denied that there is a real

necessity for such a discussion as was undertaken by Vyasa himself

in the Brahma-sutra'^.

According to Ramanuja the Brahma-sutra is a continuation of

the Mimdmsd-sutra; though the two works deal with different

subjects, they have the same continuity of purpose. The study

of the Brahma-sutra must therefore be preceded by the study of

the Mlmdmsd-sutra. According to Bhaskara the application of the

Mimdmsd-sutra is universal
;
all double-born people must study the

Mimdmsd and the nature of dharma for their daily duties. The

knowledge of Brahman is only for some; a discussion regarding the

nature of Brahman can therefore be only for those who seek

emancipation in the fourth stage of their lives. Even those who

seek emancipation must perform the daily works of dharma; the

nature of such dharma can only be known by a study of the

Mimdmsa. The enquiry regarding Brahman must therefore be

preceded by a study of the Mimdmsd. It is also said by some that

it is by a long course of meditation in the manner prescribed by

the Upanisads that the Brahman can be known, A knowledge of

such meditation can only be attained by a knowledge of the due

nature of sacrifices. It is said also in the smrtis that it is by sacrifices

that the holy body of Brahman can be built {mahd-yajnais ca

yajnais ca brdhmiyam. kriyate tanuhf ;
so it is when the forty-eight

samskdras are performed that one becomes fit for the study or

meditation on the nature of the Brahman. It is also said in the

smrtis that it is only after discharging the three debts—study,

marriage, and performance of sacrifices—that one has the right to

fix his mind on Brahman for emancipation. According to most

^ sandeha-varakam sdstram buddhi-dosdt tad-udbfiavah

viruddha-sastra-sambheddd angais cdsakya-niscayah

tasmdt sutrdntisdrena kartavyah sarva-nirnayah

anyathd bhrasyate svdrthdn madhyamas ca tathdvidhah.

Ibid. p. 20.

* Manu, II. 28.

D IV 21
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people the sacrificial duties are useful for the knowledge of

Brahman; so it may be held that enquiry about the nature of

Brahman must follow an enquiry about the nature of dharma^.

But, even if the theory of the joint-performance of sacrifice and

meditation on Brahman be admitted, it does not follow that an

enquiry into the nature of Brahman must follow an enquiry about

the nature of dharnia. It can only mean that the nature of the

knowledge of Brahman may be held to be associated with the nature

of dharma, as it is properly known from the Mimdmsd-sdstra. On
such a supposition the knowledge of the nature of the self is to be

known from the study of the Brahma-sutra; but since the know-

ledge of the self is essential even for the performance of sacrificial

actions, it may well be argued that the enquiry into the nature of

dharma must be preceded by an enquiry about the nature of the

self from the Brahma-sutra^. Nor can it be said that from such

texts as require a person to be self-controlled {sdnto ddnto, etc.) it

may be argued that enquiry into the nature of dharma must precede

that about Brahman: the requirement of self-control does not

necessarily mean that enquiry about the nature of dharma should

be given precedence, for a man may be self-controlled £ven without

studying the Mimamsa.

Nor can it be said, as Saiikara does, that enquiry into the nature

of Brahman must be preceded by a disinclination from earthly and

heavenly joys, by mind-control, self-control, etc. On this point

Bhaskara argues against the Vallabha views, and his reason for their

rejection is that such attainments are extremely rare; even great

sages like Durvasas and others failed to attain them. Even without

self-knowledge one may feel disinclined to things through sorrows,

and one may exercise mind-control and self-control -even for

earthly ends. There is moreover no logical relation between the

attainment of such qualities and enquiry about the nature of

Brahman. Nor can it be argued that, if enquiry into the nature of

Brahman is preceded by an enquiry into the Mimdmsd, we can

attain all these qualities. Moreover, an enquiry about the nature of

Brahman can only come through a conviction of the importance of

* Purusottama's commentary' on Vallabhacarya's Anubhdsya, pp. 25-6.
"

purvam veddnta-vicdreita tad nvagantavyam nand-balair dtma-svarupe

vipratipanna-vaidikdndm veda-vdkyair eva tan nirdsasydvaiyakatvdt jndte tayoh

sva-rupe karmani sukhena pravrtti-darsanam. Ibid. p. 27.
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the knowledge alone, and for the comprehension of such importance

the enquir} about Brahman is necessary : there is thus an argument
in a circle. If it is held that, when knowledge of the Vedantic texts

is properly acquired by listening to instruction on the Vedas, one

may then turn to an enquiry into the nature of Brahman, that also

is objectionable ; for, if the meaning of the Vedantic texts has been

properly comprehended, there is no further need for an enquiry
about the nature of Brahman. If it is held that the knowledge of

Brahman can come only through the scriptural testimony of such

texts as "that art thou" or "thou art the truth," that too is ob-

jectionable: for no reahzation of the nature of Brahman can come

by scriptural testimony to an ignorant person who may interpret

it as referring to an identity of the self and the body. If by the

scriptural texts it is possible to have a direct realization of Brahman,
it is unnecessary to enjoin the duty of reflection and mediation.

It is therefore wrong to suppose that an enquiry into the nature of

Brahman must be preceded either by dharmavicdra or by the

attainment of such extremely rare qualities as have been referred

to by Sankara. Again, it is said in the scriptures that those who
have realized the true meaning of the Vedanta should renounce the

world; so renunciation must take place after the Vedantic texts

have been well comprehended and not before. Again, without an

enquiry into the nature of Brahman one cannot know that Brahman

is the highest object of attainment; without a knowledge of the

latter one would not have the desired and other attainments of the

mind and so be led to a discussion about Brahman. Again, if a

person with the desired attainments listens to the Vedantic texts,

he would immediately attain emancipation and there would be no

one to instruct him.

The enquiry about the nature of Brahman does not require any

preceding condition; anyone of the double-born caste is entitled

to do it. The Mimarnsakas say that all the Vedantic texts insisting

upon the knowledge of Brahman should be interpreted as injunc-

tions by whose performance dharma is produced. But this in-

terpretation is wrong; though any kind of prescribed meditation

{updsand) may produce dharma, Brahman itself is not of the nature

of dharma. All dharmas are of the nature of actions (dharmdsya ca

kriyd-rupatvdt) ;
but Brahman cannot be produced, and is therefore

not of the nature of action. The seeming injunction for meditation

21-2
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on Brahman is intended to show the greatness of Brahma-know-

ledge ;
such meditations are merely mental operations akin to know-

ledge and are not any kind of action. This Brahma-knowledge is

also helpful for the proper discharge of one's duties; for this reason

people like Janaka had it and so were able to discharge their duties

in the proper manner. It is wrong to suppose that those who do

not have the illusory notion of the self as the body are incapable of

performing karma; for the Gitd says that the true philosopher

knows that he does not work and yet is always associated with

work; he abnegates all his karmas in Brahman and acts without any

attachment, just as a lotus leaf never gets wet by water. The con-

clusion is therefore that only he who knows Brahman can by his

work produce the desired results
;
so those who are engaged in dis-

cussing the nature of dharma should also discuss the nature of

Brahman. The man who knows Brahman and works has no desire

for the fruits of his karma, for he has resigned all his works to

Brahman. It is therefore wrong to say that only those who are

desirous of the fruits of karma are eligible for their performance;
the highest and the most desired end of karma is the abnegation of

its fruits ^ It is the intention of Vallabha that both the Purva-

mtmdmsd and the Uttara-mimdrnsd (or the Brahma-sutra) are but

two different ways of propounding the nature of Brahman; the two

together form one science. This in a way is the view of all the

Vedantic interpreters except Sahkara, though they differ in certain

details of mode of approach-. Thus according to Ramanuja the two

Mlmdrnsds form one science and the performance of sacrifices can

be done conjointly with continual remembering of Brahman, which

(with him) is devotion, meditation and realization of Brahman.

According to Bhaskara, though the subject of the Purva-mimdtnsd

is different from that of the Uttara-mimdrnsd, yet they have one end

in view and form one science, and the ultimate purport of them

both is the realization of the nature of Brahman. According to

Bhiksu the purpose of the Brahma-sutra is to reconcile the ap-

parently contradictory portions of the Vedantic texts which have

^
phala-kamddy-avupayogdt anenaiva tat-samarpanat nityatvdd apy artha-

jndnasya na phala-prepsur adhikdrl. Puru|ottama's commentary on Vallahha-

carya's Anuhhdsya, p. 43.
'^

prakdra-bhedendpi kdnda-dvayasydpi brahma-pratipddakatayaikavdkyatva-
samarthanan mtmdmsd-dvayasyaika-sdstrasya sucanena vrttikdra-virodhato'pi

bodhitah. Ibid. p. 46.
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not been taken by Purva-mimdmsd. The purpose of the Brahma-

sutra is the same as that of the Purva-mlmdmsd, because enquiry

into the nature of the Brahman is also due to the injunction that

Brahman should be known, and the highest dharma is produced

thereby. The Uttara-mimdmsd is a supplement of the Purva-

mimdmsd. According to Madhva it is those who have devotion who
are eligible for enquiry into the nature of Brahman.

Vallabha combines the second and the third sutra of Adhydya I,

Pdda I, of the Brahma-sutra and reads them sls Janmddyasya yatah,

sdstrayonitvdt. The commentator says that this is the proper order,

because all topics (adhikaranas) show the objections, conclusions

and the reasons; the reasons would be missing if the third siltra

(sdstrayonitvdt) were not included in the second, forming one adhi-

karana. Brahman is the cause of the appearance and disappearance

of the world, and this can be known only on the evidence of

the scriptures. Brahman is thus the final and the ultimate agent;

but, though production and maintenance, derangement and destruc-

tion are all possible through the agency of Brahman, yet they are

not associated with Him as His qualities. The siltra may also be

supposed to mean that that is Brahman from which the first

(i.e., dkdsa) has been produced^.
The view of Sahkara that Brahman is the producer of the Vedas

and that by virtue of this He must be regarded as omniscient is

rejected to-day by Purusottama. To say the Vedas had been pro-

duced by God by His deliberate desire would be to accept the views

of the Nyaya and Vaisesikas
;
the eternity of the Vedas must then

be given up. If the Vedas had come out of Brahman like the breath

of a man, then, since all breathing is involuntary, the production

of the Vedas would not show the omniscience of God {nihsvd-

sdtmaka-vedopdddnatvena abuddhi-pUrvaka-nihsvdsopdddna-puru-

sadrstdnta-sandthena pratisddhanena apdstam)^. Moreover, if

Brahman had produced the Vedas in the same order in which they

existed in the previous kalpa, He must in doing so have submitted

Himself to some necessity or law, and therefore was not inde-

pendent^. Again, the view of Sahkara that the Brahman associated

^ Janma ddyasya dkdsasya yatah. Anubhdsya, p. 6i.
* Commentary on Anubhdsya, p. 64.
'
tddrsdnupurvl-racanayd asvdtantrye rdjdjndnuvddaka-rdja-dutavaddnu-

purvi-racand-mdtrenesvara-sdrvajndsiddhyd vydkhyeya-grantha-virodhdc ca. Ibid.

p. 64.
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with ajndna is to be regarded as the omniscient Isvara can be

accepted on his authority alone.

It is no doubt true that the nature of Brahman is shown

principally in the Upanisads, and from that point of view the word

sdstra-yoni, "he who is known by the Upanisads," may well be

applied to Brahman; yet there may be a legitimate objection that

other parts of the Vedas have no relevant connection with Brahman.

The reply is that it is by actions in accordance with other parts of

the Vedas that the mind may be purified, and thus God may be

induced to exercise His grace for a revelation of His nature. So in

a remote manner other parts of the Vedas may be connected with

the Vedas. So the knowledge of the Vedanta helps the due per-

formance of the scriptural injunctions of other parts of the Vedas.

The karma-kdnda and the jndna-kdnda are virtually comple-

mentary to each other and both have a utility for self-knowledge,

though the importance of the Upanisads must be superior.

We know already that Ramanuja repudiated the idea of in-

ferring the existence of God as omniscient and omnipotent from

the production of the world, and established the thesis that God
cannot be known through any means of proof, such as perception,

inference, and the like, but only through the testimony of the

scriptural texts.

The tendency of the Nyaya system has been to prove the

existence of God by inference; thus Udayana gives nine arguments
in favour of the existence of God, The first of these is that the word,

being of the nature of effect, must have some cause which has

produced it [kdrydnumdna). The second is that there must be some

one who in the beginning of the creation set the atoms in motion

for the formation of molecules {dyojandnumdna). The third is that

the earth could not have remained hanging in space if it were not

held by God {dhrtyanumdna). The fourth is that the destruction of

the world also requires an agent and that must be God (vind-

sdnumdna). The fifth is that meanings ascribed to words must have

been due to the will of God (paddnumdna). The sixth is that merit

and demerit, as can be known from the prescription of the Vedas,

must presume an original acquaintance of the person who com-

posed the Vedas (pratyaniimdna). The seventh is that the scriptures

testify to the existence of God. The eighth (vdkydnumdna) is the

same as the seventh. The ninth is as follows: the accretion of the
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mass of atoms depends upon their number, as they are partless;

the numerical conception is dependent upon relative mental com-

parison on the part of the perceiver; at the time of creation there

must have been some one by whose numerical conception the

accretion of mass is possible. This is the ninth anumdna {samkhyd-

numdna). Though God is regarded as the cause of the world, yet He

need not have a body; for cause as producer does not necessarily

involve the possession of a body; there are others, however, who

think that God produces special bodies, the avatdra of Rama,

Krsna, etc., by which He acts in special ways.

Vijnana-bhiksu, however, thinks that the Samkhya categories of

buddhi, etc., being products, presume the existence of their previous

causes, about which there must be some intuitive knowledge, and

whose purpose is served by it; such a person is Isvara. The pro-

cedure consists in inferring first an original cause (the prakrti) of

the categories, and God is He who has direct knowledge of the

prakrti by virtue of which He modifies it to produce the categories,

and thus employs it for His own purpose.

There are some who hold that even in the Upanisadic texts

there are instances of inferring the nature of Brahman, and though

Badarayana does not indulge in any inferences himself, he deals

with such texts as form their basis. The point of view of the

syllogists has been that the inferences are valid inasmuch as they

are in consonance with the Upanisad texts. But Vallabha agrees

with Ramanuja and Bhaskara that no inference is possible about

the existence of God, and that His nature can only be known

through the testimony of the Upanisadic texts i.

The nature of Brahman.

Brahman is both the material and instrumental cause of the

world. There is no diversity of opinion regarding the Brahman as

the instrumental {nimitta) cause of the world, but there is difference

of opinion whether Brahman is its creator or whether He is its

material cause, since the Vedanta does not admit the relation of

samavdya, the view that Brahman is the inherent (samavdyt) cause

of the world. The objection against Brahman being the samavdyt

1 The commentator Puru§ottama offers a criticism of the theistic argximents

after the manner of Ramanuja. Commentary on Anubhdsya, pp. 74-8.
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kdrana is further enhanced by the supposition that, if He were so

He must be liable to change {samavdyitve vikrtatvasydpatteh).

Vallabha holds that the siitra ''tat tu samanvaydt'^ establishes the

view that Brahman is the inherent cause {samavdyikdrana), because

it exists everywhere in His tripartite nature, as being, thought and

bliss. The world as such (the prapanca) consists of names, forms

and actions, and Brahman is the cause of them all, as He exists

everywhere in His tripartite forms. The Samkhyists hold that it is

the sattva, rajas and tamas which pervade all things, and all things

manifest these qualities ;
a cause must be of the nature of the effects,

since all effects are of the nature of sattva, rajas and tamas. So the

reply is that there is a more serious objection, because the prakrti

(consisting of sattva, rajas and tamas) is itself a part of Brahman

[prakrter apt svamate tadamsatvdty. But yet the Sarnkhya method

of approach cannot be accepted. The pleasure of prakrti is of the

nature of ignorance, and is limited by time and space; things are

pleasant to some and unpleasant to others; they are pleasant at

one time and not pleasant at another; they are pleasant in some

places and unpleasant in other places. But the bliss of Brahman is

unlimited by conditions; the relation of. bliss and the self as

associated with knowledge is thus different from the pleasure of

prakrti {dtmdnandajndnena prdkrtikapriyatvddau bddhadarsandt)^.

The Brahman therefore pervades the world in His own true nature

as knowledge and bliss. It is by His will that He manifests Himself

as many and also manifests His three characters—thought, being
and bliss—in different proportions in the material world of

antarydmins. This pervasion of Brahman as many and all is to be

distinguished from the Sahkarite exposition of it. According to

Sahkara and his followers the phenomenal world of objects has

the Brahman as its basis of reality; the concrete appearances are

only impositions on this unchanging reality. According to this

view the concrete appearances cannot be regarded as the effects of

Brahman, or, in other words. Brahman cannot be regarded as the

updddna or the material cause of the stuff of the concrete objects.

We know that among the Sarikarites also there are diverse opinions

regarding the material cause of the world. Thus the author of the

Paddrtha-nirnaya thinks that Brahman and mdyd are jointly the

^ Vallabha's Anubhdsya, p. 85.
*
Puru§ottania's commentary, p. 86.
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cause of the world, Brahman being the unchanging cause and mdyd

being the transforming cause. Sarvajnatmamuni, the author of the

Samksepa-sdriraka, thinks that Brahman is the material cause

through the instrumentality of mdyd. Vacaspati Misra thinks that

the mdyd resting in jlva as associated with Brahman jointly pro-

duces the world; mdyd here is regarded as the accessory cause

{sahakdri). The author of the Siddhdnta-muktdvali thinks that the

mdyd-sakti is the real material cause and not the Brahman;
Brahman is beyond cause and effect^.

Vallabha, however, disagrees with this view for the reason

that according to this the causality of Brahman is only indirect,

and as regards the appearances which are illusory impositions

according to Sankara no cause is really ascribed
;
he therefore holds

that Brahman by His own will has manifested Himself with pre-

ponderance of the elements of being, consciousness, and bliss in

His three forms as matter, soul and the Brahman. Brahman is

therefore regarded as the samavdyikdrana of the world 2.

Bhaskara also holds that Brahman is at once one with the world

and different from it, just as the sea is in one sense one with the

waves and in another sense different from them. The suggestion

that a thing cannot be its opposite is meaningless, because it is so

experienced. All things as objects may be regarded as one, but this

does not preclude their specific characters and existence; in reality

there is no opposition or contradiction, like heat and cold or as

between fire and sparks, between Brahman and the world, for the

world has sprung out of Him, is maintained in Him and is merged
in Him. In the case of ordinary contradiction this is not the case

;

when the jug is produced out of the earth, though the earth and the

jug may seem to be different, yet the jug has no existence without

the earth—the former is being maintained by the latter. So, as

effect, the world is many; as cause, it is one with Brahman^.

Vallabha's point of view is very close to that of Bhaskara,

though not identical; he holds that it is the same Brahman who is

present in all His fullness in all objects of the world and in the

selves. He only manifested some qualities in their preponderating

^ See Siddhdntalesa (ed. Lazaras, 1890), pp. 12-13.
*
andropitdndgantuka-rupena anuvrttir eva samavdya iti idam eva ca tddd-

tmyam. Purusottama's commentary on Anubhdsya, p. 90.
^
kdryarupena ndndtvam, abhedah kdrandtmand hemdtmand yathd'bhedah

kundalddydtmand bhedah. Bhdskara-bhdsya, p. 18.
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manner in the different forms; multiplicity therefore does not

involve any change. It is for this reason that he prefers the term

samavdyikdrana to updddnakdrana; according to him the concept
of samavdyikdrana consists in universal and unconditional per-

vasion. The concept of updddna involves a concept of change,

though the effects caused by the change are maintained by the

updddna (or the material cause) and though it ultimately merges
into it^. So far as the Brahman may be regarded as being one with

all the multiplicity, Vallabha is in agreement with Bhaskara.

Vallabha again denies the relation of samavdya, like other

Vedantic thinkers, though he regards Brahman as the samavdyi-
kdrana of the world. His refutation of samavdya follows the

same line as that of the other Vedantic interpreters, Saiikara and

Ramanuja, and need not be repeated here. Samavdya, according to

Vallabha, is not a relation of inherence such as is admitted by the

Nyaya writers; with him it means identity {tdddtmya). According
to the Nyaiyayikas samavdya is the relation of inherence which

exists between cause and effect, between qualities and substance,

between universals and substance
;
but Vallabha says, that there is

no separate relation of inherence here to combine these pairs ;
it is

the substance itself that appears in action, qualities and as cause and

effect. It is thus merely a manifestation of identity in varying forms

that gives us the notion of diversity in contraries
;
in reality there is

no difference between the varying forms which are supposed to be

associated together by a relation of inherence^.

Purusottama, in his Prasthdna-ratndkara, says that mdyd is a

power of Brahman, and is thus identical with Him {mdydyd api

bhagavac-chaktitvena saktimad-ahhinnatvdtf ; mdyd and avidyd are

the same. It is by this mdyd that God manifests Himself as many.
This manifestation is neither an error nor a confusion; it is a real

manifestation of God in diverse forms without implying the notion

of change or transformation. The world is thus real, being a real

manifestation of God. Brahman Himself, being of the nature of

^ nanv atropdddna-padam parityajya samavdyi-padena kuto vyavahdra iti ced

ucyate. loke updddna-padena kartr-kriyayd vydptasya paricchinnasyaivdbhidhdna-
darsandt prakrtir hy asyopdddnam iti. Purusottama's commentary, p. ii8.

^ nanu diisite samavdye ayuta-stddhayoh kah sambandho'hglkartavyah iti cet

tdddtmyam eva iti brumah. katham iti cet ittham pratyaksdd yad-dravyam

yad-dravya-samavetam tad taddtmakamiti vydpteh...kdrana-kdrya-tdddtmyaTn

dravyayor nirvivddatn. Ibid. p. 627.
'
Prasthdna-ratndkara, p. 159.
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sat, cit and dnanda, can manifest Himself in His partial aspects in

the world without the help of any instrument. It is possible to

conceive Brahman in His aspects or characters as knowledge, bliss,

activity, time, will, mdya, and prakrti. The kdla represents the

kriyd-sakti or power of action. The determination of the creation

or dissolution through time {kdla) means the limitation of His

power of action
;
determined by this power of action His other parts

act consonantly with it. By His will He conceives His selves as

different from Him and through different forms thus conceived He
manifests Himself; in this way the diverse characters of Brahman

manifesting Himself in diverse forms manifest Himself also as

differing in diverse ways. Thus, though He is identical with know-

ledge and bliss. He appears as the possessor of these. The power of

God consists in manifesting His nature as pure being, as action and

as producing confusion in His nature as pure intelligence. This con-

fusion, manifesting itself as experiential ignorance (which shows

itself as egotism), is a part of the mdyd which creates the world, and

which is instrument of God as pure bliss in His manifestation as

the world. This mdyd thus appears as a secondary cause beyond the

original cause, and may sometimes modify it and thereby act as a

cause of God's will. It must, however, be understood that mdydthns
conceived cannot be regarded as the original cause

;
it serves in the

first instance to give full play to the original desire of God to be-

come many; in the second place it serves to create the diversity of

the grades of existence as superior and inferior. It is in relation to

such manifestation of God's knowledge and action that God may
be regarded as the possessor of knowledge and action. The aspect
of mdyd as creating confusion is regarded as avidyd. This confused

apperception is also of the nature of understanding such as we

possess it; through this confused understanding there comes a

desire for association with the nature of bliss conceived as having a

separate existence and through it come the various efforts consti-

tuting the life in the living. It is by virtue of this living that the

individual is called jiva. The nature as being when posited or a

product of the action appears as inanimate objects, and is later on

associated again with action and goes to manifest itself as the bodies

of the living. So from His twofold will there spring forth from His

nature as pure being the material prdnqs, which serve as elements of

bondage for the jivas and are but manifestations of His nature as
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being: there also spring forth from His nature as pure intelligence

thejivas which are the subject of bondage ;
and there spring forth like

sparks from His nature as pure bliss the antarydmins which control

tht jivas^. So among th.t jwas who are bound there may be some

with whom God may be pleased and to whom He may grant the

complete power of knowledge; the confusing mdyd leaves its hold

upon such persons; they thus remain in a free state in their nature

as pure intelligence, but they have not the power to control the

affairs of the Universe.

Brahman may be described in another way from the essential

point of view (svarupa) and the causal point of view (kdrana).

From the essential point of view God may be viewed in three

aspects, as action, knowledge, and knowledge and action. The
causes prescribed in the sacrificial sphere of the Vedas represent

His nature in the second aspect. The third aspect is represented in

the course of bhakti in which God is represented as the possessor

of knowledge, action and bliss. In the aspect as cause we have the

concept of the antarydmins, which, though they are in reality of the

essential nature of Brahman, are regarded as helping the jlvas in

their works by presiding over them^; the antarydmins are thus as

infinite in number as thtjivas. But apart from these antarydmins,

God is also regarded as one antarydmin and has been so described

in the Antarydmi-brahman.

The Categories.

Time is also regarded as a form of God. Activity and nature

(karma-svabhdvam) are involved in the concept of time or kdla.

Time in its inner essence consists of being, intelligence, and bliss,

though in its phenomenal appearance it is manifest only with a

slight tinge of being^. It is supra-sensible and can be inferred only

from the nature of effects (kdrydnumeya). It may also be defined

1 evam ca ubhdbhydm icchabhydm sac-cid-dnandarupebhyo yathd-yatham
prdnddyd jadds cid-amsa-jlva-bandhana-parikara-bhiitdh sadamsdh jlvds cidamsd

bandhaniyd dnanddmsds tan-niydmakd antar-yaminos ca vifphulinga-nydyena

vyuccaranti. Commentary on Anubhdsya, pp. 161-2.
^
antarydrnindm sva-rupa-bhutatve'pi jivena saha kdrye pravesdt tad-

bheddndm dnantye'pi kdrani-bhuta-vaksyamdna-tattva-sarlre pravisya tat-sahdya-
karandt kdrana-kotdv eva niveso na tu sva-rupa-kotau. Ibid. pp. 164-5.

'
etasyaiva rupdntararn kdla-karma-svabhdvdh kdlasydmia-bhutau karma-

svabhdvau tatra antah-sac-ci-ddnando vyavahdre isat-sattvdmsena prakatah kdla

iti kdlasya warupa-laksanam. Ibid. p. 165.
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as eternally pervasive and the cause and support of all things. Time
is the first cause that disturbs the equilibrium of the gunas. The

sun, the moon, etc., are its ddhibhautika forms, the atoms are its

ddhyatmika form, and God is its ddhidaivika form. The time that

the sun takes in passing an atom is the time-atom; being thus too

small it cannot be any further divided. It is only by the con-

glomeration of the smallest time-units that long spans of time are

produced ;
for time is not one whole of an all-pervasive character of

which the smaller units of time are parts.

Karma or action of all descriptions is regarded as universal;

it only manifests itself in diverse forms and specific conditions as

specific actions of this or that individual. Since it is this universal

karma that manifests itself as different actions of diverse men, it is

unnecessary to admit adrsta as a separate category belonging to self,

which remains after the destruction of a karma and gives its fruit

after a remote time; it is also unnecessary to admit dharma and

adharma as important categories; for they are all included in the

concept of this universal karma, which manifests itself in diverse

forms under diverse conditions. The application of the terms

dhartna and adharma is thus only the method of logical interest;

it thus explains how the specific can produce svarga without the

intermediary of adrsta, or how the karma of one person (putresti,

"sacrifice") can produce fruit in another, i.e., the son. How sl karma

should manifest itself in its fruits or with reference to the performer
and other persons is determined by the conditions and as explained in

the scriptures ;
the production of a fruit in specific forms in specific

centres does not mean its destruction but its disappearance^.

Svabhdva ("nature") is admitted as a separate category. It

also is identified with God
;
its function consists in the inducement

of God's will. It is therefore defined as that which produces change

[parindrna-hetutvarn tal-laksanam); it is universal and reveals itself

by itself before all other things. There may, however, be subtle

changes which are not at first noticeable; but, when they become

manifest, they presume the function of svabhdva, without which

they could not have come about. It is from this that the twenty-
^ tal-laksanam ca vidhi-nisedha-prakdrena laukika-kriydbhih pradesato' -

bhivyafijana-yogyd vydpikd kriyeti . . .etenaivddrstasydpydtma-gunatvam nirdkrtam

zeditavyam. evamcdpurvadrstadharmadharrnddipadairapidamevocyate. atah

sddhdranye'pi phala-zyavasthopapatier na karma-ndndtvamity api. ddna-himsddau
tu dhartnddharmddi-prayogo' bhivyanjakatvopddhind bhdktah. Ibid. pp. 168-9.
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eight categories have evolved: they are called tattva, because they
are of the nature of "that," i.e., God; all iattvas are thus the

unfolding of God. The causality involved in the manifestation of

svabhdva is a specific causality following a definite cause, and is

giving rise to the evolutionary series of the tattvas; in this sense

it is difi^erent from the causality of God's will, and is only a cause in

the general manner. Of these categories sattva may be counted

first. Sattva is that which, being of the nature of pleasure and

luminosity of knowledge and non-obstructive to the manifestation

of pleasure, behaves as the cause of attachment to pleasure and

knowledge in individuals^ Rajas is that which, being of the nature

of attachment, produces clinging or desire for actions in individuals.

Tamos is that which produces in individuals a tendency to errors,

laziness, sleep, etc. There is a difference between the Sarnkhya

conception of these gunas and Vallabha's characterization of them

(which is supposed to follow the Paiicardtra, Gitd and Bhdgavata).

Thus, according to the Sarnkhya, the gunas operate by themselves;

but this is untenable, as it would lead to the theory of natural

necessity and atheism. Nor can rajas be defined as being of the

nature of sorrow; for the authoritative scriptiires speak of its being
of the nature of attachment. When these qualities are conceived as

being produced from God, they are regarded as being of the nature

of mdyd as the power of intelligence and bliss of God^. These

{sattva, rajas and tatnas) should be regarded as identical with mdyd
and products of mdyd. Nor are these gunas for the sake of others

(pardrtha), as is conceived by the Sarnkhya; nor are they inextricably

mixed up with another, but their co-operation is only for building
the purusa. God thus manifests Himself as the form of the mdyd,

just as cotton spreads itself as threads. God, as unqualified, pro-
duces all His qualities by Himself; in His nature as pure being He

produces sattva, in His nature as bliss He produces tamas, in His

nature as intelligence He produces rajas^.

Purusa or dtman may be defined from three points of view:

it may be defined as beginningless, quahtyless, the controller of

^ sukhdndvarakatve prakdsakatve sukhdtmakatve ca sati sukhdsktyd jndnd-
saktyd ca dehino dehddy-dsakti-janakam sattvam. Commentary on Anubhdsya,
p. 170.

* ete ca gund yadd bhagavatah sakasdd eva utpadyante tadd mdyd cic-chakti-

rupd dnanda-rupd vijneyd. Ibid. p. 171.
^ sad-amsdt sattvam, dnanddmsdt tamah, cidamsdt rajas. Ibid. p. 172.
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prakrtiy and apperceivable as the object of the notion of
"
I
"

;
it may

also be defined as purely self-luminous; and, again, as that which,

though not in reality affected by the qualities or defects of the

universe, is yet associated with them. In the self-being of a self-

luminous and blissful nature there is some kind of consciousness

and bliss in the absence of all kinds of objects, as in deep dreamless

sleep. It is thus consciousness which represents the true nature of

the self, which, in our ordinary experience, becomes associated with

diverse kinds of ignorance and limits itself by the objects of know-

ledge. The purusa is one, though it appears as many through the

confusing power of mdyd due to the will of God. The notion of the

doer and the enjoyer of experiences is thus due to misconception. It

is for this reason that emancipation is possible ; for, had not the self

been naturally free and emancipated, it would not be possible to

liberate it by any means. It is because the self is naturally free that,

when once it is liberated, it cannot have any further bondage. If the

bondage were of the nature of association of external impurities, then

even in emancipation there would be a further chance of associa-

tion with impurities at any time; it is because all bondage and im-

purities are due to a misconception that, when once this is broken,

there is no further chance of any bondage^. Prakrit, however, is

of two kinds : {a) as associated with ignorance, causing the evolu-

tionary series, and [b) as abiding in God and holding all things in

God—the Brahman. Jiva, the phenomenal individual, is regarded
as a part of the purusa. It may be remembered that the concept of

purusa is identical with the concept of Brahman
;
for this reason the

jtva may on the one hand be regarded as a part of the purusa and on

the other as part of the Brahman, the unchangeable. The various

kinds of experiences of the jiva, though apparently due to karma,
are in reality due to God's will; for whomsoever God wishes to

raise. He causes to do good works, and, whomsoever He wishes to

throw down. He causes to perform bad works. Prakrit is in its

primary sense identical with Brahman; it is a nature of Brahman by
which He creates the world. As Brahman is on the one hand

identical with the qualities of being, intelligence and bliss, and on

^ evam tasya kevalatve siddhe yas tasmin kartrtvddind sagunatvapratyayah sa

srsty-anukula-bhagavad-icchayd prakrty-ddy-aviveka-krtah . . .ata eva ca mukti-

yogyatvam. anyathd bandhasya svdbhdvikatvdpattau moksa-sdstra-vaiyarthyd-

patteh svdbhdvikasya ndsdyogdt pravrtti-vidhau tu anusthdna-laksandprdmdnyd-

pattes ca...so'yam na ndnd, kintv-eka eva sarvatra. Ibid. pp. 175-6.
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the other hand regarded as associated with them, so also the prakrti

may be regarded as the identity of the gunas and also as their

possessor. This is the distinction of Vallabha's conception of

prakrti from the Samkhya view of it. The other categories of mahat,

etc., are also supposed to evolve from the prakrti more or less in the

Samkhya fashion: manas, however, is not regarded as an indriya-

The Pramanas.

Purusottama says that knowledge (jndna) is of many kinds. Of

these, eternal knowledge {nitya-jndna) is of four kinds : the essential

nature of God, in which He is one with all beings and the very

essence of emancipation (moksa); the manifestation of His great

and noble qualities; His manifestation as the Vedas in the beginning
of the creation; His manifestation as verbal knowledge in all know-

able forms of the deity. His form as verbal knowledge manifests

itself in the individuals; it is for this reason that there can be no

knowledge without the association of words—even in the case of

the dumb, who have no speech, there are gestures which take the

place of language .This is the fifth kind of knowledge. Then there are

one kind of sense-knowledge and four kinds of mental knowledge.
Of mental knowledge, that which is produced by manas is called

doubt (samsaya) ;
the function of manas is synthesis [samkalpa) and

analysis (vikalpa). The function of buddhi is to produce knowledge
as decision, superseding doubt, which is of an oscillatory nature.

The knowledge of dreams is from aharnkdra (egoism) as associated

with knowledge. Citta perceives the self in the state of deep dream-

less sleep. There is thus the fourfold knowledge of the antah-

karana; this and sense-knowledge and the previous five kinds of

knowledge form the ten kinds of knowledge. From another point

of view will (kdma), conceiving (samkalpa), doubt [vicikitsd), faith

(sraddhd), absence of faith (asraddhd), patience [dhrti), absence of

patience (adhrti), shame (hri), understanding [dhi), fear (bhl), are all

manas. Pleasure and pain also belong to it, because they are not

associated with the senses. Knowledge does not stay only for three

moments, but stays on until it is superseded by other objects of

knowledge, and even then it remains as impression or samskdra.

This is proved by the fact that manas can discover it in memory
when it directs its attention towards it; it is because the manas is
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busy with other objects and it ceases to be discovered. Memory
can be strengthened by proper exercise, and things can be forgotten

or wrongly remembered through diverse kinds of defects
;
in these

cases also knowledge is not destroyed, but only remains hidden

through the effect of mdyd.
The knowledge that is associated with the pramdnas is the

sdttvika knowledge; the sattva is associated with pramd (or right

knowledge), and when it disappears there is error. Pramd is defined

as uncontradicted knowledge or knowledge that is not liable to

contradiction^. The increase of the sattva by which knowledge is

produced may be due to various causes, e.g., scriptures, objects,

people, country, time, birth, karma, meditation, mantras, purifica-

tions, sarnskdras. The knowledge which is primarily predominant
in sattva is the notion that one universal essence is present every-

where; this knowledge alone is absolutely vaUd. The knowledge

which is associated with rajas is not absolutely valid; it is that

which we find in all our ordinary or perceptual scientific know-

ledge, which is liable to errors and correction. This rajas knowledge

at the time of its first manifestation is indeterminate in its nature,

conveying to us only the being of things. At this stage, however,

we have the first application of the senses to the objects which

rouse the sattva quality, and there is no association with rajas;

as such this indeterminable knowledge, though it forms the be-

ginning of rajas knowledge, may be regarded as sdttvika. Later on,

when the manas functions with the senses, we have the sarnkalpa

knowledge, and regard it as rajas. The pure sensory knowledge or

sensation is not regarded as inherent in the senses. The sense-

operation in the first instance rouses the sattva, and therefore the

knowledge produced by the application of the senses in the first

instance does not convey with it any of the special qualities of the

senses, visual, auditory and the like, but merely the being, which is

not the specific quality of any sense, but only a revelation of the

nature of sattva; such knowledge, though roused by the senses,

does not belong to them. It is by the function of the vikalpa of the

manas that this knowledge as pure being assumes distinct forms

in association with sense-characteristics. The application of this

function is too rapid to be easily apprehended by us, and for this

^
a-bddhita-jndnatvam bddha-yogya-vyatiriktatvam vd tal-laksanam.

Prasthdnaratndkara, p. 6.

D IV 22
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reason we often fail to detect the prior existence of the nirvikalpa

knowledge.
In the case of determinate knowledge, whether it be simple as

of a jug, or complex as of a jug on the ground, we have the same

procedure of having first through the senses the indeterminate per-

ception of the being, which by a later influence of rajas becomes

associated with names and forms; it is the being given by the

senses, which appears in names and forms through the influence of

the antahkarana as moved by the rajas in association with the senses.

The principle followed in perception is analogous to the cosmic

appearance of Brahman as manifold, in which the pure Brahman by
His will and thought shows Himself as the many, though He re-

mains one in Himself all the time; in the case of perception the

senses by their first application cause an influx of sattva, resulting

in the apperception of pure being, which later on becomes associated

with diverse names and forms through the rajas element of the

antahkarana operating with the senses. The determinate knowledge
is oi twokinds ivtsista-buddhiand samuhdlambana-buddhi; the former

means associated knowledge ("a man with a stick"), and the latter

means knowledge as conglomeration of entities ("a stick and a

book"). The knowledge of simple objects (such as a jug) is regarded
as an associated knowledge. All these varied types of determinate

cognitions are in reality of one type, because they all consist of the

simple process of a revelation of being by the senses and an attribu-

tion of names and forms by the antahkarana.

From another point of view the determinate knowledge can

be of five kinds: (i) samsaya (doubt), (ii) viparydsa (error),

(iii) niscaya (right knowledge), (iv) smrti (memory), (v) svapna

(dream).
Doubt is defined as the apprehension of two or more opposite

attributes or characters in the same object [ekasmin dharmini

viruddha-ndnd-koty-avagdhi jndnam samsayam). Error is defined

as the apprehension of external objects other than those with which

the senses are in contact. Niscaya means right apprehension of

objects; such an apprehension must be distinguished from memory,
because apprehension (anubhava) always means the intuition of an

object, while memory is purely internal though produced by a

previous apprehension. Such a right knowledge can be perception,

inference, verbal knowledge, and analogy {upamiti, which arises
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through the senses associated with a knowledge of similarity:

sddrsyddi-sahakrtendriydrtha-sarnsargajanyd).

This right knowledge can be of two kinds: perception

(pratyaksa) and that which is not perception (paroksa). Perception

arises from a real contact of the sense and its objects {indriydrtha-

sat-samprayoga-janyam jndnamy. Memory (smrti) is defined as

knowledge which is produced neither by sleep nor by external

objects, but by past impressions, which consist of the subtle

existence of previous apprehensions. Dream-experiences are

special creations, and should therefore be distinguished from the

world of things of ordinary experience ; they are out of and through

mdyd by God. This is indeed different from the view of Madhva;
for according to him the dream-appearances are without any stuff

and should not be regarded as creations; they are mere illusions

produced by thought. The dream-appearances being creations

according to Vallabha, their knowledge is also to be regarded as

real. Dreamless sleep is a special class of dream-experience in

which the self manifests itself {tatra dtma-sphuranarntu svata eva).

Reflection (as synthesis or analysis, or by the methods of agreement
and difference, or as mental doubt, or meditation) is included

within memory. Shame, fear {hrt, hhi), etc., are the functions of

egoism and not cognitive states. Recognition is regarded as right

knowledge {niscaya). In the case of firm knowledge growing out

of habit the impressions of past knowledge act as a determinant

(sahakdrt), and in the case of recognition memory acts as a de-

terminant^. Recognition is thus regarded as due to memory rather

than past impressions. The reason for this preference is that, even

though there may be an operation of past impressions, the function

of memory is a direct aid to it. Recognition is distinguished from

memory in this, that, while the latter is produced directly from past

impressions, the former is produced in association with the present

perception, directly through the operation of memory, and in-

directly through the operation of past impressions.

* Prasthdnaratndkara, p. 20.
*
abhydsa-janye drdha-praflti-rupe jndne yathd purvdnubhava-samskdrah

sahakdri tathdpratyabhijndydm smrtih sahakdrinl, visesanatdvacchedaka-prakdraka-

niscaydrtham tasyd avasyam apeksandt. ato yatha'nidgrdhakdntara-pravese'pi

yathdrthdnubhavatvdnapdydd abhydsajndnam niicaya-rupain tathd smrtyd

xnsayena ca purva-sthita-jndnasyoddlpandt pratyabhijnd'pi iti jneyam. Ibid.

p. 25.

22-2
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The distinction between right knowledge and error consists in

the fact that the latter contains somewhat more than the former;

thus, in the case of conch-shell-silver, right knowledge consists in

the perception of conch-shell, but false knowledge consists in the

further attribution of silver to it; this additional element constitutes

error'. There may be cases which are partly correct and partly false

and in these knowledge may be called right or false according as

there is or is not a preponderance of right knowledge. Upon this

criterion of Purusottama painting, art creations and impersonations
in dramatic perceptions have a preponderance of right knowledge,
as they produce through imitation such pleasures as would have

been produced by the actual objects which they have imitated.

Purusottama makes a distinction between karana (the instru-

mental) and karana (the cause). Karana is a unique agent,

associated with a dynamic agent with reference to the effects that

are to be produced [vydpdravad asddhdranam) ;
kdrana is that seat

of power which may produce appearance and disappearance of

forms {dvirbhdva-saktyddhdratvam kdranatvam). That which pro-

duces particular forms, or works for the disappearance of certain

forms, is regarded as corresponding causes
; hence the power which

can make the effects of a material cause manifest for our operation

is regarded as the dvirhhdva-kdrana of that effect. Avirbhdva,

"manifestation of appearances," is that aspect of things by which

or in terms of which they may be experienced or may be operated

upon, and its negation is "disappearance" {tirobhdvay. These

powers of manifestation and disappearance belong primarily to

God, and secondarily to objects with which He has associated them

in specific ways. The Naiyayika definition of cause as invariable

unconditional antecedent of the effect is regarded as invalid, inas-

much as it involves a mutual dependence. Invariable antecedence

to an effect involves the notion of causality and the notion of

causality involves invariable antecedence; so unconditionality in-

volves the notion of causality and causality involves unconditionality.

Cause is of two kinds : identity {tdddtmya, also called sarnavdyi),

and instrument. This identity however involves the notion of

*
bhrama-pramd-samuhdlambanam tu, eka-desa-vikrtam ananyavad bhavatlti

nydyena bhramddhikye viparydsa eva. pramddhikye ca niscayah. Prasthdnarat-

ndkara, pp. 25-6.
'^

updddnasya kdryam yd vyavahdra-e;ocaram karoti sd saktir dvirbhdvikd.

dvirbhdvaica vyavahdra-yogyatvam. ttrobhdvasca tadayogyatvam. Ibid. p. 26.
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identity-in-difference, in which difference appears as a mode of

the identity which is to be regarded as the essence of causaHty.

Purusottama discards the notion of substance and quahty, which is

explained on the basis of the relation of samavdya, and in which

substance is regarded as the cause of quality; a quality is only an

appearance simultaneous with the substance, and the latter cannot

be regarded as the cause of the former. The concept of material

cause {iipdddna-kdrana) is of two kinds: unchanging (e.g., the earth

unchanging, in jugs, etc.), and changing (e.g., knowledge appearing
as a function of the mind, the instrumental cause). The contact of

parts or movement involved in the material cause is not regarded
as a separate cause, as it is by the Naiyayika, but is regarded as a

part of the material cause.

The nature of concomitance that determines the nature of a

hetu is of two kinds : anvaya and vyatireka. Anvaya means agree-

ment in presence of an element such that to its sole presence (in the

midst of many irrelevant elements or conditions present with it) the

effect is due^. Vyatireka means the negation of that element which

involves the negation of the effect, i.e., that element which does not

exist if the effect is absent {kdrydtirekendnavasthdnam). The causal

movement (vydpdra) is that which exists as a link between the

cause and the effect; thus sense-object contact has for its dynamic
cause the movement of the senses. In the case of God's will no

dynamic movement is regarded necessary for the production of the

world.

The pratyaksa pramdna, the means of perceptual experience, is

defined as the sense-faculties corresponding to the different kinds

of perception. There are thus six pramdnas, viz., visual, tactual,

gustatory, auditory, olfactory and mental; as opposed to the

monistic Vedantic view of Sahkara, ?nanas is regarded here as a

sense-faculty. All faculties are regarded as being atomic in their

nature. The visual organ can perceive colours only when there is a

"manifested colour" {udbhuta-rupavattva); the atoms of ghosts are

not visible because they have no manifested colour. So for per-

ception of all sense-qualities by the corresponding senses we have

to admit that the sense-qualities, of touch, of smell, etc., must be

manifested in order to be perceived.

^ Tatra sva-sva-vydpyetara-ydvat-kdratta-sattve yat-sattve avasyam yat-
sattvam anvayah. Ibid. p. 32.
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In agreement with the monistic Vedanta of Sahkara tamas

(darkness) is regarded here as a separate category and not as the

mere negation of Hght. Negation itself is regarded as the positive

existence of the locus in which the negation appears with specific

reference to the appearance or disappearance of the negated object.

Thus in the case of negation-precedent-to-production {prdg-

ahhdvd) of a jug, the simple material cause which will be helpful

to the production or the appearance of the jug is regarded as the

negative-precedent-to-production of the jug. In the case of nega-

tion of destruction {dhvamsdbhdva) the cause is helpful to the dis-

appearance of the jug, and is thus associated with the special quality

that is regarded as the negation of destruction. The concept of

negation is thus included in the conception of the cause; negation

is thus a specific mode of samavdyi kdrana and therefore identical

with it.

Regarding the manner in which visual cognitions of things are

possible, the Sarnkhya and Vedanta uphold the subsistence of a

vrtti {vrtti means mental state). When after looking at a thing we

shut our eyes, there is an after-image of the object. This after-image

cannot belong to the object itself, because our eyes are shut; it

must itself belong to the ahamkdra or the buddhi. It is supposed by
the Sarnkhya and the Vedanta that this vrtti goes to external objects

near and far and thereby produces a relation between the buddhi

and the object. It may naturally be objected that this vrtti is not a

substance and therefore cannot travel far and wide. The Sarnkhya
and the Vedanta reply again that, since such travelling is proved by
the facts of perception, we have to admit it; there is no rule that only

existing substances should be able to travel and that in the absence

of substance there should be no travelling. The Naiyayikas, how-

ever, think that certain rays emanate from the eye and go to the

object, sense-contact is thereby produced in association with the

manas and dtman, and the result is sense-cognition ; they therefore

do not admit the existence of a separate vrtti. Purusottama,

however, admits the vrtti, but not in the same way as the Vedantists

and the Sarnkhya; according to him this vrtti is a state of the buddhi

which has been roused through the category of time and has mani-

fested a preponderance of sattva quality. Time is hereby admitted

as a category existing in the buddhi and not in the senses as it is in

the Vedanta of Saiikara (explained by Dharmaraja-dhvarindra in
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the Veddnta-paribhdsd). According to him time does not possess

any colour, but can yet be perceived by the visual organs. But

according to Purusottama time is a determinant of the buddhi and

is the agent responsible, along with other accessories, for mental

illumination; he says further that rays from the object penetrate

the eye-ball and produce there certain impressions which remain

even when the rays are cut off by the shutting of the eye. These

retinal impressions are accessory to the production of illumination

in the buddhi as the manifestation of sattva-guna^. Vrtti is thus a

condition of buddhi.

In the illusory perception of conch-shell-silver it is supposed
that by the power of rajas the impressions of silver experienced
before are projected on to the object of perception, and by tamos

the nature of conch-shell as such is obscured; in this manner a

conch-shell is perceived as silver.

The indeterminate knowledge arises at that stage in which the

buddhi functions at the first moment of sense-operation; and it

becomes determinate when in association with the sense-faculty

there is modification in the buddhi as vrtti. Though with the rise

of one mtti a previous one disappears, it still persists in the form

of im.pression {samskdra) ;
when these samskdras are later roused by

specific causes or conditions, we have memory.
The intuition of God is not, however, produced by the ordinary

method of perception only by God's grace, which is the seed of

bhakti in all, can His nature be intuited; in the individual this

grace manifests itself as devotion^.

^
ukta-sannikarsa-janyam api savikalpakam jndnam cdksusddi-bhedena

buddhi-vrttya janyata iti vrttir vicdryate. tatra netra-nimtlane krte bahir-drsta-

paddrthasyeva kasciddk^ro netrdntarbhdsate. sa dkdro na bdhya-vastunah.

dsrayam atihdya tatra tasydsakya-vacanatvdt. atah sa dntarasyaiva kasyacana
bhavitum arhatiti

yd buddhi-vrttih samskdrddhdnddyartham janyata ity ucyate sd vrttir buddher
na tattvdntaram ndpy antahkarana-parindmdntaram. kintu buddhi-tattvasya
kdla-ksubdha-sattvddi-guna-krto'vasthd-visesa eva. na ca tasydvasthd-visesatve

nirgamdbhdvena visaydsamsargdt tad-dkdrakatvam vrtter durghatatvam iti san-

kyam. mdyd-gunasya rajasascancalatvena viksepakatvena ca darpane mukhasyeva
netra-golake'pi bdhya-visaydkdra-samarpana-tad-dkdrasya sughatatvdt. sa evam
mdyika dkdro nayana-kiranesu netra-mudrane pratydvrttesu golakdntar anubhuyate.
Prasthdnaratndkara, pp. 123—5.

* varanarn cdnugrahah. sa ca dharmdntaram eva, na tu phaldditsd. yasyd-
nugraham icchdrriitivdkydt. sa ca bhakti-btja-bhutah. ato bhaktyd mdm abhijdndti,

bhaktyd tvananyayd sakyah bhaktyd'ham ekayd grdhya ity ddisu na virodhah.
Ibid. p. 137.
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Inference (anumdna) as a pramdna is defined as instrument by
which influential knowledge is attained; in other words, inference is

the knowledge which is derived through the mediation of other

knowledge, a process which is, of course, affected by the knowledge
of concomitance {vydpti-jndna). Vydpti means the unconditioned

existence of hetu in the sddhya, i.e., where there is a hetu, there is

a sddhya, and wherever there is absence of sddhya, there is absence

of hetu; hetu is that by which one proceeds to carry on an inference,

and sddhya is affirmation or denial. Following the Sdmkhya-
pravacana-sutra Purusottama says that, when there is an uncon-

ditional existence of one quality or character in another, there may
be either a mutual or a one-sided concomitance between them;
when the circle of the hetu coincides with the circle of the sddhya,
we have samavydpti, and when the circle of the hetu falls within the

circle of the sddhya, there is visama-vydptV-.

Purusottama does not admit the kevaldnvayi form of inference;

for in the Brahman there is the absence of the sddhya. The objection

that such a definition will not hold good in the case of inference (where
no negative existences are available), namely, that it is knowledge
because it is definable, is invalid; for the Brahman is neither know-

able nor definable. Even when an object is knowable in one form,

it may be not knowable in another form. So even in the aforesaid

inference negative instances are available
;
therefore the kevaldnvayi

form of inference, where it is supposed that concomitance is to be

determined only by agreement, cannot be accepted^.

When the co-existence of the hetu with the sddhya is seen in one

instance or in many, it rouses the part-impressions and though in

the memory of them necessary co-existence, and, following that, the

hetu determines the sddhya. When we see in the kitchen the co-

existence of fire and smoke, the necessary co-existence of the smoke

with the fire is known; then later on, when smoke is seen in the hill

and the co-existence of the smoke with the fire is remembered, the

smoke determines the existence of the fire : this right knowledge is

called anumiti. It is the lifiga that is the cause of the anumiti. Two

*
niyata-dharma-sdhitye ubhayor ekatarasya vd vydptir iti. ubhayoh sama-

vydptikayoh krtakatvdnityatvddi-rupayorekatarasya visama-vydptikasya dhumd-
der niyata-dharma-sdhitye a-vyabhicarita-dharma-rupe sdmdnddhikaranye vydptih.

Prasthdnaratndkara, pp. 139-40.
^
sanatrdpi kenacid rupena jneyati^ddi-sattTe^pi rupdntarena tad-abhdvasya

sarvajarilnatvdc ca kevaldnvayi-sddhyakdnumdnasyaivdbhdvdt. Ibid. p. 141.
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kinds of anumdna are admitted by Purusottama, viz., kevala-

vyatireki, where positive instances are not available and the con-

comitance is only through negation, and anvaya-vyatireki, where

the concomitance is known through the joint method of agreement
and difference.

Five propositions are generally admitted for convincing others

by inference; these are pratijnd, hetu, uddharana, upanaya, and

nigamana. Thus "the hill is fiery" is the pratijnd, "because it is

smoky" is the hetu, "as in the case in the kitchen" is the uddharana,

"whatever is smoky is fiery and whatever is not so is not so" is the

upanaya, "therefore the smoke now visible is also associated with

fire" is nigamana. But these need not be regarded as separate

propositions; they are parts of one synthetic proposition^. But

Purusottama in reality prefers these three, viz., pratijnd, hetu and

drstdnta.

Purusottama does not admit either upamdna or anupalahdhi as

separate pramdnas. Upamdna is the pramdna by which a previous

knowledge of similarity between two objects of which one is known

enables one to know the other when one sees it; thus a man who does

not know a buffalo, but is told that it is similar in appearance to

the cow, sees the buffalo in the forest and knows it to be a buffalo.

The sight of it makes him remember that a buffalo is an animal

which is similar in appearance to the cow, and thus he knows it is

a buffalo. Here perception as helped by memory of similarity is

the cause of the new apprehension of the animal as a buffalo ;
what

is called upamdna thus falls within perception.

Purusottama also admits arthdpatti, or implication, as separate

pramdna, in the manner of Parthasarathimisra. This arthdpatti is

to be distinguished from inference. A specific case of it may be

illustrated by the example in which one assumes the existence of

someone outside the house when he is not found inside; the know-

ledge of the absence of a living person from the house is not con-

nected with the knowledge of the same man's presence outside the

house as cause and effect, and yet they are simultaneous. It is by
the assumption of the living individual outside the house that his

non-existence in the house can be understood; the complex notion

of life and non-existence in the house induces the notion of his

existence outside the house. It is the inherent contradiction that

^ Ibid. p. 143.
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leads us from the known fact to the unknown, and as such it is

regarded as a separate pramdna.
Purusottama thinks that in some cases where knowledge is due

to the accessory influence of memory its validity is not spontaneous,
but is to be derived only through corroborative sources, whereas

there may be other cases where knowledge may be self-valid.

Concept of bhakti.

Madhva, Vallabha and Jiva GosvamI were all indebted to the

Bhdgavata-purana, and held it in high reverence; Madhva wrote

Bhdgavata-tdtparya, JIva GosvamI Sat-sandarbha, and Vallabha

wrote not only a commentary on the Bhdgavata (the Subodhini)

but also a commentary {Prakdsa) on his own kdrikds, the Tattvadipa,

based on the teachings of the Bhdgavata. The Tattvadipa consists

of four books: the ^dstrdrthanirupana, the Sarvanirnaya of four

chapters, Pramdna, Prameya-phala, and the Sddhand, of which

the first contains 83 verses, the second 100 verses, the third no
and the fourth 35. The third book, of 1837 verses, contains

observations on the twelve skandhas of the Bhdgavata-purana.
The fourth book, which dealt with bhakti, is found only in a

fragmentary condition. This last has two commentaries on it,

the Nibandha-tippana, by Kalyanaraja, and one by Gotthulal

(otherwise called Balakrsna). The Prakdsa commentar}-^ on the

kdrikds was commented upon by Purusottama in the Avarana-

bhanga, but the entire work has not been available to the present

writer. According to the Tattvadipa the only sdstra is the Gitd,

which is sung by the Lord Himself, the only God is Krsna the son

of Devaki, the mantras are only His name and the only work is the

service of God, the Vedas, the words of Krsna (forming the smrtis),

the sUtras of Vyasa and their explanations by Vyasa (forming the

Bhdgavata) are their four pramdnas. If there are any doubts re-

garding the Vedas, they are solved by the words of Krsna; any
doubts regarding the latter are explained by reference to the sUtras,

and difficulties about the Vydsa-sutras are to be explained by the

Bhdgavata. So far as the other smrtis are concerned, such as that

of Manu and others, only so much of them is valid as is in con-

sonance with these
; but, if they are found contradictory in any part,

they are to be treated as invalid. The true object of the sdstras is
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devotion to Hari, and the wise man who takes to devotion is best

of all
; yet there have been many systems of thought which produce

delusion by preaching creeds other than that of bhakti. There is no

greater delusion than devoting oneself to sdstras and not to God;
such devotees are always under bondage and suffer birth and re-

birth. The culmination of one's knowledge is omniscience, the

culmination of dharma is the contentment of one's mind, the

culmination of bhakti is when God is pleased. With mukti there

is destruction of birth and rebirth; but the world, being a manifesta-

tion of Brahman, is never destroyed except when Krsna wishes to

take it back within Himself. Wisdom and ignorance are both

constituents of mdyd.
Bhakti consists in firm and overwhelming affection for God

with a full sense of His greatness ; through this alone can there be

emancipation^. Though bhakti is the sddhand and moksa is the goal,

yet it is the sddhand stage that is the best. Those who enter into the

bliss of Brahman have the experience of that bliss in their selves;

but those devotees who do not enter into this state nor into the

state of jivan-muktt, but enjoy God with all their senses and the

antahkarana, are better than the jtvan-muktaSy though they may be

ordinary householders^.

The jiva is atomic in nature, but yet, since the bliss of God is

manifested in it, it may be regarded as all-pervasive. Its nature as

pure inteUigence cannot be perceived by the ordinary senses, but

only by yoga, or knowledge through that special vision by which

one sees God. The views of the monistic Vedanta that the jtvas are

due to avidyd is repudiated on the ground that, if avidyd was

destroyed by right knowledge, the bodily structure of the individual

formed through the illusion of avidyd would immediately be

destroyed and zs jivan-mukti would be possible.

Brahman is described here as sacciddnanda—all-pervasive,

independent, omniscient. He is devoid of any reduplication, either

of this class or of a different class or as existing in Him—i.e.,jtvas,

^
mdhdtmya-jndna-purvas tu sudrdhah sarvato'dhikah,
sneho bhaktir iti proktas tayd muktir na cdnyathd.

Tattvdrthadipa, p. 65.
^ sva-tantra-bhaktdndtn tu gopikddi-tulydndm sarvendriyais tathd'ntah-

karanaih sva-rupena cd'nanddnubhavah. ato bhaktdndm jlvan-muktyapeksayd
bhagavat-krpd-sahita-grhdsrama eva visisyate. Vallabha's commentary on

Tattvadlpana, p. 77.
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the material world and the antarydmi: these are the three forms of

God, they are not different from Him^. He is also associated with

a thousand other noble qualities, purity, nobility, kindness, etc.;

He is the upholder of the universe, controller of mdyd. God is on

the one hand the samavdya and the nimittakdrana of the world,

delights in His creation, and sometimes takes delight in with-

drawing it within Himself; He is the repository of all contradictory

qualities and causes delusion in various forms and appearances and

disappearances of worldly manifestation. He is the changeable as

well as the unchangeable^. Since the creation is a manifestation of

Himself, the diversity of existence and the diversity in the distribu-

tion of pleasure and pain cannot make Him liable to the charge of

cruelty or partiality. The attempt to explain diversity as due to

karma leads to the further difficulty that God is dependent on

karma and is not independent; it also leaves unexplained why
different persons should perform different karmas. If God as

antarydmin Himself makes us perform good or bad actions. He
cannot also make us responsible for the same and distribute

happiness to some and displeasure to others : but on the view that

the whole creation is self-creative and that self-manifestation and

the jlvas are nothing but God all these difficulties are removed-^.

God is the creator of the world, yet He is not saguna, possessed of

qualities; for the simple reason that the elements that constitute

His -qualities cannot stand against Him and deprive Him of His

independence. Since He is the controller of the qualities, their

existence and non-existence depend on Him. The conception of the

freedom of God thus necessarily leads to the concept of His being
both saguna and nirguna. The view of Sankara that Brahman

appears as the world through the bondage of avtdyd is a delusive

teaching {pratdrand-sdstra), because it lowers the dignity of God,
and it should be rejected by all devotees.

*

sa-jdtiya-vijdtlya-sva-gata-dvaita-varjitam. . . . sa-jdtlyd jlvd, vijdtlyd

jaddh, sva-gatd antar-ydminah. trisv api bhagavdn anusyutas trirupas ca bhavatlti

tair nirupitam dvaitarn bhedas tadvarjitam. Tattvdrthadlpa and the commentary
on it, p. io6.

* sarva-vdddnavasaram ndnd-vdddnurodhi tat.

ananta-murti tad brahma kutastham calam eva ca.

viruddha-sarva-dharmdnamdsrayam yukty-agocaram.
dvirbhdva-tirobhdvair mohanam bahu-rupatah. Ibid. p. 115.

'
dtma-srfter na vaisamyam nairghrnyam cdpi vidyate.

pakfdntare'pi karma sydn niyatam tat punar brhat.

Ibid. pp. 129-30.
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He who thinks of God as all and of himself as emanating from

Him, and who serves Him with love, is a devotee. In the absence

of either knowledge or love we have only a lower kind of devotee;

but in the absence of both one cannot be a devotee, though by

listening to the scriptures one may remove one's sins. The highest

devotee leaves everything; his mind is filled with Krsna alone; for

him there is no wife, no home, no sons, no friends, no riches, but

he is wholly absorbed in the love of God. No one, however, can

take the path of bhakti except through the grace of God. Karma

itself, being of the nature of God's will, manifests itself as His

mercy or anger to the devotee; He approaches with His mercy and

relieves him even if he be in a low state, and those who do not obey
His commands or proceed in the wrong path He approaches with

anger and causes to suffer. It is said that the law of karma is

mysterious; the reason is that we do not know the manner in which

God's will manifests itself; sometimes by His grace He may
even save a sinner, who may not have to take the punishment due

to him.

In the Sdndilya-sutra bhakti is defined as the highest attachment

(pardnurakti) to God. Anurakti is the same as rdga\ so the sutra
''

pardnuraktir tsvare" means highest attachment to the object of

worship {drddhya-visayaka-rdgatvamy . This attachment is associ-

ated with pleasure {sukha-niyato rdgd). We remember that in the

Visnu-purdna Prahlada expresses the wish that he may have that

attachment to God that is experienced with regard to sense-

objects^. One must find supreme pleasure in God; it is this natural

and spontaneous attachment to God that is called bhakti^. Even if

there is no notion of worship, but merely love, there also we can

apply the term bhakti, as in the case of gopis towards Krsna. But

ordinarily it arises from the notion of the greatness of God. This

devotion, being of the nature of attachment, is associated with will

and not with action; just as in the case of knowledge no action is

necessary, but the only result is enlightenment, so the will that tends

^
iSdndilya-sutra, i. 2. (commentary by Svapnesvara).

^ yd pntir a-vivekdndm visayesv anapdyint,
tdm tinusmaratah sd me hrdaydn mdpasarpatu.

Visnu-purdna, i. 20. 19.
' Compare Gltd, x. 9:

mac-ctttd mad-gata-prdnd bodhayantah paras-param
kathayantas ca mam nityam tusyantica rarf.anti ca
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to God is satisfied with devotion or attachment ^ Bhakti cannot

also be regarded as knowledge : jndna and hhajana are two different

concepts. Knowledge may be only indirectly necessary for attach-

ment, but attachment does not lead to knowledge. A young
woman may love a young man

;
this love does not lead to any new

knowledge, but finds its fulfilment in the love itself. In the

Visnu-purdna we hear of the gopis' attachment of emancipation

through excess of love; so attachment may lead to emancipation

without any knowledge'^. Yoga, however, is accessory both to

knowledge and to bhakti. Bhakti is different also from sraddhd (or

faith), which may be an accessory even to karma. According to

Kasya bhakti with the notion of the majesty of God leads to

emancipation. According to Badarayana this emancipation consists

in the nature of self as pure intelligence. According to Sandilya

emancipation is associated with the notion of transcendence,

immanence in the self. Through an excess of devotion under-

standing of the biiddhi is dissolved in the bliss of God
;

it is this

buddhi which is the upddhi or condition through which God
manifests Himself as the jlva.

Gopesvaraji Maharaja, in his Bhakti-mdrtanda, follows the inter-

pretation of bhakti in the ^dndilya-sutra and enters into a long

discussion regarding its exact connotation. He denies that bhakti is a

kind of knowledge or a kind of sraddhd (or faith) ;
nor is bhakti a kind

of action or worship. Ramanuja defines bhakti as dhruvdm smrti,

and regards it as only a kind of knowledge. Various forms of worship

or prescribed ritual connected therewith lead to bhakti, but they

cannot themselves be regarded as bhakti. In the Bhakti-cintdmani,

bhakti has been defined asyoge viyogavrttiprema, i.e., it is that form

of love in which even when the two are together they are afraid of

being dissociated and when they are not together they have a

painful desire for union^. Sandilya, Haridasa and Guptacarya
also follow the same view. Govinda Chakravarti, however, defines

^ na kriydkrty-apeksand jiidnavat. Sdndilya-sutra, i. i. 7. sd bhaktir na

kriydtmikd bhavitum arhati prayatndnuvedhdbhdvdt. Commentary onSvapnes-
vara.

^
tathdpi brahma-visayinydh rater brahma-visaya-jndnopakdrakatvam na

pratyaksa-gamyam. kintu tarunyddeh ratau tathddarsanena brahmagocardydm

apy anumdtavyam. Svapnesvara's commentary on—i. 2. 15, ibid.

^
A-dr^te darsanotkanthd drste vislesa-bhlrutd

nddrftena na dr^tena bhavatd labhyate sukham.

Bhakti-mdrtanda, p. 75.
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this love as the yearning which never ceases even in spite of many
difficulties and dangers^, and Paramartha Thakkuna, in his

Premalaksana-candrikd^, as an unspeakable yearning referring to

an object. Visvanatha, in his Premarasdyina, defines it as a loving

yearning or desire. Gunakara supplements the view of the

Bhakti-cintdmani and defines it as that which culminates in intense

enjoyment^.

Gopesvarajl Maharaja differs from all these definitions of bhakti

that regard yearning and desire as its principal element. No desire

can be an object of desire {purusdrtha) ;
in the love of a son or any

other dear relation we do not find any kind of desire playing a part ;

moreover desire refers to an unattained object, while bhakti,

attachment, is not so.

Some say that bhakti is the cause of the melting of the mind
;

that is not acceptable either, for it has no reference to the object.

There are others who define it as the object or condition with

reference to which the amorous sentiment called love flows'*. This

definition is too wide, because all bhakti must have a reference to

God, and according to it bhakti becomes a part of sex-sentiment.

Gopesvarajl, however, refers to the Tattvadipa-prakdsa of Vallabha

and accepts the view there adopted, according to which bhakti is

composed of the root bhaj and suffix kti\ the suffix means "love"

and the root "service." It is the general rule that root and suffix

together form a complete meaning in which the meaning of the

suffix is dominant; bhakti thus means the action of bhaj, i.e.,

service {sevd). Sevd (service) is a bodily affair (e.g., strtsevd,

ausadhasevd). Service, in order that it may be complete, implies

love, and without love the service would be troublesome, but not

desirable; love also for its completion requires service. This view

has been objected to by Purusottama in his Bhakti-hamsa-vivrti.

Referring to the Tattva-dipa-prakdsa Gopesvarajl Maharaja
thinks that according to Vallabha bhakti means sneha or affection,

but, if we take the word analytically, it means sevd or service
;
he

thinks that both pretna and sevd form the connotative meaning of

^
gddha-vyasana-sdhasra-sampdte'pi nir-antaram na htyate yadtheti svddu tut

prema-laksanam. Ibid.
^
vastu-mdtra-visayini vacandnarhd samthd prema. Ibid.

'
yathd yoge viyoga-vrttih prema tathd viyoge yoga-vrttir apt prema. Ibid.

* yam upddhim samdsritya rasa ddyo nigadyate tarn

upddhim budhottarnsdh premeti paricak^ata. Ibid. p. 76.
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bhakti^. He, however, develops further the concept of bhakti, and

says that the idea of sevd forming the connotation of bhakti means

the state of mind which slowly lowers down and merges itself

into God^.

One of the results of bhakti or rather one of its characteristics

has been described as the oneness of all with the self {sarvdtma-

bhdva). Through the deep notion of love one sees everywhere one's

beloved, and even in separation one always perceives one's beloved

round one; but, God being all, it is natural that through intense

attachment to Him one should perceive Him in all things; for these

are all manifestations of God^. This identity of the self with all

cannot be regarded as an illustration of Vedantic monism, as is

explained by the followers of maryddd-marga ;
it is associated with

intense love. This view of the pusti-mdrga (Vallabha school) is also

shared by Haricarana, who is quoted by Gopesvara in support of

his own view^.

Bhakti is regarded as parallel to the other rasas described

in the alamkdra-sdstra; as such, it affects the manas and the body
with intense delight, coalescing with God, as it were^; affection

is thus the dominant phase {sthdyi-bhdva) of the bhakti-rasa.

Some have defined it as a reflection of God in the melted

heart; this has been objected to both by Purusottama in his

Pratibimba-vdda and by Gopesvara on the ground that formless God
cannot have His reflection, and also on the ground that this would

*
prema-yiirvakani kdyika-vydparatvam bhaktitvam . . . athavd srt-krsna-

vifayaka-prema-pilrvaka-kdyika-vydpdratvam. Bhakti-mdrtanda, p. 79.
^ tasmin krsne purvam dvarjitam lata dyattam tadadhlnam tatah kramena

bhagavad-ekatdnam gambhlratdm prdptam yac cetas tad eva sevdrupam.
samddhdv iva bhagavati layam prdptam iti ydvat. Ibid. p. 82.

He further quotes a passage from Vallabha's Bhakti-vardhinl in support of

his statement:

tatah prema tathd saktir vyasanaiica yadd bhaved iti,

yadd sydd lyasanarn krsne krtdrthah sydt tadaivahi. Ibid. p. 82.
'
vigddha-bhdvena sarvatra tathdnubhava-ruparn yat kdryam tddrsapriya-

tvdnubhavah, iti sarvdtma-bhdvo laksitah. Bhdsya-prakdsa on Brahma-sfitra,

quc'ed in Bhakti-mdrtanda, p. 85.
* atah sarvdtma-bhdvo hi tydgdtmdpeksayd yutah bhdva-

svarupaphalakah sva-sambandha-prakdsakah.

dehddi-sphurti-rahito visaya-tydga-purvakah

bhdvdtma-kdma-sambandhi-ramanddi-kriydh.

sva-tantra-bhakti-sabddkhyah phaldtmd jndyatdm janaih.
Ibid. p. 86.

'
yatra manahsarvendriydndm dnanda-mdtra-kara-pdda-mukhodarddi-

bhagavad-rupatd tatra bhakti-rasa eva. Ibid. p. 102.
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make bhakti identical with God, and it is difficult to identify

affection with the melting of the hearth If dtmdnubhava be under-

stood merely as the comprehension of identity with the self, in the

fashion of Sahkara monism, then there would be no pleasure in the

attachment of God^.

The assertion of the philosophic identity of the self and the

Brahman is only for the purpose of strengthening the nature of

bhakti; it merely shows that the oneness that is felt through attach-

ment can also be philosophically supported. In the intensity of

love there is revealed a feeling of oneness with Krsna which is to be

regarded as one of the transitory phases {vydbhicdri bhdva) of the

emotion of bhakti, of which affection is the dominant phase {sthdyi

bhdva) ;
the feeling of oneness is thus not the culminating result,

but only a transitory phase. Thus bhakti does not result finally in

knowledge ; knowledge is an anga of bhakti^. As God is spiritual,

so also is bhakti spiritual; as by the measures of fire objects become

more or less heated, so relative proximity to God gives an experience

of greater or less intensity of bhakti'^.

Bhakti may be classified as phala-rupa ("fruit"), as sddhana-

rM/)a(" means"), and assaguna. The saguna-bhakti is of three kinds,

as forming part of different kinds of meditation, as part of know-

ledge, and as part of karma. These again may be of eighty-one

kinds, as associated with different kinds of quality. Bhakti as a

phala is of one kind, and as sddhand ("means ") is of two kinds, viz.,

as part of knowledge (jndndngabhuta), and as directly leading to

emancipation {bhaktih svdtantryena muktiddtn). Thejndndngabhuta-
bhakti is itself of two kinds, as saguna and nirguna, of which the

former is of three kinds, jndna-misra, vairdgya-misra and karma-

^ It is interesting to refer here to the definition of bhakti as given by jlva in

the Sat-sandarbha (p. 274), where bhakti is described as a dual existence in God,

and, the bhakta being itself of the nature of blissful experience, sva-rupasakteh

sdrabhatd hlddint ndma yd vrttis tasyd eva sdrabhuta-vrttiviseso bhaktih sd ca

ratyaparaparydyd. bhaktir bhavati bhaktesu ca niksipta-nijdbhayakotih sarvadd

tisthati. ata ei'oktam bhagavdn bhakto bhaktimdn.
^ kena kam pasyet iti sruteh bheda-vilopakatvena bhajandnanddntardya-

bhutam yadi svdtmatvena jndnam sampddayed bhajandndam nddadydt.

Bhakti-mdrtanda, p. 136.
^
ati-gddha-bhdvo' bhedasphurtir api ek ovydbhicdribhdvah. na tu sdrvadika-

stadd svdtmdnam tattvena visimsanti. Ibid. p. 139.
*
yathd bhagavdn mdnasiyas tadvad bhagavatsambandha-naikatydt mana-

sydvirbhavanti bhaktir api mano-dharmatvena vyavahriyate. yathd vahni-

naikatya-tdratamyena bhaktyanubhava-tdratamyam. Ibid. p. 142.

D IV 23
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misra. The jfidna-misra ("mixed with knowledge") may be of three

kinds, high, middling and lower. The vairdgya-misra ("mixed with

detachment") is only of one kind. The karma-misra ("mixed with

action") is of three kinds.

The principal means by which hhakti is attained through the

grace of God is purity of heart. There are sixteen means prescribed

for attaining purity of heart, of which some are external and some

internal. The three externals are ablutions, sacrifices and image-

worship. The practice of meditation of God in all things is the

fourth. The development of the sattva character of the mind is the

fifth. Abnegation of all karmas and cessation of attachment is the

sixth; showing reverence to the revered is the seventh. Kindness to

the poor is the eighth. To regard all beings as one's equals and

friends is the ninth. Yamas and niyamas are the tenth and eleventh

respectively. Listening to the scriptures from teachers is the

twelfth, and listening to and chanting of God's name is the

thirteenth. Universal sincerity is the fourteenth. Good association

is the fifteenth. Absence of egoism is the sixteenth.

There is however a difference of view between two important

schools of the bhakti-^2i\h. Those who follow the maryddd-hhakti
think that bhakti is attainable by one's own efforts in following

specific courses of duties and practices; the followers of the pustt-

bhakti think that even without any effort bhakti can be attained by
the grace of God alone'^.

The Vallabhas belong to the piisti-bhakti school and therefore

do not admit the absolute necessity of personal effort. The followers

of the maryddd school also agree that the sddhanas are to be fol-

lowed only so long as affection does not show itself; when once

that has manifested itself, the sddhanas can no longer be regarded
as determining it, for it manifests itself spontaneously. For the

followers of the pnsti school the sddhanas can at no stage determine

the bhakti; for it is generated through the grace of God {pustimdrge

varariam eva sddhanam). According to the maryddd school sins are

destroyed by the practice of the sddhanas and emancipation attained

through the rise of affection. To the followers of the piisti school the

grace of God is sufficient to destroy obstructions of sins, and there

is no definite order about the practices following affection or

^

krti-sadhya-sddhana-sddhya-bhaktir maryada-bhaktih tadrahitdndm bhaga-

vad-anugrahaika-prdpya-pusti-bhaktih. BItakti-Jitdrtanda, p. 151.
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affection following the practices^. In the Pancardtra bhakti is

defined as affection associated with the majesty of God; but the

association of the majesty of God is not a necessary part of bhakti.

Purusottama defines bhakti as attachment to God with detachment

from all fruits. Purity of mind can be attained both by knowledge and

bhakti as produced by ptisti or the grace of God; so the only condi-

tion that can be attached to the rise of affection is the grace of God.

It is impossible to say for what reason God is pleased to extend

His grace; it cannot be for the relief of suffering, since there are

many sufferers to whom God does not do so: It is a special character

of God, by which He adapts certain people for manifesting His

grace through them.

As regards the fruit of bhakti, there are diverse opinions.

Vallabha has said in his Sevdphala-vivrti that as a result of it one

may attain a great power of experiencing the nature of God

{a-laukika-sdmarthya), or may also have the experience of continual

contact with God (sdjujya), and also may have a body befitting the

service of God {sevopayogi deha). This is his description of the

pusti-mdrga. He has also described two other mdrgas, the pravdha

and the maryddd, in his Pusti-pravdha-maryddd. The pravdha-

tndrga consists of the Vedic duties which carry on the processes of

birth and rebirth. Those however who do not transgress the Vedic

laws are said to belong to the maryddd-mdrga. The pusti-yndrga

differs from the other two mdrgas in this, that it depends upon the

grace of God and not on Vedic deeds-; its fruits are therefore

superior to those of other mdrgas^.

Vallabha, in his Bhakti-vardhini, says that the seed of bhakti

exists as prerna or affection due to the grace of God, and, when it is

firm, it increases by renunciation, by listening to the hhakti-sdstra,

and by chanting God's name. The seed becomes strong when in

^ maryddayam hi sravanadibhih pdpaksaye premotpattis tato muktih. pufti-

mdrgdngikrtes tu atyanugraha-sddhyatrena tatra pdpdder aprati-bandhakatvdc

chravanddirupd premarupd ca yugapat pnurvdparyena vd vaiparityena vd hhavati.

Ibid. p. 152.
- ato vedoktatve pi veda-tdtparya-gocaratve pi jlva-krtavaidlia-sddhanesvu-

pravesdt tad-asddhya-sddhandt phala-vailaksanydc ca sva-rupatah kdryatah

phalatas cotkarsdc ca vedokta-sddhanebhyo'pi bhinnaiva tat taddkdrikd puffir-

astltyato hetoh siddham iti mdrga-trayo'tra 7ia sandeha ityarthah.

Commentary on Pusti-pravdha-maryddd-bhedah, p. 8.

*
\esii sddhana-dvdrd bhaklyabhivyaktih tesn sd amidbhutd bhdva-rupena

manasi tisthati, tatah pujddisii sddhanes ranusthlyamdnesu pyemddi-riipena kramdd

udbhidd bhavati. Bhakti-vnrdhini-vivrti (by Purusottama), sloka 5.

23-2
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the householder's state one worships Krsna, following one's caste-

duties with a complete absorption of mind. Even when engaged in

duties one should always fix one's mind on God; in this way there

grows the love which develops into attachment or passion. The firm

seed of bhakti can never be destroyed; it is through affection for

God that other attachments are destroyed, and by the development
of this affection that one renounces the home. It is only when this

affection for God grows into a passion {vyasana) that one attains

one's end easily. The bhakti rises sometimes spontaneously, some-

times in association with other devotees, and sometimes through

following favourable practices^. Gradual development of bhakti is

described through seven stages in an ascending order; these are

bhdva, prema, pranaya, sneha, rdga, anurdga, and vyasana. The

passion or vyasana for God, which is the deepest manifestation of

affection, is the inability to remain without God (tadvindna sthdtum

asaktih); it is not possible for a man with such an attachment to

stay at home and to carry on his ordinary duties. In the previous

stages, though one may try to remain at home like a guest in the

house, yet he always feels various obstructions in the proper mani-

festation of his emotion; worldly attachments are always obstacles

to the divine attachment of worldly ties which helps the develop-
ment of bhakti^.

Vallabha, however, is opposed to renunciation after the manner

of monistic sannydsa, for this can only bring repentance, as being
inefficacious -^ The path of knowledge can bring its fruit in hundreds

of births and it depends upon various other practices; the path of

bhakti therefore should be taken up instead of the path of know-

ledge"*. Renunciation in the bhakti-mdrga proceeds only out of the

necessity of the bhakti and for its proper maintenance, and not as

a matter of duty.

The fruits of bhakti have already been described as a-laukika-

sdmarthya, sdyiijya and sevopayogi-deha, and are further discussed

' See note 3, p. 355.
-

snehasakti-vyasananam vindsanam. tathd sati krtam-api sarvam vyarthatn

sydt. tena tat-tydgant krtvd yateta. Balakrsna's commentary on Bhakti-vardhiril,

sloka 6.
^ atah kalau sa san-nydsah pascdt tdpdya ndnyathd. pdsanditvam hhavet

cdpi tasmdt jiidne na sam-nyiiset.

Vallabha's San-nydsa-nirnaya, sloka 16.
"
jndndrtham uttaranf>am ca siddhir janmasataih, jiidnam ca sddhandpeksatn

yajnudi-iravandu matam param. San-nydsa-nirnaya of Vallabha, with Gokula-
natha's Vivarana, sloka 15.
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in Vallabha's Sevdphala, upon which various commentators have

written with their several differences. Thus Devaklnandana and

Purusottama think that a-laukika-sdmarthya means that God has

a special dvesa or that He favours the devotee with a special in-

spiration, enabhng him to experience the nature of the full bliss

of God. Hariraja, however, thinks that it means the capacity

for experiencing the separation of God; Kalyanaraja thinks that

it means participation in divine music in heaven with God.

Goplsa thinks that it means special fitness (svarupa-yogyatd) for

experiencing the supernatural joy of worshipping God^. The second

fruit oi bhakti [sayujya) is considered by Purusottama, Baca Gopisa,

and Devaklnandana to be the merging of the devotee in the nature

of God; Hariraja, however, regards it as a capacity for continual

association with God.

The obstacles to bhakti are regarded as udvega, pratibandha, and

bhoga. Udvega means fear caused by evil persons or unsteadiness

of mind through sins; pratibandha means obstacles of a general

nature, and bhoga means ordinary experiences of pleasures and pains

of body and mind. These obstacles can be removed by compre-

hending the false nature of causes that give rise to them
;
but if on

account of the transgressions of the devotee God is angry and does

not extend His mercy, then the obstacles cannot be removed 2. The

true knowledge, by which the false comprehension giving rise to

the obstacles can be removed, consists in the conviction that every-

thing is given by God, everything is Brahman, that there is no

sddhand, no phala and no enjoyer^. He who tries to enjoy the

blessed nature ofGod easily removes the obstacles. The experiencing

of God's nature as a devotee is better than the bliss of Brahman itself

and the pleasure of sense-objects {visaydnandabrahmdnanddpeksayd

bhajandnandasya mdhdttvdt). Mental unsteadiness as a result of

^ tatra alaukika-sdmarthyam ndma para-prdpti-vivarana-srutyukta-bhagavat-

sva-rupdnubhave pradlpavaddvesa iti sutrokta-rltika-bhagavaddvesajd yogyatd

yayd rasdtmakasya bhagavatah purna-sva-rupdnanddnubhavah. sri-devakl-

nandandddvapyevam dhuh. srt-hari-rdyds tu bhagavad-virahdnubhava-sdmarthyam

ity dhuh. srl-kalydna-rdyds tu bhagavatd saha gdnddi-sdmarthyarn mukhydndm

evetydhuh. tathd gopindntvalaukika-bhajandnanddnubhave sva-rupa-yogyatd

itydhuh. Purusottama's commentary on Sevdphala, sloka i.

2 kaddcit duhsahgddind ati-paksapdti-prabhu-priya-pradvesena taddrohe

prabhor atikrodhena prdrthanaydpi k^amd-sam-bhdvand-rahitena tasmin prabhuh

phala-pratibandham karotiti sa bhagatat-krta-pratibandhah.

Hariraja's commentary on Sevdphala, sloka 3.
* vivekas tu mamaitad eva prabhund krtam sarvam brahmdtmakam ko'ham

kinca sddhanam kim phalarn ko ddtd ko bhoktd ityddi-rupah. Ibid.
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attachment to worldly things stands in the way of extension of

God's grace; it can be removed by abnegating the fruits of karma.

The emancipation that has been spoken of before as a result of

bhakti is to be interpreted as the three-fold Sevdphala, superior,

middling and inferior, viz., a-laukika-sdmarthya {uttama-sevd-

phala), sdyujya {madhyama-sevdphala) and bhajanopayogi deha

[adhama-sevd-phalay .

Topics of Vallabha Vedanta as explained

by Vallabha's followers.

A number of papers, which deserve some notice, were written

by the followers of Vallabha on the various topics of the Vedanta.

According to the Bhdgavata-purdna (in. 7, lo-ii), as interpreted

by Vallabha in his Subodhint, error is regarded as wrong attribu-

tion of a quality or character to an entity to which it does not

belong 2. Taking his cue from Vallabha, Balakrsna Bhatta (otherwise

called Dallu Bhatta) tries to evolve a philosophic theory of illusion

according to the Vallabha school. He says that in the first instance

there is a contact of the eye (as associated with the manas) with the

conch-shell, and thereby there arises an indeterminate knowledge

{sdmdnyajndna), which is prior to doubt and other specific cogni-

tions; this indeterminate cognition rouses the sattvaguna of the

buddhi and thereby produces right knowledge. It is therefore said

in the Sarvanirnaya that buddhi as associated with sattva is to be

regarded as pramdna. In the Bhdgavata (in. 26. 30) doubt, error,

definite knowledge, memory and dream are regarded as states of

buddhi; so the defining character of cognition is to be regarded as

a function of buddhi. Thus it is the manas and the senses that pro-

duce indeterminate knowledge, which later on becomes differen-

tiated through the function of buddhi. When through the tamas

quality of mdyd the buddhi is obscured, the conch-shell with which

the senses are in contact is not perceived; the buddhi, thus obscured,

produces the notion of silver by its past impression of silver, roused

by the shining characteristic of the conch-shell, which is similar to

^
bhakti-mdrge sevdyd uttama-tnadhyama-sddhdranddhikdrakramena etat

phala-trayam eva, no moksddih. Hariraja's commentary on Sevdpliala, sloka 6.

^
yathd jale candramasah pratibimbitasya tena jalena krto gunah kampddi-

dharmah dsanno vidyamdno mithyaiva drsyate na vastutaicandrasya evam
andtmano dehader dharmo janma-bandha-duhkhddirupo drastur dttnano jlvasya
na Uvarasya. Subodhiril, iii. 7. n.
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silver. In the Sankara school of interpretation the false silver is

created on the conch-shell, which is obscured by avidyd. The silver

of the conch-shell-silver is thus an objective creation, and as such

a relatively real object with which the visual sense comes in contact.

According to Vallabha the conch-shell-silver is a mental creation

of the buddhi^. The indefinite knowledge first produced by the

contact of the senses of the manas is thus of the conch-shell, conch-

shell-silver being a product of the buddhi; in right knowledge the

buddhi takes in that which is grasped by the senses. This view of

illusion is called anyakhydtt, i.e., the apprehension of something
other than that with which the sense was in contact. The Sahkara

interpretation of illusion is false
; for, if there was a conch-shell-

silver created by the mdyd, it is impossible to explain the notion of

conch-shell; for there is nothing to destroy the conch-shell-silver

which would have been created. The conch-shell-silver having
obscured the conch-shell and the notion of conch-shell-silver not

being destructible except without the notion of the conch-shell,

nothing can explain how the conch-shell-silver may be destroyed.
If it is suggested that the conch-shell-silver is produced by mdyd
and destroyed by mdyd, then the notion of world-appearances

produced by mdyd may be regarded as destructible by mdyd, and

no eff"ort can be made for the attainment of right knowledge.

According to Vallabha the world is never false; it is our buddhi

which creates false notions, which may be regarded as intermediate

creation {antardlikl). In the case of transcendental illusion—when
the Brahman is perceived as the manifold world—there is an

apprehension of Him as being, which is of an indefinite nature.

It is this being which is associated with characters and appearances,

e.g., the jug and the pot, which are false notions created by buddhi.

These false notions are removed when the defects are removed, and

not by the intuition of the locus of the illusion; the intellectual

creation of a jug and a pot may thus be false, though this does not

involve the denial of a jug or a pot in the actual world 2. So the

notion of world-creation and world-destruction are false notions

created by us. TYitjiva, being a part of God, is true; it is false only

^ iad idam bauddham eva rajatam buddhyd visayi-kriyate. na tu sdmdnya-
jndne caksur-visayl-bhutam iti vivekah. Vdddvali, p. 3.

^
atrdpi bauddha eva ghato mithyd, na tu prapancdntar-vartUi niskarsah.

Ibid. p. 6.
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in so far as it is regarded as the subject of the cycle of birth and

rebirth. The falsity of the reality of the world thus depends on the

manner in which it is perceived^; so, when one perceives the world

and knows it as Brahman, his intellectual notion of the real diversity

of the world vanishes, though the actually perceived world may
remain as it is^. The creation of maya is thus not external, but

internal. The visible world, therefore, as such is not false; only the

notion of it as an independent reality, apart from God, is false. The
word mdyd is used in two senses, as the power of God to become

all, and as the power of delusion; and the latter is a part of the

former.

Purusottama, however, gives a different interpretation in his

Khydtivdda. He says that the illusion of conch-shell-silver is pro-

duced by the objective and the external projection of knowledge as

a mental state through the instrumentality of mdyd; the mental

state thus projected is intuited as an object^. This external projec-

tion is associated with the rising of older impressions. It is wrong
to suppose that it is the self which is the basis of illusion

;
for the

self is the basis of self-consciousness and in the perception of the

conch-shell-silver no one has the notion "I am silver."

Speaking against the doctrine of the falsity of the world,

Giridhara GosvamI says in his Prapancavdda that the illusoriness of

the world cannot be maintained. If the falsity of the perceived

world is regarded as its negation in past, present and future, then

it could not have been perceived at all; if this negation be of the

nature of atyantdbhdva, then, since that concept is dependent on

the existence of the thing to be negated and since that thing also

does not exist, the negation as atyantdbhdva does not exist either.

If the negation of the world means that it is a fabrication of illusion,

then again there are serious objections; an illusion is an illusion

only in comparison with a previous right knowledge; when no

comparison with a previous right knowledge is possible, the world

cannot be an illusion.

^ tathd ca siddham visayata-vaisistyena prapancasya satyatvam mithydtvan-
ca. evam svamate prapancasya pdramdrthika-vicdre brahmdtmakatvena satyatvam.

Vdddvali, p. 8.

^ tathdtra cak^uh-samyukta-prapanca-visayake brahtnatva-jndne utpanne
bauddha eva prapanco nasyati. na tu caksur-grhtto'yam ity arthah. Ibid. p. 8.

* atah sukti-rajatddi-sthale mdyayd bahih-ksipta-buddhi-vrtti-rupam jndnam
eva arthdkdrena khydyata iti mantavyam. Ibid. p. i2i.
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If the nature of the world be regarded as due to avtdyd, one may
naturally think, to whom does the avidyd belong? Brahman

(according to the Sahkarites) being qualityless, avidyd cannot be a

quality of Brahman. Brahman Himself cannot be avidyd, because

avidyd is the cause of it. If avidyd is regarded as obscuring the

right knowledge of anything, then the object of which the right

knowledge is obscured must be demonstrated. Again, the

Saiikarites hold that the jlva is a reflection of Brahman on avidyd.
If that is so, then the qualities of th&jiva are due to avidyd as the

impurities of a reflection are due to the impurity of the mirror.

If that is so, thejiva being a product of the avidyd, the latter cannot

belong to the former. In the Vallabha view the illusion of the

individual is due to the will of God.

Again, the avidyd of the Sahkarites is defined as different from

being and non-being; but no such category is known to anybody,
because it involves self-contradiction. Now the Sahkarites say that

the falsity of the world consists in its indefinableness; in reaUty this

is not falsity
—if it were so. Brahman Himself would have been

false. The sruti texts say that He cannot be described by speech,

thought or mind. It cannot be said that Brahman can be defined

as being ;
for it is said in the text that He is neither being nor non-

being {na sat tan ndsad ity ucyate). Again, the world cannot be

regarded as transformation (vikdra) ; for, if it is a vikdra, one must

point out that of which it is a vikdra; it cannot be of Brahman,
because Brahman is changeless; it cannot be of anything else, since

everything except Brahman is changeable.
In the Vallabha view the world is not false, and God is regarded

as the samavdyi and nimitta-kdrana of it, as has been described

above. Samavdyi-kdrana is conceived as pervading all kinds of

existence, just as earth pervades the jug; but, unUke the jug, there

is no transformation or change [vikdra) of God, because, unlike the

earth, God has will. The apparent contradiction, that the world

possessed of quality and characters cannot be identified with

Brahman, is invalid, because the nature of Brahman can only be

determined from the scriptural texts, and they unquestionably
declare that Brahman has the power of becoming everything.

In the Bheddhheda-svarupa-nirnaya Purusottama says that

according to the satkdryavdda view of the Vedanta all things are

existent in the Brahman from the beginning. The jtvas also, being
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the parts of God, exist in Him. The difference between the causal

and the effect state is that in the latter certain qualities or characters

become manifest. The duality that we perceive in the world does

not contradict monism; for the apparent forms and characters

which are mutually different cannot contradict their metaphysical
character of identity with God^ So Brahman from one point of

view may be regarded as partless, and from another point of view

as having parts.

There is a difference, however, between the prapanca and the

manifold world and samsdra, the cycle of births and rebirths. By
the concept of samsdra we understand that God has rendered

Himself into effects and the jtvas and the notion of their specific

individuality as performers of actions and enjoyers of experience.

Such a notion is false; there is in reality no cause and effect, no

bondage and salvation, everything being of the nature of God. This

idea has been explained in Vallabha Gosvami's Prapanca-samsdra-
bheda. Just as the sun and its rays are one and the same, so the

qualities of God are dependent upon Him and identical with Him
;

the apparent contradiction is removed by the testimony of the

scriptural texts ^.

Regarding the process of creation Purusottama, after refuting

the various views of creation, says that Brahman as the identity of

sat, cit, and dnanda manifests Himself as these qualities and thereby
differentiates Himself as the power of being, intelligence and action,

and He is the delusive mdyd. These differentiated qualities show

themselves as different; they produce also the notion of difference

in the entities with which they are associated and express them-

selves in definite forms. Though they thus appear as different, they
are united by God's will. The part, as being associated with the

power of action, manifests itself as matter. When the power of

intelligence appears as confused it is the jiva^. From the point of

view of the world the Brahman is the vivartakdrana
;
from the point

of view of the self-creation of God, it is parindma^.

^
srsti-dasdydm jagad-brahmanoh kdrya-karana-bhdvdj jagajjlvayor amsdrnii-

bhdvdc ca upacdriko bhavan ndpi na vdstavdbhedam nihanti. teneddnlm apt
bheda-sahisnur evd'bhedah. Vdddvali, p. 20.

^ vddakathd of Gopesvarasvami in Vdddvali, p. 31.
' See Puru?ottama's Srftibhedavdda, p. 115.
* evam ca antard-sr^tim prati vivartopdddnatvam dtma-srstim prati parind-

myupdddnatvam hrahmanah. Ibid. p. 113.
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Vitthala's Interpretation of Vallabha's Ideas.

Vitthala, the son of Vallabha, wrote an important treatise called

Vidvanmandana upon which there is a commentary, the Suvarna-

siltra, by Purusottama. The central ideas of this work may now be

detailed.

There are many Upanisadic texts which declare that Brahman
is without any determinate qualities (nirvisesa) and there are others

which say that He is associated with determinate qualities, i.e., He
is savisesa. The upholders of the former view say that the gunas or

dharmas which are attributed by the other party must be admitted

by them as having a basis of existence somewhere. This basis must

be devoid of qualities, and this qualityless being cannot be re-

pudiated by texts which declare the Brahman to be endowed with

qualities; for the latter can only be possible on the assumption of

the former, or in other words the former is the upajivya of the

latter. It may, however, be argued that the sriiti texts which declare

that the Brahman is qualityless do so by denying the qualities; the

qualities then may be regarded as primary, as the ascertainment of

the qualityless is only possible through the denial of the qualities.

The reply is that, since the sruti texts emphasize the qualityless, the

attempt to apprehend the qualityless through qualities implies

contradiction; such a contradiction would imply the negation of

both quality and qualityless and lead us to nihilism {sunya-vdda).

If, again, it is argued that the denial of qualities refers only to

ordinary mundane qualities and not to those qualities which are

approved by the Vedas, then there is also a pertinent objection; for

the sruti texts definitely declare that the Brahman is absolutely

unspeakable, indefinable. But it may further be argued that, if

Brahman be regarded as the seat of certain qualities which are

denied of it, then also such denial would be temporarily qualified

and not maintained absolutely. A jug is black before being burnt

and, when it is burnt, it is no longer black, but brown. The reply

proposed is that the qualities are affirmed of Brahman as con-

ditioned and denied of Brahman as unconditioned. When one's

heart becomes pure by the worship of the Brahman as conditioned

he understands the nature of Brahman as unconditioned. It is for

the purpose of declaring the nature of such a Brahman that the

texts declare Him to be qualityless : they declare Him to be endowed
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with qualities when He is conditioned by avidyd. To this Vitthala

says that, if Brahman is regarded as the Lord of the world, He
cannot be affirmed as qualityless. It cannot be argued that these

qualities are affirmed of Brahman as conditioned by avidyd; for,

since both Brahman and avidyd are beginningless, there would be

a continuity of creation
;
the creation, being once started by avidyd,

would have nothing else to stop it. In the Vedantic text it is the

Brahman associated with will that is regarded as the cause of the

world
;
other qualities of Brahman may be regarded as proceeding

from His will. In the Saiikarite view, according to which the will

proceeds from the conditioned Brahman, it is not possible to state

any reason for the different kinds of the will. If it is said that the

appearance of the different kinds of will and qualities is the very

nature of the qualities of the conditioned, then there is no need to

admit a separate Brahman. It is therefore wrong to suppose that

Brahman exists separately from the gunas of which He is the seat

through the conditions. In the Brahma-sutra also, immediately after

launching into an enquiry about Brahman, Badarayana defines His

nature as that from which the creation and destruction of the world

has proceeded ;
the Brahma-sutra, however, states that such creative

functions refer only to a conditioned Brahman. It is wrong to say

that, because it is difficult to explain the nature of pure Brahman,

the Brahma-sutra first speaks of the creation of the world and then

denies it; for the world as such is perceived by all, and there is no

meaning in speaking of its creation and then denying it—it is as if

one said "My mother is barren". If the world did not exist, it would

not have appeared as such. It cannot be due to vdsand; for, if the

world never existed, there would be no experience of it and no

vdsand. Vdsand also requires other instruments to rouse it, and

there is no such instrument here.

It cannot be said that the avidyd belongs to the jivas, because

the jivas are said to be identical with Brahman and the observed

difference to be due to false knowledge. If knowledge destroys

avidyd, then the avidyd of the jiva ought to be destroyed by the

avidyd underlying it. Again, if the world is non-existent, then its

cause, the avidyd, ought also to be non-existent. What is jiva}

It cannot be regarded as a reflection of Brahman; for only that

which has colour can have reflection
;
it is not the formless sky that

is reflected in the sky, but the rays of the sun hovering above.
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Moreover, avidyd is all-pervasive as Brahman: how can there be

reflection? Again such a theory of reflection would render all our

moral eff'orts false, and emancipation, which is their result, must

also be false; for the means by which it is attained is very false.

Moreover, if the Vedas themselves are false, as mere eff^ects of

avidyd, it is wrong to suppose that the nature of Brahman as

described by them is true. Again, in the case of reflections there

are true perceivers who perceive the reflection
;
the reflected images

cannot perceive themselves. But in the case under discussion there

are no such perceivers. If the Paramatman be not associated with

avidyd, He cannot perceive the jivas, and if He is associated with

avidyd. He has the same status as the jlvas. Again, there is no one

who thinks that jiva is a reflection of the Brahman on the antah-

karana; upon such a view, since thejivanmukta has an antahkarana,

he cannot be zjlvanmukta. If xhtjlva is a reflection on avidyd, then

thejtvanmukta whose avidyd has been destroyed can no longer have

a body. Since everything is destroyed by knowledge, why should

there be a distinction in the case of the prdrabdha karma} Even

if by the prdrabdha karma the body may continue to exist, there

ought not to be any experience. When one sees a snake his body
shakes even when the snake is removed; this shaking is due to

previous impressions, but prdrabdha karma has no such past

impressions, and so it ought to be destroyed by knowledge; the

analogy is false. It is therefore proved that the theory of the jtva

as reflection is false.

There is another interpretation of the Sankara Vedanta, in which

it is held that the appearance of the jiva as existing separate from

Brahman is a false notion
; impelled by this false notion people are

engaged in various eff'orts for self-improvement^. On this explana-

tion too it is difficult to explain how the erroneous apprehension
arises and to whom it belongs. The jiva himself, being a part of

the illusion, cannot be a perceiver of it, nor can the nature of the

relation of the avidyd and the Brahman be explained; it cannot be

contact, because both avidyd and Brahman are self-pervasive; it

cannot be illusory, since there is no illusion prior to illusion ;
it cannot

^ asmin pakse jlvasya vastuto brahmatve bheda-bhdnasya jlva-padavdcyatdyai
ca dustatvani na tu svarupdtirekatvam na vd moksasya apurusdrthatvam na vd

pdralaukika-prayatna-pratirodhah. Purusottama's Suvarna-sutra on Vidvan-

mandana, p. 37.
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be unique, since in that case even an emancipated person may have

an error. Again, if avidyd and its relation are both beginningless

and jiva be also beginningless, then it is difficult to determine

whether avidyd created jiva or jiva created avidyd.

It must therefore be assumed that the bondage of the jivas or

their existence as such is not beginningless. Their bondage is

produced by avidyd, which is a power of God, and which operates

only with reference to xho&& jivas whom God wishes to bind. For

this reason we have to admit a number of beings, like snakes and

others, who were never brought under the binding power of

avidyd'^. All things appear and disappear by the grace of God as

manifesting (dvirbhdva) and hiding {tirobhdva). The power of

manifesting is the power by which things are brought within the

sphere of experience (amibhava-vtsayatva-yogyatdvirbhdvah), and

the power of hiding is the power by which things are so obscured

that they cannot be experienced {tad-avisaya-yogya tdtirobhdvah).

Things therefore exist even when they are not perceived; in the

ordinary sense existence is defined as the capacity of being per-

ceived, but in a transcendental sense things exist in God even when

they are not perceived. According to this view all things that

happened in the past and all that may happen in the future—all

these exist in God and are perceived or not perceived according to

His wilF.

The jiva is regarded as a part of God; this nature oi jiva can

be realized only on the testimony of the scriptures. Being a part

of God, it has not the fullness of God and therefore cannot be as

omniscient as He. The various defects of the jiva are due to God's

will: thus, in order that the jiva may have a diversity of experience,

God has obscured His almighty power in him and for securing his

moral efforts He has associated him with bondage and rendered him

independent. It is by obscuring His nature as pure bliss that the

part of God appears as the jiva. We know that the followers of

Madhva also regard theyf^;^^ as parts of God ;
but according to them

they are distinct from Him, and the identity of the Brahman and

the jiva is only in a remote sense. According to the Nimbarkas

'
yad-bandhane tad-icchd tarn eva sa badhnati. Purusottama's Suvania-sutra,

^ asmin kale asmin dese idam karyam idam bhavatu iti iccha-visayatvam

dvir-bhatah ladd tatra tat md bhavatu iti icchd-visayatvam tirobhdvah. Ibid.

p. 56.
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iivas are different from God, and are yet similar to Him : they too

regard jivas as God's parts, but emphasize the distinctness of the

iivas as well as their similarity to Him. According to Ramanuja
God holds the jivas within Himself and by His will dominates all

their functions, by expanding or contracting the nature of the

jiva's knowledge. According to Bhaskara jiva is naturally identical

with God, and it is only through the limiting conditions that he

appears as different from Him. According to Vijfiana-bhiksu,

though the jivas are eternally different from God, because they
share His nature they are indistinguishable from Him^.

But the Vallabhas hold that the jivas, being parts of God, are

one with Him; they appear as jivas through His function as

dvirbhdva and tirobhdva, by which certain powers and qualities that

exist in God are obscured in the jiva and certain other powers are

manifested. The manifestation of matter also is by the same process ;

in it the nature of God as intelligence is obscured and only His

nature as being is manifested. God's will is thus the fundamental

determinant of bothjiva and matter. This also explains the diversity

of power and character in different individuals, which is all due to

the will of God. But in such a view there is a serious objection; for

good and bad karmas would thus be futile. The reply is that God.

having endowed the individual with diverse capacities and powers
for his own self-enjoyment, holds within His mind such a scheme

of actions and their fruits that whoever will do such actions will be

given such fruits. He does so only for His own self-enjoyment in

diverse ways. The law of karma is thus dependent on God and is

dominated by Him^. Vallabha, however, says that God has ex-

plained the goodness and badness of actions in the scriptures.

Having done so, He makes whoever is bent upon following a

particular course of conduct do those actions. Jiva's will is the

cause of the karma that he does
;
the will of the person is determined

by his past actions; but in and through them all God's will is the

ultimate dispenser. It is here that one distinguishes the differences

between the maryddd-mdrga and the piisti-mdrga: the maryddd-

'

jTvdndm nitya-bhitmatvam angtkrtya avibhdga-laksanam afigikrtya sajd-

tiyatve sati avibhdga-pratiyogitvam amsatvam tad-anuyogitvam ca amsitvam.

Suvarna-siitra, p. 85.
- kridaiva tnuktyd anyat sarvam tipasarjambhiitant tathd ca tadapeksyd

bhagavdn vicitra-rasdnubhavdrtham evam yah karisyati tarn evam karisydmlti

svayam era kdryddau cakdra. Vidvan-mandana, p. 91.
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mdrga is satisfied that in the original dispensation certain karmas

should be associated with certain fruits, and leaves the individual

to act as he pleases ;
but the pusti-mdrga makes the playful activity

of God the cause of the individual's efforts and also of the law of

karma^.

The Upanisad says that, just as sparks emanate from fire, so the

jivas have emanated from Brahman. This illustration shows that

the jtvas are parts of God, atomic in nature, that they have

emanated from Him and may again merge in Him. This merging
in God (Brahma-bhdva) means that, when God is pleased. He mani-

fests His blissful nature as well as His powers in the jiva^. At the

time of emancipation the devotees merge in God, become one with

Him, and do not retain any separate existence from Him. At the

time of the incarnation of God at His own sweet will He may in-

carnate those parts of Him which existed as emancipated beings

merged in Him, It is from this point of view that the emancipated

beings may again have birth^.

It is objected that the jivas cannot be regarded as atomic in

nature, because the Upanisads describe them as all-pervasive.

Moreover, if the jivas are atomic in natore, they would not be

conscious in all parts of the body. The analogy of the sandal-paste,

which remaining in one place makes the surrounding air fragrant,

does not hold good; for the surrounding fragrance is due to the

presence of minute particles. This cannot be so with the souls;

consciousness, being a quality of the soul, cannot operate unless the

soul-substance is present there. The analogy of the lamp and its

rays is also useless; the lamp has no pervasive character; for the

1
dcdryas tu yathd putram yatamdna-valam vd paddrtha-guna-dosau varnayan

apt yat-prayatndbhinivesam pasyati tathaiva kdrayati. phala-ddndrtham srutau

karmdpeksd-kathandt phaladdne karmapeksah karma-karane jiva-krta-prayatnd-

peksah, prayatne tat-kamidpeksah, svargddi-kdme ca lokapravdhdpeksah kdraya-
tlti na brahmano dosagandho'pi, na caivam amsvaratvam. inarydddmdrgasya
tathaiva nirmdndt. yatra tvanyathd tatra pusti-mdrgdfiglkdra itydhuh. ayanwpi
paksah svakrtamaryddayd eva hetutvena kathandu marydddkarane ca kndeccham
rte hetvantarasya sambhavdd astnaduktdnndtiricyate. Vidvnti-niandana

, p. 92.
- brahma-bhdvasca bhagavad-ukta-sddhanakaranena santustdt bhagavata

dnanda-prdkatydt svaguna-svarupaisvaryddi-prdkatydc cetijiieyam Ibid. p. 96.
* mokse jiva-brahmanor abhinnatvdd abhinncsvabhdvenaiva nirupandd

ityarthah. tenddi-madhydvasdnesu suddha-brahmana evopdddnatvdt svdvatd-

rasamaye kriddrtham sdksdd yogyds ta eva bhavanttti tdnapyavatdrayatiti

punar nirgama-yogyatvam, idameva, muktdnupasrpya vyapadesdditisutrenoktam
muktd api llld-vigraham krtvd bhajanti iti. Ibid. p. 97.
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illumination is due to the presence of minute light-particles. To
this Vitthala replies that Badarayana himself describes the nature

of the jivas as atomic. The objection that qualities cannot operate

in the absence of the substance is not valid either. Even the

Naiyayikas admit that the relation of samavdya may exist without

the relata. The objection that the fragrance of a substance is due

to the presence of minute particles of it is not valid
;
for a piece

of musk enclosed in a box throws its fragrance around it, and in

such cases there is no possibility for the minute particles of the

musk to come out of the box; even when one touches garlic, the

smell is not removed even by the washing of the hand. It must

therefore be admitted that the smell of a substance may occupy a

space larger than the substance itself. There are others who think

that the soul is like fire, which is associated with heat and light, the

heat and light being comparable to consciousness; they argue that,

being of the nature of consciousness, the soul cannot be atomic.

This is also invalid
;
for the Upanisad texts declare that knowledge

is a quality of the soul, and it is not identical with it. Even heat and

light are not identical with fire
; through the power of certain gems

and mantras the heat of the fire may not be felt; warm water

possesses heat, though it has no illumination. Moreover, the

Upanisad texts definitely declare the passage of the soul into the

body, and this can only be possible if the soul is atomic. The objec-

tion that these texts declare the identity of souls with Brahman

cannot be regarded as repudiating the atomic nature of the jivas ;

because this identification is based on the fact that the qualities of

knowledge or intuition that belong to tht jivas are really the quali-

ties of God. The jivas come out of Brahman in their atomic nature

and Brahman manifests His qualities in them, so that they may
serve Him. The service of God is thus the religion of man; being

pleased with it God sometimes takes man within Himself, or at

other times, when He extends His highest grace, He keeps him near

Himself to enjoy the sweet emotion of his service^.

The Sahkarites think that Brahman is indeterminate (nirvisesa)

and that all determination is due to avidyd. This view is erroneous
;

^ ata eva sahaja-hari-ddsya-tadamsatvena brahma-svarupasya ca nijanisarga-

prabhu-sngokula-ndtha-carana-kamala-ddsyam eva sva-dharmah. tena cdtisam-

tustah svayatn prakatibhuya nija-gundms tasmai dattd svasmin pravesayati

svarupdnanddnubhavdrtham. athavd'tyanugrahe nikate sthdpayati tato'dhika-

rasa-ddsya-karandrtham iti. Ibid. p. no
D IV 24
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for the supposed avidyd cannot belong to Xhejivas; if it did, it could

not affect the nature of Brahman. Nor can it belong to Brahman,
because Brahman, being pure knowledge, is destructive of all

avidyd; again, if the avidyd belonged to the Brahman from be-

ginningless time, there would be no nirvisesa Brahman. It must

therefore be admitted that Brahman possesses the power of know-

ledge and action and that these powers are natural to and identical

with Him. Thus God, in association with His powers, is to be

regarded as both determinate and indeterminate; the determinate

forms of Brahman are, however, not to be regarded as different

from Brahman or as characters of Him; they are identical with

Brahman Himself^

If mdyd is regarded as the power of Brahman, then Vallabha is

prepared to admit it; but, if mdyd is regarded as something unreal,

then he repudiates the existence of such a category. All knowledge
and all delusion come from Brahman, and He is identical with so-

called contradictory qualities. If a separate mdyd is admitted, one

may naturally enquire about its status. Being unintelligent (jadd),

it cannot of itself be regarded as the agent (kartr) ;
if it is dependent

on God, it can be conceived only as an instrument—but, if God is

naturally possessed of infinite powers, He cannot require any such

inanimate instrument. Moreover, the Upanisads declare that

Brahman is pure being. If we follow the same texts. Brahman can-

not be regarded as associated with qualities in so far as these gunas
can be considered as modifications of the qualities of sattva, rajas

and tamas. It is therefore to be supposed that the mdyd determines

or modifies the nature of Brahman into His determinate qualities.

To say that the manifestation of mdyd is effected by the will of God
is objectionable too; for, if God's will is powerful in itself, it need

not require any upddhi or condition for effecting its purpose. In

reality it is not possible to speak of any difference or distinction

between God and His qualities.

*
brahmanyapi murtdmurtarupe sarvatah veditavye evam tvanena prakdrena

veditavye brahmana ete rupe iti; kintu brahmaiva iti veditavye. Vidvart-

mandana, p. 138.
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Life of Vallabha (1481-1533).

Vallabha was born in the lineage of Yajnanarayana Bhatta; his

great-grandfather was Gangadhara Bhatta, his grandfather Ganapati

Bhatta, and his father Laksmana Bhatta. It is said that among them-

selves they performed one hundred somaydgas (soma sacrifices).

The family was one of Telugu Brahmins of South India, and the

village to which they belonged was known as Kamkar Khamlh; his

mother's name was JUamagaru. Glasenapp, following N. G. Ghosh's

sketch of Vallabhacarya, gives the date of his birth as a.d. 1479;

but all the traditional accounts agree in holding that he was born in

Pamparanya, near Benares, in Samvat 1535 (a.d. 1481), in the month

of Vaisdkha, on the eleventh lunar day of the dark fortnight. About

the time of his birth there is some discrepancy of opinion; but it

seems very probable that it was the early part of the night, when the

Scorpion was on the eastern horizon. He was delivered from the

womb in the seventh month underneath a tree, when Laksmana

Bhatta was fleeing from Benares on hearing of the invasion of that

city by the Moslems; he received initiation from his father in his

eighth year, and was handed over to Visnucitta, with whom he

began his early studies. His studies of the Vedas were carried on

under several teachers, among were them Trirammalaya, Andhana-

rayanadiksita and Madhavayatlndra. All these teachers belonged

to the Madhva sect. After his father's death he went out on

pilgrimage and began to have many disciples, Damodara, Sambhu,

Svabhu, Svayambhu and others. Hearing of a disputation in the

court of the king of Vidyanagara in the south, he started for the

place with his disciples, carrying the Bhdgavata-purdna and the

symbolic stone {sdlagrdma sild) of God with him. The discussion

was on the problem of the determinate nature of Brahman;

Vallabha, being of the VisnusvamI school, argued on behalf of

the determinate nature of Brahi.ian, and won after a protracted

discussion which lasted for many days. He met here Vyasa-tirtha,

the great Madhva teacher. From Vidyanagara he moved towards

Pampa and from there to the Rsyamukha hill, from there to

Kamakasnl, from there to Kanci, from there to Cidambaram

and from there to Ramesvaram. Thence he turned northwards

and, after passing through many places, came to Mahisapuri and

was well received by the king of that place; from there he came

24-2
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to Molulakota (otherwise called Yadavadri). From there he

went to Udipi, and thence to Gokarna, from where he again

came near Vidyanagara (Vijayanagara) and was well received

by the king. Then he proceeded to Panduranga, from there to

Nasik, then by the banks of the Reva to MahismatI, from there to

Visala, to a city on the river Vetravati to Dhalalagiri, and from there

to Mathura. Thence he went to Vrndavana, to Siddhapura, to the

Arhatpattana of the Jains, to Vrddhanagara, from there to Visva-

nagara. From Visvanagara he went to Guzerat and thence to the

mouth of the river Sindh through Bharuch. From there he pro-

ceeded to Bhamksetra, Kapilaksetra, then to Prabhasa and Raivata,

and then to Dvaraka. From there he proceeded to the Punjab by
the banks of the river Sindh. Here he came to Kuruksetra, from

there to Hardwar and to Hrslkesa, to Gangottri and Yamunottri.

After returning to Hardwar he went to Kedara and Badarikasrama.

He then came down to Kanauj, then to the banks of the Ganges,
to Ayodhya and Allahabad, thence to Benares. From there he

came to Gaya and Vaidyanatha, thence to the confluence of the

Ganges and the sea. He then came to Purl. From there he went

to Godavari, proceeded southwards and came again to Vidya-

nagara. Then he proceeded again to Dvaraka through the Kathia-

wad country; from there he came to Puskara, thence again to

Brndavana and again to Badarikasrama. He then came again to

Benares; after coming again to the confluence of the Ganges he

returned to Benares, where he married Maha-laksmI, the daughter
of Devanna Bhatta. After marriage he started again for Vaidyanatha
and from there he again proceeded to Dvaraka, thence again to

Badarikasrama; from there he came to Brndavana. He again

returned to Benares. He then came to Brndavana. From there he

came to Benares, where he performed a great somaydga. His son

Vitthalanatha was born in 15 18 when he was in his thirty-

seventh year. For his later life he renounced the world and became

a sannydsin. He died in 1533. He is said to have written eighty-

four works and had eighty-four principal disciples.
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Works of Vallabha and his Disciples.

Of the eighty-four books (including small tracts) that Vallabha

is said to have written we know only the following ;
Antahkarana-

prabodha and commentary, Acdrya-kdrikd, Anandddhikarana, Arydy

Ekdnta-rahasya, Krsndsraya, Catuhslokibhdgavata-ttkd, Jalabheda,

Jaiminisutra-bhdsya-mimdrnsdy Tattvadipa (or more accurately

Tattvdrthadipa and commentary), Trividhallldndmdvali, Navaratna

and commentary, Nibandha, Nirodha-laksana and Vivrti, Patrdva-

lambana, Padya, Paritydga, Parivrddhdstaka, Purusottamasahasra-

ndma, Pusti-pravdha-marydddbheda and commentary, Purva-

mimdmsd-kdrikd, Premdmrta and commentary, Praudhacaritandma,

Bdlacaritandman, Bdlabodha, Brahma-sutrdnubhdsya, Bhakti-

vardhinl and commentary, Bhakti-siddhdnta, Bhagavad-gttd-bhdsya,

Bhdgavata-tattvadlpa and commentary, Bhdgavata-purdna-tikd

Subodhini, Bhdgavata-purdna-dasamaskandhdnukramanikd, Bhdga-

vata-purdna-pancamaskandha-tikd, Bhdgavata-purdna-ikddasaskan-

dhdrthaniriipana-kdrikd, Bhdgavatasdra-samuccaya, Mangalavdda,

Mathurd-mdhdtmya, Madhurdstaka, Yamundstaka, Rdjalildndma,

Vivekadhairydsraya, Vedastutikdrikd, ^raddhdprakarana, ^rutisdra,

Sannydsanirnaya and commentary, Sarvottamastotra-tippana and

commentary, Sdksdtpurusottamavdkya, Siddhdnta-muktdvall, Sid-

dhdnta-rahasya, Sevdphala-stotraandcommtnt^ry, Svdminyastaka} .

The most important of Vallabha's works are his commentary
on the Bhdgavata-purdna (the Subodhini), his commentary on the

Brahma-sutra, and his commentary Prakdsa on his own Tattvadipa.
The Subodhini had another commentary on it called the Subodhini-

lekha and the Subodhini-yojana-nibandha-yojana ;
the commentary on

the Rasapancddhydya was commented upon by Pitambara in the

Rasapaiicddhydyi-prakdsa. Vallabha's commentary on the Brahma-

sutra, the Anubhdsya, had a commentary on it by Purusottama (the

Bhdsya-prakdsa), another by Giridhara (Vivarana), another by
Iccharama (the Brahma-sutrdnubhdsya-pradipa), and another, the

Balaprabodhini, by Sridhara Sarma. There was also another com-

mentary on it, the Anubhdsya-nigiidhdrtha-dipikd by Lalu Bhatta, of

the seventeenth century; another by Muralldhara, the pupil of

Vitthala (the Anubhdsya-vydkhyd), and the Veddnta-candrikd by an

^ See Aufrecht's Catalogus Catalogorum.
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anonymous writer. Vallabha's own commentary Prakdsa on the

kdrikds he had written had a commentary on the first part of it,

the Avarana-bhanga by Pitambaraji Maharaja. The Tattvdrthadlpa

is divided into three sections, of which the first, the Sdstrdrtha-

prakarana, contains 105 kdrikds of a philosophical nature; the

second section, the Sarvanirnaya-prakarana, deals with eschatology

and matters relating to duties; the third, the Bhdgavatdrtha-

prakarana, containing a summary of the twelve chapters of the

Bhdgavata-purdna, had a commentary on it, also called the

Avarana-bhanga, by Purusottamaji Maharaja. There was also

another commentary on it by Kalyanaraja, which was published in

Bombay as early as 1888.

Coming to the small tracts of Vallabha, we may speak first of his

Sannydsa-nirnaya, which consists of twenty-two verses in which he

discusses the three kinds of renunciation : the sannydsa of karma-

mdrga, the sannydsa of jndna-mdrga and the sannydsa of bhakti-

mdrga. There are at least seven commentaries on it, by Gokulanatha,

Raghunatha, Gokulotsava, the two Gopesvaras, Purusottama and

a later Vallabha. Of these Gokulanatha (1554-1643) was the

fourth son of Vitthalanatha; he also wrote commentaries on Sri

Sarvottama-stotra, Vallabhdstaka, Siddhdnta-muktdvali, Piisti-

pravdha-maryddd, Siddhdnta-rahasya, Catuhsloki, Dhairyydsraya,
Bhakti-vardhini and Sevdphala. He was a great traveller and

preacher of Vallabha's views in Guzerat, and did a great deal to

make the Subodhinl commentary of Vallabha popular. Raghunatha,
the fifth son of Vitthalanatha, was born in 1557; he wrote com-

mentaries on Vallabha's Sodasa-grantha and also on Vallabhdstaka,

Madhurdstaka, Bhakti-harnsa and Bhakti-hetu; also a commentary
on Purusottama-ndma-sahasra, the Ndma-candrikd. Gokulotsava,

the younger brother of Kalyanaraja and uncle of Hariraja, was born

in 1580; he also wrote a commentary on the Sodasa-grantha.

Gopesvara, the son of Ghanasyama, was born in 1598; the other

Gopesvara was the son of Kalyanaraja and the younger brother of

Hariraja. Purusottama, also a commentator, was born in 1660.

Vallabha, son of Vitthalaraja, the other commentator, great-great-

grandson of Raghunatha (the fifth son of Vallabhacar^'a) was born

in* 1575, and wrote a commentary on the Anubhdsya of Vallabha-

carya. He should be distinguished from the earlier \'allabha, the

son of Vitthalesvara.
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The Sevdphala of Vallabha is a small tract of eight verses

which discusses the obstacles to the worship of God and its fruits
;

it was commented upon by Kalyanaraja. He was the son of

Govindaraja, the second son of Vitthalanatha, and was born in

1 571; he was the father of Hariraja, and wrote commentaries on

the Sodasa-grantha and also on the rituals of worship. This work

was also commented on by Devaklnandana, who was undoubtedly

prior to Purusottama. One Devaklnandana, the son of Raghunatha

(the fifth son of Vitthalanatha), was born in 1570; a grandson of

the same name was bom in 1631. There was also a commentary
on it by Haridhana, otherwise called Hariraja, who was born in

1593; he wrote many small tracts. There was another commentary
on it by Vallabha, the son of Vitthala. There were two other

Vallabhas—one the grandson of Devaklnandana, born in 1619,

and the other the son of Vitthalaraja, born in 1675; it is probable
that the author of the commentary of the Sevdphala is the

same Vallabha who wrote the Subodhini-lekha. There are other

commentaries by Purusottama, Gopesa, and Lalu Bhatta, a Telugu

Brahmin; his other name was Balakrsna Diksita. He probably
lived in the middle of the seventeenth century; \itviroX.e Anubhdsya-

nigudhdrtha-prakdsikd on the Anuhhdsya of Vallabha and a com-

mentary on the Subodhini (the Subodhini-yojana-nibandha-yojana

Sevdkau7nudl), Nirnaydrnava, Prmeya-ratndrnava, and a commen-

tary on the Sodasa-grantha. There is another commentary by Jaya-

gopala Bhatta, the son of Cintamani Diksita, the disciple of Kalyana-

raja. He wrote a commentary on the Taittirlya Upanisad, on the

Krma-karndmrta of Bilvamarigala, and on the Bhakti-vardhini.

There is also a commentary by Laksmana Bhatta, grandson of

Srinatha Bhatta and son of Gopinatha Bhatta, and also two other

anonymous commentaries.

Vallabha's Bhakti-vardhini is a small tract of eleven verses,

commented upon by Dvarakesa, Giridhara, Balakrsna Bhatta

(son of the later Vallabha), by Lalu Bhatta, Jayagopala Bhatta,

Vallabha, Kalyanaraja, Purusottama, Gopesvara, Kalyanaraja
and Balakrsna Bhatta; there is also another anonymous com-

mentary.
The Sannydsa-nirnaya, the Sevdphala and the Bhakti-vardhini

are included in the Sixteen Tracts of Vallabha (the Sodasa-grantha);

the others are Yamundstaka, Bdlabodha, Siddhdnta-muktdvall,
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Pusti-pravdha-marydddy Siddhdnta-rahasya, Navaratna, Antah-

karanaprabodha, Vivekadhairyydsraya, Krsndsraya, Catuhsloki,

Bhakti-vardhini, Jalabheda and Pancapddya. The Yamundstaka is a

tract of nine verses in praise of the holy river Yamuna. Bdlabodha

is a small tract of nineteen verses, in which Vallahha says that

pleasure (kdma) and extinction of sorrow (moksa) are the two

primarily desirable things in the world; two others, dharma and

artha, are desirables in a subsidiary manner, because through artha

or wealth one may attain dharma, and through dharma one may
attain happiness. Moksa can be attained by the grace of Visnu.

Siddhdnta-muktdvali is a small tract of twenty-one verses dealing

with bhakti, which emphasize the necessity of abnegating all things

to God. Pusti-pravdha-marydda is a small tract of twenty-five

verses, in which Vallabha says that there are five kinds of natural

defects, due to egotism, to birth in particular countries or times,

to bad actions and bad associations. These can be removed by

offering all that one has to God; one has a right to enjoy things after

dedicating them to God. Navaratna is a tract of nine verses in

which the necessity of abnegating and dedicating all things to God
is emphasized. Antahkarana-prabodha is a tract of ten verses which

emphasize the necessity of self-inspection and prayer to God for

forgiveness, and to convince one's mind that everything belongs to

God. The Vivekadhairyydsraya is a small tract of seventeen verses.

It urges us to have full confidence in God and to feel that, if our

wishes are not fulfilled by Him, there must be some reason known

to Him; He knows everything and always looks to our welfare.

It is therefore wrong to desire anything strongly; it is best to leave

all things to God to manage as He thinks best. The Krsndsraya is

a tract of eleven verses explaining the necessity of depending in all

matters on Krsna, the Lord. Catuhsloki is a tract of four verses of

the same purport. The Bhakti-vardhini is a tract of eleven verses,

in which Vallabha says that the seed of the love of God exists in us

all, only it is obstructed by various causes; when it manifests itself,

one begins to love all beings in the world; when it grows in in-

tensity it becomes impossible for one to be attached to worldly

things. When love of God grows to this high intensity, it cannot be

destroyed. The Jalabheda contains twenty verses, dealing with the

different classes of devotees and ways of devotion. The Pancapddya
is a tract of five verses.
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Vitthaladlksita or Vitthalesa (1518-88), the son of Vallabha, is

said to have written the following works : Avatdra-tdratamya-stotra,

Aryd, Krsna-premdmrta, Gita-govinda-prathamdstapadi-vi'vrti,

Gokuldstaka,yanmdstami-nirnaya,yalabheda-ttkd,Dhruvdpada-tikd,

Ndma-candrikdy Nydsddesavivarana-prabodha, Premdmrta-bhdsya,

Bhakti-hamsa, Bhakti-hetu-nirnaya, Bhagavata-svatantratd, Bhaga-

vadgitd-tdtparya, Bhagavad-gltd-hetu-nirnaya, Bhdgavata-tattva-

dipikd, Bhagavata-dasama-skandha-vivrti^ Bhujanga-praydtdstaka,

Ydmundstaka-vimti, Rasasarvasva, Rdma-navami-nirnaya, Valla-

bhdstaka, Vidvan-mandana, Viveka-dhairyydsraya-tikd, ^iksd-

pattra, ^rngdrarasa-mandana, Satpadt, Sannydsa-nirnaya-vivarana,

Samayapradipa, Sarvottama-stotra with commentary, commentary
on Siddhdnta-muktdvali, Sevdkaumudt, Svatantrdlekhana and

Svdmistotra^. Of these Vidyd-mandana is the most important; it was

commented on by Purusottama and has already been noticed above

in detail. A refutation of the Vidyd-mandana and the ^uddhddvaita-

mdrtanda of Giridhara was attempted in 1868 in a work called

Sahasrdksa by Sadananda, a Sahkarite thinker. This was again refuted

in the Prabhanjana by Vitthalanatha (of the nineteenth century) and

there is a commentary on this by Govardhanasarma of the present

century. From the Sahasrdksa we know that Vitthala had studied

Nyaya in Navadvipa and the Vedas, the Mimdmsd and the Brahma-

sutra, that he had gone to different countries carrying on his

disputations and conquering his opponents, and that he was re-

ceived with great honour by Svarupasirnha of Udaypur. Vitthala's

Yamundstakavimti was commented on by Hariraja; his com-

mentary on Vallabha's Siddhdnta-muktdvall was commented on by

Brajanatha, son of Raghunatha. The Madhurdstaka of Vallabha was

commented on by Vitthala, and his work was further commented
on by Ghanasyama. The Madhurdstaka had other commentaries

on it, by Hariraja, Balakrsna, Raghunatha and Vallabha. Vitthala

also wrote commentaries on the Nydsadesa and the Pustipravdha-

maryddd of Vallabha. His Bhakti-hetu was commented on by

Raghunatha; in this work Vitthala discusses the possible course of

the rise of bhakti. He says that there are two principal ways ;
those

who follow the maryddd-mdrga follow their duties and attain God
in course of time, but those who follow the pusti-mdrga depend

entirely on the grace of God. God's grace is not conditioned by
^ See Aufrechts' Catalogus Catalogorum.
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good deeds, such as gifts, sacrifices, etc., or by the performance of

the prescribed duties. The jivas as such are the natural objects to

whom God's grace is extended when He is pleased by good deeds.

But it is more appropriate to hold that God's grace is free and inde-

pendent of any conditions; God's will, being eternal, cannot be

dependent on conditions originated through causes and effects.

The opponents' view—that by good deeds and by prescribed duties

performed for God, bhakti is attained, and through hhakti there is

the grace of God and, through that, emancipation
—is wrong; for

though different persons may attain purity by the performance of

good deeds, yet some may be endowed with knowledge and others

with hhakti; and this difference cannot be explained except on the

supposition that God's grace is free and unconditioned. The sup-

position that with grace as an accessory cause the purity of the

mind produces bhakti is also wrong; it is much better to suppose
that the grace of God flows freely and does not require the co-

operation of other conditions; for the scriptures speak of the free

exercise of God's grace. Those whom God takes in the path of

maryddd attain their salvation in due course through the per-

formance of duties, purity of mind, devotion, etc.; but those to

whom He extends His special grace are accepted in the path of

pusti-bhakti; they attain bhakti even without the performance of any

prescribed duties. The prescription of duties is only for those who
are in the path of maryddd', the inclination to follow either the

maryddd or the pusti path depends on the free and spontaneous
will of God^, so that even in the maryddd-mdrga bhakti is due to

the grace of God and not to the performance of duties 2. Vitthala's

view of the relation of God's will to all actions, whether performed

by us or happening in the course of natural and material causes,

reminds us of the doctrine of occasionalism, which is more or less

of the same period as Vitthala's enunciation of it; he says that

whatever actions happened, are happening or will happen are

due to the immediately preceding will of God to that effect; all

causality is thus due to God's spontaneous will at the preceding

^
yesu jlvesu yathd bhagavadicchd tathaiva tefdm pravrtter dvasyakatvdt .

Bhakti-hetu-nirnaya, p. 7.
^ In the Bhakti-harnsa (p. 56) of Vitthala it is said that bhakti means affection

{sneha) : bhaktipadasya saktih sneha eva. Worship itself is not bhakti, but may load

to it; since bhakti is of the nature of affection, there cannot be any viddhi or

injunction with reference to it.
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moment^. The causality of so-called causes and conditions, or of

precedent-negations (prdg-abhd'va), or of the absence of negative

causes and conditions, is thus discarded
;
for all these elements are

effects, and therefore depend upon God's will for their happening;
for without that nothing could happen. God's will is the ultimate

cause of all effects or happenings. As God's will is thus the only

cause of all occurrences or destructions, so it is the sole cause of the

rise of bhakti in any individual. It is by His will that people are

associated with different kinds of inclinations, but they work dif-

ferently and that they have or have not bhakti. Vitthala is said to

have been a friend of Akbar. His other works were commentaries

on Pusti-pravdha-maryddd and Siddhdnta-muktdvalt, Anubhdsya-

purtti (a commentary on the Anubhdsya), Nibandha-prakdsa,

Siibodhini-tippani (a commentary on the Subodhini), otherwise

called Sannydsdvaccheda. Vallabhacarya's first son was Gopi-

nathaji IVIaharaja, who wrote Sddhanadipaka and other minor

works, and Vitthala was his second son. Vitthala had seven sons

and four daughters.

Pitambara, the great-grandson of Vitthala, the pupil of Vitthala

and the father of Purusottama, wrote Avatdravdddvalt, Bhakti-

rasatvavdda, Drazya-suddhi and its commentary, and a com-

mentary on the Pusti-pravdha-maryddd. Purusottama was born

in 1670; he wrote the following books; Subodhini-prakdsa (a com-

mentary on the Subodhini commentary of Vallabha on the Bhdga-

vata-purdna), Upanisad-dlpikd, Avarana-bhanga on the Prakdsa

commentary of Vallabha on his Tattvdftha-dlpikd, Prdrthand-

ratndkara, Bhakti-hamsa-viveka, Utsava-pratdna, Suvarna-sutra (a

commentary on the Vidvanaynandana) and Sodasa-grantha-vivrti.

He is said to have written twenty-four philosophical and theological

tracts, of which seventeen have been available to the present writer,

viz.
, Bheddbheda-svarilpa-nirnaya, Bhagavat-pratikrti-pujanavdda,

Srsti-bheda-vdda, Khydti-vdda, Andhakdra-vdda, Brdhmanatvddi-

devatddi-vdda, Jiva-pratibimbatva-khandana-vdda, Avirbhdva-

tirobhdva-vdda, Pratibimba-vdda, Bhaktyutkarsa-vdda, Urddhva-

pundra-dhdrana-vdda, Mdlddhdrana-vdda, Upadesa-visaya-sankd-

nirdsa-vdda, Murti-pujana-vdda, ^ankha-cakra-dhdrana-vdda. He

'

yadd yadd vat yat kdryyam bhavati bhdvi abhiid vd tat-tatkdlopddhau
kramikenaiva tena tena hetund tat tat kdryyam karisye iti tatah ptirvam bhagavad-
icchd asty dsid vd iti mantavyam. Ibid. p. 9.
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also wrote commentaries on Sevdphala, Sannydsa-nirnaya and

Bhakti-vardhini, the Bhdsya-prakdsa and the Utsava-pratdna. He
wrote these commentaries also; Nirodha-laksana, Jalabheda, Panca-

pddya, and the Tlrtha commentary on the Bhakti-hamsa of

Vitthala on the Siddhdnta-muktdvali and the Bdla-bodha. He also

wrote a sub-commentary on Vitthala's Bhdsya on the Gdyatri, a

commentary on Vallabhdstaka, the Veddnta-karanamdla and the

^dstrdrtha-prakarana-nibandha, and a commentary on the Gitd.

He is said to have written about nine hundred thousand verses,

and is undoubtedly one of the most prominent members of the

Vallabha school. "

Muralldhara, the pupil of Vitthala, wrote a commentary on

Vallabha's Bhdsya called the Bhdsya-ttkd; also the Paratattvdnjana,

Bhakti-cintdmani, Bhagavanndma-darpana, Bhagavanndma-vai-
bhava. Vitthala's great-grandson Vallabha, born in 1648, wrote the

Subodhini-lekha, a commentary on the Sevdphala, a commentary
on the Sodasa-grantha, the Gitd-tattva-dipam, and other works.

Gopesvaraji Maharaja, the son of Kalyanaraja and the great-

grandson of Vitthala, was born in 1595, and wrote the Rasmi

commentary on the Prakdsa of Vallabha, the Subodhinl-bubhiitra-

bodhim, and a Hindi commentary on the ^iksdpatra of Hariraja.

The other Gopesvara, known also as Yogi Gopesvara, the author

of Bhakti-mdrtanda, was born much later, in 1781. Giridharji, born

in 1845, wrote the Bhdsya-vivarana and other works.

MuraUdhara, the pupil of Vitthala, wrote a commentary on

Vallabha's Anubhdsya, a commentary on the ^dndilya-sutra, the

Paratattvdnjana, the Bhakti-cintdmani, the Bhagavanndma-darpana
and the Bhagavannama-vaibhava. Raghunatha, born in 1557,

wrote the commentary Ndma-candrikd on Vallabha's Bhakti-hamsa,

also commentaries on his Bhakti-hetu-nirnaya and Vallabhdstaka

(the Bhakti-tarahgini and the Bhakti-hetu-nirnaya-vivrti). He also

wrote a commentary on the Purusottama-stotra and the Valla-

bhdstaka. Vallabha, otherwise known as Gokulanatha, son of

Vitthala, born in 1550, wrote the Prapanca-sdra-bheda and com-

mentaries on the Siddhdnta-muktdvali, Nirodha-laksana, Madhurd-

staka, Sarvottamastotra, Vallabhdstaka and the Gdyatri-bhdsya of

Vallabhacarya. Kalyanaraja, son of Govindaraja, son of Vitthala,

was born in 1571, and wrote commentaries on tht Jalabheda and

the Siddhdnta-muktdvali. His brother Gokulastava, born in 1580,
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wrote a commentary called Trividhdndmdvali-vivrti. Devaklnandana

(1570), son of Raghunatha and grandson of Vitthala, wrote the

Prakdsa commentary on the Bdla-hodha of Vallabhacarya.

Ghanasyama (1574), grandson of Vitthala, wrote a sub-commentary
on the Madhurdstaka-vivrti of Vitthala. Krsnacandra Gosvami,

son of Brajanatha and pupil of Vallabhacarya, wrote a short com-

mentary on the Brahma-sutra, the Bhdva-prakdsikd, in the fashion

of his father Brajanatha's Maricikd commentary on the Brahma-

sutra. This Brajanatha also wrote a commentary on Siddhdnta-

muktdvalt. Hariraja (1593), son of Kalyanaraja, wrote the ^iksd-

patra and commentaries on the Stddhdnta-muktdvali, the Nirodha-

laksana, Pancapddya, Madhurdstaka, and a Parisista in defence of

Kalyanaraja's commentary on iht jfalabheda. Gopesa (1598), son

of Ghanasyama, wrote commentaries on the Nirodha-laksana,

Sevdphala and Sannydsanirnaya. Gopesvaraji Maharaja (1598),

brother of Hariraja, wrote a Hindi commentary on Hariraja's

^iksapdtra. Dvarakesa, a pupil of Vitthala, wrote a commentary
on Siddhdnta-muktdvalL Jayagopala Bhatta, disciple of Kalyana-

raja, wrote commentaries on the Sevdphala and the Taittiriya

Upanisad. Vallabha (1648), great-grandson of Vitthala, wrote com-

mentaries on the Siddhdnta-muktdvalty Nirodha-laksana, Sevd-

phala, Sannydsa-nirnaya, Bhakti-vardhinl, Jalahheda and the

Madhurdstaka. Brajaraja, son of Syamala, wrote a commentary on

the Nirodha-laksana. Indivesa and Govardhana Bhatta wrote

respectively Gdyatryartha-vivarana and Gdyatryartha. Srl-

dharasvami wrote thje Bdla-hodhinl commentary on the Anuhhdsya
of Vallabha. Giridhara, the great-grandson of Vitthala, wrote the

Siddhddvaita-mdrtanda and the Prapanca-vdda, following Vidvdna-

mandana. His pupil Ramakrsna wrote the Prakdsa commentary on

the Siddhddvaita-mdrtanda, and another work, the ^uddhddvaita-

parikskdra. Yogi Gopesvara (
1 787) wrote the Vddakathd, Atmavdda,

Bhakti-mdrtanda, Caturthddhikaranamdld, the Rasmi commentary
on the Bhdsya-prakdsa of Purusottama, and a commentary on

Purusottama's Veddntddhikaranamdld. Gokulotsava wrote a com-

mentary on the Trividhdndmdvalt of Vallabha. Brajesvara Bhatta

wrote the Brahmavidyd-bhdvana, Haridasa the Hariddsa-siddhdnta,

Iccharama the Pradlpa on Vallabha's Anubhdsya and Nirbhaya-

rama, the pupil of the Adhikarana-sarngraha.
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Visnusvamin.

Visnusvamin is regarded by tradition as being the earliest

founder of the visuddhddvaita school which was regenerated by
Vallabha. Sridhara, in his commentary on the Bhdgavata-purdna,
also refers to Visnusvamin, and it is possible that he wrote a com-

mentary on the Bhdgavata-purdna; but no such work is available.

A brief account of Visnusvamin's views is available in the Sakala-

caryd-mata-samgraha (by an anonymous writer), which merely

summarizes Vallabha's views; there is nothing new in it which

could be taken up here for discussion. This work, however, does

not contain any account of Vallabha's philosophy, from which it

may be assumed that it was probably written before the advent of

Vallabha, and that the view of Visnusvamin contained therein was

drawn either from the traditional account of Visnusvamin or from

some of his works not available at the present time. It is unlikely,

therefore, that the account of Visnusvamin in the Sakalacaryd-

mata-samgraha is in reality a summary statement of Vallabha's

views imposed on the older writer Visnusvamin. Vallabha himself,

however, never refers to Visnusvamin as the originator of his

system; there is a difference of opinion among the followers of

Vallabha as to whether Vallabha followed in the footsteps of

Visnusvamin. It is urged that while Vallabha emphasized the pure
monistic texts of the Upanisads and regarded Brahman as un-

differentiated, as one with himself, and as one with his qualities,

Visnusvamin emphasized the duality implied in the Vedantic

texts^. Vallabha also, in his .Subodhini commentary on the

Bhdgavata-purdna (iii. 32. 37) describes the view of Visnusvamin

as propounding a difference between the Brahman and the world

through the quality of tamos, and distinguishes his own view as

propounding Brahman as absolutely qualityless^. The meagre
account of Visnusvamin given in Sakalacaryd-mata-samgraha
does not lend us any assistance in discovermg whether his view

differed from that of Vallabha, and, if it did, in what points. It is

^ Thus Nirbhayarama, in Adhikarana-samgraha (p. i), says: tasydpi durbo-

dhatvena vydkhydna-sdpeksatayd tasya vydkhydtdro Visnusvdmi-madhva-pra-

bhrtayo brahmddvaita-vddasya sevya-sevaka-bhdvasya ca virodham manvdnd
abheda-bodhaka-srutisu laksanayd bheda-paratvam suddham bhedam angtcakruh.

^
te ca sdmpratam Visnusvdmyanusdrinah tattva-vddino Rdmdnujai ca tamo-

rajah-sattvair bhinnd asmat-pratipdditdc ca nairgunvddasya. Ibid. p. i.
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also not impossible that the author of Sakalacaryd-mata-samgraha

had not himself seen any work of Visnusvamin and had transferred

the views of Vallabha to Visnusvamin, who, according to some

traditions, was the originator of the Suddhadvaita system^.

According to the Vallabha-dig-vijaya there was a king called

Vijaya of the Pandya kingdom in the south. He had a priest

Devasvamin, whose son was Visnusvamin. Sukasvamin, a great

religious reformer of North India, was his fellow-student in the

Vedanta; it is difficult to identify him in any way. Visnusvamin

went to Dvaraka, to Brndavana, then to Puri, and then returned

home. At an advanced age he left his household deities to his son,

and having renounced the world in the Vaisnava fashion, came to

Kaiicl. He had many pupils there, e.g., Sridevadarsana, Srikantha,

Sahasrarci, Satadhrti, Kumarapada, Parabhuti, and others.

Before his death he left the charge of teaching his views to Sri-

devadarsana. He had seven hundred principal followers teaching

his views; one of them, Rajavisnusvamin, became a teacher in the

Andhra country. Visnusvamin's temples and books were said to

have been burnt at this time by the Buddhists. Vilva-mahgala, a

Tamil saint, succeeded to the pontifical chair at Srirahgam,

Vilva-mangala left the pontifical chair at Kaiicl to Deva-mahgala and

went to Brndavana. Prabhavisnusvamin succeeded to the pontifical

chair; he had many disciples, e.g., Srikanthagarbha, SatyavatI

Pandita, Somagiri, Narahari, Srantanidhi and others. He installed

Srantanidhi in his pontifical chair before his death. Among the

Visnusvamin teachers was one Govindacarya, whose disciple

Vallabhacarya is said to have been. It is difficult to guess the date

of Visnusvamin; it is not unlikely, however, that he lived in the

twelfth or the thirteenth century.

^ This tradition is found definitely maintained in the Vallabha-dig-vijaya,

written by Jadunathaji Maharaja.



CHAPTER XXXII

CAITANYA AND HIS FOLLOWERS

Caitanya's Biographers.

C AITANY A was the last of the Vaisnava reformers who had suc-

ceeded Nimbarka and Vallabha. As a matter of fact, he was a junior

contemporary of Vallabha. So far as he is known to us, he did not

leave behind any work treating of his own philosophy, and all that

we can know of it is from the writings of his contemporary and later

admirers and biographers. Even from these we know more of his

character and of the particular nature of his devotion to God than

about his philosophy. It is therefore extremely difficult to point

out anything as being the philosophy of Caitanya. Many bio-

graphies of him were written in Sanskrit, Bengali, Assamese

and Oriya and a critical study of the materials of Caitanya's

biography in Bengali was published some time ago by Dr Biman

Behari Mazumdar. Of the many biographies of Caitanya those by

Murarigupta and Vrndavanadasa deal with the first part of

Caitanya's life, and the latter's work is regarded as the most

authoritative and excellent treatment of his early life. Again,

Krsnadasa Kaviraja's Life, which emphasizes the second and third

parts of Caitanya's life, is regarded as the most philosophical and

instructive treatment of his most interesting period. Indeed,

Vrndavanadasa's Caitanya-hhdgavata and Krsnadasa Kaviraja's

Caitanya-caritdmrta stand out as the most important biographical

works on Caitanya. We have already mentioned Muratigupta, who
wrote a small work in Sanskrit, full of exaggerations, though he was

a contemporary. There are also biographies by Jayananda and

Locanadasa, entitled Caitanya-mangala. Some Govinda and

Svarupa Damodara, supposed to have been personal attendants of

Caitanya, were said to have kept notes, but these are apparently

now lost. Kavi Karnapura wrote the Caitanya-candrodaya-ndtaka,
which may be regarded as the principal source of Krsnadasa

Kaviraja's work. Vrndavanadasa was born in saka 1429 (a.d. 1507) ;

he had seen Caitanya during the first fifteen years of his life.

Caitanya died in saka 1455 (a.d. 1533) and the Caitanya-bhdgavata
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was written shortly after. Krsnadasa Kaviraja's work, Caitanya-

caritdmrta, was written long afterwards. Though there is some

dispute regarding the actual date of its completion, it is well-nigh
certain that it was in saka 1537 (a.d. 161 6). The other date, found

in Preina-vildsa, is saka 1503 (a.d. 1581), and this had been very
well-combatted by Professor Radha Govinda Nath in his learned

edition of the work. The Caitanya-candrodaya-ndtaka was written

by Kavi Karnapura in saka 1494 (a.d. 1572). It would thus appear
that for the most authentic account of Caitanya's life one should

refer to this work and to Vrndavanadasa's Caitanya-bhdgavata.

Kaviraja Krsnadasa's Caitanya-caritdmrta is, however, the most

learned of the biographies. There was also a Caitanya-sahasra-ndma

by Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya, the Govinda-vijaya of Parama-

nandapuri, songs of Caitanya by Gauridasa Pandita, the Gaudardja-

vijaya of Paramananda Gupta, and songs of Caitanya by Gopala
Basu.

The Life of Caitanya.

I shall attempt here to give only a brief account of Caitanya's

life, following principally the Caitanya-bhdgavata, Caitanya-

candrodaya-ndtaka and Caitanya-caritdmrta.

There lived in Navadvlpa Jagannatha Misra and his wife Saci.

On a full-moon day in Spring (the month of Phdlguna), when there

was an eclipse of the moon, in saka 1407 (a.d. 1485), Caitanya was

born to them. Navadvlpa at this time was inhabited by many
Vaisnavas who had migrated from Sylhet and other parts of India.

Thus there were Srivasa Pandita, Srirama Pandita, Candrasekhara;

Murarigupta, Pundarika Vidyanidhi, Caitanya-vallabha Datta.

Thus the whole atmosphere was prepared for a big spark of fire

which it was the business of Caitanya to throw into the combustible

material. In ^antipura, Advaita, a great Vaisnava very much senior

to Caitanya, was always regretting the general hollowness of the

people and wishing for someone to create new fire. Caitanya's
elder brother Visvarupa had gone out as an ascetic, and Caitanya,
then the only son left to his parents, was particularly cherished by
his widowed mother Sad Devi, the daughter of Nllambara

Chakravarti.

Navadvlpa was at this time under Moslem rulers who had

grown tyrannical. Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya, son of Visarada

Div 25
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Pandita and a great scholar, had gone over to Orissa to take refuge

under the Hindu king there, Prataparudra.

Caitanya studied in the Sanskrit school {tol) of Sudarsana

Pandita. His study in the school was probably limited to the

Kalapa grammar and some kdvyas. Some later biographers say

that he had also read Nyaya (logic); there is, however, no proper

evidence in support of this. He had, however, studied at home some

Purdnas, notably the great devotional work, ^rlmad-bhdgavata. As

a student he was indeed very gifted ;
but he was also very vain, and

always took special delight in defeating his fellow-students in

debate. From his early days he had shown a strong liking for

devotional songs. He took a special delight in identifying himself

with Krsna. Among his associates the names of the following may
be mentioned: Srinivasa Pandita and his three brothers, Vasudeva

Datta, Mukunda Datta and Jagai, the writer, Srigarbha Pandita,

Murarigupta, Govinda, Sridhara, Gaiigadasa, Damodara, Candra-

sekhara, Mukunda, Safijaya, Purusottama, Vijaya, Vakresvara,

Sanatana, Hrdaya, Madana and Ramananda. Caitanya had received

some instruction in the Vedas also from his father. He had also

received instruction from Visnu Pandita and Gaiigadasa Pandita.

At this period of his life he became intimately acquainted with

Haridasa and Gadadhara.

Caitanya's first wife, LaksmI Devi, daughter of Vallabha Misra,

died of snake-bite; he then married Visnupriya. After his father's

death he went to Gaya to perform the post-funeral rites; there he

is said to have met saintly persons like Paramananda Purl, Isvara

Purl, Raghunatha Purl, Brahmananda Purl, Amara Purl, Gopala

Purl, and Ananta Purl. He was initiated by Isvara Purl and decided

to renounce the world. He came back, however, to Navadvlpa and

began to teach the Bhdgavata-purdna for some time.

Nityananda, an ascetic (avadhuta), joined him in Navadvlpa.
His friendship further kindled the fire of Caitanya's passion for

divine love, and both of them, together with other associates, began
to spend days and nights in dancing and singing. It was at this time

that through his influence and that of Nityananda, two drunkards,

Jagai and Madhai, were converted to his Vaisnava cult of love.

Shortly after this, with his mother's permission, he took the ascetic

life and proceeded to Katwa, and from there to Santipur to meet

Advaita there. From this place he started for Purl with his followers.
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Such is the brief outHne of Caitanya's early life, bereft of all

interesting episodes, and upon it there is a fair amount of unanimity

among his various biographers.

Krsnadasa Kaviraja's Bengali work, Caitanya-caritdmrta, is

probably one of the latest of his biographies, but on account of its

recondite character has easily surpassed in popularity all other

biographies of Caitanya. He divides Caitanya's life into three parts :

Adililo (the first part), Madhya-lild (the second part) and Antyalild

(the last part). The first part consists of an account of the first twenty-
four years, at the end of which Caitanya renounced the world. He
lived for another twenty-four years, and these are divided into

two sections, the second and the last part of his life. Of these twenty-
four years, six years were spent on pilgrimage; this marks the middle

period. The remaining eighteen years were spent by him in Purl

and form the final period, of which six years were spent in preaching
the cult of holy love and the remaining twelve years in deep ecstasies

and suflFering pangs of separation from his beloved Krsna, the Lord.

After his renunciation in the twenty-fourth year of his life, in

the month of Mdgha (January), he started for Brndavana and

travelled for three days in the Radha country (Bengal). He did not

know the way to Brndavana and was led to Santipura by Nitya-
nanda. Caitanya's mother, along with many other people, Srivasa,

Ramai, Vidyanidhi, Gadadhara, Vakresvara, Murari, Suklambara,

Sridhara, Vyaya, Vasudeva, Mukunda, Buddhimanta Khan,
Nandana and Sarijaya, came to see him at Santipur. From Santipur

Caitanya started for Puri with Nityananda, Pandita Jagadananda,
Damodara Pandita and Mukunda Dutta by the side of the Ganges,

by way of Balesvar (in Orissa). He then passed by Yajpur and

Saksigopala and came to Purl. Having arrived there, he went

straight to the temple of Jagannatha, looked at the image and fell

into a trance. Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya, who was then residing at

Puri, brought him to his house
; Nityananda, Jagadananda, Damodara

all came and joined him there. Here Caitanya stayed for some
time at the house of Sarvabhauma and held discussions with him,

in the course of which he refuted the monistic doctrines of ^aiikara^.

^ There is considerable divergence about this episode with Sarvabhauma;
the Sanskrit Caitanya-caritdmrta and the Caitanya-candrodaya-ndtaka do not

agree with the description in the Caitanya-caritdmrta in BengaH of Krsnadasa

Kaviraja as given here.

25-2
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After some time Caitanya started for the South and first came

to Kurmasthana, probably a place in the Ganjam district (South

Orissa) ;
he then passed on by the banks of the Godavari and met

Ramananda Ray. In a long conversation with him on the subtle

aspect of the emotion of bhakti Caitanya was very much impressed

by him; he passed some time with him in devotional songs and

ecstasies. He then resumed his travel again and is said to have

passed through Mallikarjuna-tlrtha, Ahobala-Nrsirnha, Skanda-

tlrtha and other places, and later on came to Srirarigam on the

banks of the Kaverl. Here he lived in the house of Vehkata Bhatta

for four months, after which he went to the Rsabha mountain,

where he met Paramananda Purl. It is difficult to say how far he

travelled in the South, but he must have gone probably as far as

Travancore. It is also possible that he visited some ofthe places where

Madhvacarya had great influence, and it is said that he had dis-

cussions with the teachers of the Madhva school. He discovered

the Brahma-samhitd and the Krsna-karndmrta, two important

manuscripts of Vaisnavism, and brought them with him. He is said

to have gone a little farther in the East up to Nasika; but it is

difficult to say to what extent the story of these tours is correct.

On his return journey he met Ramananda Ray again, who followed

him to Purl.

After his return to Purl, Prataparudra, then King of Purl,

solicited his acquaintance and became his disciple. In Puri

Caitanya began to live in the house of KasI Misra. Among others,

he had as his followers Janardana, Krsnadasa, Sikhl Mahiti,

Pradyumna Misra, Jagannatha Dasa, Murarl Mahiti, Candane^vara

and Simhesvara. Caitanya spent most of his time in devotional

songs, dances and ecstasies. In a.d. 15 14 he started for Brndavana

with a number of followers; but so many people thronged him by
the time he came to Panihati and Kamarahati that he cancelled his

programme and returned to Purl. In the autumn of the next year
he again started for Brndavana with Balabhadra Bhattacarya and

came to Benares; there he defeated in a discussion a well-known

teacher, Prakasananda, who held monistic doctrines. In Brndavana

he met SrI-rupa GosvamI, Uddhavadasa Madhava, and others.

Then he left Brndavana and Mathura and went to Allahabad by
the side of the Ganges. There he met Vallabha Bhatta and

Raghupati Upadhyaya, and gave elaborate religious instruction to
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Sri-rupa. Later on Caitanya met Sanatana and imparted further

religious instruction to him. He returned to Benares, where he

taught Prakasananda
;
then he came back to Puri and spent some

time there. Various stories are narrated in the Caitanya-caritdmrta,

describing the ecstatic joy of Caitanya in his moods of inspiration;

on one occasion he had jumped into the sea in a state of ecstasy and

was picked up by a fisherman. It is unfortunate, however, that we
know nothing of the exact manner in which he died.

Emotionalism of Caitanya.

The religious life of Caitanya unfolds unique pathological

symptoms of devotion which are perhaps unparalleled in the history

of any other saints that we know of. The nearest approach will

probably be in the life of St Francis of Assisi
;
but the emotional

flow in Caitanya seems to be more self-centred and deeper. In the

beginning of his career he not only remained immersed as it were

in a peculiar type of self-intoxicating song-dance called the kirtana,

but he often imitated the various episodes of Krsna's life as told in

the Purdnas. But with the maturity of his life of renunciation his

intoxication and his love for Krsna gradually so increased that he

developed symptoms almost of madness and epilepsy. Blood came

out of the pores of his hair, his teeth chattered, his body shrank

in a moment and at the next appeared to swell up. He used to rub

his mouth against the floor and weep, and had no sleep at night.

Once he jumped into the sea; sometimes the joints of his bones

apparently became dislocated, and sometimes the body seemed to

contract. The only burden of his songs was that his heart was

aching and breaking for Krsna, the Lord. He was fond of reading
the dramas of Ramananda Ray, the poems of Candidasa and

Vidyapati, the Krsna-karndmrta of Vilva-maiigala and the Gita-

govinda of Jayadeva; most of these were mystic songs of love for

Krsna in erotic phraseology. Nowhere do we find any account of

such an ecstatic bhakti in the Purdnas, in the Gitd or in any other

religious literature of India—the Bhdgavata-purdna has, no doubt,

one or two verses which in a way anticipate the sort of bhakti that

we find in the life of Caitanya
—but without the life of Caitanya our

storehouse of pathological religious experience would have been

wanting in on« of the most fruitful harvests of pure emotionalism
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in religion. Caitanya wrote practically nothing, his instructions

were few and we have no authentic record of the sort of discussions

that he is said to have held. He gave but little instruction, his

preaching practically consisted in the demonstration of his own

mystic faith and love for Krsna; yet the influence that he exerted

on his contemporaries and also during some centuries after his

death was enormous. Sanskrit and Bengali literature during this

time received a new impetus, and Bengal became in a sense

saturated with devotional lyrics. It is difficult for us to give any
account of his own philosophy save what we can gather from the

accounts given of him by his biographers. Jiva Gosvami and

Baladeva Vidyabhusana are probably the only persons of im-

portance among the members of his faith who tried to deal with

some kind of philosophy, as we shall see later on.

Gleanings from the Caitanya-Caritamrta on the

subject of Caitanya's Philosophical Views.

Krsnadasa Kaviraja, otherwise known as Kaviraja Gosvami,
was not a contemporary of Caitanya ;

but he came into contact with

many of his important followers and it may well be assumed that

he was in possession of the traditional account of the episodes of

Caitanya's life as current among them. He gives us an account of

Vasudeva Sarvabhauma's discussion with Caitanya at Puri, in

which the latter tried to refute the monistic view. The supposed
conversation shows that, according to Caitanya, Brahman cannot

be indeterminate (nirvisesa); any attempt to prove the indeter-

minateness of Brahman would only go the other way, prove His

determinate nature and establish the fact that He possesses all

possible powers. These powers are threefold in their nature: the

Visnu-sakti, the ksetrajna-sakti, and the avidyd-sakti. The first

power, as Visnu-sakti, may further be considered from three points

of view, the hlddinl, saudhini and samvit. These three powers, bliss,

being, and consciousness, are held together in the transcendent

power {pard-sakti or Visnu-sakti) of God. The ksetrajna-sakti or

jlva-sakti (the power of God as souls of individuals) and the avidyd-
sakti (by which the world-appearances are created) do not exist in

the transcendent sphere of God. The Brahman is indeed devoid of

all prdkrta or phenomenal qualities, but He is indeed full of non-
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phenomenal qualities. It is from this point of view that the

Upanisads have described Brahman as nirguna (devoid of qualities)

and also as devoid of all powers {nihsaktika). The individual souls

are within the control of mdyd-sakti; but God is the controller of the .

mdyd-sakti and through it of the individual souls. God creates the

world by His unthinkable powers and yet remains unchanged
within Himself. The world thus is not false; but, being a creation, it

is destructible. The Sahkarite interpretation of the Brahma-sutra is

wrong and is not in consonance with the purport of the Upanisads.

In chapter viii of the Madhya-llld of the Caitanya-caritdmrta

we have the famous dialogue between Caitanya and Ramananda

regarding the gradual superiority of the ideal of love. Ramananda

says that devotion to God comes as the result of the performance of

caste-duties. We may note here that according to the Bhakti-

rasdmrta-sindhu hhakti consists in attaching oneself to Krsna for

His satisfaction alone, without being in any way influenced by the

desire for philosophic knowledge, karma or disinclination from

worldly things (vatrdgya), and without being associated with any
desire for one's own interests^.

The Visnii-purdna, as quoted in the Caitanya-caritdmrta, holds

the view that it is by the performance of caste-duties and dsrama-

duties that God can be worshipped. But the point is whether such

performance of caste-duties and dsrama-duties can lead one to the

attainment of bhakti or not. If bhakti means the service of God for

His sake alone {dnukulyena Krsndnusevanam), then the performance
of caste-duties cannot be regarded as a necessary step towards its

attainment; the only contribution that it may make can be the

purification of mind, whereby the mind may be made fit to receive

the grace of God. Caitanya, not satisfied with the reply of Rama-

nanda, urges him to give a better account of bhakti. Ramananda

in reply says that a still better state is that in which the devotee

renounces all his interests in favour of God in all his performance

of duties; but there is a still higher state in which one renounces

all his duties through love of God. Unless one can renounce all

thoughts about one's own advantage, one cannot proceed in the

path of love. The next higher stage is that in which devotion is

^
anydbhildsitdsunyam jndna-karmddy-andvrtam.

dnukulyena Krsndnusevanam bhaktiruttamd.

Bhaktirasdmrta-sindhu, i. i. 9.
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impregnated with knowledge. Pure devotion should not have,

hmvever, any of the obstructive influences of knowledge; philo-

sophical knowledge and mere disinclination obstruct the course of

bhakti. Knowledge of God's nature and wisdom regarding the

nature of the intimate relation of man with God may be regarded
as unobstructive to bhakti. The natural and inalienable attachment

of our mind to God is called prema-bhakti; it is fivefold: sdnta

(peaceful love), ddsya (servant of God), sakhya (friendship with

God), vdtsalya (filial attitude towards God), and mddhurya (sweet

love, or love of God as one's lover). The different types of love may
thus be arranged as above in a hierarchy of superiority; love of God
as one's bridegroom or lover is indeed the highest. The love of the

gopis for Krsna in the love-stories of Krsna in Brndavana typifies

this highest form of love and particularly the love of Radha for

Krsna. Ramananda closes his discourse with the assertion that in

the highest altitude of love, the lover and the beloved melt together
into one, and through them both one unique manifestation of love

realizes itself. Love attains its highest pitch when both the lover

and the beloved lose their individuality in the sweet milky flow of

love.

Later on, in Madhya-lild, chapter xxix, Caitanya, in describing
the nature oisuddhd bhakti (pure devotion), says that pure devotion

is that in which the devotee renounces all desires, all formal worship,
all knowledge and work, and is attached to Krsna with all his sense-

faculties. A true devotee does not want anything from God, but is

satisfied only in loving Him. It shows the same symptoms as

ordinary human love, rising to the highest pitch of excellence.

In chapter xxii of Madhya-llld it is said that the difference in

intensity of devotion depends upon the difference of the depth of

emotion. One who is devoted to Krsna must possess preliminary
moral qualities; he must be kind, truthful, equable to all, non-

injurious, magnanimous, tender, pure, selfless, at peace with him-

self and with others; he must do good to others, must cling to

Krsna as his only support, must indulge in no other desires, must

make no other effort than that of worshipping Krsna, must be

steady, must be in full control of all his passions; he should not be

unmindful, should be always prepared to honour others, be full of

humility and prepared to bear with fortitude all sorrows; he should

indulge in association with true devotees—it is by such a course
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that love of Krsna will gradually dawn in him. A true Vaisnava

should give up the company of women and of all those who are not

attached to Krsna. He should also give up caste-duties and

dsrama-dniiQs and cling to Krsna in a helpless manner. To cling

to Krsna and to give oneself up to Him is the supreme duty of a

Vaisnava. Love of Krsna is innate in a man's heart, and it is

manifested under encouraging conditions. Love for God is a

manifestation of the hlddini power of God, and by virtue of the

fact that it forms a constituent of the individual soul, God's

attraction of individual souls towards Him is a fundamental fact

of human life; it may remain dormant for a while, but it is bound
to wake under suitable conditions.

The individual souls share both the hlddini and the samvit sakti

of God, and the mdyd-sakti typified in matter. Standing between

these two groups of power, the individual souls are called the

tatastha-sakti. A soul is impelled on one side by material forces and

attractions, and urged upwards by the hlddini-sakti of God. A man
must therefore adopt such a course that the force of material

attractions and desires may gradually wane, so that he may be

pulled forward by the hlddint-sakti of God.

Some Companions of Caitanya.

A great favourite of Caitanya was Nityananda. The exact date

of his birth and death is difficult to ascertain, but he seems to have

been some years older than Caitanya. He was a Brahmin by caste,

but became an avadhuta and had no caste-distinctions. He was a

messenger of Caitanya, preaching the Vaisnava religion in Bengal

during Caitanya's absence at Purl; he is said to have converted to

Vaisnavism many Buddhists and low-caste Hindus of Bengal. At
a rather advanced stage of life, Nityananda broke the vow of

asceticism and married the two daughters of Surjadas Sarkhel,

brother of Gaurdasa Sarkhel of Kalna; the two wives were Vasudha
and Jahnavi. Nityananda's son Virachand, also known as Vira-

bhadra, became a prominent figure in the subsequent period of

Vaisnava history.

Prataparudra was the son of Purusottamadeva, who had as-

cended his throne in 1478, and himself ascended the throne in

1503. He was very learned and took pleasure in literary disputes.
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Mr Stirling, in his History of Orissa (published in 1891), says of

him that he had marched with his army to Rameswaram and took

the famous city of Vijayanagara; he had also fought the Alahome-

dans and prevented them from attacking Puri. Caitanya's activities

in Purl date principally between 15 16 and 1533. Ramananda Ray
was a minister of Prataparudra, and at his intercession Caitanya

came into contact with Prataparudra, who became one of his

followers. The influence of Caitanya together with the conversion

of Prataparudra produced a great impression upon the people of

Orissa, and this led to the spread of Vaisnavism and the collapse of

Buddhism there in a very marked manner.

During the time of Caitanya, Hussain Shaha was the Nawab

of Gaur. Two Brahmins, converted into Islam and having the

Mahomedan names Sakar Malik and Dabir Khas, were his two

high officers; they had seen Caitanya at Ramkeli and had been

greatly influenced by him. Later in their lives they were known as

Sanatana and Rupa; they distributed their riches to the poor and

became ascetics. Rupa is said to have met Caitanya at Benares,

where he received instruction from him; he wrote many Sanskrit

works of great value, e.g., Lalita-mddhava, Vidagdhamddhava,

Ujjvalanilamani, Utkalikd-vallarl {written in 1550), Uddhava-duta,

Upadesdmrta, Kdrpanya-punjikd, Gafigdstaka, Govindaviruddvali,

Gaurdngakalpataru, Caitanydstaka, Ddna-keli-kaumudl, Ndtaka-

candrikd, Padydvali, Paramdrtha-sandarbha, Priti-sandarbha, Pre-

tnendu-sdgara, Mathurd-mahimd, Mukundamuktd-ratndvali-stotra-

tlkd, Ydmundstaka, Rasdmrta, Vildpa-kusutndnjali, Brajavildsa-

stava, Siksddasaka, Samksepa Bhdgavatdmrta, Sddhana-paddhati ,

Stavamdld, Hatnsa-duta-kdvya, Harindmdmrta-vydkarana, Hare-

krsna-mahdmantrdrtha-nirupana, Chando'stddasaka.

Sanatanawrote the following works: Ujjvala-rasa-kand, Ujjvala-

nilamani-iikd, Bhakti-bindu, Bhakti-sandarbha, Bhdgavata-krama-

sandarbha, Bhdgavdtamrta, Yoga-sataka-vydkkydna, Visnu-tosini,

Haribhakti-vildsa, Bhakti-rasdmrta-sindhu. Sanatana had been put

in prison by Hussain Shah when he heard that he was thinking of

leaving him, but Sanatana bribed the gaoler, who set him at liberty.

He at once crossed the Ganges and took the ascetic life; he went

to Mathura to meet his brother Rupa, and returned to Puri to meet

Caitanya. After staying some months in Puri, he went to Brnda-

vana. In the meanwhile Rupa had also gone to Purl and he also
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returned to Brndavana. Both of them were great devotees and spent
their Uves in the worship of Krsna.

Advaitacarya's real name was Kamalakara Bhattacarya, He was

born in 1434 and was thus fifty-two years older than Caitanya; he

was a great Sanskrit scholar and resided at Santipur. He went to

Nabadvlpa to finish his studies. People at this time had become

very materialistic; Advaita was very much grieved at it and used

to pray in his mind for the rise of some great prophet to change their

minds, Caitanya, after he had taken to ascetic life, had visited

Advaita at ^antipur, where both of them enjoyed ecstatic dances;

Advaita was then aged about seventy-five. It is said that he had

paid a visit to Caitanya at Purl. He is said to have died in 1539

according to some, and in 1584 according to others (which is

incredible).

Apart from Advaita and Nityananda there were many other

intimate companions of Caitanya, of whom Srivasa or Srinivasa was

one. He was a brahmin of Sylhet who settled at Navadvipa; he was

quite a rich man. It is not possible to give his exact birth-date, but

he had died long before 1540 (when Jayananda wrote his Caitanya-

mangala); he was probably about forty when Caitanya was born.

As a boy Caitanya was a frequent visitor to Srivasa's house. He was
devoted to the study of the Bhagavata, though in his early life he

was more or less without a faith. He was also a constant companion
of Advaita while he was at Navadvipa. When Caitanya's mind was
turned to God after his return from Gaya, Srivasa's house was the

scene of ecstatic dances. Srivasa then became a great disciple of

Caitanya. Narayani, the mother of Brndavanadasa, the biographer
of Caitanya, was a niece of Srivasa.

Ramananda Ray, the minister of Prataparudra and author of

the Jaganndtha-vallabha, was very much admired by Caitanya. He
was a native of Vidyanagara, in Central India. The famous dialogue
narrated in the Caitanya-caritdmrta shows how Caitanya himself

took lessons from Ramananda on the subject of high devotion.

Ramananda Ray on his part was very fond of Caitanya and often

spent his time with him.



CHAPTER XXXIII

THE PHILOSOPHY OF JIVA GOSVAmI
AND BALADEVA VI D Y A B H S AN A,

FOLLOWERS OF CAITANYA

Ontology.

JIVA GosvAmI flourished shortly after Caitanya. He wrote a

running commentary on the Bhdgavata-purdna which forms the

second chapter {Bhdgavata-sandarbha) of his principal work, the

Sat-sandarbha. In this chapter he says that, when the great sages

identify themselves with the ultimate reality, their minds are unable

to realize the diverse powers of the Lord. The nature of the Lord
thus appears in a general manner {sdmdnyena laksitam tathaiva

sphurat, p. 50), and at this stage the powers of Brahman are not

perceived as different from Him. The ultimate reality, by virtue of

its essential power {svarupasthhitayd eva saktyd), becomes the root

support of all its other powers (pardsdm apt saktindm muld-

srayarupam), and through the sentiment of devotion appears to the

devotees as the possessor of diverse powers; He is then called

Bhagavan. Pure bliss (dnanda) is the substance, and all the other

powers are its qualities; in association with all the other powers it

is called Bhagavdn or God^. The concept of Brahman is thus the

partial appearance of the total personality denoted by the word

Bhagavan; the same Bhagavan appears as Paramatman in His aspect
as controlling all beings and their movements. The three names

Brahman, Bhagavan and Paramatman are used in accordance with

the emphasis that is put on the different aspects of the total com-

posite meaning; thus, as any one of the special aspects of God ap-

pears to the mind of the devotee, he associates it with the name
of Brahman, Bhagavan or Paramatman^.

The aspect as Brahman is realized only when the specific

qualities and powers do not appear before the mind of the devotee.

* ananda-mdtram viiesyam samastdh saktayah visefandni visisto Bhagavdn.
Sat-sandarbha, p. 50.

-
tatraikasyaiva vise^ana-bhedena tad avisistatvena ca pratipddandt tathaiva

tat-tad-updsakapurufdnubhava-bheddc ca dvirbhdva-ndmnor bhedah. Ibid. p. 53.
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In realizing the pure consciousness as the nature of the devotee's

own self the nature of the Brahman as pure consciousness is also

realized; the realization of the identity of one's own nature with

that of Brahman is effected through the special practice of devo-

tion^. In the monistic school of Vedanta, as interpreted by

Sahkara, we find that the identity of the self with the Brahman is

effected through the instruction in the Vedantic maxim: "that art

thou" {tat tvatn asi). Here, however, the identity is revealed

through the practice of devotion, or rather through the grace of

God, which is awakened through such devotion.

The abode of Bhagavan is said to be Vaikuntha. There are two

interpretations of this word; in one sense it is said to be identical

with the very nature of Brahman as unobscured by mdyd^\ in

another interpretation it is said to be that which is neither the

manifestation of rajas and tamos nor of the material sattva as

associated with rajas and tamos. It is regarded as having a different

kind of substance, being the manifestation of the essential power of

Bhagavan or as pure sattva. This pure sattva is different from the

material sattva of the Samkhyists, which is associated with rajas and

tamas, and for this reason it is regarded as aprdkrta, i.e., tran-

scending the prdkrta. For this reason also it is regarded as eternal

and unchanging^. The ordinary gunas, such as sattva, rajas and

tamas, are produced from the movement of the energy of kdla

(time); but the sattva-Vaikuntha is not within the control of kdla^.

The Vaikuntha, thus being devoid of any qualities, may in one

sense be regarded as nirvisesa (differenceless) ;
but in another

sense differences may be said to exist in it also, although they

^ Ibid. p. 54. nanu suksma-cid-rupatvam paddrthdnubhave kathatn purna-

cid-dkdra-rupa-madiya-brahma-svarupam sphuratu tatrdha, ananyabodhyd-

tmatayd cid-dkdratd-sdmyena suddha-tvam paddrthaikyabodhya-svarupatayd.

yady apt tddrg-dtmdnubhavdnantaram tad-ananya-bodhyatd-krtau sddhaka-

saktir ndsti tathdpi ptlrvam tadartham era krtayd sarvatrd'pi upajlvyayd sddhana-

bhaktyd drddhitasya sri-bhagavatah prabhdvdd eva tad apt tatrodayate. Ibid.

P- 54-
-
yato vaikunthdt param Brahmdkhyam tattvam param. bhinnam na bhavati.

svarupa-sakti-visesdviskdrena mdyayd ndvrtam tad ev tad-rupam. Ibid. p. 57.
^
yatra vaikunthe rajas tamas ca na pravartate. tayor misram sahacaram

jadam yat sattvam na tad api. kintu anyad eva tac ca yd susthu sthdpayisyamdnd

mdydtah pard bhagavat-svarupa-saktih tasydh vrttitvena cid-rupam suddha-

sattvdkhyam sattvam. Ibid. p. 58.
* Ibid. p. 59. This view, that the gunas are evolved by the movement of kdla,

is not accepted in the ordinary classical view of Samkhya, but is a theory of the

Pancaratra school. Cf. Ahirbudhnya-samhitd, chs. 6 and 7.
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can only be of the nature of the pure sattva or the essential power
of God ^

The essential power (svarupa-sakti) and the energy {mdyd-

sakti) are mutually antagonistic, but they are both supported in

God 2. The power of God is at once natural {svdbhdvika) and un-

thinkable {acintya). It is further urged that even in the ordinary

world the powers of things are unthinkable, i.e., neither can they

be deduced from the nature of the things nor can they be directly

perceived, but they have to be assumed because without such an

assumption the effect would not be explainable. The word "un-

thinkable" {acintya) also means that it is difficult to assert whether

the power is identical with the substance or different from it; on the

one hand, power cannot be regarded as something extraneous to the

substance, and, on the other, if it were identical with it, there could

be no change, no movement, no effect. The substance is perceived,

but the power is not; but, since an effect or a change is produced,
the implication is that the substance must have exerted itself

through its power or powers. Thus, the existence of powers as

residing in the substance is not logically proved, but accepted as an

implication^. The same is the case in regard to Brahman; His

powers are identical with His nature and therefore co-eternal with

Him. The concept of "unthinkableness" [acintyatva) is used to

reconcile apparently contradictory notions [durghata-ghatakatvam

hy acintyatvam). The internal and essential power {antarafiga-

svarupa-sakti) exists in the very nature of the Brahman {svarupena)

and also as its various manifestations designated by such terms

as Vaikiintha, etc. {vaikunthddi-svarUpa-vaibhava-rupena)*. The

second power {tatasthasakti) is represented by the pure selves.

The third power {bahiranga-mdyd-sakti) is represented by the

evolution of all cosmical categories and their root, the pradhdna.

The analogy offered is that of the sun, its rays and the various

^ nanu gunddy-abhdvan nirrisesa evdsau loka ity dsamkya tatra visesas tasydh

suddhu-satlvdtmikdydh svarupdnatirikta-sakter eva vildsa-rupa iti. Sat-saiidarhha
,

p. 59-
- te ca svarupa-sakti-mdyd-sakti paraspara-virnddhe ,

tathd tayor vrttayah

sva-sva-gana eva paraspardviruddhd api bahvyah tathdpi tdsdm ekam nidhdtiam

tad eva. Ibid. p. 61.
' loke hi sarvesdm bhdvdndm mani-mantrddindm saktayah acintya-jfidna-

gocardh acintyam tarkdsaham yaj-jndnam kdrydnyathdnupapatti-pramdnakam

tasya gocardh santi. Ibid. pp. 63-4.
* Ibid, p.' 65.
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colours which are manifested as the result of refraction. The ex-

ternal power of mdyd {hahiranga-sakti) can affect the jivas but not

Brahman.

The mdyd is defined in the Bhdgavata (as interpreted by

Sridhara) as that which is manifested without any object and is not

yet perceivable in its own nature, like an illusory image of dark-

ness^. This is interpreted in a somewhat different form in the

Bhdgavata-sandarbha, where it is said that mdyd is that which appears
outside the ultimate reality or Brahman, and ceases to appear with

the realization of Brahman. It has no appearance in its own

essential nature, i.e., without the support of the Brahman it cannot

manifest itself; it is thus associated with Brahman in two forms as

jtva-mdyd and guna-mdyd. The analogy of dbhdsa, which was ex-

plained by Sridhara as "illusory image," is here interpreted as the

reflection of the solar light from outside the solar orb. The solar

light cannot exist unless it is supported by the solar orb. But

though this is so, yet the solar light can have an independent role

and play outside the orb when it is reflected or refracted; thus it

may dazzle the eyes of man and blind them to its real nature, and

manifest itself in various colours. So also the analogy of darkness

shows that, though darkness cannot exist where there is light, yet

it cannot itself be perceived without the light of the eyes. The

prakrti and its developments are but manifestations or appearances,

which are brought into being outside the Brahman by the power of

the mdyd\ but the movement of the mdyd, the functioning of the

vital prdnas, manas and the senses, the body, are all made possible

by the fact that they are permeated by the original essential power
of God {antaranga-saktiy . Just as a piece of iron which derives its

heat from the fire in which it is put cannot in its turn burn the fire

or affect it in any manner, so the mdyd and its appearances, which

derive their essence from the essential power of God, cannot in any

way affect God or His essential power.

The selves can know the body; but they cannotknow the ultimate

reality and the ultimate perceiver of all things. It is through mdyd
that different things have an apparently independent existence and

1 rteWtham yat pratiyeta na pratlyeta cdtmani

tad vidydd dtmano mdydm yathd bhdsam yathd tamah.
-
svarupa-bhutdkhydm antarangdm saktim sarvasydpi pravrtty-anyathd-

mipapattyd. Ibid. p. 69.
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are known by the selves; but the true and essential nature of Brahman
is always one with all things, and, since in that state there is no duality,

there is nothing knowable and no form separate from it. The ultimate

reality, which reveals all things, reveals itself also—the heat rays

of fire, which derive their existence from the fire, cannot burn the

fire itself^. The. gunas
—

sattva, rajas and tamas—belong to tht jlva
and not to Brahman; for that reason, so long as the selves {jlva)

are blinded by the power of mdyd, there is an appearance of duality,

which produces also the appearance of knower and knowable. The

mdyd is again described as twofold, the guna-mdyd, which repre-

sents the material forces (jaddtmikd), and the dtma-mdyd, which is

the will of God. There is also the concept oi jlva-mdyd, which is,

again, threefold—creative (Bhu), protective {$ri), and destructive

(Durgd). The dtma-mdyd is the essential power of God 2. In another

sense mdyd is regarded as being composed of the three gunas. The
word yoga-mdyd has also two meanings

—it means the miraculous

power achieved through the practice of the yoga when it is used as

a power of the Yogins or sages; when applied to God (paramesvara),
it means the manifestation of His spiritual power as pure con-

sciousness {cic-chakti-vildsa). When mdyd h used in the sense of

dtma-mdyd or God's own mdyd, it has thus three meanings, viz.,

His essential power {svarupa-sakti). His will involving knowledge
and movement (jndna-kriye), and also the inner dalliance of His

power as consciousness {cic-chakti-vildsa^. Thus, there is no

mdyd in Vaikuntha, because it itself is of the nature of mdyd or

svarupa-sakti; the Vaikuntha is, thus, identical with moksa (emanci-

pation).

Once it is admitted that the unthinkable power of God can

explain all contradictory phenomena and also that by yoga-mdyd
God can directly manifest any form, appearance or phenomena, it

was easy for the Vaisnavas of the Gaudiya school to exploit the idea

theologically. Leaving aside the metaphysical idea of the non-

Vaisnava nature of the relation of God with His powers, they tried

^
svarupa-vaibhave tasya jivasya rasmi-sthdniyasya mandalasthdniyo ya dtmd

paramdtmd sa era svarupa-saktyd sarvam abhut, anddita eva bhavann dste, na tu

tat-pravesena, tat tatra itarah sajivah kenetarena karana-bhutena kam paddrtham
pasyet, na kendpi kam apt pasyet ity-arthah; na hi rasmayah svasaktyd surya-

mandaldntargata-vaibhvam prakdsayeyuh, na cdrciso vahnim nirdaheyuh.

Sat-sandarbha, p. 71.
*
rmyate anayd iti mdyd-sabdena sakti-mdtram api bhanyate. Ibid. p. 73.

' Ibid. pp. 73-4.
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by an extension of the metaphysical formula to defend their re-

ligious belief in the theological nature of the episodes of Krsna in

Vrndavana, as related in the Bhdgavata. Thus they held that Krsna,

including His body and all His dress and ornaments and the like,

the Gopls, with whom He had dalliance, and even the cows and

trees of Vrndavana, were physically existent in limited forms and

at the same time unlimited and spiritual as a manifestation of the

essential nature of God. The Vaisnavas were not afraid of any

contradiction, because in accordance with the ingeniously-devised

metaphysical formula the supra-logical nature of God's power was

such that through it He could manifest Himself in all kinds of

limited forms, and yet remain identical with His own supreme
nature as pure bliss and consciousness. The contradiction was only

apparent; because the very assumption that God's power is supra-

logical resolves the difficulty of identifying the limited with the

unlimited, the finite with the infinite^. The author of Sat-sandarhha

takes great pains to prove that the apparent physical form of

Krsna, as described in the Bhdgavata-purdna, is one with Brahman.
It is not a case in which the identity is to be explained as having
absolute affinity with Brahman (atyanta-tdddtmya) or as being

dependent on Brahman : if the Brahman reveals itself in pure mind,
it must appear as one, without any qualitative difference of any
kind; if, in associating Brahman with the form of Krsna, this form

appears to be an additional imposition, it is not the revelation of

Brahman. It cannot be urged that the body of Krsna is a product
of pure sattva

;
for this has no rajas in it, and therefore there is no

creative development in it. If there is any rajas in it, the body of

Krsna cannot be regarded as made up of pure sattva; and, if there

is any mixture of rajas, then it would be an impure state and there

can be no revelation of Brahman in it. Moreover, the text of the

Bhdgavata-purdna is definitely against the view that the body of

Krsna is dependent only on pure sattva, because it asserts that the

body of Krsna is itself one and the same as pure sattva or pure
^ Ibid. pp. 70-92. satya-jndndnantdnandaika-rasa-murtitvdd yugapad eva

sarvam apt tat-tad-rupam vartata eva, kintu yuyam sarvadd sarvam na pasyatheti

(p. 87). tatasca yadd tava yatrdmse tat-tad-updsand-phalasya yasya rupasya
prakdsanecchd tadaiva tatra tad-riipam prakdsate iti. iyam kadety asya yuktih.
tasmdt tat tat sarvam api tasmin srl-krsna-rupe'ntarbhutam ity evam atrdpi

tdtparyam upasamharati (p. 90). tad ittham madhyamdkdra eva sarvddhdratvdt
bibhutvam sddhitam. sarva-gatatvdd api sddhyate. citrarn vataitad ekena vapusd

yugapat prthak grhesu dvyasta-sdhasram striya eka uddvahat.

D IV 26
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consciousness^. Again, since the body of Krsna appears in diverse

forms, and since all these forms are but the various manifestations

of pure consciousness and bliss, they are more enjoyable by the

devotee than the Brahman^.

In the Paramdtma-sandarhha the jiva or individual is described

as an entity which in its own nature is pure and beyond mdyd, but

which perceives all the mental states produced by mdyd and is

affected by them. It is called Ksetrajfia, because it perceives itself

to be associated with its internal and external body {ksetra)^. In a

more direct sense God is also called Ksetrajfia, because He not only

behaves as the inner controller of mdyd but also of all those that

are affected by it and yet remains one with Himself through His

essential power*. The Ksetrajfia should not be interpreted in a

monistic manner, to mean only a pure unqualified consciousness

{nirmsesarn cid-vastu), but as God, the supreme inner controller.

The view that unqualified pure consciousness is the supreme

reality is erroneous. Consequently a distinction is drawn between

the vyasti-ksetrajfia (the individual person) and the samasti-

ksetrajna (the universal person)
—God, the latter being the object

of worship by the former. This form of Go'd as the inner controller

is called Paramatman.

God is further supposed to manifest Himself in three forms:

first, as the presiding lord of the totality of selves and the prakrti,

which have come out of Him like sparks from fire—Saiikarsana or

Mahavisnu
; secondly, as the inner controller of all selves in their

totality (samasti-jwdntarydmi)
—
Pradyumna. The distinction be-

tween the first and the second stage is that in the first xhejiva and

the prakrti are in an undifferentiated stage, whereas in the second

the totality of the jivas has been separated outside of prakrti and

stands independently by itself. The third aspect of God is that in

which He resides in every man as his inner controller.

^\\t jivas are described as atomic in size; they are infinite in

number and are but the parts of God. Mdyd is the power of God,
*

tasya suddha-sattvasya prdkrtatvam tu nisiddham eva tasmdt na te prdkrta-

sattva-parindmd na vd tat-pracurdh kintu sva-prakdsatd-laksana-suddha-sattva-

prakdsitd. Sat-sandarbha, p. 148, also pp. 147-8.
^ Ibid. p. 149.

^ Ibid. p. 209.
*
nidydydm mdyike'pi antar-ydmitayd pravisto'pi svarupa-saktyd svarupa-stha

eva na tu tat-samsakta ity arthafi, vdsudevatvena sarva-ksetra-jfidtrtvdt so'parah

ksetrajfia dtmd paramdtmd. tad evam api mukhyam ksetrajnatvam paramdtmany
eva. Ibid. p. 210.
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and the word is used in various senses in various contexts; it may
mean the essential power, the external power, and it has also the

sense oi pradhdna^ .

The author of the Sat-sandarbha denies the ordinary Vedantic

view that the Brahman is pure consciousness and the support

(dsraya) of the objects {visaya or mdyd or ajndna). He regards the

relation between mdyd and Brahman as transcendental and supra-
rational. Just as various conflicting and contradictory powers may
reside in any particular medicine, so also various powers capable of

producing manifold appearances may reside in Brahman, though
the manner of association may be quite inexplicable and un-

thinkable. The appearance of duality is not due to the presence of

ajndna (or ignorance) in the Brahman, but through His un-

thinkable powers. The duality of the world can be reconciled with

ultimate monism only on the supposition of the existence of the

transcendent and supra-rational powers of God. This fact also

explains how the power of God can transform itself into the

material image without in any way affecting the unity and purity
of God 2. Thus both the snhxXtjlvas and the subtle material powers
of the universe emanate from Paramatman, from whom both the

conscious and the unconscious parts of the universe are produced.

Paramatman, considered in Himself, may be taken as the agent of

production (nimttta-kdrana), whereas in association with His

powers He may be regarded as the material cause of the universe

{updddna-kdranay. Since the power of God is identical with the

nature of God, the position of monism is well upheld.

On the subject of the relation between the parts and the whole

the author of the Sat-sandarbha says that the whole is not a con-

glomeration of the parts, neither is the whole the transformation

of the parts or a change induced in the parts. Nor can the whole

be regarded as diff"erent from the parts or one with it, or as associ-

^ tadevam sandarbha-dvaye sakti-traya-vivrtih krtd. tatra ndmdbhinnatd-

janita-bhrdnti-hdndya samgraha-slokdh mdyd sydd antarangdydm bahirangd ca sd
smrtd

pradhdne'pi kvacid drstd tad-vrttir mohiril ca sd,

ddye traye sydt prakrtis cic-chaktis tvantarangikd

suddha-jtve'pi te drste tatheia-jndna-vlryayoh.

cinmayd-sakti-vrtyos tu vidyd-saktir udiryate
cic-chakti-vrttau mdydydm yoga-mdyd samd smrtd

pradhdndvydkrtd-vyaktam traigunye prakrteh param
na mdydydrft na cic-chaktdv ityddyuhyam vivekibhih. Ibid. p. 245.

^ Ibid. p. 249.
* Ibid. p. 250.

26-2
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ated with it. If the whole were entirely different from the parts,

the parts would have nothing to do with the whole; if the parts

were inherent in the whole, then any part would be found anywhere
in the whole. Therefore the relation between the parts and the

whole is of a supra-logical nature. From this position the author

of the Sat-sandarbha jumps to the conclusion that, wherever there

is an appearance of any whole, such an appearance is due to the

manifestation of Paramatman, which is the ultimate cause and the

ultimate reality {tasmdd aikya-buddhydlambana-rupatn yat pratlyate
tat sarvatra paramdtma-laksanam sarvakdranam asty eva, p. 252).

All manifestations of separate wholes are, therefore, false appear-

ances due to similarity; for wherever there is a whole there is the

manifestation of God. In this way the whole universe may be

regarded as one, and thus all duality is false ^.

Just as fire is different from wood, the spark and the smoke

(though the latter two are often falsely regarded as being identical

with the fire), so the self, as the separate perceiver called Bhagavan
or Brahman, is also different from the five elements (the senses, the

antahkarana and the pradhdna) which together pass by the name

oi jiva^.

Those who have their minds fixed on the Supreme Soul

(Paramatman) and look upon the world as its manifestation thereby

perceive only the element of ultimate reality in it; whereas those

who are not accustomed to look upon the world as the manifestation

of the supreme soul perceive it only as the effect of ignorance; thus

to them the Paramatman, who pervades the world as the abiding

Reality, does not show Himself to be such. Those who traffic in

pure gold attach no importance to the various forms in which the

gold may appear (bangles, necklaces and the like), because their

chief interest lies in pure gold; whereas there are others whose chief

interest is not pure gold, but only its varied unreal forms. This

world is brought into being by God through His inherent power

working upon Himself as the material cause; as the world is brought

^ tasmdt sarvaikya-buddhi-niddndt prthag dehaikya-buddhih sddrsyabhramah

sydt, purvdpardvayavdnusandhdne sati parasparam dsayaikatva-sthitatvend'vaya-

vatvsddhdranyena caikyasddrsydt praty-avayavam ekatayd pratlteh, so'yam deha

iti bhrama eva bhavatVty arthah, prati-vrksam tad idam vanam itivat.

Sat-sandarbha, p. 253.
*

yatholnmkdt vtsphulingdd dhiimdd api svasambhavdt

apy dtmatvena vimatdd yathdgnih prthag ulmukdt

bhutendriydntahkarandt pradhdndj-jtva-samjfiitdt
dtmd tathd prthag drastd bhagavan brahtna-samjnitah. Ibid. p. 254.
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into being, He enters into it, controls it in every detail, and in the

last stage (at the time of pralaya) He divests Himself of various

forms of manifestation and returns to Himself as pure being,

endowed with His own inherent power. Thus it is said in the

Visnu-purdna that the ignorant, instead of perceiving the world as

pure knowledge, are deluded by perceiving it as the visible and

tangible world of objects; but those who are pure in heart and wise

perceive the whole world as the nature of God, as pure consciousness.

Status of the World.

Thus in the Vaisnava system the world is not false (like the

rope-snake), but destructible (like a jug). The world has no reality;

for, though it is not false, it has no uninterrupted existence in past,

present and future; only that can be regarded as real which is

neither false nor has only an interrupted existence in time. Such

reality can only be affirmed of Paramatman or His power ^. The

Upanisads say that in the beginning there existed ultimate Reality,

sat; this term means the mutual identity of the subtle potential

power of Brahman and the Brahman. The theory of satkdryavada

may be supposed to hold good with reference to the fact that

it is the subtle power of God that manifests itself in diverse

forms {suksmdvasthd-laksana-tac-chaktih). Now the question arises,

whether, if the world has the ultimate sat as its material cause, it must

be as indestructible as that; if the world is indestructible, then why
should it not be false (like the conch-shell-silver) and, consequently,

why should not the vivarta theory be regarded as valid? The reply

to such a question is that to argue that, because anything is produced
from the real {sat), therefore it must also be real {sat) is false, since

this is not everywhere the case; it cannot be asserted that the

qualities of the effect should be wholly identical with the qualities

of the cause; the rays of light emanating from fire have not the

power of burning^. Sridhara, in his commentary on the Visnu-

purdna, asserting that Brahman has an unchangeable and a

changeable form, explains the apparent incongruity in the possi-

bility of the changeable coming out of the unchangeable on the

^ tato vivarta-vddindm iva rajju-sarpa-van na mithydtvam kintu ghata-van
nasvaratvam eva tasya. tato mitliydtvdbhdve apt tri-kdldvyabhicdrd-bhdvdj

jagato na sattvam vivarta-parindmdsiddhatvena tad-dosa-dvaydbhdvavaty eva

hi vastuni sattvam vidhiyate yathd paramdtmani tacchaktau vd. Ibid. p. 255.
* Ibid. p. 256.
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basis of the above analogy of fire and the rays emanating from it.

Again, in other cases an appearance hke that of silver manifesting

itself from the conch-shell is wholly false, as it has only appearance,

but no utility; so there are many other things which, though they

are believed to have a particular nature, are in reality quite different

and have entirely different effects. Thus some wood poison may be

believed to be dry ginger, and used as such; but it will still retain

its poisonous effects. Here, in spite of the illusory knowledge of

one thing as another, the things retain their natural qualities, which

are not affected by the illusory notion.

The power a thing has of effecting any change or utility cannot

be present at all times and places, or with the change of object, and

so the power of effecting any change or utility, not being an eternal

and all-abiding quality, cannot be regarded as the defining

character of reality; so a false appearance like the conch-shell-

silver, which has merely a perceivable form, but no other utility or

power of effecting changes, cannot be regarded as real. Only that

is real which is present in all cases of illusory objects or those which

have any kind of utility ; reality is that which lies as the ground and

basis of all kinds of experience, illusory or relatively objective. The
so-called real world about us, though no doubt endowed with the

power of effecting changes or utility, is yet destructible. The word

"destructible," however, is used only in the sense that the world

returns to the original cause—the power of God—from which it

came into being. The mere fact that we deal with the world and

that it serves some purpose or utility is no proof that it is real
; for

our conduct and our dealings may proceed on the basis of blind

convention, without assuming any reality in them. The currency
of a series of conventions based on mutual beliefs cannot prove
either their reality or their nature as knowledge {vijndna) without

any underlying substratum. Thus the currency of conventions

cannot prove their validity. The world thus is neither false nor

eternal; it is real, and yet does not remain in its apparent form, but

lose? itself in its own unmanifested state within the power of

Brahman; and in this sense both the satkdrya and the parindma
theories are valid^

It is wrong to suppose that originally the world did not exist at

all and that in the end also it will absolutely cease to exist; for, since

*
Sat-sandarbha, p. 259.
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absolute reality is altogether devoid of any other kind of experience,
and is of the nature of homogeneous blissful experience, it is im-

possible to explain the world as an illusory imposition like the

conch-shell-silver. It is for this reason that the world-creation is

to be explained on the analogy oi parindma (or evolution) and not

on the analogy of illusory appearances like the conch-shell-silver

or the rope-snake. Through His own unthinkable, indeterminable

and inscrutable power the Brahman remains one with Himself and

yet produces the world ^
;
thus it is wrong to think of Brahman as

being the ground cause. If the world is eternally existent as it is,

then the causal operation is meaningless; if the world is absolutely

non-existent, then the notion of causal operation to produce the

absolutely non-existent is also impossible. Therefore, the world is

neither wholly existent nor wholly non-existent, but only existent

in an unmanifested form. The jug exists in the lump of clay, in an

unmanifested form; and causal operation is directed only to

actualize the potential; the world also exists in the ultimate cause,

in an unmanifested form, and is actualized in a manifest form by
His natural power operating in a definite manner. It is thus wrong
to suppose that the maya of thejiva, from which comes all ignorance,
is to be regarded as the cause of the majesty of God's powers; God
is independent, all-powerful and all-creator, responsible for all that

exists in the world. It is thus wrong to suppose that thejiva creates

the world either by his own powers or by his own ajfidna; God is

essentially true, and so He cannot create anything that is false^.

The Vaisnava theory thus accepts the doctrine of ultimate

dissolution in prakrti [prakrti-laya). In the time of emancipation
the world is not destroyed ;

for being of the nature of the power of

God it cannot be destroyed; it is well known that in the case of

jlvan-mukti the body remains. What happens in the stage of

emancipation is that all illusory notions about the world vanish, but

the world, as such, remains, since it is not false
; emancipation is thus

a state of subjective reformation, not an objective disappearance of

the world. As the objective world is described as identical with

^ ato acintya-sankhyd-svarupdd acyutasyaiva tava parindma-svlkdrena dravina-

jdtlndm dravya-mdtrdndm mrl-lohddlndm vikalpd vedd ghata-kundalddayas
tesdm panthdno mdrgdh prakdrds tair eva asmdbhir upamiyate na tu kutrdpi

bhrama-rajatddibhih. Ibid. p. 260.
*
satya-svdbhdvikdcintya-saktih paramesvaras tuccha-mdyikam api na kurydt.

Ibid. p. 262.
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God's powers, so also are the senses and the buddhi. When the

Upanisad says that the manas is created by God, this merely means

that God is identical with the cosmic manas, the manas of all beings,

in His form as Aniriiddha^. The ultimate cause is identical with the

effect; wherever the effect is new [apUrva), and has a beginning and

an end, it is illusory; for here the concept of cause and effect are

mutually interdependent and not separately determinable. Until

the effect is produced, nothing can be regarded as cause, and, unless

the cause is determined, the effect cannot be determined 2; so to

validate the concept of causality the power as effect must be re-

garded as already existent in the cause. It is this potential existence

of effect that proves its actual existence; thus the world exists as the

natural energy of God, and as such it is eternally real. Even the

slightest change and manifestation cannot be explained without

reference to God or independently of Him; if such explanation
were possible, the world also would be self-luminous pure
consciousness.

It has been said that xh^tjwas are indeed the energy of God, but

that still they may suffer from the defect of an obscuration of their

self-luminosity. Thejlvas, being of the nature of tatastha sakti, are

inferior to the essential power of God, by which their self-

luminosity could be obscured^. This obscuration could be removed

by God's will only through the spirit of enquiry regarding God's

nature on the part of t\\tjwas. According to the Sat-sandarbha the

world is a real creation; but it refers with some approval to another

view, that the world is a magical creation which deludes the jivas

into believing in a real objective existence of the world. This view,

however, must be distinguished from the monistic view of Saiikara

(which is that the real creator by His real power manifests the

world-experience to a real perceiver)*, and it also differs from the

Sat-sandarbha in that the latter regards the world as a real creation.

^ atas tan-mano'srjata manah prajdpatim ity ddau manah-iabdena samasti-

maTio'dhifthdtd srlmdn aniruddha eva. Sat-sandarbha, p. 262.

antah-kararm-bahih-karana-vi^aya-rupena paramdtma-laksanam jndnam eva

hhdti tasmdd ananyad eva buddhyddi-vastu ity-arthah. Ibid. p. 263.
^
ydvat kdryam na jdyate tdvat kdranatvam mrt-suktydder na siddhyati

kdranatvdsiddhau ca kdryam na jdyate eveti paraspara-sdpeksatva-dosdt. Ibid.

p. 265.
* Ibid. p. 266.
*
satyenaira kartd satyam eva drastdram prati satyaiva tayd saktyd vastunah

sphurandt lake upi tathaiva drsyata iti. Ibid. p. 268.
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It must, however, be maintained that the main interest of the

Vaisnavas is not in these hair-splitting dialectical discussions; theirs

is professedly a system of practical religious emotionalism, and this

being so it matters very little to a Vaisnava whether the world is real

or unreal. His chief interest lies in the delight of his devotion to

God^. It is further held that the ordinary experience of the world

can well be explained by a reference to world-analogies; but the

transcendental relation existing between God, the individual, the

souls and the world can hardly be so explained. The Upanisad
texts declare the identity oithtjiva and paramesvara; but they only

mean that paramesvara and the jtva alike are pure consciousness.

God and His Powers.

Returning to the Sat-sandarbha, one stumbles over the problem
how the Brahman, who is pure consciousness and unchangeable, can

be associated with the ordinary gunas of prakrti. The ordinary

analogy of play cannot apply to God; children find pleasure in play

or are persuaded to play by their playmates; but God is self-

realized in Himself and His powers. He cannot be persuaded to act

by anybody, He is always dissociated from everything, and is not

swayed by passions of any kind. As He is above the gunas, they and

their actions cannot be associated with Him. We may also ask how
the jiva^ who is identical with God, can be associated with the

beginningless avidyd. He being of the nature of pure consciousness,

there ought not to be any obscuration of His consciousness, either

through time or through space or through conditions or through

any internal or external cause. Moreover, since God exists in the

form of the jivas in all bodies, the jivas ought not to be under the

bondage of afflictions or kanna. The solution of such difficulties is

to be found in the supra-rational nature of the mdyd-sakti of God,

which, being supra-logical, cannot be dealt with by the apparatus

of ordinary logic. The fact that the power of God can be conceived

as internal (antaranga) and external {bahiranga) explains why what

happens in the region of God's external power cannot affect His

own internal nature
; thus, though God in the form oijivas may be

under the influence of mdyd and the world-experience arising

therefrom. He remains all the time unaffected in His own internal

*
satyam na satyam nah krma-pdddbjdmodam antard

jagat satyam asatyarfi vd ko'yam tasmin ditrdgrahah. Ibid. p. 269.
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nature. The supra-logical and supra-rational distinction existing

between the threefold powers {svarupa or antaranga, bahiranga,

and tatastha) of God and their relation to Him explains dif-

ficulties which ordinarily may appear insurmountable. It is this

supra-logical conception that explains how God can be within the

sway of mdyd and yet be its controller^ T\\e. jiva in reality is not

under the sway of afflictions, but still he appears to be so through
the influence of God's mdyd; just as in dreams a man may have all

kinds of untrue and distorted experiences, so also the world-

experiences are imposed on the self through the influence of God's

mdyd. The appearance of impurity in the pure jiva is due to the

influence of mdyd acting as its upddhi (or condition)
—

just as the

motionless moon appears to be moving on the ripples of a flowing

river. Through the influence of mdyd the individual jiva identifies

himself with the prakrti and falsely regards the qualities of the

prakrti as his own^.

God's Relation to His Devotees.

The incarnations of God are also to be explained on the same

analogy. It is not necessary for God to pass through incarnations

or to exert any kind of effort for the maintenance of the world
;
for

He is omnipotent; all the incarnations of God recounted in the

Purdnas are for the purpose of giving satisfaction to the devotees

(bhaktas). They are effected by the manifestation of the essential

powers of God [svarUpa-saktydviskarana), out of sympathy for

His devotees. This may naturally be taken to imply that God is

affected by the sorrows and sufferings of His devotees and that He
is pleased by their happiness. The essential function of the essential

power of God is called hlddini, and the essence of this hlddini is

bhakti, which is of the nature of pure bliss. Bhakti exists in both

God and the devotee, in a dual relation^. God is self-realized, for

^
Sat-sandarbha, p. 270.

*
yathd jale pratihimbitasya era candramaso jalopddtiikrtah kampddi-guno

dharmo drsyate na tvdkdsa-sthitasya tadvad andtmanah prakrti-riipopddlier
dharmah dtmanah suddhasydsann api aham era so'yam ity dvesdn mdyayd upddhi-

tdddtmydpanndhamkdrdbhdsasya pratibimba-sthdnlyasya tasya drastur ddhyd-
tmikdvasthasya eva yady api sydt tathdpi suddhah asau tad-abheddbhimdnena
tarn pasyati. Ibid. p. 272.

*
parama-sdra-bhutdyd api svarilpa-sakteh sdra-bhutd hlddini ndma yd

vrttis tasya cva sdra-bhuto vrtti-viseso bhaktih sd ca raty-apara-parydyd. bhaktir

bhagavati bhaktesu ca niksipta-nijobhaya-kotih sarvadd tifthati. Ibid. p. 274.
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the hhakti exists in the bhakta, and being a power of God it is in

essence neither different from nor identical with Him. Bhakti is

only a special manifestation of His power in the devotee, involving

a duality and rousing in God a special manifestation of delight

which may be interpreted as pleasure arising from the bhakti of the

devotee. When God says that He is dependent on the bhakta, the

idea is explicable only on the supposition that bhakti is the essence

of the essential power of God; the devotee through his bhakti holds

the essential nature of God within him. Now the question arises

whether God really feels sorrow when the devotees feel it, and

whether He is moved to sympathy by such an experience of sorrow.

Some say that God, being all-blissful by nature, cannot have any

experience of sorrow; but others say that He has a knowledge of

suffering, not as existing in Himself, but as existing in the devotee.

The writer of Sat-sandarbha, however, objects that this does not

solve the difficulty; if God has experience of sorrow, it does not

matter whether He feels the pain as belonging to Himself or to

others. It must therefore be admitted that, though God may some-

how have a knowledge of suffering, yet He cannot have experience
of it; and so, in spite of God's omnipotence, yet, since He has no

experience of the suffering of men. He cannot be accused of cruelty

in not releasing everyone from his suffering. The happiness of

devotees consists in the experience of their devotion, and their

sorrow is over obstruction in the way of their realization of God.

God's supposed pity for His devotee originates from an experience

of his devotion, expressing itself in forms of extreme humility

(dainydtmaka-bhakti), and not from experience of an ordinary

sorrow. When God tries to satisfy the desires of His devotee, He
is not actuated by an experience of suffering, but by an experience

of the devotion existing in the devotee. If God had experience of

the sorrows of others and if in spite of His omnipotence He had not

released them from them. He would have to be regarded as cruel
;

so also, if He had helped only some to get out of suffering and had

left others to suffer, He would have to be regarded as being only a

partial God. But God has no experience of the sorrows of others;

He only experiences devotion in others. The efficacy of prayer does

not prove that God is partial ;
for there is no one dear to Him or

enemy to Him; but, when through devotion the devotee prays for

anything to Him, He being present in his heart in one through the
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devotion, grants him the object of his desire; so it is not necessary
for God to pass through stages of incarnation for the protection or

maintenance of the world
; but still He does so in order to satisfy

prayers to God. All the incarnations of God are for the fulfilment

of the devotee's desires. The inscrutability of God's behaviour in

the fulfilment of His devotee's desires is to be found in the in-

scrutability of the supra-rational nature of the essential power of

God. Though all the works of God are absolutely independent and

self-determined, yet they are somehow in accord with the good and

bad deeds of man. Even when God is pleased to punish the mis-

deeds of those who are inimical to his devotees, such punishment
is not effected by the rousing of anger in Him, but is the natural

result of His own blissful nature operating as a function of His

hlddinP. But the writer of the Sat-sandarbha is unable to explain

the fact why the impartial and passionless God should destroy the

demons for the sake of His devotees, and he plainly admits that the

indescribable nature of God's greatness is seen when, in spite of

His absolute impartiality to all, He appears to be partial to some.

Though He in Himself is beyond the influence of mdyd, yet in

showing mercy to His devotees He seems to express Himself in

terms of mdyd and to be under its sway. The transition from the

transcendent sattva quality of God to His adoption of the ordinary

qualities oi prakrti is supra-rational and cannot be explained. But

the writer of the Sat-sandarbha always tries to emphasize the facts

that God is on the one hand actuated by His purpose of serving the

interest of His devotees and that on the other hand all His move-

ments are absolutely self-determined—though in the ordinary
sense self-determination would be incompatible with being
actuated by the interest of others. He further adds that, though it

may ordinarily appear that God is moved to action in certain critical

happenings in the course of world-events or in the life of His

devotee, yet, since these events of the world are also due to the

manifestation of His own power as mdyd, the parallelism that may
be noticed between world-events and His own efforts cannot be

said to invalidate the view that the latter are self-determined. Thus

* atha yadi kecit bhaktdndni eva dvisanti tadd tadd bhakta-paksa-pdtdntah-
pdtitvdd bhagavatd svayam taddvese apt na dosah pratyuta bhakta-visayaka-tad-
rateh posakatvena hlddirii-vrtti-bhutdnandolldsa-visesa evdsau. Sat-sandarbha.

p. 278.
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His own efforts are naturally roused by Himself through the im-

pulsion of bhakti, in which there is a dual manifestation of the

essential power of God, as existing in Himself and in the heart of

the devotee. It has already been said that bhakti is the essence of

the essential power of God which has for its constituents the devotee

and God. The prompting or rousing of God's powers through

world-events is thus only a mere appearance {pravrtyd hhasa),

happening in consonance with the self-determining activity of God.

It is further said that God's activity in creating the world is also

motivated by His interest in giving satisfaction to His devotees.

Time is the defining character of His movement, and, when God
determines Himself to move forward for creation through time-

movement, He wishes to create His own devotees, merged in the

prakrti, out of His mercy for them. But in order to create them He
must disturb the equilibrium of the prakrti, and for this purpose

His spontaneous movement as thought separates the power (as

jiva-mdyd) from His essential power {svarupa-sakti)\ thus the

equilibrium of the former is disturbed, and rajas comes into

prominence. The disturbance may be supposed to be created in an

apparent manner {tacchesatdtmakaprabhdvenaivoddipta) or by the

dynamic of kdla^. When God wishes to enjoy Himself in His

manifold creation, He produces sattva, and, when He wishes to

lie in sleep with His entire creation. He creates tamos. Thus

all the creative actions of God are undertaken for the sake of His

devotees. The lying in sleep of God is a state of ultimate dissolu-

tion. Again, though God exists in all as the internal controller,

yet He is not perceived to be so; it is only in the mind of

the devotee that He really appears in His true nature as the inner

controller.

The author of the Sat-sandarbha is in favour of the doctrine of

three vyuhas as against the theory of four vyuhas of the Pafica-

ratras. He therefore refers to the Mahdbhdrata for different tradi-

tions of one, two, three and four vyuhas, and says that this dis-

crepancy is to be explained by the inclusion of one or more vyuhas

within the others. The Bhdgavata-purdna is so called from the fact

that it accepts Bhagavan as the principal vyilha^. The enquiry

{jijndsd) concerning this Brahman has been explained by Ramanuja
as dhydna, but according to the Sat-sandarbha this dhydna is nothing

^ Ibid. p. 283.
' Ibid.
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but the worship of God in a definite form; for it is not easy to

indulge in any dhydna (or worship of God) without associating it

with a form on which one may fix his mind. Brahman is described

as unchanging ultimate truth, and, as sorrow only is changeable,

He is also to be regarded as wholly blissful. Brahman is also re-

garded as satyam, because He is the self-determiner, and His

existence does not depend on the existence or the will of anything
else. He, by his power as self-luminosity, dominates His other

power as maya, and is in Himself untouched by it. This shows that,

though mdyd'xs one of His powers, yet in His own nature He is beyond

mdyd. The real creation coming out of mdyd consists of the three

elements of fire, water and earth partaking of each other's parts.

The Sahkarites say that the world is not a real creation, but an

illusory imposition like the silver in the conch-shell; but such an

illusion can only be due to similarit}'', and, if through it the conch-

shell can be conceived as silver, it is also possible that the silver may
also be misconceived as conch-shell. It is by no means true that the

ground [adhisthdna) of illusion should be one and the illusion

manifold; for it is possible to have the illusion of one object in the

conglomeration of many; the collocation of many trees and hills

and fog may produce the combined effect of a piece of cloud. The
world of objects is always perceived, while the Brahman is per-

ceived as pure self-luminosity; and, if it is possible to regard

Brahman also as illusory, that will practically mean that Brahman

cannot any longer be regarded as the ground of the world. The
world therefore is to be regarded as real. The monistic view, that

the Brahman is absolutely devoid of any quality, is false; for the

very name Brahman signifies that He is supremely great. The
world also has not only come out of Him, but stays in Him and will

ultimately be dissolved in Him. Moreover, the effect should have

some resemblance to the cause, and the visible and tangible world,

of which God is the cause, naturally signifies that the cause itself

cannot be absolutely devoid of quality^. Even on the supposition

that Brahman is to be defined as that from which the world-

illusion has come into being, the point remains, that this in itself is

a distinguishing quality; and, even if Brahman be regarded as self-

luminous, the self-luminosity itself is a quality which distinguishes

^
sddhya-dharmdvyabhicdri-sddhana-dharmdnvita-vastu-visayatvdn na tattv

apramdnam. Sat-sandarbha. p. 27.
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Brahman from other objects. If self-luminosity is a distinguishing

quality, and if Brahman is supposed to possess it, He cannot be

regarded as qualityless^.

Nature of bhakti.

The author of the Sat-sandarbha discusses in the Krsna-

sandarhha the then favourite theme of the Vaisnavas that Lord

Krsna is the manifestation of the entire Godhood. The details of

such a discussion cannot pertinently be described in a work like the

present one, and must therefore be omitted.

In the Bhakti-sandarbha the author of the Sat-sandarbha deals

with the nature of bhakti. He says that, though t\itiivas are parts

of God's power, yet through beginningless absence of true know-

ledge of the ultimate reality their mind is turned away from it, and

through this weakness their self-knowledge is obscured by maya;

they are habituated to looking upon the pradhdna (the product of

sattva, rajas and tamas) as being identical with themselves, and

thereby suffer the sorrows associated with the cycles of birth and

re-birth. Those jivas, however, who by their religious practices

have inherited from their last birth an inclination towards God, or

those who through a special mercy of God have their spiritual eyes

opened, naturally feel inclined towards God and have a realization

of His nature whenever they Hsten to religious instruction. It is

through the worship of God that there arise the knowledge of God
and the realization of God, by which all sorrows are destroyed. In

the Upanisads it is said that one should listen to the Upanisadic

texts propounding the unity of Brahma and meditate upon them.

Such a course brings one nearer God, because through it the

realization of Brahma is said to be possible. The processes of

astdnga-yoga may also be regarded as leading one near to God's

realization. Even the performance of kar?na helps one to attain the

proximity of God; by performing one's duties one obeys the com-

mands of God, and in the case of obligatory duties the performer

derives no benefit, as the fruits of those actions are naturally

dedicated to God. Knowledge associated with bhakti is also

1
jagaj-janmadi-bhramo yatas tad brahmeti svotpreksd-pak^e ca na nir-

visesa-tastu-siddhih bhrama-mulam ajiidnam ajndna-sdksi brahmeti upagamdt.

sdksitvam hi prakdsaikarasatayducyate. prakdsatvatn tu jaddd vydvartakarn svasya

parasya ca vyavahdra-yogyatdpddana-svabhdvena bhavati. tathd sati savis-

esatvam tad-abhdve prakdsataiva na sydt tucchataiva sydt. Ibid. p. 291.
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negatively helpful by detaching one's mind from objects other than

God; yet bhakti alone, exhibited in chanting God's name and in

being intoxicated with emotion for God, is considered to be of

supreme importance. The two forms of bhakti have but one

objective, namely, to afford pleasure to God; they are therefore

regarded as ahetukl. The true devotee finds a natural pleasure in

chanting the name of God and absorbing himself in meditation

upon God's merciful actions for the sake of humanity. Though the

paths of duty and of knowledge are prescribed for certain classes of

persons, yet the path of bhakti is regarded as superior; those who
are in it need not follow the path of knowledge and the path of

disinclination from worldly things^. All the various duties pre-
scribed in the sdstras are fruitful only if they are performed through
the inspiration of bhakti, and, even if they are not performed, one

may attain his highest only through the process of bhakti.

Bhakti is also described as being itself the emancipation

{tnuktiy. True philosophic knowledge {tattva-jndna) is the

secondary effect of bhakti. True tattva-jndna consists in the

realization of God in His three-fold form, as Brahman, Para-

matman and Bhagavan in relation to His threefold powers, with

which He is both identical and different. This reality of God can only
be properly realized and apperceived through bhakti^. Knowledge
is more remote than realization. Bhakti brings not only knowledge,
but also realization (jndna-mdtrasya kd vdrttd sdksdd api kurvanti) ;

it is therefore held that bhakti is much higher than philosophic

knowledge, which is regarded as the secondary effect of it. The true

devotee can realize the nature of God either in association with His

Powers or as divested of them, in His threefold form or in any
one of His forms, according as it pleases him. The effect of one's

good deeds is not the attainment of Heaven, but success in the

satisfaction of God through the production of bhakti. The nididhyd-
sana of the Upanisads means the worship of God (updsand) by
reciting the name and glory of God; when one does so with full

attachment to God, all the bonds of his karma are torn asunder.

The real difficulty however lies in the generation in one's mind of

'

bhajatdrn jndna-vairagydbhydsena prayojanam ndsti. Sat-sandarbha
, p. 48 1 .

^ niscald tvayi bhaktir yd saiva muktir jattdrdana (quotation from Skanda-
purdna, Revdkhanda). Ibid. p. 451.

^
Ibid. p. 454.
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a natural inclination for turning to God and finding supreme
satisfaction in reciting His name and glories. By association with

true devotees one's mind gradually becomes inclined to God, and

this is further intensified by the study of religious literature like the

Bhdgavata-purdna. As an immediate result of this, the mind

becomes dissociated from rajas and tamas (desires and afflictions),

and by a further extension of the attachment to God there dawns

the wisdom of the nature of God and His realization; as a result,

egoism is destroyed, all doubts are dissolved, and all bondage of

karma is also destroyed. Through reciting God's name and listening

to religious texts describing His nature one removes objective

ignorance regarding the nature of God, by deep thought and

meditation one dispels one's own subjective ignorance through
the destruction of one's illusory views regarding God, and by the

realization and direct apprehension of God the personal imperfection

which was an obstacle to the comprehension of the nature of God
is destroyed. The following of the path of bhakti is diff^erent from

the following of the path of duties in this, that, unlike the latter, the

former yields happiness both at the time of following and also when
the ultimate fulfilment is attained^. Thus one should give up all

eflForts towards the path of obligatory or other kinds of duties

[karma), or towards the path of knowledge or of disinclination

[vairdgyaY. These are fruitless without bhakti; for, unless the works

are dedicated to God, they are bound to afflict one with the bondage
of karma, and mere knowledge without bhakti is only external and

can produce neither realization nor bliss; thus neither the obli-

gatory (nitya) nor the occasional (naimittika) duties should be

performed, but the path of bhakti should alone be followed. If the

ultimate success of bhakti is achieved, there is nothing to be said

about it; but, even if the path of bhakti cannot be successfully

followed in the present life, there is no punishment in store for the

devotee ; for the follower of the path of bhakti has no right to follow

the path of knowledge or of duties [bhakti-rasikasya karmd-

nddhikdraty. God manifests Himself directly in the conscious

processes of all men, and He is the world-souH; and He alone is

* karmdnusthdnavan na sddhana-kdle sddhya-kdle vd bhahtyanusthdnatn
duhkha-riipam pratyitta sukha-rupam eva. Ibid. p. 457.

- Ibid. p. 457.
3 Ibid. p. 460.

* sarvesdm dhl-vrttibhih anubhutam sarvam yena sa eka eva sarvdntardtmd.
Ibid. p. 460.

Div 27
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to be worshipped. Since bhakti is in itself identical with emancipa-

tion, our ultimate object of attainment is bhakti {bhaktir evd-

bhidheyam vastu). A man who is on the path of bhakti has no need

to undergo troublous efforts for self-concentration; for the very
devotion would by itself produce self-concentration in a natural

and easy manner through the force of the devotional emotion. The

place of bhakti is so high that even those who have attained saintli-

ness or the stage ofjivan-mukti and whose sins have been burnt away

may have their fall, and their sins may re-grow through the will of

God, if they are disrespectful to God^ Even when through bhakti

the bondage of karma has been destroyed, there is scope for a still

higher extension of bhakti, through which one attains a still purer
form of his nature. Thus bhakti is a state of eternal realizations

which may subsist even when the impurities of bondage are

entirely removed. God is the supreme dispenser of all things;

through His will even the lowest of men may be transformed into

a god, and the gods also may be transformed into the lowest of

men. The existence of bhakti is regarded as the universal dispeller

of all evils; thus bhakti not only removes all kinds of defects, but

even the impending evils of karmas which are on the point of

fructification (prdrabdha-karma) are destroyed through its power^.
A true devotee therefore wants neither ordinary emancipation nor

anything else, but is anxious only to pursue the path of bhakti.

To a devotee there is nothing so desired as God. This devotion

to God may be absolutely qualityless (nirguna). The true knowledge
of God must be the knowledge of the qualityless (nirguna), and

therefore true devotion to Him must also be qualityless (nirguna);

for, in whatever way bhakti may manifest itself, its sole object is the

qualityless God. The meaning of the word "qualityless" (or

nirguna) is that in itself it is beyond the gunas. It has been explained

before that bhakti is nothing but a manifestation of God's essential

power, and as such it has God only as its constituent, and it must

therefore be regarded as beyond the gunas; but in its expression

bhakti may appear both as within or without the gunas. Knowledge
of Brahman may also be regarded as occurring in a twofold form;

*
jlvan-muktd apt punar bandhanam ydnti karmabhih

yady acintya-maha-iaktau bhagavaty aparddhinah.

Sat-sandarbha, p. 505.
Ibid. p. 516.
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as identity between the self and God, as in the case of the so-called

Brahma-vadins; and with a certain kind of duality, as in the case

of devotees. For this reason, though bhakti consists of knowledge
and action, it is to be regarded as nirguna, because it refers to God

alone, who is beyond all gunas. Bhakti is thus obviously a tran-

scendental process. It is no doubt true that sometimes it is de-

scribed as being associated with gunas (saguna); but in all such

cases such a characterization of bhakti can only be on account of its

association with intellectual, volitional or emotional qualities of the

mind^. 5/ia/e// really means
"
to live with God "

;
since God Himself

is beyond the gunas, residence with or in God must necessarily

mean a state beyond the gunas. There are others, however, who

distinguish bhakti as worshipful action and as God-realizing know-

ledge, and according to them it is only the latter that is regarded as

being beyond the gunas (nirguna). But, though the actual wor-

shipping action is manifested in and through the gunas, the spiritual

action determining it must be regarded as outside the material

influences 2.

A question may here naturally arise, that if God is always of the

nature of pure bliss, how is it possible for the devotee to please Him

by his bhakti} This has already been explained, and it may further

be added that bhakti is a mode of the self-realization of God's own
blissful nature; its mode of operation is such that here the hlddint

power of God works itself by taking in the devotee as its con-

stituent and its nature is such that it is blissful not only to God,
but also to the devotee^. The appearance of bhakti in a devotee is

due to God's will manifesting His self-realizing power in him, and

such a manifestation of His will is to be interpreted as His mercy.
So God is the real cause of the appearance of bhakti in any indi-

vidual. It is to be remembered that not only the rise of bhakti but

even the functioning of the sense-powers is due to the influence of

God;.thus God realizes Himself through men in all their conduct,

though in bhakti alone His highest and most blissful nature ex-

presses itself for the highest satisfaction of the devotee, and this

must therefore be regarded as an act of His special grace. It is said

in the scriptures that even a short recitation of God's name is

*
yat tu sn-kapila-devena bhakter api nirguna-sagunavasthdh kathitds tat

punah purusdntahkarana-gund eva tasydm upacaryante iti sthitam. Ibid. p. 520.
- Ibid. p. 522.

3
jijI^ p ^23.
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sufficient to satisfy God, and those who consider these texts as

exaggeration (arthavdda) are punished by God. But the true

devotee does not cease from reciting the name of God because a

single recital has been sufficient to please Him; for the very recital

of God's name fills him with thrills of great joy. But still there are

cases in which a single recital is not sufficient to produce the

realization of God; in such cases it is to be presumed that the

devotee is a great sinner. To those who are great sinners God is not

easily inclined to extend His mercy; such persons should con-

tinually recite the name of God until their sins are thereby washed

away and the desired end is attained. The recital of God's name is

by itself sufficient to destroy even the worst of sins; but insincerity

of mind (kautilya), irreligiosity (asraddhd), and attachment to those

things which impede our attachment to God are the worst vices;

for through their presence the revelation of the process of bhakti

in the mind is obstructed, and such persons cannot attach them-

selves to God^. Thus much learning and consequent crookedness

of heart may prove to be a much stronger impediment to the rise

of bhakti than even the commission of the deadliest of sins or

submersion in deep ignorance; for God is merciful to the latter but

not to the former; such attitudes of mind can only be due to the

existence of very grave long-standing sins. A single recital is

sufficient for success only when there are no previous sins and

when no serious offences are committed after the recital of the

name^; but, if at the time of death one recites the name of God,
then a single recital is sufficient to dispel all sins and bring about

intimate association with God^.

Without religious faith {sraddhd) it is not possible for a man
to follow the path either of knowledge or of duties; but still

religious faith is an indispensable condition for those who wish to

follow the path of bhakti. Once the religious bhakti is roused one

should give up the path of knowledge and of duties. Bhakti does

not require for its fulfilment the following of any ritual process.

Just as fire naturally by itself burns the straw, so the recital of

God's name and His glories would by itself, without the delay of

any intermediary process, destroy all sins. Religious faith is not in

itself a part of bhakti, but it is a pre-condition which makes the

*
Sat-sandarbha, pp. 532-4.

^ Ibid. p. 536.
' Ibid. p. 536.
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rise of bhakti^ possible. In following the path of bhakti one should

not try to follow also the path of knowledge or of duties; such a

course will be a strong impediment to the acceleration of bhakti.

If bhakti produces proximity to God, then, since God has three

powers
—Brahman, Paramatman, and Bhagavan

—it is possible to

have three kinds of proximity; of these the third is better than the

second, and the second is better than the first. The realization of

God as endowed with forms is superior to His realization without

any forms. The true devotee prefers his position as the servant of

God to any other so-called higher position of power and glory 2;

he therefore wishes for pure bhakti, unassociated with any other

so-called beneficial results. It is these devotees, who want God and

God alone, that are called the ekdntins, who are superior to all other

types of devotees; this kind of bhakti is called dkincana-bhakti.

It may be argued, that since all individuals are parts of God, and

since they are naturally attached to Him as parts to wholes, the

dkincana-bhakti should be natural to them all; but to this the reply

is that man is not a part of God so far as He is in His own essential

nature, but he is a part of Him so far as He is endowed with His

diverse powers, including His neutral powers (tatastha-sakti). Man
is a part of God in the sense that both externally and internally he

is in direct connection with God; but still he has his own instincts,

tendencies, habits and the like, and it is these that separate him

from God. For this reason, though man shares in the life of God
and has the same life as He, yet, being hidden in his own sheath of

ideas and tendencies, he cannot indulge in his natural truth-right

of devotion to God except through the grace of God^. When a man
is not under the sway of great obstructive sins such as crookedness

and the like, association with other devotees gives an occasion to

God for extending His grace in rousing devotion in his mind. It

cannot be said that all beings must necessarily attain salvation; the

number of souls is infinite, and only those will attain salvation who

may happen to awaken His grace. Man from beginningless time is

^ bhakti is said to have nine characteristics, as follows:

sravanam klrtanam visnoh smaranam pdda-sevanam
arccanam vandanam ddsyam saukhyam dtma-nivedanam.

Ibid. p. 541.

But it is not necessary that bhakti should be pursued in all these ninefold forms.
- ko miidho ddsatdm prdpya prdbhavam padam icchati. Ibid. p. 551.
* Ibid. p. 553.
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ignorant of God and is disinclined from Him; and this natural

impediment can only be removed by association with true devotees

(sat-sariga); God descends into men through the grace of good
devotees who have at some time or other suffered like other

ordinary people and are therefore naturally sympathetic to them^.

God Himself cannot have sympathy with men, for sympathy pre-

supposes suffering; God is of the nature of pure bliss and could not

have experienced the suffering of ordinary beings.

The best devotee is he who perceives God in all beings, and

also perceives all beings as parts of himself and of God as He
reveals Himself in him 2. The second type of devotee is he who has

love for God, friendship for His devotees, mercy for the ignorant

and indifference with reference to his enemies^. The lower type
of devotee is he who worships the image of God with faith and

devotion, but has no special feeling for the devotees of God or other

persons^. There are other descriptions also of the nature of the best

devotee : thus it is said in the Gttd that he whose heart is pure and

unafflicted by the tendencies of desire and deeds, and whose mind

is always attached to God, is to be regarded as the best devotee^;

it is further said that the best devotee is he who makes no distinc-

tion between himself and others, or between his own things and

those of others, and is the friend of all persons and at absolute peace
with himself^

; and, further, that the best devotee is he whose heart

is held directly by God and holds within it in bonds of love the

lotus-feet of God'.

From another point of view bhakti is defined as service {sevd)

or as that by which everything can be attained
;
the former is called

svarQpa-laksana and the latter tatastha-laksana. Bhakti is again

regarded as being of a threefold nature : as merely external {dropa-

*
^af-sandarbha, p. 557.

sarva-bhutefu yah pasyed bhagavad-bhdvam dtmanah.

bhatdni bhagavaty dtmany esa bhdgavatottamah. Ibid. p. 561.
' livare tad-adhlnesu hdlisesu dvisatsv apt

prema-maitri-krpopeksd yah karoti sa madhyamah. Ibid. p. 562.
* arccdyam eva haraye pujam yah sraddhayeate

na tad-bhaktesu cdnye^ sa bhaktah prdkrtah smrtah.

Ibid. p. 564.
* na kdma-karma-bljdndrn yasya cetasi sambhavah

vdsudevaika-nilayah sa vai bhdgavatottamah. Ibid. p. 564.
* na yasya svah para iti vittesv dtmani vd bhidd

sarva-bhuta-suhrc chdntah sa vai bhdgavatottamah. Ibid. p. 565.
' Ibid. p. 565.
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siddha), as due to association with other devotees (sanga-siddha),

and as due to a sincere spirit of natural affection for God {svarupa-

siddha). In the first two cases the bhakti is called fictitious

(kitava), and in the last it is called real {akitavay. The most direct

action to be performed in the path of bhakti is to listen to and recite

the names and glories of God, but indirectly associated with it

there is also the dedication of all actions to God. In doing this one

includes even his bad deeds
;
a devotee not only dedicates the fruits

of his religious duties, ordinary duties of life, but also those which

are done through the prompting of passions. He confesses to God
all the imperfections of his nature and all the bad deeds that he has

performed, and prays to Him for His grace by which all his sins are

washed away. The devotee prays to God that he may be intoxicated

by love for Him in the same manner that a young woman is smitten

with love for a young man or vice versa^. When a man performs an

action through motives of self-interest, he may suffer through

failures or through deficient results; but, when one dedicates his

actions to God, he no longer suffers any pains through such failures.

All actions and their fruits really belong to God
;
it is only through

ignorance or false notions that we appropriate them to ourselves

and are bound by their ties. But, if those very actions are performed
in the true perspective, we cannot in any way be bound down by
their effects; thus those actions which are responsible for our

births and rebirths can destroy that cycle and free us from their

bondage, when it is realized they belong not to us, but to God^.

If it is argued that the performance of mandatory actions produces

a new and unknown potency {apurva) in the performer, then also

it may be argued that the real performer in the man is his inner

controller (antar-ydmin), which impels him to do the action, and

so the action belongs to this inner controller—God; and it is

wrong to suppose that the performer of the action is the real agent*.

Thus all the Vedic duties can be performed only by God as the

supreme agent, and so the fruits of all actions can belong only to Him.

The dedication of our actions to God may again be of a twofold

nature: one may perform an action with the express object of

^ Sat-sandarbha, pp. 581-2.
* yuvatlndm yathd yuni yundnca yuvatau yathd

mano'bhiramate tadvan mano me ratnatdm tvayi.

Visnu-purdnam, ibid. p. 58
' Ibid. p. 584.

* Ibid. p. 585.
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pleasing God thereby, or he may perform the action without any
desire to reap their fruits, and may dedicate them to God—one is

karma-sannydsa and the other phala-sannydsa. Actions may be

motivated either through desires or for the sake of God, i.e.,

leaving the effects to God or for pleasing God, and this last is said

to be due to pure bhakti. These three types of actions are classified

as kdmand-nimitta, naiskarmya-nimitta and bhakti-nimitta. True

devotees perform all their actions for the sake of pleasing God and

for nothing else^ Bhakti again may be regarded as associated with

karma, and as such it may be regarded as sakdrna, kaivalya-kdma
and bhakti-mdtra-kdma. When one becomes devoted to God for the

fulfilment of ordinary desires, this is regarded as sakdma-bhakti.

Kaivalya-kdma-bhakti may be regarded as associated with karma

or with karma and knowledge (jndna); this is to be found in the case

of one who concentrates upon God and enters into the path of

yoga;; practises detachment, and tries to conceive of his unity with

God, and through such processes frees himself from the bondage
of prakrti; through knowledge and action he tries to unify the

jivdtman with the paramdtman. The third type may be associated

either with karma or with karma und jndna.
' Of these the first class

expresses their devotion by reciting God's name and glories, by

continually worshipping Him, and by dedicating all their actions

to God. The second class of devotees add to their duties of worship
to God the continual pursuit of an enlightened view of all things;

they think of all people as manifestations of God
; they are patient

under all exciting circumstances and detach themselves from all

passions; they are respectful to the great and merciful to the humble

and the poor, and friendly to their equals; they practise the virtues

included within yama and niyama, destroy all their egotism, and

continue to think of the glory of God and to recite His name. He

who, however, has the highest type of bhakti—the akincana-bhakti

—in him it is such that simply on hearing the name of God his mind

flows to Him just as the waters of the Ganges flow into the ocean.

Such a one does not accept anything that may be given to him; his

only pleasure exists in being continuously immersed in God.

From another point of view bhakti can be divided into two

classes, vaidhl and rdgdnuga. The vaidhl-bhakti is of two kinds,

leading him to devote himself to God, and to worship without any
^
Sat-sandarbha, p. 586.
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ulterior motive. It is vaidhl because here the prompting to the

course of bhakti comes from scriptural sources (otherwise called

vidhi, or scriptural injunctions). The vaidhi-bhakti is of various

kinds, such as seeking of protection (sarandpatti), association with

good teachers and devotees, to listen to God's name and to recite

His name and glories^. Of these sarandgati is the most important;

it means seeking protection of God upon being driven to despair

by all the dangers and sufferings of life. Thus in sarandgati there

must be a driving cause which impels one to seek the protection of

God as the sole preserver. Those who turn to God merely out of

deep attachment for Him are also impelled by their abhorrence of

their previous state, when their minds were turned away from God.

It also implies a belief either that there is no other protector, or

a renunciation of any other person or being to whom one had clung
for support. One should leave all hope in the Vedic or srnrti injunc-

tions, and turn to God as the only support, ^arandpatti may be

defined as consisting of the following elements : (i) to work and think

always in a manner agreeable to God, (ii) to desist from anything
that may in any way displease God, (iii) strong faith that He will

protect, (iv) clinging to Him for protection, (v) to throw oneself

entirely into God's hands and to consider oneself entirely de-

pendent on Him, and (vi) to consider oneself a very humble being

waiting for the grace of God to descend on him 2. Of all these the

main importance is to be attached to the adoption of God alone as

sole protector, with whom the other elements are only intimately

associated. But next to the solicitation of the protection of God is

the solicitation of help from one's religious teacher {guru) and

devotion to his service, as well as to the service of great men, by
whose association one may attain much that would be otherwise

unattainable^. One of the chief forms in which the vaidhi-bhakti

manifests itself is in regarding oneself as the servant of God, or in

considering God as our best friend. The sentiments of service and

friendship should be so deep and intense as to lead one to renounce

^ atha vaidhl-bheddh saratiapatti-srl-gurv-ddi-sat-sevd-sravana-klrtand-dayah.

Sat-sandarbha, p. 593.
*

sarandpatter laksanam vaisnava-tantre,

dnukulyasya samkalpah prdtikulya-vivarjanam

raksisyatlti visvdso goptrtve varanam tathd

dtma-niksepa-kdrpanye sadvidhd sarandgatih. Ibid. p. 593,
* Ibid. pp. 595-604.
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one's personality entirely to God; this complete renunciation of

oneself to God is technically called dtma-nivedana. The rdgdnuga,

or purely emotional type of bhakti, must be distinguished from

vaidhi-bhakti; since the rdgdnuga-bhakti follows only the bent of

one's own emotions, it is difficult to define its various stages. In

this form of hhakti the devotee may look upon God as if He were

a human being, and may turn to Him with all the ardour and

intensity of human emotions and passions; thus one of the chief

forms in which this type of hhakti manifests itself is to be found in

those cases where God is the object of a type of deep love which in

human relation would be called sex-love. Sex-love is one of the

most intense passions of which our human nature is capable, and,

accordingly, God may be loved with the passionate intensity of sex-

love. In following this course of love the devotee may for the time

being forget the divinity of God, may look upon Him as a fellow-

being, and may invest Him with all the possibilities of human
relations and turn to Him as if He were his intimate friend or a

most beloved husband. He may in such circumstances dispense

entirely with the ritualistic formalities of worship, meditation,

recital of His names or glories, and simply follow his own emotional

bent and treat God just as may befit the tendency of his emotion

at the time. There may however be stages where the rdgdnuga is

mixed up with vaidhi, where the devotee follows some of the

courses of the vaidhi-bhakti and is yet passionately attached to God.

But those who are simply dragged forward by passion for God are

clearly above the range of the duties of vaidhi-bhakti; not only

through such passionate attachment to God, but even when one's

mind is filled with a strong emotion of anger and hatred towards

God, so as to make one completely forget oneself and to render

oneself entirely pervaded by God's presence
—even as an object of

hatred—one may, by such an absorption of one's nature in God,
attain one's highest. The process by which one attains one's highest

through rdgdnuga-bhakti is the absorption of the nature of the

devotee by God through an all-pervading intense emotion. For

this reason, whenever the mind of a man is completely under

the sway of a strong emotion of any description with reference

to God, he is absorbed, as it were, in God's being and thus

attains his highest through a complete disruption of his limited

personality.
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In the sixth section, the Priti-sandarhha, the author of the

Sat-sandarhha deals with the nature of bliss (priti) as the ultimate

reality and object of the best of our human efforts. The ultimate

object or end of man is the attainment of happiness and the destruc-

tion of sorrow; only when God is pleased can one secure the ulti-

mate extinction of sorrow and the attainment of eternal happiness.

God, the ultimate reality, is the ultimate and infinite bliss, though
He may show Himself in diverse forms. The individual or the jtva,

not having any true knowledge of God and being obscured by

maydy fails to know His true nature, becomes associated with many

subjective conditions, and undergoes the sorrow of beginningless

cycles of births and rebirths. The realization of the highest bliss

consists in the realization of the ultimate reality; this can happen

only through the cessation of one's ignorance and the consequent
ultimate cessation of one's sorrows. Of these the former, though

expressed in a negative form, is in reality positive, being of the

nature of the self-luminosity of the ultimate reality and the self-

manifestation of the same. The latter, being of the nature of a

negation through destruction, is eternal and unchangeable
—such

that, when sorrows are once ultimately uprooted, there cannot be

any further accretion of sorrow. The realization of God is thus the

only way of attaining the highest happiness or bliss ^ Emancipation

{mukti) is the realization of God, accompanied as a consequence by
that cessation of the bondage of egoism which is the same thing as

existence in one's true nature. This existence in one's own nature

is the same thing as the realization of one's own nature as the

supreme soul (Paramatman). But in this connection it must be

noted that the jiva is not identical with the supreme soul
;
for it is

only a part of it; its nature as bliss is thus to be affirmed only be-

cause of the fact that its essence is derived from the essence of the

supreme soul. The realization of God, the absolute whole, is only

through the realization of His part as the supreme soul {arnsena

arnst-prdpti). This can be attained in two ways, first, as the attain-

ment of Brahmahood by the revelation of His knowledge as

constituting only His essential powers along with the destruction

of individual ignorance (which is a state or function of mdyd only) ;

*
nirastdtisaydhlada-sukha-hhavaika-laksand

bhefojam bhagavat-prdptir ekdntdtyantikd matd.

Vifnu-purdna, Sat-sandarhha, p. 674.
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secondly, as the realization of God in His personal nature, as

associated with His supra-rational powers in a personal manner.

Emancipation [mukti) may be achieved both in life and after death;

when one realizes the true nature of God, one's false apprehension
of His nature vanishes and this is one's state of mukti; at death also

there may be a revelation of God's true nature, and a direct and

immediate realization of His nature as God.

Ultimate Realization.

The realization of the nature of ultimate reality may again be

of a twofold nature: abstract, i.e., as Brahman, and concrete, i.e.,

as personal God or the supreme soul (Paramatman). In the latter

case the richness of the concrete realization is further increased

when one learns to realize God in all His diverse forms^. In this

stage, though the devotee realizes the diverse manifold and infinite

powers of God, he learns to identify his own nature with the nature

of God as pure bliss. Such an identification of God's nature

manifests itself in the form of the emotion of bhakti or joy (priti);

the devotee experiences his own nature as joy, and realizes his

oneness with God through the nature of God as bliss or joy. It is

through the experience of such joy that the ultimate cessation of

sorrow becomes possible, and without it the devotee cannot realize

God in association with all His diverse and infinite powers. By the

intimate experience of the joyous nature of God His other attri-

butes, characters and powers can also be revealed to him. Man

naturally seeks to realize himself through joy; but ordinarily he

does not know what is the true object of joy, and thus he wastes his

energies by seeking joy in diverse worldly objects. He attains his

true end when he realizes that God is the source of all joy, that He
alone should be sought in all our endeavours, and that in this way
alone can one attain absolute joy and ultimate liberation in joy.

The true devotee wishes to attain kaivalya; but kaivalya means
"
purity," and, as the true nature of God is the only ultimate purity,

kaivalya would mean the realization of God's nature. The joy of

the realization of God and God alone should therefore be regarded
as the true kaivalya, the ultimate nature of God.

In the state oijivan-mukti the individual, through a true know-

ledge of himself and his relation to God, comes to realize that the

*
Sat-sandarbha, p. 675.
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world is both being and non-being, and has therefore no real

existence in its own true nature, but is only regarded as part of

himself through his own ignorance {avidyd). The mere negation of

the world is not enough; for there is here also the positive know-

ledge of the true nature of the individual as dependent on God.

In this stage the individual realizes the falsity of associating world-

experiences with his own nature, and learns to identify the latter as

a part of God. In this state he has to experience all the fruits of his

deeds which are on the point of yielding fruits, but he feels no

interest in such experiences, and is no longer bound by them^. As

a further culmination of this stage, the functioning of mdyd in its

individual form as ignorance [avidyd) ceases with the direct and

immediate revelation of the true nature of God and with participa-

tion in His true nature as joy; the complete cessation of mdyd
should therefore be regarded as the final state of mukti^.

It should be borne in mind that the jtva is a part of the ultimate

reality in association with the energy of God as represented in the

totality oi thejtvas. The ultimate reality is like the sun and the jlvas

are like the rays which emanate from it. From their root in God they

have sprung out of Him, and, though seemingly independent of Him,
are yet in complete dependence on Him. Their existence outside

of Him also is not properly to be asserted; for in reality such an

appearance of existence outside Him is only the effect of the veil of

mdyd. The comparison of the jivas with the rays merely means that

they have no separate existence from that body whose rays they are,

and in this sense they are entirely dependent on God. When the

jivas are regarded as the power or energy of God, the idea is that

they are the means through which God expresses Himself. As God
is endowed with infinite powers, it is not difficult to admit that the

jivas, the manifestations of God's power, are in themselves real

agents and enjoyers, and the suggestion of the extreme monist, that

to assert agency or enjoyability of them is illusory, is invalid; for

agency in an individual is a manifestation of God's power. It is

through that that the jivas pass through the cycle of samsdra, and

it is through the operation of the essential power of God that they

learn to perceive the identity of their own nature with God and

immerse themselves in emotion towards Him. The view that there is

*
asya prdrabdha-karma-mdtrdndni anabhinivesenaiva bhogah. Ibid. p. 678.

2 Ibid. p. 678.
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no experience ofjoy in the state of emancipation is invalid
;
for in that

case the state of emancipation would not be desirable. Moreover,
the view that in the state of emancipation one becomes absolutely

identical with Brahman, which is of the nature of pure joy, is also

wrong; for no one wishes to become identical with joy, but to

experience it. The extreme form of monism cannot therefore explain

why the state of emancipation should be desirable; if emanci-

pation cannot be proved to be an intensely desirable state, there

will be no reason why anyone should make any effort to attain it.

It may further be added that, if the ultimate reality be of the nature

of pure bliss and knowledge, there is no way of explaining why it

should be subject to the obscuring influence of tndyd. The concep-
tion of whole and part explains the fact that, though the jlvas are

not different from God, yet they are not absolutely identical, being
indeed entirely dependent on Him. The proper way of regarding

God is to recognize Him as presiding over all beings as they are

associated with their specific conditions and limitations—as varied

personalities and yet as one; this is the way to unify the concept of

Paramatman with that of Bhagavan^.

The Joy of bhakti.

Joy in God may be of a twofold nature. By an extension of

meaning joy may be that attachment to God which produces the

realization of the true conception of God {bhagavad-visaydnukulya-
tmakas tad-anugata-sprhd ditnayo jndna-visesas tat-prltih). But

there is a more direct experience of joy in God which is directly of

an intensely emotional nature; this type of bhakti is also called rati.

This is also described as bhakti as love (preman). Just as one is

attracted to physical objects by their beauty, apart from any notion

of utility, so one may also be attracted by divine beauty and the

diverse qualities of God, and fall into intense love with Him. It has

already been said above that the joy of God manifests itself in the

hearts of His devotees and produces their joyful experience of God.

^
Apart from the higher kind of mukti reserved for the most superior type of

bhaktas there are other kinds of inferior Hberation described as sdlokya (co-

existence with God), sdrsti (the advantage of displaying the same miraculous

powers as God), sdrupya (having the same form as that of God), sdmipya (having
the privilege of always being near God), sdyujya (the privilege of entering into

the divine person of God). A true bhakta, however, always rejects these privi-

leges, and remains content with his devotion to God. Sat-sandarbha, p. 691.
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This may be regarded as an active phase of God's joy as dis-

tinguished from His nature as pure joy. God's joy is said to be of

two kinds: His nature as pure joy (svarupdnanda), and His nature

in the active phases of the joy of His own powers {svarUpa-saktyd-

nanda). This last is again of two kinds, viz., mdnasdnanda and

aisvarydnanda, i.e., joy as the active operation of bhakti, and joy

in His own majesty^. When a devotee is attached to God by a sense

of His greatness or majesty, such a state of mind is not regarded as

an instance of joy or prlti; but, when the bhakti takes a purely

emotional form as the service of God, or as immediately dependent
on Him, or as attached to Him through bonds of intense love (like

those of a bride for her lover, of a friend for his friend, of a son for

his father or of the father for his child), we have bhakti as priti.

Priti or "joy" manifests itself in its most intense and elevated form

when the attraction has all the outward appearance of physical love,

and all the well-known exciting factors and modes of enjoyment of

that emotion
; but, as this emotion is directed towards God and has

none of the biological or physiological accompaniments of physical

love, it should be sharply distinguished from that love; but it has

all the external expressions of erotic love. For this reason it can

be properly described only in terms of the inward experience and

the outward expressions of erotic love. Joy (priti) is defined as an

emotional experience constituting an inclination and attraction

towards its object 2. In ordinary emotions the objects to which they

have reference are worldly objects of sense or ideas associated with

them, but in godward emotions God is their only object. Such a

joy in God flows easily {svdhhdviki) through God's grace, and is not

the result of great eff^orts; it is superior to emancipation^. This joy

may grow so much in intensity that the devotee may forget himself

^ Ibid. p. 722
- tatra ulldsdtmako jfidna-visesah sukham; tathd visaydnukulydtmakas

tad - dnukrdydnugata - tat - sprhd-tad-anubhava-hetukolldsa-maya -jndna-visesa-

priyatd. Ibid. p. 718.
^ The yearning implied in bhakti is almost a distressing impulse and is not

only erotic in type. Thus it is said:

ajdta-paksd iva mdtaram khagdh
stanyam yathd vatsatardh ksudhdrtdh

priyam priyeva vyusitam visanno

mano'ravinddksa didrksate tvdm. Ibid. p. 726.
Two stages are sometimes distinguished according to the intensity of the

development of joy, viz., udaya, isad-udgama; the latter has again two stages.

The culminating stage is called prakatodaydvasthd.
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completely and feel himself as one with God; this is technically

called mahdhhdva^ . In a general sense hhakti may be said to pro-

duce a sense of unique possession (mamatd), and consequently great

attachment of heart; this emotion may express itself in various

forms. But there is also the other quieter form (sclnta) of devotion,

in which the devotee feels himself to be of God, but not that God is

his, like Sanaka and other devotees of his type 2. Here also there

is a remote sense of God's possession, i.e., as master—as looking

forward for His grace as a master (bhrtyatva), protector (pdlyatva),

or as a fond parent {Idlyatva). One may also enjoy God in himself,

assuming the role of a parent and looking upon God as a dear child ;

this kind of emotion is called vdtsalya. But, as has been said above,

the most intense joy in God takes the conjugal form; the difference

between eroticism (kdma) and this type of love (rati) is that the

former seeks self-satisfaction, while the latter seeks the satisfaction

of the beloved God; yearning is the common element in both.

These devotees, through their dominant emotion of love, restrict

their relation to God solely to His aspect of sweetness {mddhurya), as

a great lover. The affection of Radha for Ksrna is said to illustrate

the highest and intensest form of this love. The Vaisnava writers

frequently explain this love in accordance with the analysis of ordi-

nary mundane love current in books of rhetoric {alanikdra-sdstra).

In treating of the subject of hhakti it is impossible not to make

a short reference to the well known work of Rupa GosvamI,

Bhakti-rasdmrta-sindhu. This work is divided into four books,

purva, daksina, pascima, and iittara, and each of these is divided into

chapters called laharls. In writing out the chapters of the Bhakti-

sandarbha and the Priti-sandarbha Jiva GosvamI, the nephew of

Rupa, was much indebted to the above work of the latter, on which

he had also written a commentary, Durgama-sangamana, after the

^
Sat-sandarbha, p. 732. There occurs here a quotation from Ujjvala-nila-

mani to illustrate the situation :

rddhdya bhavatasca citta-jaturii svedair vildpya kratnad

yunjatxn adri-nikunja-kunjara-pater nirdhuta-bhedd-bhramam

citrnya svayam anvaranjayad iha brahmdnda-harmyodare

bhuyobhir nava-rdga-hihgula-phalaih srnqdra-cdruh krtih.

*
saty api bheddpagame ndtha tat'dharn na mdmakinas tvarri samudro hi

tarangah kvacana samudro na tdratigali. Ibid. p. 735. harer gund dvividhdh

bhakta-citta-samskdra-hetavas tadabhimdna-visesya-hetavas'cdnye . . . (p. 733).

jiidna-bhaktir bhaktir vdtsalyam maitrl kdnta-bhdvasca (p. 738). Though all

these different varieties of bhakti are mentioned, it is admitted that various other

forms may arise from these simply by their mutual mixture in various degrees.
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completion of the Bhdgavata-sandarhha. Superior (uttama) bhakti

is here defined as the mental state and the associated physical

actions for yielding satisfaction to Krsna {dnukulyena krsnd-

nusilanam) without any further desire, motive or object of any

description; such a bhakti must not be associated with any monistic

philosophical wisdom, such as that of extreme monists like

Saiikara, or the philosophical wisdom of Sarnkhya, Yoga and other

systems, nor with the performance of any obligatory or occasional

duties as enjoined in the smrti literature 1. Such a bhakti has six

characteristics. First, it destroys sins, their roots and ignorance.

Sins are of two kinds, those which are not in a state of fruition

(aprdrabdha), and those which are (prdrabdha); and bhakti removes

them both. The roots of sins are evil tendencies of the mind, other-

wise called the karmdsayas, and these too are destroyed by bhakti,

which, as it is concrete wisdom, also destroys ignorance (avidyd).

Secondly, it is described as holy or good {subhada). Through bhakti

one renders happiness to the world and is attached by bonds of

friendship and love to all people; as a devotee is a friend of all, all

beings are also his friends. Thirdly, a devotee is so much satisfied

with his joy in bhakti that emancipation has no attractions for him.

Fourthly, the attainment of bhakti is extremely difficult; for even

with the utmost effort one may not attain it without the grace of

God. Fifthly, the joy of bhakti is infinitely superior to the joy of

emancipation through Brahma-knowledge. Sixthly, bhakti over-

comes God to such an extent that He is completely drawn to the

service of His devotee. Even a little bhakti is superior to much

philosophical learning; philosophical and logical discussions lead

to no certainty, and the thesis established by an able reasoner may

easily be disproved by another who is abler; such logical dis-

cussions are only barren and ineffectual for true realization.

Rupa distinguishes three kinds of bhakti: sddhana, bhdva and

preman^. The sddhana-bhakti stands for the different means whose

*
anydbhildsitd-sunyam jndna-karmddy-andvrtam

dnukulyena krsndnusllanam bhaktir uttamd.

3 T.-. 12 1- Bhakti-rasdmrta-sindhu, i. i. 9.

sd bhaktih sddhanam bhdvah premd ceti tridhoditd.

In commenting upon this passage Jiva GosvamI says that bhakti is of two kinds,

sddhana and sddhya ; of these the second is of pure emotionahsm and consists of

five varieties: bhdva, prema, pranaya, sneha and rdga. The author of Ujjvala-

nlla-mani adds three more, mdna, anurdga and mahd-bhdva. Rupa has not

mentioned these last because they are but variant forms of prema.

D IV 28
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adoption enables the mental emotion to emerge in a natural way
as bhdva-bhakti (also called sddhya-bhakti). But Rupa further

adds that the natural devotional emotion cannot be produced by

any course of conduct or any effort
;
for bhakti is the highest good

and as such is eternal. Nothing that is eternal can be produced; the

true devotional emotion therefore cannot be created—it already

exists in the heart, and the function of the sddhana-bhakti is merely
to manifest it in the heart in the enjoyable form^. This sddhana-

bhakti is of two kinds, vaidhi and rdgdnuga^: these have already

been described above. One is within the sphere of vaidhi-bhakti

only so long as natural attachment to God does not reveal itself

within one's heart. It is said that one who has a logical mind and

is well read in the sdstras, and is also a man of firm conviction with

a great faith in the Vaisnava religion, is best fitted for vaidhl-

bhaktP. Desire for worldly happiness or for emancipation is the

greatest obstacle to the rise of bhakti. One following the path of

bhakti incurs no demerit if he does not perform the obligatory and

other duties as enjoined in the Vedas; but he is at fault if he does

not perform the true duties of a Vaisnava; but even in such cases

a Vaisnava need not perform any expiatory duties; for the mere

recital of God's name is sufficient to remove all his sins. No in-

junctions of the sdstras have any reference to a devotee. The com-

plete code of moral virtues and many ritualistic duties are counted

as preliminary conditions for a person following the path of bhakti^.

In many undeserving pupils too much learning or indulgence is

regarded as a great obstruction of the path of bhakti^. A devotee

of the vaidhi type should meditate upon the beauty of God and all

His qualities and glories, and learn to regard himself as His servant;

one of the conditions of meditation upon God as master is to train

oneself in dedicating all one's actions to God. He should also try

*
krti-sddhyd bhavet sddhya-bhdvd sd sddhandbhidhd

nitya-siddhasya bhdvasya prdkatyam hrdi sddhyatd.

Bhakti-rasdmrta-sindhu, i. 2. 2.
^ Ibid. I. 2. 4.
^ sdstre yuktau ca nipunah sarvathd drdha-ttiscayah

praudha-sraddho'dhikdri yah sa bhaktdvuttamah matah.

Ibid. I. 2. II.
* Ibid. I. 2. 42, etc.

* na sifydn anubadhmta granthdn naivdbhyased bahun

na vydkhydm upayunjita ndrambhdn drabhet kvacit.

Ibid. I. 2. 52.
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to generate in himself the firm conviction that God is the greatest

friend of His devotees; one should try to look upon God as one's

best friend. The Sastric duties should be performed only so long

as there is no real inclination of the mind towards God, to recite

His name, to listen to His glories, and to say them with joy. As

soon as this stage comes, one is on the path of vaidhi-bhakti and

must follow its specific duties, so that it may continually grow into

a truly natural and irresistible emotion. Here begins the stage of

sddhya-bhakti with hhdva. Even before we come to this there is

another stage of sddhana-bhakti, the rdgdnuga. It is only when one

transcends this stage that one can come to a still higher stage of the

sddhya-bhakti with its successive developments. Rdgdnuga-bhakti
is said to be an imitation of the rdgdtmikd^. The rdgdtmikd-bhakti

is the bhakti as natural attachment; rdga means "attachment".

This rdgdtmikd-bhakti may be of the type of erotic emotion (kdma)

or the assumption of other relationships^, such as friendship,

parenthood, etc. The rdgdnuga-bhakti is that where there is no

natural attachment, but where there is an effort to imitate the forms

of natural emotional attachment, and it may be associated with the

diverse steps taken for the furtherance of vaidhi-bhakti. The

distinction of prema (spiritual love) and kdma has already been

explained above. Though kdma is often used in connection with the

intoxicating love of God, yet it is used in the sense ofprema^. The

rdgdnuga-bhakti thus following the two kinds of subdivision of

rdgdtmikd-bhakti is itself also of two kinds, kdmdnuga and

sambandhdnuga.
From the second stage of sddhana-bhakti as rdgdnuga we come

to the stage of bhdva-bhakti, which also evolves itself into ever more

1
xnrdjantlm dbhivyaktdiji vraja-vdsi-janddisu

rdgdtmikdm anusrtd yd sd rdgdnugocyate. Ibid. i. 2. 131.
* It is said that in the case of natural attachment, even when it takes the fonn

of an inimical relationship to God, it is superior to any type of vaidhi-bhakti

where there is no such natural attachment. Thus it is said in Jiva's Durgama-

safigamana, i. 2. 135: yathd vairdnubandhena martyas tanmayatdm iydt na tathd

bhakti-yogena iti me niscitd matih tad api rdgamaya-kdmddy-apekfayd vidkima-

yasya cittdvesa-hetutve'tyanta-nyunatvam iti vyanjandrtham eva. yesu bhdva-

mayefu nindito'pi vairdnubandho vidhimaya-bhakti-yogdc chresthdh. The natural

feeling of enmity towards God can be regarded as bhdvdtmikd (or emotional)

but not as rdgdtmikd. It cannot also be regarded as bhakti, for there is no desire

here to please God ;
it therefore stands on a separate basis ;

it is inferior to rdgdt-

mikd-bhakti but superior to vaidhi-bhakti.
'
premaiva gopa-rdmdndm kdma ityagamat prathdm. Ibid. i. 2. 142, 143.

28-2
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intense forms until it reaches the stage of mahd-bhdva already

described. It is regarded as the manifestation of the pure tran-

scendent sattva (the blissful nature of God). Bhakti has already

been defined as behaviour that is intended to please God and which

has no further object or end in view; as such it would involve some

kind of effort {cestd-rupa) on the part of the devotee. But here the

meaning is modified to denote only the emotional condition of

mind, including physiological and physical changes produced in

the body by it, and as roused by emotive conditions such as the

object of love, excitants of love, the feeding emotions, external

manifestation determining and increasing the original dominant

emotion^. The first stage of natural attachment to God as love is

called bhdva and is associated with slight physiological effects like

shedding tears or the rising of the hair on the body and the like^.

This emotion is of a transcendental nature and of the nature of the

power of God, involving consciousness and bliss; therefore it is on

the one hand self-revealing (svaprakdsa) and self-enjoying, and on

the other hand it reveals the nature of God, whose power it is, and

to whom it refers. Being a power of God it appears in the mental

states of the devotee, becomes identified with them, and manifests

itself in identity with them. Bhakti, as it appears in the devotee,

is thus an identity of the transcendent and the phenomenal, and

reveals the dual function of enjoying the sweetness of the nature of

God and the self-revealing sweet enjoyable nature of its own. It is

thus cognitive with reference to its object, and involves a dual en-

joyment of God's sweet nature as well as the sweet nature of bhakti

itself. It is the root of all rati (or enjoyment) and is therefore also

called rati^. An inferior amount of it is generally common to all,

^
sarirendriya-vargasya vikdrdndm vidhdyikdh

bhdva-vibhdva-janitds' citta-vrttayah iritdh.

Durgama-sangamana, i. 3. i.

*
premnas tu prathamdvasthd bhdva ity abhidhlyate

sdttvikdh svalpa-mdtrdh syuryatrdsru-pulakddayah.

Bhakti-rasdmrta-sindhu, I. 3. 3.
' asau suddha-sattva-visesariipa-rati-ynula-rupatvena mukhya-vrttyd tac-

chabda-vdcyd sd ratih srl-krsmldi-saria-prakdsakatvena hetund szayam-prakdsa-

rupd'pi prapancika-tat-priya jananam mano-vrttaii dvir-bhuya tat-tdddtmyam

vrajanti tad-vrttyd prakdsyavad bhdsamdno brahmavat tasydh sphuratttl, tathd

svasatkrtenn purvottaravasthdbhydm kdrana-kdryya-rupena sri-bhagavadddi-

mddhuryydnubhavena svdmsena svdda-rupd'pi ydni krsnddirupdm tesdm

dsvddasya hetutdm samvidumsena sddhakatamatdm pratipadyate hlddinyamse tu

svayam hlddayanti tisthati. Durgama-sangamana, 1. 3. 4.
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but the superior appearance which continues to grow is rare

and comes only through the grace of God or His devotees. So even

in the vaidhi and the rdgdnuga also there is, no doubt, some amount

of bhdva of the inferior type. The natural attachment to God of the

superior type which arises without going through the ordinary

prescribed path of bhakti (the sddhana-bhakti), is generally due to

the grace of God.

In the first stage of the bhdva-bhakti the devotee manifests in

himself a nature which remains absolutely unperturbed, even though
there may be causes of perturbation; he always spends his time in

reciting God's name with strong emotion; he is unattached to sense-

objects, and, though great, he is always extremely humble, and has

always the strong conviction of attaining the ultimate realization

of God. He is also always extremely anxious to attain his end and

always finds pleasure in the name of God^. The internal charac-

teristic of bhdva, as rati, is extreme smoothness and liquidity of

heart, but, wherever such a state is associated with other desires,

even be it of emancipation, it should not be regarded as signifying

the true state, and is called ratydbhdsa; for this is a state of absolute

self-contentment, and it cannot be associated with any other desire

of any kind.

When bhdva deepens, it is called prema; it is associated with a

sense of possession in God and absolute detachment from all other

things. This may rise from a direct development of bhdva, or

through the immediate grace of God; it may be associated with a

notion of the greatness of God or may manifest itself merely as an

enjoyment of the sweetness of God. The development of bhakti

depends on a special temperament derived in this life as a result of

previous good deeds, and also on the efforts of this life. There is an

elaborate description of the various characteristics of different

kinds of joyous emotion with reference to God, and the various

kinds of relationships on the assumption of which these may grow,

but these can hardly be treated here.

Rupa Gosvami wrote another work, Samksepa-Bhdgavatdmrta
which is a well recognized book in the Vaisnava circle. It has at

least two commentaries, one by Jiva Gosvami, and another, a later

one, by Brindavana Candra Tarkalankara; the latter was the pupil

of Radhacarana Kavindra. In this book Rupa describes the various

^
Bhakti-rasdmrta-sindhu, i. 3. 11-16.
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types of God's incarnation in accordance with the testimony of the

Purdnas: Krsna is, of course, regarded as the highest God. His

elder brother Sanatana also wrote a work, Brhad-bhdgavatd-mrta,
with a commentary on it, the Dig-darsana, in which he narrates the

episodes of certain devotees in quest of God and their experiences.

The Philosophy of Baladeva Vidyabhusana.

Baladeva was Vaisya by caste and born in a village near Remuna
in the Balesvar subdivision of Orissa; he was a pupil of vairdgi

Pitamvara Dasa, and was generally known as Govinda Daga. He
was the disciple of a Kanouj Brahmin, Radha Damodara Dasa, the

author of Veddnta-Syamantaka. Radha Damodara was a disciple

of Nayanananda, the son of Radhananda, and a pupil of his grand-

father, Rasikananda Murari, who was a disciple of Syamananda,
a junior contemporary of Jiva Gosvami. Syamananda was a

disciple of Hrdaya Caitanya, who in his turn was a disciple of

Gauridasa Pandita, a disciple of Nityananda. Baladeva himself had

two well known disciples, Nanda Misra and Uddhava Dasa; he

wrote his commentary on Rupa Gosvaml's Stava-mdld in the Saka

era 1686 (or a.d. 1764). He is known to have written at least the

following fourteen works: Sdhitya-kaumudl and its commentary,

Krsndnandt; Govinda-bhdsya; Siddhdnta-ratna; Kdvya-Kaustubha;

Gitd-bhusana, a commentary on the Gltd; a commentary on Radha

Damodara's Chandah-Kaustubha; Pratneya-ratndvall znd its com-

mentary, Kdnti-mdld; a commentary on Rupa's Stava-mdld;

a commentary on Rupa's Laghu-bhdgavatd-mrta; Ndmdrtha-

suddhikd, a commentary on Sahasra-ndma; a commentary on Jaya
Deva's Candrdloka; Siddhdnta-darpana; a commentary on Tattva-

sandarbha; a commentary on Rupa's Ndtaka-candrikd. He also

wrote commentaries on some of the important Upanisads^.
Baladeva's most important work is his commentary on the

Brahma-sfdra, otherwise known as Govinda-bhdsya. This has a sub-

commentary on it called Suksma; the name of the author of this

commentary is not known, though it has been held by some to be

a work of Baladeva himself. Baladeva has also summarized the

* M. M. Gopinath Kaviraja's introduction to Siddhdnta-ratna, Part ii.

A. K. Sastri, in his introduction to Pratneya-ratndvall, strongly criticizes the

view that Baladeva was a Vaisya. No satisfactory proofs are available on either

side.
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contents of his Govinda-bhdsya in the Siddhdnta-ratna, to which

also there is a commentary. M. M. Gopinath Kaviraja says that

the Siddhdnta-ratna was written by Baladeva himself. There is

nothing to urge in support of this assertion; the natural objection

against it is that a Vaisnava like Baladeva should not speak in glowing
terms of praise of his own work^. Siddhdnta-ratna is regarded by
Baladeva not as a summary of Govinda-bhdsya, but as partly a

supplementary work and partly a commentary 2. It is probable that

the writer of the Suksma commentary on the Govinda-bhdsya is also

the writer of the commentary on Siddhdnta-ratna ;
for there is one

introductory verse which is common to them both^. The Siddhdnta-

ratna contains much that is not contained in the Govinda-

bhdsya.

The eternal possession of bliss and the eternal cessation of

sorrow is the ultimate end of man. This end can be achieved

through the true knowledge of God in His essence (svarupatah) and

as associated with His qualities by one who knows also the nature

of his own self (sva-jndna-purvakam). The nature of God is pure
consciousness and bliss. These two may also be regarded as the

body of God {na tu svarupdd vigrahasya atirekah). His spirit con-

sists in knowledge, majesty and power*. Though one in Himself,

He appears in many places and in the forms of His diverse devotees.

These are therefore but modes of His manifestation in self-dalliance,

and this is possible on account of His supra-logical powers, which

are identical with His own nature^. This, however, should not lead

us to suppose the correctness of the bheddbheda doctrine, of the

simultaneous truth of the one and the many, or that of difference

^
sandrdnanda-syandi govinda-bhdsyam

jlydd etat sindhu-gdmbhlryya-sambhrt

yasmin sadyah samsrute mdnavdndm
mohocchedl jdyate tattva-bodhah.

Commentary on Siddhdnta-ratna, p. i.

2 Ibid.
3

dlasydd apravrttih sydt

pumsdm yad grantha-vistare

govinda-bhdsye saniksipte

tippant kriyate'tra tat.

Suksma commentary, p. 5, and the commentary on Siddhdnta-ratna,

p. I.

*
Siddhdnta-ratna, pp. 1-13.

* ekam eva sva-rupam acintya-saktyd yugapat sarvatrdvabhdty eko'pi san;
sthdndni bhagavad-dvirbhdvdspaddni tad-vividha-hld-sraya-bhutdni vividha-

bhdvavanto bhaktdi ca. Govinda-bhdsya, iii. 2. 11.
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and unity ^; just as one actor, remaining one in himself, shows

himself in diverse forms, so God also manifests Himself in diverse

forms, in accordance with diverse effects and also in accordance

with the mental plane and the ways in which diverse devotees

conceive of flim-. On account of His supra-logical powers the

laws of contradiction do not apply to Him; even contradictory

qualities and conceptions may be safely associated in our notion of

Him. So also His body is not different in nature from Him: He is

thus identical with His body. The conception of a body distinct

from Him is only in the minds of the devotees as an aid to the

process of meditation; but, though this is imagination on their part,

such a form is not false, but as a matter of fact is God Himself

{deha eva dehl or vigraha evdtmd dtmaiva vigrahah). On account of

the transcendent nature of God, in spite of His real nature as pure
consciousness and bliss He may have His real nature in bodily

form, as Krsna. This form really arises in association with the mind
of the devotee just as musical forms show themselves in association

with the trained ears of a musician^. In this connection it may be

observed that according to Baladeva even dream-creations are not

false, but real, produced by the will of God and disappearing in the

waking stage through the will of God^. These forms appearing in

the minds of the devotees are therefore real forms, manifested by
God through His will working in association with the minds of

the devotees. In this connection it may also be pointed out that the

jivas are different from God. Even the imagined reflection of

Brahman in avidyd, introduced by the extreme monists to explain

jiva as being only a reflection of Brahman and as having no real

existence outside it, is wrong; for the notion of similarity or reflec-

tion involves difference. The jivas are atomic in nature, associated

with the qualities of prakrti, and absolutely dependent on God.

Though Brahman is all-pervasive, yet He can be grasped by know-

ledge and devotion. A true realization of His nature and even a

sensuous perception of Him is possible only through sddhya-hhakti,
* The Suksma commentary on iii. 2. 12 says that God's mdyd-sakti has three

functions: hlddini, sandhini, and samvtt; it is through His mdyd-sakti, i.e., the

power as mdyd, that He can manifest Himself in diverse ways.
^
dhydtr-bheddt kdryya-bheddc ca anekatayd pratJto'pi harih svarupaikyam

svasmin na muhcati. Govinda-bhusya, ill. 2. 13.
^ tan-murtatvam khalu bhaktt-vibhdvitena firdd grdhyam gdndharvdnusilitena

srotrena rdga-murtatvam iva. Ibid. ill. 2. 17.
^ Ibid. III. 2. 1-5.
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not through sddhana-bhakti. The consciousness and bhss of God

may be regarded either as the substance of God or as His attributes.

This twofold way of reference to God is due to the admission of the

category of visesa, by which, even in the absence of difference be-

tween the substance and the quahty, it is possible to predicate the

latter of the former as if such a difference existed. Visesa is spoken
of as the representative of difference {bheda-pratinidhi); that is,

where no difference exists, the concept of visesa enables us to predi-

cate a difference; yet this visesa is no mere vikalpa or mere false

verbal affirmation. The ocean can be spoken of as water and waves

by means of this concept of visesa. The concept of visesa means that,

though there is no difference between God and His qualities, or

between His nature and His body, yet there is some specific

peculiarity which makes it possible to affirm the latter of the former;

and by virtue of this peculiarity the differential predication may be

regarded as true, though there may actually be no difference

between the two. It is by virtue of this concept that such proposi-

tions as "Being exists," "Time always is," "Space is everywhere,"

may be regarded as true; they are neither false nor mere verbal

assumption; if they were false, there would be no justification for

such mental states. There is obviously a difference between the two

propositions "Being exists" and "Being does not exist"; the

former is regarded as legitimate, the latter as false. This proves that

though there is no difference between "being" and "existence"

there is such a peculiarity in it that, while the predication of

existence to being is legitimate, its denial is false. If it were merely
a case of verbal assumption, then the latter denial would also have

been equally possible and justifiable. This peculiarity is identical

with the object and does not exist in it in any particular relation.

For this reason a further chain of relations is not required, and the

charge of a vicious infinite also becomes inadmissible. If the con-

cept of visesa is not admitted, then the notion of "qualified" and

"quality" is inexplicable^. The concept of visesa in this sense was

first introduced by Madhva; Baladeva borrowed the idea from him

in interpreting the relation of God to His powers and qualities.

This interpretation is entirely different from the view of Jiva and

others who preceded Baladeva; we have already seen how JIva

interpreted the situation merely by the doctrine of the supra-logical

* Ibid. III. 2. 31.
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nature of God's powers and the supra-logical nature of the difference

and identity of power and the possessor of power, or of the quality

and the substance. Baladeva, by introducing the concept of vtsesa,

tried to explain more clearly the exact nature of supra-logicality

{acintyatva) in this case; this has been definitely pointed out in the

Suksma commentary^.
The bliss of God is different from the bliss of the jivas, both in

nature and in quantity, and the nature of their knowledge is

different. Brahman is thus different in nature both from the world

and from the jivas. All the unity texts of the Upanisads are to be

explained merely as affirming that the world and Xht jlvas belong

to God {sarvatra tadiyatva-jndndrthah). Such a way of looking at

the world will rouse the spirit of hhakti. The revelation of God's

nature in those who follow the path of vaidhl-hhakti is different

from that in those who follow the ruci-hhakti; in the former case

He appears in all His majesty, in the latter He appears with all His

sweetness. When God is worshipped in a limited form as Krsna,

He reveals Himself in His limited form to the devotee, and such is

the supra-logical nature of God that even in this form He remains

as the All-pervasive. It is evident that the acceptance of visesa does

not help Baladeva here and he has to accept the supra-logical nature

of God to explain other parts of his religious dogmas.

God is regarded as being both the material cause of the world

and as the supreme agent. He has three fundamental powers: the

supreme power, visnu-sakti, the power as ksetrajna, the power as

avidyd. In His first power Brahman remains in Himself as the

unchangeable; His other two powers are transformed into the

jivas and the world. The Samkhyist argues that, as the world is of

a different nature from Brahman, Brahman cannot be regarded as

its material cause. Even if it is urged that there are two subtle

powers which may be regarded as the material cause of the world

and the jivas, their objection still holds good; for the development
of the gross, which is different from the subtle, is not explained.

To this the reply is that the effect need not necessarily be the same

as or similar to the material cause. Brahman transforms Himself

into the world, which is entirely different from Him. If there were

absolute oneness between the material cause and the effect, then

' tenaiva tasya vastvabhinnatvam sva-nirvdhakatvam ca svasya tddrse tad-

bhdvojjpnbhakam acintyatvam sidhyati. Suksma on Govinda-bhdsya, iii. 2. 31.
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one could not be called the cause and the other the effect; the lumpy
character of the mud is not seen in the jug, which is its effect; in all

cases that may be reviewed the effect must necessarily be different

from the material cause. Such a modification does not in any way

change the nature of Brahman. The changes are effected in His

powers, while He remains unchanged by the modification of His

powers. To turn to an ordinary example as an illustration, it may be

pointed out that "a man with the stick" refers to none other than

the man himself, though there is a difference between the man and

the stick; so though the power of the Brahman is identical with

Brahman in association with His powers, yet the existence of a

difference between Brahman and His powers is not denied^.

Moreover, there is always a difference between the material cause

and the effect. The jug is different from the lump of clay, and the

ornaments from the gold out of which they are made; also they
serve different purposes and exist in different times. If the effect

existed before the causal operation began, the apphcation of the

causal operation would be unnecessary; also the effect would be

eternal. If it is held that the effect is a manifestation of that which

was already existent, then a further question arises, whether this

manifestation, itself an effect, requires a further manifestation, and

so on
;
thus a chain of manifestations would be necessary, and the

result would be a vicious infinite. Still, Baladeva does not deny the

parindma or the abhivyakti theory; he denies the Samkhya view

that even before the causal operation the effect exists, or that a

manifestation {abhivyakti) would require a chain of manifestations.

He defines effect as an independent manifestation {svatantrd-

bhivyaktimattvam kila kdryatvam), and such an effect cannot exist

before the action of the causal operatives. The manifestation of the

world is through the manifestation of God, on whom it is de-

pendent. Such a manifestation can only happen through the causal

operation inherent in God and initiated by His will. Thus the world

is manifested out of the energy of God, and in a limited sense the

world is identical with God
;
but once it is separated out of Him as

effect, it is different from Him. The world did not exist at any time

before it was manifested in its present form; therefore it is wrong
to suppose that the world was at any stage identical with God,

though God may always be regarded as the material cause of the

^ Ibid. II. I. 13.
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worlds Thus after all these discussions it becomes evident that

there is really no difference of any importance between Baladeva's

views and the Samkhya view. Baladeva also admits that the world

exists in a subtle form in God as endowed with His energies. He

only takes exception to the verbal expression of the kdrikd that the

effect exists in the cause before the action of the causal operatives;

for the effect does not exist in the cause as ejfect but in a subtle

state. This subtle state is enlarged and endowed with spatio-

temporal qualities by the action of the causal operatives before it

can manifest itself as effect. The Sarnkhya, however, differs in

overstressing the existence of the effect in the cause, and in asserting

that the function of the causal operatives is only to manifest openly
what already existed in a covered manner. Here, however, the causal

operatives are regarded as making a real change and addition. This

addition of new qualities and functions is due to the operation of

the causal will of God; it is of a supra-logical nature in the sense

that they were not present in the subtle causal state, and yet have

come into being through the operation of God's will. But, so far as

the subtle cause exists in God as associated with Him, the world is

not distinct and independent of God even in its present form 2.

ThtjiTas too have no independence in themselves; they are created

by God, by His mere will, and having created the world and the

jivas He entered into them and remained as their inner controller.

So \he jlvas are as much under natural necessity as the objects of

the physical world, and they have thus no freedom of action or of

wilF. The natural necessity of the world is but a manifestation of

God's will through it. The spontaneous desire and will that is

found in man is also an expression of God's will operating through

man; thus man is as much subject to necessity as the world, and

there is no freedom in man. Thus, though the cow which gives milk

may seem to us as if it were giving the milk by its own will, yet the

vital powers of the cow produce the milk, not the cow; so, when a

person is perceived as doing a particular action or behaving in a

particular manner or willing something, it is not he who is the

^
Govinda-bhdsya, ii. i. 14.

^ tasmdd ekam era jiva-prakrti-saktimad brahma jagad-updddnam tadd-

tmakam ca iti siddham evam kdrydvasthatve'py avicintyatva-dharma-yogdd

apracyuta-purvnvastham cdvatisthate. Ibid. 11. i. 20.
'
cetanasydpi jlvasydsma-kdstha-lostravad asvdtantrydt svatah kartrtva-

rupdndpattih. Ibid. II. i. 23.
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agent, but the supreme God, who is working through him^ But

the question may arise, if God is the sole cause of all human willing

and human action, then why should God, who is impartial, make us

will so differently? The answer will be that God determines our

action and will in accordance with the nature of our past deeds,

which are beginningless. A further objection may be made, that

if God determines our will in accordance with our past deeds, then

God is dependent in His own determining action on the nature of

our karmas; which will be a serious challenge to His unobstructed

freedom. Moreover, since different kinds of action lead to different

kinds of pleasurable and painful effects God may be regarded as

partial. The reply to these objections is that God determines the

jivas in accordance with their own individual nature; the individual

jivas are originally of a different nature, and in accordance with

their original difference God determines their will and actions

differently. Though God is capable of changing their nature. He
does not do so; but it is in the nature of God's own will that He
reserves a preferential treatment for His devotee, to whom He
extends His special grace^. God's own actions are not determined

by any objective end or motive, but flow spontaneously through
His enjoyment of His own blissful nature. His special grace to-

wards His devotees flows from His own essential nature; it is this

special treatment offered to His devotees that endears Him to them

and that rouses others to turn towards Him^.

Bhakti is also regarded as a species of knowledge {bhaktir apt

jndna-viseso bhavati)'^. By bhakti one turns to God without any
kind of objective end. Bhakti is also regarded as a power which

can bind God to us^; this power is regarded as the essence of the

hlddini power of God as associated with consciousness. The con-

sciousness here spoken of is identical with the hldda, and its essence

consists in a favourable outflow of natural inclination^. This is thus

identical with God's essential nature as consciousness and bliss;

yet it is not regarded as identical with Him, but as a power of

* Ibid. II. I. 24.
^ na ca karma-sdpeksatvena tsyarsya asvdtantryam; . . .anddi-jiva-svabhdvd-

nusdrena hi karma kdrayati sva-bhdvam anyathd-kartum samartho'pi kasydpi na

karoti. Ibid. ii. i. 35.
^ Ibid. II. I. 36.
* Commentary on Siddhdnta-ratna, p. 29.
*
bhagavad-vankdra-hetii-bhutd saktih. Ibid. p. 35.

* hldda-bhinnd samvid, yas taddnukulyamsah sa tasydli sdrah. Ibid. p. 37.
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Him^. Though hhakti exists in God as His power, yet it qualifies

the devotee also, it is pleasurable to them both, and they are both

constituents of it 2, It will be remembered that, of the three powers,
samvit is superior to sandhinl and hlddinl is superior to samvit. God
not only is, but He extends His being to everything else; sandhinl

is the power by which God extends being to all. He is Himself of

the nature of consciousness; samvit is the power by which His

cognitive action is accomplished and by which He makes it possible

for other people to know. Though He is of the nature of bliss. He

experiences joy and makes it possible for others to have joyous

experiences; the power by which He does this is called hlddinl.^

True bhakti cannot have any object outside itself, simply for the

reason that it is itself an experience of God as supreme bliss. That

there is a kind of bliss other than sensuous pleasure is proved by
our experience of our own nature as bhss during deep sleep. But,

since we are but atoms of God's energy, it is necessarily proved that

God's nature is supreme and infinite bliss; once that bliss is ex-

perienced, people will naturally turn away from worldly sensuous

pleasure to God, once for all.

True knowledge destroys all merit and demerit, and so in the

jivan-mukti man holds his body only through the will of God. The
effect of obligatory duties is not destroyed, except in so far as it

produces meritorious results—admission to Heaven and the like—
and it helps the rise of true knowledge; when the true knowledge

dawns, it does not further show itself. It is also stated in the

Kausltaki Upanisad that the merits of a wise man go to his friends

and his demerits to his foes
;
so in the case of those devotees who are

anxious to enter communion with God the meritorious effects of

their deeds are distributed to those who are dear to Him, and the

effects of their sinful actions are distributed to His enemies^. So,

as the effects of the fructifying karma are distributed to other

persons, the principle that all fructifying karmas must produce
*
svarupdnatirekinyapi tad-visesatayd ca bhdsate'nyathd tasya saktir iti

vyapedesa-siddheh. Siddhdnta-ratna, p. 38.
*
bhagavat-svarupa-visesa-bhuta-hlddinyddi-sdrdtmd bhaktir bhagavad-vis-

efanatayd bhakte ca prthag-visesanatayd siddhd tayor dnanddtisayayo bhavati.

Ibid. p. 39.
* tatra saddtmd'pi yayd sattarn dhatte daddti ca sd sarva-desa-kdla-dravya-

vydpti-hetuh sandhinl, samvid-dtmd'pi yayd samvetti samvedayati ca sd samvit,

hldddtmd'pi yayd hlddate hlddayati ca sd hlddinl. Ibid. pp. 39-40.
*
Govinda-bhdsya, iv. i. 17.
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their effects is satisfied, and the devotee of God is released from

them. The best way for true advancement can only be through the

association of saintly devotees. Our bondage is real, and the

destruction of the bondage is real and eternal. Even in the state

of ultimate emancipation thtjivas retain their separate individuality

from God.

In the sixth and seventh chapters of the Siddhdnta-ratna

Baladeva tries to refute Sahkara's doctrine of extreme monism ;
but

as these arguments contain hardly anything new but merely repeat

the arguments of the thinkers of the Ramanuja and the Madhva

Schools, they may well be omitted here. In his Prameya-ratnavall

Baladeva gives a general summary of the main points of the

Vaisnava system of the Gaudiya School. If one compares the

account they give of Vaisnava philosophy in the Bhdgavata-

sandarbha with that given in Baladeva's Govinda-bhdsya and

Siddhdnta-ratna, one finds that, though the fundamental principles

are the same, yet many new elements were introduced by Baladeva

into the Gaudiya school of thought under the influence of Madhva,

and on account of his personal predilections. The stress that is laid

on the aspect of difference between Isvara and the jiva and the

world and the concept of visesa, are definite traces of Madhva

influence. Again, though Baladeva admires the ruci-hhakti as the

best form of bhakti, he does not lay the same emphasis on it as is

found in the works of Rupa, Sanatana or JIva. His concept of

bhakti is also slightly different from that of JIva; he does not use

the older terminologies {antaranga and bahiranga sakti), and does

not seek the explanation of his system on that concept. His

Prameya-ratna-mdld has an old commentary, the Kdnti-mdld, by

one Krsnadeva Vedanta Vagisa. In the Prameya-ratna-mdld he

pays his salutation to Ananda-tlrtha or Madhva, whom he describes

as his boat for crossing the ocean of samsdra. He gives also a list

of the succession of teachers from whom he derived his ideas, and

he thinks that by a meditation upon the succession of gurus one

would succeed in producing the satisfaction of Hari. He further

says that four sampraddyas or schools of Vaisnavas, the Srt,

Brahma, Rudra, and Sanaka, will spring forth in Orissa (Utkala)

in the Kali yuga, which may be identified with Ramanuja, Madhva,

Visnusvamin, and Nimbaditya. He enumerates the succession of

his teachers, in the following order: Srikrsna, Brahma, Devarsi-
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Badarayana, Madhva, Padmanabha, Nrhari, Madhava, Aksobhya,

Jaya-tlrtha, Jnana-sindhu, Vidyanidhi, Rajendra, Jayadharma,

Purusottama, Brahmanya, Vyasa-tirtha, Laksmipati, Madhavendra,

Isvara, Advaita, Nityananda and also Sri Caitanya^ The system of

thought represented by Baladeva may well be styled the Madhva-

Gaudlya system; we have had recently in Bengal a school of

Vaisnavas which calls itself Madhva-Gaudiya.
' See an earlier list by Kavi-Karnapura, in his fanciful or legendary treatise

Gaura-gaiioddesa-dipikd.
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Atomic self, 20

Atoms, 153

a«i, 132

atyanta-tdddtmya, 401

atyantdbhdva, 66, 109, 155, 360

atyartha-prasdda, 317

auddrya, 151

Auditory perception, 227

Aufrecht, 55, 373 «•, 377 «•

ausadhasevd, 351

autsargikam, 174

avadhuta, 386, 393

avakdsa-praddylf 41

avasthiti-sdmdnya, 211

avatdra, 327
Avatdra-tdratamya-stotra, ill
Avatdravdddvali, 379
avdntara pralaya, 3 1 5 n.

avedyatva, 311

avedyatve sati aparokfa-vyavahdra-

yogyatvam, 289

avidyd, 17, 21, 22, 44, 104, 106, 113,

i3on., 136, 146, 147, 150, 169, 202,

222, 238, 239, 249, 250. 253, 254,

255, 263, 268, 279, 280, 281, 282,

288, 291, 292, 302, 313 «•. 317. 331.

347, 348, 359, 361, 364. 365, 366,

369, 370, 409, 429; criticism of,

263; definition criticized, 259 ff.;

in relation to t;.r«i, 282; its theory
as a veil criticized, 288 ff. ; Ma-
dhusudana's reply to criticism re-

futed, 280 ff.
;
the doctrine of mdyd

and ajndna criticized, 261 ff. ; theory

of, refuted, 279 ff. ; the view that it

can be known criticized, 293 ;

various problems in relation to it

raised and criticized, 284 ff. ; views

of different Vedantic authorities

criticized, 286 ff.

avidyd-karmasamjnd, 16 n,

avidyd-sakti, 12, 390
avidyddi-vasdd, 113

avindbhdva, 184, 186, 199

avisefa, 36

avyabhicarita-sddhya-sambandho vydp-

tih, 187

avyabhicaritd-samhhandha, 197

avyabhicaritah sambandhah, 186

avyabhicdritd, 198

avyakta, 136, 137

avyakti, 32, 143

avydkrtdkdsa, 150, 159

Awareness, 209, 215, 231, 289

Ayodhya, 372
dcdra, 7

Acdryakdrikd, 373

ddhdra, 160

ddheya-sakti, 155

ddheyatmika, 333

ddhibhautika, 333

Aditild, 387

dgama, 161, 181

dkdsa, 35, 41, 13s, 137, 145, 146, 153.

177, 284, 286, 325, 380
dlocana, 146

dnanda, 20, 123, 124, 312, 331, 396
Anandabodha, 206, 221

dnandamaya, 130

Ananda-tlrtha, 53, 54, 56, 447
Anandddhikarana, 373

dnukulyena Kr^ndnusevanam, 391

dnukulyena krsnd-nusilanam, 433

drddhya-visayaka-rdgatvam, 349

drdrendhana, 198

drjava, 9

29-2
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aropa, 143

dropa-siddha, 422
dropya, 134

Arya, 2,12, 211

Arya-stotra, 55

Asuri, 36

dsrama, 10

dsrama-duXies, 391, 393
airaya, 403

Atmajndna-pradesa-ttkd, 55

dtma-tndyd, 14, 400
dtman, 14, 21, 32, 49, 68, 105, 126, 129,

138, 154, 334, 342, 416
dtmanas tustt, 6, 8

dtma-nivedana, 426
Atmapriyd, i

dtnia-svariipa, no
dtmavdda, 381

dtmdnubhava, 353

dtrndsraya, 189W., 236

Atmopadesa-tikd, 55

dvarana, 292

dvarana-bhanga, 346, 374, 378, 379
m'ei'fl, 347

dvirblidva, 340, 366, 367
>Ivirbhdva tirobfidva-vdda,379
dvirbJidva-saktyddhdratvam, 340
a^r'2. 155

dyojandnumdna, 3

Badarl, 92

Badarika, 53

Badarikasram, 91, 372
bahovah, 39 «.

bahiranga, 409, 410
bahirat'iga-mdyd, 14

bnhiraiiga-mdyd- sakti, 398

bahiranga-sakti, 13, 399

fea/a, 43, 151
Balabhadra Bhattacarya, 388

Baladeva, 18, 19, 56, 390, 438, 443,

444, 447; bhakti doctrine of, 445;
causal operation, theory of, 443 ;

doctrine of viscsa as bheda-prati-

nidlti, 441 ;
God and the duties, 446;

God and souls, 442; God, views

on, 18-19; indebtedness to Madhva,
447; philosophy of, 438; theory of

jtvas, 441 ;
will of God and the souls,

444
bandlin, 122

bnndhii-mdtrani vivaksitam
, 187

Badarayana, 39, 102, 364, 369
bddha, 117, 173

hddhar.a-pratyaya, 163

bddhya, 213
Bdlabodha, 373, 375, 380, 381

Bdlacaritandnian, 373
Balakrsna BhaUa, 346, 356n., 375, 377
Balakr?na Dlk^ita, 375
Balakr§na Yati, 2

Bdlaprabodhiril, 373
Balesvar, 387, 438
Beauty, 151

Beginningless, 24
Behaviour, 252

Being, 303

Belgaum, 56

Benares, 65M., 371, 372, 388, 389
Beneficial eflfects, 6

Bengal, 18, 20, 384, 387, 390
Bengali literature, 390
Bhagavad-gUd, i, 38, 54, gin.

Bhagavad-gltd-bhdsya, 55, 373

Bhagavad-gltd-bhdsya-vivecana, 5 5

Bhagavad-gitd-hetu-nirnaya, 377

Bhagavad-gltd-prasthdna, 55

Bhagavad-gitd-tdtparya, 55, 60, 377

Bhagavad-gltd-tdtparya-nirnaya-vyd-

khyd, 60

bhagavad visaydnukulydtmakas tad-

anugata-sprhd dimaya jfidna-visesas

tat-prltili, -420

Bhagavallild-cintdmani, i

Bhagavdn, 315 n., 396, 397, 413, 416,

421,430
Bhagavan Hari, 38

Bhagavanndma-darpana, 380

Bhagavanndma-vaibhava, 380

Bhagazjat-pratikrti-pujanavdda, 379

Bhagavat-tdtparya, 318 n., 377

bhajana, 350, 351

bhajanopoxogi dena adhama-seva-phala,

358

bhakta, 350, 410, 411

Bhaktahodha, 87

bhakti, 30, 58, 60, 89, 92, 99, 100. 317,

319, 332, 346, 347, 349, 350, 351,

352, 353, 355, 356, 357, 358, 376,

377, 378, 378 n., 379, 388, 389, 39i,

392, 413, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420,

421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 433, 435"-,

445 , 446, 447 ; Rupa Gosvami's treat-

ment of, 432
Bluikti-bindu, 394
Bhakti-cintdmani, 350, 351, 380
Bhakti-liamsa, 374, 377, 378//., 380
Bhakti- hamsa-vireka, 379
Bhakti-hanisa-vivrti, 351

Bhakti-httii, 374, 377
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Bhakti-hetu-nirnaya, 377, 380
Bhakti-hetu-nirnaya-vivrti, 380
bhakti-marga, 356, 374
Bliakti-mdrtanda, 350 n., 352 n., 353 w.,

354"-. 380, 381

bhakti-mdtra-kdma, 424
bhakti-nimitta, 424
bhakti-p^t\\, 354
Bhakti-rasatvavdda, 379
Bfiakti-rasdmrta-sindhu, 390 n., 391,

432, 433. 434«-, 436W., 437
Bhakti-rasdyana, 55

bhaktir-evdbhideyarn vastu, 418
Bhakti-sandarbha, 394, 414
bhakti-sdstra, 355

Bhakti-siddhdnta, 373

Bhakti-tarangini, 380
Blmkti-vardhini, 352 k., 356 n., 373,

374, 375, 376, 380, 381

Bhakti-vardhirii-vivrti, 355
bhaktih svdtantryena muktiddtrl, 353
Bhaktyutkarsa-vada, 379
Bhandarkar, R. G., 51, 54, 55, 56

bhafiga, 122

Bhartrprapanca, 53

Bharuch, 372

Bfmvisya t-purdna ,
1 3 9 w .

Bhdgavata-candrikd, i

Bhagavata cult, vyuha doctrine of, 27

Bhdgavata-dasama-skandha-vivrti, 377

Bhdgavata-purdtia, i, 2, 10, 12 n., 13,

14, 15, 16, 18, 23, 24W., 26, 27,

28 w., 30/J., 32, 33, 34M., 38, 47, 49,

59, 71, 334, 346, 358, 373, 374, 379,

382, 386, 389, 396, 399, 401, 413,

417; atoms, conception of, 26;

Brahman, Bhagavan and Paramat-

man, 13; categories, evolution of,

35; commentaries, 1-2; date and

authorship, i; devotion in, 28-29;

dharrna, idea of, 2
; diversity of the

number of categories, 30-1 ; eman-

cipation in, method of, 28; eschato-

logy in, 49-50; God as Brahman,
11-12; God, idea of VisnusvamI,
12; God and individual soul, 14;

God, Jiva and Ramanuja on, 17;
God and His mdyd as prakrti, 26;

God, nature of, 14; God, nature of

His powers, 17; God and puru?a,

24 iT. ; God, reconciliation of per-
sonal and impersonal view, 13 ; God,
three names, significance of, 15;

God, three distinct powers of, 13;
God with and without powers, 16;

God as transcendent, 12-13; God,
Madhva, Caitanya, and Baladeva

on, 18; God, unthinkable nature of,

16; God and Vaikuntha, 15; Jiva's

interpretation of, 19 ff.; Jiva's inter-

pretation contradictory, 26; karma
doctrine in, 49-50; mahat and

ahamkdra, 27 ; Mahalak§ml, idea of,

13; mdyd as saktt according to

^ridhara, 12; mdyd, idea of, 12;

prakrti, the idea of, 34; purtisa as

pure experience in, 47-8; purusa
and prakrti, 27-8; Samkhya in, dif-

ferent from that of Isvarakrsna and

Patanjali, 30; Sarnkhya philosophy

in, 24 ff. ; Sarnkhya schools in,

45-6; time, conception of, as con-

trasted with that of Jiva, 26-7;
theistic Sarnkhya in, 47-8; wholes,

conception of, 26 ; world as illusory,

26 ; yoga and bhakti, 29-30
Bhdgavata-purdna-dasamaskandhdnuk-

ramanikd, 373

Bhdgavata - purdna ikddasaskandhdr -

tfianirupanakdrikd, 373

Bhdgavata - purdna - pancamaskandha -

tlkd, 373

Bhdgavata - purdna - prathama - sloka -

tlkd, I

Bhdgavata-purdna-tlkd Subodhinl, 373

Bhdgavata-purdndrka-prabhd, 1

Bhdgavata-satidarbha, 396, 399, 433,

447
Bhdgavata-svatantratd, 377

Bhdgavatasdra-samuccaya, 373

Bhagavata school, 145

Bhagavata School of Sarnkhya, 32

Bhdgavata-tattvadlpa, 373

Bhdgavata-tattva-dlpikd, 377

Bhdgavata-tdtparya, i, 59, i5on.,

156W., isin., 346

Bhdgavata-tdtparya-nirnaya, 55, 59;
commentaries on, 59

Bhdgavata-tdtparya-nirnaya-tikd, 59

Bhdgavata-tdtparya-nirnaya-vydkhyd-

prakdsa, 59

Bhdgavata-tdtparya-nirnaya-vydkhyd-

vivarana, 59

Bhdgavata - tdtparya -vydkhyd-padya -

ratndvall, 59

Bhagavatas, 7

Bhdgavatdmrta, 394

Bhdgavatdrtha-prakarana, 374

Bhdmatl, 104, 105, 107, 108, 109, iii,

138, 142
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BhSrativijaya, 53

Bhaskara, 53, 322, 327, 329, 367
bhofya, 53, 63, 87, lOi, ison.

Bhdfya-dlpikd, 62

Bhdfya-prakdsa, 352, 373, 380, 381

Bhdfya-tikd, 380

Bhdfya-tippanl-prameya-muktdvali, 62

Bhana, 171

Bhdtta-cintdmani, 1 70
bhdva, 333, 356, 433, 433"-, 435. 437
bhdva-bhakti, 434, 438
Bhdva-candrikd, 59, 101

Bhdva-dlpa, 61, 64
Bhdva-prakdsikd, i, loi, 381

bhdva-rupa avidyd, 317/1.

bhdva-vikdra, 122

Bhdva-vildsinl, 169 n., 313, 314
bhdvya, 42
bheda, 142, 178

Bheda-dhikkdra, 179

bheda-pratinidhi, 441

bheddbheda, 143, 153, 439
Bheddbheda-svarupa-nirnaya, 361, 379
Bhedojjlvana, 178 w.

bhinna-lak§ana-yogitva-bheda, 180 n.

bhinnatva, 221

6A?, 336
Bhlma, 59

Mo^a, 100, 357

bhoktr-bhogya, 43

bhrdnti, 120

bhrtyatva, 432

Bhujaiiga-praydtdftaka, 377
B/zM, 157 n.

i/iwfa, 150, 153, 159

bhuta-yoni, 134

bhutddi, 35, 41

bhutdkdsa, 156

bhutis, 66

bhuyo-dariana, 192, 195 «.

Bibliotheca Indica, 185 n.

Bilvamahgala, 375
Biman Behari Mazumdar, Dr, 384
Biological, 28, 431
Bio-motor activities, 41

Birth, 49, 86, 347
Bliss, 20, 29, 156, 219, 222, 335, 419
Blissful, 414
Blue jug, 96, 97
'

Blueness ', 97

Bombay, 93, 374
Bombay Gazetteer, 54

Bondage, 23, 63, 102, 156, 255, 313,

315. 317, 335. 347. 366, 417, 418,

425 ;
of egoism, 427

Bondage, 63, 156, 255, 313, 315, 317,

335. 347. 366, 417, 418, 425

Bonn, 102 n.

Bopadeva, 2

Brahma-bhdva, 368

Brahmacarin, 320
Brahmadatta, 53

Brahma-enquiry, 102, 103, 104, 107,

108, no, 112

Brahmaghosa, 53

Brahmahood, 285, 427

brahma-jijndsd, 112

Brahma-kdnda, 108

Brahma-knowledge, 102, 107, 216,

230, 231, 236, 255, 265, 266, 270,

277. 292, 433

brahma-\ig\\t, 158

Brahman, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,

19, 20, 33, 34, 39, 40. 49. 57. 63, 66,

68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 81, 84. 85, 86,

87, 99, 100, 103, 105, 107, 108, 109,

112, 121, i22n., 123, 126, 129, 131,

138, 141, 142, 144. 147. 148, 151.

158, 178, 206, 207, 212, 213, 214,

215, 216, 217, 220, 221, 222, 224,

225, 232. 233, 243, 244, 246, 247,

250, 26ij 262, 280, 283, 286, 287,

288, 289, 290, 304, 306, 307, 308,

309, 311, 312, 321, 322, 323, 324,

325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331,

332, 335. 338, 344. 347. 353. 357.

360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 368, 369,

370, 371. 390, 394. 396, 397. 398,

399, 400, 402, 403, 404, 405, 407,

414, 415, 418, 420, 428, 430, 440,

442, 443, 447*. Citsukha's definition

criticized by Vyasa-tirtha, 311;
material and instrumental cause

according to Vyasa-tirtha, 308 flF. ;

nature described by Vyasa-tirtha,

314-15; nature of, according to

Vyasa-tirtha, 305 ff.
;
nature accord-

ing to Vallabha contrasted with that

of Bhaskara, 329
Brahman-causality, 87

Brahma-sarnhitd, 388
Brahma-sutra, 38, 39, 47, 53. 54"-. 5^,

62, 63, 68, 87, 98, 1 10, 121, 122, 127,

129, i3on., 13s, i48n., 153, 251,

300, 320, 321, 322, 324, 352, 364,

373. 377. 381, 438; criticism of other

interpretations according to Val-

labha and his followers, 330-2;

peculiarity of Vallabha's interpreta-

tion, 328 ff. ; Vallabha's interpreta-
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Brahma-sQtra {cont.)

tion contrasted with that of RSma-

nuja, 321 ff.
;
Vallabha's interpreta-

tion contrasted with that of Sahkara,

325

Brahma-sutra-bhdsya, 55, 93, 94, loi,

102 n.; commentaries thereon, 61

Brahma-sutra-bhdfya-nirnaya, 55

Brahma-sutra-bhasya-tlkd, 55
Brahma - sutra - bhasydrtha - samgraha,

62

Brahma-sutrdnubhdsya, 55, 373

Brahma-sutrdnubhdsya-pradipa, 373

Brahma-sutrdnuvydkhydna, 55

Brahma-sutrdnuvydkhydna-nirnaya, 5 5

Brahma - sUtrdnuvydkhyd - nydya - nir -

naya, 55

Brahma-sutrdnuvyakhydna-nydya-
sarnbandha-dlpikd, 62

Brahma-sutrdrtha, 62

Brahma-tarka, 65, 77 n.

Brahma-vaivarta, 133 w.

Brahma-vddins, 419
Brahmd, 122 w., 155

brahmd-dhisthdma, 138

Brahminanda, 2, 55
Brahmananda Puri, 386
Brahmd-nanda-valli, 98

Brahmanda-tirtha, 56

Biahmin, 300, 393

Brahmins, 9

brahmopdddna, 263

Braja-bhu§ana, i

Brajanatha, 377, 381

Brajaraja, 381

Brajavildsa-stava, 394

Brahmanya, 448
Brdhmanatvddidevatddi-vdda, 379

Brhad-dnayaka, 132

Brhad-dranyaka, 136, 137, 138

Brhaddranyaka-bhdsya, 90

Brhaddranyaka-bhdsya-tikd, 90
Brhaddranyaka-bhdsya-tippara, 55

Brhaddranyaka-bhdva-bodha, 90
Brhaddranyaka-upanisad-bhdsya, 55

Brhaddranyaka-vdrttika-ttkd, 55

Brhad-Bhdgavatdmrta, 438

Brhajjdbdlopanisad-bhdsya, 55
brhanto hy asmin gundh, n i

Brhaspati, 6n., 9

Brndavana, 372, 383, 387, 388, 392,

394, 395
Brndavana Candra Tarkalankara, 437
Buddha, 203

Buddha-carita, 32 n.

Budharanjinl, 2

fru^J/ii, 24, 32 n., 40, 41, 45, 49,

66, 113, i33«-. 150, IS7"-, 158,

300, 314, 327, 336, 342, 350, 358,

408
Buddhimanta Khan, 387
buddhir adhyavasdyirn, 40
Buddhism, 52, 68

Buddhists, 7, 75, 134, 202, 203, 231,

254, 256, 383

buddhi-tattva, 157

Burnell, 93

Caitanya, 56, 126, 291, 384, 385, 386,

387, 388, 389, 390, 392, 393, 395,

396; his biographers, 384; his com-

panions, 393 ff.; his Hfe, 385 ff.;

his philosophy as deduced from

Caitanya-caritdmrta, 390-3

Caitanya-bhdgavata, 385

Caitanya-candrodaya-nataka,2^i^,2^S,

387
Caitanya-caritdmrta, 385, 387, 389,

391. 395

Caitanya-mangala, 384
Caitanya-sahasra-ndma, 385

Caitanya-vallabha Datta, 385

Caitanydstaka, 394
caksujtva, 137

camasa, 137

Candanesvara, 388
Candrasekhara, 385, 386
Candrdloka, 438
Candrikd, 10771.

Candrikd-nydya-vivarana, loi

Candrikd-prakdsa ,
i o i

Candrikd-vdkydrtha-vivrti, 105-7

Candake^avacarya, 64
Candidasa, 389
cardeara, 133 «.

caritra, 8

Caste distinctions, 393
Caste duties, 391, 392

Catalogus Catalogorum, 55, 373,

377"-

Categorically imperative, 3

Categories, 30, 31, 46, 153, 159

Category, 146

Catuhslokt, 374, 376
Catuhilokibhdgavata-tlkd, 373
Caturthddhikaranamdld, 381

Causality, 129, 195, 379, 408
Causal movement, 341
Causal operation, 407, 443

Cause-effect, 201
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Cause-and-efFect relation, 256
Central India, 395

Cessation, 117

cestd-rupa, 436
cetana, 158

cetya-cetana, 43
Chalari Nrsimhacarya, 53, 59, 62, 88,

197

Chalari-se?acarya, 88, 165, 188, 197

Chandah-Kaustubha, 438
chandas, 131

Chando'stddasaka, 394

Chdndogya, izgn., 131, 133, 136

Chdndogyopanisad-bhdsya, 55, 90

Chdndugyopanisad-bhdsya-tipparil, 55

Chdndogyopanisad-khanddrtha, 90

Chimerical, 205, 208, 230
Christian literature, 93

Christianity, 92

Christians, 92, 93

cic-chakti, 13, 14

cic-chakti-vildsa, 400
Cidambaram, 371

cid-visayatva, 217
Cintamani Diksita, 375

cit, 106, 107, 331, 362

Citsukha, 179, 180, 310, 311

cttta, 24, 27, 158, 336
citta-prasdntatd, 10

Class-character, 150

Class-concept, 66, 179, 197

codana-sutra, 162 n.

Co-existence, 187, 192, 194, 198,

344
Cognitive, 31, 182

Cognitive agent, 182

Cognitive characters, 278

Cognitive form, 290

Cognitive senses, 47

Cognizable, 215

Cognizing activity, 218

Collins, 93

Conative, 31

Concentration, 28

Concept, 256
Conch-shell, 80, 82, 119, 120, 227,

229, 238, 239, 245, 25s, 257, 261,

304, 305. 343. 359, 406

Conch-shell-silver, 118, 207, 209, 211,

213, 214, 224, 249, 250, 264, 279,

281, 340, 359, 360, 405
Concomitance, 151, 185, 187, 193, 194,

195, 196, 199, 201, 217, 225, 228,

260, 341, 344, 345

Conditional, 73

Conditionally imperative, 3

Conditioning of consciousness, 236
Conditions, 379
Consciousness, 20, 26, 211, 215, 217,

225, 234, 236, 238, 241, 246, 247,

258, 259, 290, 297. 307, 329, 369,

397, 401

Consequence, 197

Contact, 153

Contentment, 7, 28

Contradiction, i9on., 229, 255, 257,

304
Cosmic knowledge, 22

Cow-universal, 221

Creation, 42, 155, 348, 364, 408
Creative opinion, 21

Creative power, 44
Crypto-Buddhists, 69

Crystal, 249, 299
Cudamani CakravartI, i

Dabir Khas, 394
dainydtmaka-bhakti, 411
daiva, 21

daksind, 432
Dallu Bhatta, 358
danta, 9

Darkness, 342
Dasaprakarana, 64/1.

dayd, 9, 10

Dayanidhi, 56

Damodara, 371, 386, 387
ddna, 9

Ddna-keli-kaumudi, 395

ddsya, 392
Deductive inference, 225

Deeds,. 378

Definition, 124

Degree of reality, 72

deha-dehin, 43

Delusion, 370
Demerit, 446
Desire, 49, 35i

Destruction, 109, 143

Determinate, 370
Determinate cognitions, 33
Determinate knowledge, 338
deva, 441

Devaki, 346
Devakinandana, 357, 375, 381

Devala, 9

Deva-mangala, 383
Devanna Bhat^a, 372

Devarsi-Badarayana, 447

Devotee, 417, 418
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Devotion, 23, 28, 29, 3°. 58, 3»7. 324.

347, 378, 392, 413, 421
Devotion to God, 78
Devotional emotion, 418
Devotional literature, i

Dhairyydsraya, 374
Dhanusko^i, 53

dharma, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 37,

320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 347, 363,

376; Bhdgavata-purdna on, 10;

Devala, Yajiiavalkya and Maha-
bharata on, 9-10; evolution of the

idea of, 2-1 1 ; extension of meaning
according to later smrtis, 9; Govin-

daraja on, 8; Kumarila on, 3; Manu
and Medhatithi on, 6; Mimarnsa
and Vedic sense of, 2; Prabhakara

on, 4; ^rldhara on, 10; Vedic idea

of, 5; versus adharma, 4; yoga on,
10

Dharmaraja-dhvarindra, 342

dharmasya ca kriyd-rupatvdt, 323

dharmavad, 108

dharmavicdra, 322

Dharmottara, 167

dharmy-amsa, 278
Dharwar, 52, 54 «.

Dhavalagiri, 372
dhdrd-vdhika jndna, 162, 164

dhl, 336
dhruvam, 350

Dhruvapdda-ttkd, 377

dhrti, 336

dhrtyanumdna, 326

dhvamsa-pratiyogi, 109

dhvamsdbhdva, 65, 155, 342

dhydna, 10, 88, 316, 413, 414
Differenceless, 115

Differences, 58, 73, 74, 78, 79, 80, 97,

99, "5, 179, 205, 221, 223, 226,

233, 269, 300, 441

Dig-darsana, 438
Dinakara, 195 w.

Disappearance, 340
Dissolution, 47
dosq, 172, 175, 254. 281

dosa-yukta, 156

Doubt, 173, 194, 338

drastd, 307
Dravida, 53

dravya, 3, 97, 15°, 156, I59

Dravya-suddhi, 379
Dream, 83

Dream-appearances, 229, 339
Dream creations, 83

Dream-experience, 258, 295, 339
Dreamless deep sleep, 33, 230, 257,

274, 275, 295, 309, 355
Dreamless sleep, 257

Dronacarya, 88

drdham-vijndnam, i6zn

drg-anatirekdt, 307
drsta, 201

drftdnta, 345

drstdrtha, 5

drsti-srsti, 256, 257
Dualism, 72, 93, 212

Duality, 49, 114
Duration, 233

durdgama, 75

Durgama-sangamana, 432,435 n., 436 n.

Durga, 157W.

durghata-ghatakatvam, 16

durghata-ghatakatvam hy acintyatvam,

398

Durghatdrthaprakdsikd, 59
Durvasas, 322
dusandnumdna, 201

dvd suparand, ijgn.

Dvddasa-stotra, 55, 89
Dvaraka, 372, 383

Dvarakesa, 375, 381
dvidhd-bhdvam rcchati, 42

Dynamic agent, 340
dyu-bhv-ddy-dyatana, 135

Earth, 156

Eclectic, 32

Ego, 20, 114, 264, 283, 294, 295, 297

Ego-hood, 28, 294
Egoism, 49

Ego-part, 295

Ego-perception, 298

Ego-sense, 297, 298

Ego-substratum, 295, 297, 298, 299, 300

Ego-wr«z, 292

Egotism, 65
ekasmin dharmini viruddha-ndnd-koty-

avagdhi jndnam samsayam, 338

ekatva, 39

Ekddasa-skandha-tdtparya-candrikd, 2

Ekddahy 319
ekdntins, 421

Ekdvali, 51

elan, 24

Elephant, 215

Emancipation, 21, 33, 99, 108, 245,

257, 258, 259, 299, 301, 306, 309,

335, 350. 418, 428, 430. 447

Empirical existence, 281
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Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics,

54«-, 92

Endurance, 151

Enemies, 4
Energy, 41. 42

Energy of God, 429
Enjoyment, 100

Enmity, 29

Epigraphica Indica, 51, 93 n.

Epilepsy, 389

Epistemological process in inference,

200

Equilibrium, 26, 31, 37, 48
Erotic emotion, 435
Erotic love, 431

Error, 113

Essence, 151

Essential, 122

Essential characteristics, 124

etat-samavetatva, 223

Eternal, 69, 109, 203, 378
Eternal contact, 236
Eternal damnation, 58

Eternity, 303

Evolution, 35, 37, 407
Evolutionary categories, 46
Excluded middle, 302

Existence, 302

Experience, 77, 99, 161, 168, 186, 212,

221, 263, 266, 269, 315, 411

Expiation of sins, 89

Eye-ball, 342

Fallacy of the circle, 247
False, 34, 67, 72, 81, 125, 165, 20s,

211, 217, 305, 340, 360, 365
False appearance, 406
False identification, 251
False imagination, 287, 292
False reasoning, 228
False silver, 305

Falsehood, 83, 84, 204, 206, 209, 210,

211, 212, 213, 214, 221, 222, 224,

225 ; controversy on, 204 ff. ; cri-

ticism of Madhusudana and RSma-

carya, 209 ff. ; five definitions of,

criticized, 204 ff.
; its definition

criticized, 206 ff.
;
Madhusudana's

reply criticized, 216 ff.
;
of the world

criticized, 225 ff. ; versus contra-

diction, 213

Falsity, 85, 215

Falsity of the world, 360
Fear, 151

Fire, 190, 194, 198, 200, 344

Formless, 18

Francis of Assisi, St, 389

Gadadhara, 387
gandha-mdtra, 41

gandharvas, 98

gandharva-sdstra, 106-7
Gangdstaka, 394
Ganges, 424
Ganjam, 51, 388
Gahgadasa Pandita, 386
Gahgesa, 53, 171, 185, 190, igon., 192,

199 n., 372, 388, 394
Gangottri, 372

Ganapati Bha^ta, 371

Gandadusa, 386
Garbe, 93

Gaudapddtya-bhdsya-tlkd, 55

Gaudardja-vijaya, 385

Gaudlya school, 400
Gaura-ganoddesa-dlpika, 448 n.

Gaurdngakalpataru , 394
Gaurdasa Sarkhel, 393
Gaurldasa Pandita, 385
Gaya, 372, 386
gdmbhirya, 151

Gayatri, 63, 131

Gdyatri-bhdsya, 380
Gdyatryartha, 381

Gdyatryartha-vivarana, 38 1

Generality, 303
Generic quality, 247
Ghanasyama, 374, 377, 381

ghate mrdvat, 46

ghato jdyate, 118

Ghosh, N. G., 371

Ghost, 178

Giridhara, 373, 375, 377, 387
Giridhara Gosvaml. 360
Giridharji, 380
Gita-govinda, 389
Gita -govinda -prathamdftapadl-vivrti,

377
Gitd, 45, 60, 70, 82«., 92, 93, 314, 324,

334. 346, 380, 389, 422, 438
Gitd-bhdsya, 60, 91, 94
Gttd-bhusana, 438
Gltdrtlia-xamgraha, 61

Gttd-tattva-dipam, 380
Gitd-tdtparya, 59 ; commentaries there-

on, 60; works on, 61

Gltd-tdtparya-nirnaya, 94
Gltd-vivrti, 61

Glasenapp, 51 n., 94n., lOin., io2«.,

371
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God, 3, II, 12, 13, 14, 15, i6, i8, 21,

22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 30, 31, 36, 38, 40,

41, 42, 43, 45, 47, 58, 63, 68, 70,

71, 75, 76, 78, 89, 93, 99, 113, 121,

I32n., 133 n., 136, 144, 145, 147,

154, 155, 156, 158, 160, 178, 179,

182, 293, 312, 313, 314, 316, 317,

318, 325, 326, 327, 330, 331, 332,

333, 334, 335, 336, 339, 340, 343,

346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352,

353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 360, 361,

366, 367, 369, 370, 371, 375, 376,

377, 378, 390, 391, 392, 396, 398,

399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 406, 408,

410, 411, 412, 414, 416, 417, 420,

421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427,

428, 429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 436,

437, 439, 440, 441, 443, 444, 445,

446, 447
God as love, 436
God's grace, 358
God's power, 42
God's will, 362

Godavari, 53, 372
Gokarna, 372

Gokulanatha, 374, 380

Gokuldstaka, 377

Gokulotsava, 374, 381

Gopala Basu, 385

Gopala Cakravarti, i

Gopala Puri, 386

Gopesa, 375

Gopesvara, 352, 374, 375, 380

Gopesvaraji Maharaja, 350, 351, 380,

381

Gopinatha Bhatta, 375

Goplnathaji, 379

Gopinath Kaviraja, 438, 439

gopts, 349, 392, 401

Gosvami, 432

gotva, 152, 197
Govardhana Bhatta, 381

Govardhanasarma, 377

Govinda, 384, 386
Govinda Bhatta, 92

Govinda-bhdsya, 438, 439, 440 w.,

442 n., 444 n., 446 n., 447

Govinda-bhdsya-plthaka, 55
Govinda Chakravarti, 350
Govinda Dasa, 438

Govindaraja, 8, 375, 380

Govinda-vijaya, 385

Govindaviruddvatl, 394
Govinddftaka-tlkd, 55

Grace, 29, 78

Grace of God, 391

Grammars, 76

Grantha-mdlikd-stotra, 55

Grierson, 52, 92, 93

Ground-cause, 309
Ground-consciousness, 245

grhlta, 105

guna, 3, 12, 15, 21, 27, 29, 31, 33, 34,

150, 313, 317"-, 334, 363, 364, 370,

397, 400, 409

guna-guny-abheda, 182

guna-karmddau gundnanglkdrdt, 220

guna-mdyd, 16, 399

guna-purtti, 109

Guna-saurabha, 175 «.

guna-trayddy-upddana-bhuta, 156

guna-vikalpo, 183

Gunakara, 351

Guptacarya, 350

Gururaja, 64, 65

Guru-stuti, 55

Guru-susrusd, 9

Gurvartha-dipikd, 62

Guzerat, 372

Hamsa-duta-kavya, 394

Hardwar, 53, 372

Harekr^na-mahdmantrdrtha-nirupaTta,

394
Hare's horn, 74, 141, 144, 205, 207,

208, 212, 214
Hari, 28, 41, 3i4«-, 3^9

Hari-bhaktivildsa, 394
Haribhanu, i

Haricarana, 352

Haridasa, 350, 381, 385, 386

Hariddsa-siddhdnta, 381

Haridhana, 375
Harimlde-stotra-akd, 56

Harindmdmrtavydkarana, 394

Hariraja, 357, 358, 374, 375, 377, 380,

381

Hastinapur, 89

Heat, 369

Heat-light potential, 35

Heaven, 2, 15, 92, 156

Hell, 156

Heroism, 151

hetu, 95, 161, 200, 344. 345

Hindi, 380
Hindu Chemistry, 36 «.

History of Hindu Chemistry, 195 n.

History of Indian Philosophy, A, 169 «.

History of Orissa, 394

hlddirn, 14, 390, 393, 410, 419, 440
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hlddini samvit, 12

hlddinl-sakti, 393

Homogeneous, 42
hri, 10, 336

Hrdaya, yn., 386

Hrdaya Caitanya, 438

hrdayena abhyanujiidta, 8

Hrsikesa, 372
Hussain Shaha, 394
Hyderabad, 53

Hypothesis, 196

Iccharama, 373, 381

idam-rajatayoh, 118

Idealistic monism, 33

Identity, 73, 79, 97, 122, 141, 200,

233. 340

Ignorance, 20, 21, 22, 66, 68, 83, 113,

122, 150, 158, 159, 217, 218, 219,

245, 257, 259, 267, 269, 283, 293,

313. 328, 347, 359, 417, 427, 429,

433
Illumination, 241, 289

Illusion, 28, 32, 80, 81, 83, 119, 132,

134, 168, 173, 178, 205, 209, 213,

224, 244, 246, 247, 248, 249, 252,

253, 254, 256, 257, 260, 261, 264,

280, 300, 305, 339, 414; avidyd and
dosa in, 254 ff.

; conception of, criti-

cised by Vyasa-tirtha as against Mad-
husudana, 247 ff.; drsti-srsti view

criticized, 256 ff.
; objections against

the criticism by Madhusudana re-

futed, 257-8; possibility criticjzed,

251 ff.

Illusion and arthakriydkdritva, 252 ff.

Illusion of silver, 174, 248, 347
Illusory, 22, 26, 32, 33, 75, 83, 120,

174, 209, 219, 228, 255, 281, 283,

285, 286, 301, 304, 305

Illusory bondage, 256
Illusory creation, 246
Illusory experience, 281, 283
Illusory identity, 297

Illusory image, 257, 399
Illusory imposition, 232, 242, 248,

254. 273, 329. 407
Illusory intuition, 258

Illusory knowledge, 172

Illusory negation, 262

Illusory notation, 289

Illusory objects, 406
Illusory perception, 174, 229, 230,

343

Illusory qualities, 248

Illusory silver, 239, 245, 253, 261, 262,

305

Illusory superimpositions, 134

Illusory world, 253

Images, 178

Imaginary appearances, 304
Immediacy, 241

Immediacy of knowledge, 312
Immediate cognition, 242, 312
Immediate intuition, 243
Immediate perception, 243

Impersonations, 340
Implication, 345

Imposition, 248

Impossible-negation, 201

Impossible negative, 184
Incarnation, 38, 412
Indefinable, 120, 301, 302, 303

Indescribable, 205

Indeterminate, 370
Indeterminate cognition, 358
Indeterminate knowledge, 219
India, i

Indian Antiquary, 54 n., 93
Indian philosophy, 11, 24, 58, 162, 173

Individual, 58
Individual selves, 21, 32
Individual souls, 24, 146, 158

Indra, 71

indriya, 150

indriya-nigraha, 9

indriydrtha - sat - samprayaga -janyam
jndnam, 339

Inductions, 195

Inference, 77, 161, 183, 187, 188, 192,

194, 195. 196, 197. 200, 201, 202,

227, 229, 260, 274, 276, 281, 301,

305, 344; Vyasa-tirtha on, 200

Infinite, 126

Infinite bliss, 446 •

Infinite regress, 210
Inherent energy, 48

Injunction, 5

Inspiration, 389
Instrumental, 327

Instrumentality, 329

Intelligence, 335, 350

Intuition, 181, 235, 256, 258, 265, 274,

338
Intuitive consciousness, 276
Intuitive faculty, 182

Intuitive perception, 254
Intuitive process, 181

Invalid, 183, 243, 244, 245, 268, 269,

274, 281, 369
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Invariable, 185
Invariable antecedence, 340
Invariable relation, 199

Islam, 394
istasddlianatd, 74
Ista-siddhi, 239
tksita, 129

Isd, 89

Isdvdsya-upanisad-bhdsya, 5 5

Isopanisad-bhdsya, 94
Isvara, 12, 24W., 40, 41, 46, 47, 56, 68,

121, 132, 133, 135, 136, 137, 144,

203, 288, 312, 326, 327, 447, 448
Isvarakrsna, 30, 36, 39

tsvara-paravasd, 149
Isvara Purl, 386

Jadunathaji Maharaja, 383 n.

jada, 150, 370

Jaddtmikd, 400

jagabandhdtmikd, 156

Jagadananda, 387

Jagannatha, 387

Jagannatha Dasa, 388

Jaganndtha-vallabha, 395

Jagannatha Yati, 62

jagat-prapanca, 116

Jagai, 386

yaiminisutra-bhdsya-rnlmdmsd, 373

Tains, 7, 45, 52, 65, 97, 115, 167, 203,

372

Jalabheda, 373, 376, 380, 381

Jalabheda-nkd, 377
Janaka, 324
Janardana, 157, 160, 186, 324, 388

Janardana Bhatta, i, 59, 64

Janmddyasya yatah, sdstrayonitvdt, 325

Janrndstaml-nirnaya, 377

japd-^owei, 299, 300

jaran-naiydyika, 202

Jaya, 313W., 3i8n.

Jayadeva, 389

Jayagopala Bhatta, 175, 375, 381

Jaya-ynangald, i

Jayanti-kalpa, 55

Jayarama, 1

Jayasimha, 54, 91

Jaya-tirtha, 55, 56, 61, 62, 64, 65, 87,

88, 89, 90, 94, loi, no, III, H5,
117, 121, 126, 128, i32n., i33n.,

143, 162, 174. 175. 177, 178, 182,

184, 186, 187, 196, 202, 448

Jaya-tirtha-vijaya-tippam ,
160 n.

Jayakhandin Sirnha, 59

Jayananda, 385

Jahnavi, 393

jdti, 151, 152

jdti-vikalpo, 183

Jealousy, 29

jijndsd, 413

jlva-caitanya, 235

jtva-iovm, 284
Jiva Gosvami, 16, 346, 396, 438, 447;

Brahman, nature of, 397; bhakti,

nature of, 415 flf.; criticism of the

Sahkarites, 414; different saktis,

concept of, 399-400; God, views on,

19-20; God and His powers, 409;
God and the souls, 408; God's rela-

tion to His devotee, 410 ff.; tndyd
and beyond mdyd, 402; mdyd doc-

trine, 399; mdyd, ideas on, 21-2;
nature of the world, 404; ontology,

396 ff.
; Paramatman, idea of, 23 ;

parindma doctrine of, 22 ; part in the

whole, relation of, 403 ; self, views

on, 20; selves, theory of, 399 ff.;

status of the world, 405 ff.
;
the joy

of bhakti, 403 ff. ; ultimate realiza-

tion, nature of, 428 ff.

jiva-mdyd, 16, 413

jlvanviukta, 365

jlvanmukti, 39«., 88, 259, 262, 347,

406, 418, 428, 446
Jiva-pratibimbatva-khandana-vdda,

379

jlva-sakti, 390

jivas, 12, 14, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 26, 27,

34, 83, 109, 126, 132, 135, 136, 137,

138, 141, 144, 146, 149, 150, 155,

179, 257, 284, 285, 287, 288, 289,

292, 335, 347, 348, 350, 361, 362,

364, 366, 367, 368, 370, 378, 399,

409, 410, 414, 429, 440, 442, 444,

447

jivdtman, 424

jnapti, iSgn.

jndna, 10, 71, 73, 117, 122, 166, 167,

170, 235, 260, 261 293, 336, 350
jndna-bddhyatva, 103

jfidna-grdhaka, 169

jfidna-grdhakdtiriktdnapeksatvam , 169

jndna-guhaya, 24

jndna-kdnda, 326

jndna-mdrga, 374

jiidna-rndtrasya kd vdrttd sdksdd apt

kurvantl, 416

jndna-misra, 353, 354

jiidna-nmla-kriydtmaka, 40, 41, 43

jndna-rupa, i57n.
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jndna-sdmagrl, 175

Jfianasimha, 56

Jftina-sindhu, 448

jndna-sriye, 400
jndndbhava, 293

jndndm prdmdnyam, 174

jndndnanddtmako hy asau, 314

jndndngabhuta, 353

jndndhgabhuta-bhakti, 353

jnatatd, 169, 170

jneyatd-sampddana, 160

jneya-visaylkarana, 160

'Jugness', 97

jyofiTi, 131, 136

Jyotiftoma, 137

kaivalya, 248
kaivalya-kdma, 424
kaivalya-kdma-bhakti, 424
Kalana, 393

Kalapa grammar, 386
Kali, 51
Kali yuga, 447
^//>a, 325

kalpita, 292

kalpita-bheda, 105

kalya-kdla, 43

Kalyanapura, 53, 92, 93

Kalyanaraja, 346, 357, 374, 375, 380,

381
Kamalakara Bhattacarya, 395

Kamaldsana, 122 n.

Kanada, 153, ijbn., 178

Kapila, 24, 30, 32, 36, 37, 38, 44, 139

Kapila Sarnkhya, 44
Kapilak§etra, 372
karma, 21, 22, 25, 33, 45, 49, 61, 86,

88, 145, 147, 150. 151, 253, 317,

324. 333. 337, 348, 349, 350, 353,

354, 358, 367, 391, 409, 415, 417,

418, 428, 444; nature of, 49-50
karma-kdnda, 326

karma-mdrga, 374
karma-misra 353, 354
Karma-nirnaya, 64, 70, 74
karma-svabhdvam, 332

karmdsayas, 433
kartr, 37, 370
kartrtva, 43

kathd, 115

Kathd-laksana, 55, 64, 65; account of,

65

Kathiawad, 372

Katwa, 386

Katha, 89, 133, 136

Kaura Sadhu, i

KaufUakl, 131, 137, 446

Kaufltakyupani^ad-bhdfya-tippanl, 5 5

kautilya, 420
Kavlndra-tlrtha, 56

kdkatdtlya, 161

Kdla, 22, 25, 31, 37, 40, 47, 150, 159,

331, 413
kdma, 336, 376, 432, 435
kdmand-nimitta, 424
Kamaka§nl, 371

Kdmdkhydndtha, igon.

Kamarahati, 388
Kdnti-mdld, 438, 447
Kanci, 383
Kanvas, 133

kdrana, 328, 332, 340
kdrana-sakti, 155

kdrandnumdna, 200

kdrikd, 39 n., 444
Kdrpanya-punjikd, 394
kdryatd, 74
kdrydnumdna, 200, 326

kdrydnumeya, 332
kdrydtirekendnavasthdnam, 341
Kasi Misra, 388

Kdthakopanisad-bhdsya-tippant, 5 5

Kaveri, 388
Kdvya-Kaustubha, 438
kdvyas, 386
Kedara, 372
Kena, 89

Kenopanisad-bhdsya, 55, 90
Kenopanisad-bhd§ya-tlppanl, 55

Kenopanisad-khanddrtha, 90
Kesava Bhatta, 62

Kesava Bhattaraka, 64, loi

Kesavadasa, i

Kesava Misra, 64, 189

Kesavasvamin, 87

Kesava-tirtha, 64
Kesava Yati, 62

kevala, 160, 181

kevala pramdna, 161, 167, 181

kevala-vyatireki, 201, 345

kevaldnvayi, 185, 186, 344

Khandana-khanda-khddya, 65 n., 115,

191 «., 192

Khanddrtha-prakdsa, 90
Khapuspa-tlkd, 55

Khydtivdda, 360, 379
kitava, 423
ktrtana, 389
Wes'a, 12, 45

Knower, 66, 68, 86
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Knowledge, 21, 66, 81, 84, 86, 117,

126, 156, 160, i6i, 164, 166, 167,

168, 170, 189, 223, 230, 349; its

nature in emancipation discussed,

243 fF. ; Madhusudana's defence

strongly criticized, 240 ff. ; nature

and function of vrtti and ajndna
discussed, 236 ff.

;
the views of Ista-

siddhi and Ramadvaya criticized,

239 fF.
; views of Madhusudana cri-

ticized by Vyasa-tlrtha, 230 flF.

Knowledge of God, 392

Krama-nirnaya, 54
kriya, 3, 42
kriyd-sakti, 331

kriyd-vikalpo, 183

krpd, 151

Kr§na, 15, 45, 59, 346, 349, 353, 356,

376, 386, 387, 389, 392, 395, 401,

402, 432, 438, 440, 442
Kr§nadasa Kaviraja, 385, 387, 388,

390

Krsna-karndmrta, 375, 388, 389
Krsna-padl, i

Kr^na-premdmrta, 377
KrsnasvamI Ayer, 52, 90
Krsna ^astrl, 90, 91

Kr?nacarya, 51, 59, 90

Kr^ndmrta-mahdrnava, 55, 89, 3i9«.
Krsndnandl, 438
Krsndsraya, 373, 376
Krti, 31371.

Krttikd, 186

ksamd, 9, 10

ksdntt, 9

ksetra, 402

ksetrajfia, 32 n., 402, 442
ksetrajna-sakti, 390
ksetrajfidkhya, 16 n.

kulluka, 8

Kumarapada, 383
Kumarila Bhatta, 3, 60, 171

Kumbakonam, 54 «.

Kundalagirisuri, 62

Kuruksetra, 372
Kurve^vara temple, 51

Kusumdnjali, igzn.

kutastha, 37, 43

Kutastha-dlpa, i58«.

kvdcitkaiva, 93

Laghu-bhdgavatd-mrta, 438

lajja, 151

laksana, 121, 124
Laksmana Bha^a, 371, 375

Lak9mana Siipha, 59

Lakpnl, 150, 157, 181, 314, 317
Lak$ml Devi, 386
Lak$mlpati, 56, 448
Lalita-mddhava, 394
Law of excluded middle, 204, 209
Lalu Bhatta, 373, 375
Idlyatva, 432
Idmds, 317 n.

Legitimate inference, 228

Leipzig, 102 n.

Lexicons, 76
Liberality, 151

Liberation, 58, 315, 318
Light, 369

Light-heat, 31

Light-particles, 369
Limitation, 221

Limited consciousness, 245
Limited measure, 220

Limiting condition, 159

linga, 37, 344
linga-deha, 317

linga-sarlra, 49, 156

tilayd, 24
Locanadasa, 385

Locus, 342
Locus of illusion, 252
Logic, 71, 204
loka-vyavahdra, 163

Lokayatas, 52

Lord, 34
Love, 28, 351

Low-caste, 393

Loyalty, 3

Lump of earth, 82

MacKenzie, Major, 54 n.

Madana, 386
Madhurdstaka, 373, 374, 377, 380,

381

Madhusudana, 204, 207, 211, 212, 214,

216, 219, 221, 223, 224, 225, 226,

228, 229, 231, 233, 242, 243, 251,

256, 257, 258, 262, 268, 269, 271,

272, 273, 274, 278, 279, 280, 282,

285, 288, 292, 293, 294, 296, 297,

299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305,

397
Madhva, i, 18, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 58,

59, 60, 62, 64, 66, 70, 71, 74, 75, 82,

87, 88, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96,

loi, 121, 122, 128, 130, 131, 132,

133, 135, 137, 138, 139, 140, 144,

145, 146, 148, 156, 158, 177, 182,
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184, 190, 203, 318, 319, 339, 346,

37 X, 388, 441, 447, 448; Anubhasya
and commentaries thereon, 61

;

Anuvydkhydna, account of, 62-3 ;

Anuvydkhydna with commentaries

thereon, 62 ; aprdmdnya, 163 ; avidyd
doctrine, 159-60; dkdsa doctrine,

153-4; bhakti, view regarding, 58;

Bhdgavata-tdtparya-nirnaya and

commentary' thereon, 59 ; Bhdgavata-

tdtparya-nirnaya, manner of treat-

ment in, 59; bheda, nature of, 178 ff. ;

discussion of the meaning of the

word Brahman, 1 11- 12 ff.
;
his inter-

pretation of the Brahma-sutra i. 1. 1,

102 ff.; interpretation of Brahma-
sutra I. 1. 2, 121 ff.; interpretation
of Brahma-sutra i. i. 3-4, 127; his

interpretation of the Brahma-sutras

elaborated by many other writers,

loi
; logical connection of the

Brahma-sutras, 87; monistic inter-

pretation of Brahman, difficulties in,

125 ff.
; other conditions of Brahma-

knowledge are discarded, no— 11;

what leads to Brahma enquiry, 102;
a review of the important topics of

the Brahma-sutras
, i29ff. ; Brahma-

sutra-bhdsya, 61
; Christianity, in-

fluence of, on, 92-3 ; concomitance
in Madhva, 197 ff.; date of, 51;
eternal damnation in, 58; definition

of Brahman, discussions on, 12 1 ff.
;

difference {bheda), concept of, 73-4;
view regarding five-fold differences,

57; difference, reality of, 178-9;
difference as conceived by ^aiikara

criticized, 179-80; discussions, con-

dition of, lis; discussion (vdda),
nature of, 65 ; doubts defined, 176 ff. ;

his view regarding the emancipated,

57-8; emancipated souls, distinction

among, 66; error, nature of, n8 ff.
;

falsehood, notion of, criticized, 84;

falsity of the world, doctrine, dis-

carded, 114; falsit>' of the world
criticized in the Tattvoddyota, 67;

Gitd-tdtparya, account of, 59 ff.
;

Gitd-tdtparya, manner of treatment

in, 59; God as eternal perceiver of

the world, 68; God's possession of

many qualities defended, 71; God,
collocation of pramdnas leading to,

78; God, proof of existence, 76;

God, nature of, 75 ; identity incom-

prehensible without difference, 79-
80; identity, notion of, denied, 82;
notion of absolute identity {akhan-

ddrtha) criticized, 73 ; identity of

selves denied, 70; identity of the self

and the world denied, 68; inference,

184 ff.; various kinds of inference

in, 200-1 ;
inference as svdrthdnu-

mdna and pardrthdnumdna, 202;
illusion defined, 173; illusion and

doubt, 173 ff.; illusion, Mimarnsa
view of, criticized, 174; illusion,

Sankara view criticized, 175 ; karma,

prdrabdha and aprdrabdlia, dis-

cussion of, 88; nature of karma in,

61 ; karma-nirnaya, account of, 70 ff. ;

kathd-laksana, account of, 65 ; in-

tuitive knolwedge, 181; nature of

knowledge discussed by Vyasa-tlrtha
as against Madhusudana, 230 ff. ;

krsndmrta-mahdrnava, account of,

89 ; life of, 51 ff.
; Mahabhdrata,

view regarding, 58 ;
Mahdbhdrata-

tdtparya-nirnaya, 57—8; Mahdbhd-

rata-tdtparya-nirnaya, commentary
of, 59; wava doctrine discarded, 113;

Mdydvdda-kliandana with commen-
taries thereon, 64; memory as

pramdna, 162; mithyd and anirva-

cariiya, 80—1
; mithydtvdmtmdna-

khandana with commentaries there-

on, 64; Mimamsa doctrine oi karma

criticized, 71; moksa (liberation),

nature described by the followers of

Madhva, 315; moksa, different types

of, 318; moksa, ways that lead to it,

316; the monism of ^aiikara cannot
be the basis of Brahma-enquiry,
103; monism, refutation of, by
Vyasa-tlrtha, 204 ff. ; nitydnitya-
viveka cannot be a condition

of Brahma-knowledge, 109; non-

existence, nature of, 80; Nydya-
vivarana, account of, 87; ontology,

150 ff.; criticism of, by Parakala

Yati, 95 ; perception, condition of,

182; perception, Nyaya definition

and condition denied, 182-3; Pra-
bhakara view discussed, 74; prakrti

doctrine, 1 $6 H.; pramdnas, 160 ff.;

pramdnas, agreement with objects,

161; pramdna, criticism of other

definitions of, 164; pramdna, Bud-
dhist view of, considered, 167;
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pramdna, definition of, 160 flF.;

pramdnas, Jaina view of, considered,

166; Pramdna-laksana and com-
mentaries thereon, 64; pramdnas,
nature of, 77; pramdna, two senses

of, 165; pramdna, Nyaya view con-

sidered, 167; Ramanuja and, 94 ff.;

Ramanuja's criticism of Brahman

criticized, 124; degrees of reality

criticized, 73; degrees of reality,

discussions on, 116 ff.; repentance
and meditation, 89; samavdya doc-

trine, 154; ^ahkarites and Buddhists

compared, 69-70; Sahkarites cri-

ticized as crypto-Buddhists, 68-9;
^ahkara's interpretation of the dif-

ferent topics of the Brahma-sutras

criticized, 129 flf.; ^ahkara's inter-

pretation criticized, 127 AT. ; sakti

doctrine, 154-5; Sdharcya theory of

Gahgesa refuted, 185 ; sdstra in rela-

tion to God, 60; his view regarding
smrti and sdstras, 57 ; view regarding

sdstra, 60; self cannot be identical

with Brahman, 108; self cannot be

self-illuminating, 68; souls, different

kinds of, 155-6; criticism of, on the

nature of emancipated souls, 98-

100; svatah-prdmdnya theory con-

sidered, 168 flf.; svatah-prdmdnya in

relation to doubts, 172; svatah-

prdmdnya explained, 168; svatah-

prdmdnya theory of, distinguished
from that of the Mimarnsa and the

Vedanta, 169 ff.; tarka, 193; tarka,

nature of, 188 ff.; tarka, Mathura-
natha and Gahgesa cricitized, 190;

tarka, Nyaya view criticized, 189;

tarka, Sriharsa's view criticized, 191 ;

tarka, Udayana's view criticized,

192; Tattva-samkhydna, account of,

65-6; Tattva-samkhydna with com-

mentar>', 64; some doctrines sum-
marized in the Tattva-samkhydna,

65-6; Tattvoddyota, account of,

66 ff. ; Tattvoddyota with com-
mentaries thereon, 64-5 ;

teachers of

Madhva's school, 56; testimony in

Madhva, 202 ff.; true belief, 174;

upddhi criticized, 85-6; upddhi,
notion of, 82-3; upddhi-khandana
with commentaries thereon, 64;
universal and inference, 151—2; the

view of Vacaspati and Prakasatman

oiv

refuted by Vyasa-tlrtha, 104 ff.;

Vedas, revelation of, 75 ; visefa

doctrine, 153; Vifnu-tattva-nirnaya,
account of, 74 ff. ; vydpti as anupa-
patti, 184; world cannot be an

illusion, 72; the view of world as

illusion criticized, 246 ff.
;
status of

the world, brief description of, 63;
world cannot be sadasad-vilaksana,

73 ; works of Madhva, 54 ff.
;
com-

mentaries on his works, 55-6; works
on logic of, 64

Madhva-bhdsya, 141 n.

Madhva mathas, 91

Madhva school, 143, 153

Madhva-siddhdnta-sdra, 54, i50».,

I5in., 152W., 154"-. 156"., IS7"'.

159 rt.

Madhva-vijaya, 53, 54, 91
Madhvas Philosopliic des Vishnit-

Glaubens, 54 n., 102 h.

Madhvacarya, 157//.

Madhvdcdrya, The Life of, 9 1 «.

Aladhvdcdrya, a Short Historical

Sketch, 9071.

Madhyallla, 387, 392

madhyama-sevdphala, 358

Madhyageha Bhatta, 52

Magic, 68

Magician, 287

mahat, 25, 27, 31, 35, 40, 41, 46, 47,

66, 150, 156

Mahat-tattva, 157

Mahdbhdrata, 9, 38, 57, 58, 59, 75, 92,

93, 128 «., 413

Mafidhhdrata-tdtparya-nirnaya, 51, 55,

57, 58, 318 «.

Mahdbhdrata-tatparya-nirnaydnuk-
ramanikd, 59

Mahdbhdrata-tdtparya-nirnaya-

vydkhyd, 59

mahdbhdva, 432, 433 «•. 43^
mahdbhiitas, 24
Maha-laksmi, 13, iS7w., 372
mahd-mdyd, 3 1 3 «.

Mahd-pralaya, 315 «.

Mahdsubodhiril, 59

Mahdvisnu, 402

mahd-yajnais ca yajnais ca brdhmiyam
kriyate tanuh, 321

Mahispuri, 371
Mahomedan scriptures, 203
Malabar, 93

Mallikarjuna-tirtha, 388

Mal-observation, 173

30
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mamatd, 43 z

vianas, 24, 31, 36, 41, 47. 4'), 66, 108,

146, 150. 157, 158, 165, 16S, 182,

314. 31^, 336, 337. 341. 342, 352,

35«, 40X

Manddra-moujun, 64
Manes, 93

Mangalorc, 53

Manicheans, 93
Manifestation oi appearance, 340
manonubhava

, 159

mantras, 337, 346, 369
Manu, 6, 8, 346
Manu-samhitu, 6 n.

Manvartha-camiriku, 8

tnatigala, 9

Mangalavdda, 373
mani, 93
'

Manigrama ', 93

Mani-mahjari, 52, 54, 93

Manimat, 52, 93

Maricika, 381
Market silver, 208
maryadd, 355, 378

maryddd school, 354
maryddd-mdrga, 352, 355, 367, 377
maryadd-marga bhakti, 378
Mathura, 372, 388
Mathurd-ynahinid, 394
Mathurd-mdhdtmya, 373

Mathuranatha, ijon., igon., 195 «.

Material, 313
Material cause, 138, 205, 209, 261,

330, 340, 341. 443
Material stuff, 259
Materiality, 218

Matha list, 51

Mathas, 51, 52

Maudgala, 64

7nayi jildnam ndsti, 265
Madhavadesaka, 53

Madhava-tlrtha, 56

Madhavayatindra, 371

Madhavendra, 56

Madhai, 386

mddhurya, 392

Madhva-Gaudlya, 448
Madhyandinas, 133

Mdgha, 387

Mahismati, 372

Mdlddhdrana-zdda, 379
mdna, 433//.

tndnasdnanda, 43 1

Mdndukya-klmnddrtJia , 90
Mdndukya Upannads, 89

Mdndukya-upanisad-bhdsya, 5 5

Mdndiikyopanisad-bhdsya, 90
mdtra, 150

Mdthara-rriti, 39 «.

Matharacarya, 39/?.

mdyd, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24,

26, 33, 34, 47, 48, 68, 71, 85, 113,

122, 156, 215, 242. 261, 287, 308,

313, 314. 328, 329, 330, 331, 332,

334, 337. 339. 347, 348, 359, 360,

370, 397, 399, 400, 402, 403, 407,

409, 410, 412, 430
mdydkhyd prakrtir jadd, 3 1 3 w.

?«Jva-po\ver, 12

mdyd-sakti, 12, 329, 391, 393, 398, 409
Mdydvdda-khandana, 55, 64, 65

mdyayd apt bliagavac-cliakitvena sakti-

mad-abhitmatvdt, 330
Medhatithi, 6, 7, 8

Mediacy, 241
Mediate cognition, 240, 243
Mediate knowledge, 240, 242

Mediation, 89, 316, 321, 324, 337, 354
Memory, 163, 166, 178, 275, 294, 337,

339
Memory image, 175

Mercy, 151, 420
Merit, 151, 446
Mind-control, 322
Minerva Press, Madras, 91
Minimum postulation, igou.
Miraculous powers, 40
Mirage, 284
Misra, 171

Mitabhdsini, 55

mithyd, 71, 72, 8i, 213

Mithydtvdnumdna-khandana, 64
Mitra Misra, 9 n.

Mimamsakas, 323
Mimarnsa, 28, 76, 102, 129, 161, 164,

169, 170, 228, 321, 322, 377
Alimdmsd-sutra, 2, 3, 5, 321

Mimdmsd-sdstra, 322
moksa, 109, 122, 315, 336, 347, 376
Molulakota, 372
Momentary, 256
Monism, 60, 221, 222, 362

Monist, 63, 71, 84, 86, 91, 194, 212,

213, 362

Monistic, 32, 33, 84, 229
Moral virtues, 434
Morality, 9

Moslem, 371, 385

Movement, 42
mrdi ghafavat, 46
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mrtyuratyanta-vismrtih, 49

Mudgalananda-tirtha, 87

mukhya, 149
Muktdndm ca na hlyante tdratamyam

ca sarvadd, 3 1 8 n.

Muktdvali, 195 n.

mukti, 99, 347, 427, 428, 429
mukti-yogya, 155

Mukunda, 386, 387
Mukiinda Datta, 386, 387
Alukundamuktdratndvali - stotra - tlka,

394

Multiplicity, 79
mumuksutva, no, 143

Mundaka, 89, 134, 135

Mundaka-upanisad-bhdsya, 55, 90

Mundakopanisad-bhdsya-tikd, 90

Mundakopanisad-bfidsya-flkd-tippam,

90

Mundakopanisad-bhdsya-vydkhydy 90

Muralidhara, 373, 380
Murari, 170, 171 n., 387

Murarigupta, 384, 385, 386
Murari Mahiti, 388
Murari Misra, 171

Mutual negations, 302

Murti-pujana-vdda, 379

Mysore, 52

Mystic feeling, 3

Mystical, 3

nacavirala-lagna-sankd-dhdrah anu-

bhuyate, 194

naimittika, 417
naiskarmya-nimitta, 424

Naiyayikas, 219, 225, 330, 342, 369
Nanda Misra, 438
Nandi-tirtha, 54

Narahari, 91, 92, 383

Narahari-tirtha, 51, 56, 91, 93

Narapandita, 65

Narasimha, 101

Narasimha-nakha-stotra, 89
'

Narasirnha Yati, 90

Narasirnhacarya, i, 64
na sat tan ndsad ity ucyate, 361

Nasik, 372, 388

Navadvlpa, 377, 386

Navadvipa Jagannatha Misra, 385

Navaratna, 373, 376
Nawab of Gaur, 394

Nagaraja ^arma, 65 n.

Ndma-candrikd, 377, 380

ndmadheya, 82

ndma-vikalpo, 183

Ndmdrtha-suddhikd, 438

Narada, 155

Ndrdyana, 38, 57,61,71, 102, no, 132

Narayana Bhana, 52, 53, 54, 64

NarSyana-tlrtha, 90

Narayani, 395

Ndrdyanopanifad-bhdsya-tipparii, 5 5

Ndtaka-candrikd, 438

Negation, 150, 155, 208, 209, 211, 212,

213, 214, 222, 223, 225, 226, 229,

240, 259, 260, 261, 266, 269, 270,

273. 302, 305, 306, 307, 309, 342

Negation of ignorance, 20

Negation of knowledge, 267, 268, 269

Negation-precedent, 272, 273, 276,

278

Negation-precedent-to-Brahma-know-
ledge, 270

Negation-precedent-to-production,

239, 263, 264, 277, 303, 342

Negative inference, 196

Negative instances, 223
Nibandha, 373

Nibandha-prakdsd, 2, 379

Nibandha-tippana, 346
Nimbarka, 384
nididhydsana, 103

nigamana, 345

nihsaktika, 391

nimitta, 21, 327
nimittakdrana, 348, 361, 403
nirdkdra, no
Nirbhayarama, 381, 38271.

nirguna, 29, 71, 126, 348, 353, 418, 419
nirguna brahma, 125

nirnaya, 196

Nirnaydrnava, 375

Nirodha-laksana, 373, 380, 381

Nirukta, 122

nirupddhika, 299

nirupddhikestarupatvdt, 306
nirvikalpa, 183, 338

nirvikalpa pratyakfa, 183

nirvisaya, 10

nirvisefa, 18, 114, 363, 369, 370, 390
nirvisesarn cid-vastu, 402
nirviiesatva, 304

nirvydpaka, 200

niscaya, 338, 339

niscaydtmikd buddhi, 158

nisedhasya tdttvikatve advaita-hdnih,

205

nifkdma, 58

niskdmatva, 3i8n.

nisphald, 163

30-2
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nifiddha, 151

nitya, 14, 170, 203, 417

nitya-jndna, 336
nitya-mukta, 313

Nityasvarupa Brahmacari, i8n.

nitya-tad-dsrayatva-tac-chefatva-

nibandhanah, 20

nityatva, 442
Nityananda, 386, 387, 393, 395, 448

nitydnitya-viveka, 109

niyama, 122, 354, 424
niyata, 190

niyata guru, 316

wj>afi, 39, 44
Nilakantha, 38
Nilambara Chakravarti, 385

Non-being, 204, 205, 302, 304

Non-cognizability, 311
Non-contradiction, 226, 228

Non-eternal, 151

Non-eternity, 303

Non-existent, 63, 81, 82, 211, 212,

214, 215, 222, 224, 231, 250, 251,

256, 302

Non-expressibility, 186

Non-illusory, 250

Non-injury, 3, 10, 28

Non-luminous, 68

Non-material, i6

Non-objectivity, 310

Non-perception, 191, 274

Non-perceptual, 233
Non-self, 27, 229, 248

Non-sensible, 194

Non-spatial, 16

Non-stealing, 28

Non-validity, 75
North India, 383

Notion, 118

Nrhari, 56, 448
Nrsiinha, 62

Nrsirnha-bhik?u, 90
Nrsimha-nakha-stotra, 55

Nrsiinha-tirtha, 64
Nrsirnhasrama, 179

Nydsadesa, 377

Nydsadesavivarana-prabodha, 377

NySya, 143, 167, 173, 183, 195 «-. 196,

200, 202, 203, 285, 325, 326, 330,

386

Nydya-bindu-tlkd, 166 w., 167 n.

Nydya-dtpabhdva-prakdsa, 60

Nydya-diptkd, 60, 94, loi

Nydya-kalpalatd, 64

Nydya-kalpalatd-vydkhyd, 64

Nydya kandali, 176 «.

Nydya-kofa, 189^.

Nydya-makaranda, 206

Nydya-manjarl, 64, 183 n., 188 n., 195 n.

Nydya-mauktika-mdld, 64, 87, loi

Nydya-muktdvali, 64, 87
Nydya-ratndvah, 64, 87, 438
Nydya-sudhd, 62, 94, loi, iii, 112,

113, 116, 118, i2in., i2S«., 12617.,

liSn., i30n., 131 n., i32n., 143,

155. is6n., 160, 173"-, I74«-,

199 n., 200

Nydya-sudhd-parimala, 94, 112

Nydya-sudhd-tippanl, 102

Nydya-sudhopanydsa, 62

Nydya-sutra, iy6n., 177 n., 188

Nydya-sutra-nibandha-pradlpa, 62

Nyaya-Vaise|ika, 151, 160

Nydya-vdrttika, lybn.

Nydya-vivarana, 55, 87, 88w., 103

NydySdhva-dlpikd, loi

Nydydmrta, 63, 65, 105, 204, 210 n.,

2i4«., 216, 220, 231, 232, 237«.,

246 n., 248 w., 265, 266, 296, 310,

312, 3I4W-, 3ISW-

Nydydmrta-prakdsa, 223 n., 246 n.

Nydydmrta-tarangiril, 209 n.

nyunddhika-vrtti, 1 97

Object-cognition, 277

Object-forms, 235, 237, 246
Objective, 417
Obligatory, 417
Obligatory duties, 415
Occasional, 417
odana, 133 n.

Omnipotent, 326, 411

Omniscience, 43, 237, 244, 290, 326,

347
Omkara, 63

Orissa, 51, 384, 386, 447
Otherness, 222

Pada-ratndvali, i

pada-sakti, 155

paddnumdna, 326

paddrtha, ison.

Paddrtha-candrikd, 64

Paddrtha-dlpikd, 59

Paddrtha-nirnaya, 328

Paddrtha-sarngraha, 156 n., I57n.,
160

Padmandbha, 56, 157^., 448

Padmanabhacarya, C. M., Life of

Madhvdcdrya, 54 n., 94
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Padmanabhasura, 54

Padmanabha-tlrtha, 56, 60, 64, 65, 87,

91, 92, 93, 94, 155

Padma-purdna, 36 n.

Padma-tlrtha, 54, 91

Padyavail, 394
Pain, 182, 357

Pamparanya, 371

Panihati, 388
Panorama of illusions, 49

Pantheistic, 39

panca-jandh, 137

Panca-pddikd-vivarana, 109, 123 n.,

276 n.

Pancapddiya, 376, 380, 381

Pancaratra, 7, 9, 37, 44, 57. 75, 93,

128 n., 14s, 334, 355
Pancaratra dgamas, 36

Pancama-skandha-tikd, 2

Panca^ikha, 38, 39 n.

Pandkarana-prakriyd-vivarana, 55

Panjikd, 62

Pandita Jagadananda, 387

para, 16 n.

Parabhuti, 383
Parakala Yati, 95, 97, 99

param, 1 1

parama-premdspada, 123

parama-purusa, 14, i30«.

parama-purusdrthatd, 14

Paramarii, 39

parama-sukha-rupatva, 14
Paramananda Gupta, 385
Paramananda Puri, 385, 388

paramdrtha, 69, 351

Paramdrtha-sandarbha, 394

Paramatman, 11, 12, 14, 20, 21,

22, 23, 150, 155, 365, 396, 402,

403, 404, 405, 420, 424, 427, 428,

430
paramdtma-parindma eva, 22

Paramdtma-sandarbha, 402

paramdtma-prakrti, 316

paramesvara, 11, 400, 409

parampard-krama, i6o

paraspara-parihdrenaiva vartate, 197

paraspardnupravesdt tattvdndm, 30

paratah-aprdmdnya, 172

paratah-prdmdnya, 171

paratastvd-numdna, 173

Paratattvdnjana, 380

para mdyd, 1 6 n.

pardnurakti, 349

pardnuraktir isvare, 349

pardrtha, 202, 334

pard-sakti, 390

parindma, 22, 164, 406, 407, 443

parindma-hetutvam tal-laksanam, 333

parindminl, 156

parifpanda, 40, 132 n.

parisefa, 184, 187

Parisista, 381

parokfa, 234, 240, 278, 339

paroksa-ity-akara, 312

parokfa-jndna, 233

paropakdrdya, 5

Particularity, 150

Partless, 327, 362

paryavasita-sddhya-vydpakatve sati

sddhandvydpaka upddhih, iggn.

Passions, 409
pasctma, 432
Patanjali, 28, 35 n., 36

Patrdvalambana, 373

Pandavas, 89

Pandurahga, 64, 372

Pandya, 383

Pdnini, 307

/>a/>a, 151

pdrdmdrthika, 69, 116

pdrdmdrthikatvd-kdrena atyantdbhd-

vah, X09

pdrarhparayd, 189

pdrdrthya, 39 «.

pdrdrthyam, 39/1.

Pasupata, 7, 8, 52, 139

Patanjala, 36

Perception, 77, 181, 194, 197, 2i6,

222, 223, 228, 257, 345

Perceptual experience, 341

Permanent, 83

Perpetual inunediacy, 210

Persians, 93

/)Aa/a, 353, 357

phala-rupa, 353

phala-sannydsa, 424

phala-vydpyatva, 216, 310

Phdlguna, 385

phenataranga-nydya, 141 n.

Phenomenal self, 31

Philosophy, 314, 384, 390

Photo-phobia, 282

Physical love, 431

Physiological, 431, 436
Pillar, 178

pisdcas, 66

Pitambara, 379

Pitambaraji Maharaja, 373, 374

Pleasure, 182, 357

Plurality, 19, 94
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Pointed fruition, 317

Poona, 56
Positive ignorance, 274
Positive entities, 206
Positive veil, 276

Possibility, 194
Posterior knowledge, 211

Postures, 88

Power, 42, 43, 150, 153; three-fold, of

God, 13

Prabhanjana, 377

Prabhakaras, 3^., 4, 74, 162 n., 167,

169, 171 n.

Prabhasa, 372
Prabhavisnusvamin, 383

Prabodhini, i

Practical behaviour, 231
Practical efficiency, 206, 252

pradhdna, 398, 404, 414

Pradlpa, 381

Pradyumna, 38, 155, 313/1., 314 "•>

402

Pradyumna Misra, 388

Pradyumna-vyuha , 27

Pragmatic experience, 217
Prahlada, 349

Prajna-tlrtha, 52

Prajiid, 315 w.

prakarana, 98

Prakarana-pancikd, 162

prakdrata, 170

Prakdsa, i, 59, 192, 346, 374, 379
Prakasananda, 276, 388, 389
Prakasatman, 94, 104, 117

prakrtdvayavddi-nisedhi-paratvdt, 3 1 2

prakrti, 12, 13, 14, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,

31. 32, 34, 35, 37, 40, 42, 44, 46, 47,

49, 66, 68, 134, 135, i36n., 137, 155,

156, 159, 313. 314, 315, 316, 317,

327, 331. 335, 373, 399, 402, 410,

412, 413, 425,440; categories, evolu-

tion of, 35; idea of, in Vifnu-purdna
and Bhdgavata-purdna, 34

prakrti-laya, 407

prakrti-sXufi, 3 1 3 w.

pralaya, 47, 141, 219, 318

pramd, 166, 167, 337

Pramd-laksana, 50, 64, 160, 184, 187

pramdna, 37, 77, 96, 116, 160, 162,

163, 165, 167, 181, 188, 189, 196,

202, 212, 270, 281, 318, 337, 341,

344. 345, 346, 358

pramdna-bddhitdrthaka prasanga, 189

Pramdna-candrikd, 165, 187 «., 188 n.

pramdna-jfidna, 276

Pramdna-paddhati, 64, 160, 165, 178,

182, i86, 196, 202

pramdna-phala, 167

Pramdna-vdda-rahasya, lyon.

pramdna-vrtti, 279

pramdna-vydpdra, 166 n.

pramdndntara-vedya, 199

prameya, 115, 1 60

Prameya-dipikd, 61, 94

Prameya-kamala-mdrtanda, 166 n., 167

Prameya-muktdvali, loi

prameya-phala, 346

Prameya-ratna-mdld, 447
Prameya-ratndrnava, 375

Prameya-ratndvatl, 438 n., 447
prameyatva, 152

pranaya, 356, 43371.

prapanca, 328

Prapanca-mithydtvdnumdna-khandana,
55, 65

Prapanca-sdra-bheda, 380
Prapanca-vdda, 360, 381

prapanco mithyd, 213

Prasthdna-ratndkara, 330, 337, 339"-,

340, 343

Prasna, i, 90

prasnikd, 65

Prasnopanisad-bhdsya, 55, 90, 154

Prasnopanisad-bhdsya-ttkd, 90, 94

Prasnopanisad-bhdsya-tikd-tippana, 90

Prasnopanisad-bhdsya-tippdrii, 5 5

pratarana-sdstra, 348

Prataparudra, 386, 388, 393, 394, 395

pratibandha, 357

pratibandhi-kalpand, igon.

pratibhdsika, 300

pratibimba, 150
Pratibimba-vdda , 352, 379

pratijnd, 345

prati-pannopddhu traikdlika-nisedha-

pratiyogitvam, 204

pratni, 118

pratya-bhijnd, 162

pratyaksa pramdna, 341

pratyaksa-yogya, 201

pratyanumdna, 326

pravrtti, 166

prdg-abhdva, 155, 206, 209, 223, 239,

272, 303, 342, 379

prdgabhdva-pratiyogitva, 223

prdkatya-pratibandha, 289

prdmdnya, i68

prdmdnya-bhrama, 168

prdmdnya-niscayasya-pravartakatvam,

173
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prdna, 37, 40, 41, 132, 135, 136, 148,

331. 399

prdnatva, 137

prdndydma, 28

prdrabdha, 88, 433

prdrdbdha-karma, 317, 365, 418
Prdrthandratndkara, 379

prdtibhdsika, 120

prdtisvikl, 159

Precedent-negations, 379

prema, 351, 355, 356, 430, 433, 435,

437
Premalaksana-candrikd, 351

Premarasdyana, 351

Prema-vilasa, 385

Premdmrta, 373

Premdmrta-bhdsya, 377

Premendtisdgara, 394
Pride, 29

/>n(:, 427, 428, 431
Prltisandarbha, 394, 427, 432
Probability, 178, 194

probandtim, 184

Production, 143

Progressive Press, Madras, gin.

projjhita, 10

Proposition, 272

prthaktva, 180

pumdmsah, 39 n.

Punjab, 372
Pundarlka Vidyanidhi, 385

Purdnas, 5, 15, 16, 36, 66, 386, 389

purdnic, 18

Pure bliss, 307, 401
Pure consciousness, 213, 216, 231, 237,

239, 244, 246, 254, 257, 258, 263,

265, 277. 279, 283, 284, 285, 286,

289, 291, 292, 296, 297. 299. 300.

309, 3". 316, 403, 409
Pure experience, 48
Pure intelligence, 125
Pure self, 238, 299

Purity, 9, 378

Purity of heart, 354
Puri, 372, 383, 387, 389, 390, 394
Purl Caitanya, 388

purusa, 25, 27, 28, 31, 32, 34, 37, 39,

40. 45, 47, 48, 136, 316, 334, 335

purufdrtha, 351

Puru§ottama, 2, 322 n., 327 «., 330,

336, 340, 341, 342, 344, 345, 346,

351, 355, 360, 361, 362, 363, 36571.,

366 «., 373, 374, 375, 377, 379, 380,

381, 386, 393, 448
Puru§ottamadeva, 393

Puru§ottamaji Mah5r3ja, 374
Puru§ottama-tIrtha, 56

Pu§kara, 372

pusti-bhakti, 359, 378

pusti-mdrga, 352, 367, 368, 377

pustimdrge varanam eva sddhanam, 354

Pusti-pravdha-maryddd, 355, 374, 375,

376, 377. 379

Pufti-pravdha-marydddbheda, 373
Pusti school, 354
Purnaprajiia, 54

purva, 432
Purva-mlmdrnsd, 71, 325

Purva-mvndmsd-kdrikd, 2Ti

purva-paksa, 14171.

purva-vijndna, 162

Psychical personality, 28

Qualified, 150

Qualities, 3, 96, 149, 153

Qualityless, 24, 296, 418

Raghunatha, 374, 375, 377, 380, 386,

387

Raghunatha Yati, 88

Raghupati Upadhyaya, 388

Raghuvarya-tirtha, 56

Raghuttama-tirtha, 56, 61, 62, 87, 90,

lOI

Raivata, 372

rajas, 29, 31, 37, 4©, 4i. 44, 46, 156.

157, 317, 328, 334, 337, 338, 343,

370, 397, 400, 401, 417

Rajatapithapura, 53

Rana-vrtti, 234

Rasa-maiijarl, 1

rasa-mdtra, 41

Rasdmrta, 394
Rasikananda Murari, 438
Rasmi, 380, 381

rati, 437
Ratiocination, i88

Rational, 3

ratydbhasa, 437

Ray, P. C, 3671., 195 «.

Radha, 387, 432
Radha Govinda Nath, 385

Radhananda, 438

rdga, 356, 43371.

rdgdnugd, 424, 426, 435

rdgdnugd-bhakti, 426, 435

rdgdtmikd-bhaktt, 435

Raghavendra, 61, 87

Raghavendra-tirtha, 62, 64, 65, go,

i68n.
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Raghavendra Yati, 6i, 62, 64, 90, 94,
1 10

Rdjatlldndma, 373

Rajavi§nusvamin, 383

Rajendra, 448
rdksasas, 66

Rama, 91, 327
Ramacandra-tirtha, 56, 62

Ramakr§na, 381

Rdmanavamlnirnaya, 377

Ramacarya, 209, 211, 213, 215, 217,

219, 222, 225

Ramadvaya, 239
Ramai, 387
Ramananda, 8, 391, 392
Ramananda Ray, 386, 388, 389, 394,

395
Ramananda-tlrtha, 2

Ramanuja, i, 17, 18, 19, 20, 53, 94, 95,

96, 98, 321, 324. 326, 327, 350, 367,

413, 447
Rdmdyana, 57, 59, 75

Rame^waram, 53, 371, 394
Ramkell, 394
Rdmottara-tdpanlya-bhdfya, 55

Rao, S. Subba, 54 n.

Rdsapancddhydya, 373

Rdsapahcddhydyl-prakdsa, 373

Rdsasarvasva, 377
Real, 68, 69, 120, 213

Reality, 17, 18, 19, 26, 28, 33, 34, 94,

210, 225, 230, 404
Reality of falsehood, 207
Reason, 102, 185, 186

Rebirth, 86, 347

Recognition, 339
reductio ad absurdum, 185, 186, 187

Reduction, 184, 186

Reflection, 2, 339
Relation of consciousness, 236
Relative existence, 214, 251
Relative reality, 210

Religious duties, 29, 75

Religious fervour, 3

Renunciation, 356
Residue, 141

Reva, 372

Revelation, 123

Rhetoric, 432
Right inference, 228

Right knowledge, 178, 218, 249, 340
Ritual process, 420
Ritualistic worship, 88

Rituals, 3

Rohinl, 186

Roo, P. Ramchandra, 54 n.

Root-cause, 143

Root-desires, 45
Root-impressions, 253, 257, 258, 274,

275, 284

Rope-snake, 300
Round square, 186

ruci-bhakti, 442
Rudra, 135. 447
Rudra Bhafta, 53
rudhi, 112

Rupa, 394, 433. 447
Rupa GosvamI, 437; treatment of

bhakti, 432
rupa-tanmatra, 27, 35, 41

rddhi, 378 «.

^-artha-diddmani, 89
Pg-artha-maiijari, 89

fig-arthoddhdra, 89

Rg-bhdfya, 54, 89

fig-bhdfya-nkd, 94

Pgveda-brahma-pancikd, 64/1.

^-yajuh-sdmdtharvas ca bhdratam,
128 n.

rju-yogin, 181

saccid-dnanda isvara, 12

Sacrifices, 2, 4, 71

Sacrificial, 322

sadasad-vilaksana, 72, 116, 117, 118

Saddcdra-smrti, 58, 88

Saddcdra-smrti-vydkhyd, 88

Saddcdra-stuti-stotra, 56
sad-dgama, 75

Sadananda, 377
sadd-prdpta-sarva-gunam, 145

sad-vilaksanatvena, 117, 261

sad-viviktatvam, 212
sa eva k§obhako brahman ksobhyas ca

purufottamah, 35

Sagacity, 151

Sagara, 38

saguna, 71, 125, 348, 353, 419
sahaja-sakti, 155, 168

sahakdrt, 329, 339
Sahasrdk^a, 377
Sahasrarci, 383

Sahasra-ndma, 438
Saint, 99

Sakaldcdrya-mata-samgraha, 382
Sakar Malik, 394
sakdma, 424
sakdma-bhakti, 424
sakhya, 392

Salvation, 88
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samavaya, 153, 182, 183, 231, 327,

330, 341, 348, 369

samavdyi, 183, 327, 361

samavdyi-kdrana, 328, 329, 330, 361

samavdyitve vikrtatvasydpatteh, 328

samavrtti, 197

samaya-bandha, 115

Samaya-pradipa, 377

samasti-jlvdntarydml, 402

sambandhdnugd, 435

samuhdlambana-buddhi, 338
Samvara Dasa, 438

samvit, 390, 440 n.

samvit-saktiy 393

sambhava, 202

sambhdvand, 178

Samhitopanisad-bhasya, 56

Samhitopanisad-bhdfya-tippam, 56

samkalpa, 98, 158, 336, 337

Samkarsana, 27, 38

sarnkoca-vikdsdbhyam, 34

Samksepa Bhdgavatdmrta, 394
samsdra, 28, 66, 120, 138, 362, 429,

447
satnskdra, 336, 337, 343

samskdra-mdtra-jamnanah, 166

samskdra-patana, 163

samskdras, 61, 165

samsaya, 168, 176, 336, 338

samslista, 66

Samvidananda, 53

samyag-jndna, 117

samyoga, 153

samsaya-dhdrd, 190

Sanaka, 447
Sandtana, 2, 386, 389, 394, 438, 447
Sandal paste, 20

sandhim, 13, 390, 440 m., 446

sannydsa, 9, 356
Sannydsa-nirnaya, 356, 373, 375, 380,

381

Sannydsa-nirnaya-vivarana, 377

Sannydsa-paddhati, 55

Sarmydya-ratndvah, 73, 151

Sannydya-dipikd, 64
Sanskrit, 384, 390
Sanskrit literature, 94

sanga-siddha, 423
sanketita, 114

Sanjaya, 386

saptabhangi, 97
Sarva-darsana-samgraha, igon.
sarva-desa-kdla-sambandhi-nisedha-

pratiyogitvam sattvam, 224, 225

Sarvajna-sukti, izn.

Sarvajfiatmamuni, 329
Sarvanirnaya, 346, 358

Sarvanirnaya-prakarana, 374
Sarva-samvddinl, 16, 18 n., 22 n.

sarvatra tadlyatva-jndndrthah, 442
iorvafra traikdlika-ni^edha pratiyogi-

tvam, 206, 207
sarvdrtha vifayakam, 181

sarvd-sattva, 141

sarvdtma-bhdva, 352
sarvdtmaka, 130 n.

Sarvottamastotra, 377, 380
Sarvottamastotra-tippana, 373

jaf, 74, 120, 149, 205, 331, 362, 40s

sat-kdrya-vdda, 119, 142, 361, 406

sat-sanga, 422
sa«i)a, 31, 40, 46, 157, 317. 328, 334,

337, 354, 397, 400, 401, 436
sattva-gunas, 44, 343, 358

sattvd-prakdraka-pratlti-visayatdbhd-

Vdt, 212

sattva-sdmdnyasyaiva ananglkdrdt, 117

sattva-Vaikuntha, 397

sattvdbhdvdvya tirekdt, 116

sattd-sdmdnya, 117

ifl^ya, 9, ", 71, 73

Satyabodha-tirtha, 56

Satyadharma Yati, I57«.

Satya-dharma-tippana, 64
Satyadhrti, 383

Satyakama-tirtha, 56

satyam, 414
satyatn jndnam anantam brahma, 125

Satyanatha-tirtha, 56

Satyanatha Yati, 62, 64
Satyanidhi-tirtha, 56

Satyaparayana-tirtha, 56

Satyaprajna, 52

Satyaprajna-bhik§u, 60

Satyaprajna-tlrtha, 56, 64, 91

Satyapurna-tirtha, 56

Satyasannidhana-tlrtha, 56

Satyasara-tirtha, 56

Satya-tlrtha, 91

Satyavara-tirtha, 56

Satyavati Pandita, 383

Satyavijaya-tlrtha, 56

Satyavit-tirtha, 56

Satyavrata-tirtha, 56

Satyabhinava-tirtha, i

Satyabhinava Yati, 59

Satye?ti-tirtha, 56

saundarya, 151

Saura?tra, 52

savikalpa, 183
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savisesa, 363

sdiihakatama, 167

sdcihatia, 161, 346, 347, 353, 354, 357,

433
sadhnna-bhakti, 433, 434, 435, 437, 441

Sddhana-paddhati, 394
sddhana-riipa, 353
sddhanununiuna 201

sddhdrana dharma, 177

sddhya, 184, 185, 344
sddhya-bhakti, 434, 435
sddhydbhdvavad-avrttitvam, 185

sddrsya, 150, 151, 182

sddrsyudi-sahakrtendriydrtha-samsar-

gajanya, 339

sdhacarya-niyama , 185, 186, 187

Sdhitya-Kaumudt, 438
j<2/j>'a, 95

sdjiijya, 355

Sdksdtpiirusottamavdkya, 373

ja/j«, 33, 114, 159, 168, 173 263, 282,

307

5d/e«-consciousness, 263, 266, 268,

269, 270, 274, 275, 281, 290, 291,

292, 298, 306, 307

Saksigopala, 387

sdkfi-jndna, 158

sdkslndriya, 158

Sdlikandtha, 162 n.

sdlokya-moksa, 318

sdmagrl, 167, 172

Sdman, 128

sdmunddhikaranya, 185, 187

sdmdnya, 150, 211, 303

sdmdnydbhdva, 273

sdnidnyajtldna, 358

sdmdnyato-drsta, 201

sdmdnya-pratyd satti, 225

sdmdnyena laksitam tathaiva sphurat,

396

sdmipya, 318

Sdinipya-moksa , 318

Samkhya, 24, 26, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 38,

39, 41, 44, 45, 47, 130, 136, 137, 138,

139, 143. 176, 327, 342, 398, 433;

Ahirhudhnya description of, 37;

Ahirbudhnya and Sasti-tantra, 36-7;

Asvaghosa's account of, 32 n.; cate-

gories of, 24-5 ;
difference between

the Bhdjiavata and classical schools,

32 ; diversity in the enumeration of

categories, 30-1 ;
in (}ltd and Ahir-

hudhnya, 45; God in, place of, 36;
God ;ind prakrti, 26; Kapila in

relation to, 38; as described in

Mdthara-vrtti, 39; monistic intei-

pretation of, 33 ; schools of, 36, 45-7
Sanikhya categories, 32, 36 n.

Sarnkhya God, 46

Sdmkhya-kdrikd, 36, 39, 45

Sdmkhya-pravacana-sutra, 344
sdmkhydnumdna, 327
Sarnkhyist, 328, 442
Sdrdrtha-darsinl, i

sdrsti, 318, 430 w.

sdrsti-moksa, 318

sdrupya, 318
Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya, 385, 387,

389
sdttvika, 29, 41, 337
Scorpion, 371

Scriptural, 99

Scriptural command, 3

Scriptural injunctions, 3

Scriptural testimony, 227, 229
Scriptural texts, 76, 81, 248, 252
Scriptures, 36, 114, 337
Seal, Dr, 36W., 195 «.

Seer, 85

Self, 31, 48, 49, 68, 84, 105, 129, 217

248, 260, 291, 299, 323, 335, 353,

360
Self-advancement, 28

Self-completeness, 42, 43
Self-concentration, 418
Self-consciousness, 20, 360
Self-contentment, 437
Self-contradictory, 265, 289, 361

Self-control, 10, 28, 316, 322
Self-creation, 362

Self-creative, 348

Self-dependence, 236
Self-determination, 412
Self-determined thought, 42
Self-determiner, 414
Self-discipline, 316

Self-enjoying, 99, 367, 436
Self-enjoyment, 99, 367

Self-evolving energy, 44
Self-experience, 84
Self-interest, 423

Self-knowledge, 11, 336
Self-love, 295

Self-luminosity, 288, 289, 414, 415

Self-luminous, 69, 237, 247, 248, 291,

295, 310, 335
Self-luminous consciousness, 277
Self-luminousness, 68

Self-luminous principle, 289

Self-purification, 29
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Self-revealing, io6, 215, 216

Self-shining, 24

Self-subsistent, 233

Self-validity, 168, 169, 173, 174

Selves, 58

Sense-characteristics, 337

Sense-cognition, 342

Sense-contact, 172, 174, 182

Sense-data, 158

Sense-evidence, 227

Sense-experience, 239
Sense-faculties, 41, 343

Sense-faculty, 341

Sense-gratification, 7

Sense-knowledge, 159, 182, 219, 337

Sense-object, 341

Sense-operation, 343

Sense-organ, 158, 193, 233

Sense-powers, 419

Sense-qualities, 341

Sense-relation, 257
Senses, 3, 337

Sensible, 194

Sensorv', 28

Service, 351

Sesa-vdkydrtha-candrikd, 62

Se§acar>a, 62

sevd, 351, 422
Sevdkaumudi, 377

Sevdphala, 357, 358, 374, 375, 380, 381

Sevdphala-stotra, 373

Sevdphala-vivrti, 355

sevopayogi deha, 355

Sex-attractions, 10

Sex-love, 426
Sex-restriction, 10

Shame, 151, 339
Shell-silver, 308

siddha-prakdsa-lopah, 288

Siddhapura, 372
Siddhddvaita-mdrtanda, 381

siddhdnta, 141 w.

Siddhdnta-muktdvali, 373, 374, 375,

376, 377, 379, 380, 381

Siddhdnta-rahasya, 373, 374, 376

Siddhdnta-ratna, 19^7., 438,439, 445 n.,

446 «., 447
Siddhanta Unnahini Sabha, 91

Silver, 120, 359, 414

Silver-appearance, 81, 238

Silver-illusion, 250, 251, 260, 261

Silversmith, 249

Similarity', 150

Simhesvara, 388

Sindh, 372

Sinful, 4
Sins, 420
^Ita, 91

Skanda, 133 n.

Skanda-purdna, 122

Skanda-purand, Revdkhanda, 416/1.

Skanda-tirtha, 388
skandhas, 346
" Sketch of the religious sects of the

Hindus", 54 n.

Smoke, 191, 194, 197, 198, 199, 200,

299, 344

smrti, 5, 6, 78, 163, 166, 321, 338, 339,

346, 425 ; relation to Vedic injunc-

tion, 5

smrti literature, 4, 433
Smrti-sdra-samuccaya, 56
smrti-Hle ca tad-viddm, 7
smrti texts, 7

Smrti-vivarana, 56

Snake, 72

sneha, 318, 351, 356, 433
Sneha-puraifl, i

Solar light, 399
Solar sphere, 49

somaydgas, 371, 372
sopddhika, 300

sopddhikatvdt, 123

Souls, 49, 132, 15s, 179, 285, 317
South India, 91, 371
South Kanara, 52
Southern way, 49

Space, 168, 182

Space-relations, 184, 293

sparsa-tanmatra, 35, 41, 42
Spatial coexistence, 187

Spatial limitation, 220

Special virtue, 126

Specious arguments, 84

sphuratt, 106

Spiritual, 42

Spiritual law, 3

Spontaneity, 42
srsti, 122

Srstibhedavdda, 362 «., 379
staimitya-rupa, 42

Stava-mdld, 394, 438
sthdyi-bhdva, 352, 353

sthitiy 39 n., 122

Stirling, Mr, 394
Strength, 42, 151
Subha Rao, 91

Sub-concept, 179

Sub-conscious, 178, 305

Subject, 160, 286
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Subject-object forms, 42

Subject realization, 172

Subjective ignorance, 417
Subodhira, i, 2, 24«., 346, 358, 373,

374. 379. 382
Subodhinl-bodhini, 380
Subodhird-lekha, 373, 375, 380
Subodhini-prakdsa, 379

Subodhinl-tippare, 379

Subodhim-yqjana-nibandha-yojana, 373

Subodhint-yojana-nibandha-yqjana Se-

vdkaumudl, 375
Subsistence, 231

Substance, 3, 96, 150, 153, 213

Substratum, 224, 283
Sudarsana Pandita, 386
Sudar^ana Suri, 1

sudarsanatd, 42
Sudha, loi

sukha-niyato-rdgah, 349
Sumatindra-tirtha, 62

Sun, 28

Supra-logical, 17, 18, 19, 22, 401, 409,

410, 439. 442

Supra-rational, 410, 412, 428
surahhi-candana, 114

Sure^vara, 94, 275

Surottama-tirtha, 169, 172 «.

Suvarna-sutra, 363, 365/1., 366, 367,

379
sukfma, 438, 439, 440, 442
suk^mdvasthd-lakfana-tac-chaktih, 405

surya-mdrga, 52

sutra, 138, 148, 325

svabhdva, 31. 47. 333. 334
Svabhu, 371

svacchanda-cimnaya, 42
sva-dharma-vartitva, 9

sva-gata, 160

sva-jndna-purvakam, 439
sva-kriyd-vydghdtah, 190, 191

Svapnesvara, 35on.

sva-prakdraka-vrtti-vifayatvam eva

drsyatvam, 216

svaprakdsa, 106, 309, 436

svaprakdsatvena bhdvayogdt, 106

sva-rasika-visvdsasydvasyakatvdn na

sarvata sankd, 194

svarga, 333

Svarga-khanda, 36 n.

ivarupa, 11, 119, 124, 332, 410

svarupasthhitayd eva saktyd, 396

svarupa-bhutam, 158

svarupa-bhuta-iakti, 17

svarQpa-bhutdh, 151, 158

Svarupa Damodara, 384
svarupa-lakfana, 123, 422
svarupa-matih, 158

svarupa-mdyd, 314
Svarupa-nirnaya-tlkd, 56

svarupa-stddha, 423
Svarupasimha, 377

svarupasya sva-vedyatvdt, 124

svarupa-sakti, 15, i6n., 21, 22, 398, 400
svarQpa-saktyd nanda, 43 1

svarupa-saktydvifkdrana, 410
svarupatah, 439
svarupa-yogyatd, 357

svarupdnanda, 431

svarupena, 207
svatah-prdmdnya, 168, 171

svatantra, 150 «., i8i

svatantrd bhivyaktimattvam kila kdr-

yatvam, 443
Svatantrdlekhana, 377
Svayambhu, 371

svdbhdvika, 398
svdbhdvifn, 431

Svaminya^taka, 373

Svdmi-stotra, 377
svdrtha, 201

svdrtha-paricchitti, 166

svatyantd-bhavd-dhikarane eva pratl-

yamdnatvam, 210

svopdkhyah kascid dharmah, 217

Sylhet, 395

Syllogism, 200

Sabara, 2

^abara-bhd^ya, 3 n.

sabda, 176

iabda-tanmdtra, 27, 35, 41
^acl Devi, 385
Saivaism and Minor Religious Systems,

^aiva Sdstra, 57

i'a/ja, 13, 37, 39, 41, 43, 44, 150, 153,

323

saktiman, 13

soma, lo, 151

^ambhu, 371

gankara, 17, 52, 53, 60, 93, 94. loi.

103, 108, 112, 113, 127, 129, 130.

131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137,

138, 140, 144, 14s, 146, 147, 148,

17s. 176, 179, 322, 32s, 328, 341,

342, 348, 353. 359, 397, 447
^ahkara Vedanta, i58n., 365

^ankara-vijaya, 56

Sahkarite, 16, 69, 70, 98, 116, 124, 125,

175, 204, 215, 218, 220, 221, 224,
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Sankarite (cont.)

228, 230, 231, 232, 237, 245, 256,

259, 260, 261, 262, 264, 266, 268,

269, 270, 271, 277, 279. 280, 281,

282, 289, 290, 293. 298, 299, 300,

304, 30s, 328, 361, 364, 369, 373,

377, 391

iankd, 191

iankd-nivrtti-dvdra, 193

^ankha-cakra-dhdrana-vdda, 379

sarandgati, 425

sarandpatti, 425

iarlrasya visesa-vrttih, 39 «.

^arma, Nagaraja, 54 n.

Satasloka-ttkd, 56

^atananda, 53

iauca, 9, 151

saurya, 151

idlagrdma Hid, 371

sdnta, 392, 432
^anti, 313 n.

Santipur, 386, 387, 395
sdnto ddnto, 322

^andilya, 350
^dndilya-iutra, 350, 380
^dndilya-sutra-bhakti, 349, 350

Sdstra-dipikd, 3«.

sdstras, 52, 92, 128, 151, 321, 346

sdstrayonitvdt, 325, 326

Sdstrdrthanirupana, 346

^dstrdrtha-prakarana, 374

Sdstrdrtha-prakarana-nibandha, 380
^ikhi Mahiti, 388
Siksddasaka, 394
^iksdpdtra, 380, 381

^iva, 52

^la, 8
;
Medhatithi on, 7

^obhana Bhatta, 53, 91, 92

sraddhd, 9, 350, 420
iSrdddhdprakarana, 373

Srantanidhi, 383

srdvana, 103
^ri Caitanya, 448
:§rt, isjn.

^ridevadasana, 383

^ridhara, 10, 11, 12, 26 n., 27 n., 46«.,

381, 382, 386, 387, 399, 40s
S5ridhara-svaml, i

^ridhara ^arma, 373
^rihar§a, 115, 191 n., 192, 194

^rikantha, 383

^rikanthagarbha, 383
Srikr§na, 447
^rlkurma, 51

Srimad-bhdgavata, 31, 386

^rl Madhva and Madkvaism, 54 n.

^rlnatha, 2

^rinatha Bhatta, 375

^rinivasa, i, 59, 62, 64, 65, 87, 89, 90,

98, loi, 102, 178, 237, 246
Srinivasa Pandita, 386
^riniv§sa-tirtha, 64, 90

Sripadaraja, 62

^rirama Pandita, 385

^rirahgam, 383, 388

6ri-rupa, 389

^ri-rupa GosvamI, 388
$ri Sarvottama-stotra, 374
^rivasa, 387, 395
^rivasa Pandita, 385

sruti, 78, 86, 97, 121, 361, 363

^rutisdra, 373

^rngdra-rasa-mandana, 377

Srngeri Monastery, 53, 54
subhada, 433
3uddhd bhakti, 392
^uddhadvaita, 383

^uddhddvaita-mdrtanda, 377

$uddhddvaita-parik§kdra, 381
suddho na bhdti, 105

hikapakslya, i

^uklambara, 387
^udras, no
sunya, 69, 70, 136, 312

iunyatva-rupinl, 42

sunyavddins , 69
^vetdsvatara, izgn.
^vetdsvatara Upanisad, 38, 136, 137

Syamala, 381

^yamalal Gosvami, i$n.

^ydmasdstrt, 92

^yamSnanda, 438
Softi-tantra, 36, 37, 38, 39, 45; as

described in Ahirbudhnya, 39

Satpadi, 377
Sat-sandarbha, 12 n., 13 n., 15 n., 2i«.,

22«., 346, 353 W-, 380, 396 n., 400,

401, 402, 403, 404, 406, 408, 411,

412, 413, 41S, 427
Sattattva, 56

Sodasa-grantha, 374, 375, 380
Sodasa-grantha-vivrti, 379

tacchesatdtmakaprabhdvenaivoddipta,

413
Tactile, 226

tad-avisaya-yogyatdtirobhdva, 366
tadvindna sthdtum asaktih, 356

tad-vifayatvam eva taddkdratvam, 216

taijasa, 35, 41, 157, 315 n.
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taijasa-aharnkdra, 27, 36

Taittirlya UpamsaJ, 98, 131, 375, 381

Taittirtya-upamsad-bhdsya, 55

Taittiriya-sruti-vdrttika-tikd, 55

Talavakdra-bhdsya, 90

Talavakdra-bhdsya-tikd, 90
Talavakdra-khanddrtha-prakdsikd, 90

Talavakard-tipparil, 90

/amai, 31, 37, 40, 156, 157, 328, 334,

342, 343, 370. 397. 400, 414. 417

tanmdtras, 24, 31, 35, 37, 46, i47. 156

tantra, 39 «.

Tantra-dipikd, 61, 62

Tantra-sdra-mantroddhdra, 88

Tantra-sdra-samgraha, 55, 88

Tantra-sdrokta-piijdvidhi, 88

tantusu pata-samvdyah, 154

tapas, 9

Taranginl, 209, 211, 217, 222

iar/ea, 188 n., 189, 190, 191, 192, 193,

194, 195, 196, 199, 202, 203 ; as stated

by Vyasa-tirtha, 196; in Madhva,
^nhar$a and VySsa-tirtha on, 193-6

Tarka-bhdsya, 189

Tarka-dlpikd, 189

Tarka-tdndava, i68n., 171 n., ijzn.,

173 «., 184, 187, 192, 193, 194, 200

tarkas ca dvividho samsuya-parisodhako

vydpti-grdhakas ca, 195 n.

tasmdd aikya-buddhydlambana-rupam

yat prattyate, 404

Taste-potential, 35
tat tu sarnanvaydt, 128, 328
tat tvam asi, 81, 397

tattva, 334
Tattva-clntdmanl, 170, 171, 187, 195,

199W.

Tattvadipana, 346, 347 «•, 373

Tattva-dipa-prakdia, 351

tattva-jndna, 416
Tattva-muktdkaldpa, 95

Tattva-nirnaya, 168

Tattva-pradipa, won.

Tattva-pradipikd, i, i79

Tattia-prakdsikd, 61, 62, 94, loi, 104,

122, 147

Tattva-prdkaiika-bhdva-bodha, loi

Tattva-prakdsikd-gata-nydya-vivarana,
lOI

Tattvu'prakdsikd-tippani, 6 1

Tattva-prakdiikd-vdkydrtha
-
mafijarl,

62

Tattva-satnkhydna, 35, 64, 65, 66, 150,

157

Tattva-sandarbha, 14 n., 16, 18, 438

tattva-suddhi, 158, 2i8n.

tattvato-parindmah, 22

Tattva-viveka, 55, 64, 65

Tattvdrthadlpa, 348, 374"-, 379
Tattvoddyota, 55, 64, 66, 69, 70 n.

tatastha, 124, 408, 410
tatastha-lak^ana, 122, 124, 422
tatastha-sakti, 14, 21, 124, 393, 398,

408, 410, 421

tdddtmya, 107, 330, 340
tdmasa, 29, 35, 41, 156, 157, 275
tdmasa-ahamkdra, 27
tdmasa guna, 44
Tdmraparnl-srinivdsdcdrya, 60, 62, 90
tdrkikdbhimata-paramdnuto, 3 1 3 «.

Tdtparya-bodhtni, 59

Tdtparya-candrikd, 62, loi, 104, 109,

112, 121, 122, 124, 129, I33n-, 134,

135, 138, 141, 143. 156

Tdtparya-candrikd-nydya-vivarana,
62

Tdtparya-candrikd-prakdsa, 62

Tdtparya-candrikoddharana-nydya-
vivarana, 62

Tdtparya-dipikd, i

Tdtparya-dlpikd-vydkhyd-nydya-dlpa-

kirandvali, 60

Tdtparya-prakdsikd-bhdva-bodha, 6 1

Tdtparya-prakdsikd-gata-nydya-
vivarana, 61

Tdtparya-ttkd, iii, ii2n., 166 n., 193

Tdtparya-tippanl, 60

fgos, 31. 43, 92, 158, 373. 375

Telugu, 375

Telugu Brahmins, 371

Testimony, 202; Vyasa-tirtha on, 203

Texts, 99
Theistic yoga, 34

Thought-activity, 41

Time, 26, 27«., 31, 156, 182, 332

Time-moments, 26

Time-sense, 26

Time-units, 332
Timmanna Bha^^a, 89

Timmannacarya, 62, 64, 101

tippanl, 93

tirobhdva, 340, 366, 367
titiksd, 151

Ttrtha, 380
tol, 386
traikulika-bddhyatva, 255
Transcendant nature, 48
Transcendence of God, 88

Travancorc, 388

Trinity doctrine, 93
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Tnrammalaya, 371

Trivandrum, 53

Trividhandmdvah, 381

Trivikrama, 52
Trivikrama Pandita, 54, 91, loi

Truth, 126, 224
Truthfulness, 28

Tuluva, 52

turiya, 315/1.

tusti, 39 n.

Udayana, 192, 196, 199, 326

Udaypur, 377
uddharana, 345

uddharanopanaya, 202

udbhfita-rupatvat, 243, 341

Uddhava, 45
Uddhavadasa Madhava, 388

Uddliava-duta, 394

Uddyotakara, 176 n., I77"-. 178

Udipi, 52, 53, 93. 372

udvega, 257, 357

ujjvala. 433 «•

Ujjvala-tulamani, 394, 433".

Ujjvala- n'llamani- tikd, 394

Ujjvala-rasa-kand, 394
Ultimate cause, 315
Ultimate knowledge, 219
Ultimate reality, 427
Unconditional, 185

Unconditional antecedent, 340
Unconditional invariability, 97

Unconditioned, 378

Unfailing relation, 197, 198

Unhappiness, 4

Uniformity of nature, 195

Unity, 79, 125

Universal, 152, 221, 222

Universal body, 314
Universal coexistence, 191

Universal negation, 66

Universal sincerity, 354
Universe, 332
Unreal, 22

Upadesa-visaya-sankd-nirdsa^dda, 279

Upadesdmrta, 394

Upadisasahasra-ttkd, 5 5

upajlvaka, 77

upajtvya, 363

upalabdhi, 143, 166, 176

upamdna, 345

upamiti, 338

upanaya, 151, 345

Upanisads, 96, 97, 98, 122, 128, 129,

134. 139, 142. 145. 179, 320, 321,

326, 363, 368, 369, 370, 382, 391,

414, 442

Upani^ad-dlpikd, 379

Upanisat-prasthdna, 55

upapatti-dosa, 202

updddna, 21, 138, 328, 330

updddna-kdrana, 138, 150, 330, 341,

403

updddndmsa, 24

upddhi, 60, 70, 83, 85, 86, 95, 96, I47f

152, 193. 198, i99«-, 350, 370

Upddhi-khandana, 55, 64, 65

Upddhi-khandana-vydkhyd-vivarana,

64
upddheh pratibimba-pakfapdtitvam, 287

updsand, 316, 323

Utility, 406
Utkala, 447
Utkalikd-vallarl, 394

utsarga, igon.

Utsava-pratdna, 379, 380

uttama, 433
uttama-madhyamddhama, 161

uttara, 432
Uttara-mimdmsd, 324

uha, i88?J.

Urddhva-pundra-dhdrana-vdda, 379

Vacuity, 153

vahni-vydpya, 152 w.

vaidharmya, 180

vaidki, 424, 425, 426, 435

vaidhi-bhakti, 424, 426, 435, 442

Vaidyanatha, 372

vaijdtya, igon.

vaikdrika, 27, 41, 157
vaikdrika ahamkdra, 35, 41

Vaikuntha, 15, 313, 397. 398, 400

vatkunthddi-svarupa-vaibhava-rupena,

398"
vailaksanya, 117

vairdgya, 40, iii, 391, 417

vairdgya-misra, 353, 354
Vaisvdnara, 135

Vaisesika, 150, 151 n., 153, 176, 177,

325
Vaisesika Sutras, ij6n.

Vaisnava-purdnas, 57
Vaisnava religion, 434
Vaisnava-tosini, 2

Vaisnavas, 17, 36, 98, 384, 393, 400,

401, 405, 407, 409, 432
Vaisnavism, 20, 388, 393, 400

Vaisnavism, Saivaism and Minor Re-

ligious Systems, 51, 54 «.
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Vakre^vara, 386, 387
Valid, 161

Valid cognition, 276
Valid knowledge, 278

Validity, 75, 169, 171, 186, 253,

346
Validity of memory, 163

Vallabha, i, 2, 320, 321, 322, 324, 327,

328, 329, 330, 346, 350, 351, 352,

355, 356, 357, 359. 361, 363, 367,

371, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 380,

381, 383, 384; bhakti its classifica-

tion, 353; bhakti its fruits, 355;

bhakti, obstacles to, 357 ;
the concept

of bhakti, 346 ff. ; concept of bhakti

compared with that of the Bhdga-
vata-purdna and other literature,

346 ff. ; Vallabha (Gopesvarji) con-

cept of bhakti, 350 ff. ; his concept of

pu?ti-bhakti,2SA\bhaktidindt\\erasas,

352 ff. ; method of the attainment of

bhakti, 354; bhakti and the meta-

physical doctrine of monism, 348—9 ;

bhakti and prema, 355-6; disciples
and works, 373 ff. ; life of, 371; his

opposition to monistic sannydsa,

356; his outlook of the Upani?ads,
326; Vedanta categories according

to, 332 ff.; Vedantic categories dis-

cussed and criticized, 332-6; inter-

pretation of the Vedanta by his

followers, 358 ff.; his view con-

trasted with that of Nyaya and

Vijnana-bhik§u, 326-7 ; Visnusvami,
relation with, 382; as interpreted by
Vi^hala, 363 ff.

Vallabha (Puru§ottama), arthdpatti or

implication, 345 ; causality, nature

of, 341 ; distinction between instru-

ment and cause, 340; doubt, 337-8;

inference, 344-5 ; indeterminate and
determinate knowledge, 337-8; right

knowledge as perception and in-

ference, 339-40; perceptual ex-

perience, 341-2; illusory perception,
nature of, 343 ; doctrine of mdyd
explained by, 330-1 ; pramdnas,
treatment of, 336 ff.

Vallabha Bhatta, 388

Vallabha-dig-vijaya, 383 n.

Vallabha Gosvami's Prapanca-samsdra-
bheda, 362

Vallabha-Midra, 386

Vallabhacarya, 2

Vallabhdftaka, 358, 374, 377, 380

Vanamall, 87

Vahga, 91

Varadaraja, 59, 314
Vardhamana, 192, 193, 196, 393

varna, 150
vastutas tu sabdajanya-vftti-vifayat-
vam eva driyatvam, 216

Vacaspati, 94, 104, 105, 107, 134, 193,

19s, 220, 287, 288

vdcdrambhanam, 82

vdda, 65

Vddakatha, 381

Vdddvali, 359 n., 360, 362 n.

Vadiraja, 62, 64, 87, 175

VadirajasvamI, 59

Vadlndra, 53

Vagbhata, 53

Vagi^a-tirtha, 56

vdk, 148

Vdkyasudhd-tJkd, 55

vdkydnumdna, 3

Vdkydrtha-candrikd, 1 02

Vdkydrtha-muktdvali, bz

Vamadeva, 27

Vamana, 53

vdsand, 43, 45, 150, 364
Vasudeva, 2, 27, 38, 54, 57, IS5, 3^3 «,

314, 387
Vasudeva Datta, 386
Vasudha, 393

vdtsalya, 392, 432

Vatsyayana, 178, 188, 432

Vdtsydyana-bhdfya, iSgn.

vdyu, 52, 88, 93, 131, 13s, 137, 155

Vedagarbhanarayanacarya, 59

Vedanidhi-tirtha, 56

Vedas, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 48, 63, 66, 76, io8,

m, 127, 134, 139, 163, 197, 203,

254, 312, 320, 346, 363, 365, 377,

423, 425; smrti, relation, 5

Vedastutikdrikd, 373

Vedavyasa-tlrtha, 56

Vedanta, 49, 52, loi, 105, 106, 107,

125, 138, 158, 169, 320, 326, 327,

342, 361, 383, 397
Veddnta-candrikd, 373

Veddnta-kaumusi, 158, 239
Veddnta-kdranamdld, 380

Veddnta-Syamantaka, 438
Veddnta-vdrttika, 56
Veddntddhikaranamdld, 381
Vedantic texts, 105, 323

Vedantist, 194

Vedantists, 80, 240, 247

Vedesa-bhik§u, 64, 65, 90
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Vedic, 203
Vedic commands, 2, 3, 5

Vedic deeds, 7, 355
Vedic dharma, 7

Vedic duties, 7. 355
Vedic hymns, 55
Vedic injunctions, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11

Vedic observances, 102, 103
Vedic performances, 37
Vedic rituals, 3, 4
Vedic sacrifices, 2

Vedic testimony, 226

Vedic texts, 5, 74
Vehkata, 95
Vehkata Bhana, 388
Vehkatadrisuri, 64
Venkoba Rao, G., 92
Verbal cognition, 215
Verbal knowledge, 336, 338

Verification, 195 n.

Vrndavna, 372

VetravatI, 372
vibhaktatvdt, 221

Vibrations, i32n.

Vibratory, 40
Vicious circle, 83, 249, 284, 287,

297
Vicious infinite, 23, 63, 81, 85, 104,

193, 244 250, 254, 260

Vidagdhamddhava, 394
Vidvana-mandana, 363, 365, 367 n.,

37on., 379, 381

VidyadhirSja Bhattopadhyaya, 61

VidySdhiraja-tlrtha, 56, 102

Vidyadhs^a-tlrtha, 56, 62, 64, loi

Vidyanidhi, 56, 148, 387, 448

Vidyapati, 389

vidyd-sthdna, i88n.

vidyd-sakti, 12

Vijaya, 53, 3i8n. 386
Vijaya Bha^a, 53

Vijayadhvaja-tirtha, i

Vijaya-dhvajl, 24n.

Vijayanagara, 371, 372, 394

Vijayindra, 64, 65, 87, 9S«., 96 n., 98,

99n., 100, loi

Vijaylndra-pardjaya, 95, 96n., 99*1.,

loon.

vijndna, 9, 20, 27«., 146, 406
Vijnana-bhik§u, 367

vijndnamaya, 136

vijndna-tattva, I57n.

vikalpa, 158, 336
vikdra, 32n., 361

vik^epa, 264, 265

vikfepa-iakti, 24 n.

vilaya, 157

Vildpakxuumdnjali, 394
Vilva-mahgala, 383, 389
vinaya, 9

Vindication, 195 n.

viparyaya, 176, 178, 189, 338
Virtue, 2, 40
Visual organs, 342
Visual perception, 191, 252
Vi^la, 372
Vi^rada Pan^ita, 385

viiefa, 18, 127, 150, 153, 182, 183,442,

447
visefobhdva, 272

visefa-vikalpa, 183

viiefya, 175

xnsifta, 150
viiifta-bduddhi, 338
xniiftatd, 153

vihiddhddvaita, 382
Viiva, 315 n.

Vi^vanagara, 372
Visvanatha, 189, 190, 351
Vi^vanatha CakravartI, i

Viivandtha-vrtti, 188 n., 189, 190

ViivarQpa, 190, 385

Vi^vesvara, 2

Vi^vesvara-tlrtha, 90
vifaya, no, 113

vifayatd, 170

vifaya-tydga, 10

vifaydnandabrahmdhanddpekfayd bha-

jandnandasya mahdttvat, 357

Vifnoh, 315
Vi§nu, 19, 37, 40, 41, S3, 57. 58, 61,

65, 71, 89, 92, 102, 103, nin., 122,

125, 131, 132, 133, 136, 137, 138,

145, 376
Vi§nucitta, 371

Vi^nudharmottara, ^n.

Vi§nukranta, 53

Vi§numahgala, 53, 54, 65

Vi§nu Pandita, 386
Vi§nupriya, 386

Vif-nu-purdna, 16, 34, 36«., 75, 349,

350, 391, 405, 423. 427»»-

Vi§nu Puri, 2

Vifmisahasrandma-bhdfya, 55

visnu-samkalpa-coditdt, 37

Vifnu-sakti, 390, 442
Vi§nusvamln, i, 12, 347, 371, 382, 383,

447
Visnu-tattiva-nirnaya, 55, 64, 74, 78,

87, i72n.
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Visnu-tattva-nirnaya-tlkopanydsa, 87

Visnu-tattva-nirnaya-tippanl, 87

Vifnu-tattva-prahdsa, 87

Visnutosinl, 394
vitandd, 65

Vitiating conditions, 198, 199

Viuhala, 363, 369, 372. 373, 374. 375.

377, 379. 380, 381 ; interpretation of

Vallabha's ideas, 363 ff.

Vitthala BhaUa, 64
Viuhala-suta-srinivasa, 62

Vitthalasutananda-tirtha, 62. 87

Vinhala-suta-srinivasikcarya, 60

Vitthalacarya-sunu, 59

Vivarana, 117, 141, 238, 249, 265, 275,

276, 277. 295. 297. 373

vivarta, no, 134, 308, 309, 405
vivartakdrana, 362

Vivekadhairyydiraya, 373, 376

Vivekadliairyydsraya-tlkd, 377

viyogo, 39 «.

Virabhadra, 393

Virachand, 393

Vtramitrodaya, sn., 6n., 8n.

Viramitrodaya-paribhdsdprakdia, 5 «.,

virya, 42, 43
Vrndavana, 89
Vrndavanadasa, 384, 385
Vrndavana Gosvami, 2

Vrddhanagara, 372

vrtti, 8, 106, 148, 188, 219, 232, 234,

236, 239, 240, 241, 242, 244, 245,

246, 248, 258, 259, 262, 263, 265,

266, 267, 274. 27s, 277, 278, 281,

291, 310. 341. 343

vrtti-jndna, 276, 290
Vrttikara, 53, 134

rrf/z-knowledge, 277, 278, 282

1T//1 modification, 221

vyahhicdra, 189

vyabhicdri bhdva, 353

vyaktdvyakta, 43

vyakti, I32n., 143

vyasana, 356

vyasti-ksetrajna, 402
vyavahdrtka, 73, 80, 115, 116, 120,

142, 204, 281. 299, 300, 304

Vyaya, 387

vydghdta, 190, 192

Vydkhyd-sarkard, 1 78 n.

Vydkhydna-vivarana, 94

vydpaka, 197

vydpdra, 197, 341

vydpdravad asddhdranam, 340

vydpti, 151, 152, 184, 185, 187, 190,

197; Its nature, 197-8; VySsa-tirtha
on its nature, 199

vydpti-grdhaka, 195 «.

vydpti-smarana, 200

Vyasa, 30, 53, 54

Vydsa-bhdsya, 35 n., 36

Vydsa-smrti, 5 n.

Vyasa-tirtha, 56, 59, 62, 63, 65, 90,

134. 135. 141. 195. 196, 199. 202,

203, 204, 209, 222, 223, 224, 226,

227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 270, 279,

282, 292, 293, 294, 298, 448
vyulias, 27 n., 413

Waking state, 267
Whole, 153

Wilson, H. H., 54 n.

Wisdom, 40, 347

World-appearance, 11, 17, 63, 73, 205,

207, 2J3, 214, 217, 224, 229, 230,

247, 248, 249. 250, 251, 252, 253,

254, 301, 303; Vyasa-tirtha's view

of, 302 ff.
; its indefinability cri-

ticized, 301 ff.

World-oreation, 359
World-events, 412

World-experience, 25, 32, 256
World-illusion, 251
World objects, 221, 232, 233, 248
World-soul, 417

Wrangling, 65

Yadupati, i, 59, 62, 64, 65, 89, 102

Yajus, 128

yama, 424
Yamaka-bhdrata, 55, 89

yamas, 354
Yamunottri, 372

yatha prameyatvam, 198

Yathdrtha, 161, 165

yathdrtham pramdnam, 160, 167

Yati-pranava-kalpa, 55

Yadavaprakasa, 53

Yadavadri, 372

Yajnanarayana BhaJta, 371

Yajnavalkya, lo

Ydjnavalkya-smrti, 188

Yajpur, 387
Ydmundstaka, 373, 375, 376, 394
Ydmundstaka-vivrti, 377

ydvat-svdsraydnumiti-grdhyatvam, 1 69

yoga, 8n., 10, 16 n., 27, 28, 30, 33, 39,

128, 347, 350, 400, 433

yoga-mdyd, 16 n., 400
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Fo^a-sfl/ra, 35 «., 27s yogo, 39 n.

Yogaiatakavyclkhydna, 394 yogyatd, 20, 292, 311

Yoga-vdrttika, 27 n. Yonagiri, 383

>'05e viyogavrtti-prema, 350 jujiV yo^e, 30

Yogi Gopesvara, 380, 381 yuj samddhu, 30

Yogins, 153, i8i, 182, 311, 312, 400 Yukti-mallikd, 168, 169, 172, 175, 313,

Yogi-ydjnavalkya, 8n. 314
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